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Volume III of the documentation of the GLAS fourth order general circulation 
model contains compiler listings of the full precision, vectorized version of 
the medel for the CYBER 205 computer system. At the time of this work the FORTRAN 
compiler in use at the NASA High Speed Computing Facility was Version 2.0 Cycle VK2G. 
The FORTRAN language for the CYBER 200 series contains both Control Data 
Corporation and unique CYBER 200 extensions to the standard FORTRAN (American 
National Standards X3.9-l966). These extensions allow the FORTRAN user to 
take full advantage of the vector processing architecture of the computer and 
are therefore used extensively throughout the program. Because of the overriding 
advantage of speed the CPU time for a twenty four hour simulation with the 
four degree latitude by five degree longitude, nine layer resolution, is approx-
imately three minutes this optimized model is used for extep.1ed objective 
analysis and forecast experiments. 
As noted elsewhere, the vectorized code presented here and the scalar code 
presented in Volume II are indentical in the sense that zero differences are 
obtained on all prognostic and diagnostc quantities after three simulated hours 
of integration. 
Chapter II contains the dictionary of the FORTRAN variables used in the 
scalar version of the model. An equivalent dictionary for the vectorized code 
has been purposely omitted because the same variables are used here as in the 
scalar code (Volume II) and because new terms defined in the vector code refer 
only to temporary space. These temporary work areas are documented internally. 
Chapter III contains the listings of the FORTRAN code compiled with the 
.. c .. option. As a result, cross reference maps of local variables are included 
for each subroutine. 
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V A R I A B L E DES C RIP T ION 
ARRAY TO FILTER. 
LOCAL TEMPORAR~ VARIABLE. 
INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION MULTIPLIED BV 
FRACTIONAL cLEAR AREA. 
INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION MULTIPLIED BV 
FRACTIONAL CLOUDY AREA. 
CONTAINS MM/DD/vv. 
MM/OO/VV FOR CURRENT RUN. 
SPHERICAL COORDINATE SCALING FACTOR. 
SPHERICAL COORDINATE SCALING FACTOR. 
TEMPORARV VARIABLE USED IN FLUX QUADRATURE. 
LOCAL TEMPORAPY VARIABLE. 
USED IN THE CALCULATION OF ABSORBED SOLAR 
RADIATION IN CLEAR AND CLOUDY SKIES. 
MONTHLY DATA FIELD. 
MONTHLY DATA FIELD . 
MODEL ALBEDO FIELD. 
FUNCTION USED TO OBTAIN ABSORPTION OF 
SOLAR RADIATION DUE TO OZONE. 
DAV OF YEAR OF EARTH'S APOGEE. 
TEMPtRATURE CORRECTION TO THE OPTICAL OEPTH 
OF WATER VAPOR. 




HH/MrJIISS FOR CURRENT RUN. 
7EMPORARY VARIABLE USED FOR VARIOUS THINGS. 
TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED FOR VARIOUS THINGS. 
FUNCTION USED TO OBTAIN ABSORPTION OF SOLAR 
RADIATION DUE TO WATER VAPOR. 
PLANCK FUNCTION EvALUATED AT A GIVEN 
RADIATION MODEL LeVEL. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
PLANCK FUNCTiON EVALUATED AT 1 MB lEVEL. 
MOIST ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE. 
PLANCK FUNCTION EVALUTATED AT THE GROUND. 
CHARACTER ARRAY CONTAINING BLANKS. 
TEMPERATURE CORRECTION TO THE OPTICAL DEPTH 
g~N~*X~~SV~~~~'IN CURTI~-GOODSON 
APPROXIMATION. 
CHARACTER ARRAY FOR HISTOPV HEADER. 
CORRECTED SPECIFIC HUMIDITY. 




WORK SPACE TO READ INPUTZ NAMELtST. 
TEMPORARY USED TO COMPUTE SEA LEVEL PRESSURE. 
ARRAY OF CHARACTER VARAIBLES ON MODEL 
HISTORY RECORD. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
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CALENDAR DAY AssOCIATED WITH THE FOUR 
SEASONS. 
CALENDAR DAY LIMIT USED IN INTERPOLATION. 
CALENDAR DAY LIMIT USED IN INTERPOLATION. 
CALENDAR DAV. 
STRING REPRESENTING CDC READABLE RECORDS. 
FRICTIONAL WIND SHEAR ADJUSTMENT PARAMETER. 
DRAG COEFFICIENT ADJUSTMENT PARAM~.TER OVER 
LAND. 
DRAG COEFFICIENT ADoJUSTMENT PARMifETER OVER 
OCEANS. 
LOGICAL VARIABLE WHICH IS TRUE IF NO CLOUDS 
ARE PRESENT. 
RATIO OF LATENT TO SPECIFIC HEAT. 
VARIABLE REPRESENTING EXISTING CLOUD TYPES. 
LOGICAL VARIABLE WHICH IS TRUE IF CLOUDS 
ARE PRESENT. 
USED IN CALCULATION OF THE OPTICAL DEPTH 
OF WATER OIMER. 
to X MASS OF A COLUMN OF AIR EXTENDING 
TO SEA LEVEL PRESSURE. 
SAME AS CM. 
SAME AS CM. 
PARAMETER USED IN PLANCK'S FUNCTION. 
TEMPERATURE CHANGE RESULTING FROM AN INPUT 
OF ONE CALORIE TO A GIVEN LAVER L OF A 
UNIT COLUMN OF AIR. 
TEMPERATURE CHANGE RESULTING FROM IN INPUT 
OF ONE CALORIE TO A UNIT COLUMN OF AIR. 
PARAMETERIZED CONSTANT. 
COLUMN MASS RATIO. 
USED IN \YATER DIMER CALCULATION. 
USED IN WATER DIMER CALCULATION. 
USED IN WATER D}fJlER CALCULATION. 
MASS CONVERGENCE AT A GIVEN LEVEL. 
CONSTANT USED IN POLE EQUATIONS. 
CONSTANT USED IN POLE EQUATIONS. 
CONSTANT USED IN POLE EQUATIONS. 
CONSTANT USED IN POLE EQUATIONS. 
CONt • OT. 
CON2 • DT. 
CON3 • DT. 
CON4 • DT. 
SCALING CONSTANT. 
COSINE OF SOLAR DECLINATION. 
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COSINE OF lATITUDE. 
COSINE OF LONGITUOE~ 
MAGNIFICATION FACTOR FOR SLANT PATH AND REFRACTION OF SOLAR RADIATION. COSINE OF EARTH'S ROTATION. 
COSINE OF SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE. SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE. 
CP I 2. 
SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE. 
SPECIFIC HUMIDITY CHANGE AT PRIMED LEVEL , FROr.., CUMULUS PARAM;;TERIZATION. SAME AS CQfP BUT FOR P~IMED LEVEL 3. SAME AS CQfP BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 5. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ICE. 
TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE BETWEEN 1 MB AND A GIVEN MODEL RADIATION LEVEL. 
SAME AS CTIN BUT FOR 5 Ma. TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE BETWEEN TWO MODEL RADIATION LEVELS. TEMPERATURE CHANGE AT PRIMED LEVEL f FROM CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATIoN. SAME AS CT1P BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 3. SAME AS CT1P BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL S. THE NUMBER OF HISTORY WRITES PER DAY. 
INVERSE OF THE NUMBER OF PHYSICS CALLS BE7WEEN HISTORY WRITES. 
OD!HHIr"M 
TOTAL SPECIFIC HUMIDITY CHANGE DUE TO CUMULUS CONVECTION. TOTAL SPECIFIC HUMIDITY CHANGE AT PRIMED LEVEL 1 FROM CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATION. SAME AS CVQ1P BUT FO~ PRIMED lEVEL 3. SAME AS CVQSP BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 5. TOTAL TEMPERATURE CHANGE DUE TO CUMULUS CONVECTION. 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE CHANGE AT PRIMED LEVEL 1 FROM CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATION. SAME AS CVT1P BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 3. SAME AS CVT1P BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL S. WEIGHTED FACTOR FOR SHAPIRO FILTER -X DIRECTION. 
TOTAL MASS FLUX INTO CLOUD FOR MIDDLE AND PENETR~TING CONVECTION. TOTAL MASS FLUX INTO CLOUD FOR LOW-lEVEL CONVECTION. 
WEIGHTED FACTOR FOR SHAPIRO FILTER -v DIRECTION. 
TOTAL HEAT CAPACITY OVER LAND OR FROST. TOTAL HEAT CAPACITY. NUMER ICAl CONSTANj·. NUMERICAL CONSTANT. Nl."-'ERICAl CONSTANT. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
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ABSORBED SOLAR RADIATION ABOVE CLOUDS. 
LOGICAL Fl.AG FOR DARKNESS. 
HIGH LATITUDE FILTER COEFFICIENTS. 
CONTAINS WAVE-NUMBERS OF SEA LEVEL PRESSURE. 
NUMBER OF DAVS IN ·A VEAR. 
ABSORBED SOLAR RADIATION BELOW CLOUDS. 
RATIO OF TWO ADJACENT THICKNESSES. 
SUN DECLINATION. 
MAXIMUM SUN DECLINATlON. 
FREQUENCV WIDTH OF SPECTRAL INTERVAL. 
NUMERICAL CONSTANT. 
CORRECTION FOR ATMOSPHERIC MASS LOSS. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
TOTAL DIABATIC HEATING. 
FRACTION OF A YEAR ELAPSED SINCE EARTH'S 
APHELION. 
LATITUDINAL GRID LEr~GTH. 
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF LATITUDE. 
INTERPOLATED LATITUDE. 
INTERPOLATED LATITUDE. 
LONGITUDINAL GRID LENGTH. 
LONGITUDINAL GRID LENGTH. 
RATIO OF LONGITUDINAL iO LATITUDINAL GRID 
LENGTH. 
PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO ADJACENT 
MODEL RADIATION LEVELS. 
PI. 
PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 1 MB AND 
5 MB LEVELS. 
PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 5 MB LEVEL 
AND THE FIRsT MODEL RADIATION LEVEL. 
CHANGE IN UPWARD FLUX OF LONGWAVe RADIATION 
WITH RESPECT TO GROUND TEMPERATURE. 
AIR/SURFACE INTERACTION COEFFICIENT. 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SATURATED AND UNSATURAtED 
SPECIFIC HUMIDITV AT THE GROUND. 
sIGMA LEVEL THICKNESS. USED IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
CHANGE IN UPWARD FLUX OF LATENT HEAT 
WITH REPECT TO GROUND TEMPERATURE. 
VERTICAL GRID INCREMENT AT PRIMED LEVEL 1 
USED IN CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATION. 
SAME AS DS1P BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 3. 
SAME AS DS1P BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 5. 
MODEL TIME-STEP IN SECONDS. 
PHYSICS TIME-STEP IN SECONDS. 
TOTAL DIABATJC HEATING. 
TIME BeTWEEN HISTORV WRITES. 
TEMPERATURE DIfFERENCE BeTweeN THE GROUND 
AND THE TOP OF THE PBl. 
ZONAL WIND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SURFACE 
ANO LEVEL NLAY. 
SQUARE OF WINO DIFFERENC~S. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
MERIDIONAL WIND DIFFERENCE BETweEN SURFACE 
AND LEVEL NLh'!. 
INTERPOLATED DATE. 
INTERPOLATED LATITUDINAL GRID DISTANCE. 
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INTERPOLATED OZONE INCREMENT. 
LONGITUDINAL GRID DISTANCE. 
SCALING FACTOR USeD IN VERTICAL OZONE 
INTERPOLATION. 
AREA OF lONGITUOE-LATITUDE GRID ELEMENT. 
MERIDIONAL GRID DISTANCE. 
ECCENTRICITV OF EARTH'S ORBIT. 
COEFFICIENT USED IN AIR/SURFACE INTERATION. 
COEFFICIENT OF VERTICAL DIFFUSION. 
MINIMUM ALLO\'1ABLE DIFFUSIVITV COEFFICIENT. 
EDDV DIFFUSIVITY COEFFICIENT. 
EDDV DIFFUSIVITV COEFFICIENT DIVIDED BV 
PBl THICKNESS. 
UPWARD LATENT HEAT FLUX. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
EVAPORATION COEFFICIENT. 
LATENT HEAT OF EVAPORATION. 
EVAPORATED MOISTURE AT PRIMED LEVEL 3 
FOR LOW-LEVEL CUMULUS CLOUDS. 
SAME AS EVAP03 BUT FOR PRIMED LEVEL 5. 
SOIL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION COEFFICIENT. 
LOCAL VARIABLE USED IN CONVECTIVE STABILITy 
TESTS. 
LOCAL VARIABLE useD IN SUPERSATURATED CLOUDS 
FUNCTION WHICH COMPUTES P RAISED TO THE 
POWER ROCP. 
eXPERIMENT NUMBER. 
CONTAINS WAVE-NUMBER FILTERS. 
FRACTIONAL CLOUDY AREA. 
LOGICAL FLAG FOR FRACTIONAL CLOUDINESS. 
FRACTIONAL AREA OF CLEAR S ....... 
FRACTIONAL AREA OF CLOUDY SKY. 
COEFFICIENT FOR INTERNAL FRICTION DUE TO 
VERTICAL WIND SHEAR. 
INTERNAL WIND SHEAR COEFFICIENT. 
CORIOLIS PARAMETER. 
WEIGHT FOR TIME INTERPOLATION FROM MONTHLY 
AVERAGES. 
WEIGHT FOR TIME INTERPOLATION FROM MONTHLY 
AVERAGES. 
REAL VALUE OF CURRENT JULIAN DAY. 
SCALED CORIOlIS PARAMETER. 
LOGICAL FLAG FOR FOURIER FILTERS. 
EQUATOR GRID POINT INDEX. 
FREOUENC¥ PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
TEMPORARY ARRAY TO HOLD THE FIELD BEING 
FILTERED. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
COEFFICIENT OF JNTER-LAVER FRICTION. 
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SPECIFIC HUMIDITY STRAPPING PARAMETER. 
SPECIFIC HUMIDITV STRAPPING PARAMETER. 
LOGICAL FROST INDICATOR. 
FRACTION OF INCIDENT SOLAR RADIAT[ON AFTER 
SCATTERING. 
EFFECTIVE SURFACE FRICTION COEFFICIENT. 
HEATING DUE TO CONDUCTION THROUGH SEA ICE. 
LIMITING GROUND WETNESS FOR POTENTIAL 
EVAPOTRANSPIRhTION RATE. 
MOMENTUM TENDING DUE TO CORIOLIS FORCE. 
S • DT. 
~ DT. 
WATER DIMER DATA. 
LATENT HEATING PARAMETER. 
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE RELATING TO MOIST 
AND DRY ADIABATIC LAPSE RATES. 
lATENT HEATING PARAMETER. 
LATENT HEATING PhRAMETER AT THE ~URFACE. 
LATENT HEATING PARAMETER AT PRIMeD LEVEL 1. 
LATENT HEATING PARAMETER AT PRIMED LEVEL 3. 
CENTER TIME AVERAGING TERM. 
OUTeR TIME AVERAGING TERM. 
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION. 
GROUND PRESSURe. 
SCALED WATER VAPOR COEFFICIENT. 
GROUND TEMPERATURE. 
SCALED WATER VAPOR COEFFICIENT. 
GROUND WETNESS. 
HOLDS CLIMATOLOGV OF GROUND WETNESS 
FOR ONE MONTH. 
HOLDS CLIMATOLOGV OF GROU~D WETNESS 
FOR ONE MONTH. 
SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE COEFFICIENT. 
UPWARD FLUX OF SENSIBLE HEAT. 
MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT MID-LEVELS. 
MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT EDGE-LEVELS. 
SATURATION MOIST STATIC ENERGY. 
MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 2. 
MOIST STATIC ENERGV AT PRIMED LEVEL 3. 
MOIST STATIC ENERGV AT PRIMED LEVEL 4. 
MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 5. 
SATURATION MOIST STAT[C ENERGY AT PRIMED 
LEVEL 1. 
SATURATION MOIST STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED 
LEVEL 3. 
HALF PRECISION VARIABLE EQUIVALENCED TO IC. 
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EFFECTIve OCEAN-ICE THICKNESS. KS TO UsE ON HISTORY TAPE. KU TO USE ON HISTORY TApE. HALF PRECISION WORK ARRAY. 4 X DT. 
- 0.5 )I CT. 
LONGITUDINAL rNDEX USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES. INTEGER ARRAY FOR HISTORY TAPE HEADER LONGITUDINAL INDEX. STRING REPRESENTING IBM' READABLE RECORDS. INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS ON HISTORY RECORDS. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOGICAL FLAG FOR ICE. 
INTEGER WITH CURRENT CLOCK REAOING. CHARACTER ARRAY EOUIVALENCED TO ICHK. CONVECTIVE AND SUPERSATURATION CLOUDS. 
INTEGER WITH CUT-OFF TIME. CHARACTER ARRAY EQUIVALENCED TO ICUT. CURRENT uULIAN DAY. CURREUT uULIAN DAY. ERROR FLAG. HALF PRECISION ARRAY CONTAINING ZEROS. lOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
lOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. lOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOCAL TEST VALUE FOR DETERMINING INTERPOLATION FORMULA. ARRAY useD TO CHANGE LONGITUOINAl INDEX INCREMENT. INC. TO 1M AT THE POLES. 
A MEASURE OF LATITUDE. lAT! TUDE. NUMBER OF GRID POINTS PER LATITUDE CIRCU:' USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES 1M / 2. 
IM02'" I. 
1M • NLAY. 
LONGITUDINAL INDEX INCREMENT. 
PERFORMS HOUR-MINUTE-SECOND ARITHMETIC. INCREMENTS V~-MNTH-DAV BV ONE DAV. ARRAV WITH LONGITUDINAL INDICES ASSOCIATED WITH I ... IMD2. 
NAME FOR PH'.'<::rcs INPUT NAMELIST. INPUT MODFL PARAMETER NAMELIST. CODe OF OP~.,. TION TO PERFORM. 
LONGITUDINAL INDEX PLUS 1. 
LONGITUOINAL INDEX PLUS 2. 
1M • KS. 
1M • NLAY • KU. COUNTER. 
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LONGITUDlNAL INDEX MINUS 1. 
LONGITUDINAL INDEX MINUS 2. 
TUllE REMAINiNG u~nlL END OF JOB. 
HALF PRECISION ARRAY CONTAINING' 1'. 
CLOUD INDEX. 
WAVE NUMBER FOR PRINT. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF RESOLVABLE WAVES. 
lONGITUDINAL POINT OF PRESSURE DIAGNOSTIC. 
t -+- IMD2. 
I X - 1. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
I X-+-1. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
LATITUDINAL INDEX USED IN MOST SUBROUTIN[S 
JALB, JNP -.lALe ~ 1. 
LATITUDINAL GRID LOCATION. 
MOD/oJ-I, MSM) ... , 
LOCAL 'rEMPORARV VARIABLE USED FOR 
TIME INTERPOLATION. 
INDICIES OF SOUTH AND NORHT POLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
EXPERIMeNT IDENTIFIER. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL .• EMPORAR'( VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
NUMBER OF LATITUDE BANDS IN GRID, USED HI 
MOST SUBROUTINES. 
(JM + I , I 2 
oJM ... 1. 
oJM • 2. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
NORTH POLE INDEX, useD IN MOST SUBROUTINES. 
EXPERIMeNT IDENTIFIER. 
INDEX ARRAY USED FOR POLE COMPUTATIONS. 
LATITUDINAL INDEX PLUS 1. 
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SOUTH POLE INDEX, USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES. 
LATITUDINAL INDEX MINUS 1. 
lATITUDINAL INDEX MINUS 2. 
LATITUDINAL POINT OF PRESSURE DIAGNOSTIC. 
JX - 1. 
oJX + 1. 
COMMONLY USED VERTICAL INDEX. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
lOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARfABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
JNP * 1M. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
IMNLAV * oJNP. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE . 
ALBEDO CLIMATOLOGV FLAG. 
GROUND WETNESS CLIMATOLOGV FLAG. 
SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE CLIMATOLOGV FLAG. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
1M .. KS. 
1M r NLAY • KU. 
CODE OF OPERATION TO PERFORM. 
KOP + 1. 
VERTICAL INDEX PLUS 1. 
VERTICAL INDEX PLUS 2. 
A LOOP INDEX FOR UPPER AIR FIELDS. (LU - 12) I 2 .. 1. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF SURFACE FIELDS. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
SCALING EXPONENT. 
COUNTER. 
FLAG FOR MATSUNO PREDICTOR. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF UPPER AIR FIELDS. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
COUNTER. 
VERTICAL INDEX, USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES. 
LOGICAL ARRAY FOR HISTORV HEADER. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
LOGICAL FLAG FOR LAND. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOGICAL FLAG: TRUE IF NEXT RECORD IS VERSTR. 
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lEVEL LIMIT FOR PENETRATING CONVECTION. 
l~vEL LIMIT FOR PENETRATING CONVECTION. 
STAT FUNC USED AS FLAG FOR LEAP rEARS. 
RECORD TYPE FLAG. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
NUMBER OF MODEL LAYERS. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
VERTICAL INDEX MINUS 1. 
VERTICAL INDEX ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT 
TIME STEP. 
VERTICAL INDEX ASSOCIATED WITH PREVIOUS 
TIME STEP. 
RECORD ~LAG= RESTART. HiSTORY OR VBMAND. 
VERTICAL INO£X PLUS 1. 
LNB .. 1. 
LND ... 1. 
LAST CPU CLOCI~ TIME. 
LOGICAL UNIT ON WHICH TO 00 INPUT/OUTPUT. 
UNIT NUMBER FOR READING MONTHlV ALBEDO. 
UNIT NUMBER FOR READING MONTHLY GR. WETNESS. 
UNIT NUMBER FOR MODEL HISTORv RECORDS. 
UNIT NUMBER FOR READING MONTHLY TOPOGRAPHY. 
UNIT NUMBER FOR MODEL ~ISTORV RECOROS(81. 
LNB ... 1. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
lOCAL TerAPORARV VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
lOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE, USED IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
MACHINE IDENTIFIER. 
MATSUNO STEPS TO INTEGRATE BEFORE CVCLE. 
NEXT TIME-STEP SCHEME(O=LEAPFROG,1=MATSUNO). 
CURRo TIME-STEP SCHEME(O=LEAPFROG,1=MATSUNOI 
INCREMENT TIME IN HHMMSS FORMAT. 
POLE GRID POINT INDICATOR. USED IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
TIME-STEP FLAGS FOR A COMPLETE SEQUENCE. 
ENDING POINT IN FUNCTION INCHMS. 
ENDING POINT IN FUNCTION INCyMD. 
CURRENT MONTH OF ALBEDO. 
CURRENT MONTH OF GROUND WETNESS. 
CURRENT MONTH OF TOPOGRAPHV. 
MONTH INDEX FOR CLIMATOLOGY. 
MONTH INDEX FOR CLIMATOLOGY. 
HHMMSS TIMESTEP COUNTER. 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS TO wAITE. 
HHMMSS IN SECONDS. 
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NUMBER OF BANDS TO KEEP IN LOCAL STORAGE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. USED IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
LOW-LEVEL CONVECTION CLOUD PARAMETER. 
PENETRATING CONVECTION CLOUD PARAMETER. 
TIME INDEX OF CURRENT STEP, useD IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
MID-L.EVEL CONVECTION CLOUD PARAMETER. 
COUNTER. 
COUNTER. 
NUMBER OF lEVELS ABovE HIGHEST CLOUD LAVER. 
NCLEAR'" 1. 
TIME INDEX OF PREVIOUS STEP, USEe IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
TIME INCREMENT TO INVOKE ANALYSIS. 
NUMBER OF NIGHT-TIME LONGITUDINAL 
POINTS. 
GRID 
CURRENT DATE IN THE MODEL. 
CURRENT JULIAN DAV. 
TIME INCREMENT BETWEEN CALLS TO THE 
LONGWAVE RADIATION. 
TIME INCREMENT TO WRITE HISTORV RECORDS. 
TIME INCREMENT TO INVOKE PHYSICS. 
THE NUMBER OF DAVS IN EACH MONTH. 
TIME INCREMENT FOR RESTART WRITE. 
TIME INCREMENT TO INVOKE SHAPIRO FILTER. 
MODEL TIME STEP. 
NUMBER OF SECONDS BETWEEN CALLS TO PHYSICS. 
LOCAL TEMpORARV VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE~ 
NUMBER OF FREQUENCY BANDS FOR SOLAR 
RADIATION ABSORPTION. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
NUMBER OF FREQUENCV BANDS USED IN THE 
LONGWAVE RADIATION ROUTINE. 




TIME AT START OF 
TO HHMMSS FORMAT. 
eXPERIMENT. 
FLAG FOR RESTART RECORD WRITE TO HISTORV. 
NUMBER OF VERTICAL LAVERS IN MODEL, 
IN MOST SUBROUTINES. 
NlAY - t. USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES. 
LOCAL TEMpORARY VARIABLE. 
NLAV· INB - 1'. 
USED 
-~ ~'. _ •• ,-<- j, t,- : J:' .. -
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NLAV * (NB - 1). 
NUMBER OF LEVELS USED IN OZONe ABSORPTION OF SHORTWAVE _RAOIAT.ION. NLAYOZ + 1. 
NLAY + 1. USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES. NLAY + 2. 
NLAY of. 3. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
CURRENT MONTH. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOCAL TEMPORI'.RY VARIABLE. 
NUMSER OF PRESSURE LEVELS USED IN OZONE VERTICAL INTERPOLATION. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. CURRENT TIME OF MODEL DAY IN SECor-IDS. 
INCREMENT rIME IN SECONDS. CONVERTS HHMMSS FORMAT TO ·SECONDS. NUMBER OF STEPS IN COMPLETE TIME-SCHEME SEQUENCE. 
VARIABLE FOR LONGITUDINAL SMOOTHING. TIME STEPS SINCE INITIAL START. 
INDEX FOR NEXT TIME-STEP TYPE IN MLF. CURRENT CPU USAGE FROM CLOCKS. CLOUD TOP LEVEL. 
CLOUD TOP LEVEL FOR FRACTIONAL CLOUDINESS. CLOUD TOP LEVEL FOR TOTAL cLOUDINESS. ADOS ONE TO THE MOD FUNCTION. YEAR CONvERTED TO INTEGER. CURRENT MODEL DATE IN YYMMDO FORMAT. 
ENDING DATE IN VYMMDD FORMAT. 
BEGINNING DATE IN YVMMDO FORMAT. EQUAL TO NYMD 
INTEGER CONTAINING "1900" . LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. TIME STEP POINTER OF VALUES TO WHICH TO ADD. TIME STEP POINTER TO WHICH TO COpy VALUES. TIME STEP POINTER FROM WHICH TO SUBTRACT. lOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. TIME STEP POINTER OF VALUES TO ADD. TIME STEP POINTER FROM WHICH TO COPY VALUES. TIME STEP PTR. OF VALUES WHICH TO SUBTRACT. LOGICAL FLAG FOR OCEANS. INTERPOLATED VERTICAL PROFILE FOR AN ARBITRARY TOTAL OZONE AMOUNT. VERTICAL PROFILE FOR OZONE AMOUNT OF .22 eM. VERTICAL PROFILE FOR OZONE AMOUNT OF .30 CM. VERTICAL PROFILE FOR OZONE AMOUNT OF .38 eM. VERTICAL PROFILE FOR OZONE AMOUNT OF .46 eM. INTERPOLATED OZONE AMOUNT CORRESPONDING TO AN ARBITRARY LATITUDE AND DAY. SAME AS 001. 
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TOTAL VERTICAL OZONE AMOUNT IN JANUARV. TOTAL VERTICAL OZONE AMOUNT IN JULY. TOTAL VERTICAL OZONE AMOUNT IN OCTOBER. VERTICAL VELOCITY. 
TWICE THE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE EARTH. OZONE AMOUNT IN A GIVEN LAVER. 
REFERENCE PRESSURE, USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES. 
AREA of POLAR CAP. 
PRECIPITATION DUE TO LOW-LEVEL CONVECTION. 
PRECIPITATION DUE TO MIO-LEvEl CONVECTION. 
PRECIPITATION DUE TO PENETRATING CONVECTION. 
OPTICAL DEPTH OF WATER VAPOR AND WATER DIMER. 
MEASURE OF THE RATIO OF PRESSURE TO GROUND PRESSURE. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
MEASURE OF THE RATIO OF TWO ADJACENT PRESSURE LEVELS. 
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HUMIDITIES. POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE OIFFERENCE. lOCAL T'EMPORARV VARIABLE. GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT AT A GIVEN LEVEL. GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT AT THE POLES. SURFACE GEOPOTENT]AL HEIGHT. 
ZONALLV AVERAGED GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT. ZONALLV AVERAGED GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT. MERIOIONAlLV AVERAGED GEOPOTENTIAl HEIGHT. MERIDIONALLY AVERAGED GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT. TEMPORARV VARIABLE USED BY PRESSURE GRAOIANT AT THE POLES. SAME AS PHI t . 
SAME AS PHI 1 • 
SAME AS PHIl. SAME AS PHIl. 
SAME AS PHI 1. 
PI CONSTANT. 
STANDARD MODEL ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE DEPTH. 
GLOBAL MEAN PRESSURE. 
NET COLUMN MASS CONVERGENCE. 
SINGLE SCATTERING ALBEDO. CONVERSION FACTOR Pl/tBO.O. 
CONSTANT 1.0 X PI. 
TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED TO COMPUTE PRESSURE GRADIANT. 
SAME AS PH. 
SAME AS PH. 
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SAME 1\5 PH. 
SAME AS PI(. 
PSTD RAISED TO THE POWER ROCP. 
PTOP RAiSED TO THE POWER ROCPPf. 
REFERENCE PRESSURE AT MID-LEVELS. 
REFERENCE PRESSURE AT EDGE-LEVELS. 
REFERENCE PRESSURE AT A GIVEN LEVEL. 
REFERENCE PRESSURE RAISED TO THE POWER ROCP. 
PRESSURE A1 EDGE OF LAVER. 
SAVED BASE FIELD P. 
CALCULATES GLOBAL MEAN SURFACE PRESSURE. 
REFERENce PRESSURE AT THE POLES. USED IN 
MOST SUBROUTINES. 
TOTAL ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION. 
LARGE SCALE PRECIPITATION. 
TOTAL CONveCTIVE PRECIPITATION. 
TOTAL PRECIPITATION. 
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL PRESSURES AT MID-LEVELS. 
PRESS. LIMIT USED IN PRESSURE INTERPOLATION. 
PRESS. LIMIT USED IN PRESSURE INTERPOLATION. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AN~ GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POI~T LA8SL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LAe~L. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIE~D AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
FIELD AND GRID POINT LABEL. 
SURFACE PRESSURE. 
SURFACE PRESS~RE RAISED TO THE POWER ROCP. 
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE REFERENCE PRESSURE. 
MINIMUM ALLOWABLE REFERENCE PRESSURE. 
REFERENCE PRESSURE FOR NORMALIZATION. 
CONSTANT PRESSURE AT THE TOP OF THE 
ATMOSPHERE. USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES. 
ZONAL MASS FLUX. 
AVERAGED ZO~AL MASS FLUX. 
AVERAGED ZONAL MASS FLUX. 
MERIDIONAL MASS FLUX. 
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P2 Q QAtT LeNTRL 
QSEG lCNTRL 
OQAV LCNTRL 
QENO lCNTRL QFLUX QFLUXI QFlUX2 
OHOG CNTRLP 
QOUT LCNTRL 








QUA COMr.~ON QUH AMAM QUITE 
Ql 
Q2 Q2P DCUMU 







































































AVERAGED MERIDIONAL MASS FLUX. 
AVERAGED MERIDIONAL MASS FLUX. 
MERIDIONAL MASS FLUX AT THE POL~S. 
MERIDIONAL MASS FLUX AT THE POLES. 
NET MASS CONVERGENCE AT THE POLES. 
SPECIFIC HUMIDITY MASS FLUX AT THE POLES. SPECIFIC HUMIDITY MASS FLUX AT THE POLES. TEMPERATURE MASS FLUX AT THE POLES. TEMPERATURE MASS FLUX AT THE POLES. ZONAL WINO MASS FLUX AT THE POLES. ZONAL WIND MASS ,FLUX AT THE POLES. MERIDIONAL WINO MASS FLUX AT THE POLES. MERIDIONAL WINO MASS FLUX AT THE POLES. ZONALLY AVERAGED PRESSURE. 
ZONALLY AVERAGED PRESSURE. 
MERIDIONALLY AVERAGED PRESSURE. 
MERIDIONALLY AVERAGED PRESSURE. 
PRESSURE AT ONE OF THE STRATOSPHERIC LEVELS. PRESSURE AT ONE OF THE STRATOSPHERIC LEVELS. SPECIFIC HU~IDtTY. TRUE IF CURRENT TIME-STEP IS ANALYSIS STEP. TRUE IF CURRENT TIME-STEP IS INITIAL STE'P. rRUE IF CURRENT TIM~-STEP IS THE FIRST STEP. 
TRUE IF CURRENT TIME-STEP IS THE LAST STEP. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. LOGICAL FLAG TO INVOKE LONGWAVE RAOIATION ROUTINE. 
LOGICAL FLAG TO WRITE HISTORY FILE. 
LOGICAL FLAG TO DO PHYSICS STEP. LOGICAL FLAG TO WRITE RESTART TO HISTORY. 
LOGICAL FLAG TO WRITE RESTART FILE. 
MODEL ARRAY CONTAINING SURFACE AND DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS. WORK SPACE FOR HISTORY RECORD. STATEMENT FUNCTION USED TO COMPUTE SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIOITv. 
LOGICAL FLAG TO DO SHAPIRO FILTER. SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITV AT PRIMED LEVEL t. 
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lOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LONGWAVE RADIATION DIAGNOSTIC. 
LONGWAVE RADIATION AT THE GROUND. 
SHORTWAVE RADIATION D!~GNOSTIC. 
SHORTWAVE RADIATION AT THE GROUND. 
NET RADIATION AT THE GROUNO. 
ATMOSPHERIC ALBEDO DUE TO RAVLEIGH 
SCATTERING. 
RAYLEIGH SCATTERlNG FOR OZONE. 
CONATINS REAL PARAMETERS ON HIsTaR'~ RECORD. 
COMBINATION OF RAYLEIGH AND GROUND ALBEDO. 
CLOUD ALBEDO IN THE VISIBLE. 
UPWARD FLUX OF LONGWAVE RADIATION. 
INVERSE OF THE CLOUD ENTRAINMENT. 
REFLECTED SOLAR RADIATION AT THE SURFACE. 
GAS CONSTANT FOR DRV AIR. 
RELATIVE HW.nIDITV. 
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AT THE SURFACE. 
RELATIve HUMIDITV AT lEVEL NlAV PLUS 
GROUND WETNESS. 
RELATIve HUMIDITV AT THE SURFACE. 
8ULK RICHARDSON NUMBER. 
RATIO OF PRESSURES FROM TWO AD~AceNT LEVELS. 
INVERSE OF RI<ON. 
LATITUDE IN RADIANS. 
LATITUDE IN DEGREES. 
ALBEDO of LOWER ATMOSPHERE AND GROUND FOR 
OZONE. 
INDIV1.DUAl CLOUD LAVER REFLECTIVITY. 
TOTAL -";:LDUD REFLECTANCE. 
REFLECTANCE FOR A CLOUD LAVER. 
RGAS .' CP. 
ROCP 4- 1. 
CURRENT ANGLE OF EARTH'S ROTATION. 
SQUARE OF DISTANCE FROM SUN. 
SURFACE REFLECTANCE. 
CLOUD REFLECTIVITY FUNCTION. 
RADIATION FLUX AT TOP OF A GIVEN 
MODEL LAVER. 
TOTAL GLOBAL AREA. 
AVERAGED CLOUDY SKY ABSORPTANCE. SK. 
OVER ALL ANGLES. 
SOLAR CONSTANT MODIFIED BY SOLAR ZENITH 
ANGLE. 
NET MASS CONVERGENCE. 
NUMBER OF SECONDS PER DAV. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
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FRACTION OF A VEAR ELAPSED SINCE SUMMER SOLSTICE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. ABSORBED SOLAR RADIATION AT THE GROUND. 
SIGN COEFFICIENT USED IN POLE EOUATIONS. 
SPECIFIC HUMIDITY. USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES. SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT THE GROUND. 
SPECIFIC HUMIDITY useD IN PHYSICS. 
SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT EDGE LEVELS. 
SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT THE MODEL TOP. SAvED BASE FIELD SH. 
SPECIfIC HUMIDITV AT THE POLES. USED IN MOST SUBROUTINES. SURFACE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY. SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITV. 
SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITV AT THE SURFACE. VERTICAL SIGMA COORDINATE. 
LAYER INTERFAce SIGMA VALUES. 
SINE OF SOLAR DECLINATION. 
SINE OF LATITUDE. 
SINE OF LONGITUDE. 
SINE OF EARTH'S ROTATION. 
ABSQRPTANCE OF CLOUDY SKIES. SURFACE TO SEA LEVEL PRESSURE FUNCTION. 
TOTAL AREA-WEIGHTED PRESSURE. HIGH LATITUDE FOURIER FILTER COEFFICIENTS. 
LATITUDE OF SNOW LINE. LOGICAL FLAG FOR SNOW. 
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SNOW LINE IN SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. 
LOGICAL FLAG FOR SINE SIGMA PBl PROFILE. 
JULIAN DAY OF SUMMER SOLSTICE. 
REFERENCE PRESSURE. 
!ONAl SUM OF PRESSURES. 
~EFLECTANCE BV ADDING TWO LAveRS (WITH 
ILLUMINATION FROM ABOVE). 
REFLECTANCE BV ADDING TWO LAVERS. 
REFLECTANce BY ADDING TWO LAVERS (WITH 
ILLUMINATION FROM BELOW). 
DERIVATIve OF PLANCK'S FUNCTION. 
SMOOTHED DERIVATIVE OF PLANK'S FUNCTION. 
SMOOTHED DERIVATIVE OF PLANK'S FUNCTION. 
DRY STATIC ENERGY. 
DRV STATIC ENERGY AT EDGE LEVELS. 
DERIVATIVE OF PLANCK'S FUNCTION AT 1 MB 
LEVEL. 
ORY STATIC ENERGV AT PRIMED LEVEL t. 
ORV STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 2. 
DRY STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 3. 
DRY STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 4. 
DRY STATIC ENERGY AT PRIMED LEVEL 5. 
STEFAN-SOlTZMAN CONSTANT. 
SURFACE WIND INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENT. 
SURFACE WIND INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENT. 
CPU TIME USED FOR ONE TIME STEP. 
TRANSMISSION BV ADDING TWO LAVERS. 
TRANSMISSION BY ADDlNG TWO LAVERS (WITH 
ILLUMINATION FROM ABOVE). 
TRANSMISSION BY ADDING TWO LAVERS (WITH 
ILLUMINATION FROM BELOW). 
SUMMATION OF S. 
FLUX AT THE TOP OF A MODEL LAVER DUE TO 
RADI!i.TION FROM THE SURFACE LAVER. 
FLUX AT THE TOP OF A MODel LAVER DUE TO 
RADIATION FROM THE LAVER eeTWEEN 5 MB 
AND 1 MS. 
AMOUNT OF WATER VAPOR ABOVE A GIVEN LEVEL. 
AMOUNT OF WATER VAPOR BETWEeN TWO ADJACENT 
LEVELS. 
SOLAR CONSTANT. 
PROGNOSTIC TEMPERATURE FIELD. USED IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
CLIMATOLOGICAL STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES 
FOR APRIL. 
OPTICAL THICKNESS OF CLOUDS DUE TO 
ABSORPTION. 
OPTICAL THICKNESS DUE TO CLOUD PARTICLES 
IN A GIVEN LAVER. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
OPTICAL THICKNESS OF CLOUDS DUE TO 
SCATTERING. 
OPTICAL THICKNESS OF SUPER-SATURATION 
CLOUDS. 
TEMPERATURE AT A STRATOSPHERIC LEVEL. 
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE IN MIXED I.AVER. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
CHANGE IN CONDUCTION OF HEAT THROUGH SEA 
teE WITH RESPECT TO GROUND TEMPERATURE. 
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LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
lOCAL TEMPORARY VAPIABLE. 
TERPII PASSED FROM GEOHT TO COMP2. 
TERM PASSED FROM GEOHT TO CQMP2. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
LATENT HEAT FLUX. 
HEATING DUE TO CONDUCTION. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIA8LE. 
GROUND TEMPERATURE. 
GROUND TEMPERATURE. 
GRoeND TEMPERATURE SQUARED. 
POTENTIAL TEMERATUR.E. 
MEAN POTENT I AL T!!MPERATURE. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY 'JARIA8LE. 
POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE WITH SURFACE PRESSURE 
AS A REFERENCE. 
TEMPERATURE AT WHICH ICE MELTS. 
TOTAL TRANSMISSION FUN~TION. 
TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF OZONE. 
fRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF OZONE. 
CLiMATOLOGICAL STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES 
FOR JANUARY. 
CLIMATOLOGICAL STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES 
fOR JULY. 
TEMPERATURE USED IN PHYSICS. 
TEMPERATURE AT EDGE LEVELS. 
OPTICAL THICKNESS OF LOW-LEVEL CLouDS. 
TEMPERATURE AT ATMOSPHERIC MODEL TOP. 
MAXIMUM DAILY SURFACE TEMPERATURE. 
OPTICAL THICKNESS OF MIDDLE LEVEL CLOUDS. 
MINIMUM DAlLY SURFACE TEMPERATURE. 
INDIVIDUAL CLOUD LAVER TRM.JSMISSIVITV. 
TOTAL CLOUD TRANSMITTANCE. 
TRANSMITTANCE OF A CLOUD LAYER. 
CLIMATOLOGICAL STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES 
FOR OCT'18£R. 
ABSORPT'ON ABOVE LEVEL 1. 
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TOTAL ABSORPTION OF SOLAR RADIATION. 
TIME INTERPOLATED TOTAL VEtHICAL AMOUNT 
OF 070NE. 
TOTAL VERTICAL OZONE AMOUNTS. 
LIMIT USED IN VE~TICAL INTERPOLATION OF 
OZONE .. 
SAME AS TOTOZ I . 
TRANSP.HSSION FUNCTION OF OZONE. 
TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF OZONE. 
TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF OZONE. 
TEMPERATURE AT THE POLES, USED IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
OPTICAL THICKNESS OF PENETRATING CLOUDS. 
TEMPERATURE AT A GIVEN MODEL RADIATION 
LEVEL. 
TEMPERATURE AT THE 1 MB LEVEL. 
TRANSMISSION FUNCTION OF OZONE. 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR ABOVE THE SURFACE. 
TEMPERATURE AT THE TOP OF THE SURFACE 
LAYER. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
STANDARD TEMPERATuRE FOR NORMALIZATION. 
SCALED TEMPERATURE AT A MODEL RADIATION 
LEVEL. 
CLOUD TRANSMITTANCE FUNCTION. 
TT • TT. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
TEMPERATURE AT THE 1 MB LEVEL. 
TEMPERATURE AT THE 5 MB LEVEL. 
ZONAL \VIND COMPONENT, USED IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
ZONAL WIND COMPONENT AT THE POLES. USED IN 
MOST SUBROUTINES. 
ZONAL SURFACE WIND COMPONENT. 
LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. 
MERIDIONAL WINO COMPONENT, USED IN MOST 
SUBROUTINES. 
INTEGRAL QUANTITY USED IN OPTICAL DEPTH 
CALCULATION. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
MODEL VERSION IDENTIFICATION. 
EQUAL TO VER. 
MERIDIONAL WINO COMPONENT AT THE POLES, USED 
IN MOST SUBROUTINES. 
MERIDIONAL SURFACE WINO COMPONEr-n. 
LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. 
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WAVPCT PRDIAG WAVPER PRDIAG WET RADCOM COMP3 GROUND !'IE rr,jESS. 
COMP~5 WK CLOUDS WMAG DCOMP3 COMP3 WIND SPEED AT GROUND. WMAGC DCOMP3 COMP3 WIND SPEED AT GROUND CUBED. WMAGS DCOMP3 COMP3 WIND SPEED AT GROUND SQUARED. WORKl COMMON GWSGCM WSAVE ROPARM AVRX WORK .sPACE. 
DEPEND 
PRDIAG WTRINF LINKHO TOTAL TRANSMISSION FUNCTION. WW OSOLAR SOLAR1 SCALED MOISTURE AMOUNT FOR REFLECTED 
RADIATION. X LINKHO DATA USED IN PLANCK'S FUNCTION. 03INT XD EXPBVK LOCAL TEMPORARV VARIABLE. XDAV CNTRLP CONSTA SOLAR DAY OF THE VEAR. OZONE2 
SOLAR1 XK RADCOM CLOUDS ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF CLOUDS. XKK CLOUDS XLABEL ceNTRL DEFALT EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION LABEL. XLAT OlaNE2 LATITUDE. 
RACIO 
SOLAR1 XORDS CORDER CDNHTR CHARACTERS FOR SURFACE VARIABLES. DEFALT 
10Q XORDU CORDER CONHTR CHARACTERS FOR UPPER AIR VARIABLES. DEFALT 
10Q XSA COMMON CONHTR XUA COMMON CONHTR XX lINKHO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. SOlAR1 XV LINKHO LOCAL TEfJlPORARY VAA IASLE. VV LINKHO LOCAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE. Z OCOMP3 CO~~P3 TOPOGRAPHICAL HEIGHT. ZlN caMP;] THICKNESS OF PSl. ZLNCO CNTRLP COMP3 PBL THICKNESS COEFFICIENT. CONSTA 
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PRCt;RMJI GWSGCM (JTJPUT. OUTPUT. '/t;VlSGC·Jj 
UNt 13=OUTPUr. UNIT5=EXXX}lNL. UNI TG=OUTPUT, VGWSGCM 
UNIT8=E~X~KHTS. UNITlt=TEMPNl. UNJTI2=EX~XKRSI. VGWSGCM 
UNIT14=El'Xr,)IRS2, UNIT41=TOPOG, UNIT42"GRVlET, VGv'SGCr,1 
UNIT43=AL9EDO. UNIT55=\'IUDAIA. UNJT5S~KnDATA. VGWSGCM 
u~n T 1 S .... RSPROC. UNI 131 ".USERO 1 • UNt T32"-UC:ER02. '.'GWSGCM 
UNIT33=U'5EJ11)3, UNIT3d=USEROd, UNJr6tJ=E/P'jur,'1 VG'I1SGCM 
C ~ • ~ ....................................................... ~ ...................... ~ ............................ ~ ... ~ ~ ... VGWSGCM 
C·····.. GODDARD MODEt.Jf<lG "NO SI~ULATION FACILITY • ~ ••• 'vG'#SGcrA 
CH...... FOURTH-ORDER GE~IERAL CIRCULATION MODEL ....... -/':i\'!SGCM 
C' ..... ~ .............................. ,. ............................................................................................. VGWSGCM 
C' M; Ii. - COM S I G "" h 0 A T A INC. N A 5 A G S Fe' VGWSGCfl' 
c· ....... ~ .... , ............................... Oo ....................................................... ·VG~ISGCtJI 
C VGW5GCM 
C Vf;WSGCM 
C MOST ROUTINES OPERATE ON ONE LATITUDE BAND AT A TiME VGWSGCM 
C SEe rfto:JOEl TECHNICAL DOCUMENTII.Ttor~ FOR El':TENSIVE DETAILS VG~'!SGCM 
C vGWSGCM 
e VGWSGCM 
C 'JcrJ fCOM 
eNAMEL t 3T DECKS VCUTCOM 
C ======~======= VCNTcoM 
C HJPUTZ INPUT VCNTCOM 
C INPHVS .. CONSTA VCNTCOM 
C I/CfJTCOM 
C vCNTcorn 
C STATEf,IIENT FUNCTION DECKS VCNTCOM 
C =====~~==:============== VcuTCOM 
C SLEtP - PRDtAG.SMSH/l.P VCN1COM 
C VCNTCOM 
C VCNTCOM 
C DATASET REQUIREMENTS VCNTCOM 
C ==================== VCNTCOM 
C DSRN 3 PRIMARY MODEL PRINTOUT VCNTCOM 
C DSRN 5 INPUT CONTROL W\MELISTS VCr.lTCQM 
C DSRN 6 DEBUG AND ERROR PRINTOUT veNTCOM 
C DSQN 8 OUTPUT MODEL HISTORY FILE SEGMENT VCNTCOM 
C OSRN 11 TEMPORARY REI\O/WRJTE FILE FOR NA\I'ElISTS COPY VCN1COM 
C 05RN 12 RESTART FILE (HAS INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE RUN) VCN1COM 
C DSRr., f4 RESTART FILE VCNTCOM 
C 05RN 15 FILE WITH PAOC TO SEND PROPER RESTART TO FRCNT ErJO vCNTeor.. 
C osnN 41 INPUT CL ItJlATOlOGJ CAL TOPOGRAPHV VCNTCOr.ll 
C eSRN 42 INPUT CLIMATOLOGICAL GROUND WETNESS VCNTeOM 
C DSRN il3 INPUT CLIMATOtOGIChL IlL9EDO veNTCa'" 
C DSRN 55 JrJPUT wu AADIATr'J~J OAT/\ VernCOM 
C DSRN 55 INPUT KRISHNAMURTHY RADIATION DATA VeNTeOM 
C DSRtJ 60 INPUT CARD HMGE WITH CQMPUTATION CUT-OFF TIrJl~ vcrnCOM 
C VCNTCQM 
C VCNTCOrJl 
C EXIT ERROR CONDITIONS VCNTCOM 
C =~========~==~======= VCNTeOM 
C 00 REQUESTED END TIME REACHED veNTCOM 
C 01 MAXIMUM RECORDS m., DISK REACHED VeNTCDM 
C 06 COMPUTATION CUT-OF~ TlME EXCEeDeD VerHoef.'! 
c 08 I/O ERtlOR OR REQUESTED STJ}.RT TIME NOT FOUND veNTCOM 
~ 12 MODEL DIAGNOSTIC VCNTCOr!l 
C 16 TERMINATION VIA F'ORTRAN EY.TENDEO ERROR FACILITY VC'HCQrJl 
C VCf..ITCOM 
C "CNTCOM 
C EXTERnAL REf:ERENCES AND COr/MaN US"'GE VCNTeOM 
C =====~=====~.======================= VCNTCOM 
C VCUTCOM 
C===========.===.======.=.===.=.======~===~=.=========~~===.===.===~=~==VCNTCOM 
C 'CI0IQIWIC1RIDIQI 1PIOIDIMICISI"'SI818IAICI[IIIGIWIWI8IBIBIDIBIVCNTCOM 
C IN A p'o'NIA'S M Icicle NIO P LIM I I V a MIFIEI~I"II CIIIClstVCNTCOM 
C ITINlolRlr 010,5 10 olulTIRIA AlslT T RIMIJ A olcls,T,oITloloIVCNTCOM 
C 1"IOlll"I"ICILj,1 I"IMI~IHIOIC "IHIC I IXI2IMI'IHIMI~ILI~ISIMILIVCNTCQM 
C III Q I E l' III 0 I A I v I I I P I U III E I E I " I C I M I I W I WIT P I A I' I PI j 3 1 "I "WTCO" 
C I IT SOP "'I"I E 3
I
l I V". ~I' ~IKI I IWI! ':1"131 ISIRjV~NTCO" C I I I· I I I I I I I I I I' ., I • I I I I I I I v .... ~JTCOM 
C======.=======================.===~==============================~=====VCNTCOM 
!I"{!)' ,,' 
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C ADOQ I )( I X t I I ' " I II' I I I I Xl I I I VCNTCOM 54 
C AVRX 1'\1. \'1 \ \ I 'I \1.1' \ \ Ivonco," 55 
C 8TOLOG , I I I I , I I I I I vcr-ncm., 56 C CLOCKS veNlCOM 57 
C CLOUDS I 1 I II II X I ~ 1 I I I I I I I I VCNTCOrJI 58 
C COMPO I X I X, I I I I J I I K I, I I i I I IJCNTCOM S9 
C COMP 1 lXIX/X, I' , X I II X, X I 1'1 I" I ,vcmco" 60 C COMP2 I X jll)( I I II I I I I .It X f 1 I I f 1 VCUTCC'M 6 t 
C COMP3 ,'I X , X I XI Y., J( I I I, 1 I I Y. I Y I I I vCNTCOfJl 62 
C COfJlP35 II I" I X 1'1 I I I I I, I 1 I I ~ I I vCNTCOM 63 C CONHTR X 'I. X )( VCNiCOr/l 64 
C CONSTA I X I X I X K I I , I I I I I I I I lvctncorJl 65 
C COPYIJ I II X III. I I I I I I X 1 I I I I I.JcrncoM 66 
C CULULO I X I X I I X I X I X X I I I I I I I I I I, I I I VCNTCOM 67 ggm~" I'!' I Y. I ! 'I \.1, I I I' I I II, i ' ! 'I~g~~gg;~ ~~ CO/'. TE \'CfJTcor.' 70 
C OEFAlT 'XI1. 1 lXi' I 'I I I I I I'JI"'rJTCOM 71 
e DEPEND ,'xl ,I, I II" 'I" I I I VCIHCO',' 72 
C DIFFQ y,X,X I I X, I I ,VCtJTCOM 13 
C EXP8VK I VCNTear., 74 
C GEOHT )I X X I I , ' I',' I I vctnCOM 15 
C GWSGCM .II' )1'1 X I X .II X' I X' X' I I I vcrncm .. 76 
C I NCH"S I I" I , I I I I I I I veN TCOM 77 
C INC VMD I, ,I I I I I I , I I I veil Teo •• , 78 
c INITSD )f X I I I I ,'JCNTCOM 79 
C !tJPUT )I 'II xI I I Y. II I' I I , I'1CNTCOM 80 C 10Q ~ X y '1CNTCOM 81 
C LINKHO I X I I I I I I I 'Jcr<JTCOM 82 
C OZQUE2 I 'x I I I I I I I VCN iCOM 83 C 03INT vcrJTcer,-, 84 
C PMEAN ){ Jo: I I I I , I I 'VCNTCOr" 85 
C POll NP '" I I I I I I I I I VeNTcOM 86 
C PRO lAG 1. 'II 1<1 I I I I, ' IX I I vCrHGOM 87 C Q5MI1PIN I I I I "CNTCOrJI 88 
C 050PEtl, I ' '1crnCQrn 89 C RADIO r. r. x I,I! I v I I I I I I 'I<;NTCCM 90 
e RESTO"" r.)( y I I I J( I I I I' x I I VCNTcerJl 9 t 
C SAVcQM 1)( )11 11 , I Ix I I I I I 111 I : vt;tJTCOf" 92 
C SCALEO I x X 1'1 I I j i I I I I I , k )', I ,'JetncorJl 93 
C SHeORN ,x x x I I I I 'f I x I I I I I VCNTeer:" 94 
C SMSHAP I X x 1'1 x I I I III I x I X I 1'1 I I I VCNTCOM S5 C SOLAR 1 1. I X,I!, x 1 I I t I I I I )f I vCNTeo,., 96 
C STRA m I I I I I I I I I I I I I VCIHCOI,' 97 
C TIME I I I /1 I I I I I 1 I I I I I VCNTCOI' 98 C T1MAVG I' '1'1 I 'I I I I I 11.1 'I I IVCNTCO" 99 
o TWRITE ,x X, ,X I I X, I I' I I ,verHCOM100 
C VERT ,)I' Jt',", XI I I I I I I I I ,VCUTCOPJIf01 
C VLlN"HO, " 1.11" ,I "I, """"" , "VClnCOM!02 C==========================================-============================VCNTCO~I'03 
C ,ICIO'Q'W'C'R'D'Q' IP'DID'M'CIS B'SIB'BIAIC'III'G'W'W'8IB'S'D'8IvCNTCOM1'04 
e / INIAlplollNIAlslMI c,lc,lcINlo,l p LIM 1IIIv 01"1'IEI"I"I'I CI
'
lclsIVCNTCOMI05 
C I IT,NIOIR r,o,o,sl ,00 UITIR A A SlrITIRIMI~IA10ICISITIO,TIOlo,VCNTeOM106 C I ,R D L,K1RiC,L AI NI~IMIHIDIC N,HIC, KJ 2 1M X,H,M,G LrMISI~ll V~NTCOM107 C I ,l,Q E, 1 IL,oIA rV, I p,u,L,EIE I( C M, ,Vl,W, I ,',PIA riP, ,3,h,"C t ITCOM10a 
C I I' T 5 I ~ 1 p," R I E I I 'I L I VIR .1':' I • I ~ 1 ~ I 1 I \~ I ! I ~ ," 1', lSI"! ; CI/T co." o. C I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I ,. I 1 I I I I I 'CUreo'," f '0 
e==~==========:====~================:==~======~===============~=~===~:~~VCNTCOM11' 
C VcrJTCOM112 
C VCNTCOMT 13 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED mol HISTORY RECORD VCNTCOM114 
C ========================================~========= VCNTCOM115 
C CCf I) eco 'COC • FOR CDC READABLE RECORDS VCNTCOM116 
C 'IBM • I='CR ISM REt.DABLE RECORDS IJCfHcaM117 
c CCI 2) hDATE Mro1/DOlV'( rOR aURAErn RUN vC~JTCOMI18 
C eef 3) ATIME HH.MM.SS F'OR CURRENT RU~ol V(.fJTCOrJII19 
C CCf 4) JIC E~PERIMENT IDENTIFIER FROM INITIAL CO~PJTIONS VCNTCOrJ!120 
C cce 5) ,Joe ExpERIMErn IOHnIFIER v~rHeOf.n21 
C CCI 61- '/(;NTCOM122 
C eCI 81 SPARES vC~lTcor"'123 
C eel 91 VER MODEL VERSION IDENTIFICATION Vt:.rHCOM124 
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I C' 2 ) 1M 
Ie' 3) IMD2 
IC' 4 , HIID2P 1 
IC' 5' f,JDASW 
IC' 6' JM 
Ie' 71 JMD2 








Ie' .2 ) JSO 
IC' ." KLIAL8 
Ie' , .. KlIGW 
IC' ,5 , KLISST 
IC' .SI KS 
IC .7 I W 
ICI .e I LOGBR 
Ie' 1 £I ) MA1IN 
I C' 201 flflATSN)! 
IC' 21) NlA TSUfJ 
Ie! 22, -
tt;f ~31 '.RF 
Ie' 34) MRDD 
Ie, 35) NKRSH 
Ie I 3S) MSM 
Ie' 37) 1<8 
lei 3Bt NO 
Ie' 391 fJDAL T 
Ie' 40' NDAV 
Ie' 4" fmOUT 
IC' 421 NOPHV 
IC' 43) NDSHF 
IC' 441 NOT 
Ie' 45 , tlHMS 
Ie' 46' NHMSE 
lei 4;) NHMSO 
Ie' 48 ) ULAV 
I C l 491 Nl.AVMf 
IC' 50) NlAVPl 
IC' 511 NSOAV 
SPARE 
NUMBE~ OF GRID POIN1S PER LATITueE CIPClE 
1M I 2 
{ I fJl / 2 I • 1 
HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR RESTART WRITE 
NUMBER OF LATITUDE BAf>lDS IN GRID 
f...lM + " I 2 
JM .. 2 
JIVI • 1 (NORTH POLE HIDE:K) 
LATITUDE BAND NurJlBER OF' LIMIT FOR .:t'nl armeR 
SHAPIRO FIlTEJ:! 
LATITUDE BMJO f,lUMS'ER OF LIMIT FOR B"lI-1 I")Pf)£R 
SHAPIRO FILl!:.R 
1 (SOUTH POLE INOE~I 
ALBEDO CLIMATOLOGY FLAG: 
o - INITIAL CONDITIONS 
f - MONTHLY UPDATE 
2 - TIME INTERPOLATJO~ 
GROUND WEn~ESS CLIMATOLOGY FLAG: 
o - INITIAL CONDITIONS 
1 - MONTHLY UFDATE 
2 - TI~E INTERPOLATIO~ 
SEA SURP' ACE TEMPERIl TURE CLIMATOLOGV H ".G: 
o - INITt~L CONDITIONS 
1 - MONTHLY UPDATE 
2 - TIME INTERPOLATION 
NUMBER OF SURP'ItCE FIELDS 
NUMBER OF UPPER-AIR FIELDS 
TVPE OF RECORD 
o - RESTART (POST-ANALYSISi VaRSTR 
-1 • RESTART IPRE-ANALVSIS) veRSTA 
2 - H~STORY (POST ANALYSIS) VeS1G 
1 - HISTORV fPRE-ANAL¥SIS) VeSIO 
4 • v8rnMJO (POST-ANALYSISJ V8rJlANO 
3 V8rJ1MJD (PRE. -ANAL VSI S) VSMAND 
NUMBER O~ MAT5urJO STEPS TO INTEGRAtE 8~F0~E 
ENTERING REGUL~R CYCLE 
NE~T TIUE-STEP SC~EME 10~LEAPFROG. '~U~T5U~O' 
CURRENT TIME-STEP SCHEME fO=LEAPFROG. l::::r.1.'\TSUf''''' 
TIME-STEP FLAGS FOR h COUPLETE SEO~S~~F 
LENGTH OF SE~UENCE GIVEN BV NSEQ < 13 
rO=LEItPFROG. 1=MATSUNO} 
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS TO 
WRITE TO EXXX~HTS 
FLAG FOR RESTART RECORD WRITE TO HISTOA" 
NUMBER OF BANOS TO KEEP IN STORAGE AT Ot,JE TIME 
INDEX OF CURRENT TIME-STEP FIELDS 
INDE~ OF PREVIOUS TIME-STEP FIELDS 
TIME INCREMENT TO INVOHE hNAlVStS IN HJ.1MP."S5 F(mrll 
CURRENT JULIAN DAY 
TIME INCREtnENT TO !JIRtTE HISTORV RECORDS IN 
HHMMSS FORM 
TIME INCREUENT TO INVOHE PHYSICS IN HHM'flSS FOQr.' 
TIME INCREMENT TO INVO~E SHAPIRO FILTER IN 
HHrIIMSS f'ORM 
TIME~STEP IN SECONDS 
CURRENT MODEL TIME IN HH~Jrr.,ss FORM 
ENDING TIME HI HHrJlMSS FORM 
BEGINNING TIME IN HHtJlMSS FORM 
NUMBER OF VERTICAL LAVERS IN GRID 
NLAV ~ 1 
NLAV ... 1 
CURRENT TIME OF MODEL DAV IN SECotJOS 
VCNTCOMf2S 
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Ie f 531 
ICC 54' 
Ie' 55) 
Ie f 56) 
Ie f 57' 
Ie ( 581 
ICI 591 
IC ( GO I 
















NUMBER of STEPS HI ';A COMPLETE TIME-STEP SEOUENCE 
TIME STEPS SINCE INITIAL START 
RECORD sIZE FOR DArn SET lIM. 4096 OR IM"JNP\ 
cuRRENT MODEL DATE IN YVMMDD FORM 
ENDING D~TE IN VVMMOD FORM 
BEGINNING DATE IN VVI'JIMDD FORM 
G~AVITV W~VE INITtALIZ~TION FLAG: 
o - rJO HHTlAlIZATION WAS DONE 
NWIIBER OF MANDATORY PFtESSURE LEVELS 
INCREMENT eeTweEN CALLS TO LONG WAVE QJ\OIr., toP~ 
IN HW..1r~SS FORM' 
SPARES 
LOGICAL ~OOEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTOPY RECORD 
~~~~:=~==~==========~=========================== 
lO' 11 
lO ( 2) 
LO ( 31 
lCt 4' 





tC flO I 










T IF N~'T RECORD IS VeRSTR 
T IF CURRENT TIME-STEP IS ANALVSIS STEP 
T IF CURRENT STEP IS THE INITIAL STEP 
T IF THE CUR~ENT STEP IS THE FrRST STEP OF A DAY 
T IF THE CURRENT STEP IS THE LAST STEP 
T IF THE CURRENT STEP IS wRITTEN TO THE HISTORV 
FILE 
T IF THE CURRENT STEP IS A PHYSICS STEP 
T IF THE CURRENT STEP IS A SHAPIRO FILTER STEP 
T IF THE SIN"2 peL SIGMA PROFILE IS USED 
T IF CURREfJT STEP TO BE WRITTEN TO RESTftqT 
T IF CUPqENT STEP RESTART TO BE WRJTTEH TQ .fTST 
SPARES 
REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HI sTaR" RECORD 
==~========================================== 
RC ( 1 ) 
R":I 21 









RC f 12) 
AC t 13) 
RCf 14' 
RC r tSt 
RCC t6) 
RO C 1; J 
RCt 18' 
RCf 18) 
RC f 20! 
RC I 21) 
RO ( 22) 
RCf 23) 






































DAY OF TI~E VE~R OF THE IIPOGEE OF THE ~"nTIi '5 
ORBIT 
MOIST ~DlheATIC LAPSE ~ATE 
COSlNE or SOLAR DE~LINATtON 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR 
NUM8ER OF DAYS IN A VEAR 
CURRENT DECLINATION OF THE EARTH 
MAXIMUM DeCLINATION OF THGE EARTH 
CURRENT DISTANCE OF' n-le EARTH WITH RESPEr;T TO 
THE APOGEE 
NORTH-SOUTH GRID DlSTANCE IN RAOIA~S 
EAST-WESr GRID DISTANCE IN RADIANS 
MODEL TIME-STEP IN SECONDS 
ECCENTRICITY OF PLMJETARY ORBIT 
CENTER TERM FOR TIME AVERAGING USED WITH 
LEAPFROG SCHEME 
OUTER TERM FOR TIME AVERAGING USED WITH 
LEAPFROG SCHEME 
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION 
TWICE THE ANGULAR V'2LOCITV OF THE PLANET 
CONSTANT ~ ACOZ(-1.0} 
CONVERSION FACTC:Q PI I 18000 
CONST4NT = 2.0 • PI 
REFERENCE PRESSURE FOR NORMALIZATION 
GLOBAL MEAN REFERENCE PRESSURE 
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE REFERENCE PRESSURE 
MINIMUM ALLOWABLE REFERENCE PRESSURE 
PRESSURE AT TOP OF MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
PLANETARY RADIUS 
GAS CONSTANT FO" DRY AIR 
GAS COfJSThNT 01' IDEO ev SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR 
Recp ~ RGAS I Ci' 
SQUARE OF DISTANCE FROM SUN 
NUMBER QF SECONDS PER DAV 
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1 00002 1 00003 
l 00004 , 00005 




~ j COO 1') 




,\' 00014 0001S 
00016 } 00017 
;~ I DOO19 OOQI9 
I 00020 
, , 00021 
'r'" : 00022 
~r' 00023 0<;)024 00025 i \ ~ 00026 pi 1 J'i 
" il 00021 OOOZ8 
j 'I 0002e I 'i 00030 00031 
000.32 ~ 'I 00033 
·1 00034 
I" 00035 H 00035 00(;,37 J • 00038 II 00039 00040 00041 
~ \ 00042 00043 























_'1' 'L __ l ___ :!\ r:'JIo' 
RCI 32)-
Ref 551 
AC { 571 

















LAYER INTERFACE SIGMA VALUES 
SINE OF SOLAR DECLINATION 
DAV OF THE YEAR OF MltUMAL DECLINATION 
STANDARD TEMPERATURE FOR NORMALlZATION 
THICKNES~ OF VERTIC~l lAVERS 
MID LAVEq SIGMA VALUES 
ARRAV o~ ~MlEV MANDATORY PRESSURE LEVELS 
SPARES 



















I CCfHRll CCSP06 
,"cerHRl I CCSP07 
·CCNTRl! ccspoe 
CeNiAl! VER 
CeNTRl! XlABEL 110' 
CeNTRl/ COS (301 


























IfJ rEGER MODEL P~RAMETERS SJ\VED ON I-fISTORV RECORO 
================================================ 
CQrftMON /ICNTRL/ ICO 
COMl.'10N /leNTRL' 1M 
COMMON IICNTRLI IM02 
COMMON IICNTRL/ fMD2PI 
COMMON fICNTRl! NORSW 
COMMON !lCtHRl/ t.lM 
COMMON /ICNTRll JMD2 
COMMON IICNTRl! JMT2 
comJlou IICr.JTRL/ JNP 
COMMON JICNTRl! J04 
corJluarJ 'lCNTRl! JOB 
COfJIMOfJ nCNTRl' JSP 
COl;tfJlON ,ICNTRlf KlIAlB 
COMMON fICNTAl! KLIGW 
COM~.mN fICNTAL! KLIS5T 
COMrJlON / I CNTRl f KS 
COMMON IICNTRLI KU 
COMMntJ /It:NTRL! LOGBR 
COMMON 'reNTRl! MATIN 
CDMf.llON IICNTRl! MATSf\!1. 
COMMON IleNTRl' MATSUN 
COMMON fleNTRl! MlF /121 
CQr.1MON i I eNTRl I MRDO 
caMMer" IICNTRL! NKRSH 
cor,WON !lCNTRl! MSM 































































vctJ rr1l 48 
VCNTRl 49 
VCUTRl 50 




























~.,~~r,'·': [ . .',' 
t ~ 00052 
~ 00053 00054 i; 00055 00056 LI 00057 
11 
00058 
00059 I '.JOO60 00061 il ,· 00062 :~ ~ 00063 





f 0C;071 00072 






JI 00081 00082 
"1 
00083 














. ' e , 

















I' 01) I 12 00113 00114 
00115 
. , \ \ '\ ~'.'" 
COM~JlOfJ I IeNTRl,' N8 
COMMON fJeNTRl! NO 
COM~JlON IteNTRl/ NOAll 
COMMON fICNTRll NDAV 
COMf.mN .I lefHRl'" NDOUT 
ccr.".10N .' I GNTRl! NDPHY 
COMr.1ON ,. leNTRl I NDSHF 
cor~;lIot~ ,ICNTRLI NOT 
cor.,r.~ON IeNTRl! NHrliS 
COMMON II eNTRl I NHMSE 
COMMON IICNTRLI NHMSO 
COMMON !IeNTRl! NLAV 
COMIJlOr.; flCNTRl/ NLAYMI 
COMMON !ICNTRll NLAYPl 
COMr.mr-l frCNTRll NSDIIV 
cmN.1OH 'lCNTRL.' NSEQ 
COMMON ,-lefHRl.! ICSP53 
CDrJlr.~01lJ i ICNTRLI NSTEP 
C:OMrIlOf~ , rCNTRL.' IBtKSIZ 
COMMON IJCNTRL/ NYMO 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NYMDE 
COmJlON / ICNTRl I NYMDO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NZINIT 
COMMON I I CNTRI_! NMLEV 
COMMON fIONTRLI NDHOG 
COMrnot.f fICNTRl/ lOS (30) 
COP:tN)U /ICNTRl/ IOU ( 10 J 
EQUIV"'lENCE I I TMIN · lOS! I ~ ~ 
EQUIVALENCE (I TMA)r • I QSc 211 
EQuIVALENCE [IPREACC ,1QSI 311 
EOUIVALENcE [IPRECON .10SI 411 
EOUtVALENCE (IHFLUK ,10SI 5) I 
EQUIVALENcE IIEFLU)I ,1051 611 
EOUIVAlErJCE fIFUS[ON .105 f 7) ) 
EOUIVALENCE IIAhDSYlG .IQSI 8)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IAADlWG . Io;)S( 9) ) 
EQUIVALENCE e I IClOUD · lOS ( 11) 1 ) 
EQUIValENCE e!UFLUA · IQSe I 1 ) 1 
ElJUIVhlENCE fIVFLUX • t QS! 121 I 
EOUIVAlENCE I IOMEGA • IQU ( III 
EQUIvALENCE ( IOIr.8AT ,I QU! 21> 
EQUIVALENCE IIRr.OSW .IQUI 31) 
E'JUIVhlE'JCE C IRflOlW .IOUf d 1 , 
EQUIVALENCE (ICO,ICfll/ 
ttJTE'3EI; lCD, lCI '21')1) 1 
t_CGICAL MODEL PARflMETERS SAvED ON HISTORY RECORD 
~=~~~~========================================== 
cor.1r.1ON " LCNTAl/ LCD 
eOM~ON ILeNTRll OAlT 
COMMON ilCNiRLI OeEG 
com.nOfJ /letHRl! 001\'1' 
COM~.~QrJ /lCNTRll QEND 
CO'.1MDN /LCNTRl I QOUT 
COMrIlOIJ ,'LCNTRl/ QPHv 
cor~.UON ilCNTRll QSHF 
COMMON ILcNTRll SN2~LG 
COMMON !lCNTRt I IJRSW 
CQMr.noN IlCNTRlf ORSH 
CQrlll.nON i lCNTRL/ LQS (30 J 
CQW.IIO!ol ·lCNTRll lOUt 101 
EQUIVltLEf.JCE CLTMIN • Lose 1) 1 
EQUIVALENCE e L TMA)I .LQSe 211 
EQUIV""lENCE tLPREACC .lose 3)) 
EQUIVAlEr"CE ('..PRECON .lQSt 4)) 
EQUIVALENCE fLHFlUX • L QSI 5)) 
























































vr;rJT Rl 113 
veNTRl 114 
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, 00140 00J41 
00142 
00143 




~f 00152 00153 
.. 
I 00154 
'1 0,0155 !~ 
l~ 00156 00157 !I 00158 , 00159 
1 00160 00161 i II ()f)tG2 00163 
I 00164 
I 00155 00166 
I 00167 00168 I 00169 
i 00170 , 00171 
I 00172 00173 00174 00175 
1 00176 00177 















EQUIVllLErJCE ILFUSION ,lIJS( 7)1 
EOlJIV.n.LE'~CE IlRADSWG .LOSI all 
EQlJIVALEr"CE rlRA('JLWG .l.QSt 911 
EQuIVIILeUCE ItICl:'JUD .lOSI to, ) 
EouIVALENCE 'LUFLUX • LQSI , III 
EQUIVAlEtJCE (LVFLU1 .LI)SfI2)1 
EouIVlIlENCE (LOrJIEGt\ .L'JU( III 
EIJU!VlILErJCE (lDII1BAT .lOut 211 
EQUIVIJ,LENCE ruuoSw .lOUI 311 
EQUIVALErllCE r lRADLVI .LOUI 411 




























EQUIVAlet-JCE flCD,LCll J I 
lOGTf;f\L lCD, lC'2(11)I 
HEhl MODEL PA~AMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECO~D 
::=~==~==::===:====:==========:============== 
COMrJlQN I RCNTRl! Reo 
COMMON IRONTRl! APHEl 
COMMON !RCNTRll BETA 
COMMON !RCNTRll COSO 
COMMON !RCNTRl; CP 
comMON fRONTRLI DAYSPY 
COMtIICfJ !RCNTRl! DEC 
COMMON 'ReNTRL! oECMAX 
COMMON !RONTRLI alST 
CO~,1Pl10N fRCNTRl! DLAT 
COMMON !RCNTRl! aLaN 
corm.fON fRONTRl/ DT 
COMMON !RONTRL.' ECCN 
COMrJlON !RCNTRl! GNU 1 
COMrJlON /RCNTRl I GNU2 
COMMON !RONTRL! GRAV 
COMMON IRCNTRl/ QMEGJI,2 
COMr,10N IRCNTRll PI 
com,10rJ ,. RCNTRl I PI180 
COMMON IRCNTRl! PI2 
CDrJlMON lRCNTRl! PSTO 
COMr .. '10N !ReNTRl! PIMEAN 
COMMON /RCNTRL{ PSMAK 
., cO ,I -, ,: t~' :0:- ". 
'!eNTAL 130 






































"OS VeNT'tl 169 Oz vcrJ TRL I,D 
'/eUTRl 171 0:1:> 
veNTRl 172 :0.-
VOtTRl 173 .g~ '.JCNTRl 174 VOJTRL 175 
VeNTRl 176 :toG) 
vetHRl 177 C 1t1 VerHRl 17a 
:<ii.i VeNTAl 179 veNTAL lao 


















VeNTRl 199 G> VetHRl 200 
..:: 
'" G> n 
:s: 
" 
1: , .® ...... . 






















































































































", r --:' ~ .J'_~_/ \ J" 
COMMON fReNTRll PSMIN 
COMMON IRCNTRl/ PTOP 
COm.llON fReNTRl/ RAOE 
COMMON fRCNTRll RGAS 
COMMON fReNTRll RCOP 
cOfM.mfJ fRONTRL/ RSOIST 
COMMON IRCNIRL/ SDAV 
CQrJlMON /ReNTRl/ SEASON 
COfN,1Qtol fRCNTRll SIGE 125 , 
COMMON /RCNTRLI SINO 
COMMOtJ IReNTRl! SOLS 
COMMON IReNTRl/ 1S10 
COMMON IRCNTRl! PLEVS (251 
CONlMON !RCNTRl! HEATW 
COMMON !RCNTRl! HEATl 
COMMON fRCNTRl/ EPS 
COMMDf~ IRCNTRll EPSFAC 
cour.mr~ iRCNTRL/ CAL TOJ 
cm.'tJlCN fRCNTRl! PZERO 
EQUIVALENCE (RCO,RC( 1») 
REAL RCa, RC{20QI 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
~======~=============== COMrJlON IIDPARMl IJUMP f 46) 
COMMON IIDPARMl IDSP02 
COMMOrJ /IDPARM/ INDEX ( 72) 
COMMON IIOPARMi IROD 
COMMON /IDPANM/ ... e 146) 
COMMON IIOPARM/ dE 121 
COMMON IIDPARMI dP 12.21 
CaMMer" /lDPARMI «STEP 
COMMON IIDPltRMI MJ (d6) 
COMMON IIDPAAMl NHMS1 
COrNJlON I IDPARMI NVMDf 
LOGIelll MODEL CONSTANTS 
=====;================= 
COMMON ILDPARMI FILTER (46) 
COMMON ILOPARMI ITAPE 




REAL MonEL CONSTANTS 
==~================= COMMON IRDPARMI ADlDP 
COMMON IRDPARMI CONt 
COMMON IROPARMI CON10T 
COMlJIOrJ IROPARMI corn 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON2DT 
coMMON IRDPARMI eON3 
CoMro/lON IRoPARMI CON3DT 
COrJlrJlON IRoPARM/ CON4 
coMMON IRoPARMI CON4oT 
COMMON IRCPARMI CONS 
COMMON tRDPARMI COSl (461 
COMMON IROPARMI COSlON (72.) 
COMMON IRDPARMI CPD2 
COMMON IRDPARMI oxp (46) 
coMMON IRDPAR"'I oXVP (46) 
CoMMON /ROPA-AMI oVP (as) 
COMMON /RoPARM! FCORLS (.a6) 
COMMON IRoPARM/ Fl0T 
COMMON IRDPARMI f!"2DT 
COMfJlON IRCPARMI HtOT 
COMMON IROPARMI H20T 
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o IrftE~JSt O~J 
Dp.'E"rJSroPJ 






















































2, f , I) . S"nH ( 1 • I ) } 






(OPROG fl. 1. 2. 1 , • u r 1 • 1 • 1 • t ) ) 
f QPnOG fl. I. 4. I } • V , , , , • 1 • I J ) 
, QPROG ( I . 1. 6. t ) • T fl. 1 , I , I I ) 
(QPROG ( 1. 1. B. q .SH fJ. 1 • 1. 1) 1 
I OPROG r 1 • 1 • 10, 1 \ • PHI fl. 1 • 1 • 11 I 
SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS INOT NEEDED IN CC','P!), 
==~========~======~============~====~==~================~~~=~= 
COr1.MOf-l 








IQANDQT; ~UDJAGI72,9. 5.46' 
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COMMOfJ ICrJTRLP I 
COMfJlON .:ctnALP/ 
CQMMorJ lCNTRLP I 
COMMON /crnRLP/ 




COfloMON iCNTRLP / 
CCMMml ICNTRLP / 
COMrJlOll lCNTRLP I 
COMMot-J I crnRLP I 
COI\~Mor-J ICtJTRLP / 
COMMO~1 :CNTRlP I 
COMMON iCNTRLP/ 
COMMor~ ICNTRLP / 








CCMfJlON ICNTRLP I 
LOGICAL 












































COMMON iMNTHLYI TOPQG2172 • .016.21. 
.3 GV12f72,.o1G.21. 




EOUIVALENCE ITOPOGt(t ,11,TOPOG2'1, 1, '" 
EOUIVALENCE (OWl (f. 11 .GW2{ 1.1.111 
EOUIVALE'JCE IALBDO!".11.t.LBD02'1,I,lll 
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vrJltJT4l y 7 
vtMJTHl V 8 
vr,mTHLY 9 
vtJlNTHlV 10 
vMrJTHL v 11 
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RADIATION AND SOURCE tERM FIELDS 
COMMON IRADCOM! AS(72,9', RE{72,tO) 
COMMON fRADCOM' PL(72,S), PLEf72,tO) 
COMMON IRADCOM/ PLK172.91, PLKE( 11:)) 
COMMoN IRADeeM! TL(72.9). TLE(72,10) 
CDrJlMCN IRADCOM! TG172) .THI72,9) 
CO~MoN fRADCOM! 5HL(72,9J. 5HLe(72.10J 
COMMON lRACcmJl! SHG(72" CLOUOf72,12J 
COMMON IRADeOM! SHSAH72,9J. GAMf72,91 
COMMON !RADeOM! RHf72,9) 
COMMON IRADCOMI S55(72,91, 5S5E(72,10) 
COMMON IRADeOMI HHf72,9), HHE!72,101 
COMMON /RADCOM! HHS{72,9) 
COMMON :RADCOMI CVT(72.91, CVQf72,9' 
COlVlr.":;lN i RADeOM! CJl.DE f 9 I 
eOW.IION IRADeOM! SWALE172, fO), SWILf72.91 
COMMON 'RADCOMI AL172. 10) 
CQrf,UON d~ADCOMI TAULI72,'OI OZALE(72.10) 
cart~oN IRADCOMI TOP~9S172' 
COMMON !RADCOM! RN(9). TN(9). SRS{g,. STN!S) 
COMUQN lRAOCOMl TeONOI9), TPENEfS) 
COMMON 'RADOOM! TLOWL,TMIDL, NLAVOZ 
CO~MON IRhDeOM! F~f51, X~f5J, NFK 
COr,1tJlON '-RADeOMI OLdANr 19). OLAPR( 19). OlJULI 19), OLOCTf 191 
COMMON fRADCOMI 0011.122123 I. OCM30 (231. OCM:!B (23', OCr.MS ~ 23 J 
Cm.n,1ON ,RADCOMI P~OCtJII231, OCMX~123', tlOZ, TOTOZf41. COATEI!;) 
CmllrJlON !RADeOM! CZH(72), VlETI72}. EVAP, PREP(12', \111(;21 
COMMON IRADCOM! eOSZf721, so, PAOTPMI721, CXL 
COMMON JRAOCOMI SG1721. SP(72) 
CO·-:··ON ,RACCOM! RSURF (72). RCLOUD( 721, JALB 
COMMON ,'RADCOM, LANDf721. OCEAN(72'. ICE(72) 
COM','ON ,'~ADCOM! 5N01JlC72J, MIXWlf72), FROST(72) 







'~OOULO /lRIT~METIC COUNTER 
==~=~==;================= 























































H;../MMSS EVeNT TIMeSTEP COUNTER VGwSGCM 
============================= VGV!SGCM 
MPERI"l\I) = MOOHM5{NHMS,N)/IIlDT VG\'!5GCM 
C VG~'ISGCM 
C .. •••• ........ ·,·· ............... "' ................................................. .o ••• .o ..... vGWSGCM 
C VGII/SGCM 
C DEBUG VSEGDEB 
~oooo CONTINUE VBEGDEB 
o .o •• , cveeR VECTOR VERS!Or.J 00.00' rrl~IJT 100 VeEGOE8 
C···· cveER VECTOR VERSION 00 veEGDEB 
CSSS$SSSS$S$SS~SSSSSSSSS$$$SS~SSSSS$SSSSSSSSSSS$SS$SSSSSSSS$~S$~~S$S$S~SVBEGOE8 
o 'JGl'.'sGCM 
C MAP COUlMOf.J BLOCKS TO EXTERNAL FILES VGwSGCflr 
C =================================== VGWSGCM 
CALL Q50PEN I' LFN=' •• OSAVE' •• IMP' ) vGt'lSGcM 
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,O"llJ 
c:> l!> [,) 
c: ;:1 
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Q5MJ\PIN ('LFN='. 'MNTHlV·. 'VBA=' ,TOPOGI, 'LEN=' ,128. 'lPhGE" 
Q5QPEN (' lFN=' .' QYlORK' .' IMP' ) 
OSMAPIN f' LFN:::' I' OViORK' •• VBA-=-' • WORK 1 •• LEN::' .256 •• LPAGE' I 
Q50PENI'LFN=' ,'SPACE' ,'IMP') 
05MAPINf'LFN=' ,'spaCE" ,'V8A=' .SPAX~X,·LEN=·.B96.·LPAG~' 
QSOPEN('LFN='. ·)!CNTR'.' rr.,p·) 
OSMAPINI'LFN='. 'xCtJTR'. 'vel\=' .AS, 'LEN=' .128. 'LPI\GE') 
., 





































QTIMER = .TRUE. 
CALL ZEITBEG'8HGWSGCM 
CALL CLOCKS (ITM) 
L TM = I TM 
CALL ZEIT9EGfSHINPUT 
CALL INPUT (8908) 
CALL ZEITEND 
CAI.l D~TE (ADATE) 
CALL TIME (ATIME) 
VlRITE'3.G90B) ATIME.ADATE 











GMP AND CLIMATE INITIALIZATION 
ANALVSIS CYCLE IF NECESSARY 
HISTORY/RESTART RECORD WRITE 
TUJ'lINGS AND CUT-OFF CHECI{ 
PHVSICS TERMS 
IF £NSTEP,LT,MATIN ,OR. VGWSGCM 84 
I; fNDI\LT.NE.O .AND. MPER'NOALTl.LT,MATlNl) MATSNI! = , vGWSGCM 85 
Q8EG NSTEP. EO. 0 vGWSGCM 86 
QPHY NDPHY.NE.O .AND. M~ERINDPHV).EQ,O vGWSGCM 87 
QSHF = NDSHF'. NE .0 • AND, MATSUN""MPER (NOSHF) . LE. 1 VGWSGCM as 
QALT = NOAlT.NE.O .AND. MPERfNOAlTl.EQ.O VGVJSGCI'.1 89 
QOUT = NDOUT.NE.O .AND. MPERINDOUT).EO.O VGWSGCM 90 
NSOAY = MQDHMSCNHMS.240000) VGWSGCM 91 
OoA V = NSOAY INOT. Eo. 0 VGWSGCM 92 
IF (OeEG) GO TO dO vGWSGcM 93 
C •••••• *·· •• • ••• ····.···.·*···················,·························VGWSGCM 94 
C vGwSGCM 95 
C NORMAL ORDER OF E)(ECUnON OF STEPS IN MAIN LOOP vGWSGCM 96 
C =========:===================================::= VGWSGCM 97 
C 1. HVDRODYNAMICS INTEGRJl.TION VGWSGCM 98 
C 2. PHVSICS TERMS VGWSGCM 99 
C 3, SHAPIRO FILTER VCWSGCM100 
g ;: ;:~~L~~~Sc~~~r~EI~p~:~~SSARV ~g~:~gg::~~ 
C 6. HISTORY/RESTJl.RT RECORD VlRITE VG\,JSGCM103 
C 7. TI~HrJGS AND CUT-OFF CHECK VGWSGCM104 
C ' , 'JGYlSGCM 1 05 
C HYDROpVNAMICS VGVlSGCM106 
C =====p======= VGWSGCM107 
.O~' CONTINUE VGWSGCM1Q8 
NS EP = NSTEP ... 1 VGVlSGCM109 
NH'S = INCHMS(NHMS,NOT) VGWSGCM110 
C DETER INE TVPE OF TIME-STEP VG'USGCM111 
C MATSUtJ=O FOR LEAPFROG STEP VGWSGCM112 
C r!JATSUtJ=1 FOR MATSUNO STEP VGWSGCMt 13 
NTf-I' = NJI'TrJlOO(NSTEP,NSEQ) VGVJSGCM114 
MArSUN :: MATSNX VGWSGCM115 
I'I-'A 1SN.K = MLF I NTH) VGWSGCM116 
IF ItJSTEP,LT.MATIN .OR. VGl'ISGCM117 
8 fNDIiLT.NE.O .AND. MPERCNDALTl,LT.MhT[N.) MATSNX = VGWSGC""18 
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QPHI( NOPHV.NE.O .AND. MPERfNDPHY}.EQ.Q QSHF NDSHF.NE.O .AND. MhTSUN~MPERINDSHF).LE.1 QALT NDALT.NE.D ,AND. MPER(NOALTI.EO.O QCUT NOOUT.NE.a .AND. MPER(NODUTI.EQ.Q N'5DAV -= MQOHMSfNHMS.24I)QQ/)I QDAY = nSOAY/NDT.EQ.O DT = 2'Nt'T 
IF ~MATSUN.EQ.O) GO TO IS ~hTSU~O PREDICTOR STEP ONLY 
=========================== OT = ~IOT 
~J6 '" NXTMOOCN8.2) 
NO = N~TMOO~NO.2) 
K'STEP = 0 
CALL ZEIT8EGlSHCOMPO 
CALL COMPO 18912' CALL ZEITEND 
MhTSUNO CORRECTOR STEP OR lE~p~ROG STEP =====================================~~ 15 COfnINUE NB = NXTMODfNB.2) 




20 co~n II'JUE 
IF f .NOT.QPHV) GO TO 30 hOD PH~SJCS TERMS TO 80TH ~lELDS IF NEXT STEP IS LEAPFROG CALL ZEITBEGISHCONSTA CALL CONSTA 
CI\LL ZEITEND 
00 25 J=JSP. JIIP IF fMATSNX.NE.OI GO TO 21 CAll ZEITBEGfSHDIFFQ ) C~lL OIFFOfNO.NB.JI CALL ZEITEND 21 IF (1.11JI.).EO.OI GO TO 22 CALL ZEITBEGfBHPOLOUT , CALL POt.OUT (rJB. MJ (J 1 ) 
CALL ZEITEND 
22 CDtITPJUE 
CALL ZEITBEGfSHCOMP3 CALL Cm.'P3 (.I) 
CAll ZI:ITENO 
IF tr.'·j'u) .EO.OI GO TO 23 CALL 2EITBEG(8HPOlINP I CALL POlINP(N8,MJfJI I CALL 2EITENO 23 IF (MATSNX.NE.OI GO TO 25 CALL ZEITBEG'BHAODO , CALL AODQIND.NB.uJ CALL 2ErTENO 25 CaNT INUE 
tFfQBEG) CALL INITSO 






IF foBEGI GO TO 10 FItTER arlCE FOR r.nA TSUNQ FJLTE~ TWI~E FOR LEAPFROG 
IF f.NOT.OSHFI G~ TO 35 CALL ZEITBEGf8HSMSHAP I CALL SMSHAP 
Ct.ll 2E I TEND 35 CONTINUE 
:! ... ~' .... - ~~=:..-== 'i'~ _"'_':~. :_ . '''';':;1'' :':;-.... --:_ --~~.,;..-. --_.....:. 
.;: 














VGWSGcr.' t 34 
VGV!SGCMI35 
VG'IISGCMI36 









I/G\I:SGcrJl 1 46 



















I/G~IISGCM t 66 
'./GW'!iGCrII 1 67 
1113WSGCM t 68 
vGwSGCMtG9 
VG'IISGCM170 
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r '\ (,;;, 
GMP AND CLIMJ\TE TERMS 
===================== 
40 CONTINUE 
IF IQ8EG .OA. QOAY) CALL DAILY (&908) 
OEr>lD = NYr.'ID.GT.NYMDE .OR. INYMD.EQ.NYMDE.AND.NHMS.GE.NHfJlSEJ QRSYI = NORSW.NE.il .AND. tJlPER{NOASW1.EO.0 QASH= .FALSE. 
IFIN~RSH.eQ.O) GO TO 41 QRSH (N~RSH.NE.O .AND. 
1 IN~RSH.GT.O .AND. 
IQ8EG.OR.QEND» .OR. 
IODI\V.AND.MODCMODYMOINVMD) .NJ(RSHI.EO.O' I 






IF LNOT .QAL T I 







IF (MATIN.LT .• ) 





GO TO 60 
GO TO 60 
LOG8 AND/OR RESTART RECORD WRITE 
================================ 
60 CONTINUe 
IF '.NOT. (ORSw .OR, cOUT .OR. ORSH) I 
IFrOOUT.ANO.LOMEGAI CALL ZEITBEGI8HVERT 
IFIOOUT.AND.LOMEGAI CALL VERT 
IFIOOUT.AND.LOMEGA) CALL ZEITEND 
CALL ZEI18EGIBHTWRITE ) 
IF 1 08EG) CALL INITSD 
CALL TWRITE 10.&901.&908/ 
CALL ZEITEND 
IFIQTtMER.AND.QOAYI CALL ZErTEND 
IFIQTIMER.AND.ODAVJ CALL ZEITPR!(3J 
IFIQTIMER.AND.QOAV) CALL ZErT8EGI8HGWSGCM 
IF(OOUT.OR.QENDI CALL INITSO 
PRINT TIMINGS AND CHECK SENSE SWITCHES 
====================================== 
70 CONTINUE 




GO TO 70 
WRIT (3.6010) JOB, NSTEP. MATSUN. NVMD. NHMS, STM. TTM 
IF {QEND) GO TO 900 
CALL CUTCHK1CUTOFF.8906J 

























































GO TO 10 VGWSGCM246 
C VGWSGCM247 
C END OF Milo I N LOOP VGWSGCM248 
C ================ VGWSGCM249 
C· ...... ··,.. .. • .. • .. • .. • ......... •• .. • ... ····,..···· ... • .. •••• .. •••••••• .. •••••• .. • .... • ....... ·~· .. • ...... VGVlSGCM250 C VG\'/SGCM2S 1 
C END TIME REACHED VGY1SGCM2S2 




300 CONTI NUE VGW5GCM254 
CALL ZEI TEND VGWSGCM255 
CALL ZE I TPRI (a I VGWSGCM256 
WRITE fa.6900) NSTEP. NYMD. NHMS VGWSGCM257 
STOP a VGWSGCM258 
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WRITE (3,6900) NSTEP, NVMD. NHMS 
STOP 1 




CALL ZEIT8EG{BHTWRITE ) 
IF(QOUT.AND.lOMEGA) CALL VERT 











CALL ZEITPRJ (3) 































MODEL DIAGNOSTIC VGVlSGCM291 
================ VGWSGCM292 
9 f 2 CONTI NUE VGwSGCM293 
CALL ZEI TEND VGWSGCM294 
CALL ZE I TEND VGwSGCM295 
CALL ZEITPRI (3) VG'J1SGCM296 
WRITE (3,69001 USTEP, NVMD, NHr.'iS VGwSGCM297 
STOP 12 VG!lISGCM2ge 
C VGWSGCM299 
C~ ............................................................................. , ............................ , ...... 'VGWSGCM300 
6070 FORMAT" JOB' .AS,ex, vGwSGCM30f 
8. 'STEP '.18,' f',ll.')',BX, VGWSGCM302 
8. 'TIME' ,IG,2X,I6.S'(, VGwSGCM303 
8< ' CPU' .2FB.2l \TGWSGCr,'304 
15900 FORrJlATI'OTERMINATION OF l:;Wtl AT STeD ',P3,tlx,'TIME ',16.2.1(,161 vGwSGCM305 
6905 FORMftTf4X,A4/2X,A6) VG1'lSGCM30G 
690S FQRr,1AT,'OSENSE SwITCH 6 OPl' I VGWSGCM307 
6907 FORMATf 'OCUT-OFF TIME FOR COMPUTATION IS: ',A6) vGwSGCM30B 
,=908 FORMAT! 'OST/IRTING CCMPUIATIOf.J /IT . ,A8,' ON ',A8) VGwSGCM309 
END VGVJSGCM310 
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--NAME-------BLOCK------TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES 
AOATE ceNTRl CHAR'""S SIMPLE 3 
AOLDP RDPII.RM REAL SIMPLE 217 
-" 
RADeoM REAL ARRAV 362 
ALBDOt I\HHHLV REAL ARRAV 327 
Al8002 ~NTHLV REAL ARRAV 326 
ALBEDO QANDQT REAL ARRAY 256 
APHEL ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 157 
AS RADeoM REAL ARRAY 347 
ATIME ceNTRL CHAR-S SIMPLE 4 
BETA ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 158 
Cl0 eNTAL? REAL SIMPLE 296 
CtOO eNTAL? REAL SIMPLE 297 
C40 eNTAL? REfit SIMPLE 298 
CA SPACE CHAR·S "RRAY 335 
CALTOJ ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 1915 
CC ceNTAl CHAR·S ARRAY 14 
J CCO ceNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 2 ceNTRl REAL uNKNOWN 2 13 CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR+S SIMPLE 7 
;~ CCSP07 ceNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 8 ccspoe CCNTllL CHAR·S SIMPLE 9 COATE RADCOM REAL ARRAV 371 
CDF"R crJTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2 •• 
:r CDXl CNTRlP AEAl SIMPLE 285 coxa CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 286 . , CLH eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 287 1 CLOUD R}\QCOM REAL ARRAY 353 !~ eNTRlP REAL UNI{NOWN 284 295 
•• 306 j ~ I 317 
" 
COE eNTRlP REAL ARRAY 288 
! j COEF crHAlP REAL SIMPLE 289 
I COEFS eNTAlP REAL SIMPLE 290 CONt ADPARrJI REAL SIMPLE 218 ! ' CONfOT RDPAFtM REAL SIMPLE 219 CON2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
1 " CON2DT ROPflRM REAL SIMPLE 221 
,I h CON3 RDPARfII REAL SIMPLE 222 
, 'I COr-J30T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 
i COf\J4 RDPAR'A REhL SIMPLE 22' CON40T ROPAPM REAL SIMPLE 225 I CONS ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
! COSO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 COSl ROPARM REAL ARRAV 227 , COSlON RQPAAM REAL ARRAV 228 i COSROT CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 291 I cosz RAOCOM REAL ARRAV 373 CP RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE 160 CP02 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 CPP CNTJ:tlP REAL SIMPLE 292 cos ceNTRl CHAR~8 ARRAY 12 CQU CCNTRl CHAR""S ARRAY 13 j, CTIO CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 293 CUMDAV CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 294 
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C=CTRL OF 00. I=OI'lTA I Nt T. R=REI\O, S=STCQE. 
dOd,VI 
404·W 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
287 28S 289 290 291 292 
298 299 300 301 302 3,:,3 
309 310 
"" 
312 313 3" 
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CUTOFF CHhR·S SIMPLE 380 405/R 406/W 521 
eVQ RADCOM REAL ARRAY 359 
eVT RADCOrJl REAL ARRAY 359 
CXOE RADCOM REAl. ARRAY 360 
I. eXL RADeoM REt L SIMPLE 373 
" 
eZH R!lDCOM RE/.L ARRAY 372 
 
OAYS;JV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 ., I, DEe ReNTRl RF.AL SIMPLE le2 
ij OEC'JIA X ReNTRl "EAL SIMPLE 163 
~ 1 DELTA eNTRl? -REAL SIMPLE 299 DIST ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 16' 
i OLAT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 
i OLON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 , DSIG ROPARM REAL ARRAY 250 
, DSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAY 252 , 
DT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 430/5 432/5 j DTC3 eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 300 
• ClOUT Cr.JTRLP REAL SIMPLE 301 I OY-P RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230 j QXVP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 231 OVP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 232 , ECCN RctHRL REAL SIMPLE 168 
1 EO eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 302 
EDNM eNTAlP REAL SIMPLE 303 
E.5 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE tg4 
EPSFAC RCf-HRL REAL SIMPLE 1915 
EVAP Rf>OCO'''' REAL SIMPLE 372 00 eY-PfJO REAL SIMPLE 405,'R 
Fl0T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 ""';:0 
;', F20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 -oG; 
A 
FCOEF eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 30' 0-
:i 
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233 O~ FILTER LOPARM LOGlCAL ARRAV 211 2" 
FK RADeOM REAl. ARRAV 368 ;OF 
FMU CUTRLP REAL SIMPLE 305 
'~ FROST nl'.OCO~JI LOGICAL ARRAY 317 378 .o~ FVlET eNTRlP Refit. SIMPLE 306 C;r;, 
'I!. GAM RI\OCOPft REAL ARRAY 35' 
"" hi! GAMF'I\C eNTRlP REAL str"PLE 30; r- !ii;~J 
i~ GNU1 ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE .69 :i.a13 GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 17 0 GRAV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 171 GT QIINDOT REAL ARRAY 257 270 
P GTOPO craRLP REAL SIMPLE 308 i~ GW QAtJDOT REAL ARRAY 258 271 G\'l1 PJlr.nHLV REAL AnRA '( 32. 329 
; ~ Gl'/2 fJlNTHL v REAL ARRtW 325 329 GVJSGCM PROGRAM 1 
., , HiDT ROPAnM REAL SIMPLE 236 II H20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 HEATI RCrHflL REAL SIMPLE 193 ! . HEr. TIll ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 192 HH RADCOM REAL ARRAY 357 HHE RACCDII.' REAL ARRAV 357 
~ ':1 HH5 RAOCOM REAL ARRAV 358 HICE CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 309 
i HWORK SPACE HALF ARRA "' 343 344 I. SPACE HALF A'tRAV 337 338 
! IBLK$IZ I-CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 Ie ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 95 96 leo I CtJTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 , leE RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 376 378 ; reNTRL INTEGER UNI<NOWN 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 
'I 
38 39 40 ., '2 43 •• 45 4S 41 48 49 50 51 52 53 5' 55 56 57 58 59 
60 61 62 63 e. 65 66 67 ;a 69 10 
71 72 73 7. 7. 76 77 78 
lC5P53 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 
IDIABAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
IOPARM INTEGER 1,INl:NOWN 200 201 202 203 20' 205 206 207 298 209 210 Ci) 
1 :;:: en 
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'" n :,,; 
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 
rEFLUX IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 .... 
IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 
'" IHFLUX IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 
, i ICLOUD leNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 69 
, IJUMP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 200 386 , 1M ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 
I IMD2 reNTAL INTEGEJt SIMPLE 29 
i IMD2P1 reNTAL JUTEGER SIMPLE 30 j INDEX IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 202 IOMEGA rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOVIN 91 
I IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 IPRECON ICNTRL HITEGER UNKNOWN 82 105 ICNT~L ttHEGER ARRAY 77 79 80 8 • 
"' 
83 84 85 .5 87 88 
J 89 gO 
1 j IOSDIAG OAtJDQT INTEGER ARRAY 281 282 
1 IQU IcrJTRL IrHEGER ARRAV 78 91 92 .3 g4 lAADLW reNTRl INTEGER UNf<NOWN 94 
IRAOlWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 
JRADS" ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
lRADSWG reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
, IROO IOP/JRM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 
~ ,I ITAPE lOPMwr lOGICAL SIMP"'E 212 215 ITM INTEGER SHJlPLE 397 398 516 
.~ ITMAX IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
. , ITMIN ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 IUFlU)I ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
" 
IVFLUX iCNTRL I rnEGER UNKNOWN 90 
, 
" 
INTEGER SIMPLE 451/0 454 456 d'5~ 452 464 466 470 410'~ C 498 
J JAle RAOOOfJI HHEGER SIMPLE 375 JC IDPr.RM INTEGER ARRAV 204 J. IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 205 00 JIe CeNTRl CHlI,R"S SIMPLE 5 18 ":1:0 
'Ii. 
JM ICNTRL INTEGER S}fJlPlE 32 
"D@ JMD2 reNTAL HHEGER SIMPLE 33 
" JMT2 IONTRl UJTEGER SIMPLE 34 g~ ,,"·1 JNP IeNTRl HHEGER SIMPLE 35 451 496 J04 ICNTCil INTEGER SIMPLE 35 ~ri JOB rQNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 JOB ceNTAl CHAR"'S SIMPLE. 6 19 519/W 
.o"@ 
"I ". IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 206 c: :;-;: Lt, JS. IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3B 451 496 KlIALe IetHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 >~ '~' KlloW reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 rim r ' , ~ KLISST IC'HRL INTEGER SIMPLE 4. ~ u-=l 
: ~ KS reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 42 ~[O , 
«STEP IDPARM J fHEGER SIMPLE 207 435/5 442.'5 !' KU reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 I' LA SPACE HALF AARAY 339 340 LAND RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 375 378 1 LC lCNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 154 t55 ~ . LCD LCNTAL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 
, ' LeNTRl INTEGER UNI(NOWN 9, 98 99 ,o0 : 0' 102 103 10. 105 106 107 
~ 1+ 108 109 
I lDIABAT letHRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 
I LDPhRM INTEGER UNKNOL'IN 211 212 213 lEFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNI(~JOt'JN 115 143 f lFUSION lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 
1 
lHFlUJo: LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 142 
LICLOUO LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 , LOGaR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44 \ LOMEGA leNTRl l.OGICAL SIMPLE ~22 150 503 504 50S 538 
I LPREACC LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 140 LPRECON LeNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 LOS LeNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 108 110 111 . " • !3 114 115 116 11'";" 118 119 120 121 136 LOU LeNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 109 122 123 12' f2S 137 lRAOLVI LCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 12S 153 
• LRAOLWG LeNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 I LRAOSW LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 162 
, 
I:' 
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527 VI 533/W 
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SH QANOOT REAL ARRAY 265 SHB AADOOM REAL ARRAY 353 SHL R!.DeOM REAL ARRAV 352 SHLE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 352 SHlTOP eNTAL? REAL SIMPLE 3'4 SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 260 SHSAT RAOCorJl REAL ARRAV 354 SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAV 251 SIGE ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 181 SIND ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 18a SINl ROPARM REAL ARRAY 245 SINtON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 246 SINROT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 315 SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 SN2FlG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 SNOW RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAV 311 SNOWN eNTALP REAl. SIMPLE 316 SNOWS eNTAlP REAL SIMPLE 3,1 SOLS ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 189 SP AADeOM REAL ARRAY 314 SPACE REAL UNKNOWN 331 SPAXXX SPACE REAL ARRAY 345 SRS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 365 SSS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 356 SSSE RADCOM REAL ARRAV 356 START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 STBO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 318 STe.RPI CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 319 STERP2 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLI; 320 STM REAL SIMPLE 517/S STN RADeOM REAL ARRA"{ 3G5 SWALE RADCOM REAL ARR/.y 361 SWtL RADeOM REAL ARRAV 3G' T QANDQT REAL ARr,AY 2G4 TAUl RADeeM REAL ARAAV 363 TeONO RADeOM ReAL A1~RAV 3G6 TG RAoeOM REAL fiRRAV 351 TH RhocarJl REAL '~RRAY 351 THSTo RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 248 TICE CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 321 TL R/.DCOM REAL ARRAV 350 
TLE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 350 TLOl'lL ~~f')COM REAL SIMPLE 361 TLTOP CNTRL~ RE.AL SIMPLE 322 lMIOL RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 361 TN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 365 TOPA8S RADeOM REAL ARRAV 364 TOPOGt MNTHLY REAL ARRAY 321 TOPOG2 MNTHLY REAL ARRAV 326 TOTOZ RADCOM REAL ARRAY 31' TPENE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 366 TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 259 TSTO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 TTM REAL SIMPLE 516/5 u OANDQT REAL ARRAY 262 V QANOQT REAL ARRAY 263 VER eONTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 10 WET RADOOM REAL ARRAY 312 WI RADeaM REAL ARRAY 312 \'IORK1 1/ REAL ARRAY 319 WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAV 249 XDAY eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 323 xK RADCOM REAL ARRAV 368 XLABEl CCNTRL CHARc.S ARRAV 11 ZlNCO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 324 
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449 453 457 dSl 
512 537 
455 459 4S3 4S7 
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0000 1 '3UeRouTtr~E ADOO fN f. N2 • .! I \lADOO 2 C 
VAOCO 3 C UTILITY SUBqOUTINE TO ADD 4TH-ORDER MODEL VALUES VAOCa 4 c 
VACCa 5 ,- C AHCW.nENTS DESCRIPTION VJ\ODQ 6 ~! J C f.I r TIME STeP POINTER OF VALUES TO WHICH TO AOD VAOCIl 7 .~ ~ ~ ~2 ~!~jT~b~P G:~bN~~:O OF VALUES TO liDO ~~ggg ~ ! ~ C 
VADDQ to I ~ C 
VCNTRl 2 tag ~~~~~;!;~=~~;;~=~~~~~;~;~;=;~~;~=~~=~!~!~~~=~;~~~~ ~g~~:t ! ~ ~ 00002 COMMmJ ICCNTf1LI ceo 
veNTRl 5 i ~ 00003 COMMON lCONTRll hOATE 
veNTRl 6 • ~ 00004 COMMON !CeNTRll ATIME 
veNTRl 7 1 II 00005 COrJMON /CCNTRLI dIC VCNTRL B ~ ~ OOD06 COMMON ICCNTRLI JOB 
vetHRl 9 4 ~ 00007 COMMON ICCNTRt.! CCSPOG 
veNTRl 10 l I ooooa COMMON ICONTRLI CCSP07 VeNTRl f 1 , 0001)9 COMMON IceNTRll ccspoe 
vCtHAl 12 t 00010 COMMON ICCNTRLI V£R VCtJTRl 13 r 00011 COMMON ICCNiRll XlAeEl f 101 VCf'nRl ,4 i I 00012 cornMaN ICCNTRll CQS 130' 
veNTRl 15 ,,' 00013 COMr.mN ;CCNTRll CaU (tOJ VCNTRL 16 ~'~I ' 00014 C EQUIVALENCE (ceo. CC I I ) ) ~g~~:t ~~ • 00015 CHARACTER·S ceo, CC1201» VCNTRl 19 00016 CHARACTER·S AOATE 
veNTRl 20 j', 00017 CHARACTER"S ATIME VCNTRl 21 '1' ooota CHAAACTEA·S JIe VCNTRl 22 , 00019 CHARACTER"8 Joe 
veNiRl 23 '& 00020 CHARACTER·S CCSP06 
vcrnRl 24 :~, 00021 CHARACTER"8 CCSP07 VCNTRl 25 :~ ggg~~ g~~:~g~~::~ ~~~POB ~g~~~t ~; qJ. 00024 CHARACTER"S KLA8El 
vetnRl 28 '::0 00025 CHARACTER"8 CQS VeNTRL 29 00026 CHI\AACTER.S cou vernAL 30 , h C 
"CtH itl 3 t ii~ g ~~!~~;~~~~~;~=~~~~~~~;~;=~~~;~=~~=~!;!~~~=~;;~~~ ~g~~~t 3~ l., 00027 COMMON; ICNTRll ICO 
vcrHRl 34 1- 00028 COMMON /lCNTRll 1M VCNHll 35 t~ 00029 COMMON IICNTRll IMD2 
v':NTRl 36 1, 00030 COfJ1MOf., J ICNTRLI IMD2P 1 v~NTRl 37 'I \] 00031 COrJIMOTJ .' J CNTRl I NDRSW 
vernRL 38 ~ 00022 COMf.1OU .' JCNTRLI ..1M V'::fJTRL 33 '\", 00033 COMMON /ICNTRL! JMD2 VCNTRl 40 00034 COMMON IICNTRll JMT2 VerJTRl 41 00035 COMMON i ICNiRll JNP VCNTRl 42 ~ , I ggg~; gg;~;~g~ ~ ~g~+~t~ jg~ ~g~~:~ :; 1 I 00038 COMMotJ /ICNTRLI JSP VCNTRl 45 t 1, 00039 COMMON /IONTRL! KlJALB VeNTRl 46 '\1; 00040 COMMON /ICNTRL! KLJGW 
veNTRl 47 , i 00041 COMMON IlCNTRll KlISST 
veNTRl 48 I ! 00042 COMr1.0N nCNTRLI «S VCNTRl 49 000~3 CDr;1rJlQN nCNTRll KU VCNTRl SO I OOOd4 COrJIMor.J IICNTRll lOGBR 
vcrHRl S1 ! DOOd5 COMMON IICNTRLI MATIN VCfHA'l 52 J 00045 cOMMON iICNTRLI MATSNJI vcrHR~. 53 ~ 0004; Cm.1MON IICNTRL/ MATSUN VerHRl 54 ~ 00048 COMMON IIeNTRll MLF (12) VCNTRl 55 ;1' 00049 cm"MON IICNTRl! MRCD VCUTRL 56 
. 
00050 COMMON IICNTRL! NKRSH 
v,::UTRl 57 00051 carJlMON IICNTRL! MSM VCUTltl 58 :. l 00052 COMMON I I CNTRll NB 
vCrJTRl 59 ; 00.053 COMMON IICNTAll NO \letHAL 60 
00055 corJlMON IICNTRll NOAY 
vCUTRL 62 I' .... 00054 COMMON iICNTRll NDlllT VCf.JTRl 61 ,t ~ 00056 COMMON IICNTRll NOOUT VCNTJiL 63 l'll 
. !i ~ 'I ;: ~ I 
;,i~ ..... " .. 
~~. 
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I " e; 
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.0 
'" 00057 COMr,mN flONTRL I NOPHV VCNTRL 64 
00058 COMMON freNTRl/ NDSHF vernRl 65 
00059 COMMON !reNTRl.' NOT veNTRl 5S 
00060 COMMON !reNTRll NHMS vernRl S7 
00061 COMMON frCNTRl! NHMSE vernRl SS 
00062 COMMON freNTRl! NHMSO VCNTRL 59 
00063 COMMON fICNTRl! NLAV vctJn~L 70 
1 00064 COMMON lICNTRLI NLAVM1 veNTRl 71 ;~ , 00065 COMMON nCNTRt! NLAVPt VernRl 12 , 
, 00066 COMMON IIONTRL/ NSO'~V VeNTRl 73 I 00067 COMr"or~ fleNTRl/ NSEO VCNTRL 74 i 00068 COrJlMON IICNTRLI ICSP53 VeNTRl 75 00069 COMMON IICNTRLI NSTEP veNTRl 76 
I 00070 COMMON IICNTR'LI IBLKSIZ veNTRl 77 00071 COMMON IICNTRL! NVMO VCNTRL 7S 00072 COMMON IICNTRll NVMOE veNTRl 79 
1 00073 C01J1MON I I eNTRl I NVMDO vernRl SO 
I 00074 COtJrJlON IICNTRLI NZINIT IJCNTf:il SI 
I 00075 COW.nON !leNTRl! NMlEV VeNTRl S2 , 00076 COMMON lICNTRl! NO HOG 'IerHRl 83 , 00077 COMMON nCNTRL! lOS (3D} veNTRl S4 ! 
! 00078 COMMON IICNTRLI IOU ( 10) VCNTRl 85 C VONTRl S6 
i, 00079 EQUIVAlEf'JCE (ITMIN .ilQsr ,,) veNTRl B7 
i ~ 00080 EQUIVALENCE CITMAX • lost 2)) veNTRL BS 00081 EQUIVALENCE (I PREACC · lose 3)) VCNTIlL S9 ; \ 00082 EQUIVtlLENCE ( tPRECON .rose 4)) VCNTRl 90 
00083 EQUIVIlLENCE (tHFLUH .105. 5)1 veNTRL 91 
" 
00084 EQUIVALENCE ( I EFLU,I( .rose S) ) ve~nnL 92 00 
00085 EOUIVAlEfoJCE (IFUSION .IQSe 7)) VCNTRl 93 "11:0 
I' 0008S EQUIVALENCE CIRADSWG • tosc SI) VCNTRl 94 ,,~ 00087 eQUIVALENCE CIRADlWG .IOS( 9)) VeNTRl 95 
J 00088 eQUIVALENCE (1IClOUD .105(10)) VCNTRl 9S 02 00089 EQUIVALENce (IUFLU'" .IOS( I!)) veNTAl 91 
°lo '~ 00090 eOUIVALENCE (IVFLUX .IQSft21) VCNTRL 98 :Or-r. '/CNTRI. 99 , 00091 EQUIVALENCE f IOMEGA .IQU( 1)) VCNTAl 100 
.0" ;'. 00092 EQUIVALENCE e IOIABAT .Ioue 2)1 '!CtnRL 101 
;t 
01)093 EQUIVALENCE (I RAOSW .IOUI 3)) veNTRL 102 Clo 
00094 EOUIVl'teUCE ( IRAOlW · lout 411 veNTRl 103 loG) 
C VCNTRl 104 CIi1 
. , 00095 EOUIVAlENCE (lCO.JCfll) VCNTRl 105 :;!W 1 00096 INTEGEA ICO. ICf21)OJ VeNTRl 106 ;~ C VeNTRl 107 c lOGICAL PJI":)DEl PARAMETERS S':'VED ON 1.11510R" ~ECORO '.IcrnRl lOS ,. r. ==~==========================~==========?======= v-::r,fTRL 109 : ~ 00097 COMMON /LCNTFa'L/ LCD vernRl 110 [', 00098 COMMON IleNTRll QALT VefJTRl 111 00099 CorJlrJlOfJ nCNTRt I Q8EG Vcrnf;l 112 00100 COl..".nON JLCN1RLI ODA\' vC~nRl 113 00101 COMMON IlCNTRLI QENO veNTRl 114 
00102 COrJIrJlON !LCNTRll OOUT VernRl 115 
00103 cOMrl10N IlCNTRl/ QPHV veNTAl 116 
. 0011)4 cOMr.~ON /LCNTRL I QSHF VCtlTRl 117 lit 00f05 cm,'~.mN IlCNTRt.l SN2FlG veNTRl 118 
, >, 00t06 COMf.mu /LeNTRl/ OA:SVI vernRl 119 
I 00107 CorJlr1l0N .It eNTRL / ORSH VCNTRl 120 
I 00108 cor.nr.norJ ILeNTRLI tQSt30} VCNTRl 121 00109 COMMON ,tLCNTRL f LOU flO) vcr~TRL 122 , C VCNTAL 123 
: 00110 EQUIVALENCE (lTMIN .lOS( 1)) VCNTAl 124 00111 EQUIVALENCE CLTMAX .LOSt 2)) VCNTRl 125 , 
00112 EOUIVALENCE (LPREACC .LOSt 3)) VeNTRL 126 
I 
00113 EOUIVALENce (LPRECON .LQS( 4)) VCNTRL 127 
00 t 14 EQUIVALENCE (LHFlUX .lQSt 5)) vcrlTRl 12S 
00 t 15 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX .lQSI 611 VCNTRl 129 
00116 EOUIVI\LEf.lCE (lFUSION .LQS( 71) VCNTRl 130 
00117 EQUIVALENCE (lRAOSWG .lOsf ell vernAL 13/ 
00118 EQUIVALENCE (lRAOLWG ,lQSt 9)) VernRl. 132 
i 00119 EQUIVALENCE (LIClOUO .lOsftO" VeNTRL 133 00120 EQUtVI\LENCE (LUFlUH .lOS(11)) VeNTRl. 134 
i4' ~_" \;~ .. ~~-====~ ~' ':~~~' ,:'c.=-:.. _::... 
~:.'--. 
-£: ~ .~~-.;.,-. ,.:.;.,~~~~~.;:~~..:.=---.~_~~_>~:..:...-.:_ . ..,,-::_:... _.~P--~_~_~~---w.--=,-=~_:<::::.':~~~._. 
_._----_ .. ";,;,:" ~." 
l off 1 
" 
00121 EQUIVALENCE ClVFlUX ,,-OSf 12' I 
j: C 00122 EQUIVI:LENCE IlOMEGA .LOUI 1), ii 00123 EOUIVALENCE (lDJABAT .lOUI 211 it 
:·i 00124 EQUIVALHJCE (LRAD5W .LQUI 3. , 
; 00125 EQUIVALENCE CLRAOlW .lOUt .11 
0 C , 00126 LOGICAL Ofr.LT ) 00127 LOGICAL OSEG , 
00128 LOGICAL QDAV , , 00129 LOGICAL QENO 
00130 LOGICAL oDur 
00131 LOGICAL QPHV 
f 
00132 LOGICAL Q5HF 
00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG 
00134 lOGiCAL QRSW j 00135 LOGICAL gRSH 
1 C 
1 00136 lOGICAL lOS , 00137 LOGICAL lOU 
• 
00138 LOGICAL LTMIN 
! 00139 LOGICAL LTMAX 00140 LOGICAL LPREACC 
II 00141 LOGICAL LPRECON 00142 LOGICAL LHFLUX 
00143 LOGICAL LEFLUX , , 
00144 LOGICAL LFUSION 
;', 00145 LOGICAL LRADSWG 
00146 LOGICAL LRAOlWG 
, 00147 LOGICAL tIelQUD 
I, 00148 LOGICAL lUFLUX 
X 00149 lOGIC",l LVFLUX C :~ 00150 lOGICAL lOMEGA 00151 LOGICAL lOIA8AT 
'~ 00152 LOGICAL lRAOSYI 00153 lOGfCAl lRADU'I C 
.',:' 00154 EOUIVAlENCE flCO.lC( I}) 
~r 01)155 LOGJC/ll LCD, lC'201'}) C C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
j~ C ==~=============================~=========~=~ 00156 COMrIlON 'ReNTRt.' "CO 00157 CO~"~"ON ,'RCNTRl! APHEl ! ' 00158 COMMON IReNTRl! BETA i 00159 caMMatl IReNTRll COSO 
I ~ 00160 COMMON IReNTRl! CP 
, . 00161 COMr.~OfJ fRONTRl! OAYSPY 
I' 00162 COMr.1OfJ !ReNTRlf DEC 00163 COMMON !RCNTRl! OECMA1-1 0 00164 COMMON !RONTRl! OIST 00165 coMMON fRONTRll OlAT 00166 COMMON !ReNTRl! oteN i· 00167 COMMON /RCNTRll OT 
I" 00168 COMMON IRCNTRll ECCN 
I 00169 COMMON iRCNTRl! GNUt 00170 COMMON !RCNTRll GNU2 00,71 COr.WION !RONTRl I GRAV 
I 00172 COMMON !RCNTRll OMEGA2 00173 COMr-'ON !RONTRl! PI 00174 COMMON !RCNTRl! PIl80 ; 00175 CQMtllON !RCNTRll PI2 , 
00176 COMMON !RONTRll PSTD 
i, 
00177 COMMON IRONTRll PIMEAN 
00178 COMMON IRCNTRll PSMAX 
00179 COMMON !ReNTRll PSMIN 
00180 COMMON !ReNTRl! PTOP 
00181 COMMON IReNTRL/ RADE 
00182 COMrAON !ReNTRl! RGAS j ,~ 0018:3 COMMON !ReNTRl! ROOP 
•. ! 
'.' t:i::.\ . . 
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COMMON fReNTRll ASOIST 
COMMON fReNTRll SDAV 
COMMON IReNTRl,' SEASON 
COMMON /ReNTRll SIGE 1251 
COMMON fReNTRl! SINO 
COMMON IRCNTRLI SOLS 
cor.1MON !ReNTRl! TSIO 
CCt1MON fRCNTRLI PLEVS (251 
CQrllM"ON fReNTRL! HEATW 
COMMON fReNTAll HEATI 
CQMrJlON fReNTRl.' EPS 
COMMON IRcrHRLI EPSfAC 
cor.1MON ,I RCNTAl I CAL TOJ 
CCiMrJlON fRCNTRLI PZERO 
EQUlvnLENCE (RCO.RCf f II 
REAL RCO, RC(2001 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
====:==:=============== COMMON /IDPARMI [JUMP (46' 
cor"'MON I I CPAR",I [OSP02 
COMMON i[OPARrJll INDEX 1721 
COMMor, I I DPARMI IROO 
CO]\llMON IIOPARM/ ..Ie f4El 
COMMON I JOPARMI JE f 2) 
COMMON IIOPARMI JP f 2.2 I 
COMMON /IDPARMI KSTEP 
COMMON IIOPARMI MJ f 415 ) 
COMMotJ IIDPARMI NHMSt 
COUMON .lIOPARMI NVMDI 
lOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
=~=~~~~~~~==========~== 
COMuaN ilOPARM' FItTER 146 t 
COMrnON -'lOPARMI ITAPE 




REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
==================== COMMON IROPARMI AOlDP 
COMMar~ ,ROPARM.' CONT 
COMMON IROPARM.' CONTOl 
COfi1r.~OU fRDPARMi eorJ2 
CIJMMON IRDPhRMI CON2DT 
COMMON ,'ROPARMI eON3 
COMMmJ ,'ROPARMI CON30T 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON4 
COMMON .'RDPARM I COfJ4DT 
COfJ!MON I ROPARM I CON5 
corm,1Ou 'ROPARM! eOSl '46 , 
cormJlON ;RDPARMI caSlON 172 I 
cow.mrJ ,'RDPARMI ePD2 
COM~OH tROPARM! OXP 1451 
COfn.1ON /ROPARml OXVP 1461 
COMMON /ROPARMf OVP 1<'161 
CorMJlON /ROPARMI FCORlS Ld61 
COMMON IROPARM/ Fl0T 
COMUOfJ /ROPARM/ F20T 
COMMON lROPARMI Hl0T 
COMMON /ROPARMI H20T 
COMMON /ROPARM/ PKSTD 
COMMON IROPARMI PKTOP 
COMMON IRDPARrJl/ RlAT 146 ) 
COMMON IROPARrJl/ RlATO (46) 
COMMON IROPARM/ ROCPOT 
COM'l1orJ ,'ROPARMI RCCP? 1 
.;" 
.~~.;... 
:. '.'':';1'':.:-0. ",.;;;~;;;.:,;;;.;'"'~'~;;;":'~c.t',,-, ==-= -.. ---,-. ~ > ... -.-->->_.,"" 
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COWAON "RDPARMI SGNP < 2J 
COMUON /RDPARMI SINl (46) 
COP.HJlON IROPARMI SINLON ( 721 
CONIMON /RDPARMI THSTD 
COMMON IROPARMI THSTD2 
COMMON /RDPARMI WSAVE f 159) 
comJlON IRDPARMI DSIG <9. 
COWIlON IRDPARMI SIG <9' 
COMMmJ /ROPARMI OSIGINV /91 



































































C 72.9. 1 I • 11 
(72.S.II,I) 
(72.9.II.n 
I QPROG ( 1. 1. I • II • PHI S f 1 ,I} I (QPROG fl. 2. I • 1 ) ,SrJlTH ( 1 • 1 ') 1 
(QPROG{1, 3.1.1),AlBEDO(t.l}} 
{QPROG fl. 4. I • 1 I • GT ( I , 1 ~ ) {QPROG I 1. 5, t • II ,GVl ( 1 • 1 ) ) 
(OPROGfl.6.1.1I,1S 11.1" 
IQPROG(I, 1.I,l).SHS {1.'Il 
I QPROG I 1. 13, 1 • 1 I ,P ( 1 • 1 , 1 I ) 
(OPROG ( 1 • 1. 2. 1 ) • U ( 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 , ) (QPROG C 1 , 1. 4. 1 ) ,V ( 1 . t • 1 • t 1 ) 
I OPROG ( 1 • 1, 6, 1 I • T { 1 • 1 . 1 • 1 I } {QPROG ( 1 • 1. 8, 1 ',"SH (1, 1 , 1 • 1 , I 
I QPROG ( 1 • J • 10, 1 I • PHI ( 1 • 1 , f. 1 I ) 






ICANDOTI OSDIAG(72 .15,461 
IQSDIAGt72 .f5.46) 
IQSDIAG,IQSOIAGI 
IOANCOTI QUDIAG(72,9, 5,46) 
POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
COMMON /QPOlES/ PP(2.21 
COMMON /QPOlESI UP(S,2.2} 
COMMm-l IQPOlES/ VPf9.2.2) 
CQrJlMON IQPOlESI TP{9,2,2) 
COMMON /QPOlESI SHPr9,2.2} 
, 4:"'\ ';.oj",';'. 
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."~,l:"'"J':,,_L -',,--C:,~ __ ,', . 
COMMON /OPOlESI PHIP{9,2,21 
\ ," 
VI)POLES 
VOPOLES COMMON /IMt..IM/ IMMt. IMM2. IMM3. IMM4, IMMS. VIM.JM S IMT2. U'lT4, VIMJM S JMNLAY, IMNLAVt. IMNLAV2. IMNLAV3. IMNLAV4, IMNlAV5. VIMdM S IM02Mf. VIMJM S NLAVT2, Nll\vT3. NLI\VT4. NLAVTS. NLAVT6. ~RI\YT7 'JJtJlJM C • 
VAODQ C OEBUG 
veEGOES 10000 CONTINUE 






M '" MJ{J) 
vACDa IF (M.Eo.O) GO TO 50 VAODQ 























PPfNl.M} = PPINt,M) .... PP(N2,MI 00 10 L=1,NlAV 







Pfl.Nl,J;IMI PII.Nt,J:IM)'" Pfl,N2,J;IM) 
Ull, t,Nt,J: IMNLAV) 
V l t,I.Nl.J;IMNlAV) 




vll,l,N1.J IMNlAV) ... U(t.l,N2.J;IMNLAVI 
= V(I,I.Nl.J IMNLAVI ... Vll.1,N2,J;IMNLAYI Tff,I.N1.J IMNLAVI ... T(I,t.N2,J:IMt~LAYI SHe I, I,Nt, ; IMNLAY) .... SH( 1.1,N2,J: IMNLAV) 















































VARIABLE MAP --NAME-------BlOCK------TY~E------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST. C-:-CTRL OF" 00. I =O"TA INI T, R=-READ. S=STORE, \'J=-WRI TE AOATE CCNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 3 Ie AOOQ SUBROUTINE I ADLCP RDPI1RM REAL SIMPLE 217 ALBEDO QANDQT REAL ARRAV 256 269 APHEl RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE 157 AT IME· CCNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE • 17 8ETA RCfHRL REAL StrJlPLE f5a CAlTOJ ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 19<; cc ceNTAl CHJl.R"S ARRAY •• 15 ceo ceNTRI. CHAR·S SIMPLE 2 I. 15 CCNTRL REAL UNJ<NOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
" 
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I CONS RDFARtil REAL SIMPLE 226 COSO ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159 
I 
COSl RDPARM REAL ARRAV 227 
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 228 
CP ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 160 
CPD2 ROPAAM REAL SIMPLE 229 
COS CC~lTRL CHAR"S ARR .... y 12 25 
COU cc~nRL CHAR-S ARRAV 13 26 
DAYS?" RCT-HAL REAL SIMPLE 161 
DEC ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 162 
DECMA)( ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 163 
015T ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 164 
OLAT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 
OLON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 250 
OSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAV 252 00 DT ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 167 
"11;;0 OXP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 230 
DY'(P RDP .... RM REAL ARRAY 231 "1'75 
DYP ROP.aRM REAL ARRAY 232 0-EceN RonAL REAL SIMPLE 168 0 2 EPS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 19' ;o~ EPSfAC ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 195 
F tOT ADP/I.J~M REAL SIMPLE 23' tOv 
:'1 
F20T RDPARrn REAL SIMPLE 235 c;r:, 
FCORlS RDPflRM REAL ARRAY 233 l:>G} 
FILTER LDPARM lOGICAL ARRAY 211 214 eM GNU1 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 169 ~l2 GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 170 r GRI\V ReNTRl REAL sIMPLE 171 GT QI\NDQT REAL ARRAY 257 2:;"1) .~ GYI GANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 271 H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
~ H20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 HEATI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 HEATW RCtJTRl REAL SIMPLE 192 ,. ISLl<SIZ ICNTRL HJTEGER SIMPLE 70 
r-
IC ICNTRl I rHEGER ARRAV 95 96 
lCO ICNTRL INTEGER sIMPLE 27 95 96 
ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 
38 39 40 41 '2 43 '4 45 .s 47 48 
1 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 5s 57 58 59 
~ 50 61 62 63 S. 65 66 67 C;g 69 70 71 72 73 ,. ·is 76 77 7~ 
~ ICSP53 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 
IDIABAT t Cf'JTRl INTEGER UNf4;NOWN 92 
IOPARM IUTE.GER UNKNO'JHJ 200 201 202 203 20' 205 206 201 2':'~ 209 210 
I IOSP02 IDPARfJl INTEGER SIMPLE 201 IEFlU>' ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 
I FUSION IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNO~IN 85 
IHFLUX ICNTRl INTEGER uNKNOWN 83 
1lCLOUO reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 88 
~I IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 200 1M leNTRl JNTEGER SIMPLE 28 302 302 302 
IM02 ICNTRl HHEGER SIMPLr. 29 
IMD2~.n1 IMJM INTEGER SlrJlPl: 290 
JMD2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLe 30 
IMJM INTEGER uNI-tNOWN 290 
IMM1 IMJM ItHEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMM2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMM3 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMM4 Ir.nJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMM5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMNLI\Y IMJrJI IfJTI:.GER SIMPLE 290 303 303 303 304 3D' 304 305 :?n'7 305 306 
30S 306 
IMNLAY1 IMJM ltHEGER SIMPLE 290 
Ii IMNLAY2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
'I IMNLAY3 IMJr.n INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
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IMT2 IMJM INTEGER 00 SIMPLE 290 
IMT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 202 
IOMEGA ICN rl:ll INTEGER UNKNOWN 9 , 
IPREACC IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOW.N 81 
IPRECON ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWU 82 
.C lOS IeNTRl INTEGER MiRAV 77 79 80 . , .2 83 84 8S '?~ 87 SS 
89 90 
IOSOIAG OIlNO!lT INTEGER ARRAY 281 282 
IQU IeNTRL IIHEGER ARRAY 78 91 92 93 94 
IRADLW ICNTRl IrHEGER UNKNQVIN 94 
I Rl!.DLWG IctJTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN S7 
IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
IRADSIJIG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
IROD JDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 
ITAPE LOPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
ITMl!.X IcrHRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
ITMIN ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 
IUFlUX leNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
IVFlUX rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
J INTEGER SIMPLE I 292 302 302 302 303 303 303 304 304 304 
" 
305 305 305 30" 30" 30" 
., JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 204 
JE IDPARM INTeGER ARRAY 205 
JIC ceNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 5 18 
JM ICtHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 
JM02 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 00 
J: 
JNP IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 35 
"':0 J04 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 'tJ~ J08 JCtHRl I ,'HEGER SIMPLE 37 J08 CCflJTRl CHAR-S SIMPLE 6 19 02 l' J. IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 206 JSP IerHRl INTEGER SIMPle 38 OJ:> 
. i KLIAL8 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 :Or-
; .. KLIGW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
.0-0 ~i KLISST IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 41 "S rCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 CJ:> KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 ~~ t ~4 KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 I L INTEGER SIMPLE 295 C 296 296 29<; 297 297 297 298 2g8 298 299:! iii i~ 299 299 LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 154 155 
" 
LCD LCtHRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 
i ~' LCNTRL PHEGER UNKNOWN 97 98 99 100 10 , 102 103 '04 'r:!~ 106 101 i I 
I" 108 109 , j LDI.ABAT LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 
I LOPARM I rJTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 
I LEFlUX LCNTRl LOGICAL UNI<NOVIN 115 143 ,. lFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 
I LHFlUX lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOVm 114 142 LICLOUD lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 
i I LOGBR ICNTRL IflTEGER SIMPLE 44 LO~EGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWtl 122 150 
LPREACC lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 ,.0 
LPRECON lCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 




1 ,- 118 119 
120 121 135 
LQU LCNTRl lOG1CAL ARRAV 109 122 123 124 '25 137 
i tRAOl!.'1 lCtJTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
t 
LRAOLWG lCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 145 
lRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWtJ 124 152 
LRAOSWG lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 , 
lTMAK LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 
LTMIN lCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
LUFLUX lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 148 
LVFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL Uf.JKNOVIN 121 149 lil M INTEGER SIMPLE 292iS 293 294 294 294 296 29" 296 '2':;l7 297 297 
" 
I ~ i 298 298 298 299 299 299 
MATJt~ rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
@)'~ 1',4 __, 
'V: -----::: ........ \"/.. . - -~~---;;;""_.-.z _ ~"~',;~":;f ~w-'.. . ".:..- u., 
.~F';'" -l.~ 
.. ~,~,,~ ____ ~~_' ~'~', ___ ~. _~.t~", ._-:?:.'~~":''::~",,"::~. ~""",~_ .._._-_~---,-~ ... ~---::-,-----...:~=,,",_o::-.-;:: __ .,.~_ ------=,;.-.~~!!..~~-. - .. 
'Q 
1 MJ\TSNIC reNTAL IfJTEGER SIMPLE 4S 
MI. TSUN I (:N TJl L INTEGER SIMPLE 47 
MJ IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 208 292 
MLF leNTRl If HEGeR ARRAY 48 
MRDD reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
MSM reNTRl rrJTEGER SIMPLE 5' 
Nl INTEGER SIMPLE: I 294 294 2gf3 2?13 297 297 2ea 29£ 29£1 299 
302 302 303 3'=>3 304 3D' 305 30., 3':; 306 
N2 INTEGER SIMPLE I 294 296 2'=!7 29~ 299 302 303 "!1J4 305 306 
N8 reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
NO reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
NOAll reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NO/\¥ reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NO HOG reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NOQUT reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NDPHY reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
NORSW leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3' 
rmSHF ICNTQL IfJTEGER SIMPLE 58 
NOT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NHMS lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
NHM'SO reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
NHMSI tOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 20. 
NHMSE I eN rAl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
f'JKRSH reNTAL HHEGER SIMPLE SO 
NLAV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 6' 295 
NlAVM1 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
NLJ\VP1 ICfHl=(l INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
NLAVT2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
NLAVT3 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
NLAVT4 IM.J~.' INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
\' NLAVT5 IMJrli iNTEGER SIMPLE 290 NLAYT6 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 NLAVT7 IMJfJl INTEGER SIMPLE 290 .~ NMLEV ICUTRL INTEGER SHJlPLE 75 NSOAY ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 6S 00 .~ NSEQ leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 "1'1::3 NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
NYMD IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 71 'tJ5 NVMOO ICNTRL IfJTEGER SIMPLE 73 0-l~ f.JYrJlO 1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPi:.-c 210 OZ NVMOE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLe: 72 ::tJ~ NZINIT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 
I OMEGA2 ReNTRt. REAL SIrJlPlE 172 
.o'"[l ~ .. ~ P 'JANCQT REAL ARRAY 261 27' 302 S '12 3'=" .~ PHI ~AUOQT REAL ARRAV 26S 279 C:;!> PHIP OPOLES REAL ARRAY 289 ):>~ 
. ~ PHIS Q(l.NDOT qEAL ARRAY 254 267 eM] PI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 ~fQl i l . PI180 RcrHRl REAL SIMPLE 174 i' PI2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 PIMEAN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 , PI{STD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 
• PtlTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
PLEVS RCNTRl REAL ARRAY 191 
PP QPOLES REAL II.RRA'( 28' 294/5 29. :7?<S 
P3MAY, ::l:CNTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 
PSMIN RCNTAL REAL SIMPLE 179 
PSTO ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 176 
PTOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 
PZERO Re~HRl REAL SIMPLE 197 
QALT LeNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 9R f 26 
QANOQT REAL UNKNOWN 253 280 283 
QSEG LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 
QOAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 129 
QENO lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 
QOUT LCtHRl LOGICAL SIMPLE '02 130 
, QPHY LeNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE t03 131 
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277 27B 
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE lOS 13' 
QSOIAG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 280 282 
QSHF lCNTRL lOGtCAL SIMPLE 10. 132 QUO!AG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 283 
RAOE ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 181 
"C RCNTRl REAL ARRAV 198 199 RCO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 19B 








RGAS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 182 
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240 
RLATO RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2., 
ROCP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183 
ROCPOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 
ROCPPI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 
qSOIST RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 184 
SOAV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE lB5 
SEASON RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 185 
SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 244 
SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 265 27B 
SHP OPOLES REAL AR!:JA Y 2aa 299/5 \ . SHS QANDOT REAL ARRAY 2S0 273 
1 SIG ROPARM R"EAl ARRAV 251 ~ SIGE ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 187 SINO ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 18a 
~ SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 245 SINLON ROPARrJ1 REAL ARRAY 246 
:" 
SMTH OANDOT REAL ARRAY 255 268 
SN2FLG lCNT"Rl LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 133 
r SOLS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 START LDPARM lOGICAL SIMPLE 2.3 2.6 T OANDOT REAL ARRAY 264 277 , THSTO ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 
.\ THSTD2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 24B 
~ TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 2B7 298/5 TS QANOQT REAL ARRAV 259 272 
~ TSTD ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 190 U QANOOT REAL ARRAV 262 275 , UP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 2B5 296/5 
, I V QAtJOOT REAL I'oRRAY 2S3 276 
VER CCNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE '0 23 VP QPOLES RSAL ARRAY 2BS 297/5 
W5AVE ROPARfJI REAL ARRAV 249 
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t99 
158 169 160 161 lS2 
.69 170 17' 172 173 
ISO 181 182 183 lB. 
191 192 193 194 195 
219 220 221 222 223 
230 231 232 233 23. 
241 2112 243 244 245 
252 
306/5 30S 30S 
299 299 
305/5 305 305 
298 298 
303/5 303 31)3 
296 29S 
304/S 30' 304 
297 297 
- -,---~ 
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. 
163 164 165 
174 175 176 
lB5 las lB7 
19S 197 
22. 22S 226 
235 236 237 
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CDECK VAVRK $VA00010 
SUBROUTINE AVRX (J) $VA00020 C ••• *.*~ •••••••• ~.~ •••••• * •••• * ••• * ••••••• ** •••••••••• ·······.··········$VA00030 
C PURPOSE $VA00040 
C FOURIER FILTER BASE FIELOS NEAR THE POLES IN THE X-DIRECTION. $VA00050 
C MODEL QUANTITIES FILTERED ARE U, V, SM. AND SLP. AND T MODIFIED $VAOD060 
C TO A CONSTANT PRESSURE SURFACE $VA00070 
C USAGE $VAOQOBO 
C CALLED BV COMPO aNL V $VA0009a 
C ARGUMENTS DESCRIPTION $VA00100 
C J LATITUDE BAND NUMBER $VAOOI10 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED $VA00120 
C FFT77 FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (CVG\'ISLIB) $VA00130 
C LAPSE LAPSE RATE CALCULATION $VAOQ140 
C ReCORD OF MODIFICATIONS $VA00150 
C BASED ON OLD VERSION 8. $VAOO 160 
C 08/ f 2/83/RC8 THI S PART. COMMENTS AND & FOR $VAOO 170 
C It/fl/83/RCB DUAL PRECISION. $VAOOfSO 
C 26/0t/84/JWP COMMENTS AND ALLTGN (DIRECT ON NEW MASTER) $VA00190 
e 28/02/84/LLT ISOBARIC TEMPe~ATURE FILTER $VA00200 
.C REMARKS: $VA002tO C"'''' f" ..... ,.. ~ .............. ,..~ ........... ,.. ................................................. .,. .-~ ....................................... $VA00220 
C'" M / A - COM S r G MAD A T A INC. N A SAG S F C ·$VA00230 
C ...... * ............................................ •••• .............. +·.··· ......... ·····,..·· .. ·$VA00240 
C $VA00250 
CCOMDECK VREAL $VA00260 
C HALF/FULL PRECISION $VA00270 
C =================== $VA00280 








PARAMETER STATEMENTS FOR DIMENSIONING RESOLUTION 
================================================ 
CCOMD~CK VCNTRl 




































































INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
========================================~======= 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ ICD 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ 1M 










































































~ 00060 0006f 








~ 00071 00072 00073 




























,~,-o!~do!:.'.,. - _ 2-':"'" 
\ i J) \"., 
, . . 
COMMON /ICNTRLI IM02Pf 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDRS\'l 
COMMON IIeNTRll JM 
COMMON IreNTRLI JMD2 
COMMON /reNTRll JMT2 
COMMON /reNTRl/ oJNP 
COMMON fleNTRl! J04 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ JOB 
COMMON !IONTRl! JSP 
COMMON frONTRl! KLIALB 
COMMON frONTRll IClIGW 
COMMON !roNTRL! KlISST 
COMMON /ICNTRLI KS 
COMMON /!CNTRL! KU 
COMMON fIONTRl! LOGSR 
COMMON fICNTRll MAlIN 
CoMMON /IeNTRL/ MATSNX 
COMMON frONTRl/ MATSUN 
COMMON /[eNTRll MLF C 12) 
COMMON frONTRll MRDD 
COMMON freNTRll NKRSH 
COMMON fIONTRll MSM 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NB 
COMMON /JCNTRLI NO 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDALT 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOAV 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NoaUT 
OOMMON /ICNTRL! NDPHV 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NOSHF 
COMMON IICNTRLf NOT 
COMMON fJCNTRl/ NHMS 
COMMON fICNTRl! NHMSE 
COMMON !leNTRl! NHMSO 
COMMON /ICNTRl! NlAV 
COMMON /ICNTRl! NlAVM1 
COMMON fIONTRl/ NlAVP1 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NSCAV 
COMMON fICNTRl/ NSEQ 
COMMON frCNTRl/ ICSP53 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NSTEP 
COMMON !ICNTRl/ IBLKSIZ 
COMMON fICNTRl/ NYMC 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NVMDE 
COMMON /ICNTRl! NVMOO 
COMMON flCNThl! NZINIT 
COMMON f]CNTRl! NMlEV 
COMMON flCNTRll NDHOG 
COMMON fICNTRl! IQS (301 
COMMON 1l0NTRl! IQU (10) 
EQUIVALENCE ( 1 TMI N .IQS( 1 I I 
EQUIVALENCE (I TMAX .IQst 2)) 
EQUIVALENCE (I PREACC .IQst 3)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IPRECON ,lQst 4)) 
EQUIVALENce (I HFLUH ,I QS ( 5}) 
EQUIVALENCE {JEFLUX. ,I QS ( 6)} 
EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IQSe 711 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRhOSWG I I QS e 8)} 
EQUIVALENCE (IRAOLWG .IQse 911 
EQUIVALENCE (IICLOUO ,IQSI10) ) 
EQUIVALENCE IIUFlUX , J QS ( 11 ) ) 
EQUIVALENCE fIVFLUX ,IOS{12») 
EQUIVALENCE I IOMEGA , IQue 111 
EQUIVALENCE IIDIA8AT ,IQU{ 211 
EQUIVALENCE IIRAOSW ,IQU{ 3») 
EQUIVALENCE e I RAOLIJJ ,IQue 4)1 
EQUIVALENCE e I SENSBL ,IQUI 5» 
EQUIVALENCE , ILATENT ,IQue 61) 
EQUIVALENCE (tOO,ICfl) 
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INTEGER ICO. 10(200) 
LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================ COMMON /LCNTRL/ LCD 
COMMON IlCNTRLI QALT 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QSEG 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QDAY 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QEND 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QPHY 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QSHF 
COMMON /LCNTRLI SN2FLG 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSW 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSH 
COMMON /LCNT~LI LQS(30) 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ LQU(10) 
EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQS{ 1 ) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX ,LQS{ 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQse 3» 
EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LQS( 4» 
EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX ,LQS( 5» 
EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX ,LQS( 6)t 
EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LQS( 7» 
EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSWG ,LQS{ 8') 
EQUIVALENCE (LRAOLWG ,LQS{ 9)F 
EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUO ,LQS( 10» 
EQUIVALENCE (LUFlUX ,LQS(1f) 
EQUIVALENCE (LVFLUX ,lQS(12)' 
EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGI\ ,L~U( ) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LDIABAT ,LQU( 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LRI\OSW ,lQU( 3») 
EQUIVALENCE (LRI\OLW ,LQU( 4» 
EQUIVALENCE (LSENSSL ,LQU( 5) ) 














































$VAO 15-'0 $V/loa"so 
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I' 00185 00186 00187 ~ 00188 00189 ~ 00190 00191 
00192 
00193 
r 00194 00195 , 00196 
t 00197 00198 00199 00200 




















, '\ \ i\ ,"" " '\ , 
EQUIVALENCE I LCO , LO ( 1 ) ) LOGICAL LCD, LC(200) C 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD C ==:=:=:=====:=============u===:======:======: COMMON !RCNTRL! RCO COMMON !RONTRll APHEL COMMON !ReNTRL! BETA COMMON !RCNTRl! COSO CQII.'MON ! RCNTRl! CP COMMON !RONTRl! DAVSPY COMMON !RONTRL! DEC COMMON !RONTAL! DECMAX COMMON !RCNTRL! DIST COMMON !RONTRl! OLAT COMMON !RCNTRl/ OLON COMMoN !RONTRl! DT COMMON !RONTRl! EoeN COMMON !RONTRl! GNUt COMMON !RCNTRl/ GNU2 CoMMON /RCNTRl! 'GRAV 
coMMON /RONTRl! OMEGA2 COMMON !RONTRl! PI COMMON /RCNTRl! PIISO COMMON !RONTRl/ Pl2 COMMON !RCNTRl! PSTD COMMON !RONTRll PIMEAN COMMoN /,RCNTRl/ PSMAX COMMON /RCNTRl/ PSMIN COMMON /RCNTRl/ PTOP COMMON /RCNTRl! RADE 
coMMON /RONTRl/ RGAS COMMON !RCNTRl/ RCCP COMMON !RCNTRl! RSOIST COMMON /RCNTRl/ SDAV COMMat<l /RCNTRL/ SEASON COMMON !RCNTRl! SlOE (25. COMMON /RCNTRl! SIND COMMON !RCNTRL/ SOLS COMMON /RCNTRl/ TSTO COMMON /RCNTRl/ PlEVS (25) COMMON /RONTRL! HEATW COMMON /RONTRll HEATI COMMON !RONTRl! EPS COMMON /RCNTRl! EPSFAC COMMON /RCNTRl/ CAlTQJ COMMON /RONTRll PZERO 
C 
EQUIVALENCE (RCO,RC( 1) l CHANGE TO HALF DELETE 1 REAL RCO. nCCZOo) CHANGE TO HALF COMMENT 1 
C HALF PRECISION RCO, 
C 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS C ====================:== 
coMMON /IDPARMI IJUMP COMMON IJDPARM/ IDSP02 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDEX COMMON /IDPARM! IROn COMMON /IDPARM/ dC COMMON /IDPARM/ JE COMMON !IDPARM! oJP COMMON /IDPARM/ }(STEP COMMON /IOPARM/ Md COMMON /IDPARMI NHMSI COMMON /IDPARMI NVMD1 c 








, , '''c 0 





$VA02140 $VA021S0 $VA02IGO $VA02170 
'I:.. $VA02180 $VA02IS0 $VA02200 $VA02210 $VA02220 $VA02230 $VA022-4Q $VA02250 $VA02260 $VA02270 $VA02280 
.$VA02290 $VA02'300 $VA02310 $VA02320 $VA02330 $VA02340 $VA02350 $VA02360 $VA02370 $VA023Bo $VA02390 $VA02400 $VA02410 $VA02420 
00 $VA02430 SVA02440 
-n;:a $VA02450 
-.:Ie $VA02460 $VA02470 02 $VA024BO 0);1 $VA02490 ;:a I"" $VA02500 $VA02510 .o~ $VA02520 
ell> $VA02530 );Iro $VA02540 
rm $VA02550 
~oo $VA02560 $VA02570 $VA025S0 $VA02590 $VA02600 $VA02610 $VA02620 $VA02630 
SVA02640 $VA02650 $VA02660 $VA02670 $VA02680 $VA02690 $VA02700 $VA02710 
SVA02720 
SVA021'30 $VA02740 $VA02750 , $VA02760 $VA02770 $VA027ao 
SVAQ2790 $VA02800 $VA02810 $VA02820 $VA02830 $VA02840 
'7".. 
< .... ' 
-.:1 • ...;:";I!.~~.l.. _u~..;.:",:,; .. :;,;,,~ .. ,,,,. __ ~~. " .... ~:.-~_ ..... ~__ ......... ;:. c._'.'.' __ ~~ __ "_-_''';:~'''-=-_-_''''~-_~~~--':''-'':-'-'''';:-=-·-·~~~';'~_~_.~.;......=~~~.9....-..... -M :~' 



































































, I \'\ , '\\"" 
COMMON /tOPARMI ITAPE 




F I L TER 
ITAPE 
SThRT 
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
C ===============~==== 
C 
COMMON /RDPARMI ADLOP 
COMMON /RDPhRMI CONt 
COMMON IRDPARMI CONtOT 
COMMON /RDPARMI CotJ2 
COMMON /ROPARM/ CON2DT 
COMMON /ROPARMI CON3 
COMMON /RDPARMI CON3DT 
COMMON /RDPhRMI CON4 
COMMON 'ROPARMI CON4DT 
COMMON IRDPARN' CONS 
COMMON IROPARMI COSL (461 
COMMON IROPARMI COS LON (721 
COMMON /ROPARMI CP02 
COMMON IROPARMI OXP {461 
COMMON /RDPARMI DXVP (461 
COMMON /RDPARM/ DVP {461 
COMMON /RDPARM/ FCORLS (46) 
COMMON IRDPARM/ FIDT 
COMMON IROPARM/ F2DT 
COMMON /ROPARM/ HIDT 
COMMON IROPARM/ H20T 
COMMON /RDPARMI PI(STD 
COMMON IROPARM/ PKTOP 
COMMON /ROPARM/ RLAT (461 
COMMON /ROPARM/ RLATD (46) 
COMMON /ROPAR~M ROCPOT 
COMMON /RDPARMI nocPP! 
COMMON JROP"':M/ SGNP (2) 
COMMON IRDPflRMI SINL 1461 
/RDPARM/ SINLON (72) 
IRDPARM/ THSTD 
IROPARM/ THSTD2 
IROPARMI WSAVE (159' 
/ROPARMI DSIG (9) 
/RDPARM/ SIG (9) 
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I QPROG( t , {QPROG{I, 
I QPROG( 1 , (QPROG( t • (QPROG( 1, 
(QPROG( I. (QPROGCI, 
tQPROG(I, 
1.1.1) ,PHIS (I.'» 




6,1,1) ,TS ( , • 1) ) 
7. 1 , , ) • SHS ( 1 , 1 ) ) 
B.LO,p fI,I.1) 
(QPROG ( 1 • I. 2. 1 ) • U ( I , t , 1 , 1 ) } ( QPROG ( I , I. 4. 1 ) , V ( t , 1 • 1 , 1 ) ) (QPROG C 1 , 1, 6 •. 1), T ( 1 , 1 • 1 • 1 ) ) ( QPROG ( , . 1. B. I I , SH It. I • 1 • 1 ) ) (QPROG{ 1.1.10,1) .PHI (1.1,1,1» 
C SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS (NOT NEEDED IN COMPol 
C ============================================================== 
C 






BQSOIAGfG4, 72,15,461 (QSDIAG.BQSDJAG) 
















(144) ( 144) 
CCOMDECK VAVRXWK 
COMMON PQ{37,72). QP(37,72) 















































NLAVT5, NLAVTG, N"li.'\YT7 




....... MODIFV TEMPERATURE TO CONSTANT PRESSURE SURFACE . ... 




ZE I TBEG C aHU\PSE 
LAPSE (..I.GAM' 
2EITEND 
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00 10 L=-t ,NLAV 
PT{I,L:IM) =- T(I,L,NS,tJ;IM) + SIG(L)+OArJI<LltPHIS(I.tJ;IMI 
10 CONTINUE 






• .;r •• 
SURFACE TO SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE EXPONENT FUNCTION 
SLEXP(rS.PHIS) =- EXP(PHIS/(RGAS.(TS~ .5·8ETA·PHIS/GRAV))) 



















TS(t,u:1M) f BETAGS.PHIS(I,J;IM) 
=- RGAS·CATA(I:IMI 
=- PHIS(I.J;IMI/CATA(I;IMI 
VE Xl' (CA T A ( ! ; 1M) ; CA T A ( 1 ; 1 M) ) 
(p('.NS.J:I",) + PTOP).CATA(I;IM) 
.......... ~~ ........................................... ~ ....... ~ ... ~ .. ~ ... . 
•• ,... FILTER QUANTITIES: U, V, PT. SH, SLP •••• 
••••••••••••••• ~ ••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• ~ •• ~ •••••••• ~ ••• ~t ••• 
DO 20 L=-I.NLAV 
CHANGE TO HALF DELETE 8 
PQt L,I:IM) 
$ Q8VSCJ\TP( U(t,L,NB,J:JM},NLAVT4Pl.IM;PQ( L.T.IM) 
PQ(NlAV +L.1;IM)=-
$ Q8VSCATP( V(I.L.NB,J:IM).NLAVT4Pl.IM;PQ{NLAV +L,t.IM)) 
PQ(NLAVTZ+l.f;lM)=-
$ Q8VSCATP( PT(f.l;IM).NLAVT4P1.IM;PQ(NLAVT2~L.l;IMI) 
PQ(NlAVT3+L.I;IM)= 
$ Q8VSCATP (SH( 1 .l. NB, J. 1M) ,NlAVT4p 1 • 1M; PQ(NLAVT3+l. I : 1M) } 
C C •• * •••••••••• ** •• * •• ~ ••••• ~* •• T.* ••• * ................................ . 
C •• """ THE FOLLOWING CODE IN COMMENTS IS HALF HH 
C.... PRECISION VERSION OF THE ABOVE 4 STATEMENTS. .H. 
e .~ •••••••••• * ............... ~ ................................ t.~~ •• t.t ••• 
C 
CHANGE TO HALF COMMENT 4 
C CALL HSCATRP( Utl.L.NS,J IM).NLAVT4Pt,lM,PQ( L,t 1M» 
C CALL HSCATRP( V(t.L,Ne,u IM),NLAVT4pl.1M,PQ(NLAV "l,' 1M» 
c CALL HSCATRP(PT(l.l IM),NLAVT4Pl,IM,PQ(NLAVT2IL,1 1M) 
C CALL HSCATRP(SH('. L,NB,J 1M) ,NLAYT4p1, IM,PQ(NlAVT3~'L, tIM» 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
CHANGE TO HALF DELETE 2 
PQ(NLAVT4+f,l;IM)=-
$ QBVSCATP( P('.NB.J:JM).NLAVT4Pl.IM;PQ{NLAVT4Jt,t;IMI) 
C 
CHANGE TO HALF COMMENT I 
C CALL HSCATRP( P(1,NB,J:IM),NLAVT4Pl.IM.PQ(NLAVT4fl.t:tM" 
C 
C C ............ ~ ••••••••••• * ............................................. . c....... FORWARD AND BACKWARD TRANSFORMS •••• 
C.... WITH COEFFICIENT DAMPENING ..... 






40 QP{l,I*2;NlAVTBP2) = QP{I,I.2;NlAVTBp2).SMTH(t ,..I) 
QPel,IM :NLAVT4Pt, =- opel,lM ;NlAVT4Pl)+SMTH(IMD2.JI 
CALL FFT77(QP,PQ.TRIGS.IFAX,IM.NLAVT4Pl. 11 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C·... RECOMPUTE U. V, SH, PT, SLP •••• C •• ~ ......................................................................... . 
c 
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Q8VGATHP(PQ( L.l;NLAVT4Pl.IM), NlAVT4Pl,IM: U(l.L,NB.u;IM)) OBVGhTHP{PQ(NthV +L.1:NLAVT4PI~lM). NLAVT4Pt.[M; V(I.L,NB,u;IM» QBVGATHP(PQ(NlAVT2+L,t:NLAVT4P,.IM). NlAVT4Pl,IM; PT(t,L;IMI) Q8VGATHPtPQ{NlAVT3·L,f;NLAVT4Pf.IM', NLAVT4PI,IM;SH(I.L,NB,J:IM)} 
- ,.- .~ 
C ****.*** •••••• **~**~.** •• ** •• *~ •• * ••••• ~.* •• ~ ••••••• ~ •• ~** •••••••• * •• c···· 
c .~*. 
THE FOLLOWING coDE IN COMMENTS IS l-!ALF PRECISION VERSION OF THE hSOVE 4 STATEMHNT. 
•••• 
















TO HALF COMMENT 8 CALL HGATHRP{PQ{ L, 1;NLAVT4P1.IM), NLAVT4Pl,IM, U(l,L,NB,u;IM» ~ALl HGATHRP(PQINLAV +L.l:NLAVT4Pl·tM}, NLAVT4P1,IM, V{t,L,NB.u:IM1) CALL HGATHRP(PQ{NLAVT2+L,t;NLAVT4P1 T IM), NLAVT4P1,IM,PT{1,L :IM» CALL HGATHRP{PQ(NlAVT3+L,t:NLAVT4Pl+IM), NlAVT4Pl,IM,3H{1,L,NB,t.I;IM» CONTINUF 





TO HALF COMMENT 2 CALL HGATHRP{PQ{NLAYT4~1,1:NLAYT4P1·1M), NLAVT4PI,IM, PC 1,i_'!3~t.I;IMI) 










CALCULATE PI-PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE FROM FILTERED SEANLEVEL PRESSURE AND MODIFIED TEMPERATURE 
..... ,.. 
...... 
+ ."' ... ..... *.* .... T+ ..... * ••• * ....... * ....... ·+* •• + •• ~·~+ •• T·.*.~ •• ·.·~~ •• ~.~ •••••• +. 
P(t,NB,t.I:IM) : P(1,NB,t.I;IMI/CATACI:IM) ~ PTOP 
DO 50 l=f,NlAV Tef,L,NS,d;IM) : PT(f,L;IM) - SIGCL).GAM(l).PHIS(t,u;IMI 50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

















'. \ ',' ~;" 
$VA04980 
$VA04990 $VAOSOOO $VAOSOtO 
$VA05020 $VA05030 











$VA05210 $VAC5220 $VAOS230 $VA05240 $VA05250 
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CARD II CHAR"'S ARRAV 291 292 
eATA /I REAL ARRAY 294 311/5 3t2/S 3" 313/5 313 314/5 314 314 315 
CC eeNTRl CHARta ARRAV 15 16 
cco eCNTRl CHAR~a SIfJlPLE 3 15 16 
CCNTRL REI\L UNKNOWN 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 
'4 
CCSPOG CONTRl OHAR"·a SIMPLE 8 21 
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR"'S SIMPLE 9 22 
CCSPo8 CONTRL CHAR-tg SIMPLE 10 23 
CONl ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
ceNtOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 227 
CON2DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 228 
CDN3 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 
CON30T ROPARM REAL SIMP.LE 230 
CON4 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 231 
CON4DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 232 
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 233 
COSO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE .66 
COSl ROPARM REAL ARRA'V 234 
costON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 235 
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE: 167 
CP02 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
COS CONTRl OHAR*B ARRAV .3 26 
CQU CONTRt OHAR'f8 ARRAY 14 27 
DATA II REAL AllRAV 293 
DAYSPY RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 168 
DEC RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 169 
DECMAX RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 170 
J 015T RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171 OLAT RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 OLON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173 OSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAV 257 
.~ OSIGINV ROPARM REAL ARRAV 259 OT RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 
DXP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 237 
J DXVP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 238 DVP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 239 EceN RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 
i' EPS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 201 :~ epSFAC RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 202 F lOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 241 F20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 
~ i FCORLS ROPARM REAL ARRAV 240 FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 218 221 GAM II REAL ARRAY 297 305 308 337 ! I GNU. ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 , , GNU2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 , , GRAV ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178 310 , , GT QANOQT REAL ARRAY 264 277 
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 265 278 i,1 H1DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 
'I H2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 244 HEATI RCNTRL REAL SiMPLE 200 HEI\TW P.CNTRL REAL SIMPLE 199 I I INTEGER SIMPLE 324/0 325 3213 325 
I IBLI{SIZ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71 IC IONTRL INTEGER ARRAY 98 99 leo ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28 98 99 
rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
, 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
i so 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
i, 
72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 
lCSP53 IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
I IDIABAT IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 , , IOPARM INTEGER UNKNeWN 207 20B 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 
'I IOSP02 IDPARM INTEGeR SIMPLE 208 IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 
I IFAX IFAX INTEGER ARRAY 299 299 300 302 303 323 327 
I 
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IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
IHFlUX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNO\VN 84 
I tCLOUD reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
IJUMP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 207 
,(J ILATENT reNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 
1M reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 29 308 308 308 311 311 311 312 312 313 313 
313 314 314 314 3HJ 315 315 317 317 317 317 
318 318 318 318 319 319 319 319 320 320 320 
320 322 322 322 322 323 326 326 327 329 329 
329 329 330 330 330 330 331 331 331 331 332 
332 332 332 33' 33. 334 33' 335 335 335 337 
337 337 
IMD2 reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 326 
IMD2M1 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 32. 
IMD2P1 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
IMJM INTEGER UNKNOWN 298 00 
IMMI IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 "";0 IMM2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 
"0 iii IMM3 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 
IMM4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 g~ IMM5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 IMNLAV IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 IMNLAV1 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 
IMNLAV2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 
.0"0 IMNLAV3 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 ell' 
IMNLAY4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 >G) 
IMNLAV5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 1:1'1'1 
IMT2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 ~fIJ IMT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 INDEX tDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 209 
IOMEGA ICNTRt. INTEGER UNI(NOWN 92 
IPREACC ICNTRl INTEGER UNl(NQWN 82 
IPRECON rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 
lOS ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 78 80 81 82 83 8' 85 96 87 88 89 
90 91 
IOU lCNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 79 92 93 9' 9S 96 97 
IRAOlW ICNTRL INTEGER UNI<NOWN 95 
IRAOlWG ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 88 
IRAOSW ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 9. 
IRAOSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNowN 87 
IROO tOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 
tSENSBL ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 96 
tTAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 219 222 
ITMAX rCNTRl INTEGER UNI<NOWN 81 
ITMIN ICNTRl INTEGER UNlnmWN 80 
IUFlUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNI(NOWN 90 
tVFlUX rCNTRl INTEGER UNI(NOWN 91 
J tNTEGER SIMPLE 1 305 308 308 311 311 313 316 315 317 318 
320 322 325 326 329 329 330 3:30 332 332 334 
33. 335 335 337 337 
JC IDPJ\RM INTEGER ARRAY 211 
JE IOpAAM INTEGER ARRAY 212 
JIC ceNTRl CHARtS SIMPLE 6 19 
JM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
...rM02 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3' JMT2 rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 35 
JNP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
JOO rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
J08 tCNTRl iNTEGER SIMPLE 38 
JOB CCNTRl CHARi'8 SIMPLE 7 20 
JP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 213 
JSP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
KlIJ\lB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
KlIGW rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 41 
KLISST rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE .2 
KS rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 21. 
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 4' 
L INTEGER SIMPLE 307/C 308 308 308 308 316/C 317 311 317 318 318 
318 319 31S 319 320 320 320 328/C 329 329 329 
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"'" 
.. 
330 330 330 331 331 331 332 332 332 336/C 337 
337 337 337 
LC lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 161 162 
LCD LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 161 IS2 
LCNTRL INTEGER UNI(NQWf,J 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 
111 112 
LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 126 156 
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 218 219 220 
LEFlUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 148 ;0:: 
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNICNOWN 119 149 
LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 147 
LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 152 
LlATENT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 130 160 
LOG8R [eNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
LOMEGA lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 155 
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 145 
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 "6 
LOS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 111 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 '20 121 '22 
'23 '24 14 , 
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 112 125 126 127 128 129 '30 '42 
LRADLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '28 '58 
LRADLWG lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '21 151 
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 127 157 
LRAOSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '20 150 
LSENSBL LONTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '29 159 
LTMAX LONTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN II. 14. 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 143 
LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '23 '53 
LVFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '24 154 
.~ MATIN IONTRl I f'JTEGER SIMPLE 46 MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE '7 MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48 
f MJ IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 215 
~ MLF IONTRl INTEGER ARRAV 49 MRDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
.' N8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 308 315 315 3,7 318 320 322 329 329 330 
r, 
330 332 332 334 33. 335 335 337 00 NO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NDAlT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 'TI.., 
NOAY IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
...,Gi 
~ NO HOG IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 77 0-NDOUT IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 0:Z NOPHV IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 58 ;'J ~ ~ NDRSW ICNTR!... INTEGER SIMPLE 32 NDSHF IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 .011 NOT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
NHMS IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 C:l!> 
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63 l!>~ NHMS1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 216 !: ::'j NHMSE IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 -~ NI<RSH IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 ~~~ 
'jl: NLAV IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 307 316 318 318 328 330 336 NLAYMI IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
t: NLAYPI IONTRl INTEGER SU.1PLE 66 
NLAYT2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 319 319 33' NLAVT3 IMJM INTEGER SIMfLE 298 320 320 332 
NLAVT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 322 322 334 
NlAVT4P1 IFAX INTEGER SIMPLE 302 317 3'8 319 320 322 323 326 326 327 329 
329 330 330 33' 331 332 332 334 33' NLAVT5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 
NLAVT6 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 
NLAVT7 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 298 
NLAVT8P2 IFAX INTEGER SIMPLE 303 325 325 
NMLEV I-CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NSDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
NSEQ IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 68 
NSTEP IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
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NVMDI IDPI\RM INTEGER SIMPLE 217 NVMDE ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 7S 
aMEGA2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 !'':; P QANOQT REAL ARRAY 268 281 315/5 31S 322 334/5 334 335/5 335 PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 273 286 PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 261 274 308 311 313 337 PI RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 PI180 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 P12 RONTAl REAL SIMPLE lB2 PIMEAN RONTAl REAL SIMPLE lB4 pK II REAL ARRAV 296 PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 245 P~TOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 246 PLEVS RONTRl REAL ARRAY 19B PQ /I REAL ARRAY 29S 317/5 317 31BIS 318 319/S 31' 320/S 320 322/5 322 323 327 32. 330 331 332 334 PSMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 185 PSMIN RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 186 PSTD RONTRl REAL SIMPLe. 183 
0·0 PT /I REAL ARRAY 296 30B/S 319 331/5 331 337 
"'1:0 
PTOP RONTAl REAL SIMPLE 187 315 335 
-
, I PZERD RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 204 
"D1i2 QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 131 
02 : 
QANOQT REAL UNKNOWN 260 287 290 
03:> 
Q8EG lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 102 132 , , QCAY LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 103 133 ::Or ~i QEND LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 104 134 
.0" 
QOUT lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 135 QP II REAL ARRAY 295 323 325/5 325 326/5 326 327 §;ii; ~i QPHV LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 136 QPROG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 260 274 275 276 277 27B 279 2BO 281 282 2B3 r-Fo"l 284 2B5 286 ~oo " I QRSH LCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 110 140 I QRSW LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 109 139 QSDIAG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 287 289 QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 137 QUDIAG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 290 RAOE RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 188 RC RONTRl REAL ARRAY 20S 206 RCO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 205 206 
" RCNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 163 164 165 166 167 16B 169 170 171 172 173 
I ~l 17. 175 176 177 17B 179 180 181 182 183 lB4 185 186 lB7 18B 1·B9 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 .97 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 RDPARM REAL UNI<NOWN 224 225 226 227 22B 229 230 231 232 233 23. 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 2.3 244 246 246 ·247 24B 249 250 261 252 253 254 255 256 267 258 259 RGAS RONTRl REAL SIMPLE lB9 312 RlAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 247 RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 24B ROCP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 ROOPOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 249 ROOPP 1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 250 RSDIST RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 191 SDAV RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 192 SEASON RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 251 SH QANOQT REAL ARRAY 272 285 320 332/S 332 SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 267 280 SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAV 25B 308 337 
SIGE RCNTRl REAL ARRAV 194 SIND RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 195 SINl RDPARM REAL ARRAV 252 SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAV 253 SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAV 262 275 325 326 SN2FLG LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE lOB 138 SOLS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 196 
r.!" 
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START LOP ARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 220 
T QANDQT REAL ARRAV 271 
THSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 25' 
THST02 RDPhRM REAL SIMPLE 255 
TRIGS IFAX REAL ARRAV 300 
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 266 
T5ro RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 
U QANDQT REAL ARRAV 269 V QANDQT REAL ARRAV 270 
VER CONTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 1\ 
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 25C 




























2B' 30B 331/5 
301 323 327 
279 31\ 
2B2 317 329/5 
2B3 31B 330/5 
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00001 SUBROUTINE 8TOLOG (QBIT.OLOG.IIVI,MJ 
00002 I~HEGER ONEIIOO) 
00003 LOGICAL QLOGI nM 
00004 BIT QBITIUM 
00005 IFfM . EO. -11 GOTa 2000 
00006 
00007 WHERE( OBI T( 1; un 
00008 00 .00 1;0 1 • 1M 
00009 100 OLOGll) = ONEil) 
00010 RETURN 
00011 2000 CONTINUE 
00012 
00013 WHERE! OBIT{ 1; 1M) 
00014 00 200 1=1, IM 
00015 2000l.0G(11 = ONEIll 
00016 RETURN 
00017 END 


































































A=ARGllST. C=CTRL OF DO, I=DATA tNtT, 
9 9 '4 '5 '5 3 4 6 7 7 
5 
6/S 7iS 9 12/S 13/S 
4 7 
'3 
3 9/S 15/S 
R=REflD, S=STIJRE l'I=WRIT5: 





















































COMMON ICPUTI KSUMCPU,KSUMCLK 
N = -1.0E-04 • KSUMCPU 
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RADIATION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS 
COMMON IRADCOMI AS(72.9). RE r 72.10 1 
COMMON IRAccaM; PLf72.9). PLE(72, fa) 
COMMON IRAOCOM! PLK172.9', PLHE(10) 
COMMON IRADCOMI TL(72.9I, TLE(72.tOl 
COMMON /RADCOMI TG(72) ,TH(72.91 
COMMON /RADCOM! SHLC72,91. SHLE(72.10) 
COMMml !RADCOM! SHG(72). CLOUD{72,121 
CO~MON IRAOCOMI 5HSAT'72.91. GftMt72.91 
cor.,MON ,'nADCOMI RH (72,9) 
cornMON JRADCOMI 55S(72,91, 5S5E(72,101 
COMMON IRADCOM/ HH(72.9}, HHEf72.10) 
COMMON /RAOCOMI HHSC72.9J 
COMMON fRAOCOM/ CVf(72,91, CVQC72,9) 
COMMON IRAOCOM/ CKOE(9) 
COMMON /RAOCOM! 5WAlEr72.10). SVIILC72.9J 
COMMON /RADCOM/ Al(72.101 
COMMON fRADCOMI TAUl(72,101. QZALE(72. TO} 
CQMrIION IRADCOM/ TQPABS(72) 
COMMON /RAOCOM! RN(9), TNf91, 5RS19), STN(9) 
COMMON IAAOOOM/ TCOND(9). TPENE(9) 
COMMON IRADCOM! TLOWL.TMIDL. NLAVOZ 
COMMON /AADeOM! FK(5), XKI5). NFK 
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COMMON IRADCOM/ OLJAN{19I, OLAPR(19). OLJUl(19). OLOOTet91 VRJ\DCOM 26 
COMMON IRJ\DCOMI OCM22(23). OOM30(231. OCM3B(23). OCM4Eil23) VRAOCOM 27 
COMMOr..! /RAOCOMI PROCM(231. OCMXX(231. NOZ, TOTOZ(4). COATE'S) VRAOCOM 28 
COMMON /RAOCOMI C2H(721. WET(72). EVAP, PREP(72), WH72) VQADCOM 29 
COMMON IRAOCOMI OOSZ f 72). so. RAOTRM r 72 I, CXL VRflDCCM 30 
CmNJlON IRAOCOMI SG(72 •• SP172) VAADCOM 31 
COMTJlQU IRAOCOMI ASURF{721. RCLOUD(72I, oJALB VRIIOCOM 32 
cor"r.mN iRI'ooCOMI LM"o{721. OCEAN(72), ICE(72J VAf.DCor" 33 
COM~ON IRAoCOM; SNOW(72), M'~WII72I, FAOST·(72J VRADCOM 34 
LOGICAL LAND, DCEM", ICE, SfJOW. MIXWJ. FROST VRf:DCOM 35 
C VRAOCOM 36 
C VOSOLAR 2 
C OVNM'lIC SPACE VARIABLES FO/:( SOLAR 1 SU8ROUT INE VOSOLAR 3 
COMMON IOSOLARI RMEAN(72i VOSOtAR 4 
COMMON IOSOLARI T01A8S(72) VoSOLAR 5 
COMrnON IOSOLARI COSMI\Gf72I VOSOLAR 6 
COMMON IOSOLltRI SCOSZ(72) VoSOLAR 7 
COMMON IOSOLARI FSCATf721 VOSOlAR 8 
COMMON IOSOLARI RCLEltR(721 VOSOlAR S 
COMMON IOSOtARI TEMPf(72.91 VOSOlAR 10 
COMMON IOSOtARI FCLaUO(72) VOSOLAR It 
COMMON IOSOLARI FCLEAR(721 VOSOlAR 12 
COMMON IOSOlARI W(721 VOSOlAR 13 
COMMON IOSOlARI ACLEAR(721 VOSOlAR 14 
COMMON IOSOLARI ACLOUO{72) VOSOlAR 15 
COMMON IOSOlARI WW(72) VOSOLAR 16 
COMMON lDSOlARI NTOPT(72) VOSOlAR 17 
COMMON /OSOlliFlI NTOPF(72) VOSIJL~R 18 
COWdON IOSOlARI NTOP(72, VOSOlAR 19 
CCJ\1MON /OSOLARI DARK (72, vOSOlAR 20 
COMMON IOSOLARI CLEAR(721 VDSOLAR 21 
COMMON loSOlARI CLOUOV(72/ VOSOLAR 22 
COMMON IOSOLARI FCLOC721 VDSOLAR 23 
COMMON IOSOlARI TEMP(721 VOSOlAR 24 
COMMON IOSOLAR/ RFf721 VOSOlAR 25 
LOGICAL OARI<. CLEAR. CLOUD V . FCLO VOSOlAR 26 
C VDSOLAR 27 
C VClOUDS 7 
AWATEneX) 2.S.Xj{{1. ... f4I.S,..X' ..... S35 • S.92S·X) VClOUDS a 
ATOPfTAU,PIO.COSZ) ~ 1. .0000f-TAU - .OOOl·PIO + .0000l!COSZ VCLOUDS 9 
TTOP(TAU,PIO,COSZ) ~ I. - .0000I·TAU •. OOOl·PtO - .0000t/c052 VelOUDS 10 
C VClQUDS 11 
C VCLOUOS 12 
C DeBUG VBEGOEB 2 
10000 CONTINUE VBEGOeB 3 c···· cveER veCTOR 'JERStON 00.001 INPUT 100 VBeGoEe 4 
C ........ CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00 V8EGDEB 5 
CSSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$S$S$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$$SS~SSSSSSSSSSVBEGOEB S 
C veLOUDS 14 
NlAVPl = NlAV .. t vCLOUDS 15 
C VClDUDS 16 
C VCLOUDS 17 
C VOLOUDS U3 
DO 810 I=I.IM VelOUOS 19 
IFf DARK(!) .OR. ClEARn) GOTO 8fO VClOUOS 20 
IFf NeAll .EO. 2 .ANO. FClOftl GOTO 810 VCLOUOS 21 
C vetCUOS 22 C ••• ~.- •••••••••••••••• -~................................ VClDUDS 23 
C VCLOUDS 24 
C····· ABSORPTION OF INCIDENT FLU1 ABOVE CLOUOS ••••• VCLOUDS 25 
C ••••• VCLOUOS 26 C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~............. VelCUDS 27 
C velCUOS 28 
NCLEAR =- NTOP (I) - t VClOUDS 29 
WlI) = SWAlE{I.l).COSMAGft. VCLOUDS 30 
08 = AWATERCWfI)} VeLQUDS 31 
TOPA8S'I) = 08 VClOUD:; 32 
C VCLOUDS 33 
DO 110 L=I,NClEAR VCLOUOS 34 
1,11(1) SWAlECI.l"'1)"COSMAGfII VClOUOS 35 
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1\ L I I • l I = O' - DB De = OA 
110 CONTINUE 
C 
L1 = NTOPIII DO 120 L=Lt ,NLAYPl 
AL It. L I = 0.0 
120 CON TJ NUE 
c c .~ •••••••.••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
c c····· REFLECTIVITY OF CLOUD V ATM05PHERE FOR VISUAL LIGHT 







TAU = 0.0 
DO 130 l= I.NlAY 












,1500245E~09·ETP - . 1499755E~09/ETP 
,1500e·09·CETP - f./ETP'/D 
II. - RNN)"RSURF'l)i~1. - RNN"RSURFfl)) 
RNN"RTOP(TAU,PIO.C05Z(III 
RCLOUDfI' = RNN" (1.0 - Rr.JN1"SRNN 
IF fOB.GT.O.9991 GOTO 810 
c .................................................................................. . 
C ...... . 
C ........ ABSORPTION IN CLOUDS ......... 
C· .. ••• WITH MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS FOR K-OISTRIBUTION C ...... . 

















IF 1\'II<.GT.7.01 GO TO 810 
5K = EJI'P(-WK) 
58 = EXPf~I.66"WK) 
NCLRI = NCLE6R ~ I 
00 180 L=NCLR1,NLAV 
TAUSC = TAULII,L) 
TAUAB = AMINt(SWILII,L'·XKK,20. I 
IF 'TAUSC.LT.O.OI) GO TO I~O 
TAU TAUSC· TAUAB 





INDIVIDUAL CLOUD LAVER REFLECTIVITY 
AND TRANSMISSIVlTV 







SQRT(fl. - 0.85~·PlO)/{I. - PIO) 
1.732nS'.U·{f.O - PIO'·T~U 
EKPITAUPJ 
IU £ 1.}·.2.ETP - IU - 1.1··2!ETP 
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IF IL.EQ.NTOPfIJl GO TO 150 
••••• ~~w •••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 00 
SUM REFLECTIVITV A~D TRANSMISSIVITY 
FOR TOP.SOTrop" ILLUMHMTtON 
..... 







1.0 - SRSN·RNN 
SRNN + STNN-RNt..r"STSNtOENOM 
STNN· TNtJlOENOM 
RNN ... Ttn"··2·SRSN/ DEUOM 
TfJN·STSN/DENOM 
F««·STNN 

























GO TO 170 















SRSN = SRSN·SB··2 
STSN = STSN·S8 
RN (L I 0, 
TNIL) = 5B 
TFK = FK«·SlNN 
170 caron INUE 
IF f TF K . LT •• 00 1 I GO TO 190 
STNfL, , STNN 
SRS'L.I = SRSN 
180 CONTINUE 




A8S0RPTJOU (I. T GRamm 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ........................... . 
! C 
~.i 00186 L 
·L 00187 RNN i. 00188 DENOM 
'.' ~ I:·' ...".. -~ 
NLAYPI 
R5URF(I) 
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ilL r r. L I 
OB 
\ ·'1 r:~ 
STNN"II. - RNNI/DENOM+FKK At n . t) .. 01\ OA 
GO TO 200 
. , 
VCLQUDSI75. VCtOUDSleo VCLOUDS,81 VCLOUOS'B2 VClOUDSI9a 
C 
VClOUOSIB4 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ················VClOUOStB5 
C 
·····VClOUOSI86 
C DISTRIBUTION OF ABSORPTION AMONG INDIVIDUAL CLOUD LAVeRs ·····VClOUDSIS7 
C····· 
·····VClOUOSlS8 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ················VClOUOSI89 
C 
190 CQNTJrJUE C 
M = L- 1 
IF f M. LT. NTQP r I ) ) GO TO 220 C 
SRSN SRSfM) STNN SlN{M) DENO~ 1. - SRSN-RNN OA STNN·ft. - RNN)/OENOM·FKK II,L I r ,ll = AI. fl. l) 
• OA 08 OA C 
200 CONTINUE C 
L .. l-I M '; L- I 
SRSN RNfl. STNI\f '; Tl\frl) 
oENOM = I. - SRSN·RNN C 
IF fM.lT.NToprI)) GO TO 215 C 
NI := M 
NO = NTOPfr) DO 210 NN=NO,1\I1 RNN SRSN ~ STNN··~·q~N/oENOM SRSN SRSIM. STNN STNI,..,) DENOM = I. - SRSN"RNN OA STNN·fl. 
- Rrm'/OENO"'''FKK ALfI.lI Alll,L. • OA - 08 08 = 01\ 
L 
" 
L - , 
fA -= l-1 
SRSN = RNfL) STNN ::: TNll) OENOM -::: I. SRSN·RNN 210 CONTINUE C 
215 CONTfNUE C 
RNN RNK . TNK·STNN·RNN!DENOM O~ S ..... {I. 
- RNN'·;:V,K I\L'r.l' ALII,L) 
· 
O. 
- D" 08 = oA C 







.. ~ ... ~asORPTION OF REFLECTED FLUX ABOVE CLOUDS ....... 





SK·fl. - RNK.·FKK ALfI.L .... OA RNK 
',,",,,: 
VClOUDS190 VClOUOS191 VCLOUDS192 VClOUDS193 VCLOUDS194 VClOUDSI95 VClOUDSf96 VCLOIJDS197 VCLOUCSI98 
VClOUOSI99 VCLOUDS20Q VClOUOS201 VClOUOS202 VCLOUDS203 
vCLOUOS204 VCLOUDS205 VCLOUOS206 VClOUDS207 VCLQUOS20a 
vClOUDS209 VCLOUOS210 VCLQUOS2 11 VCLQUDS212 VCLDUDS213 VCLOUOS214 VCLOUOS215 VClOUD$216 VClOUOS2'7 VClQUDS218 VClOUOS21g VCLOUDS220 VClOUDS221 
vClOUDS222 VClOUOS223 VClOUDS224 VCLOUDS225 VClOUDS226 VClOUOS227 VClOUOS22B VCLOUOS229 VCLOUOS230 VCLOUOS231 
VClOUDS232 VClOUOS233 
trCLOUOS234 VCLOUDS235 VClOUOS236 VCLOUOS237 VCLOUOS23B VClOUOS239 VClOUOS240 VCLOUDS241 VCLOUOS242 VCLOUOS243 
vCLounS244 























~ ... _'~':"'.~ ___ ,~?r~ ___ "'-'~ _~ __ ;...,,~~~_::-_fL.-. 





.- .:... \ 
00235 230 CON Tt NUE 
C 
00236 FKK .. SK·RNN"FKK 
00237 IF HKK.L1..0011 
C 
00238 DB .. O. 
00239 NM = NTOPll) 
00240 00 240 NN=2.NM 
002011 l .. NTOPll} , I 
')·S • 
GO TO 250 
- NN 









00243 OA = (I. - eXPC-WKI}·FI(K 
00244 ALfI .LI = At r J • L) , O. - DB 
00245 DB : OA 
00246 240 CONTI NUE 
C 
00247 250 CONTINUE 
C 
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--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF 00. 1=01\1/\ INIT, R"'READ. S,:STOf1E W::VlRJTE 
I • ACLEAR OSOtAR REAL ARRAV 86 
i'l ACLOUO OSOLAR REAL ARRA'! B7 AL RADOOM REAL ARRAV 59 114/5 119/5 190/5 190 200/5 200 217/5 2" 228/5 22B 233/5 233 244/5 24" 
AS RADeOM REAL ARRAV 44 
Cl0 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 14 
Cl00 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 15 
C40 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 16 
COATE RJ\OCOfJl REAL ARRAY 6B 
CaFR CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2 
COXL CHTRLP REAL SIMPLE 3 
coxo CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 4 
CLEAR DSOL"R LOGICAL ARRAY 93 9B 105 
ClH CNTRtP REAL SIMPLE 5 
CLOUD RADCOM ::tEAL ARRAV 50 
CLOUDS SUBROUTINE 1 
CLOUDY OSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 9. 9B 
CNTRLP REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 
f3 14 15 16 17 lB 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 2B 29 30 31 32 33 34 
35 36 37 39 39 40 41 42 
COE CNTRlP REAL ARRAY 6 
,I COEF CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 7 CO£FS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE B 
~' ... I:;~ "~"'I ____ "'="",,",""-="'_ . '" .~';" .. :.:~'Z.,:_,_'_;=.:......c~~~~_~"_~_= ____ : .... c__ ,,,,P:;- __ ,. ___ >. _,L, ~ c..::===~~ ,--
~S I\I 'J\ '. 4 ': " ." .~I+' 'FlII!!Ll'kJ; .. " .. -~,....,.,-- ~ 
COSM.e.G DSOLAR REAL ARRAV 1B 108 11 ~ 
COSROT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 9 
COSZ RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 70 100 100 101 101 131 165 166 
Cpp CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 10 
CTIO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 11 
CUMDAV eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 12 
CUMRAT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 13 
CVq RADCQM REAL ARRAY 56 
CVT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 56 
CXOE RADeoM REAL ARRAY 51 
CXL RAOCQM REAL SIMPLE 10 'C 
CZH RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 69 
0 AE.AL SIMPLE 128/5 129 151/5 152 153 
oA REAL SIMPLE 113/5 114 115 leSIS 190 191 199/S 200 201 216/S 217 
218 227/5 22B 229 232/5 233 243/5 244 245 
PARK DSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 92 9B 105 
DB REAL SIMPLE 109!5 ftO 114 115.'5 133 191/5 201/5 217 2!e,s 22B 229 
238/5 244 245/5 
DELTA eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 17 
OENaM REAL SIMPLE 157/5 15B 159 160 161 tBS/S 189 19B/S ,"9 207/5 2'2 
215/5 216 223/5 226 
DSOLAR REAL UNKNOWN 76 77 7B 79 80 81 82 83 24 85 a6 
87 B8 B9 90 91 B2 93 94 9S B6 97 
orC3 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE lB 
DTOUT eNTRlP REAL SIMPL!; 19 
ED CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 20 
I 
EONM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 21 
ETP REAL SIMPLE 127/5 12B 128 129 129 150/S 151 151 152 152 
EVAP RADcoM REAL SIMPLE 69 
FOLD DSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 95 9'; 106 
I FC!..EAR 
OSOLAR REAL ARRAY B4 
FCLOUD OSOLAR REAL ARRAY 83 
\' ! 
FCOEF CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 22 
F" RADCOM REAL ARRAY 65 135 
F"K REAL SIMPLE 135/S f62 f71 lBO 189 199 216 227 232 236/5 236 
~ I 237 243 
J ! F"'U CNTRlP REAL SIMPl!. 23 
~ I FROST RADcaM LOGICAL ARRAY 14 75 FSCAT OSOLAR REAL ARRAY BO FweT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 24 
GA'" RADCOM REAL ARRAY 51 GAMFAC CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 25 
.f.1 GTOPO CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 26 liH RADCOM REAL ARRAY 54 HHE RADcaM REAL ARRAY 54 00 
: 1 HHS RADeOM REAL ARRAY 55 HICE CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 27 "1'1:0 ~ I INTEGER SIMPle 104/C 105 105 lOS 101 lOB lOB lOB 109 110 112 -112 112 113 114 117 119 f23 130 130 131 132 "Il~ 
~i 137 143 f44 156 165 166 fa7 19' 190 195 200 02 200 208 2fO 217 217 228 228 233 233 239 24 f 0> 
1'1 " 242 242 244 ?,.44 ::G.-ICE RADCOM lOGICAL ARRAY 73 75 
1M INTEGER SIMPLE 1 104 .0"0 
JAle RADcm.., INTEGER ""IMPLE 72 C:;:. 
K INTEGER SIMPLE 134/C 135 136 ~1lA L INTEGER SIMPLE 1 ~ llC 112 114 118 'c f 19 '22/C 123 142.'C 143 144 154 155 156 f78 119 le3 18. t86/S 190 191) 194 200 
200 203/5 203 20. 205 206 217 217 :2 ,9,-5 219 220 :!m 221 222 22B 228 233 233 241/5 242 2 •• 244 
Ll INTEGER SIMPLE 117/5 lIB 
LAND RADCO",. LOGICAL ARRAY 73 75 
M INTEGER SIMPLE 194/5 195 196 197 204/5 20B 209 213 >1' 220/5 
MI XVIJ RADCOM lOGICAL ARRAV 74 75 
NO INTEGER SIMPLE 210/S 211 
Ni INTEGER SIMPLE 209/S 211 
NeAll INTEGER SIMPLE 1 106 
NCLEAR INTEGER SIMPLE 107/5 Itt 14 I 











.... :'1 ;:G)' - -" ~~--" .. -. r+ "--~~"~-. ~ 
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XOAV X" X"" ZLNCO 
I \ ;\.\' .. , I , 
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
'6 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 37 CNTRLP REAL SIMpLE 
'8 
"ADeOM REAL ARRAY 62 REAL SIMPLE 158 
197/S RE .... L SIMPLE 158 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 58 RAocaM REflL ARRAV 58 REAL SIMPLE 100 
149 REAL SIMPLE 1401,S RADeOM REAL ARRAv 60 REAL SIMPLE 126/S REAL SIMPLE 143/S RADeOM REAL ARRAY 63 OSOtAR REAL ARRAY 96 osaLAR REAL hRRI\V 82 REAL SIMPLE 1620'S RADCOM REAL ARRAV 48 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 48 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 39 RADCCM REAL ARRAY 47 !"-ADeOM REAL ARRAY 47 RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 64 



























INTRINSIC STAT FUNC 
INTRINSIC 
STAT FUNC 








































.:-~: '. t·, ~';, 
214 
IB2 168/5 171 f75/S 175 212 214/5 216 222/5 226 PO'S 1;7 is '77 
'242 







'60 '6' '66 170 
.5 • 
.52 153 112.5 , 13 137 242' 










13 I 146/5 






















































































































\ '\ \ "hC 
SUBROUTINE COMPO I") 
ltoJTEGRATE CHNB} or SECONDS FORWARD 11\1 TIME USING OCNDI DERIVATIVES 
MATSUN=Q FOR LEAPFROG STEP 
rJlA1Sl711; 1 FOR MATSUNO PREDICTOR STEP OR MATSUNO CORRECTOR STEP 
KSTEP=Q FOR MATSUNO PREDICTaR STEP 
KSTEP=I FOR MATSUNO CORRECTOR S1"EP OR LEAPFROG STEP 
















PRESSURE DIAGNOSTIC ERROR RETURN 
OESCR I pTJ ON 
FOURIER FILTERS IN HORIZONTAL DIRECTION 
COMDUTE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ADVECTION TERMS 
COMPUTE CORIOllS, THERMODY~A~ICS. AND PRESSUR~ Gn~~IENT 
COpy MODEL QUANTITIES 
INTEGRATE NOR~hllZEO SIG~A LAYER GEOPOTENTtAl WEl~HT 
REDISTRIeUTES MODEL POLE QUMJTliJES 
PRINTS OUT PPESSUPE DIAGNOSTICS 
RESTORE TEMPORARY MODEL QUANTITIES 
TEMPORARILV SAVE MODEL QUANTITIES 
VOLUME SCALES MODEL OUANTITIES 
CORRECTS NEGATIVE SPECI~tC HUMIDITIES 
TIME AVERAGE OlND) AFTER LEAPFROG STEP 






COMMON fCCNTRll ceo 
COMfJlON ICCNTRll ADATE 
COMMON ICCNTRll ATIME 
COMMON ICCNTRll JIC 
COl\lf.~CN ICCNTRll J08 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSPOG 
COMMON ICCNTRll CCSP07 
COMMIJN /CCNTRlf CCSPOS 
ceMIJlO?J !ceNTRll VER 
COMMON fCCNTRll XLABEl (10) 
COMMON ICCNTRll COS (30) 



























INTEGER MoDEL PARIIMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================ 
COrAtJlor~ I rCNTRl.,' ICO 
COMMON IICNTAll l"ivj 
COMMON IICNTRL/ IMD2 
COMMON fICNTRll IMD2P1 
COMMON frCNTRll NORSW 
COMMON /IONTRll .JM 
COMMON /ICNTRll JMD2 
COMMON IrCNTRl,' .JfJlT2 
COMMO~J IICNTRl.' JNP 
cor"~.'ON j tCNTRl I JOd 
COMMON fICNTAll JOS 
COMMON IIONTRll .JSP 






































" VCNTRL 12 
l!CNTRL 13 




































0:2: :a ~, 
f"" 
to(j 
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, 
' "\ .. ., , -:) 
.\1 I '~~'~l';::;\ i . ,".~ .~-.----.. ---- "l: __ -:~' 
I 
I C':l 0 ;;: 
. f,: 'tl 0 
00040 COMMON !JONTAll KL I mlJ vetHRl 47 N 00041 COMMON IICNTAL! KLI5ST VeNiRl 48 
00042 caMMON fICNTAl/ "S veNTRl 49 , i 00043 COMMON IIONTRt/ "U vcNTRL 50 , 00044 COMMON fIONTRl/ LOG8R veNTAl 51 
" J 00045 COMMON /lCNTAL! MAlIN veNiRL 52 , 00046 COMMON I ICNTRl / MATsrolll' VCfHRl 53 
, 00047 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MI\TSUN veNTRl 54 
00048 COMMON deNTRL! MLF , 12 I veNTAl 55 
00049 cor.1rJlQN ITCNTRtl MtiOO veNTRl 56 
00050 COMMON IICNTP.LI NKASH \/crJTRL 57 
00051 COMMON /ICNTRLI MSM veNiRL 58 
00052 COMMON lICNTRLI NB veNTRl 59 
00053 COMMON /ICNTAt/ NO veNiAL 60 
00054 COMMON /ICNTRl/ NDAlT veNTRl 61 
00055 COMmON tlCNTRLI NOAV veNT·ln 62 
00056 COMrJlON I reNTAL! NOQUT VeNT-Rt 63 
00057 COMMON IICNTRLI NOPHY veNTAl 64 
00058 Cor.1MQN ,.. rCNTRl I NDSHF veNiRl 65 
00059 cor.'Mor~ /rCNTRll NOT lJeNTRl 66 
00060 eOrJlMQrJ /lCNTRLI NHMS VCNTRl 67 
~ , i 0006t COMMON IrCNTRl! NHMSE lJCNTQL 68 00062 COfI'lrJlOr.J /lCNTRL! NHMSO VCNTRE. 69 
'·'1 00063 COMMON /rCNTRll NLAY veNTRl 70 
. 'I! 00064 emJlUON / I CNTRl I NlAYM 1 veNTRL 7 I 00065 COMMON !ICNTRl/ NLAVPt VCNTRE. 72 
00066 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSDAY VCNTRL 73 
00067 eDrJlMOrl ,'ICNTRl! NSEQ veNTRl 74 00 :~I 00068 caMMON IICNTRLI rC5P53 VerJTRl 75 00069 ggt~~g~ ~~g~~~t~ ~~[~~IZ VCNTRL 76 -n:o -00070 veNTRl 77 -oe 00071 COMMON ilCNTRLI NYfJlO veNTRl 78 00072 COMMON IICNTRll NYMDE VCNTRL 79 Oz 
'~ 00013 COMMON freNTRll NVMDO VCNTRL 80 O;p. 00074 COMMON IIONTRl! NZtNIT VCNTRl 81 :0.-00075 COMtJlON IICNTRll NMLEV VCtHRL 82 D-o j 00076 COfMJlQN frCNTRl! NDHOG VCNTRl 83 00077 COMrnQN f I eNTRl I lOS (30) veNTRl 84 C:l=o 00078 COMMON !ICNTRl/ IQU ( 10) Vcr.JTRl 85 f:f4 ~r c VCNTRL 86 
I 00079 EQUIVALENCE (I TMI N .IOS4 "' VeNTRl 87 ~Ui H 00080 EQUIVALENCE (I TMAK .IOS( 2)) VCNTRl 88 , 00081 EOUIVALENCE (IPREACC .IOS( 3)) VCNTRL 89 ! 00082 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON .IQS4 4)) vcrJlRl 90 ,. 
; 00083 EQUIVALENCE ( IHFlUX .IQSI 51l vcrHRL 91 , 00084 EOUIVALENCE ( I EFLUJ! ,IQSI 6» vcrHRL 92 , 00085 EQUIVALENCE IIFUSION • J QS' 711 VC'HRl 93 I 00086 EQUIVALENCE ( I RADSWG ,IllS! 81l veNTRl 94 00087 EOUIVALENCE ( I RJ\DlWG ,IQSt 9)1 VCNTRl 95 00088 EQUIVALENCE (IIClOUD ,105(10)) vCUTRl 96 l 00089 EQUIVALENCE C IUFlUK • J QS. 11) veNTRl 97 , 
, 00090 EOUIVAlENCE 41VFLUX • I QSC 12) , VCNTRL 98 , C VCNTRl 99 , 
: I 
00091 EQUIVALENCE ( rOMEGA .Ioue 
'" 
VCNTRl 100 
00092 EQUIVALENCE ( IolASAT • IQUe 2)) VCNTRL 101 
00093 EQUIVALENCE (I RAOSVI ,IQUI 3)) vcrnRl 102 
00094 EQUIVALENCE ( IRADLW ,lOUt 4)) vcrHRl 103 
, C VeNTRl 104 
! 00095 EQUIVALENCE (ICO.ICI11) VCNiRl 105 
00096 INTEGER leo, IC(200) VCNTRl 106 
, C VCNTRL 107 
i C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRl 108 
! C ================================================ VCNTRl 109 00097 COMMON ILCNTRl! lCO VCNTRl 110 00098 COMMON IlCNTRll QAlT VCNTRl 111 00099 COMMO~I flCNTRLf QBEG VCNTRl 112 OOtOf) cor.1MON /lCNTRll QDAY vmHRl 113 
i 00101 COMMON IlCNTRLI QEND VCNTRl 114 00102 COMr.nON IlCNTRLI COUT VCNTRl 115 
! 00103 cornmaN ILCNTRLI QPHV 'oJCNTI:tL 116 00104 COMMON /LCNTRl/ CSHF VC~JTRL 117 
:::(~ -'~--~~~~-===----'" <-: ,<"':';;1 : . .:-< _._' '.~---......... -.. _ .. .,.--.; -"".~ ",....,., r:: " ___ P~::;'." "".,_. -', ~ __ "-"",_.. .,_._~:;~~",-, ___ ~~_ ",,~=c_,-,,_,=.,=_,_~~,-,>--~ 
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COMMON /LCNTRL/ SN2FLG veNTRl I1B 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSW vC~HRL 119 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSH veNTRl 120 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ LQSI30} VCNTRL 121 
COMMON ILCNTRLI LlJU(10) VeNTRl 122 
c VOITRL 123 
EQUIVALENCE ILTMIN .llJS I III v~rHRl 124 
EQUIVALENCe: (L TPIIAX .lIJS! 211 veNTRL 125 
EQUIVALENCE ILPREACC .lOSI 311 "eNTRl 126 
EQUIVALENCE ( LPREca~.J . LOS ( 411 VCNP1L 127 
EQUIVALENCE (LHFlUX .LoSI 5) } veNTRl 12B 
EOUIVALENCE ILEFlUX .LOS! 6} I VCNTRL 129 
EQUIVALENCE ItFUSION .LOS! 7> } veNTRl 130 
EQUIVALENCE (LRADSWG .LQS! 8ll VCNTRL 131 
EQUIVALENCE ILRADLVlG .LQSl 9ll VernRl 132 
EQUIVALENCE CLICLOUD . LQS( tOIl "eNTRl 133 
EQUIVALENCE (lUFLUX ,LQSe 1 t I I veNTRL 134 
EOUIVALEfJCE (lVFLU1. .LOS(1211 VCNHil 135 
0 'ICN rRL 136 
EQUIVAL/lNCE (lOMEGIt ,LQUe fl) VCNP~l 137 
EQUIVI\LENCE (lOIABAT .LoUt 2}} VC~JTRL 138 
EQUIVALENCE (lRADSW ,lour 3}} VCNTRl 139 
EQUIV,i.LENCE ( lRADUV .lour 4}} ver-HRl 140 
0 VCNTRl 141 
LOGICAL QALT VCNTRl 142 
LOGICAL OBEG veUTRl 143 
LOGICAL OOA'( VetHRL 144 
lOGICAL QENO veNTRL 145 
LOGICAL QOUT verHRl 146 
LOGIC~L QPHY VCNTRL 14,7 
lOGICAl. QSHF VCNTRL 148 
LOGICAL SN2FlG VCNTRl 149 
LOGICAL QRSW vernRL 150 
lOGICI'IL QnSH veNTRl 151 
C VCNTRL 152 
LOGICAL LQS vern RL 153 
LOGICAL LQU VeNTRl 154 
lOGICAL lTMIN veNTRL 155 
LOGICAL LTMAX veNTRl 156 
LOGIClIL LPREACC vCNTnL 157 
l"GICfll LPRECot.J VCNTRl 158 
lOGICAL LHFLUX VeNTRl 159 
lOGICAL lEFLUX veNTRl 160 
LOGICAL LFUS[ON VeNTRl 161 
lOGICAL LRAOSWG verHRl 162 
LOGICAl. LRAOU'IG lJernRl }63 
lOGICAL lIClOUD vernRl 164 
LOGICAL LUFlUX VCNTRl 165 
LOGICAL LVFlUX VcrJTRl 166 
0 VCNTRl }67 
lOGICAL LOMEGA VCNTRl 168 
lOGICAL lDIABAT VCNTRl 169 
lOGICAL lRADSW VCNT"RL 170 
lOGtCAL lRAOlW VCNTRl 171 
0 VCr-HRl 172 
EQUIVALENCE CLCO,LCI ") VCrnQl 173 
lOGICAL lCD, lC120Q) v~r.JTRl 174 
C verHRl 175 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY "RECORD vernRl 176 
0 ============================================= veNTRl 177 
COMMON JRCNTRl/ RCa veNTRl 178 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ APHEl VCNTRl 179 
COMMON /RONTRll BETA vONTRl 180 
COM~JlON /RCNTRl/ coso vetJTRl 181 
COrJlMON IRONTRl/ CP VCfJTRl IB2 
COMMON IRCNTAl! OJlVSPY VCf-ITRL 183 
COMMON /RONTRl! DEC vCNTRl lB. 
COMMON JRCNTRl! DECMAX VCNTRL 185 
COMMON fRCNTRl/ DIST lJeNTRL lB6 
COMMON fRCNTRlf DlAT VCNTRl .87 
COMMON IRONTRll OLON VC~JTRl lB8 
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OSIGINV It:;! I 
BIT BITTEMP(29808) 


























































C 7128,1 J 
f 7128,1 ) 






(72.9.1 f. I ) 
f 72.9,1 t, 1) 
./2.9,11.0 
IQPROG(1. l.t.I),PHIS 11,11) 
(QPROGf " 2,1.1). SMTH r 1 . 1 ) , 
(OPROGft, 3,1. I),ALBEDOI I, I)~ 
(QPROGt " 4.1,1), GT 11, II ) 
IQPAOGfl, 5 ~.I),GW (1,1) 
(QPROG(t.S./.l),TS 11,11) 
(QPROGC 1. 7,1.1),SHS fl. ") 
(QPROG! ,. B,I,II,P 11,1.1) 
{aPROGf,. I. 
(QPROGll, I. 
(OPROGt 1, I. 
!QPROGf 1. 1. 
2. n ,U 
4,1) ,V 
6,11, T 
S, T), SH 
..~1+'!;'-' 
C 1 , 1 , 1 , 1)J 
r 1 , I • I , 1) , 
11.1.1.11) 
fl. 1 . I. " ) 





























VO .... NDQi 2 
VgMlOOT 3 






































VQArJOQ r 43 
VOl\tJOQT 44 
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\ '\. \ '. 
EQUIVALENCE (OPROG ( I • 1 . 10.1 ) • PHI ( 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 ) ) 




















COM'.mN IOANOaTl QUOIAGt12.9. 5,46) VIJANDQT 
C VO .... NDOT 
C VCOMPO 
C DEBUG VBEGDEB 
10000 CONTINue VBEGDEB 
C ........ CV8eR VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 100 VBEGDEB 
· .. •• CyeER VEC~OR VERSION 00 VBEGDEB 
C~SS$SS$S$S$$SSSS$$$$$$S$SSS$$S~SSSSSS$$$$SSS$S$SS$SSSSSSSS~~S~~S~S5SSS3veEGOE8 
CON 1 DT CON ,. DT v-=: or.'P 0 
CON2DT = CQN2·0T v~OUPO 
CON3DT = CON3*OT VCOMPO 
CON40T = CON4·0T VCOMPO 
Fl0T B.·OT VCOMPQ 
F 20T -DT VCDfJlPO 
Hl0T .S-Fl0T VCQMPO 
H20T .S-F2DT VCOr.1PO 
JS2 1 VCOMPO 
JS f 1 VCOMPQ 
JP f 1 V corJlP 0 
JP2 1 vcm.1PO 















































MAIN LATITUDE LOOP 
.. ~~.~ ........ -....... ~ ••••..........•..•.••.•.....••.••....... 
DO 80 J=t.JM 
M = 0 
IF CoJ.EQ.l) M = 1 
IF fJ.EO.JM) M = 2 
IF CM.EO.2) GO TO 20 








SAVE THEN SCALE OfNB,oJP2) 
CALCULATE GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHTS FOR orND,~p2) 





IF fKSTEP.NE.OJ GO TO 11 
CALL ZEIT8EGCBHCOPVQ ) 
CALL COPVQ CNB,NO.~P2~ 
CALL ZEITEND 
CONTINUE 
IF fKSTEP.NE.f) GO TO 12 
CALL ZEITBEG{BHSAVEQM ) 
















~Pf = JP2 
GO TO 20 
oJP2 JP2'" 1 
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c ...... ~ ............................................................... ~ ....... ~. 
c 
C PREDICT Q(NB.Jl = QfNB,d) ~ OT·F(O(NO.~» 
C C .................. + ................... + .. ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
c 
21) CONT I NUE 
CALL ZEITBEG(8HCOMPI 
CALL caMPI [J) 
ChlL ZEITENO 
CALL ZEJTBEGfBHCOMP2 
C:\L L CQMP2 {oJ) 
CALL ZEITENO 
IF (d.ll.3) GO TO 70 
c ................................................................................................ .. 
c • ~ ~ .. 
C CORRECT FOR NEG~TtVE HUMtOITIES 





CALL SHeORN (JS21 
CALL ZEITEND 
c ••••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••. 
c 
C CHECK FOR PRESSURE DI~GNOSTIC 








IF IQBSCNT(BITTEMP(l;IM)l.EQ.IM) GO TO 40 
CALL ZEITBEG(BHPROIAG ) 













APPLY FOURIER FILTER NEAR POLES 
...................................... ,.. ... ~~ .................... ~ ... . 
CALL ZEITBEG{BHSCALEQ 1 
CALL SCALEQ (NB.~S2.-1' 
CALL ZE 1 TEND 
IF (.NOT.FILTER{~S2» GO TO 41 
CALL ZEIT8EGIBHAVRK t 
CALL AVRI( I~S2) 
CALL ZEITENO 
41 CONT INUE 







TIME SMOOTH QfND,JS2) USING EARLIER AND LATER VALUES ....... 











GO TO 60 
GO TO 50 
GNU2.NE..O. I) GO TO 60 
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~ •• + •• + ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •• ~ ••••••• 
REPLAce ORIGINAL QfNB.JS2' IN Q(NO.JS2) 
FOR MATSU!IIO TJME SCHE~"E CORRECTOR STEP 
............................................................................................................................. 
50 CONTINUE 
IF f~STEP.NE.1) GO TO 6Q 
CALL ZEITBEGfBHRESTQM I 
C~LL RESTQM INO.JS21 
CALL ZEITENO 
............................................................................................................................... 
NORMALIZE OfN81 AT POLES 
60 CONTINUE 
IF rMJfJS21.EQ.O) GO TO 61 
CALL ZEITBEGIBHPOLOUT , 
CALL POL OUT (N8.MJ!JS21) 
CALL ZEITEND 
61 CONTINUE 
IF I oJ • LT. ,JrllJ GO 10 70 









STATEMENT LABEL fJl/\P 
--LABel---OEFINED---REFERENCES 




12 313 309 
20 324 302 320 
30 332 370 
40 342 337 
41 350 346 
50 357 351 
60 362 352 356 358 
61 367 353 
70 371 331 368 
































































- ' ... :~'. ;;;;:-\;"...;;..-..=:.:.; 
CCNTRl CHAR-S SIMPLE 
RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 
QANDOT REAL ARRAV 
RCNTRl AEAL SIMPLE 
CCNlRl CHAR-S SIMPLE 
ACNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
8IT ARRAY 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
CCNTRL CHAR-S AR~AY 
CCNTRl CHI\R-S SIMPLE 
REAL UNKNO'IJrJ 







253 336 / S 337 
19S 
14 15 
2 14 15 
2 3 4 
13 
... ~~ .. ';" .. ~ 
.:.t .... •. ~ .... -.. ..-~ - ... ~ •.. 
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~ 
CCSP06 ceNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 7 20 
CCSP01 ceNTAl CHAR"S SIMPLE 8 2' 
ccspoe CC~HRL CHAR-S SIMPLE 9 22 
COMPO SUBROUTINE • CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 286 
cot~ 1 or ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 286-'5 
CON2 RDP/.RM REhL SIMPLE 220 22; 
COf.J20T RDPARM REAL SlMPLE 22' 2B7!S c 
eDN3 RDP/'RM REAL SIMPLE 222 2aa 
" CCN3DT RDPIIRM REAL SIMPLE 223 2SB/S 
eDN4 RQFflAM REAL SIMPLE 22. 289 
CONaDT ROPIlRM REAL SIMPLE 225 289/5 
CONS RDPhR'J1 REAL SIMPLE 226 
CDSD RCNT~L REAL SIMPLE '59 
COSL ROPAR'''' REAL ARRAV 227 
COStON RDPt.RM REAL ARRAV 22a 
CP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '60 
CPD2 Rep/.AM REAL SIMPLE 229 
COS COJTAl CHAR4S ARRAY '2 25 
COU C-::NTAl CHAR+S ARRAV .3 26 
OAVSPV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '6' 
OEC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE .62 
0' DECMI\X ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '6' 00 
, 013T ReNTRl REAL SHJlPLE .64 
0' OLAT QCtJTRL REAL SIMPLE 165 
'VJ;o 
, OlON RCNTRl REl\l SIMPLE .66 -oj;; 
OSIG ROPIJ.RrJl ARRAV 250 
O-
REAL 0 2 DSIGINV Imp~RM REAL ARRAY 252 ;o~ 
\' i or ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '67 286 
2a7 2ea 229 290 29. 
OXP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 230 .o~ :~ OXYP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 23. OVP RDPII.RP.' REAL ARRAV 232 SD 
'. 
eCCN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .60 ~) t:J 
-!i EPS ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE '9' B-', 
EPSFAC RCN TRl REAL SIMPLE '95 ;J1 :"~ F tOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 290/5 292 
F:20T 
'""" :r 
ROPt-RM REAL SIMPLE 235 291/S 293 . . 
FCORLS Ropr.RM REAL ARRAY 233 
FILTER lOPf.RM lOGI~Al llRRAY 211 2" '46 j" GNU1 ROJTRL REAL SIMPLE '69 p, GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '70 352 
!~ GRAV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 17. GT OANDOT REAL ARRAY 25a 27. 
" GW QANDOT REAL ARRAY 259 272 : ~ Hl0T POP .... RM REAL SIMPLE 235 292/S r, H20T ROPI\RM REAL SIMPLE 237 293/5 HEAT I ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 193 HEATW RCtJTAL REAL SIMPLE '92 
1 1 INTEGER SIMPLE 339 
'0 IBlKSIZ I\:.rHAL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 , 
IC ICNTRL INTEGER A'RRA Y 95 96 
.. ICO lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 ;1 ICNTRL I t-JTEGER UNKNOWN 27 2a 29 30 3' 32 33 34 35 36 31 
38 39 40 4. 42 43 •• 45 •• 47 '8 
.9 50 5. 52 53 54 55 55 ~: 58 59 
60 6. 62 53 64 65 66 67 c:;e 59 70 
7' 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
I CSP53 ICNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 
IOIABAT teNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 20. 205 206 207 2(\1'l 209 2.0 
IDSPo2 tDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 
IEFLUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN e4 
IFUSION I CflJ HIt If HEGER UNKNOWN a5 
IHFLUX I -:fSTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 8' IIClOUO ICNTnL If HEGER UNKNOWN ea 
IJUMP IOPIlRM INTEGER ARRAY 200 
1M I ClJTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 2a 336 336 ~~6 '337 337 
IMD2 ICNHIL INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
IM02Pl tCNTRL tfHEGER SIMPLE 30 
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IOMEGA letHRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 9' I-' IPREACC reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 0 
IPRECON reNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
IQ5 reNTAL INTEGER "RRAY 77 79 80 8. 82 83 8. 85 •• 87 88 89 90 
IQSOIAG OANDQT INTEGe:" ARRAV 282 283 : ( IQU reNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 78 9. 92 93 •• IRADtW reNTRl INTEGEh UNKNOWN 94 
IRADLWG reNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN .7 
IRAOSW reNTRl INTEGER ur-lKNOYIN 93 
IRADSWG reNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 00 IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 
rrAPE lDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 2.5 .... :0 
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNI1:NO\'JN 80 cg~ , [TMIN reNTRl INTEGER UNKNovm 79 I 
I IUFlUX ICNTAL HJiEGER UNKNOWN 89 0 2 IVFLU)( reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 ;of! , J INTEGER SIMPLE 298/C 300 30' :l2r:; 129 33. 368 373 
I JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 204 
.0"0 JE IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 295 Cl>' JIC ceNTAl CHAR·S SIMPt.!;: 5 '8 ~G) JM ICNTRl I ~JTEGER s7~.~:"'i..E 32 298 30' 368 
.JM02 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 r-1Ti 
.JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMP.lE 34 ~m JNP t eNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 35 370 JO. reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
I J08 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
! JOB ceNTRl CHhR"S SIMPLE 6 19 
I; I JP IOPMWI INTEGER ARRhV 206 JP. INTEGER SIMPLE 296/5 321/5 374/5 
11 J"2 INTEGER SIMPLE 297/5 306 311 3'5 318 320 321 322/5 322 37. 315 " 375 
'. 
J51 JNTEGER SIMPLE 295.'5 372 373/5 ;~ I JS2 INTEGER SIMPLE 294/5 334 336 33S 33'3 344 346 :;d8 3';:,4 360 363 
;r i 
365 369/5 369 370 '372 -' S 
J5P ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
KLIAL8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
KLIGW leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE ., 
•• 
"5 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 h teSTE? IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 304 309 352 358 ;~ "U IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
.. LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV '54 .55 ; ~ LCO lCNtRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 .54 155 LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 98 99 100 • o. '02 .03 104 '0'5 '06 107 
! "1 108 .09 LOIA8AT LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 .51 
i I LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 2'2 2.3 L: LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 143 lFUSION leNT'lL lOGICAL UNKNOWN liS 144 \ i LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 .42 , < 
l :'i LICLOUD LCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 .47 lOGSR ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 4. \ , lOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 150 
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI(NOI'JN 112 '40 
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGI'CAL UNKNOWN 113 '4' 
LQ5 LCNTRl LOGICAL ARRAV 108 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 11'7 118 119 
120 12 • .36 
lQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 109 122 123 124 125 '37 
LRADlW lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 .53 
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 
lRAOSW Lor-nRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '24 152 
lRAOSWG lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOL'IN 117 .45 
LTMAX lcrnRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 .39 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOl'lr.J '20 148 
LVFLUX LCNTAl LOGICAL UNKNOWN .21 149 
M INTEGER SIMPLE 299/5 300/5 301/5 302 
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
I 
MATSNX ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
....... 
, .. (;!') ~ .. -~'-~----,~.-. - .... ---------~-- . ~- -. --~- ., ~ .-~-;...~ - < ~ . .3-~ __ .~P~_~~_~, ....... ~~~~~~ _ 
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j '1J.I:.'\~ t, 
, ~,-~, , , 
\ I '1,\" 
I 
MATSUN lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 
..,J tOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 208 
fJlLF ICNTRL I~HEGER ARRAY 48 
MROD tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
N8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
NO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
NOAlT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NDAV tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NOHaG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
NOOUT lCNTRl naEGER SIMPLE 55 
NOPHV ICNTRL INTEGER SI..,PlE 51 
NORSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
NOT ICNTRl INTEGER SWPlE 59 
NHMS IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NHMSO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
NHMS1 IOPARM INTEGEA SIMPLE 209 
NHMSE reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NLAY reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
NLA YMt reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NLAYP t lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NMLEV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
NSDAV IcrHRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
NSTEP {eNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
I' NVMD ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 71 
I NVMOO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
.~ NVMDl IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 NYMDE It;NTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 12 
" 
NZINIT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 
it. OMEGA2 PCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172 
P QANOQT REAL ARRAY 262 
PHI QANOQT REAL ARRAY 257 
PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAV 255 
; r PI RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 PI180 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 ; , PI2 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 
P PIMEAN RcrHRl REAL SIMPLE 177 i~ PKSTD ROIlARM REAL SIMPLE 238 PKTOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
~~ PLEVS RCNTRl REAL ARRAV 191 PSMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 
" 
PSMIN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 ! I PSTO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 
I PTOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 
I PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 197 QALT LCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 98 
, QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 254 I j, QBEG lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 QDAV LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 QENO LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 
i QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 
i' OPHY LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 , QPROG QANOQT REAL ARRAV 254 
! 278 ORSH lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 QRS\'! lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 
! QSDIAG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 281 QSHF lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 I QUDIAG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 284 
I RADE ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 18 I 
I RC ReNTRl REAL ARRAV 198 
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351 
363 355 
306 3,. 315 336 335 344 
305 318 360 





















157 158 153 160 161 162 
168 169 170 171 172 173 
179 180 181 182 183 18. 
190 191 192 193 194 195 
", "':;~-=::..;:;;.:...:.:....:...~.~~-~-~: 
365 
274 275 276 
153 1~' 165 
174 175 175 
185 le~ 187 
195 197 
-- -- --- .~-" 
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RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 217 21B 219 :no 221 222 
22B 229 230 231 232 233 
239 240 241 242 243 244 
250 251 252 
RGAS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE IB2 
RLAT ROPAnM REAL ARRAY 240 
RLATD RQPARM REAL ARRAY 241 
ROCP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE le3 
RoepOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 
ROCpp1 RaPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 
RSOIST RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE IB4 
SDAY RCNTAl RE;\l SIMPLE IB5 
SEASON RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE IB6 
SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 244 
SH QANOQi REAL ARRAY 266 279 
SHS OANDQT REAL ARRAY 261 274 
SIG ROPAAM REAL ARRAY 251 
SIGE ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 12i 
SIND RONTRl REAL SIMPLE IBB 
SINl ROPARM REAL ARRAV 245 
SINtON ROPARM REhl ARRAY 246 
SMTH OANDQ1 REAL ARRAY 256 269 
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPlE 105 133 
SOLS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE IB9 
START LDPhRM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 216 
T QANDOT REAL ARRAV 265 27B 
THSTO ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 
THST02 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE ~4e 
lS QMJOQl REAL ARRAV 260 273 
TSTO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 
u QANDOT REAL ARRAV 263 276 
V OANDQT REAL ARRAV 264 277 
V.R CCNTRl CHAR·B SIMpLE 10 23 
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAV 249 
XLA8EL CCNTRl CHAR-S ARRAV II 24 \ ,V 
PROCEDURE MAP 
--NAME-------TYPE-------CLASs-------------R~FERENCES D=sTMT FN DEF", 1\-=i',nr,LJST 
~!t 
f\ ;t\ : , 
., AVRX SUBROUTINE 348 
;f qJ ; , 





CaMP 1 SUBROUTINE 326 
COMP2 SUBROUTINE 329 
eoPYO SUBROUTINE 306 
GE'OHT SUBROUTINE 31B 
POL OUT SUBROUTINE 365 
PRDIAG SUBROUTINE 339 
QBSCNT INTEGER INTRINSIC 337 
RESTQM SUBROUTINE 360 
SAVEOM SUBROUTINE 311 
SCALEQ SUBROUTINE 315 344 
SHeaRN SUBROUTINE 334 
TIMAVG SUBROUTINE 354 
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223 224 225 226 227 .... 
234 235 2"3.c:i 237 23B ..., 











333 33B 343 347 353 
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SUBROUTINE ~OMPI Cd) 
INTEGRATES HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ADVECTION 
'DESCRIPTION ARGUMENTS 
" 
LATITUDE BAND NUM8ER 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
=========: ======================================== 
eOMrJlON /eeNTRl { ceo 
coMMON /CCNTRl/ ADATE 
COMMON /eCNTRl/ ATIME 
COMMON /CONTRl/ JIC 
COMMON /ceNTRl/ uOS 
CO~JlrJlON lCCNTRl/ CCSP06 
CorJlMON /CCNTRlI caSP07 
COMMON ICCNTRl/ ccspoe 
COMMON /ceNTRL/ VER 
COMMON ICCNTRLI XlABEL (t01 
COMMON /OCNTRLI CQS (30) 



























INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD' 
================================================ 
coMMON /ICNTRl/ ICO 
COMMON fIONTRll 1M 
COMMON IICNTRLf IM02 
COMMON frONTRl/ IM02P1 
COMMON fIONTRll NORSW 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ ...1M 
COM~JlON flCNTRlf ...IM02 
COMMON ItCNTRl/ JMT2 
COMMON IICNTRLI JNP 
COi\VJlON IICNTRll ,,]04 
COMMON IICNTRl/ .lOS 
COMMON ItCNTRl/ JSP 
COMMON IICNTRl/ KlIAl8 
COMMON /tCNTRl/ KlIGW 
coMMOM frCNTRl/ KlISST 
COMMON /lCfHRl/ K5 
COMMON /tCNTRl/ KU 
COMMON /IONTRll lOGSR 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ MATIN 
coMMON /rCNTRll MATSNX 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ MATSUN 
COrJlMON IICNTRLI MlF ( t21 
coMMON /ICNTRl/ MROD 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NKRSH 
COMMON IICNTRLI IJISM 
COMMON IICNTRLI NB 
COMMON /ICNTRll NO 
coMTIION {leNTRl/ flJDAL T 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDAV 
COMrJloN /ICNTRL/ NDOUT 
CO~"'MON I ICNTRl/ NOPHV 
COMMON ItCNTRL/ NDSHF 
;~ ~ - --?:~~": ~~::: ........... :::,.~:-~--= :~ '. __ ._~~::::::::::;~~-c·,· ~.~~~~'''~ .. ~~----,--_:... __ -:~~_; ----.-.. - --,," ~~. 
, , 
VCOMP 1 'Z 
VCQrJlPI 3 
vCCMP 1 4 
VCOMPI 5 
VCOMP1 6 
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COMMON /ICNTRLI NOT 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NHMSE 
COMMON IICNTRlf NHMSO 
COMMON fICNTRll NlAV 
COMMor" IICNTRll NLAYMI 
COMMON IICNTRll NlAYPl 
COMMON IlCNTRlf NSDAY 
COMNlerll !ICNTRl! NS,EQ 
COMMON IICNTRl! ICSP53 
COMMON fICNTRlf NSTEP 
COMMON fIGNTRlf IBLKsrz 
COMMON fICNTRlf NVMD 
COMMON fICNTRlf NVMOE 
COMMON fICNTRl/ NVMOO 
COMMON ,ICNTRll NZINIT 
cm.'Mcr~ ! ICtHRll NMlEV 
COMMON fICNTRl! NDHOG 
COfl.MON fICNTRl! laS (30) 




















I I PRE CON ( IHFlUX 
( I EFLUX 
( IFUSION {IRADSWG 
CIRADLWG 
IIICLOUD ( tUFLUX ( IVFLUX 
(IOMEGA (IOIA8AT 
( ]RAOSV1 
( I RADLW 
,IQSI 1) 
.IOSI 2» 
• lOS! 3) 
· IOSI 41) 
· lose 51 J 
• lOSt 61) 
· lOS! 7)} 
,loSt 811 
.IQSf 9) J 
• IQS ( 10 I) 
.10S(lI) 
.IQSf1211 
• IQU ( 11) 
· I QU r 21' 
• laue 311 





lOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================ 
COM~JlON fLCNTRl/ LCO 
CQr.U.1OU nONTRLf OAL T 
COMMON IlCNTRLI QBEG 
COMMON fLCNTRlf QDAY 
COMMON /LCNTRl/ aENO 
COMMON flCNTRLf QOUT 
COMM'ON fLCNTRL/ QPHV 
CQWJlON IlCNTRl/ gSHF 
COMMON /lCNTRLf SN2FLG 
COMMON fLCNTRl/ QRSW 
COr-uJlON flCNTRl! gRSH 
COMMON flCNTRll lQS(30) 
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EQUIVALENCE ;LOMEGA .Loue 
"' EQUIVALENCE CLDIABAT .LQU! 2) I 
EQUIVALENce ILRADSW .LQUI 3)) 





























EQUIVALENCE f lCD, LC I 1 I , 
LOGIC/l.l LCD. LC(200) 
REAL MoOgL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
============================================= COMMON IRCNTRll Reo 
COMMON IRGNTRl! APHEl 
COMMON IRCNTRll BETA 
COMMON IRCNTRl/ COSO 
cornrJlON IRCNTRl! CP 
COIWJlON IRCNTRl/ DAVSPY 
COMMQtJ IRCNTRl! DEC 
COMMON fRCNTRl! DECMAX 
COMMON fRCNTRL/ DIST 
COMMON !ReNTRl! OLAi 
COMMON fRONTRl! oLON 
COMMON !RCNTRL/ oT 
COMMON fRONTRl/ ECCN 
COMMON fRONTRL! GNU1 
COr..~MON !RCNTAll GNU2 
OOMMON IRCNTRll GRAV 
COMMON !RCNTRll OMEGA2 
corNJlON fRCNTRlJ PI 
CDrJlMON IRCNTRl! PI180 
cor.~MON /RCNTRl! PI2 
COMMOfJ !RCNTRl/ PSTO 
COMMON IRCNTRl/ PUIIEAN 
COMMON JRCNTRlJ psrJlAx 
COMr.~ON fRONTRl/ PSMIN 
COMMOfI IRONTRll PTOP 
COMr"ON fRONTRl/ RADE 
COMMON IRCNTAl! RGAS 
COWJlON J ReNTRl I ROOP 
COMMON IRCNTRL.' RSOIST 
COMMON IRCNTRll SOAY 























































































! ' '~""re II,.\' • \ \ '\ \ ' '.( " r" . __ .~ ___ .... ~Li' \ , 
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00186 COMMON fReNTRl/ SEASoroJ veNTRl 208 ..,. 
00187 COMMON IRCNTRLI SIGE 125 ) VernRl 209 
00t88 COMMON fReNTRl! SIND VC~HnL 210 
00189 COMUON fRONTRll SOLS VCNTRl 2' 1 
00190 COMMON !ReNTRLI iSlD VC~JTRL 212 
00191 COMfJlON fRONTRll PLEVS 125 , vetHRl 213 
00192 COMMON IReNTRll HEATW verHRl 214 I'':: 00193 COMMON {RONTRll HEATI vcr:HtL 215 
00194 COMMON /RCNTRL/ EPS VernRL 216 
00195 COMMar" fRCNTRLI EPsrAC veNTRl 217 
00196 COMMON fRCNTRll CAlTOJ vernRl 21B 
00197 CorJlMON fReNTRLI PZERO VC~HRl 219 
C veNTRl 220 
00198 EQutVhLENCE ( RCO • Re ( 1 1 ) veNTRL 221 
00'199 REI\L RCO, RC(200) veNTRl 222 
c VeNTRl 223 
c INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VcrJTRL 224 
c ======================= VCtlH~l 225 
• 
00200 COM~.mN ! 10PARM' I.JUMP (4"3 I veNTRl 226 
! . 00201 COMMON IIOPARMi IDSP02 veNTRl 227 
00202 COMMON IIOPAR"'I INDEX r 721 VCNTRl 228 
00203 COMMO~J IlOPhRMI IROO VCfHRl 229 
00204 COMMON IIOpARMI .JC t4'31 VCNTRl 230 
00205 COMMON IIOPARM/ .JE ( 21 vmHRl 231 
00206 COrm.,ON !lOphRMI JP t 2.2) VCNTRl 232 
00207 COMMON /IOPARMI i{STEP veNTRl 233 
00208 CCW.nON I JOPARM! MJ r461 VerJTRl 234 
00209 coMMOU /IDPARM/ NHMSI veNTRl 235 
00210 COMMON /IOPARMI NVMOI VCNTRl 236 
C veNTRl 237 00 J-. C lOGICAL MtJOEl CONSTANTS VCNTRl 238 C ======================= VCNTRl 239 "11:0 00211 COMMON /lOPARM/ FILTER {461 VCNTRl 240 -
'~ 00212 COMrJlON IlDPARMI ITAPE vCNTRl 241 
"Il~ 
00213 COMMON IlOPAR",/ START VCNTRl 242 02 
:, c VCNTRl 243 ~~ 00214 lOGICAL FILTER vcrHRl 244 ;~ 00215 lOGICAL ITAPE vcrnRl 245 00216 lOGICl\l START VCNTRl 246 .o"U c VCNTRl 247 c:;p 
I C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 248 ):o!lll 11 c ==================== VCNTRl 249 C rr6 00217 coMMON /RDPARMI AOlOP vc~nRl 250 r \ I 00218 COMMON /ROPARMI CONI VCNTRl 251 ~= R" 
j}' i 00219 COl'JlfJION IRDPARMI CON lOT VCNTRl 252 
,. .,ii) 
00220 COMMON IRDPARMI CON2 VCNTRl 253 
00221 COWJlDN IRDPARM/ CON20T VCNiRl 254 ! " 00222 COMMON /ROPARMI CON3 veNTRl 255 00223 COMMON /RDPARfM CON3DT vernRl 256 , 00224 CQf.,p.mN /RDPARMI CON4 VCNTRl 257 
I· 00225 CO~MON IRDPARMI CON40T VCNTRl 258 
i'l 
00226 COMMON IRDPAnMI CONS VCNTRl 259 
00227 COMMON IRDPARMI COSl 1461 VCNTAl 260 
00228 COMMON /ADPARMI COSlON 172 I vCNTRL 261 
I' 00229 Cor/lMor..l IRDPARM! CP02 veNTRl 262 , 00230 COMMON /RDPARM/ OXP 14~) Vr.:NH1l 263 
• I 00231 COflV.nON IRDPARMI DXVP r46' vcrHRl 264 00232 COMMON /ROPARMI OVP (46) veNTRL 265 , 00233 COMMON /RDF'ARMI FCORLS (461 vcrnRl 266 i 00234 COMMON /ROPARM/ FIOT VCNTRL 261 ; 
; 00235 COMMON IRDPARM/ F20T VCNTRL 26B 
I. 
00236 coW"ON I ROPARMI HI OT VCNTRL 269 
00237 COMMON /RDPARM/ 1-f2DT VC"lTRL 210 
00238 COMMON IRDPAR,.,/ PKSTO veNTAL 271 
00239 COMMON ;RDPARM/ PKTOP veNTRl 272 
00240 COMMON IRDPARM/ RlAT {4SJ vernAL 273 
I 00241 COMMON /RDPARM/ RlATD (46 ) vCNTRl 274 ; 00242 COMMON /ROPARM/ ROCPOT VCNTRL 275 
!' \ 
00243 COM,./lON IRDPARM/ ROCP? 1 VCNTRl 276 
00244 COMMON IRDPARM! SGNP (21 VeNTRl 277 
00245 COMMON /ROPARMI SINl e4S} vcrHRl 278 
,1\ 
, 
. :1 ... 
,,_ .. 
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CQMt.mN (RQPARMI SINLQN (72) 
COMMON IROPARMI THSTD 
COMMON IROPARMI THSTD2 
COMMON /ROPARMI WSA'JE (159) 
corliMaN IRDPARrJlI D51G (9) 
COMMON IRDPARMI StG (9, 
COMMON /ROPARM/ D~lGtNV 19) 





































































r72. 9.11.1 I 
(QPROG(I. t.l.tl,PHIS (1.1)1 
(QP~OG ( 1. 2.1, 1 ) .SMTH (1.1,) {QPROG(I. 3,I,11,ALBEDO(I.111 
(QPRDGf1. 4,1.0,GT (1,1) 
(QPROGf1. S.I,I),GW (1,1) 
(QPROG I I, 6. 1 , 1 ) • TS C 1 , I ) ) 
(QPROG(I,7.1,1),SHS f1.1) 
IQPROG{I, B,t.n,p f1.1"I» 
{QPROG(I,I,2.1I,U (1.1,1.1) (QPROG ( 1. 1. 4, 1) • V ( 1 , 1 , 1 • 1) ) 
(QPROGf I, I, 6, t I, T C I, 1, I, 11) 
(OPROG(t,I. 8,11,SH (1,1.1.0) 
(QPROG ( 1 , " 10, 1 , ,PHI( " 1 , 1, tl I 







(QANDQT! OSDIAGI72 ,15,46) 
IOSOIAGC72 .15,46' 
tQSDIAG,IQSOIAG' 
ICANDQTI QUDIAGC72,9. 5.46) 
POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
COMMON /OPOLESI PP{2,21 
COMMON IQPOLESI UPC9,2.21 
CoMMm~ /OPOLESI VP(9.2,2) 
COMMON (OPOlES/ TP(9,2,2) 
COMrnON (OPOlESI SHP ( 9, 2 , 2) 
COMMON /QPOlES! PHIP(9.2,2) 
-c-~--:-~-~.-.--.. -"-' .. --
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PV1{72,9), PV2{72,9 •• 
PU{72,9) • 
PU1f72,9}. PU2(72,9l. 
501(72), PK1(72). PK2172) 
NLAVT5. NLAVTG, ~lLAVTi 
•••••••••• ** •••••• 8 •••• ~ •••• _ •••••• ~ ••• *· •• _·._** ••••• * •••• • ••••••• VWKCMPt 
PJ ARRARV SHOULD BE THE FIRST BLANK COMMON 
IT IS USED IN COMP2 WHERE IT IS CALLED PO···· 
····VWKCMPI 
.... '" "VWKcr..,p I 
• ..... ·VWKCMPl 
VWKCMPl 
.... ··VWKCMP, 
••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •• *.* •••• ·············VWKCMPt 
DIMENSION BITtC64BI.BIT2(648),8IT3f648J. 
5 BIT4{64Sl.BIT5(648) 
BIT BITI. 81T2, SIT3. BIT4, BITS 
BIT BITIO,BIT2D,BIT3D,BIT4D.8IT5D 
DESCRIPTOR BITID.BIT2D.BIT3D,BIT4D.BIT50 
COMMON IBITCOMPI/ BITJMMI1648) ,8ITIMM2C6481 
BIT BlTIMMt. 81TIMM2 
ASSIGN BITtD.BITt{I:64S) 
ASSIGN 8IT20,81T2(1:648) 
ASSIGN 81T30.BIT31 1;648) 
ASSIGN BIT4D,BIT41 1;6481 
ASSIGN BIT50,BIT5{1:6481 
~LAVNO :: NLhV·CNO - 11 
NLAVNB :: NLAV·CNB - I' 
JP 1 :: ,J .j. 1 
J D2 :: J ... 2 
K :: JctJ) 
KPI JCC,JP1} 
KP2 :: Jef,JP2) 
P..rll • tiM) 
PJCt,21M) 
P .... Cl.3IMT2) 
PJC 1,5 IMT4) 
PJ(I.9IMI 
:: PI1.ND J:IM) 
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00 
-n:g 
"llB Oz ~f! 




, .. \:! 


















































































Lo.LL ... :J .. L! 




PdP1 f 1,2 1M' 
PdP f ( , .:3 IMT2) 
PJPt(I,5IMT4) 
P,",Pf(f,91M) 
PdC 1,1; 1M) 
PCt,NO,J t;IM) 
P,",P1(I., 1M) 
P'"'Pt C 1. f IrJlT2) 
PoJPl C 1.1 IMT4) 
P,jpHl,1 IMI 






PJP2( l,t 1M) 




= P(t,ND.oJ 2;IM) 
PoJP2( 1,1 1M) 
PJP2C " t IMT2) 
PJP2tl.f JMT41 
PJP2fl.1 IMI 
THE ABOVE SCHEME IS FASTER FoR 9 LAYERS THEN THE' FOLLOWING 
00 LOOP. 
DO 5113 l=2,NLAV 
PJP2C t ,L;IMI 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
PI.fP2( 1,1: '''''' 





































PPU( 1.1.1: IMNLAV1} 
PPUfl.t.2:rMNLAV2' 
OVPIJ)-PJt f,f;IMNLAY)+U(I,I+NLAVND,f.d;IMNLAY1VeOMPl 
= PUISltt.l;IMNLAV1) ... PUlSI(2.1;IMNLAYll vem"'PI 








DO 5002 LL=I,NL V 
PPUIIM ,LL,f) PUISIIIM ,LLI 
PPU(lMMI.LL,2) PUrSI{lMMf.LLI 
PPU(IM .LL.21 PUISI(IM .LLI 
CONTINUE 
IF (J.EQ. f) GO TO 20 
... PUISII1.LLI 
... PUISiC 1-LL) 
... PUISI(2.LL) 









HORIZONTAL ADVECTION rr~ LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION 
CALCULATE PU 
•• * •••••••••• + •• * •• *+.~** •••••••••••• * •• ** ••• + ••• + •••• ••••••••• 
FFLUK1f1.1:IMNLAY, = H1DT·PPUI l,l.1;IMNLAV) 
FFLUX2Ct.t;IMNLAY) = H2DT·PPUfl,I,2:IMNLAY) 








U WIND ADVECTION 







U'2. I~NLAYND.l,J IMNLAV1) 
U{1.I*NLAYND,1.~ IMNLAV2) 
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GFLUl':lff.l:IMNLAV) = FFlUX1(1.1;IMNlAV)"GFLUXtll.1;IMP~lAVt 
GFLUX2 ( 1 • 1: IMNLAV) = FFLUK2f 1.1; tMNLAV) "GFlUX2( 1.1: IMNLAV) 
WHEREfBJTIMM211:IMNLAV2)1 U(3. '+NLAVNB,t.J;IMNLAV2J : 
S U(3,'+NLAVNB.l.J:IMNLAV2) + GFLUX211.1;IMtRAV2} 
wHEREfBITIMM1(1:IMNlAV1» U(2.1+NLAVNB.t.J;IMNLAV1) = 
S U(2.1+NLAVNB.l.J:lMNlAVt) + GFlUXI(I.I:IMNLAVtl 










- OFlUX2f f ,1 ;IMNlI\YI 
UI '.lL4NLAVNB,l,d) 
U12. LL"NtAVNB, ',J) 
U(1,LL~NLAVNB.l,J) 
GFLUX21 IMM1 ,ll) 
GFlUX2 (1M • Lli 
• GFLUX11IM .LLI 




V WI NO ADVECT ror" 








DO 5005 LL~',NlA 
VC I, l+NLAVND. 1, J IMNLAVt) 
+ V'2.'-NLAVND.l,J IMNLAVt) 
VII. T+NLAVND.1.J IMNLAV2) 
• Vf3.I+NLAVND.l,J IMNlAV2} 
GFLuxf(IM ,LL} vnM ,LL·NlAVNO.t.Jl + VCLlL+NlAVNO,1.JI 
GFlU~2{IM .Ll) velM ,LL~NlAVND,I,J) + Vf2.LL~NLAYNO.t.J) 










GFlUXl (1, f; IMNLAV) = FFLUX1 (1,1; IMNlAV) "GFLUXl (1. 1; IMNLAVI 
GFlUX211.1;lMNlAV) = FFLUX2(1~I:IMNlAV)·GFLUX2(1.1;IMNLAV' 
WHERECBITIMM2(1;IMNLAV2») V{3.1~NL.AVNB,t.J;IMNLAV2) = 
S VC3,t.NLAVN8,',J:JMNlAV2) ... GFLUX2f1.1:IMNLAV21 
WHERE fBITIMMl (1; IMNLAV 1) I V( 2.1 +NLAVN8, 1 ,J; IMNLAV 11 = 

















+ GFlUX1(IM ,LLI 
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, , ::" 
VCOMP 1 105 
VCOMP 1 106 
VCOMP 1 107 
VCOMP 1 108 
VCOMP' 109 
vCOMP1 110 
VCOI'JIP 1 11 , 
VCOMP 1 112 
VCIJPJlP 1 f t 3 
VCOMPt 114 
VCOMP t 115 
VCOrJ!Pl 116 
VCOMP 1 IIi" 
VCOPJlP 1 118 
VCOMP 1 119 
veOMPt 120 
VCOMPI 121 
VCOMP 1 122 
vcm.,p 1 123 
VCOMP t 124 
VCOMP 1 125 




VCOMP 1 130 
VCOMPI 131 
VCOMP 1 132 
VCOMP 1 133 
VCOrJIP 1 134 
VCOMP 1 135 
VCOMP 1 136 
VCOrJ!P 1 137 
VCOMPl 138 




VCOMP I 143 
veOMP 1 144 
VCOMP 1 145 
VCOMP 1 146 
VCOMP 1 147 
VCOMP I 148 
VCOMP1 149 
VCOMP I 150 
VCOMP 1 151 
VCOMPI 152 
VCOMP 1 153 
VCOMP 1 1:;4 
VCOMP 1 155 
VCOMPt 156 
VCOMPI 157 
veor"p 1 15B 
VCOMP 1 159 
VCOMP I t60 
VCOMPt 161 
VCOMP 1 '62 
VCOMP 1 163 
VCQPJlP' 164 
VCOMPt 165 







vCOMP 1 173 
vcaMP 1 174 
vcor"p, '15 






















, , j 
i 11 IL 
I Ii! 
,J I ! :\1 






















































T C '. , "NLAVrm. '. oJ; IMNLAV2) 
... Tf3.1·fJLJl.VrJD, , ,J:tMNLAV2) 
DO 5007 LL=1.NLA 
GFlUK 111M • Ll J 
GF'lux2tIM .LLl 
GFlUj/2 t IM~"'1 • Ll) 
T(IM .lL~NLAVNO.t.JJ 
TIIM .lL"NlAVND.l.J) 













GFlU1(tft.I;IMlIJlItY) = FFLU1.lfl.1:IMNLAV)·GFLU)(,Cl,I:1r.HJLn'll 
GFlU)l'211.1:1MNLAY) = FFlU)!2 Cl.1;lMrJlA·/I"'GF"lU)(2 / 1.1;P",NI_AI, 
WHEREfSJTrMM2f 1; IMNLII.Y2') Tf3. PNLII.YNB,I.d;lMr.lLAV21 = 
S TC3,t.fNlAYNB.I,J;IMNlAY2) ... GFLUX2(I,I:P1NLAV2J 
WHEREf8IiIMMlfl;lMNLAYI») Tf2,I"'NLAVNB,I,d;IMNLAV11 = 
5 T(2.1'NLI'I/'-JB.l.oJ:IMNlf,V'I ... GF"LUXlfl.':I.:'tJthV'. 
TI t .1·NLAYNB, 1,.1: IMNlAV' ::-
S 
T f r, I ~NlAVrJ8, I,J: rMI'JL/l.V' 
GFLlJ1I f l,l;rUNLAVl 
S 








TIl .Ll"NLAVNB.l, J I 
... GFLUX2flMM1.lt' 
... GFLUX2(IM .ttl 
GFLU)(HtM .Ll' 














GFLUY.I t 1M .tt} 
GFLux2 f 1M • LL I 
GFLU)(2f JI\1Ml,LL I 
SHe 1. I q,JLAVND.l,d IMNLAVI) 
SIi12.1'NlAVUD.I.J IMNLAV1) 
SHe 1. '''NLAVND.l.J IMr.JLAV2) 

























BIT4fl;IMNLAV1J = BJTlf2:IMNLAV1).AND.8IT2fl;IMNlAV11 
DO 5010 lL=IM,IMNLAV.IM 
Bl T4 ftL) BITI (Ll-IMr",t) ,A1'JD.8rT2ILll 
corn I ~JUE 
81T20 BITI0.AND •• NOT.erT2D 




GFLU)! Iff. 1 : IMNLAV) ) 
SIT4( I; IMNLAV2) = SITl (3; tMNlAV?,) .ArJO.BIT3f 1 :IMNLAv21 
00 SOl I lL=IMr.nl.U'lNLAY,IM 
81T4fLt ) 81Tl(LL-tMM21.AMD.BIT3(Ll) 
81T4fLl ~t) = BITlfLL-1MM31.ANO.BIT3(Ll~l) 
"_.~" ... _____ ,~~ .. _..........--,_. __ ._ - ~._===c''''''_~'_'''""~'"'~' ,<"_, """.,. =,.-., 
i .,(!;)'" __ .. c , . ..:c~:'::::'.=c"": __ ~:-~~,-,~,;~,~ " .. _-'. -~-~~~--- -- ' 










VCOf.~P 1 la3 
vea~.'p 1 la4 
VCO~"P f las 
vcor.lp 1 la6 






'/COMP 1 193 
vcor.'p 1 194 
VCOr.nPl 195 
VCOrJlPI 196 
vcor,'p 1 197 
VCOMPI 198 
vcor.nP 1 199 
VCOr.'lPl 200 
VCOMPl 201 
vcor.,p 1 202 
VCOrJlP 1 203 
1!CO~t.P 1 204 
vcor.,p I 205 00 
VCOTJlP 1 206 ~::\'J 
VCOMP, 207 
..,ffi veor.np 1 208 
vCOMPI 209 0-:<: VCOfJIPI 210 o '", 
vear.,? 1 211 ~ r~ 
VCOMPI 212 
vC'Jr.'p f 213 10 "'G VCOMP1 210 e", 
vcor.'Ip 1 215 
VCOMPf 21 e- l;>ml 
VC'JfJlPf 217 r-~ 
VCQr.1P 1 21a ~ '''''~ 
veOMPl 219 ~~ 
VCcr.1p 1 220 
VC'Jr.'1P 1 221 




VCO'.'P 1 226 
VCOMPI 227 
VCOMPI 22a 
'JCOMP 1 229 
vem,'Pl 230 
VCQMPI 231 
vcor.'IP i 232 
"caMPt 233 
VCD1J1D 1 234 
veor,~p 1 235 
vcor.1p 1 238 
vcor",p t 237 
vcor.'p t 238 




VC'JPi!P 1 243 
VCOPJIPI 24" 
VCOt.1P 1 245 





-_-._-~ :c--- .--:_ _- ~= ,;:::: --~ ... -.L. 




































































WHERECBITIMM2fl;JMNlAV2)' SHC3,I+NLAYNB.l.J;!MNLAV2) = 
S SHf3.''''NLAYNB.l.J:IMNLAV21 ~ GFLUX2{f,l:IMNLAV2. 
WHEREfBITIMMlfl;IMNLAV1,) SH(Z.1+NLAVNB.l,J;IMNlAV11 















GFLUK2( 1M • LL I 
+ GFlUX1(IM .LLJ 
5012 CONTINUE 
IF (d.EQ.JM) GO TO 50 
GO TO 30 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C SOUTH POLE CORRECTION 




eONV(I,l,KPt:IMNLAY' = o. 
corJV f 1 , 1 • K ; I MNLA V J = O. 
PVC 1,1,K ; IMNLAV) = 
S DXPfdl -Pdt 1,1; IMNLAY)·V 11. ,.o.NLAVND. 1 .J; JMNLAV. 
PV(t.l,KP1;IMNLAY) = 
S DXPCdP1)·PJP1(1.1;IMNLAV}·V(I.1+NLAYND.l.dPl;IMNLAVJ 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• r •••••••••••••••••••••• C···· .... 
C···. HORIZONTAL ADVECTION IN L~TITUDINAL DIRECTION •••• 
C •••• CALCULATE PV ...... 




PV f l.1.KP2;IMNLAV) 
$ OXP (JP2J 'PdP2{ 1 • I ; IMf.JLAV) .V( t, ,·NLAVND. , .JP2; JMNLAY) 
PV1(1.1;IMNLAY) = PV{I.1.K;IMNLAV) • PV(I.1.KP1;IMNLAV) 
PV2f" I; tMNlAV) ~ PVC 1. t ,K; IMNlAY) .. PVf 1.1 ,KP2; IMNlAV) 
FFLUXI (1. ~ :IMNLAY) HIDT·PVl (I,I;tMNLAY) 
FFLUX2fl,I;IMNLAV) = H2DT-PV2(t.l;IMNLAV) 
c c ................................. ~ ................................ . 
C 
C U WIND ADvECTrON 
c C ................................................................ . 
c 
GFLUX1(1.I:IMNLAVI :: FFlUXlft.I:IMNLAV)· 
s tU( 1,I+NLAVNO. t,J: IMNLAV) .. U( I. '.f.,JLAVNO.l.JP1: Im·JLAV)) 
GFLUX2f I, 1: IMNLAY) = FFLUr.21 f. 1; IMNlAV)· 
S fUlt,t+NLAYND.I,J;IfJlrJlA·" .. Ufl,I"'NlAVNO,f.JP2;trJlr'lJ\V.1 
Uf 1. '''NLAVNB. 1 • JP2; IMNLAV I :. UI t. '''NL/I,VN8, 1 .JP2; IMNLAY I 
$ • GFLU~2f'.':IMNLAY) 
UI t. ''''NLAVNB, l,dP1; IMNLAVI = UII, t ""'LAVN8. 1 • .]1'1; IMNlAV I 
S ~ GFLUXlfl.1;I~NLAYI 
U(','+NLAVNB.f.J :IMNLAY} = UII.1+NLAVNB.1.J:IMNlAVI 
>.'-- --:----~ ",,-•. ~---- .. -~-"=,,",.,,-. .. - .. < 
~~ 
, •. ~..:::: ~---.-",,' •.•.. <"'._'--"-' 
'.( 
veOMPI 247 














vcar.~p 1 262 
veOT.1p 1 263 
veer.,p I 264 





VCOf.1P 1 270 
vea"'Pf 211 








veeM" 1 2BO 
vcor.~p, 28 1 
vccr.1P 1 282 
VCOMPl 283 




















veor"p 1 :304 
VCOf.'P 1 305 
VCOMPf 306 





veor.~p 1 31 2 
vcelJlPl 313 
VCOlJlPl 314 
VCO'.IIP 1 315 
VCor./lPI 316 
VCOMPI 317 















~~_L ____ ~ •• __ ~ ___ =-;_~:...-...:!::2 
~ " '~l'1 Jt,:,,-~.L_, .. -__ . __ ~ . __ ..:....:.. .L"_~),\.~ 











'. 1,\ } 
i 
~~ 

















































.,.. .. V WIND' ADVECTION ..... 
................................................................ 
GFLUX I ( 1.1; IMNLAV) = FFlUX l' 1. I: U"NlAV J. seve 1. ''''NLAVND.I.J; unr-lLAVI ~ Vf I. t"NLAVNO. l.oJPI; ! •• "'''LAVI 1 GFLUX2{1.1:IMNlAV) = FFlUX2fl.l;IMNLAVI. S (V(t.l ... NLAVNO.l.oJ~IMULAV) .. V".I"NlAVNO.l,JP2;IM',fLAYII Vt1.''''NlAVNB,t.JP2iIMNlAYI = Vtl.t.a.NLAVNB,I.oJP2;IMNLAVI S ~ GFLUX21'.1;IMNLAV) V(I .t"'NL/\VNB.l.JP'~IMNlAV) : V(I.1"NLAYN8.t .,JP1;IMNLAY) $ 
... GFlUXlff,I;IMNLAY) Vf 1. t "'fJLAVNB. 1. oJ ; IMNLAV I = Vf I. t "'NLAVNB, 1. oJ; IMNlA'.' J $ 
- GFlUX1Cl.1:IMNLAVI - GFLUX2CI.t:IMNLAV) 
C •••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• + •••••••• ~ ••••••••••• C· .. •• C· ... • TEMPERATURE ADVECTION c···· c .................................................................... . c 
GFLUX'(l,l;IMNLAV) = FFlUY.I',.1;IMNlAV1. $ (T",I+-NLAYNO.l,t1:IMNLAV) ~ T(1.1'NLAVND.l.JP1;p,nrlLflYII GFLUX2f 1, 1; IMNLAV) = FFlUY..2.' 1. I; IMNLAyl· $ CT(1.1,"NLAYND.'.oJ;IIVINlAY) ... Tt1.I"NLAVNO.l.uP2;J1J1"'LA'()I T(I,1"NLAVNB.l,JP2;IMNLAVI = T(t.l"'NLAVNB.l.JP2;IMNLAVJ S ~ GFLUX2fl.1;IMNLAV) Tf1.I"'NLAVNB.l.uPI;IMNLAV) e Ttl,I"NLAVNB,I.JP1;IMNlAV. S 
... GFLUXI(l,1;IMNLAY) T(I.1~NLAYNB.l.d ;IMNLAVI e Ttt ,,"'NLAVNB. 1,,J;IMNLAV) S 
- GFLUXtf1. t;IMNLAYl - GFLUX2f1,1;IMNLAV} C C ............................................................... . C ..... . 





GFLUXt(I.1;IMNLAV) = FFLU~t".t:IMNLAV'· S fSH( I, I"NLAVND. t ,J: IMNLAYJ .. SHt 1. '·NlAYNO, t ,JP1: UJltRAYll GFlUX2fl.1;IMNlAVI = FFlUX2f,. I;IMNlAV)· S (SH(1.''''NLAVNO.1.,J:IMNLAV) ... SHtl.1~NlAVNO.l.uP2:1~~LAVII 
BIT1D SHtt""'NLAYND,l,,JPf;IMNLAVI.LE.O. 81120 : GFLUHI(l,I;IMNLAY1.LT.O. 81T40 : BITID.AND.BIT20 BIT3D SH(I,t"NlAVNO.l,J;IMNLAV).Le.O. 81T50 e BIT30.AND •• NOT.BIT2D BIT40 : BIT40.0R.BITSO GFLUXI(I.t;IMNlAV) = 08VMASK(O.O.GFLUXlft.I;IMNLAV).BIT4D: S GFLUX1(I.t;lMNLAV}) 
BITtD SH( 1. PNLAVND ..• JP2:IMNLAV} .LE.O. BIT20 GFLUX2(1.1;IM~~M:\.LT.O. BIT40 BIT1D.AND.BIT2U BIT50 BIT30.ANO .• NOT.BIT20 BIT40 BIT40.0R.BIT5D GFLUX2 1.1;IMNLAV) = QBVMAS'(fO.O,GFlUX2fl.1;IMNLAV).BIT4D; S GFLUX2fl.l;IMNLAY») 
SH(I.1~NLAVNB.l.JP2;IMNLAVl S 
SHff.''''NLAVNB,I,uPf.!MNLAVI S 




= SHft.l"NLAVNB.l.uPl:IMNLAY) GFLUXt~1.1:IMNLAV) 
~ SHC1.1+NLAVNB,I.J;IMNLAV) 
- GFLUX2f1.1:IMNLAY) 









VCOMPt 326 VCQMPt 327 
VCOMP t 32a. 
vcor"p f 329 
vcor.'p 1 330 
VccMPl 331 
VCOMPl 332 


























VCOMPf 360 VCOMPt 361 VCOMP1 362 
VCOMPt 363 







VCOPJIPI 37' VCaMPt 372 
vcor"Pl a73 VCOMPt 374 
VCOMPt 375 VCOMPI 376 
VCOMPf 377 
VCOMPI 378 VCOI\lPl 379 VCOMPt 380 
VCOMPI 381 VCOMPl 3B2 








''td5 0-020 :1J~ 
.0"0 CV ~G'l r IJ.-J 








;,, ____ .= __ ~ .. __ ~ __ ~_ ~~ _",,= _~~; ~-_ ~f2_._ 
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.... CONTINUITV EQUATION VeOM?1 




CONV(I.I.KP2;IMNLAV) :: -PV2(1.1;IMNLAV) 
CONV(I.t.KPI:IMNLtLV) = CONVlt.1.KP1:IMNLAV) 




VCOr.'lP1 CONV{1,I,K;IMNLAVI :: CONVfl.1.X;IMNLAV) 




FFLUX1(2.1:IMNlAV1) ::: 8.·(PPU(2..1.1;IMNlAY1) 
FFlUK2(3.1;IMNlAV2.) = PPU(3.1.2;tMNlAV2) 
005015 LLo1.NlAV 
- PPU(1,1.2:If.'NLI\V21 VCOrJIPt 
FFLUKlft,Ll) B.·{PPU{1.LL.t) - PPU(IM ,LL.t)) 
FFlUX2f1.LL) :: PPU( l,t.L ,2' - PPU(IM~"1.LL.21 
FFLUX2(2.lL) :: PPU(2,lL.2) - PPUfIM ,LL.2.) 
CONTINUE 
CONVfl.l.K;IMNlAV) 
GO TO 70 
:: eONVfl,t.H;lMNLAV) 
_ FFLUXlrl.1:IMNLAV) 4 FFLUX2.{1.1;IMNLAV) 











VCOf./lP1 ... ~. 
NORTH POLE CORRECTION 
...... NO V WIND ADVECTION OVER POLE 
VCOMPl 
VCOMP1 




50 CONT I NUE veOrAP 1 
eONVI 1 • 1 ,H; HIINLA\"l :: CON V (1.1. K; IMNLAY) - 8. ·PVC 1 • 1. H: tM~.JLj\V) Vea"'P1 
FFLUlTI2.f;IMNLAV1) :: 8.·(PPUf2.f.l;IMNLAYt) - PPU(T.t.t;IMf.JLAVIIIVCOMP, 
FFLUX2t3.1;IMNLAV2' = PPUf3.1.2;lMNLAY2) - PPUtt:t,2:IMNLAY21 VCOMPI 
DO 5013 LL=I,NLAV Veer"P1 
FFLUX1(l.LL) :: a."(PPU(l.lL,f) - PPUIIM ,LL.O) VCOMPI 
FFLUX2{1.ll, = PPU(I.ll.21 - PPUflMr"',LL.2) VCOl/lPl 
FFLUX2t2.LL) = PPUf2.Ll.21 - PPU(IM ,LL.21 VCOf./lPl 























CONVII.',K;IMNLAV} :: CONVI',',K;IMNLAY) vcornPI 
S - FFlUXffl.1:IMNlAVI .., FFlUX2(t.t;IMNLAV) VCor.1PI 
.••............••••..................•.. ~ ..... -............... . 
.... 
.... HORIZONTAL AOVECTION NEAR NORTH POLE 
.". .... 
................................................................. 
FFLUll(l,l;IMNLAY) :: H1DT·PVlt.l.K;IMNLAVI 
••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• + •••••••••••• ••••••••• 
..... 




$ .. fUlt.''''NLAVND. I.JlJI; tMNLAVI ... Uf 1. 1 4 NLAVND.l.JNP; IUNLJl.Vl} 
Ufl,l"'NLAVNB.l.JM:IMNLAV' = 
$ U(t.t"'NLAVNB.l.JM:HIINLAV) - GFLUX1(1.1;IMNLAY) 
••••• * •••••••••••• + •••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •• ••••••••• 
-... 
V WI/IO ADVECTION 
..... .. -. 
••••••• +.~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• + ••••••••••••••••• ............ 
GFLUX1{f.l;IMN~j\V) = FFlUX1(1,1;lMNLAY) 
$ • {V{ f .1"'f~1.::WND.1.JM; IMNLAV) ... VII. I .o.NLAVND. 1 • ..JNP: IMNLAV)) 
\1 ( f. 1.j.NLAV~-\B. 1 • ..JM; IMNLAV. :: 
$ V(1.f"'NLi'>.VNB.1.JM;IMNLAV) - GFlUXf(1.t:IMNLAV} 



















































































































. ,",,;~-;;:;==..,;;.:;-- -- -:--~~:.~~.,-•• "~~,,-.',~ ,~ ... _~,c~ ___ ,,-'·_ ~_, _.>,~=~, _ • __ ,_ 'Ie, ~ 


























































. , ~. -.. " ..... 
c •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C TEMPERATURE ADVECTION C···· .... C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
e 
GFlUX1Ct.I;IMNLAY) e FFLUX'fl.1:IMNLAY) 
$ ·(Tfl,'~NLAYND.t.JM;IMNLAY) ~ Tfl.l~NLAVND~I.dNP;IMNLAVI 
Tfl.1~NLAYN8,'.dM:IMNLAV' 
S T(I,I·NLAVNB.l.dM:IMNLAV) GFLUX1(1.1:XMNLAv) 
e C ••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• 
e 





~FlUX1(1,':IMNLAY) = FFLUXlfl.1;IMNLAYI 













GFLUX1( I.':IMNlAV) QBVMASV.fO.O.GFLUXICI.I:IM~LAV'.AIT50; 
$ GFLUXlfl.t;lMNLAY) 
SH(I.1~NLAVNB,I.dM;IMNLAV' 
$ SHC1.1~NLAVNB.l.JM;tMNLAV}· GFLU~lfl.1;IMNLAV) 
C C ••• + ••••••• ~ ••••••••••• * •••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
e 
C *... CORRECT CONV AT C~NTER BAND 




CONV(I.LL.K;IM) = iCONV(I,LL.K;JM)'OSIGfLLl 
5014 CONTINUE 
C 90 CONTI NUl:: 
e C ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• ~ ..... ~ •••• * ••••••••••••• 
c 
C coMPUTATtON OF stGrllA CHANGE IN TIME C···· e ••••••••••••• + ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
e 
e 
IF (d.E'Q.l) GO TO 130 
PITfl,K;IM) ~ CONV(t.NLAV.K;IM' 
00 100 L=I.NLAYMI 
PITI1,K;IM) = PITff.K:IMI ~ CONV(I.l.l{;lMI 
100 CONTINue 
T-EMP -= DT IDXVP (d) 
PCt .NB.J;IM) = Pfl.NB.J;IM) • TEMP·PITel.K:IM} 
501(1:IMJ = o. 
PI{t(I;tM) e SIG(1)·P(t.ND.J;IM'.PTOP 
PK1(':IM) e VEXPBYKfPK1(1;IM •• IM;PK1(I;IM) 
00 '10 L=l.NLAYMI 
LNO = L + NLAYND 
LNB = L • NLAVNB 
LP 1 = L .. 1 
LPINO LPI + NLAYND 
lF1NB = LPI • NLAYNB 
SO(l,l,K;IM) = SOf(1;IM, ~ CO~Vfl,L.K:IM} - OSIGfL}"-PITf1,K;IM) 
S01tl:IM) e SOC1,L.K;IM) 




































veer.'p 1 494 
VCOMPI 495 
Vr:OMPl 496 
vcorJlP 1 497 
VCOMPl 498 
vcorlJP 1 499 
VCOMPI 500 




VCOfJlP I 5Q5 























vcor.IP 1 529 
VCOMPI 530 
L~C_C~' -=_ -=~~-- __ . ___ ,::c.._.:.-_~~-' __ u_ . ___ ._ ---u- ___ " __ L"'--""F n.-
- -:;::. 
- ,,\~.-:-






to::!! C .... 
;!:>£<) 





T'--;~-~=----.....:·~: ... ~~ --=-----~~:;...,;,,~--'"-..,.-~=-=~~~~-
~ '~IB'I-





il: 'I l 





















































\ i \( , • 
c .. ., .... 
C VERTICAL AOVECTlOf-l OF MOMENTUM C· ....... 




S H20T·SD(I.L.~:tM)·{Uf I.LND,I.J:IMI ~ U{I,lP1ND, I.J;JMIl 
Uf I.LP1NB.l.oJ: UU=Uf I.LP1NB.l,J: IM1-FFI.UXI (1. t: IM)"'DSIGINV'LP1) 
Ull.LNB,t.J;JMI ". Ull.LNB,l,J;IMI ~ FFlUXtlt.l;UU*OSIGINII'LI 
FFlUl(111.':IMI 
S H20T·SO(I.L~K;IM' .. ,VC1.LND.l.J:J1ft) ~ VC1.LPfNO.l.J;lMI) 
Vfl,LP1NB.l,J:IMI=V(I.LPINB.I.J;HJlI - FFlU)tt(l.t:U,u"OSlGINVILP1 1 
V1l.LNB.l.JiIMI = V(I,LNB,I.J;IMI .. FFLUXfll.f~IM}"DSIGJNVILI 
C - ••• ~ ••••••••••• ~ ......................................... ~ ••••• ' •• C···· 
C VERTICAL ADVECTION OF TEMPERATURE e.··· P"'·J<APpA COMPUTEO AT CENTER OF LAVER 
C e ........... ~ ........... ~ .......................................... . 
c 
PK2(ljlM) SIGClP')·Pfl.ND.J;IM)·PTOP 
PK2.f 1; 1M! VE)tPBYK(PK2{ 1; 1M!. IM;PK2( 1; 1M)! 
FFLUK1Cl,t 1M) = T(I.LNO.l.o.J:IMIIPKlIt;lM) 
FFLUX1{1.1 1M) = FFLUXI( I.':l~l • Ttl,LP1NO.l.J;lM'/PK2't:1MI 
FFLUXltt,1 1M) = H20T-SOC1.L,K;IMI·FFLUXI(f.I;IMI 
T(l,LPtN8 •• 11:IMI = TII.LP1N8.1,J:IM) 
s -PK2(1:IMI·FFLU)(111.1:IMJ·OSIGINVILP" 
Tll.LN8.t.J;IMI = TCt.Lf.J9.1.J;IMJ 
s • PK1Cl;IM'·FFLUXlft.l:IMI·OSIGINV f l) 
PHt1t;IM) = PK2(ljIMI 














VERTICAL ADVECTION OF MOISTURE 
INVERSE LINGAR INTERPOLATION OF SPEClrIC HUMIDITY 
CODE MOVED FROM COMP3 03.'24.'81 
.... ~ ••••••••••• ~.~ ••••• + ........................... -.- •••••••••• 
FFLUX1{1.1;IM' = SHf1.LND.l.J;IM) • SHI'.lP1ND.l.J:IMI 
BIT1(I;IM) = FFLUXffl. I:IMI.NE.O 
WHEREcBIT1't:IM» FFLUXfff,I;IM) = 
S 4.·SH(I.LND.l.J:IM)·SH1t.LPfNO.t.J:IM)/FFlUX1(1.1;IMl 
FFLUX2l1,l;IMJ = H2DT·SO(I.L.K;IM)·FFLUXlfl.1;IM) 
BIT1(I;lMI = SH(I.LND, 3.J;IM!.lE.0. 
BIT2(I;U4"1 = SHI1,LPtND.t.J:IMI lE.O. 
BIT3(I:IMJ = FFLUX2(I.l:IM}.LT 0.0 
8ITT(1 1M' BIT111:IMJ.AND.BIT3CI;IMl 
81T2(1 JIll) EHT2(I;IMI.AND •• NOT.8IT3Cl;IMI 
81TICI I~J BIT1(1;IMJ.OR.BIT211;IM' 
FFLU)(2 ~.I~U'J) = QBVMASKIO.O.FFLU1.2Cl.l;IMI.8IT1{I.IMI: 
S FFLUX21',t;IMll 





SHt I.LNB, t .J; IMl = 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE: 
= SH I I.LPINB,1.J;IM) 
- FFLU:lt2(f.l;II'il')·OSIGINV(LPI} 
SH C I , LNB, t • J ; 1M) 
4 FFLUX2(1.1;IM).OSIGINVlLJ 
IF rJ.l'l.JMJ RETURN 
C .~ •••••••••••••••••• + •••• ~ .............................. & ••••••••••• C···· C···· POLE CALCULATIONS C •••• 




vcot •• p 1 532 
VCOMPt 533 
veOMP1 534 
vcorJlP 1 535 
veor..,p I 536 
I/eOfJIF 1 537 
veOMPt S3e 
vcorJlP 1 539 



























'JCOMP 1 567 







veer.'!p t 575 
VCOMPI 576 
veOUIP 1 577 






































- '";j~=---o-=,,,;~-:,-,-~ .. ~~_~ _ _=__~~_:.~~_~_~-'=-~ __ , .. ,:;:;~._ .. ~f:lI .. _ .. __ ,_ 
~"~',"','" ,J . ," 'j I .,' _ _,:: ,I 



































































\ i\\ ' 
M = I 
IF Id.EQ.JMt M 2 
K '" uC(JE(M}) 
PITI1.IO = O. 
,JPl JPft,MJ 
oJP2. = JPI2,M) 
• 
C •••• 6.~ ........................ ; ....... ~ ...................... . 
C .~ •• 
C HORIZONTAL ADVECTION OF MOMENTUM, 
C TEMPERATURE. AND SPECIFIC HUMIDITV C _ .... 


















00 150 l.=I.NLAV 
LNO = l ~ NLAVND 
PV1(l,I;IM) = P(I.NO.JP1;IM'·Vfl.LNO.l.d~I;IM) 
PVIS = QBSSUM(PV1(t,l;IM) 
FFlUXlfl,f;IM) =PVlff,f;IM)·(- UI t,LND,1,dP1;IM)·SINlONfl;IMI 
8 - SGtJPWO ·VI l,LNO, 1,~JPI: 1M) "eOSLONf 1: HJP I 
PVU1S = QBSSUMIFFlUX'(f,I:IMIJ 
FFLUX,(I,t:IM) = 
S PV'CI,1:IM1·CSGNPIMI·Uf',LNO,1.JP1;IM1·COSLONI1;IMI 
8 VII,LND,l.JP1;IM)'StNLOU f l:JMJ' 
PVVIS = QBSSUMCFFlUX1C 1.1;IMI' 
FFlUXI(1,I;IMI = PVTf1, I;IM)·Tlt,LNO. 1,dPl;IM, 
PVTIS = Q8SSUMfFFLUX1(f.l;tM}) 
FFLUXlfl.1;IM) = PVICl,t;IM"SHII.lNO.l.JP1;IMI 
PVHIS = OBSSUMIFFLUXlfl, I;IMI) 
PV2fl,t;IM) = P(I.NO.JP2;IM,·VCI.lNO,1,JP2:IMI 
PV2S = QBSSUM(PV2(1.1:IM)) 
FFlUXlf',l;IMI = PV2ft,I;IMI·C- UCf,LND,1.dP2:IMI·SINLOfHl:IMI 
8 - SGNPfMI "'VI t ,LNO, 1 ,dP2; IM'·COSLONll: IMII 
PVU2S = QSSSUMIFFLUXlfl, I;IMI) 
FFLUXI(I,l:IM) = 
S PV2f 1,1; au ·CSGNPII'!.n) ·Uf 1.lNO, I ,dP2; IM)·COSLON( T: 1M) 
8 VI r,lNO.'.dP2:IM'·SINLQ~lf 1;1' .• ) I 
PVV2S = QBSSUM(FFLUX'(f,I;I~I' 
FFlUX11'.1;1M) = PV2It,1;IMI·Tll,LND,I.dP2;IMI 
PVT2S ~ QBSSUMfFFLUX1(I,I;IMt, 
FFLUX1".1;IMI = PV211,I;JM)·SHI',LNO.l.dP2;IM) 
PVH2S ~ OBSSUMIFFLUX1Ct. fjIMJ) 
UP(L.NB.MJ = UP{L.NS.MI ~ SGNPIM'''''CONI0T'PUU1S • eON2DT'PVU2S1 
VPCL.N8.M) ~ VPCL.NB.MI • SGNP{M)~(eONfOT·PVV1S + eOH20l'PVV2S1 
TPIL.N8.MI = TPfL,NB.MI ~ SGNPIMI·'CONTDT"'PVTtS + CON2DT'PVT2S1 
SHP1l,tJ8,MI = SHPCL.NB.M) • SGfJPfMI'CCON10T'PVHtS • COTl20f'PVH2S1 
................................................................... 
...... 
........ CONTINUITV EQUI\T[OrJ 
................ ~ .......................................................... . 
CONVlt.L.KI = SGNPIM''''(CON1'PVfS ~ eON2·PV2S}·05IGILl 




COMPUTATION OF SIGMA CHANGE IN TIME 
.................................................................... 
501(11 = O. 
00 160 l=I.NLAVMI 
SOl t,L.KI = 501(1) + CONV('.L,I(I OSIGIL)'PIT{',KI 
5011" = SOCI.L,KI 
160 CONTINUE 
PPfN8,M) = PPCNB.MI + OT·PITfl,K) 
;i,~ ~ __ ~_' .. 












































vearnp 1 645 
veor,'p 1 646 
VCQr.'P 1 647 
VCOMPI 648 
veorJlP I 649 
'1COMPI 650 
VCOMPI 651 



















vearnp 1 671 
vcorJlP 1 672 
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...•.•.....••••••.••••.•..•........•..•...•.........•.•.... ~ ... .... 
....... VERTICAL ADV£CTION OF MOMENTUM 
.~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••• 4 ••••••••••••••••••• 
PHHf) : EXPBYIUSIGf,)·pPrNO.MHPTQP) DO 170 L=I,NLAVMl lP 1 I:: l .. 1 
OFLUX = H20T·SO(1.L.K)~fUP(L,NO.M' • UP(LF',NO,MII UP(lPf,NB.MI = UPILP1,NB.MI - QFLU~·OStGINV(lP1J UPfL,NB,M) = UP(l,NB,MI • QFLUX.OSIGINV{ll QFlUX .,. H2DT·SOtf ,L,K)·fVPfl.NO,?JI1 ... VP(lP'I ,NO.M» VPfLP1,NB,M} = VPfLP1.NB,MI - QFlUX'OSIGINVfLP1J VPtL,NB.M) = VP(l,NB.M) • l)~lUX"OSJGINVfl) 
..................................................................................................... ..... 
VERTICAL ADVE~TrON OF TEMPERATURE 
.................. ~.~ ••• ** •• ** .... ~ ..................... * ............ w .. .. 
PK21tl = EXPBVK(SIGfLP11·PPINO,M)·PTOP' QFLUX = H2DT'SO(I.L.KI·tTPIL.ND.MJ/PKt(I' ... TP(lPl.ND,MI/PK2 t l)' TPtlPl.NB,M) = TPflP1.NB,M) - ~K211~"OFlUX·DSIGINVllP11 TP{l,NB,M} = TPfl,NB.M) ... PKfll)'QFlUX'OSIGINV{ll P~1111 = PK2tfl 
........... -.................................................. .. 
.... 
VEJnICAL ADVECTION OF MOISTURE AT THE POLES INVERSE LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF SPECIFIC HUMIDiTY CODE MOVED FROM COMP3 03/24/81 
..... ~.~ ••••••• ~ ••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••• 
SHLE = SHP(L,ND,M) • SHPILPt.NO.MI IF fS~LE.NE.O.J SHLE = d. ·SHPfL.ND.M.·SHP(lPt,ND.MJ/S~LE QFLUX = H2DT"SOI l,l.KI·SHlE IF fSHPfl,NO,MI.LE.O.) QrLUx = AMAXtIQFLUX.O.) IF (SHPfLPf,NO.MI,LE.O.1 OFLUX = AMINI(QFLUX.O.' SHP(LPt.NB,M) = SHPILPf,NB,M) - QFLUX·OSIGINVfLP1' SHPfL,NB.MI = SHPfl.NB,MI • OFLUx·OSJGINVrll 170 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END I' 1 
t· 
STATEMENT LABEL MAP 
--LA8EL---OEFtNED---REFERENCES 
\ 






































































vcorJlp I 6S0 
VCOMPI 6S1 










'JCOf.,P I 692 













vcor.llP I 706 
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:: --NAME-------BlOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENC~S A=ARGLI5T. C=CTRL OF 00. I=OATA INIT, R=READ. S=STORE. W=WRITE 












" ; ~ I 
;tl 












AOATE ceNTRl CHAR--S 
AOLDP ROPARM REAL 
ALBEDO QANOQT REAL 
APHEL ReNTRl REAL 
ATIME ceNTRl CHAR*8 












BITrM~'" SITCOMPI BIT 
8ITIMI\~2 BITCOM?t BIT 
CALTOtJ RcrHRt REAL 
ee ceNTAl CHAR--S 
ceo CCNTRL CHAR"S 
CCNTRL REAL 
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR"S 
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR'"S 
cespos CCNTRL CHAR·S 
caMPl 
CONl RDPARM REAL 
CON1DT ROPARM REAL 
CON2 RDPARM REAL 
CDN2DT RDPARM REi'lL 
eDN3 RDPARM REAL 
CON3DT ROPARM REAL 
CON4 ROPARM REAL 
CON4DT ROPhRM REAL 
CONS ROPARM REAL 
CONV QMSAVE REAL 
COSO RCNTRL REAL 
COSl RDP,\RM REAL 
COSLON ROPARM REAL 
ep RONTRL REAL 
CP02 ROPARM REAL 
eQS CCNTRL CHAR'"S 
eQu CONTRl CHAR'"S 
OAVSPY RONTRl REAL 
DEC RatJTRL REAL 
DECMIl.X RCNTRl REAL 
OIST RCNTAl REAL 
OLAT RCNTRl REAL 
OlaN RCNTRl REAL 
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I I .. 
! . '/ 
C"J 
I~ . 0 :.: 
'" , i I-' I' I", " ~. ~ DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAV 250 516 534 599 604 I-' , OSIGINV ROPARM REAL AflRAV 252 537 538 540 541 547 548 561 562 612 613 ex> , 615 616 619 620 627 628 , OT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 523 607 , OXP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 230 435 436 438 
I~ DXVP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 231 523 OVP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 232 333 
.' ECCN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 168 
'i 
! EPS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 194 EPSFAC RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 195 
., F1DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 ( F2DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 , 
~ FCORLS RDPIlRM REAL ARRAY 233 FFLUK1 1/ REAL ARRAY 301 342/5 351 368 385 402 441/5 .43 448 453 458 , 479/5 482/5 486 490 / 5 493/5 497 498/S 499 50. 503 505 f 536/5 537 538 539/5 540 541 544/5 545/5 545 546/5 546 
I 547 548 550/S 551 552.'5 552 553 577/5 57~ 579/S 580 581/S 582 583/S 584 587/5 588 S89/S 590 5ql "5 592 593 
594 
FFLU)(2 1/ REAL ARRAV 301 343/5 352 369 386 403 442/5 444 449 454 459 
480/5 483/5 484/S 48S 491/5 494/S 495/S 497 5S~_.'S 556 560 
560 560 561 562 
FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 211 214 
GFlUXl /I REAL ARRAV 301 344/5 347/5 351/5 351 354 355 359 361 '5 364/5 36B 
36B 371 372 376 378.15 381/S 385/S 3B5 3.S 389 393 
395/5 398/S 402/5 402 405 413/5 413 413 423 42' 42B 
443/5 446 447 448 'S 451 452 453/5 456 457 458/5 461 
46G/5 46S 466 474 475 499/S 500 501/5 502 503/S 504 00 505/5 507 512/5 512 512 513 
.... ;:0 
l GFlUX2 /I REAL ARRAY 301 345/5 348!5 349/5 352/5 352 353 355 357 358 362 3GS/S 366/S 369/S 369 370 372 374 375 379.5 382/5 3B3 "De .\ 38G/5 386 387 389 391 392 396/5 399/5 4"0'5 403/5 403 0;2 
,~ 406 421/5 421 421 422 424 426 427 444'S 445 447 
.\> 449/5 450 452 dSd/S '55 457 459/5 468 472'5 472 472 0:1:> 473 475 ::Or , GNU! RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE 169 
rO"'© • GNU2 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 170 jr I GRAV RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 171 ClD GT QANDOT REAL ARRAV 257 270 »oro GW QANDQT REAL ARRAV 258 27 I r~ 
I~ I Hl0T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 342 441 498 H20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 343 442 536 539 546 553 6t1 614 618 624 =!= HEATt RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 ii!iJ HEATW RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 192 
,} IBLKSIZ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 Ie ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 95 96 
I' ICo IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPU:. 27 95 96 ICNTRl INTEGER UNK'WWN 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3B 39 40 41 42 .3 44 45 46 47 48 ! 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 5B 59 , ' 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 i j 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 ICSPS3 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 68 i ' IOIABAT IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
1 
IDPARM INTEGER UN«NOWN 200 201 202 7.03 20' 205 206 207 2 'Jot! 209 210 
IOSP02 IDPARM INTEGER 5IMPLE 201 
IEFlUX [CNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 ! IFUSION ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 
i IHFLUK tCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 
i IICLOUO ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 88 
" 
IJUMP tDPARfJl INTEGER ARRAV 200 
1M reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 320 320 322 322 32. 324 326 326 328 328 
330 330 337 337 339 339 347 34; 3·. 348 358 
359 364 364 365 365 375 376 381 381 3B2 3B2 
392 393 398 398 :399 399 408 40B 415 427 428 
482 484 493 495 SIS 516 519 519 521 521 521 I 52' 52. 524 525 526 526 527 527 527 527 534 i: 534 sa. 534 535 535 536 536 536 5'6 537 537 Ii 537 538 538 538 539 539 539 539 540 540 540 
" 541 541 541 542 542 543 543 543 543 544 544 
I'" .~ 
• i 
'j , ii' 
:1' - I :, .(!)' .-_ .. ,-- .. --.,- ••• ~','.., __ ,~."" 'o~ ' .... '"--;--'_., .--~---,.-~~ -'-'--.~ -'~'~"'----~--~'" ,., ... -": .-.---. ~'''-~G ~:,: )+ 
~-~.::_~~~:~.~_. __ :~~--=':::'.i~_ .- .~"l'I',~ ~=., . ';;:'." '''''''--:-' --- --.-.': --~ .. ~- -" .... ~-",,; _, ! __ M •• .... ;:--., _.~:...-~.~ __ - ·_----.M_-;..,,~_'O":.:....~~.u .. ~_y_~_= __ _=__~ __ ~.,,£_ 
'·~.I···±:- \ _~:}J_-_':.~ . 1 -: ::~. _. __ ~ll __ ' • ..-'..Li 1 ' . ,  .~w~__ ~- ., -- -~-.;..-~---- ~-A..-__ . ___ ._,_._ "" -- - ... ~., .. 
• I 
, '! 
544 545 545 545 545 546 546 546 547 547 547 
547 54B 548 54B 54B 549 549 550 550 550 551 
551 552 552 552 552 552 553 553 553 554 554 
555 555 556 556 557 557 557 558 558 558 559 
559 559 560 560 560 560 551 56' 56' 562 562 
562 575 575 575 576 577 577 577 5.7 577 577 
57B 579 579 579 579 579 579 5BO 5B' 5Bl 5B, 
5B2 5B3 5B3 5B3 5B4 5B5 5B5 58S 5B6 5B7 5B7 
5B7 5B7 5B7 587 588 589 58S 589 5~9 589 589 
590 59' 59. 5:1 592 593 593 593 594 
IMD2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
IM02Ml IMuM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
IM02P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
IMJM INTEGER UNKNOWN 300 
IMMt IMJ'" INTEGER SIMPLE 300 3~.) 338 349 349 357 366 366 374 383 383 
39. 400 400 409 4'5 426 483 494 
IMM2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 416 
IMM3 IMJM INTEGER SI-MPLE 300 4.7 
I"'M4 IMJ", INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
IMM5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
IMNLAV IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 333 333 333 342 342 343 343 35' 35. 351 
352 352 352 355 355 355 355 368 ~Sg 368 369 
369 369 372 372 372 372 38S 3B5 3B5 386 386 
386 389 389 389 389 402 402 402 403 403 403 
404 405 406 408 4'3 413 413 415 42' 42. 421 
424 424 424 424 433 434 435 435 435 436 436 
436 438 438 438 439 439 439 440 440 440 441 
441 442 442 443 443 443 443 444 444 444 444 
445 445 445 446 446 446 447 447 447 447 448 
448 448 44B 449 449 449 449 450 450 450 451 
45. 45' 452 452 452 452 453 453 453 453 454 
J 454 454 454 455 455 455 456 456 456 457 457 457 457 458 45a 45B 458 459 459 459 459 460 46' 463 466 466 466 467 46B 472 472 472 473 
'I 473 473 
474 474 474 475 475 475 475 476 476 
I' 477 477 477 478 47B 478 47B 4B6 426 4B6 4B6 489 489 4B9 497 497 497 497 49B 4S!! 499 499 00 , 499 499 500 500 500 501 501 501 50' 502 502 
"11:0 • 502 503 503 503 503 504 504 504 505 505 505 J 505 506 507 509 5.2 512 512 513 513 513 "IJi5 IMNlAVl IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 334 334 334 344 344 344 354 354 354 354 a-
ii 
361 361 361 37. 37' 371 371 37B 37S 37B 3B8 a Z 3BB 3aB 38B 395 395 395 407 407 407 423 423 :oF: 423 423 479 479 479 490 490 490 
i ~ IMNLhV2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 335 335 335 345 345 345 353 353 353 353 rO!"i:I 352 352 362 370 310 370 370 379 379 379 387 j.l- 387 387 387 395 395 395 4.4 4'4 .,4 422 422 C:;:, 422 422 4ao 480 480 491 49' 49. )::or;') !I IMNLAV3 IMtJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 rlYa IMNlAV4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 ~1ti:i IMNLAv5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 IMT2 JMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
I' IMT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 i ! INDEX IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 202 IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 9' 
I IPREACC lCNTRL INTEGER UN1(NOWN B. 
l-
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
IQS reNTAL INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 80 8' B2 83 a4 B5 8S B7 88 
B9 90 i IQSDIAG QANOQT INTEGER ARRAY 2Bl 2B2 , IQU reNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 7B 9' 92 93 9· , IRAOLW reNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
I IRADLWG reNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 IRAOSW lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 IRAOSWG ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 tROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 tTAP\: LOPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 2.5 
! ITMAX reNTAL INTEGER UNKNOW~-l BO ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER uNKNOWN 79 
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'"" ..... rVFlUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
'" 
d INTEGER SIMPLE j 315 316 317 320 333 333 341 34' 34. 345 0 
345 347 347 348 348 349 349 353 353 354 354 355 355 357 35; 358 358 359 359 35f 361 362 362 304 364 355 365 366 366 '370 370 371 371 372 372 374 374 375 375 376 375 379 378 379 379 381 38f 322 382 383 383 387 3f!7 388 388 389 389 39f 39f 392 392 393 393 395 395 396 396 398 398 399 399 400 .00 404 422 .22 423 423 424 
'2' 426 '26 427 427 428 428 430 435 435 443 444 447 447 448 449 452 452 453 45' 457 457 458 459 463 475 475 5f8 523 524 524 526 536 536 537 537 538 538 539 539 540 540 541 54f 542 544 S4S 547 547 548 54a 550 550 552 552 55' 555 56f 561 562 5S2 555 568 de IDpARM INTEGER ARRAY 20' 317 318 3f9 569 dE IDPARNI INTEGER ARRAY 205 569 Jle CCNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 5 f8 JM letHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 430 499 500 500 501 502 502 503 504 504 505 506 513 Sf3 565 568 .JMD2 leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 




INTEGER SIMPLE 317/5 '3' 43S 439 440 478 d78 486 4es 489 489 I,' 489 497 497 49" 5f6 516 519 519 521 521 52' 'TI;tI , 524 534 534 534 535 53G 539 546 553 SS9/S 570 "I:I~ • 599 600 600 .00 604 604 604 605 607 611 6t. ;l 618 62. 02 KLIALS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 03:> KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE '0 
;tIr-I KLISST IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 41 ~~ "PI INTEGER SIMPLE 3'S/5 433 436 '39 477 477 .0"1:1 "P2 INTEGER SIMPLE 3f9/5 438 440 476 C3:> "5 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 3:>Gl ! t: f{STEP IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 Clil "U leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 I' L INTEGER SIMPLE 321/C 322 325/C 326 329/C 330 520/C 521 528'C 529 530 ~£i 531 53. 53. 53' 535 53G 538 539 541 54G 548 553 5G2 573/e 574 595 59S 596 596 597 597 59B , 598 599 599 600 603fC GO' '604 GO' 605 S09/e 6.0 , ' 611 611 G13 613 613 Gl. G14 61G G16 616 6.8 h 618 620 G20 620 G22 623 624 625 628 628 628 LC leNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 154 155 I,' lCO lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 f55 LCNTRl INTEGER UNKNm'/N 97 98 99 fOO lQf f02 103 104 1ns TOG 107 108 109 LDIA8AT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 f 51 LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 lEFlUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 f43 ~ LFUSION leNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOW~'; l1G 144 
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392 393 393 393 39ilC 398 398 3rl8 399 399 399 
400 400 400 408· C 409 409 409 415!C 416 416 4'6 
417 4.7 417 425:0 426 426 426 427 421 427 42S 
428 428 481/C 482 482 482 483 "b~ 483 484 484 
484 492/C 493 t;93 493 494 494 494 495 495 495 
515'C 51G 516 516 
LN8 INTEGER SIMPLE 530:5 538 538 541 541 548 548 562 552 
LND INTEGER SIMPLE 529/5 536 539 544 SSO 552 554 574'5 57'S 577 577-
519 579 581 583 585 587 587 589 :i:ag 591 593 
I LOG8R reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 
44 
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 150 
I LPI INTEGER SIMPLE 531/S 532 533 537 540 542 547 5GI e:tll:S 611 G.2 .-612 612 GI4 615 GIS 615 6.7 618 6f9 619 G.9 , 622 623 626 627 627 627 , , LPINB INTEGER SIMPLE 533/5 537 537 540 540 547 547 561 5131 i LPINO INTEGER sIMPLE 532/5 530- 539 545 550 552 555 
lPREACC lCNTRL LOGlCAL UNKNOWN 112 140 
LPAECON LCNTRt LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 
, LOS LCNTI1'L LOGICAL ARRAY 108 110 III 112 1t3 1t4 itS 116 1t7 118 119 
1 120 121 136 
• LOU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 109 122 123 124 125 f37 
" 
LRADLW tcrnRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
lRAOLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 
LRADSW LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 
lQJ\DSWG lCtHRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 
l TMAX lCNTRL LOGICAL uNKNOWN 111 f39 
lTM!N LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
lUFlUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOmJ 120 148 
LVF'lUX lCNTRL LOGICAL U~lKNOI'IN 121 149 
M INTEGER SIMPLE 567/5 56B/S 569 57t 572 577 579 587 S~9 595 595 
595 596 596 596 597 597 597 598 598 598 599 
607 607 608 611 611 612 6.2 613 "3 614 G.4 
1 615 615 616 6f6 617 618 GI8 G19 6f9 620 620 
:\\ 622 622 G23 623 625 626 G27 627 62B 628 MATIN JCNTRL INTEGER S"MPlE 45 
" 
MATSNX ICNTRl I r~TEGER SIMPLE 46 
;~\ MJ\ TSUt~ IeNTRl INTEGeR SIf/lPLE 47 
, MoJ IOPARrJI INTEGER ARRAV 208 
• 
MLF reNTRL zrneGER ARRAV 
·'8 
!~ MROO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 49 MSM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 N8 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 3f4 524 524 595 595 596 596 5'97 597 598 
1 598 607 G07 612 612 613 613 515 615 6.6 G.G 
f~ 6f9 619 620 620 627 627 628 628 NO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 313 320 324 32B 526 542 575 s!:!s 608 611 00 611 614 614 Gf7 "f8 6f8 G22 622 ~13 623 625 t} 626 '11::u NO/.L T tCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 °tdS NOAY IcrnRl HJTEGER SIMPLE 55 
1.1 NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 O-j NDOUT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 O~ , ::Ur-I NDPI-IV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 o· 
i NORSW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 g~ I' NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 NOT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 3>0 t· NHMS reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
, NfoiMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 em 
, NHMS1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 ~iiS , NHMSE ICNTRL JNTEGER SIMPLE 61 
! NKRSH IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 , NLAV leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE G3 313 314 321 325 329 336 346 35G 363 373 
• 
380 390 397 425 481 492 5.5 519 573 
t 
NlAYM1 IcNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 520 528 603 S09 
NL"VN8 INTEGER SIMPLE 314;5 353 353 354 354 355 355 357 357 358 358 
359 359 370 370 371 37. 372 372 374 37' 375 
375 376 376 387 38. 388 388 389 389 391 39. 
392 392 393 393 422 422 423 423 424 424 426 
I 426 427 427 428 428 445 445 446 446 447 447 450 450 451 45f 452 452 455 455 455 456 457 
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504 504 513 513 530 533 
'" 
NLAYND INTEGER SIMPLE 313/5 333 344 344 345 345 347 347 34B 34B 349 
'" 349 361 361 362 362 364 364 365 3S5 366 366 37B 378 379 379 381 3Bl 3B2 3B2 3a3 3B3 395 
395 395 396 398 398 399 399 400 41)0 404 435 
436 43B 443 443 444 444 44B 44B 449 449 453 
453 454 454 458 458 459 469 460 463 467 499 
499 501 50t 503 5!>3 505 50S 506 ~(J9 529 532 
574 
NLAYPl reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE S5 
NLAVT2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
NLAYT3 IMo.IM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 00 NLAYT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
NLAVT5 tMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 'TI:!l 
NLAVT6 IM,JM INTEGER 5 IrIlP LE 300 
-NLAVT7 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 "tI!i2 
NMLEV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 0:;;:: NSD .. \ V reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 66 gj!l: NSEQ reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
NSTE" reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
NYMO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71 
.0"0 NYMOO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 C> NYMD1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 ~\l.l NVMOE tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 
I OMEG/l.2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 ~~ P QILUDQT qEAl ARRAY 261 274 320 324 328 524/5 624 '6213 5d2 675 585 I PHI QArlDQT REAL ARRAY 265 279 
,\1: 
PHrr~ QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 295 
PHIP QPOlES REAL ARRAV 2B9 
PHIS QANDOT REAL ARRAY 254 267 
PI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 
,\ . PI t80 RCNTRI. REAL SIMJ:LE 174 
:,1 PI2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 
I> PIMEAN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 
, "I PIT QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 297 519/5 521 5 521 524 534 570/5 1300'S ~"" 604 607 
" 
PJ Ii REAL ARRAV 301 320/5 322 S 322 333 435 
;~ PJPt !I REAL ARRAV 301 324/5 326 5 326 436 PtJP2 /I REAL ARRAY 301 328/S 330 5 331] tl38 , . P"' 1/ REAL ARRAY 301 526/5 527 5 527 527 544 54B 5t19/S G.,3"S 51!! 620 
i 621/5 PK2 1/ REAL ARRAY 301 542/S 543/S 543 543 545 547 549 G17 ·S 618 619 I 621 , PKSTO RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23B ; PI<TOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 I 
• PlEVS RONTRl REAL ARRAY 191 I PM QMShVE REAL ARRAY 290 PP QPOLE5 REAL ARRAY 284 607/5 607 60a 1317 
1 PPU 1/ REAL ARRAY 301 334/5 335/5 337'5 33e:s 339/5 342 343 tl7'9 479 480 , 480 4B2 4B2 483 483 4B4 4B4 490 4gr; 491 491 
! I
493 493 494 494 ties 496 
PSMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 
PSMIN RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 
PSTD RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 
PTOP RONTRl REAL 5IMPL~ lBO 526 542 6e8 517 
PU II REAL ARRAY 301 
PUI II REAL ARRAY 301 
PU2 i/ REAL ARRAY 301 
PUISI 1/ REAL ARRAV 301 333/S 334 334 335 335 337 337 338 33B 339 
339 
PV QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 296 435/5 436/5 438/S 439 439 440 440 aa9 49B 
PVl II REAL ARRAV 301 439/5 441 4;7 478 575/5 576 577 Ej'9 581 583 PV15 REAL SIMPLE 576/5 599 
FV2 
" 
REAL ARRAY 301 tl40/s 442 476 478 585/S 5B6 587 513.3 591 593 
PV25 REAL SIMPLE SSG/s 599 
PVH1S ReAL SIMPLE 584/5 59B 
PVH25 REAL SIMPLE 594/5 59B 
PVT1S REAL slMPLE 582/5 597 
PVT2S REAL SIMPLE 592/5 597 
PVUtS REAL SIMPlE 67B/5 595 
1 
~ f? 
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, :1 PVU2S REAL SIMPLE 588/S 595 pvvtS REAL SIMPLE 580/S 596 
: 'I PVV2S REAL SIMPLE 590/5 596 PZERD RONTRl REAL SIMPLe 197 QALT LCNTRl LOGICAL SUIIPLE 98 126 QANOQT REAL UNI(NOWN 253 280 283 
Q8EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 
ODAV LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 
QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 
QFLUX REAL SIMPLE S" IS 612 613 614'5 615 GIG 61B/S G19 62, 624/5 G25 
625 62.6/5 626 527 628 
QMSAVE REAL UNKNOWN 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 QOUT lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 
QPHV lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 
QPOLES REAL UNKNOWN 284 2S5 286 287 288 289 
QPROG QANDOr REAL ARRAY 253 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 2701 275 276 
277 278 279 QRSH LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 
QRSVI LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 134 QSOIAG QANDOT REAL ARRAV 280 2B2 
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 132 
QUDIAG QANDQT REAL ARRAV 2B3 
r.ADE RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 
RC RONTRl REAL ARRAV 19B 199 
RCa RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
ReNTRl REAL UNI<NOWfI\ 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 ,, .. 165 lS6 i 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 17'5 176 177 
178 179 180 181 182 183 184 lB5 186 lB7 IBB 
189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 '9' 
ROPARM REAL UNKNOWN 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 
228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 23B 
239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 
1· 250 251 25~ RGAS ReNTRl REAL SlMPLE 182 00 :i ALAT ROPARM REAL ARRAY 240 
" 
RLATO ROPARM REAL ARRAV 241 "1'1:9 
I' ROCP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 183 ""<IS ROCPOT ROP"R':' REAL SIMPLE 242 0-
• ROcPPt ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 0 2 • RSOIST ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 184 ;r so OMSAVE REAL ARRAV 298 534fS 535 53. 539 546 553 60415 50S 611 614 :;oF= 618 624 
i 501 II REAL ARRAY 30~ 525/5 534 535/5 602iS 604 605/5 oO"fl 
f~- SOAY RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE 185 C;e:. SEASON RcrHAl REAL ~IMPLE 186 l>GJ) SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 244 577 579 587 sB9 595 596 597 59B 599 em 5H I)J\NOOT REAL ARRAY 265 278 395 395 395 396 398 398 399 399 400 
1 t, 400 404 422;5 422 423:5 423 424/5 424 426"5 426 427 :c!~ 427 42B/5 428 458 458 459 459 460 453 467 473 ! ,I 473 474/5 474 475/5 475 505 505 506 509 513/5 513 550 550 552 552 554 555 561/5 561 562:5 562 583 
593 ! SHLE REAL SIMPLE 622/5 623 623i5 623 6~4 
1 ' SHM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 294 
f -I SHP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 28B 598/s 598 622 622 623 623 625 .2. 627/S 627 628/5 62B 
, . SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 260 273 
SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAY 251 526 542 .08 617 
SIGE RCNTRl REAL ARRAY 187 
SINO ReNTRL REAL SIMPLS 188 
5lNL ROPARM REAL ARRAy 245 
, SINLON nOPA-RM RSAL ARRAY 246 577 579 587 sa9 5MTH OANDQT REAL ARRAV 255 268 l 5N2FlG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 133 SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 189 
/' 
START LOPhRM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 216 
T OANOQT REAL ARRAY 264 277 378 378 379 379 3Bl 381 322 3S2 393 
383 387/5 387 388/5 388 389/5 389 391/5 3511 392/5 392 
393/5 393 463 453 454 454 455/5 455 4Sg.'5 456 457 n 457 503 503 504{S 504 544 545 5<e7/5 54; 549/5 54S 0 il ~ 
..... 
~II N '" 
,I· • 
1 'i 
'". t. ® ====~ 
.+. 
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i\ \' j, flfJi'ff (L~. .\ . ". \ " \ • 
; , I 
591 591 ! TEMP REAL SIMPLE 523'S 524 TERMT OMSAVE REAL ARRAV 299 TERNWI OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 299 THSTD RDPARM REAL StMP'LE 241 THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 248 TM OMSliVE REAL ARRAY 293 TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 287 597/5 591 TS I)ANDOT REAL ARRAV 259 272 TST!) ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 to OANOQT REAL ARRAV 2G2 275 333 349 349 353/5 
358 359/5 359 44115 441 499 
538 577 579 UM OMSAVE REAL ARRAy 291 UP OPOLES REILL ARRAV 285 595/S 595 V QMJOOT REAL ARRAV 263 276 36' 
366 370/5 370 
376/5 376 435 
451/5 45' 452/5 540 541/5 54' VER ceNTRl CHAR'"S SIMPLE 10 23 VM o~tlSAvE REAL ARRAV 292 VP aPOLES REAL ARRAV 2SG 59S/S 596 WSAVE ROPARM REAL ARR'" V 249 
': ! HLABEL CCNTRL CHAq .. S ARRAY 
" 
2. 
PROCEDURE MAP 1 :\~ --NAME-------TVPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES D=-STMT FN DEF, AMAX 1· REAL I, AMINI REIIL EXPBVK REIIL QBSSUM REAL 
QSVMAS~ RE/\L VEXPBVJ( REIIL 
l@ ..... __ ~ r--,t., :: '':I ,->. 
__ ......... 
INTRINSIC G25 INTRINSIC 626 FUNCTION 608 617 
rNTRINSIC 576 578 JNTRINSIC 413 421 FUNCTION 527 543 
•• ~.1!<-" 



















51;4 585 512 550 




.'9 621)!S S21) 
345 345 347 347 
35' 35515 355 35i.5 444 4.4 445:5 44'3 500 536 53G S17·5 
612/5 612 613/5 6"3 352 3G4 364 3'5'5 
372/5 372 374/S :!-,., 448 448 449 449 
50' 502/5 502 539 579 585 587 529 
6tS/S 615 616/5 GI~ 
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SUBROUTINE COMP2 (J) 




lATITUDE BAND NUMBER 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
==~=============================================== COMMON ICCNTIKI CCO 
COMMON /CCNTRll ADATE 
COMMON ICCNTRll ATIME 
COMMON /CCNTRll JIC 
COMMON /CCNTRl! JOB 
COMMON ICCNTRll CCSP06 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSP07 
COMMON ICCNTRll CCSPOS 
coMMON ICCNTRll "ER 
COMMON /CCNTRll XLABEl (101 
COMMON /ccrnRl I CQS (30' 



























INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED orJ HISTORY RECORO 
~======================================~=~====== 
cmJlMON IICNTRll ICO 
COMMON IICNTRLI 1M 
COMMON IICNTRll IM02 
COMMON 1 ICNTRll IM02P 1 
COMMON IICNTRll NDRSW 
COMMON IICNTRll .JM 
COMMOl'J /ICNTRll .JMD2 
COMMON /ICNTRL.I .... MT2 
COMMON /I CNTRl I JNP 
CQrJlMot-l IICNTRll ..104 
CC~MON fICNTRll JOB 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ .... SP 
COMMON nONTRll KLIALB 
COMMON IICNTRLI KLIGW 
COMMON IICNTRll KLtSST 
COMMON IICNTRLI KS 
cmnr.~ON IICNTRll KU 
cor.unON IICNTRLI LOGSR 
COMMON IIONTRll MATIN 
COMMON IICNTRl/ MATSNX 
COMMON IICNTRLI MATSUN 
COMMON ItCNTRll MlF « 121 
COMMON IICNTRl/ MRDe 
COMMON IIONTRll NKRSH 
COMMON IICNTRll MSM 
COMMON IIeNTRl/ N8 
COMMON IICNTRLI NO 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NOALT 
COMMON IICNTRll NOAV 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NO OUT 
COMMON IIC·»TRLI NOPHV 
COMMON /ICNTRll NOSHF 
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COMMON fleNTRll NOi 
COMMON floNTRLI NHMS 
COMMON fIeNTRl/ NHMSE 
COMMON II eNTRl I NHr.~SO 
COMMON' IleNTRll NLAY 
COMMON IIeNTRll NLAVMt 
COMMON IlCNTRl! NLAVPl 
COMMON frCNTRll NSOAV 
COMMON fICNTRl! NSEQ 
COMMON /ICNTRll ICSP5.3 
COMmON fICNTRll NSTEP 
COMMON fleNTRLI IBLKStZ 
COMMON /ICNTRll NvMD 
COMMON freNTRL.! NVMDE 
COMMON freNTRLI NYMDO 
COMMON /lCNTRL/ NZINIT 
COMMON IICNTRLI NMlEV 
comMON ,J'ICNTRll NDHOG 
cornrJlQN IICNTRL/ lOS (30. 
COMMON ItCNTRLi IOU flO' 
EQUIVALENCE (I TMI N 
EQUIVALENCE ( ITMAJI 
EQUIVALENCE {JPREACC 
EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON 
EOUIVALENCE ( IHFlUX 
EQUIVAlE!\ICE (I EFLUX 
EQUIVALENCE CIFUSION 
EQUIVALENCE (I RAOSVlG 
EOUIVAlENCE ( IRAOlVlG 
EOUIVAlENCE {IIClOUD 
EQUIVALENCE CIUFlUX 
EQUIVALENCE (I VFlUX 
EQUIVALENCE , IOMEGJ\ 
EOUIVAlENCE (IOIASAT 
EQUIVALENCE r IRAOSW 




, :QS( 311 
• I l).'S ( 411 
, IOS{ 511 
, lOS! 611 











INTEGER ICO, ICt "'Zoo, 
lOGIC.!'l.L MODEL PA"::1IETERS SAVED OtJ HISTORY RECORD 
::====~============:=:======:::=:::=::=:==::::== 
cOrJlr<fIJN ILCNTALI lCO 
COMMCtN iLCNTRll OALT 
COMMON IlCNTRll QBEG 
COMMON IlCNTRll QDA'{ 
COMMON /,lCNTRLI QEND 
COMMON IL.fJNTRLI QOUT 
COMMON Ilt;.NTRLI QPHV 
COT.1MON ILC"'TRll QSHf 
COMMON ILCNlRLI SN2FlG 
COMMON IlCNT'i\lll QRSW 
COMMOIJ ILCNTQ" I DRSH 
COMUION ILCNTALI LQS(3DJ 
CorJl~,lON ILC~JTRLI LQUr 10) 
EQUIVALENCE" ClTMIN ,lOS! 111 
EQUIVALENCE ClTMAX .Lose 211 
EQUIVALENCE (LPREAOC ,LQS( 311 
EQUIVALENCE (LFRECON ,LOSt 411 
EQUIVALENCE {lHf:LUX ,l(lS( 511 
EQUIVALENCE (lEFLUX ,LQS( 611 
EQUIVALENcE (lFUSION ,L?S( 711 
EQUiVALENCE (lRADSWG ,lQS( 811 
EQUIVALENCE fLAAOLWG ,lUSI 911 
EOUIVAlEtJCE e l: '~lOUO .lOSltO. ) 
EOUIvAlENce eLl-FLUX .Lose 11» 
eOUIVAlENCE (LVFlUK ,lose 12)) 
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IlOMEGA {lOIABAT {lRADSW 
(LRADlW 
QAlT 































REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
============================================= 
COMMmJ /RONTRl/ RCO 
COMMON /RONTRll APHEl 
COMMON /RCNTRL! 8ETA 
COMMON !RONTAL/ coso 
COtMIION /RCNTRl! CP 
COMr,mrJ IRCNTRL! DAYSPV 
COMMON !RCNTRl! DEC 
Cor.1MON !RCNTRLI OECMltK 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ OIST 
ceMMer..! lRCNTRl! OLAT 
cor.1MON !RONTRl! OlON 
cm.~~.10N !RONTRl/ OT 
COMMON fRCNTAll ECCN 
COMr.lON /RGNTRl/ GtJU1 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ GNU2 
COMrllON I RCNTRll GRAV 
CQrJlMON IRcrHRL/ aMEGA2 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ PI 
COMMON fRGNTRl! PI180 
cornMaN /RCNTRl! PI2 
COMMON fRCNTRl! PSTO 
COMMON !RCNTAl! PIMEAN 
COMMON !RCNTRl! PSMAK 
COMMON !RCNTRl! PSMIN 
CorAMON /ReNTRl! PTOP 
COMrnON /RCNTRl! RAOE 
COMMON /RCNTRLI RGAS 
COMMON /RCNTRl! ROCP 
COMMON !ReNTRl/ RSDIST 
camMON /RCNTRl/ SOAV 
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COMMON fRCNTRl! SEASON VCNTRL 20B .t>-
COMMON IReNTRll SIGE (251 VCNTRL 209 
COMMON IRONTRl! SINO VCNTRL 210 
COMMON IRCNTltLJ SOLS veNTRl 211 
COMMON IRCNTRl! TSTD veNTAl 212 
COMMON I RcrHRt / PLEVS f 25' VeNTRl 2,3 
COMMON IReNTRll HEATW VeNTAl 214 
COrJlMON I ReNTRl I HEAT I VCNTRL 215 
COMMON fRCNTRlf EPS veNTRl 216 
COUIMON fRCNTRl! EPSFAC VCNTRL 217 
CO~J1MON fRCNTRll CAL TOv veNTRl 218 
COMMorJ /ReNTRl I PZERO veNrRl 219 
VCNTRL 220 
EQUIVALENCE (RCO.RCIIII veNTRl 221 
REAL Reo, RC(200) veNTR':.. 222 
VCNTRL 223 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VeNTRl 224 
~=:==================== verHRl 225 COMrJlON /IOPARMI I.IUMP (4S. VCNTf:ll 226 
COMMON IIDPAR",! 105P02 VCNTRl 227 
COMMON IIOPARMI INDEJI: (72 ) VCNTRl 228 
COMMON IIDPARM! IRaD VCNTRl 229 
COI\HJlON IIDPARM! .Ie (46. VCNT'll 230 
COIWJlON /IOPARMI .IE (2 ) VCNTRl 231 
COMMON IIDPARMI .IP (2.2. VCNTRl 232 
COMMON !IOPARMI K5TEP VeNTRl 233 
COMMON IIO?ARMI MJ (46) veNTRl 234 
COMMON lIDPARM! NHM51 vcrnRl 235 
COMMON IIOPhRMI NVMDI VeNTRl. 236 
VCNTRl. 237 
lOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 238 
=====================~= VCNTRl 239 00 COMMON IlDPARMI FILTER (46) VCNTRl 240 
COMMON ILDPARMI ITAPE vcronRL 24 t "112i! 
COMMON IlOPARM/ START VCNTRl 242 
'"01j2 VCNTRl 243 
lOGICl\l FilTER VCNTRl 244- g~ lOGICAL 1 TAPE VCNTRL 245 lOGICAL START vcraRL 246 
VCNTRl 247 
REJI,L MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 248 .0'"0 
==================== VCNTRl 249 c::t> COMMON IROPARMI AolOP VCNTRl 250 3:>Q CQrJlrtlorJ ,ROPAR"" CaNt VCNTRl 251 rfll 
cmMJlON IRDPARMI CON10T VCrJTRl 2"52 ~ai COMMON iRDPARMl CQlJ2 VCNTRL 253 COM'JlOrJ tRDPARMI CON20T veNTRl 254 
COMMOtJ IRoPARfJll CON3 vcrnRl 255 
COMMON iRDPhRrJl/ CON3DT veNTRl 256 
COMM'ON /RoPARfJII CON4 veNTRl 257 
eOfJIMO~.J IRCPARM! CON40T VCNTRl 258 
COMMON IROPARMI CONS VCNTRL 259 
COW.1Or.s IRDPARMI COSl (46) VCNTRl 260 
COMMON iADPARMI COSlON f721 veNTRl 261 
COMMON JROPARMI OPD2 veNTAl 262 
COMMON IROPARMI OXP (46) VCNTRl 263 
COMMON IRDPARMI DXVP (dS t VCNTRl 264 
cm.llMor" IROPARMI OVP (4S) VCNTRl 265 
cornrJlQT..r IRDPARMI FCORLS ld6. VCNTRl 266 
COMMON IRDPARMI Fl0T VCNTRL 267 
COMMON IRDPARMI F20T VCNTRl 268 
COMr.llON IROPARM/ H 1 or VCNTRL 269 
COMMON /ROPARMI H2DT VCNTRl 270 
COMMON !ROPARM/ PKsro VCNTRl 271 
COMMON IRoPARMI PKTOP VeNTRI.. 272 
COMMON IRCPARMI RLAT (46 ) VeNTRl 273 
COMrJlOf..r IRCPAAM': ALA TO 1461 "CNTRl 274 
COMMOll IRDPARMI ROCPoT VCNTRl 275 
COMMOflJ iROPARMI RoapP 1 VCNTRl 276 
COMMON IRDPhRMl SGNP (2) VcrJTRl 277 
COMMON /RDPARMI SINL f461 veNTRl 278 
. ,,' _., .. ___ :~-, .... ::-,;;c'-'-". 
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(7 12B. 1 I 
17128,23' 
(7128.11 
f 7 128.11 
(7128. t I 
f 7f2B. 1 I 
(7 12B, 1 I 
(12.99, I' 
(12.9.1 t. 1 ) 




CQPROGC1. l,f~TI,PHIS 11.111 
IQPROGe1.2.1,II,5MTH CT,II) 
(QPROG{I.3.1,IJ.Al-BEDO(t,I)1 
(OPROGf1. 4-.f,fI,GT (1,1» 
CQPROG(I,5,f,I'.GW (I,f)) 
(QPROG( " 6,1,1), TS (1,1) ) 
IQPROGll. i.I.11.SHS If,ll) 
(OPROGI 1. 8. f, 1 I • P ( 1 , 1. t I ) 
I QPROG( I , " 2,1). U 11,1, I , 1») (QPROGfl.1.4.1I,V 11,1,1,1) 
IQPROGfl,I,6,1),T 11,1,1.1» 
(OPROG(I," 8,11,SH 11.1,1,1) 
I QPRaG ( 1 • 1 • 10, 1 ) , PH I ( 1 • 1 , 1 , I ) I 






IOANOOTI Q5DIAG(72 ,15,46) 
1050lAGI72 ,15.46) 
IQSDIAG,tQSOIAGI 
IQANDOTI QUDIAGI12,9, 5.461 
POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
CON'lMON laPOLEst PP(Z.21 
COMMON /QPOLESI UP(9.2.2) 
COMMON IOPOl-ES/ VP{9,2.21 
cornMaN IQPOlESt TP(9.2,21 
cornMaN IQPOlESt SHPC9,2,2J 
COMMON IOPOl-ESI PHIP19,2.21 
-'~--::'---'-"=70"'_-"'''''."''-=--= I® t ~~-I~ 
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C VQMSAVE 2 
C GLOBAL BAND MODULO SAVE AREAS CURING HYDRODVNAMICS STEP VQMSA'JE 3 
COMMON /QMSAVE/ PM( 72.51 VQMSAVE 4 
COMMON /aMSAVE/ UM(72,9.5' VOrJISAVE 5 
COMMON !QMSAVE/ VMC72.9,51 VOMSAVE G 
COMMON /QMSAVEI TMI72.9.51 VOMSAVE 7 
COMMON iOMSAVEI SHMf72.9,5} vQMSl\VE B 
COMMON /QPlJSAVEI PHIM(72.9.S) VQMSAVE 9 
COMMON IQMSAVel PVI72,9,51 VQMSAVE 10 
COMMON /OMSAVEI PITf72.5' VOMSAVE I' 
coMmON /OMSAVEI CONVf72.9.5), 50(72,9.5J VQMSAVE 12 
COMMON IOMSAVEI TERMWC72,9.5I, TERMTf72.9,S) VOMSAVE 13 
C VQMSAVE 14 
C \.'CQMP2 1::5 
coMMON PQ (12 , 9) , VCOM2WI{ 2 
S POOT (12.9) • VCOTJl2WK 3 
S PXI(12.9). vCOM2WK 4 
$ PX2(72.9'. VCO',",2V1K 5 
$ PY1 (72.9). vcm.'2\OJK 6 
s PY2172, 9' . vcor.121'1K 1 
s PHJXt(72.9'. VCOM2WK B 
::; PHIX2(72,9}, VCOM2WK 9 
::; TEMPt(72,91, VCQr,'2WK 10 
$ TEIVIP2 (72.9) • vcarn2V1K 11 
$ PHIVI(12,9J. VCOtJl2WK 12 
$ PHIV2(72.91. VCOM2WK 13 
5 PVDS(72), VCOM2WK 14 
$ PHI1(72', VCOM2WK 15 
S PH12(721, VCOM2WK 16 
S PHIICS(721. VCOM2wK 17 
S PHllS$(72'. VCOM2WK 18 
5 PHI2CS(72t. VCOM2WK 19 
5 PHI2SS(12) VCQM2WK 20 
coMMON /lM';MI IMM1, IMM2, I",M3, 1 MrJl4 , JMtJ!5, vlMJM 2 
S IMT2. IMT4. vlMJrJl 3 
S IMNLAY, IMNLAVI. IP,llNlJ\V2, JMNLAV3, trJlNLAV4, IMNl/l·(5. VIMJM .4 
S IM02Ml. vIMJP., 5 
S NlAVT2, NLAYT3. HlAVT4. HlAVT5. NlAVT6, Nll\.YT7 VIMJM 6 
NlAVND NLAV· (NO - II VCQrllP2 16 
NLAYNB NLAV·(NB - t I VCOTJlP2 17 
';52 '" ,; - 2 VCOMP2 18 
IF IJ.EQ.2) JS2 '" J VCQMP2 19 
.lSI'" J - 1 VCOMP2. 20 
JP1 '" J ... 1 vcaUP2 2.1 
JP2 '" oJ ... 2. 'ICOMP2 22 
IF (~.EO • .lM' JP2 '" .I VCOMP2 23 
FD'YP '" FCORLSfJ,·OXVPfJI VCO~P2 24 
hDLOPS '" AOLOP "SI NL {J t vCOrJlP2 25 
K JCf.ll VCOtJIP2 26 
C VCOMP2 27 
IF (J.EQ.1) GO TO 20 VCOMP2 28 
C VCOMP2 29 
C ........................................................... ·············VCOMP2 30 
C •• •• ····VCOMP2 31 
C·..... THE FOLLOWING PO ARRAY IS SET UP REhDY IN COMr' f .... ·VCOMP2 32 
C ..... VCOMP2 33 
C···· IT IS USED IN CaMPI WHERE IT IS CALLED PJ ., ··VCDrJlP2 34 
C ....... • •• ·vCOMP2 35 
C COMP' MUST 8E CALLED dUST 8EI='QRE COMP2 .... ·vcorllP2 36 
C ........................................................ ·············VCQMP2 37 
C VCOMP2 38 
C PQ( 1,1; 1M PC 1.NO,""'; IMI VCOMP2 39 
C PQ f 1.2;IM, PQC1.' :IM} VCOMP2 40 
C PQ{I.a;tMT21 = PQ(1.1 ;IMTZt VCQMP2 41 
C PQf1.5;IMT4) PQ!t,' :IMT4) VCOMP2 42 
C PO I 1 ,9: 1M ) = PQ r , • 1 ; 1M) VCOMP2 43 
C vcm.'P2 44 
C ................. ~ ...................................... ·············VCOMP2 45 
C VCOMP2 46 
PXlI2.1;IMM2} '" PQf3,I;IMM2) POC' .1;JMM21 VCOMP2 47 
pxHt.t) '" PQ(2,11 - POfIM .1) VCOtJIP2 48 
-;,. ~. -:--=~~~ --~:~-:: ';:;.- "-;;::.--:--:::;.~-
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PKH1.2 1M ) 
PX1CI.3 IMT2) 
Pk1(t,5 tr.H4 ) 
PX 111.9 1M ) 
PQ{ 1.1) PQ(lMM1," 
PXlIl,l 1M) 
PXH1.1 IMT2) 
PXt(l,' IMT4 ) 
PX1Ct,l 1M) 
C THE ABOVE SCHEME IS FASTER FQq 9 l.AVERS THEN THE FOLLOWING 





DO 511' L=2,NLAV 
PXlfl,L;IM ) = PXlfl,l ;IM) 
5111 CONTINue 
PHIX1(2.1;IMNLAY2) = PHI(3.NlAYNO.'.1.d;IMNLAY2) 
S -PHl(1.NLAVNC~I.1.d:tMNLAV2) 
DO 910 L=l.NlAY 
LNe = NLAYND ~ L 
PHIXI(l,L) = PHI(2,LND.l.J} - PHI (1M .LND.t,JI 












- PQ(1 ,l;lMM4) 
- PQ(IM ,I) 
PQ(IMM1,1' 
PQ( IMM2, I} 
- PO(IMM3,1) 
C PX2(l,2IM) PX2(I,l 1MI 
C PX2(l,31MT2) PX211,l IMT21 
C PX2{f,5IMT4) PX2{l,l IMT4) 
C PX2(I,9IM) PX2(l,1 1M} 
C 
C THE ABOVE SCHEME IS FASTER FOR 9 LAVERS THEN THE FOLLOWING 















DO 5112 L=2.NLAV 
PX2(f,L;IM ) = PX2Cf.l;IM) 
5112 CONTINue 
PHIX2(3.1;IMNLAV4) = PHI(5.NLAVND+l,l."':IMNLAV4) 
$ - PHI 11.NLAVNO·'" .1,"': IMNLAY4) 
DO 920 L=l.NLAV 
LNO = NLAVNo + L 
PHIX212,LI PHI(4,lNO.l,J) - PHI(IM .LND,I.~) 
PHIX2(1.LI PHI{3,lNO.l,J) - PHI{lMMf.LND,f,J) 
PHIY,2CIM.L) PHlI2.lNO.f,JI - PHlfIMM2.LNO,l,ol) 






PCf.ND,JP1:IM) - P(1.ND,JSt:IM) PV1fl,I;IM) 
PV1(l,2 1M ) 
PVf(l,3IMT2) 
PV1(f,5 1MT4) 
PVfll.9 1M ) 
PYf(l.t 1M) 
PY1(1.t IMT2) 
= PV1(1.1 IMT4) 
= PVl ( 1,1 11101 
THE ABOVE SCHEME IS FASTER FOR 9 LAVERS THEN THE FOLLOWING 
00 LOOP 
005113 L=2.NLAV 
PV1{f,L;lM ) = PVlrl.1:[M) 
5113 CONTINUE 
IF IJ.EQ.JM.OR.J.EQ.2) GOTD 1200 
PHIV211,1;IMNLAV) PHI".NLAVNO~f.l,dP2;IMNlAV) 
$ - PHlll.NLAVNO'"-l. 1.JS2; IMNLAV) 
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~-'--'~---"\' \ i\( , • 
GOTO 1220 
1200 CONT NUE 
930 
152 1M - 3 
lSI 1M - 2 
I 1M - t 
IPI 1M 
DO 1110 IP2 =1,IM 
IXP = I 
IF (~.EQ.JM) IXP = INDEX!!) 
{}IS = I 
IF (J.EQ.Z) IXS = INDEXfl} 
PY2(I,t) P(lKP,ND.JP2J ~ PCIXS,ND.JS2) 
DO 930 l=I.NLAV 
LND = NlAYNO + L 
PHIYZfI.L) = PHIfIXP,lND.l.JPZI - PHIfIKS.LND,l.JS2) 
CONTINUE 
IS2 1St 




I = IP 1 











PV2{ 1.2 1M J 
PY2(1.3IMT2) 
PV2( 1.5 IMT4J 
PY2(I,91M } 
PY2(t.1 1M) 
::: PY2( 1.1 IMT2) 
PY2{t., IMT4J 
= PY2(1.1 IMl 
THE ABove SCHEME IS FASTER FOR e LAVERS THEN THE FOLLOWING 
00 LOOP. 
CO 5114 L=2,NLAV 
PV2{t,L;IM ) = PV2(t, 1;1,..,. 
5114 CONTINUE 
C 
C C ••• ~+ •••• + ••••••••••••••••••••• ++ •••••• + ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c ...... 
c·.:.·· COMPUTE CORIOLIS FORCE 






















TEMP2{1.';IMNLAV) ::: PQfl.1:IMNLAYI 
S ·(FOXYP ... TEMP2(t.l:IMNlAV)) 
TEMPI 11.1; [MNlhV' = TEr.'1P2( 1,1; IMNLAY) ·ve I,NLAVNO",." J: JrANtAV) 






DT·TEMP2ff.li 1MNlAV) vtt,NlAVNS+I.1.J;IMNLAVI = S 




COMPUTATION o~ THE ENERGV TERM 
FOR THE THERMODvNAMIC EQUATION 
~ .................... * ........... + ....................... ~ ••••••••••••• 
PDOT(',fiIM = PIT(I.K;IMJ 
POOTfl.2;IM ) c POOT(I.1:IM} 
PDOTf1,3;IMT2) = PDOTCI,I;IMT2J 
POOT(I.5:IMT4} = PDOT{I.tiIMT4) 
PDOTff.9;IM ) = POOTlf.fiIM) 
THE ABOVE SCHEME IS FASTER FOR 9 LAVERS THEN THE FOLLOWING 
DO LOOP. 
~.-."~" .' .,.J._' ,-<>.-..,~", ,·7_ < ='.,",',_-.-0',' ""'.'~~~:';~"-' 
.... : ." 
, ~ ... :; ..~~,'-1~"~ 
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DO 5120 l:2.NLAV 









:: POOTtf. I;IMNLAV) 
-&. DypfJI' fUf ,.NLAYNO"" 1 ,J: IMNLAV)" 
IB,·PX1(I,I:IMNLAV) - PX2fl.1:J~~lAVJI) 
-&. DXP{J)·fVl'.NlAVND~ l,t,J:IMNLAV)· 
tB,·pVI(',t:IMNlAV) - PV211. I:I~NLftV,I, 
TI I ,NLAYNS"'I, 1 ,1.1; IMNlAY) :: T( I.NLAVNB· I. I. J; IMNLAV) 
S '" PT'( TERMi( 1.' ,M; H.~NlAV)·PDOTf t. I; IMNLAV)) 











..... PRESSURE GRADIENT U TERM .. ..... 
...... 






F1DT·CPHJXIII,I:JMNLAY) ... TEMPtfl.t;IMNlI\VI) 
TERMW('I,I.K;IMNlAV)"'PX2(I,I;IMNlAV) 
F2DT·1PHIX2(f.l;IMNLAY) -&. TEM?2fl.1;IMNlAV)1 
TEMPt(t,t;IMNlAV)= DVP(~I·ITEMPI(I.1:IMNlAY) '" TEMP2fl.t:IMNLAV)' 
url.NLAYNB+I.t.J:IMNLAV) :: Ult.N~AVNB~I.1.J:IMNLAV) 
S PQ(I,I;IMNlAY)'TEM?lfl,I:1UNLAVt 
C ••••••••••• "'''' ••••••••• ''' ......................... '''.'''''' •••••••••••••••• 
C 



















TEMP1(1.1:IMNLAV) = TERMWfl, I.K:IMNLAV'·PVltl,t:IMNLAYJ 
TEMPtfl,I;IMNLAY) :: F1DT·(PHIVI11,I:IMNlAY) + TEMPt". f:IMNLAYII 
TEMP2(I,I:IMNLAV) = TERMWfl,t,K;IMNLAY)·PY2ft.l;IMNLAVI 
TEMP2(l,I:IMNLAV} :: F2DT·'PHIY2(1.1;IMNLAY) ... TEMP2'I. l:IMNLAV)1 
TEMP t (1, I; IMNLAV)= OXPf,))· ITEMPI (1.': IMNlAy) ... TEMP2( f. 1; IMN~AVII 
Vtl.NLAVNBoI-l,t,J:IMNlI\Y) ": Vfl,NLAVNB·I.l.J;IMNLAY) -
S PQ{ t ,I :IMNlAY) 'TEMPI c 1.1: 1i\~~JlI\.V) 
IF (J.LT.JM) RETURN 






M ": t 
IF (J.EQ.JMl M 2 
JENO = "'E{M) 
ME :: ,JelJENO) 
.......... ~ ...........•..........•..•.........• , ...... ......... . 
.... 
CORI0L1S TERM AT THE POLES 
•• * ••• * •••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• ••••••••• 
FX = DT·FCORLS{JEND)·PPfNO.M) 
DO 50 L~1,NLAV 
LN8 ": NLAVNB ~ L 
LNO = NLAVND ... l 
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VPILNB. 1,M) VPfLNB,I,\'I) - FX·UPfLNO, I.MI 
c C ••••• ~ •••••••• *.* •• * •••••••••• b~ ••••• ~.~ •••••••••••••• ••••••••• 
C •••• ~ ••• 
C···" PRESSURE GRADIENT AND Er.sERY CONVERSION TERMS FOR 
C MOMENTUM. TEMPERATURE- EQUATIONS 




PVDSfl;IM, = fSGNPfM}·UP{LND.I,M)·COSLONfl;IM) 
S ~ VPflND, t,M}*SINLONf1;JM})· 
8 f8.·P(1,ND,JPCI,L"''':IM} - Pf1.ND,oJP I 2.MJ;IM)) 
PHI1(I;IM} PHIl t,LND,l.JPI I,M);lMI 
S "'" TEflMW(1,L,t<E).P(I,ND,dPfl.M);JMI 
PHI2(1;IMJ = PHlf1,LND.I,JPC2.MI;IM) 
S .... TERMW( t,L,KE} ·PI I.ND,JP (2,M): 1M) 
PHI leSt 11M) COSlONf 1; IM1"PHlllt; 1M' 
PHllSS{1 IMl SINLON(1:IM}·PHt1(I:JMJ 
PHI2CS(1 1M) = COSLON(ljItJj'·PH12(I;IMI 
PHI2SSIIIM) SI!'JLONII:IM,·PHI211jIMI 
PVOS! " PHllCS(l) 
PHllSS(I) 
PHI2CS{ " 
PHI2SS I 1) 
Q8SSuM( PVOS(1 1M)) 
Q8SSUM(PHI1CS( t HM} 
Q8SSUMCPHI ISSf 11M)' 
Q8SSUM(PHI2CSI, 1M} I 
Q8SSUMCPHI2SSf 11M)) 
POOTP = PITff,KEI ~ CONS-PVOS!I, 
TPfLNB.l,M) = TPfLN8,I,M) ~ DT·TEAMT(I,L,KE)·PDOTP 
UPILNB,I,MJ = UP(LNB.I,M' 
8 + PPfND,M)·'-COtJ30T"PHI1CSC11 CON40T·PHI2CSIIII 
VPfLNB.l,M) = VP(LNB. I,M) 






























































































--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGL[ST. ~:CTRL ~~ DO. I~DATA INIT. R="E~O. S~STOqE. W=wRITE 
!' AOATE ccNTRL eHAR~8 SIMPLE 3 16 ADLOP ROPARM REAL sIMPLE 217 311 ADLDPS REAL SIMPLE 311/S 375 
, 




, '1 'i 
BETA RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE 158 
CALTOJ ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 196 
ce ceNTRL CHAR"'S ARRAV I. 15 
ceo CCNTRL CHAR·8 SIMPLE 2 I. IS 
DCNTRl REAL UNI<f.JOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 I:) 11 
13 
CCSP06 eeNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 7 20 







I \ - "' .. , .. :~~__ ;C;;.=~ - '-o--~-::...'~,":". ____-,'-,~~,~=_c.~==..:_~ __ o_ _ ~ ... '_._~..,. __ ~"" •• o"'__ ____ ~ ____ ..,..~._=fO._ -l! -- ;' .• c.:.--:::::--= -::'" ,,7":' ----;::;::-,-:;';:-.--=- -
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NLAYMt reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 NLAYNB INTEGER SIMPLE 303/S 379 379 380 380 386 386 392 392 398 398 .l>-407 NLAYND tNTSGER SHIIPLE 302/5 320 320 322 334 33. 336 342 342 3.8 3.8 363 375 377 378 385 395 .08 NLAYP1 ICNTQL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 NLAVT2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 NLAYT3 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 NLAVT4 1MJM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 NLAYT5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 NLAVT6 IM,JrI! INTEGER SIMPLE 301 NLAyT7 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 NMLEV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 NSOAV tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLe 6S NSEQ reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
,/ NSTEP reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 NVMD reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 71 NVMDO ICNrAL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 ; I NVM01 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 , NYMOE reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 NZUJIT reNTRl INT'EGER SIMPLE 7. OMEGA2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 P OANDQT REAL ARRAY 261 274 3.3 343 349 349 361 361 411 411 
.'2 .'3 POOT II REAL ARRAY 300 381/S 383/5 383 3B5.'S 385 386 POOTP REAL SIMPLE 423/5 42. PHI QANOQT REAL ARRAV 266 279 320 320 323 323 32. 32. 33. 33. 337 337 338 338 339 339 3.0 3.0 342 342 3.8 3.8 364 36. 412 413 J PHIl 1/ REAL ARRAY 300 412/5 41. .'5 PHI1GS /I REAL ARRAY 300 414/5 419/5 419 .25 PHI1SS 1/ REAL ARRAV 300 415/5 420/S 420 426 PHI2 1/ REAL ARRAV 30. 413/5 41. 417 
00 
,~ PHI2CS 1/ REAL ARRAV 300 416/5 421 '5 421 .25 \' PfiI2SS 1/ REAL ARRAY 300 417/5 422/5 422 42. 
.... ::0 : to ~ PHIM Qr.'ISAVE REAL ARRAV 295 
"U\i2 
> PHIP QPOtES REAL ARRAV 289 J PHIS QANOQT REAL ARRAV 254 267 02 PHI )<1 II REAL ARRAV 300 320/S 323/5 324.'5 388 O;J:o ,. PHIX2 /I REAL ARRAY 300 33d/S 337/5 338/5 339!5 340/S 390 :0.-1 PHIVt /I REAL ARRAY 300 342/5 394 '~ PHIV2 II REAL ARRAY 300 348/5 364/5 396 
.0-0 
, 
PI ReNTRl REAL sIMPLE 173 H Pl180 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 c:;!::o II! PI2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 l>~ PIMEAN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 
'-1"1 PIT QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 297 381 423 
:=JUS 
,\ PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 PJ{TOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
j 'I 
PLEV5 RCNTRl REAL ARRAV 191 
PM gM5AVE REAL ARRAV 290 PP QPOLES REAL ARRAV 284 405 425 42. i .0 1/ REAL ARRAV 300 3'4 314 315 315 316 316 326 325 327 327 328 328 329 329 330 330 376 392 39B ! PSMAX ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178 ! psMIN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 !' PSTO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 PTOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 , PV QMSAVE REAL ARRAV 29. ; pvos /I REAL ARRAY 300 4 t t /S 4t8/S 418 423 , PX1 II REAL ARRAV 300 314/5 315/5 316/S 318/S 318 385 387 I PK2 /I REAL ARRAV 300 326/5 327'$ 328/5 329'5 330/5 332/5 332 385 3B9 PY1 /I REAL ARRAY 300 343/5 345/5- 345 3a5 393 PY2 /1 REAL ARRAY 300 349/5 361 IS 373/5 373 385 395 PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 197 ! QAlT LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 
• 




r . "{!)"~'"""c.~ ""_" "<~ .. ,~,,----..- ,',-.. ,""-".- .• ,'''. " .:-:..u....-,~,<==~7':. ~·-~"""';:H:::~~.~, :: 
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QaSSUM REAL INTRINSIC 41B 
O=STMT FN DEF, A=hRGLIST 
419 420 42' 422 
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ODeCK VCOMP3 $VC00010 
C.**·· •••••• T •••••••••• * •••••••• * •••••••••••••••• • ••• • ••••••••••••• ·.···SvC00020 
C $VC00030 
C SUBROUTINE caMP3 $VC00040 
c $VCoa050 
C PURPOSE $VCOOOSO 
C MAIN DRIVER FOR THE MODEL PHVSICS $VC0007Q 
C $VCOOOBO 
C USAGe $VC00090 
C CALLED FROM GWSGCM $vcoOtoo 
c $Vco0110 
C INPUT/OUTPUT FILES USED $VC00120 
C NONE $\fOOO 130 
C $VC00140 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS $VC00150 
C J - I NOE X FOR tAT I TUDE BAND $VCQO 160 
C $VCOOI7~ 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED $VCOOIBO 
C STOLOG $VCDOI90 
C ZEI T $Vco0200 
C CUMULO $Vcoot 11) 
o RADIOD $VC0022~ 
C COMP35 $VC00230 
C $VC00240 
C ReCORD OF MODIFICATIONS $VC002S0 
C ?DATE? ?PROGRAMMER? ?DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATIONS? $VC002GO 
C 22JUlB3 JIM.PF ADDEO DOCUMENTATION + CHOICE FOR OIAGNOSTICS$VC00270 
C 26JULB3 LARRY.T ADDED FACl + FACLMI INSIDE 180 lOOP $VC00280 
C $VCOO2.90 
C.~ •• ~*.~ ••• ~ •• *.~ ... *~~* •• * •••• * •• * ••••••• ~ ••••• ~ •••• ··················SVC00300 
C* M / A - COM 5 I G MAD A T A INC. N A 5 A G S F C .$VC00310 
c •••••• * •••• * •• * ••••• * •••• * ••••• * •••• ** ••••••••••••••• ·**·.·····.·······SVC00320 
C $VC00330 
SUBROUTINE COMP3 (J) $VC00340 
C $VC00350 
C •••••••• * •• * ••• ** ••• ** •• ~ ••••• * ••••••• * ••••• * ••••• *·.·············~····$VC00360 
C $VC00370 
CCOMDECK VCNTRL $vGooaso 
C $VC00390 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD $VC00400 





COMMON ICCNTRL/ 000 $VC00420 
COMMON ICCNTRL/ ADATE SVC00430 
COMMON ICCNTRll ATIME $VC00440 
COMMON ICCNTRL/ JIC SVC00450 
COMMON {OCNTRl/ JOB $VC00460 
COMMON ICCNTRll CCSP06 $VC00470 
COMMON 10CNTRli CCSP07 $VC004BO 
cornMaN ICCNTRLI ccspoa $VC00490 
COMMON ICCNTRL/ VER $VC00500 
COMt:mN ICCNTRll XLABEL (10) $VC00510 
COMMON IOONTRll cos (30) SVC00520 



























INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================ COMMON IrCNTRll ICO 
$VC00540 $VCOOS50 $VCOo560 
SVC00570 $VC005BO 
$VC00590 $VC00900 $V000910 $VC0092.0 $VC00630 $VC00640 $VC00650 $VC00660 $VC00670 $VCOOS80 $VCOOS90 $VC00700 $VC00710 
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'" :'/ 00028 COMMON /ICNTRLI 1M $VCOO720 
'" 00029 COMMON IIONTRLI IMD2 $VCOO730 00030 COMMON /lCNTRLI IMD2P1 $VCOO740 
00031 COMMON fIONTRll NDRSW $VCOO750 
00032 COMMON fIONTRll JM $VCOO760 
00033 COMMON fIeNTRll JMD2 $VCOO770 
00034 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMT2 $VCOO780 
00035 COMMON IICNTRl/ JNP $VCOO790 , 
00036 COMMON flONTRll J04 sveODSOo 
00037 COMMON fIONTRl! JOB $VCOO810 
00038 COMMON IICNTRll JSP $VCOOS20 
00039 COMMON frONTRl/ KLIALB svcaDeso 
00040 COMMON IICNTRLI KLIGW $VCOO840 
00041 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLISST sveoosso 
00042 COMMON frONTRll KS sveoosso 
00043 COMMON IICNTRLI KU $VCOO870 
00044 COMMON frONTRll LOGSR svcaoeso 
00045 COMMON fIONTRll MATIN svcaOB90 
00046 COMMON /ICNTRll MATSNX $VC00900 
00047 COMMON /ICNTRlf MATSUN $VCOO910 
00048 COMMON fICNTRl/ MlF ( 121 $VC0092.o 
00049 COMMON fICNTRL/ MRCD $Ve00930 
00050 COMMON fICNTRl/ NKRSH $VC00940 
00051 COMMON fICNTRl/ MSM $VC00950 
00052 COMMON fICNTRl/ NB $VC00960 
00053 COMMON fIeNTRl/ ND $VC00910 
00054 COMMON /ICNTRl/ NDAlT $VC00980 
00055 COMMON fICNTRL/ NDAV $VC00990 
00056 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDOUT $VC01000 
00051 COMMON /tCNTRL/ NDPHV $VCOtOIO 
00058 COMMON IICNTRLI NOSHF $VC01020 00 J 00059 COMMON IICNTRLI NDT $VC01030 00060 COMMON IICNTRL/ NHMS $VC01040 "J'I::tJ 0006f COMMON IICNTRL/ NHMSE $VCOl050 
-'~ 00062 COMMON /lCNTRLf NHMSO $VC01060 "IJ~ 00063 COMMON IICNTRLI NLAV $VC01070 g~ • 00064 COMMON IICNTRLf NLAVMI $VC01080 00065 COMMON /ICNTRLf NLAVPI $VCOf090 
:~ 00066 COMMON fIONTRlf NSDAV $VCO t fOO 00067 COMMON fIONTRlf NSEQ $VCO "'0 .D"tl 00068 COMMON IIcNTRl/ ICSP53 $VC01'20 !S~ i 00069 COMMON fICNTRl/ NSTEP $VCOtI30 i~ 00070 COMMON /IONTRL/ 18L1(SIZ $VCDtI40 0007' COMMON fICNTRL/ NVMD $VCOIISO CPI 
r ~ 00012 COMMON fICNTRl/ NVMDE $VC01160 ::;!a l~ 00073 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NvMDO $VC01170 00074 COMMON /ICNTRl/ NZINIT $VCO 1180 00075 COMMON /rCNTRl/ NMlEV $VC01190 LI 00076 COMMON /IONTRll NDHOG $VC01200 
I 00017 COMMON /ICNTRl/ IQS (30) $VC01210 
I 00078 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQU (fO) $VCOt220 , e $VC01230 I' 00019 EQUIVALENCE (I TMIN ,IQS( 1)) $VC01240 i· 00080 EQUIVALENCE (I TMAX ,IQse 21' $VC012S0 OOOBI EQUIVALENCE ( IPREACC ,IQS( 3») $VC01260 
i' 00082 EQUIVALENCE ( IPRECON .IQS( 4) ) $VC01270 
i 00083 EQUIVALENCE ( IHFLUX ,IQS( 5)) $VC012BO 
[--f 000B4 EQUIVALENCE (IEFLUX ,IQS( 6)) $VC01290 00085 EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IQS( 7)) $VC01300 
00086 EQUIVALENCE (IRADSWG ,IQS( 8» $VCOt310 
, 00087 EQUIVALENCE (IRAOlWG ,IQSe 9» $VC01320 
I. 
00088 EQUIVALENCE (1IClOUO ,IQS( 10» $VC01330 
C $VC01340 
00089 EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA ,IQU( 1)) $VC013S0 
00090 EQUIVALENCE (IOIABAT , I QU( 2)) $VC01360 
00091 EQUIVALENCE ( IRADSW ,IQU( 3)) $VC01370 
00092 EQUIVALENCE fIRADlW ,IQU{ 4) ) $VC01380 
! C $VC01390 00093 EQUIVALENCE (ICO, 1C ( I ) ) $VC01400 , 00094 INTEGER lCD, 10(200) $VC01410 I' e $VOO1420 
, I 
'I 
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C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD $VC01430 
C ~~============================================== $VC01440 
00095 COMMON ILCNTRLI lOO $VC01450 
; 00096 COMMON IlCNTRLI QALT $VC01460 00097 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QBEG $VC01470 
00098 COMMON /LCNTRll QOAV $VC01480 , 00099 COMMON ILCNTRLI QEND $VQOt490 , 
! 00100 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT $VC01500 ,: 
00101 COMMON ILCNTRL/ QPHV SVCOf510 
00102 caMMON ILCNTRLI QSHF $VQ01520 
00103 cOMMON /LCNTRl/ SN2FLG $VQ01530 
00104 COMMON ILCNTRLI QRSW $VC01540 
00105 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSH $VC01550 
00106 COMMON ILCNTRLI LQS(30) $VQO,560 
00107 COMMON /LoNTRL/ LQU(10) SVC01570 
C $VCOI5BO 
t .. 00108 EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQS( 1 ) ) $VC015S0 0010S EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX ,LQS( 2) ) $VC01600 
i 00110 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQS( 3» $VC01610 , 00111 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LQS( 411 $VC01620 
00112 EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX ,LQS( 5» $VC01630 
00113 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX ,LQS( 61 ) $VC01640 
00114 EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LQS( 711 $VQ01G50 
00115 EQUIVALENCE (LRADSWG ,LQS( 8» $VC01660 
00116 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLWG ,LQS( 9) I $VC01670 
Oaf 17 EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUO ,LQS(1'O)' $VQ01680 
C $VC01690 
00118 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LQU( 1) ) SVC011DO 
00119 EQUIVALENCE (LOIABAT ,LQU( 2) I $VC01710 
00120 EQUIVALENCE (lRAOSW ,LQU( 3» $VC01720 
t 00121 EQUiVALENCE (LRADLW ,LQU( 4» $VC01730 C $VC01740 00122 LOGICAL QALT $VC01750 ~~ '; 00123 LOGICAL QBEG $VC01760 OQ124 LOGICAL QDAV $VC01770 \' 00125 LOGICAL QEND $VC01780 ;gEi , 00126 LOGICAL QOUT SVC01790 , 00127 LOGICAL QPHV $VC01S00 OS; J 00128 LOGICAL QSHF $VC01810 00129 LOGICAL SN2FLG SVC01820 ::Or-
! 00130 LOGICAL QRSW $VC01830 g~ 00131 LOGICAL QRSH $VC01840 1~ C $VC01850 ~\ 00132 LOGICAL LQS $VCOf860 J:>G') 00133 LOGICAL LQU $VC01870 c,.., 
'I} 00134 LOGICAL LTMIN $VCOIBBO ~iQ 00135 LOGICAL LTMAX $VC01890 
',I 00136 LOGICAL LPREACC $VC01900 I 00137 lOGICAL LPRECON $VC019fO 00138 LOGICAL LHFLUX $VC01920 , 00139 LOGICAL LEFLUX $VC01930 
" 
00140 LOGICAL lFUSION $VC01940 
! 1 00141 LOGICAL LRADSWG $VC019S0 00142 LOGICAL lRADLWG $VC01960 
, . 00143 LOGICAL lICLOUO $VC01970 
i C $VC01980 
! ) I 00144 LOGICAL LOMEGA $VQ01990 00145 lOGICAL LOIABAT $VC02000 
if' , 00146 LOGICAL LRADSW $VC0201Q 
I 00147 lOGICAL LRADLW $VC02020 C $VC02030 
! I 
00148 EQUIVALENCE (LCO , LC ( 1 ) ) $VC02040 
00149 LOGICAL LCD. LC(200) $VC02050 
C $VC02060 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD $VC02070 
C ============================================= $VC02080 
I 
00150 COMMON !RCNTRl! RCO $VC02090 ! 00151 COMMON fRCNTRl! APHEL $VC02100 , 00152 cOMMON /RCNTRl! BETA $VC02110 
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0 ~ ~ I aD 155 coMMON fRONTRll DAVSPV $VC02140 ~ 00166 COMMON IRONTRll DEC $VC02150 00157 COMMON IRCNTRll OECMAX $VC02 ISO 00158 COMMON !RONTRll 01 ST SVC02170 00159 coMMON IRONTRl/ OlAT $VC021BO 00160 coMMON IRONTRL! OLON SVC02190 0016 t COMMON /RONTRll OT $VC02200 0016"2 COMMON IRONTRl/ EceN $VC02210 00163 COMMON IRONTRl/ GNUt $VC02220 00164 coMMON IRONTRll GNU2 $VC02230 00165 coMMON !RONTRl/ GRAV $VC02240 00166 COMMON fRONTRll OMEIJA2 $VC02250 00167 coMMON IRONTRl/ PI $VC022S0 00168 COMMON !RONTRl/ PI180 $VCa2210 00169 COMMON fRONTRll Pl2 $VC02280 00170 COMMON !RONTRll psrD SVC02290 00171 COMMON IRONTRl/ PiMEAN $VC0230Q 00172 COMMON fRONTRl/ PSMAX $VC023~0 00173 COMMON IRCNTRll PSMIN $VC02320 00174 COMMON IRCNTRll PTOP $VC02330 00115 COMMON IRCNTRll RAOE $VC02340 00176 COMMON !RONTRl/ RGAS SVC02350 00177 COMMON IRCNTRl! ROCP $VC02360 I 00178 COMMON IRCNTRll RSDIST $VC02370 i 00179 COMMON IRCNTRll SOAY $VC02380 I 00180 OOMMON /RCNTRl! SEASON $VC02390 . 00181 COMMON IRONTRll SJGE (25) $VC02400 , 00182 COMMON /RONTRll SIND $VC024to 00183 COMMON /RONTRl! SOLS $V002420 00184 COMMON !RCNTRll TSTo $VC02430 00185 COMMON /RONTRl! PLEVS (25) $VC02440 t oot86 COMMON !RONTRl/ HEATW $VC02450 ,,:- 00187 COMMON IReNTRll HEATI $VC02460 go .y 00188 COMMON IRONTRll EPS $VC02470". :u 00 t89 COMMON /RONTRl! epSFAC $VC024ao 
-
~ 00190 COMMON !RCNTRll CAL TOJ $VC02490 
-00 M2 00191 COMMON !RONTRl/ PZERO $VC02500 :2 ... 0 $VC025 toO :z:, or 00192 EQUIVAl"ENcE (RCO.RO(l}) $VC02520 ::0..-00193 REAL RCO. RC (200) $VC02530 C 
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COMMON IROPARMI CON2DT 
COMMON IRDPARMI CONa 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON30T 
COMMON fRDPARMI CON4 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON4DT 
COMMON IRDPARMI CONS 
COMMON IROPARMI COSL (46) 
COMMON /ROPARM/ COS LON (72) 
COMMON IRDPARMI CP02 
COMMON IRDPARMI OXP (46) 
COMMON IROPAR"'" OXVP (46) 
COMMON IRDPARMI OVP (46) 
COMMON /RDPARMI FCORLS (46) 
COMMON IROPARMI FIDT 
COMMON /RDPARMI F20T 
COMMON !RDPARM! HIOT 
COMMON !RDPARM! H20T 
COMMON /RDPARM! PKSTO 
COMMON !RDPARM/ PKToP 
COMMON /RDPARM! RLAT (46) 
COMMON !RDPARM! RLATD (46) 
COMMON /RDPARM! ROCPOT 
COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPP' 
COMMON !ROPARMI SONP (2) 
COMMON IROPARMI SINl (46) 
COMMON /ROPARMI SINLON (72) 
COMMON /RDPARMI THSTD 
COMMON !ROPARM! THSTD2 
COMMON !ROPARMI WSAVE (169) 
COMMON !RDPARM! DSIG (9) 
COMMON tRoPARMI SIG (9) 














































































(QPAOG(1. l,t,f).PHIS (I,t» (QPROG( 1'. 2,1.1) ,SMTH (1,1» 
(QPROG(f,3,f,f),ALBEDO(f,f)) 
(QPROG{t,4.t.O.GT (1.0) (QPROG ( 1, 5, t , 1 ) ,GW ( i , I ) ) 
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(QPROG(f, a, ',I),P ( I • 1 , f) ) 
(QPROG(1.f. 2,fl.U (1.1.1.0) IQPROGI1.1,4,1),V 11,1,1,0) I QPROGI 1 , I, 6, 0 ,T 11. 1 , 1. I II {QPROG(t,1, a.n,sH (1.t,LO) (QPROG ( 1 • 1 • f 0, f ) , PHI' 1 , f , f , 1 ) ) 





/QANOQT/ QSDIAG(72 ,15,46) lQSOIAG(72 ,15,46) (QSDIAG,IQSDIAGI 
/QANOQT/ QUDIAG(72,9, 5,46) 
CCOMDECI< VCNTRLP C PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS C ================================ COMMON /CNTRlP/ ODFR COMMON /cNTRlP/ CDXL COMMON leNTRlPI coxa COMMON /CNTRLP/ CLH COMMON /CNiRlP/ COE (9) COMMON /CNTRlPI COEF COMMON /CNTRLP/ COEFS COMMON /CNTRlP! COSROT COMMoN leNTRlP/ CPP COMMON !CNTRlPI CTID COMMON /CNTRlPI CUMDAV COMMON /CNTRLP/ CUMRAT CO~'MON /CNTRLP/ Cl0 COMMON /CNTRLP/ Cl00 COMMON /CNTRLP/ C40 COMMON ICNTRlP/ DELTA COMMON ICNTRlP! DTC3 COMMON /CNTRlP! OTOUT COMMON /CNTRlP! ED COMMON /CNTRlP! EDNM COMMoN /CNTRlP/ FCOEF COMMON ICNTRlPI FMU COMMON /CNTRLPI FWET COMMON !CNTRlP/ GAMFAC COMMON /CNTRLPI GTOPO COMMON /CNTRLP! HICE COMMON ICNTRLP/ NDTC3 OOMMON /CNTRLP/ NFlW COMMON !CNTRlP/ PIM COMMON /CNTRlPI QHOG COMMON ICNTRlP/ SHLTOP COMMON ICNTRlPI SINROT COMMON /CNTRlP/ SNOWN COMMON /CNTRlPI SNOWS COMMON /CNTRLP! 5180 COMMON ICNTRlP/ STERPI COMMON lC\"lTRlP! STERP2 COMMON /CNTRLP/ TICE COMMOflJ ICNTRLPI TL TOP COM~ON /CNTRLP/ XDAV COMMON ICNTRlP/ ZlNCo LOGICAL QHOG C 
CCOMDECK VRADCOM 
C * ... * C RADIATION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS COMMON IRADCOM! AS(72,9), RE (72, 10) caMMor ... !RAOCOMI PL (72,9) • PLE(72,10) COMMON IRADCDMI PlK(12,91, PlKE(10) COMMON /RADCDMI TL(72.9}. TlE(12,10) COMMON /RADCDM/ TG(72) ,TH(72,9) 
$VC03560 $VC03570 $VC03580 $VC03590 $VC03600 $VC03610 $VC03620 $VC03620 $VC03640 $VC03650 $VC03660 $VC03670 $VC03680 $VC03690 $VC03700 $VC03710 $VC03720 $VC03730 $VC03740 $VC03750 $VC03760 $VC03770 $VC03780 $\lC03790 $VC03BOO $VC03B10 
SVC03820 $VC03830 $VC03840 $VC03850 $VC038S0 $VC03B70 $VC038BO $VC03890 $VC03900 $VC03910 $VC03920 $VC03930 $VC03940 $VC039dO $VC03960 $VC03970 $VC03980 $VC03990 $VC04000 $VC04010 $VC04020 $VC04030 $VC04040 $VC04050 $VC040S0 $VC04070 $VC040BO $VC04090 $VC04tOO $VC04110 $VC04120 $VC041.'30 $VC04140 $VC04150 $VC04160 
SVC04170 $VC04180 $VC04190 $VC04200 $VC04210 $VC04220 $VC04230 $VC04240 $VC04250 $VC042GO 
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RN(S), TNCS). SRSCS), STN(9) 
TOONO(9', TPENE(S) 
TLOWL,TMIOL, NLAVOZ 
FK(5), KK(6), NFK 
OLJAN(t9), OLAPR(1S), OLJUL(1S), OLOeT(19) 
OCM22{23), OCM30(23). OCM3B(23}, OCM4S(23) 
PROCM(23}, OCMXX(23) , NOZ, TOTOZ(4), COATE(S) 
CZH(72', WET(72), EVAP, PREP(12), WI(72) 
00SZ(72), SO, RADTRM(12), CXL 
SG(72), SP(12} 
RSURF~72), RCLQUD(72), JALB 
LANO(72l, OCEAN(72), ICE(72) 
SNOWC72}. MIXWI (72), FROST(72) 
LAND. OCEAN. ICE, SNOW. ",1 XWI. FROST 
CCOMOECK VPCON 
C '" ,.. * 
C PRECIPITATION FIELDS FROM CUMULUS CONVECTION 
COMMON / PCON / PCMI0(72} 
COMMON I PCON I PCPEN(72) 
COMMON / peON / PCLOVI( 72) 
COMMON / pCON / PMOIST(12) 
o 
CCOMDECK VDCOMP3 
C \II >Ie * 
C DVNAMIC SPACE VARIABLES FOR COMP3 SUBROUTINE 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ COLMR(7~) 
COMMON /OCOMP3/ Z(72) 
COMMON /OCOMP3/ us (72) 
COMMON /OCOMp3/ VS(72) 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ WMAGS(72) 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ Wl\fAG(72) 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ 00(72) 
COMMON IDOOMP31 DTS(72) 
COMMON IDCOMP31 DRAW(7') 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ WMAGC(72) 
COMMON IOCOMP3/ EDV(72) 
COMMON IDCOMP31 EVE(72) 
COMMON IDOOMP31 EVACO(72l 
COMMoN /DCOMP3/ RHOS(72) 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ DSHS(72) 
COMMON /OCOMP3/FCOEFI(72) 
COMMmJ /OCOMP3/ UUP(72) 
COMMON IDOOMP3f UDN(72) 
OOMMON IDCOMP31 VUP(72) 
COMMON /OCOMP3/ VON(72) 
COMMON /OCOMP3/ TUP(72) 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ TDN(72) 
COM~ON /DCOMP3/PRECIP(72) 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ PS(72) 
COMMON /OCOMP3/ psK(72) 
COMMmJ /DCOMP3/SHSATS (72) 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ RHS(72) 
COMMON /OCOMP3/ THG(12) 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ GAMC(72) 
COMMON /DCOMP3/ TBT9(72) 
COMMON IDOOMP31 DU(72) 
COMMON /OCOMP3/ OV(72) 


























$VC04650 $VQ04660 $VC04670 
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COMMON IOCOMP3/ DUDV(72) $VC04980 COMMON /DCOMP3/ AAA (72) $VC04990 COMMON /OCOMP3/ 888 (72) $VC05000 COMMOt.J /DCOMP3/ 000(72) $VC050 10 COMMON /OCOMP3! EVAL(72) $VQ05020 C $VC05030 CCOMDECK V8COMP3 $VC05040 C • • • $VC0505D C BIT VARIABLES FOR COMP3 SUBROUTINE $VC05060 BIT WATEfH72). SNOlVV(72). laV(72). FROSTV(72) SVCOS07D BIT DIRT(721 $VC050BO C $VC05090 COOMCECK VBITS $VCOSIOO BIT BIT72(72}, BITMAX(72} $VCOStl0 DIMENSION TEMP(72,9) $VC0512D C 
$VC05130 C 
PCOS140 C***.******* ••••••• ** ••••• *** ••• * ••••••••••• * ••••••••• **······.·········$VC05150 C 
svco5160 CCOMDECK VBEGDEB gVco5170 C DEBUG $VC05180 10000 coNTINUE $VC05190 C **** CYBER VECTOR VERSION 00 SVC05200 C$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$VC05210 C 
$VC05220 IMT2 IM"'2 $VC05230 IMNLAV rr,."'NLAV SVC05240 IMNP3 IM*(NLAV+3) $VC05250 AGRAV 1./GRAV $VC05260 C 
C "'*"''''***'''*'''**'''***'''**'''***'''*'''***'''''''''***.*'''* $VC05270 $VC05280 $VC05290 $VC05300 $VC05310 $VC05320 
SVC05330 
SVC05340 $VC06350 $VC05360 $VC05370 $VC05380 $VC05390 $VC05400 $VC05410 $VC05420 $VC05430 $VC05440 
$VC05450 $VC05460 $VC05470 
$VC06480 $VC05490 $VC05500 $VC055fO $VC05520 $VC05530 $VC05540 $VC05550 $VC06560 $VC05570 $VC05580 
SVCOS-SSO $VCOS600 









* ... *10 
**** 
*"'** 
SURFACE SPECIFICATION .. "''''* ** .. '" 
**** **"'***."'*****"'****"'''''''''''''*** .... *'''**.** .. ** 
IF( RLAT{d} .GE.SNOWN .OR. RLAT{d} .LE.SNOWS BIT72 S1T72 = B'O' S' l' 
ICV( 11M} 
WATER(! 1M} DIRT( 11M} = SNOWV( 11M) DIRT( f 1M) = FROSTY(f 1M' 
GW(1.d 1M) 
. NOT. lCV(1 1M) 
.NOT .WATER( 11M) DlRT( 11M) 









(WATER ,OCEAN. 1M. t) (SNOWV .SNOW ,IM,I) (ICV .ICE ,IM.1) (FROSTV.FROST,IM,1) 
.GE. f.ES 
.AND. PH1Sf1.d;IM).EQ.O . 
.AND .. NOT. ICV( 1: 1M) 
.AND. BIT72{1:IM) 
.AND .. NOT.SNOWV(1;IM) 
.AND. (GT(1,d;IMJ.LE.TICE) 
WHERE( .NOT.WATER(1;IM) ) Z( 1 ; 1M) PHlS{1.J;IM'.AGRAV 






* •• * 




**** .******.*****.**.~** •• ****.******"'****** 
SP(l;IM) P(1.NB,u;IM) TL(1.1:1MNLAV) T(I.1,NB,d;IMNLAV) SHL(I.1;IMNLAV) SH(I.1,NB,d;IMNLAV) CLOUD(t,I;IMNP3) O. 










COMPUTE PRESSURES AT MID-AND EDGE- LEVELS 




... * ...... "'** •• **"'.*"'****.******* ... ***** ..... 
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,~~"_", __ '_l _, Xi;_6.L~" 
30 
DO 30 L = 1 • NLA V 
PL(l.L;IM} -= SIG(l).SP(l:IM) + PTOP PLE{1,l:IM) = SIGE(L).SP(1:IM) + PTOP CONTINUe 
PLE{1,NLAVP1;IM) = SPfl;IM) + PTOP 
*~ •• **.********.****.*****.********.** •• 
."''''''' ...... 
. .,. ..... 
COMPUTE P**K AT MID LEVELS **.* . ....... 
."'.* •• *.******** •••• **** ••••••••••••••••• * ••
PLK(l,t;IMNLAV) VEXPBVK( PL(f,1;IMNLAV).IMNLAV;PLKCI,I;IMNLAV) 
*.*******.******.**************.*$*** **~* **** 
**** 
**** 
COMPUTE SURFACE WINDS >fl ••• 





WMAGS ( t i 1M) 
STERP1.U(I.NlAV .NB,u 1M) 
i STERP2*U(I,NLAVM1,NB,u 1M) STERPI*V(f.NLAV ,NB.~ 1M) 
+ STERP2*VCf.NLAVMf,NB.u 1M) US(I;IM)**2 + VS(1;IM) *2 
********.***.*"'.******.***********.* •• **** 
"'*.'" **** **** GROUND TEMPERATURE AND WETNESS •• ** 
*"'** 
•• *. * •• *.****"'******.*.*****~*******.*.**** •• * 
WI::T(f;UU 1.0 
BIT72(t;!M) WHERE( BIT72(I;IM) GW(t.d:IM) .LT. I.E-40 GWft,JiIM) Q O. 
8IT72[ f; 1M) WHERE( SNOWV(I;IM} WHERE( OIRT(I;IM) 
TICE .tT. GTfl.~;IM) 
.AND. 8IT72{1;IM» GT(I.J;IM) ) WET(I;IM) GW(I,J;IM} TGff;IM) = GTft.d;IM} 
*"'**~"'*********.** •••• *****"'."'*"'*.***."'*.*.*****.* *"'** 
**** 
"'*** COMPUTE DRY-CONVECTIve ADJUSTMENT ."'11<* 
.*** VERTICAL MIXING OF: ** .... 
"'*** TEMPERATURE 
-"'** "'*** POTENTIAL TEMPERATURe **** ***0 MOISTURE **.* 1It.*", MOMeNTUM 
.1It** 
**** 
*.** **",**********.*.~~«***",*****.",** •• ***** ...... *.** ••• 
DO 40 N=1.3 
TH{f,1;IM) = TL(I,1;IM)/PLK(l,1;IM) 
DO 42 t Q 2,NlAV lM1 = L-l 
TH(1.L;IM) = Tl(I,L :IM) / PlK(I.L;IM) BIT72(1;lM) = TH(t,LM1;IM) .LT. TH(I,l;IM) I81r = QBSCNT( BIT72(f;IM) ) IF( t8IT .EQ. 0 ) GOTO 42 
OSIGBR = t./(DSIGCL) + OSIG(LM1} 
WHERE( 8IT72(tiIM) ) 
rICE 
TEMPfl~1;IM) = { TL(t.LM1,IM)*OSIGtLMt} + TLfl.L;IM'*OSIGfl) $ /(PlK(1,lM1;IM).DSIGCLM1) + ?LK(1~L;IM).OSIG(L) TH(I.LM1;IM} TEMP(1,I;IM) TH(t,L JIM) = TEMP(l.f;IM) 
(,-' 
$VC05690 $VC05700 
SVC057to $VC05720 $VC05730 $VCP5740 $VQ05750 $VC05760 $VC05770 $VeOs7So $VeOS790 
sveossoo )SVeD5810 $VC05B20 $VCOSB30 $VC05840 $VC05850 $VeOS860 $VCOS870 $VC05aBO $VC05890 
SVCOS900 
SVC05910 $VC05920 $VC05930 $VC05940 $Ve05950 $VC05960 $VC05970 $VC059BO 
$VC05990 $VCQ6000 
SVeDBOrQ $VC06020 $VCOB030 $VC06040 $VCOSOSO $VC06060 $VC06070 $VC060BO $VC06090 $VC06fOO $VCOGt fO $VC06120 
$VC06130 $VC06140 
SVC06150 $VC06tGO 
SVCOG170 $VC061BO $VC06t90 $VCOG200 $VC062tO $VC06220 $VCOG'230 $VC06240 $VCOS250 $VC06260 $VC06270 $VCOS280 
SVC06290 $VC06300 $VC06310 $VC06320 $VC06330 
SVC06340 $VC06350 $VC06360 $VC06370 $VC06380 $VC06390 
00 











«~"" '" e :1" '@-+'-"":""-~"'""-"--"--" . ' 
i '~;'I""~ :',i: ", 
__ c,;.-_.~_'~' •. :":;"-, .,_ ... _ ... ~ ~';-., ' 
- --- ~.- ... : .. '-, o=~=""~' ,2=~=~;;'~-:";:----' :...:: __ ,._..:.. ..... _....,-:.., __ ~~~ _.;..~_o~ ~ .. -<.C,~==; .. ~ _"!:.":.-f::."" s..,'~~ .~';'.f ,';;-':. "- '-~:'oJo 




















































TL(1.l ;lM) TEMP(l,l;IM)*PLK(l,LMf;IM) TEMP(1.1;IM)*PLK(1,L ;IM) 






TEMP(1.f;IM) TEMPO,1 IM)*OSIGSR SHL(l. L ;IM) TEMP(l',f 1M) SHL(t,lMt;IM) TEMPlf,1 1M) 
TEMP(1.f.IM) $ • 
$ 
TEMP{l,1 tun 
V(1. L .NB.J;IMJ 
U{1,LM1.NB.J;IM) = 
TEMP(l,t;IM) ::: 
TEMP ( 1 , 1 ; 1M) 
V(I, L ,NB.d;IM) = 
V( f .LMf,NB,.J;IPoU ENDW/iERE 
42 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
U(1. L NB.J;IM)*DSIG( L ) U(l.LMf NB,d:IMI*DSIGCLMfl TEMP( f, 1 un.OSIGBR TEMPe 1,1 1M) 
TEMP(1,1 1M} 
vef, L NB,d;IM'*OSIG( L } V(f,LMf NB,d;IM).OSIGCLM1) TEMPC1,1 IM).OSIGBR TEMPel,1 1M) 
TEMP(f,1 1M) 
C * •••• ~.* •• * ••• ~ •••••••••• * ••••••••••••••• C···· 
.••• C •• ~. DRAG COEFICIENT •••• C ***. 
• ••• c •••••••• *.* •• ~ •••••••••• ,** •••••••••• *.*. c 






81T72(1;IM)::: TEMP(f,1;IMI .GE. 0.001 
WHERE( 8IT72(1;IMt ) WMAG(f;IMI = TEMf!(f,1;IM) OTHERWISE WMAG(l;IM) = 0.001 ENDWHERE 
TEMPi'.1;lM) = (1.0 f. 0.07.WMAGC1;IM}) .0.001 8IT72(1;IM) : TEMPCf,1;IM) .LT. 0.0025 
WHERE( 81T72(1;IM) ) CDC 1; 1M' = COXO.TEMPe 1.1; 1M) OTHERWISE 
00(1;IM) ::: CDXO.O.0025 END WHERE 
WHERE ( . NOT. WATER ( t : 1M) $ CO(1:IM) CO XL • (.002 + .006*.0002*Z{t:IM) 












... '" >Ie._. 
..... 
.... *. 
."'*. ** ... 
• ••• VERTICAL DIFFUSION OF HEAT AND MOISTURE • ••• 
** ... TEMP' G/(Sp.t11)··2 • DEleT} • K CONSTANT .* •• TEMP2 (PIn AT LEVEL L-1/2 .. ... TSMP3 P**KAPPA AT LEVEL L-1/2 
.* .. TEMP4 O(THETA)/DSIGMA 
."'-. TEMPS D( SHL I/DSIGMA 
***. . .... C * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *.** ••••••••••••• **.* •••••• c 
c 
EOLE = 2*EO DO 80 L 2,NlAV 
LMf L-t 
ASGl t./OSIGCL) ASGLMl 1.1 DSIG(LM1) ASGPLS 1./(DSIG(LM1) + OSIGiL» 
, 
SVC06400 $VC06410 $VC06420 $VC06430 $VC06440 $VC06450 $VC0646C $VC06470 $VC06480 $VC06490 $VC06500 
$VC06510 $VC06520 $VCOS530 $VCOG540 $VC06550 $VC06560 $VC06570 $VC06S80 $VC06590 $VC06600 $VC066tO $VC06620 $VC06630 $VC06640 $VC06650 $VCOS660 $VC06670 $VC06680 $VCOG690 $VC06700 $VC06710 $VC06720 $VC06730 $VC06740 $VC06750 $VC06760 $VC06770 $VC06780 $VC067911 $VCOS800 $VC068tO $VC06820 $VCOS830 $VC06840 $VC068S0 $VCOS860 $VCOS870 $VCOG880 $VC06890 $VC06900 $VC069fO $VC06920 $VCOCJ930 $VCOG940 $VC06950 $VC06960 $VC06970 $V006980 $VC06990 $V007DOO $VC07010 $VC07020 $VC07030 $VC07040 $VC07050 $VC07060 $VC07070 $VC070ao $VC070S0 
SVC07100 
' ... ', .-




















-ctJ .. _- .. 
















































GRAV/tSP(·;IM).RGA ) ) •• 2 '" DTca*EDLE 
DSIG{l) *PL{1.LM1 tM)/TL(1.LM1;IM) 
DSIG(LM1).PL(1.L lM)/Tl{t,L ,1M) )*ASGPLS 
DSIG(L) *PLK(l,LM ;IM} 
OSIG!LMO""PLI{(t.L ;IM) '.ASGPlS 
THll.L:IM)- THll.LM1:IM) II! SIGIL1-SIG!LMIl 
SHL!I.L:IM1-SHLll.LM1:IM) )/! SIG!L)-SIG!LM1) 
TEMP(1,2:IM)··2 TEMP ( f .2; nn 




TL( f .LM1 ;U" 
TL(1.L :IM} 
THe 1. LM1; IMT2) 
TLCt,LM1;IM) + TEMP(1.6;IM)+ASGLMf 
= TL(f.L :IM) - TEMP(l,6;IM)*ASGL 
= TL{1.LM1;IMT2) I PLK(1.LM1;IMT2J 







= SHL{1.LM1;IM) + TEMP(f.S:IM)+ASGLMt 
SHL{l,L :IM) - TEMP(1,6:IM)"'ASGL 
C *"'*~ •• *~."' •• $"''''.~~~*.*.'''.''''''*'''.'''.'''*.''' ••• *. 



















SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITV 
LATENT HEATING CO~FFICIENT 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
NOTE: 
















GAM(t.f;IMNLAV) = GAMFAC.SHSAT(1.1;IMNLAV)/TL(1.fiIMNLAVl.·2 
RH(1.f;IMNLAV) = SHL(t,f;IMNLAV)/SHSAT(I,f;IMNLAV) 
C 















































:t<** ... , 
"'''''** 
** •• 
DETERMINATION OF SURFACE LAVER TEMPERATURE 
SURFACE LAVER SPECIFIC HUMIDITV 
TS(I,.J) 
SHS(I~J) 
RHOSfI} AND SURFACE DENsITV 





SURFAC·E PRESSURE~ .KAPA 
HARMONIC MEAN OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
THICKNESS OF PLANETAAV BOUNDAR V LAVER 








TO DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MOIST-
AND DRY-ADIABATIC LAPse RATES 
= POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE AT 
LEVEL 9 WITH SURFACE PRESSURE 
AS REFERENCE 
= TEMPERATURE CHANGE BETWEEN 
GROUND AND TOP OF P.B.L WITH 
MOISTURE CORRECTION ( DTS<O: STABLE P.B.L ( OTS>O: UNSTABLE P.B.L ) 
AIR/SURFACE .iNTERACTION COEFFICIENT 
BULK RIOHAROSON NUMBER 
EODV OIFFUSIVITV COEFfICIENT 
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE OF THE 
MIXED LAVER 
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c *.*. ..*. 




























GRAVY = GRAV/RGAS*ROCP 
AROCP = t./ROOP 
PS(I;IM) = PLE(I,NLAYP1.IMl 
OSK(1;IM) = VEXPBYI{( PS-(I;IM),IM;PSK(t;IM) 
SHSATS(I;IM} = VQSAT( TS(t.d;r~}.PS(I:IMl.IM;SHSATS(';IM) 
TEMP(1.t;IM) = SHSATS(I;IM)/TS(1.d;IM} 
RHS(1jIM} ~ o. 
TEMP{t.9;lM) ~ WEi(I;IM) ... RH(t.NLAY:nU 
BIT72(f;rM) = TEMP(1,9:IM) .NE. O.n 
WHERE{ BIT12{1;IM) ) 
$ RHSC1:IM} = 2."WET(I;U'l)*RH(I,NlA·I:IMl/TEWlPC1,9:IMl 
TEMP(I,6;IM) = ZLNeO·TS(1,~;lM}~SP(i;IM)/PS(1;IM) 
THG(1;IM) = GAMFAe·TEMP(1,1~IM)/TS(1.u:IM' 
GAMC(t;IM) = TEMP(I.6.IM) .. ctHS(1;IMl • GRAVY" 
$ (rHG(1;IM)-CLH"'TEMPfl.1;rr."'''AROCP) / (f .... THGCt:IM» 
THT9(1;IM) = TH(t.NLAV:IM)" PSK(1;lM) 




TEMP(1.3;tMJ .GE. 0.0 
*** ............................ *. 
•• 
•• UNSTABLE P.B.L 
•• 
•• 
.... . .. 
•••• *.* .. * .... * ........... ~*. 
TEMP(1.1:IM) = 25. 
WHERE( WMAG(1 UU.LT.2S.0 ) TEMP(1.1;lMl = WMAG(1;IM) 
WHERE{ BIT12{ ;IM) ) 
TEMP(I,2;IM) VSQRT( CD(I;IM);TEMP(1,2;IM) ) 
TEMP(1.1;IM) 0.1382'" TEMP(1.2;IM)" TEMP(1.1;IM) 
TEMP(I.1;IM) TEMP(1.1:IM) + 13.67 ~ CO(f;IM) 
TEMP(I.l;IM) OTS(1:IM). TEMPel,1;IM) 
TEMPfl.5;IM) -(1200./TEMP(1,6;IM)'*TEMP(I.1;IM) 
ENOWHERE 
TEMP(1.5;IM) :: VEXP{ TEMP(1,5;U1);TEMP{1.5;It.U 
WHERE( BIT72(I;UH ) 
TEMP(1,5;IM} = e10 + 0100 * (f.O-TEMP(1,S;IM» 
TLE(I.NLAVP1;IMJ = THT9(1:IM) + TEMP(I.f;IM) - GAMC(1;lM) 
DTS(I;IM) = TG(linn - TLE(1.NLAVPf;IM) 
DRAW! I; 1M) • VSQRTl DTS(I; 1M) ;DRAW{" 1M) ) 
ORAW(1;IM) :: COtf:U." • ~WmAG(1;nn + ORAW(1;IM» 
ENDWHERE 
-.~ .... *.* ...... * •• *~.-. 
"'* ... 
.* STABLE P.B.L •• 
.~ .. 
....... * ••••• * •• * ••••• ~. 
OU(1;IM) U(1,NLAY.NB.u 1M) - U5(1 1M) 
DV(1:IM) Vf1.NLAV t NB.d 1M) - VS(1 1M) OUDV(1;IM) DU(f;IM)*OU(1 1M) + OV(t tM)-OV(I;IM) 
WHeRE( DUDV( :IM) .LT. 0.1 DUDVCf;IM = 0.1 
OUDV(1;tM) 1./(DUDV(1;IM - TG(I;IM 
C4G =: -C40"'GRAV 
BI172(f~IM) = TEMP(I.3;IMJ .LT. 0.0 

































































































































































\ i '\. \ 
WHERE( BtT72(1;tM} ) 
WMAGC(1:1M) = WMAGS(1;IM).WMAG(f:lM) 
TEMP(1,7:IM) = 1./ (TEMP(1.5;tM).CO(1;IM).WMAG(1;IMJJ 
TEMP(1.B;IM) = C10~7 .• TEMP(1.7;IM)/WMAGS{1;JM) 
AAA(1;lM} = TEMP(1.6jIMJ*OUOV(1;IM) 
AAA(1;IM) = C4G.AAA(1;tM) + TEMP(f.8;IM} 
8BB(1;IM) = 1. + etO.TEMPe1.7;IM) 
$ C4G*TEMP( 1.6; 1M) $oOTS( 1: 1M) *OUDV( 1: 1M) 
$ TEMP(1.8;tM)·OTS(1;IM) 
CCC(1:IM) = -DTS(1;IMI 
ENDWHERE 
TEMP{1,8;IM} = VA8S( AAA(1;lM);TEMP(1,B:IM) 
WHERE( BIT72( ;IM) .AND. (TEMP(l,B;IM).GT.O.Ot) 
TEMP(l,l;IM) SBB(l;IM)*SSB(f;IM' - 4.*AAA(1;IM)·CCC(1;IM) 
TEMP(l,1;IM) VSQRT( TEMPtl.t:1M);TEMP(1.1;tM) } 
TEMPt 1.1; 1M) (-SSS( 1; IMI + TEMP( 1 ,1; 1M) )/(2 .• AAA( 1 ;IM)} 
ENOWHERE 
WHERE( e T72(1;IM) 
TEMP (1 • tiM) 
TEMP(1.1 1M) = 1.0 
TEMP (1 ,11M) 
ENDWH~RE 
.AND. t EMP(1,a;IM).LE.O.Ol) ) 
BBB (1 UJO *BBB (1; 1M) 
+ AAA(1 IM).CCC(1;IMiITEMP(1.1;IM) 
- CCC(l IM)/BBB(1;IM).TEMP(1,l:IM) 
TEMP!1.2;IMl = 1.0 - 7.·OTS!1;IM1/WMAGS!1;IMl 
TEMP(l,2;lM) = 1.0 + EDNM • TEMP(1.7;lM) • TEMP(1.2:1M) 
TEMP(l,2;IM) ~ DTS(1;lM} I TEMP(l.2;IM) 
WHERE( BIT7Z{t:IM) .AND. (TEMP(1.2;IM).GT.TEMP(t.t:IM» 
$ TEMP(t.1;lM) = TEMP(l,2;tM) 
WHERE! BIT72!1,IMJ 1 
TLE(1.NlAVP1;lM) = THTS(1;IM) -+ TEMP(1.1;IM) ... GAMC(l;IM) 
DTS(l;IM) = TG(f;lM} - TLE(1 NLAVP1;IM) 
DRAWI1:IM) = WMAGS(l;IM) - 7. OTS(1;IM) 
DRAW(1;IM) = CO(1;IM)*WMAGC(f IM)/DRAW(l;IM) 
TEMP(1,S;IM) = -GRAV.TEMP(1.6 IM)*TEMP(t.1;IM).OUDV(t¥'[M) 
TEMP(1.S;IM) c10/(1. + 040 TEMP(1,6:IM}) 
ENDWHERE 
.**********.~**.** •• **.** ••••••••••• ** 
."' .. • ••• 
••• * CALCULATION OF •••• 
*.** SURFACE SPECIFIC HUMIDITV •• "'''' 




BIT72(1;U-U TEMP(1.7:IM) .LT. 1.0 
WHERE! BIT72!1;IMl 1 
EV-E(I;IM) = 1.0 
EVE(1;IM) e TEMP(1,7;IM) 
= EVE(l;IM).DRAW(l;IMl EVACO( 1: un 
EVACO{ 1; 1M) 
EVACO( 1; 1M) = BIT72(1:1M) = 1.E-40 .GT. WHERE( 8IT72(1;IM) ) I.E-40 
SHG(1;IM) ~ VQSAT( TG(1;IM),PS(t;IM1.IM;SHG(1;IM) 
SHLE(1.NLAVP1:IM) = (EVACO(l;IM)"'SHG(I.IM) 
$ + EDV(1iI"M).SHL(I,NLAV;IMl)/(EVACO(1;IM)+EOV(1:1M» 
SHSATS(1;lM) = VQSAT( TLE(1,NLAVP1;IM),PS(1;IMl,IM:SHSATS{1;IM) 
••••••••• * •••• "'* •• * •• ** •• ** •• ~** •••• "' •••• 
•••• .**. 
*.** CHECK FOR SUPER-SATURATION •••• 
**** OF SURFACE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY * •• * 
''''" ==,,,-.. '-'------------











































SVC09090 $VCOS100 $VC09110 
SVC09120 
SVCOS130 $VCOS140 $VCOS1S0 
$VCOS1GO 
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DO 120 I=1,IM 
IF (SHLE(I.NLAVPf).LE.SHSATS(I») GO TO 120 
TEMP( I .2) = GAMFAC.'SHSATS{I) I(TLE( I ,NLAVPt )*TLE(I .NLAVP~» 
TEMP(I,f) = (SHLE(t,NLAYP1) - SHSATSfI)/(t. + TEMPfI.2J) 
TLE(I.NLAVP1) = ~LE(I.NLAVP1) + TEMP(I.f)~CLH 
SHLE(I.NLAVP1) = S~LE(I.NLAYP1) - TEMPel.f. 
CONTINUE 
C ••••• ~ •••••• * •• * •••• ~* •••••• "' ••• "'* ••• "'. 














"' •• 11< 
CALCULATE SURFACE DENSITV 











•• * •••••••• *** ••• *~"' ••••••••••••• * ••••• 
RHOS(tiIM) PS(f;IM)/(RGAS.TLE(1.NLAVP1iIM» 











SURFACE FLUX OF SENSIBLE HEAT 
SURFACE FLUX OF MOISTURE •••• *.". 
• ••• 
•••• NOTE: COEFS = G.OELT/OSIG •••• 
*."'* •••• 






SHL{ l.NLAV 1M) 
SHG(t;IM) - SHLE(1.NLAVP1;IM) 
COEFS+RHOS(T;IM).DRAW(liIM)/SP(1iIM) 
TL(1,NLAV;IM) + TEMP(1.1;IM).OTS(1:IM) 
TL(1,NLAV;IM) / PLK(1.NLAV;IM) 
SHL(I.NLAV;IM> 
TEMP(1.1;lM)·EVE(1.IM)·OSHS{I;IM) 
c······································ c···· ...• C.... SURFACE SKIN FRICTION •••• 
o oil... • •.• 














































U(I,NLAV.NB,J;IM) ~ U(1.NLAV.NB.J;IM) 
V{I,NLAV.NB,J;IM) ~ V(I.NLAV.NB.J;IM) - CDFR*TEMPC1.1;IM'*US(1;IM)$VC09690 - CDFR.TEMP(1.f;IM}·VS(1;IM'SVC09700 
































PREPARATION FOR MOIST CONVECTION 
SSS DRV STATIC ENERGV AT LEVEL L 
SSSE DRV STATIC ENERGV AT EDGE 
HH MOIST STATIC ENERGV AT LEVEL L 
HHE MOIST 'S,'rATIC ENERGV AT EDGE 
HHS SATURA"':oN MOIST STATIC ENERGY 
CVT 
CVQ 
AT LEVEL L 
= TOTAL TEMPERATURE CHANGE DUE 
TO CUMULUS CONVECTION 
~ TOTAL MOISTURE CHANGE. DUE 
TO CUMULUS CONVECTION 














••••••••••••••• * ••• * ••• * ••••••••••••••••• * •••••••• 
ACLH ~ I./CLH 
SSS(1.NLAV;IM) o. 
CVT(1.1;IMNLAV) = O. 
CVQ(I.1;IMNLAY) = o. 
"M-" ~""'-"'~-',.",-'~,~, 
















































" , !"~,, i , . 
: I I 
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1'1 
















































































1 I" i) I , ,-_-""",.,..,,,._~..l...,,_.L_ , ".~ ".-\_ ,~,,-- ., • .01 .. .~--" ~~-.. -'-
DO lBO LK=2,NLAV L NLAV + 2 - LX LMt = L-1 
FACL : DSIG( L J/(DSIG(L!~DS!GfLM1» FACLMI : DSIG{LMI}/(CSIG(L)+CSIG(LMt» 
TEMPI I. I 1M) TEMP(I,2IM) 
TEMP ( 1 • f 1M) TEMP(t.2IM) SSSE(t,L ;IM) SSS(I.LMf;IM) SHLE ( I • L : 1M) 
= PlK(I,L:IM)/PLI{(I.LMI;IM) t./TEMP(1.1;IM) Tl(I,lMl:IM).TEMP{I.1;IM) - TL(I.L;IM) : TL(f.LM1;IM) - TL(I.L;IM)*TEMP(I,2;IM} SSS(I,L;IM) + FACL *TEMP(I.1;IM} SSSE(I.L;IM) + FACLM1*TEMP(f.2:IM} FACL*SHL(I.LMliIM) + FACLMt.SHl(l.liIM) 
BIT12(1~IM) = SHlE(I,L:IM) .NE. 0.0 WHERE( BIT72(1;IM) ) SHLE(I.l;IM) : SHLCf.LMI;IM).SHL(I.L:IM)/SHLEff,L;!MJ ENDWHERE 
TEMPO. 11M) = TEMP(I.1 1M} BIT72( 11M) WHERE ( BIT12(1 1M) 
SSS(1.lMI;lM) - SSSE(t.llM) SHSAT(I.LM.:IM) + TfH"~I(f.' IM)*ACLH TEMP(I.1;IM) ,LT. SHLE{I.L 1M' SHLE{I,l:IM) : TEMP(I,I:IM 
HH{t,L;IM) 
HHE(l.L;IM) HHS{I.l;IM) = 
SSS(I.L;IM) SSSE(I.l;IM, 
SSS< f .L: 1M) 
+ CLH. SHl(f.l;IM) 
+ CLH. SHLE(t.L;IM} 
+ ClH*SHSAT(~.L:IM) 
ISO CONTINUE 
HHS(I.1;IM) S5S(t.filM) + CLH*SHSAT(1,f;IM) 
, 
$VC09950 



















$VCH1230 $VCI0240 $VCt02S0 $VCI02GO **** •• * •••••• *.* ••••• ***.**.*.***.*****.*.**~.*** •• ****~** •••••• • ••••• $VC10270 **** 
**··SVC102S0 •••• CONSTRAIN SP~CIFIC HUMIDITV BV ELIMINATING NEGATIVE VALUES •• **SVCf0290 •••• 
····SVC10300 *** •••••••• ** •••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••• * ••••••••• *.·******··**····*$VCf03fO 
DO 202 L:2.NlAV LMI :: L-1 
DDSIG = OSIG(LMI}/DSIG(l) 
BIT12(I;IM) : SHL(t,LMI;IM) IBIT = QBSCNT( BIT72(1:IM) ) IF( IBIT EQ. 0 ) GO TO 202 
.LT. 0.0 
WHERE( BI 12(I;IM) ) SHL(I,L 1M) = SHLfl.L;IM} SHl(f.lM1 1M) = O. + SHL(f.lMl;IM)·DDSIG ENDWHERE 
202 CONTINUE 
BIT72( 1; 1M) WHERE( BIT72(I;IM) SHL(I.NLAV:IM) ,LT. 0.0 SHl{I,NLAV;IM)::O. 






*** ••• *.******.**********.**** •• * •• ** ••• * ••••••• *. 
CALL ZEITBEG(SHCUMULO CALL CUMUlO (J) CALL ZEITEND 




MOIST CONVECTIVE ADJUSTMENT 
..... >t.* 
"" ... * .... * 
****** *****.*** ••• ***** ••• ***.* •• **.**** •••••• *.** 
$lIC10320 $VCf0330 $VCf0340 $VC10350 $VC10360 
SVC10310 $VC10aSO $VCf0390 $VCf0400 $VC10410 $VC10420 $VCf0430 $VC10440 $VC10450 $VCf0460 $VC10410 $VC10480 $ve 10490 $VCf'J500 $VC10510 $VC10520 $VCf0530 $VC10540 $VCf0550 $VCf0560 $VC10570 $VCI05BO $VCt0590 $VC10600 $VC10610 $VC10620 
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...... * ...... 
...... -,~ LARGE SCALE PRECIPITATION •••• 
"' ..... 
...... '" PRECIP 
."".It 
••• '1 EXL 
,.. ... ""., 
"' ... - EX 
"' .... '" 
* "' ... * 
PRECIPITATION DUE TO 
LARGE-SCALE SUPERSATURATION 
TOTAL SPEC1FIC HUMIDITV CHANGE 
FROM LEVEL L-1 
= TOTAL SPECIFIC HuMIDITV CHANGE 
TO LEVEL L 
.... 
...... 






~, .... "" DIAGNOSTICS: ...... *. 
.' .. "" ICLQUD{I,t.I) PREACC(I,t.I) :: •••• 
"'*."" 




" .• .a. .... 
...... 
TOTAL ACCUMULATED PRECIP 
FROM LARGE AND SMALL SCALE ( .1MM/DAV) 
TOTAL ACCUMULATED PRECIP 








............. * .... * ••• * ......................... ~ ....... * ........................... ... 
00 300 L::2,NlAV 
LMI :: l-1 
DOSIG :: DSIG(LMI}/DSIGCL) 
DO 1120 I=1.IM 
IF CSHLO.LM1).LE.SHSATCI,LM1)} GO TO 1120 
EXt = (SHL(I,LM1)-SHSAT(I,tMl» I (1.+GAMCI,LMf» 
EX = EXL*DOSIG 
CLOUD(I,LM1) = 1. 
IF (QQUT.AND.LICLOUD) IQSDIAGCI,IICtOUD,J) $ IOSDIAG(J,IICLOUD.J) + 2.·(LMI+5) 
TL(I,LM1) Tt(X,lMI) + EKl*CLH 
SHLO,LMI) SHLfI,LM1) - EXl 
Tl(l,L) TlO.L) - EX·CLH 
SHL(I.l) SHl(I,L) + EX 







PRECIP(I;IM) :: O. 
00 1130 I-=I.tM 
EXL = O. 
IF {SHl(I,NLAV).lE.SHSATCI,NLAV» GO TO 320 
CtOUO{I,NLAV) = I. 
IF (QOUT.AND.LIClOUD) IQSDIAG(I.IICLOUO,J) = $ IQSOIAGCI,IIClOUD.J) + 2.·(NLAV+5) 
00310 N=I.3 
ex = (SHL(I,NLAV)-SHSAT(I,NLAV» I (1.+GAMCI,NLAV» 
TL(I.NLAV) + CLH"'EX 
SHL(I.NLAV) - EX 






PRcCI P (I) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
QSAT( TL(I,NLAV),PL(I.NLAY) } 
GAMFAC·SHSAT(I,NtAV)/(Tl(I,NLAV)*TL(I,NLAV» 
PRECIPet) + EXL*OSIG(NLAV)-.f*SP(I)*AGRAV 
CUMIE4 f,E4.CUMOAV 
PREP(1;IM) = PRECIP(I;IM) + PCMIO(I;IM) $ + PCLOW(1;IM) 
$ + PCPEN(1;IM) 
tF(LPREACC) QSOIAG(t,IPREACC.J;IM) = QSOIAG(1,IPREACC,J;IM) 
... ,,'" . '~'. -~: . 
, ,. 
" :: .. 
$VC10660 
$VCt0670 








$VC10S40 $VCf08S0 $VCIOSSO $VC10S70 








$VCl fOOO $VCltOI0 
$VCtf020 $VC11030 $VC11040 
$VC11050 $VCf 10S0 
$VC11070 $VC 11 OBO 
$VC1t090 
$VCt 1 100 $VCtl110 
SVCt 1120 
$VC11130 









$VCf 1280 $VCf 1290 
$VC11300 $VC11310 
$VC11320 $VC11330 
$VC11340 $VC11350 $VCf1360 
i.,)~ l,\::!l 
,.;" -~ ?-~ .::;..~ ,;:;~==== ~ 






















































. ~:~L~1:.I:'\E;. •.. 




+ CUM1E4* PREP(l;IM) $VC11370 QSDtAGCf.JPRECON,u;IM) = QSOIAG(f.IPRECON.d;IM) $VCff3BO 












E,LIMINATE NEGATIVE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY • ••• 
.*** 
••• * 
.* •••• ** ••• * •••••••• *.* ••• *.*****~*.**** ••• ** •• **. 
DO 410 L=2.NLAV 
LM1 = L-f DOSIG = DSIG(LM1)/DSIG(L) 
BIT72(1;IM) = SHL(t,LM1;IM) tBIT = Q8SCNT( BIT72(1;IM) ) IF( IBIT .EQ. ) GO TO 410 
. LT. 0.0 




SIT72{ 11M) BIT72( 11M) BIT72( 11M) BIT72( 11M) 
SHL{t,NLAV 1M) .LT. SHL(1,NLAV IM)=o. 
= SHLE(1,NLAVPf 1M) .LT. SHLE(1,NLAVP1 IM)=O. 
0.0 
0.0 






.......... RADIATION SUBROUTINES . ....... 
•••• ~~** 
.• *.**"' ............. "'.* •• *"'.* ••• * •• ** ••••• ~. 
CALL ZEITBEGCSHRADIO CALL RADIO (u) CALL ZEITEND 





















































* .... *'" 
.*.* 
"' ... 
.*.'" * •• '" 
•• "'* 
"' .. '" 
.. "'. 
"'* ... * 
DETERMINATION OF GROUND TEMPERATURE 
















HEAT COEF OVER LAND, WATER 
= HEAT COEF OVER ICE, SNOW, FROST 
= EPS*HEATW/RGAS • CALTOd 
= RATIO OF MOLECULAR WEIGHTS OF WATER VAPOR AND DRY AIR CALORIE TO ~OULE CONVERSION LATENT HEAT OF EVAPORATION TOTAL HEAT CAPACITY SOLAR - TERRESTRIAL RADIATION STEFAN-SOlTZMAN CONSTANT DIR)/of T ':,} L"'O(E)/D(Tl"!l 
SENSI8LE !-IEAT FLUX LATENT HEAT FLUX HEATING DUE TO CONDUCTION 
DIAGNOSTICS: 

















. .. '" 
* ••• 
• •• * 
• ••• 


























sve ,.530 $VCl1540 
$VC11550 $VCt,560 
svet 1570 








$VCff130 $VC11740 $Ve11750 
$VC11760 
svef 1770 $VCff780 
$VC11790 
$VC',800 $VC11810 $V011820 
$VCl1830 $V011840 $VCl1850 $V011860 $V011870 $VO 118ao $V011890 $\1011900 $VC11910 $V011920 $V011930 $V011940 $V011950 $V011960 $V011970 $VC11980 $VC11990 $V012000 $VC12010 $V012020 $VC12030 $VC12040 $V012050 $VC12060 $V012070 
"','. .. 
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~ •• * 
• "''''* 
**"'. 
I \\ i'l' , . • 
THEREFORE. THESE FLUKES MUST BE "' ...... 
SCALED BY: .* .. * ••• 
F = F • 10 LANGLEY/DECA-LANGLEY ... "'.* LE = LE • 10 LANGLEY/DECA-LANGLEV "''''* • 
."''''. 








HEATW 0.386 + 0.15 ... WET(I;IM) EVAL (11M) CZH(l 1M} 
CZH( 1 tM) = 
CZH(f 1M) = 
CZH(1 1M) 
CZH(I;IM) * (1.000 • WET(I:IM1) 
CZH(t;IM) * 2.E-3*SOAY/PI2 
VSQRT( CZH(I;IM);CZH(I:IM) 
WHERE( SNOWV1"IM) 
EVAL(I'IM) = HEAT I 
CZH(I,IM) = 2.3 
ENDWHERE 
WHERE( ICY( 1; 1M) ) 
EVAL(I;lM) = HEATI 
CZH(1;lMl = 5.1 
ENDWHERE 
WHERE( FROSTY(1;IM) 
EVAL{';lM) = HEAT! 
CZH(1;IM) = 0.331 + 0.075 * WET(I;lM) 
CZH(l;lM) = C2H{t;lM) * (2.000 + 2.500 ... WET(1;IM)} 
CZH(1;lM) CZH(I;IM) '" I.E-3*SDAY/P12 
CZH(I,IM) = VSQRT( CZH(I,IM)'CZH(I,IM) 
ENOWHERE 
TEMP(I.1jlM) = 10.*DRAW(I;lWO*RHOS(1;IM)*SDAV 
TEMP{1,2:IM} = -CPP*TEMP(I,I;tM)-DTS(1;IM) 
TEMP(I,3;IM) = -EVAL(I;IM)*EVE(1;IM)OTEMP(I.1;IM).OSHS(I;IM) 
IF(LHFtUX) QSOIAG(1.IHFLUX,u;IM) = QSOIAG{1,IHFLUX J;IM) 
$ - CUMRAT*TEMP(1 ,21M) 
IF(LEFLUX) QSDIAG(t.IEFLUX,J:IM) = QSDIAG(I.1EFtUX J;IM) 
$ - CUMRAT-TEMP(l,3 1M) 
SHS(1.tJ;IM) = SHtE{I,NtAYPI:IM) 
DO t160 l=t.1M 
IF (OCEAN' t» GO TO 1160 
IF (ICE(I) .AND. Z(I).LT .. l) 
TGSQ = TG(I)**2 
ORAD = 4.*STBO*TGSQ"'TG{I) 
DSQG = EPSFAC*SHG(I)/TGSQ 
TEM 
TEM = 
TEMP(I.4) = TEM'(TICE - TG(I» 
TEMP{I.6) = SOAV*CZH(I)/OTC3 + ORAD 
$ + TEMP(I,I'*EDV(I) * ( Cpp / 
$ + EVAt(t) *EVE(t). OSQG / 
1160 CONTINUE 
WHERE( .NOT.WATER(1;IM) ) 
GT(1.J;IM) ~ TG(1:1M) + 
O. 
CTID/HICE 










TEMP ( 1. 21M) 
TEMP It. 31M) 
TEMP 11. 4 1M} ) I TEMP(1.5:IM) 
ENDWHERE 
IF(.NOT.tFUSION) GO TO 1161 
WHERE{ ,NOT.WATER(1:IM} ) QSDIAG(I,tFU510N,J;IM) = QSOIAG(1.IFUSION.J;IM) 








HEATING DUE TO ABSORBED RADIATION 
AND TOTAL MOISTURE ADJUSTMENT 
..... * 
"'*** 
"'* ... * 





$VC12120 $VC12130 $VC12140 


































SVC12690 $VOI2S9:Q $VC127-00 $VC12710 
SVC12720 $VC12730 $VC12740 
$VC12750 $VC121GO 
$VCI27?O $VC127BO 
~-" -~, -"~~-::::.:-'.!!""': .,~-
~-~ -----.":; .~,:;,.",,;>. ,J;:. '-: .:.;"; -,-: '::::-.'-
l ':'l~ ';'::.. _'.: ~_ .. _~.~.~ . ,_~ .. ~_ .. 
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'" 1-' (Xl 
, 
r,:; 
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• * •• 
"' ... 
"''''.''' II"" •• 
•••• 
...... NOTE: 
*"' ..... aOE • COLMR = GRAV*DELT!(10*SP*CP.OSIG(L)) * ... * .. WHERE! SP PS-PTOP •••• DELT = COMP3 TIME INCREMENT *.* • ap = SPECIFIC HEAT 
.. *. 
"'*.* DIAGNOSTICS: 
*.*. OIABAT TOTAL DIABATIC HEATING, INCLUDING •• * • RADIATION. IN DECI-KELVIN/DAV "'''' .. TS AIR-SURFACE TEMPERATURE •••• TMIN = MINIMUM AIR-SURFACE TEMPERATURE •••• TMAX MAXIMUM AIR-SURFACE TEMPERATURE •••• 




























CUMD10 = ,.E1*CUMOAV COlMR(l:IM) = PIM/SP(1;IM) 
TEMP{1,1;IMNlAV) $ = AS(1.f;IMNlAV) + RE{1.2:IMNlAV} 
- RE(1,1;IMNLAV) $ 
DO 620 L=1.NLAV TEMP(1.L;tM) = TEMP(1,L;tM). COE(L} • COLMR(1:IM) 520 CONTINUE 
TEMP(1,1;IMNLAV) = TL(1,1:IMNLAV) - T(t.f,NB,J:IMNLAV) $ + TEMP{1,1:IMNLAV) 
T(1.1,NB,u;IMNlAV) = T(1.1.NB.u;IMNLAV) + TEMP(1,1;IMNLAV) SH(1,1,NB,J;tMNLAV) = SHL(f,1:IMNLAV) IF(LDIABAT) $QUDIAG(1.f,IDIABAT,u;IMNLAV) = QUOIAG(f.1,IDIABAT.J;IMNLAV) $ + CUMD10.TEMP(1,1;IMNLAV) 





91T72(1 1M) TS(f,u;IM) .LT. QSDIAG(l, 1MIN,d 1M) WHEREe B T72(1 1M) ) QSDIAG(1,ITMIN,J:IM) 1$(1. ;IM) BIT72(1 1M) TS(t.J;IM) .GT. QSDIAG(l, TMAK,J 1M) WHERE( B T72(1 1M» QSDIAG(1.ITMAX,J;IM) TS(1, ;IM) 
.** ••••• *** •• * •• **.$~.**.*** •• * 
•••• • ••• CALL ZEITBEG(8HCOMP35 CALL COMP35 (d) CALL ZE[TEND 
**** •••• **** •• *********.** •• **.******** 
IF (FMU.LE.O.) GO TO 900 
*.******** •••••••• ******.*.**.* ••• *****. 
**** ••• * 
**.* INTERNAL FRICTION **** **** DUE TO VERTICAL SHEAR OF **** * •• * HORIZONTAL WIND *"' ... * *.** 
"'*** 
.**. NOTE; 
.*** *"' ... FCOEF 1 = MU/RGAS • (G/SP)·.2 ..*** **** MU 0.00087 • TREF/PREF * •• '" **"' ... TREF = 26B KELVIN **** 
* ... "'* PREF = 500 MILl!BAR .* •• 
*"''''* ** •• ** •••••• * ............ *"'.* ... ***** ....... *** •• * 
FCOEF 1 (1 ItO 
UDN( 11M} 
VDN( 11M) 
TON( f 1M) 
FCOEF/SP{1 1M)**2 U{l,1.NB.J 1M) 
V(1,1.NB,d 1M) T(1.1,NB,J 1M) 
'" ;:" 
$VC12790 $VC12800 $VC12810 $VC12820 $Va12B30 $VC12840 $VC12850 $VC128BO $VC12870 $VC12880 $VC12890 $VC12900 $VC12910 $VC12920 $VC12930 $VC12940 $VC12950 $VC12960 $VC12910 $VC12980 $VC12990 $VC13000 $VC13010 $VCt3020 $VCt3030 $VC13040 $VC13050 $VC13060 $VCf3010 $VC,3080 $VC13090 $VC13100 $VCt3110 $VC13120 $VC13130 $VC13140 $VC13150 $Ve1StSo $VC13170 $VC13180 $VC13190 $VC13200 $VC13210 $VC13220 $VC13230 $VC13240 $VC13250 $VC13260 $VC13270 $VC13280 $VC13290 $VC13300 $VC13310 $VC13320 $VC13330 $VC'3340 $VC13350 $VC13360 
SVC13370 $VC13380 $VC13390 $VC13400 $VC13410 $VC13420 $VC13430 $VC13440 










®--+"'" .... ;;.,,~, , .. '. . 




















































( \T i\~' 









1./loSIG(LI + oSIG(LMII 
t./( SIG{l' - stG(LM1) 
= 1./DSIG(l) 
1./DSIGrLM1) 
UUP(1 1M) == 
VUP( 11M) 
TUP(I 1M) 
UDN( 11M) = 
VoN( I IMI 
ToN(1 IMI = 
UDN( 1: 1M) 
VDN(1:IM) 
TON( 1; 1M} 
U ( t,L I NB. LI; 1M) 
VC1.L.NB.1.I;IM) 
T(1.L,NB.1.I;IM) 
TEMP (1 t 1 ; 1M) = 
$ + 
TEMP(l,2:IM) = 
TEMP( f .3; 1M) 
TEMP (1 • 1 : 1M) = 
TEMP( 1.2; 1M) 
TEMPe1.3;IM) 
( DSIG( L )*PL(f LM1;IM)/TUP(1;IM) 
oSIG(LMlloPL(1 L ;IMI/ToN(I;IMI 
(UON(1;IM)-UUP(1 IM)*DELSIG (VON(1;IM)-VUP(1 IM)'*QELSIG 
FCOEF1(f;IM) • TEMP(f , 1:IM) •• 2 
TEMpe1.1;IM) ... TEMP(1.2.IM) 
TEMP(f.f;IM) • TEMP(1.3;IM) 
)*DSIGBn 
U(f.LM1.NB.d 1M) 
U(1,L ,NB.1.I 1M) 
V( 1.lM1.NB.1.I Un 
V(t,L .NS ..... 1M) 
U{1.lMf.NB.d 1M) + TEMP{f,2 IM)*ASGLMl 
U(f.L ,Ne,Ll 1M) - TEMP(f,2 IM)*ASGL 
V(f,LM1.NB.d 1M) + TEMP(1.~ IM)*ASGLM1 

















































































































--NAME-------8l0CK------TYPE------CLASS-------RefeRENcES A=ARGlIST, C=CTRL of 00. I=OATA INIT. R=READ. S=STORE. W=\'IRITE 
AAA OCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 389 549/5 550/S 550 554 556 558 562 
II AClH REAL SIMPLE 603/S 624 ADATE ccNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE " IG ACLOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 211 I, AGRAV REAL SIMPLE 401/S 415 682 i" I, AL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 335 ALBEDO QANDQT REAL ARRAY 250 263 
[-,! APHEL RcNTRL REAL SIMPLE 151 
!: AROCP REAL SIMPLE 506/5 lil6 
AS RADcm.' REAL ARRAV 320 753 
1 
.-:'''''',,,",.- '--'"-'~"""--="'<' .-". ',-,,,", ~,--.--....--~""-... ~~" .. " ,,'.'." ,;>;_.--... - •• ",.-..--• .....-,-,., 
--;'. '."""','~ , 




















,~ ......... <t 
-. ~:~ ..... ~ ~ -'~ _.~:-_-. .:.:~4::~.~. .--- .~~~ ••..• <~~.:.::c-'"="_ .... ~,:~:...~~~.;:~ _. _____ """----:.:.:. __ ~,~~."-;.~~ ,L ~~,,-,:;_~ __ .:.".:.:"If:.\ __ == 




ASGl REAL SlMPLE 484/S 496 499 778/5 793 795 
ASGLM1 REAL SIMPLE 486/5 494 498 779/5 792 794 
ASGPlS REAL SIMPLE 486/5 488 489 
ATIME CCNTRl CHAR"'S SIMPLE 4 17 
BB8 OCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 390 551/S 556 fi66 558 561 661 563 
BETA RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 152 ~. 
81T72 BIT ARRAY 396 402/5 403/5 407 430/5 431 432/5 433 44t/S 442 445 
467/S 46B 474/5 475 512/5 613 520/5 523 531 544/5 545 r:.:. 
555 560 56B 569 579/5 5Bl 583/S 5B4 619/5 620 625 
626 635"/5 636 638 543/5 644 692/5 693 695 700/S 701 
702/5 703 162/5 763 764/S 765 
BITMAX BIT ARRAV 396 
Cl0 CNT~t.P REAL SIMPLE 290 532 548 551 575 
C100 eNTRl"=- REAL SIMPLE 291 63' 
e40 cNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 292 543 575 
e4G 'EAL SIMPLE 543/5 550 551 
CAL TO'"' ReNTRl RCA:" SIMPLE 190 
CC CONTRl CHAR*a ARRAY 14 15 
ceo ceNTRL CHAR"'S SIMPLE 2 I. 15 
ece DQOMP3 REAL ARRAY 391 552/5 556 562 563 
ceNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 
13 
caspoe ceNTRL CHAf1*8 SIMPle 7 20 
ceSP07 ceNTRl OHAR*8 SIMPLE 8 21 
CCSPOB ceNTRL CHAR'*'S SIMPLE 9 22 
CD DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 362 476/5 418/5 480/5 524 526 536 547 573 
COATE RAce OM REAL ARRAY 344 
ODFR CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 27B 601 602 
COXL eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 279 4BO 
CDXQ eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2BO 476 47B 
K ClH CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 281 516 692 
603 627 62B 629 631 660 662 677 
CLOUD RADeOM REAL ARRAY 326 419/5 668/5 672/5 
eNTRlP REAL Uf'JKNOWN 27B 279 2BO 2BI 2B2 2B3 2B4 2B5 2B6 287 2BB 
2B9 290 291 292 293 294 296 296 297 29B 299 
/, 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 30B 309 310 311 312 313 31. 315 316 317 318 
, COE eNTRlP REAL ARRAV 282 755 
• COEF eNTRlp REAL SIMPLE 283 ~ COEFS eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B4 697 COLMR OCCMP3 REAL ARRAY 356 752/5 755 COMP3 SUBROUTINE I 
CCN1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 212 
~ CON10T RePARM REAL SIMPLE 213 00 CcN2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 214 CON2DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 215 "TI:;:J 
} CON3 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 216 "<IQ CON3DT Rll"PARM REAL smPlE 217 
'I CON4 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 0-eON4DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 O~ CONS ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 :OF COSO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 153 
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 221 rO"@ COSlON RDPARM REAL ARRAV 222 C:"" 
, I COSROT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 285 ~G» cosz RADeOM REAL ARRAY 346 ~ i CP RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 154 • 1M] , ;Jffi CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 CPP eNTRl? REAL SIMPLE 2B6 72B 741 
CQS CCNTRl CHAR-a ARRAY 12 25 
CQU ccNTRL CHAR·a ARRAY 13 26 
CTID eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 287 736 
OUM1E4 REAL SIMPLE 685/S 687 6BB 
CUMD10 REAL SIMPLE 751/5 760 
CUMDAV eNTRl? REAL SIMPLE 2BB 6B5 751 
CUMRAT CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B9 730 731 74B 
eVQ RADeOM REAL ARRAV 332 606/5 
CVT RADeOM REAL ARRAY 332 605/S 
CXOE RADom" REAL ARRAY 333 
!II 
CXl RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 346 
C2H RADeOM REAL ARRAV 345 708/S 709/S 709 710/5 710 711/5 711 711 714/5 718 0 a ;- i ii3 
,il '" t» P I-' ;',.[ 
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W 722/5 723/5 723 724/5 724 725/5 725 725 741 
,. DAVSPV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 155 
.., oeOMP3 REAL UNKNOVIN 366 361 358 369 360 351 35. 363 364 365 366 N 361 358 369 370 311 372 373· 374 315 316 317 378 379 380 381 38. 383 384 3B5 3B6 3B7 3BB II 3B9 390 391 39. DDSIG REAL SIMPLE 634/5 639 653/S 667 691/5 696 'I DEC RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 OEOMAX RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 
II 
DElSIG REAL SIMPLE 777/5 7B7 7BB DEL TA ONTRlP REAL SIMPLE '93 
\1 DIRT BIT ARRAV 394 406/5 407 408/5 40B 409 434 DIST RONTRt. REAL SIMPLE 168 DlAT RCNTAL REAL SmPLE 169 DLON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 160 ORAD REAL SIMPLE 13B/5 741 DRAW OCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 364 535/5 636 536/5 635 572/5 573/5 573 582 597 127 741 DSHS DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 370 596/5 600 129 DSiG RDPARM REAL ARRAY .44 444 444 445 445 446 446 451 451 455 465 469 469 4B4 4B5 486 4B6 4BB 4BB 4B9 4B9 610 610 610 611 611 611 634 634 653 653 6B2 691 591 776 776 778 779 786 786 DSIGBR _REAL SIMPLE 444/5 462 456 460 776/5 7B5 OSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAY 246 DSQG REAL SIMPLE 739/5 741 
:1 
DT RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 DTC3 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE .94 4B7 741 DTOUT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 295 DTS DCOMP3 REAL ARRAV 363 518/S 519 627 534/5 535 551 551 652 565 667 5711S 57. 59B 72B \~ . DU nceMPa REAL ARRAY 3B5 538/5 540 540 DUDV DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 38B 540/5 641 541/5 542/5 642 649 551 574 DV OCOMP3 REAL ARRAV 3B7 539/5 640 540 I oxP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 22. OXVP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 225 DVP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 22G ECCN RONTRl nEAL SIMPLE 152 ED eNTRl? REAL SIMPLE 295 4Bl EDLE REAL SIMPLE 481/5 4B7 EDNM CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 297 5GG EOV DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 36G 577/5 685 6B6 741 741 741 EPS RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 18B 
00 
EPSFAC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 18. 73. 
"Il::u EVACO DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 358 582/S 5B3 584/5 5B6 6B5 741 
-
EVAL DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 392 707/5 713/5 717/S 721/5 72. 141 
"O!i1 EVAP HAOCoM REAL SIMPLE 345 0:;:: EVE OCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 357 580/S 581/S 5B' 500 729 741 ex REAL SIMPLE 657/5 662 G53 675/5 676 577 67B 0:to eXL REAL SIMPLE 656/5 G57 650 G61 970/5 676/5 676 682 :Or-F1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 228 
g;g F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 FACL REAL SIMPLE 610/5 516 G18 FACLMI REAL SIMPLE 6f1/S 617 SIB :tom FCOEF CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 29B 770 
r-I'II FCOEF1 DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 371 770/5 789 ~aa FCORlS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 227 FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 205 20B FK RADeOM RE'Al ARRAY 341 FMU CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 299 759 FROST RADeeM LOGICAL ARRAY 360 351 413 FROSiV BIT ARRAV 393 409/S 413 720 FWE::T CNTRLP REAL 5IMPlE 300 67B GAM RADeeM REAL ARRAY 327 602/5 556 665/5 676 680/5 GAMe OCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 3B4 516/S 51B 633 570 GAMFAb CNfRlP REAL SIMpLE 301 50. 516 590 665 5BO GNUI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 153 GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 164 GRAV RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 401 4B7 604 543 574 GRAVY REAL SIMPLE 504/5 616 
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562 563 563 563 563 565 565 565 566 566 566 N 
557 567 567 568 568 568 568 55B 569 570 570~ 
00 570 670 571 571 571 572 572 572 573 573 573 
-r!~ 673 57. 57. 67. 67. 575 575 577 577 577 578 578 579 579 680 581 581 581 6B2 582 582 5B3 
"tim 683 5B4 5B4 585 585 585 585 585 5B6 586 5B6 ~ 02 586 5B6 B86 586 587 5B7 587 587 5B7 58B 595 
; ! g~ 595 595 596 596 596 597 597 597 597 59B 59B 59B 59B 599 599 599 600 600 600 600 600 601 601 601 601 602 602 602 602 604 612 612 612 
, . 
.0"0 613 613 61. 614 614 61. 616 616 615 615 616 r; C1f) 61G 616 611 617 611 61£1 61B G18 619 619 620 
; I 621 621 621 621 623 62:J 623 624 624 624 626 , . f!rn 626 626 626 626 626 6:1", 621 621 62B 62B 62B I' 629 629 629 531 631 0;';;1 635 635 636 63B 639 , , ~'ii 639 639 640 643 643 ",44 644 654 66B 669 6B6 , , 6B6 6B6 6B6 686 6'" 687 687 688 688 68B 6B8 
, I 692 692 693 695 696 696 696 697 100 700 701 H 701 102 702 703 703 707 70B 70B 109 109 109 
, I 110 110 711 111 111 112 113 114 116 717 HB 
: i 
.1 720 721 722 722 723 723 723 724 724 725 725 
. I 725 727 727 127 128 728 128 72'S 129 729 729 
i 729 730 730 730 731 131 731 73,'! 732 733 743 744 144 744 744 744 744 744 74? 748 148 74B 
i 752 752 765 155 755 761 761 762 762 762 763 763 763 764 764 764 765 765 765 770 710 111 ;1 771 772 772 773 773 780 7BO 7Bl 7S1 782 7B2 
\1 783 783 7B4 784 7B5 7B5 7B6 7B6 786 7B6 786 , 787 781 781 18B 1BB 18B 189 189 1B9 790 790 
\\ 
190 791 191 191 192 152 192 193 793 793 194 
194 194 795 795 195 
.\ IMD2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 IMD2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 ,~ IMNLAV INTEGER SIMPLE 399/5 417 417 41B 418 425 425 425 425 501 501 II 601 501 501 502 602 502 5"3 503 603 60S 606 
, 753 763 753 763 757 757 157 757 15B 75B 75B 
, 759 769 760 760 760 
i! IMNP3 INTEGER SUMPLE 400/5 419 IMT2 INTEGER SIMPLE 398/S 496 496 496 INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 196 
Ij IOMEGA ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN B9 IPREACO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 81 6B7 6B7 IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE B2 6Bs 68B IQ5 ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 80 BI 82 83 B4 B6 B6 B7 BB 
IQSDIAG QANDOT INTEGER ARRAY 275 276 659/S 669 673/5 673 
IQU lCNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 7B 89 90 91 92 
I' tRAOLW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 cI tRAOLWG IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 
\: IRADSW IeNTRl INTEGER UNI<NOWN 91 I: IRADSWG IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN B6 
IRO~ IOPAAM nlTEGER SIMPLE 197 
tTAPE lDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 206 209 
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE BO 76. 765 
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 79 76' 763 
" 
INTEGER SIMPLE 1 403 403 404 405 409 415 416 417 41B 426 
426 427 427 430 431 432 433 434 436 455 456 
457 458 469 469 461 462 508 509 514 515 53B 
G39 601 601 602 602 646 659 659 673 673 687 
687 688 6BS 705 730 730 731 731 732 744 74B 
748 757 758 758 759 760 760 761 762 762 763 
763 764 764 765 765 767 771 772 773 783 7B4 
785 792 792 793 793 794 794 795 795 
dAlB RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 348 
"e IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 19B 
"E IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 199 
"Ie CCNTRL CHAR*B SIMPLE 5 18 
"M reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
oJMT2 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 34 
"MP tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 
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"04 lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
"OB reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
"OB CONTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 6 19 
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 200 
JSP 10NTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
KLiALB 10NTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
KLlGW 10NTRL HJTEGER SIMPLE 40 
I<LIS5T leNTRL INTEGER S!l.1PLE 41 
KS IC~JTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 
KU ICMTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
L INTEGER SIMPLE 42010 421 42f 422 422 438/0 439 440 440 440 441 
444 446 446 446 446 04B 450 450 45f 46f 453 
455 455 467 459 459 46f 482/0 483 484 486 488 
4BB 4B8 489 4B9 490 490 49f 49f 495 495 499 
499 608/S 609 6fO 6fO 611 6f2 6f4 6f5 6f6 6f6 
6f7 6f8 6f6 619 621 621 621 623 625 626 627 
627 627 628 628 628 629 629 G29 63210 633 634 
639 639 65110 652 S53 662 662 663 G63 664 664 
664 G66 665 665 665 589/e 690 691 696 696 754 
755 755 756 774/0 775 775 777 778 783 784 185 
786 7B6 793 793 796 795 
LAND RADCOM LOGICAL AR Ff'A V 349 351 
LO LeNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV t4B 149 
Leo LeNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 9S .,.!.~ f49 
LeNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 
106 107 
LOIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL S-IMPLE 119 145 760 
LDPARM INTEGER UNI(NOWN 205 206 207 
LEFLUX leNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 113 139 731 
r .. LFUSION lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 114 140 746 LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
"' 
138 730 
~\ LICLOUD LCNi"RL LOGICAL SIMPLE 117 143 669 673 LMI INTEGER SIMPLE 439/S 441 444 446 446 446 446 447 449 449 4S1 451 464 455 455 458 469 459 462 48alS 486 486 488 4BB 4B8 489 489 490 490 491 491 494 494 
~ 496 496 496 49B 498 609/S 610 611 611 S12 614 6f6 617 618 621 623 624 633/5 634 635 639 640 
, 
6521S • 653 655 655 656 666 656 65B 659 660 6GO ~ 661 661 S90/S 691 692 696 697 775/S 776 777 779 
I 
786 7B6 792 792 794 794 
LOGBR ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 44 
lOMEGA leNTRI. lOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 f44 
~ LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 110 136 687 LPRECON lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 111 137 688 LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 106 fOB 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 
~ 132 00 LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 107 118 119 120 f21 133 
LRAOLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 f47 "TI::U 
,,1 LRAOLWG LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 142 "tJi5 LRAOSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 146 0-LRADSWG LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 141 0 2 LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE: 109 f35 764 765 ::uil== LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE lOB 134 762 763 , I LX INTEGER SIMPLE 607/0 60B 00"0 MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
MATSNX lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 ell> 
'RArSUN IC!'.lTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 ~m tiIXWI RADeOM LOGICAL ARRAY 350 361 
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 202 ~m MLF reNTAL INTEGER -ARRAY 48 MROD tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
N INTEGER SIMPLE 436/0 674/0 
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 4f6 417 41B 426 426 '"'.2.7 427 455 455 457 
46B 459 459 461 462 538 539 601 601 502 502 
757 758 76B 789 771 772 773 783 784 785 792 
792 793 793 794 794 795 796 
NO leNTRl INTEGER sIMPLE 53 
NOALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 n 
0 
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, II '" NDAV reNTRl l'A,1TEGER SIMPLE 55 NDHOG ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
'" NDOUT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 a> 
NDPHV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
NDRSW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE" 68 
NOT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
NDTca CNTRlP INTEGER SIMPLE 304 
NFK RADeOM INTEGER SIMPLE 341 
NFlW CNTRLP INTEGE.R SIMPLE 305 
NHMS reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 6. 
NHMS1 IOPARM INTEGER SI,MPLE :Z03 
NHMSE IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 6T 
NKRSH reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NLAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63 399 400 420 426 427 438 482 511 5.3 5T7 
538 639 686 698 598 599 699 599 600 600 601 
601 602 602 604 607 608 632 643 544 651 67. 
671 672 673 675 675 675 677 677 678 678 679 
, I 6';'9 679 680 680 680 6S0 682 689 700 701 754 774 
NLAVM1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 426 427 I NLAVOZ RADeOM INTEGER SIMPLE 340 NLAVPf reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 424 506 533 53. 570 671 586 687 689 590 
i 690 591 592 69. 593 593 595 596 702 703 73. 761 
I NMLEV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
I NOZ RADCCM INTEGER SIMPLE 344 I NSDAV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
tt, 
NSEQ ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
NSTEP ICNTRt INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
NVMD ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 7. 
NVMDO ICNTRt INTEGER SIMPLE 73 ~, I NVMD1 IOPA~M INTEGEn SIMPLE 204 NYMOe ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
, NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 00 
• 
OCEAN RADeaM LOGICAL ARRAY 349 35. 410 734 '1:i:tJ 
.~ OCM22 RADeOM REAL ARRAY 343 
"lJril DeMao RADeaM REAL ARRAY 343 gg~~~ RADeOM REAL ARRAY 343 02 RADeoM REAL ARRAY 343 0:1;0 ~ OCMXX RADCOM REAL ARRAY 344 :tJi"" ClAPR RADeoM REAL ARRAY 342 I OL1.!AN RADCOM REAL ARRAV 342 cg;g 1 OlJUl RADeeM Ht:.AL ARRAY 342 OLOCT RADeOM REAL ARRAV 342 OMEGA2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 :I;olil 
:11 OL.f~LE RADeOM REAL ARRAV 336 1::111 
P QANDQT REAL ARRAY 265 268 416 ~m PCLOW PCON REAL ARRAY 354 686 PCMID peoN REAL ARRAY 352 686 
peON REAL UNKNOWN 362 353 364 355 !; pePErl FCON REAL ARRAY 353 686 PHI QANOQ! REAL ARRAV 260 273 
: 1 PHIS QANDQT ~EAL ARRAY 248 26T 405 415 
PI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE .67 
PI1ao RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .a8 
PI2 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE .a9 710 724 
PIM CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 306 75. 
PlMEAN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE • 7' 
PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE .32 
PHTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 233 
Pl RADeOM REAL ARRAY 3., 421/5 426 488 488 501 664 679 786 7B6 
PlE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 321 422/S 424/5 506 
PLEVS RONTRl REAL ARRAY .85 
Pl" RADeOM REAL ARRAV 322 425/5 425 437 440 446 446 449 450 4B9 489 
496 699 6 •• 6'2 
PLKE RADom •• REAL ARRAY 322 
PMOIST peoN REAL ARRAY 356 
PRECIP DCOMP:3 REAL ARRAV 37B 66B/S 6a./s 682 6B6 GB8 
! 
I 
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" PREP RADCOM REAL ARRAY 345 GSSIS 6S7 6BB PRoeM RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3'44 PS DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 379 506/S 607 50S 61. 6BS 6B7 696 PSK OCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 380 607/S !l07 617 PSMAX RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 PSMIN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 PSTD RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 170 PTCP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 17. 421 422 424 P2ERO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 191 QALT LCNTRL LOGlrtAt SIMPLE 96 122 QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 247 274 277 Q8EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 123 QDAV LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 12. QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 126 QHOG eNTRlP LOGICAL SIIIIPLE 307 319 QOUT LCNTRL LOGIcAL SIMPLE 10O 126 669 673 
QPHV lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 127 QPROG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 247 261 262 263 26. 265 266 267 268 789 270 271 272 273 QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 131 QRSW LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE '0. 13O QSDIAG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 274 276 687/5 8S7 68B/5 6SS 130/S 730 731/5 7~1 74S 74S 762 763/5 78. 7G5/S QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 10. 12S QUDIAG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 277 760/5 760 RADeaM REAL UNKNOWN 320 321 322 323 324 325 328 327 32S 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 335 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 346 348 347 348 349 350 RADE RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 RADTRM RADeOM REAL ARRAY 346 744 RC ReNTRL REAL ARRAY 192 193 RCO RCNTRl REAt SIMPLE 150 192 193 ReLOUD RAoeoM REAL ARRAY 34S \ ReNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 150 151 152 153 'iS4 165 166 157 ISS 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 188 169 170 171 172 173 17. 175 178 177 17S 179 ISO lSI lS2 I lS3 lS4 lS6 1-B6 lS7 ISS lS9 190 .91 • nOPAR"" REAL UNKNOWI'J 211 212 213 21. 215 216 217 2,S 219 220 221 • 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 23. 232 • 233 234 235 236 237 23S 239 240 241 242 243 ~g ~ 244 245 246 RE RADeaM REAL ARRAV 320 753 763 RGAS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 487 50. 595 
cg@ RH RADCOM REAL ARRAV 32s 503/S 611 513 ~ RHOS OQOMP3 REAL ARRAV 359 596/5 697 727 0 2 RHS DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 3S2 510/S 513/S 516 
'I:> 
RtAT ROPARM REAL ARRAV 234 403 403 
::0 ... -RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAV 235 \i RN RADeOM REAL ARRAV 338 g;g ROOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 SO. 50S ;,1 ROCPDT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
:l>G) ROCPP1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 
em 
RSDIST RCNTRl REAt SIMPLE 178 RSURF RADeOM REAL ARRAY 34S 
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'" SHSAT RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 327 50115 601 602 603 624 629 63' 655 656 664 ,.., 
665 671 675 679/5 6BO 
SHSATS DCOMP3 'REAL ARRAV 381 50S/S SOB 509 597/S 587 5B9 590 59t 00 
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAV 245 421 490 490 491 491 777 777 
SIGE ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 181 422 
SIND ReNTRl REAL SII\1~LE 182 -
SINL RDPARM !REAL ARRAY 239 
SINtON RDPARM !REAL ARRAY 240 
SINROT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 309 
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 249 262 
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 129 
SNOW RADeaM a..OGICAl ARRAY 350 351 411 
SNOIYN CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 310 403 
SNOWS eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 311 403 
SNOWY aIT ARRAV 393 407/5 408 411 433 712 
, SOLS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183 ~ SP RADOor.. REAL ARRAV 347 416/5 421 422 4:t!:4 487 514 597 682 752 770 
t SRS RADeOM REAL ARRAV 338 
SSS RADeOM REAL ARRAY 329 604/5 616 617/S 623 627 629 631 
SSSE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 329 1516/S 617 623 628 
SiART lDPARM LOGIOAl SIMPL·E 207 210 00 
STBO eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 312 738 -n ;a 
STERP 1 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 313 426 427 -
;, STERP2 eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 314 426 427 -a {i) 
(.' STN RADeOM REAL ARRAY 338 0 '2 
SWAlE RADeDM REAL ARRAV 334 0 
) SWIL RADeOM nEAL ARRAY 334 :0 ~ 
11 " T QANDQT nEAL ARRAV 258 271 417 757 758/5 758 773 785 r-
\ 
TAUL RADCOM REAL ARRAV 336 .0 "iJ 
" . TOOND RADeOM nEAL ARRAY 339 i TON DCOMP3 REAL ARRAY 377 773/5 782 7B6/S 78S E ;;: 
TEM nEAL SIMPLE 735/5 73S/S 740 741 ~ )'!oJ ~ T£MP REAL ARRAY 396 44S/5 447 448 449 450 451/5 452/S 452 453 454 r" ~ 
, 465/S 456/S 466 461 458 459/S 460/S 460 461 462 466 ~ ~ 
lI: 466 467 469 ""73/S 474 476 487/S 488/S 489/5 490/S 491 <. t:~ 
1 492/5 492 493/5 ~93 493 493 493 494 495 497/5 497 
~ 497 497 498 499 S09/S 511/S 512 513 514/S 515 516 t 616 519/5 520 521/S 522/5 524/5 524 525/S 525 625 526 
526 521/5 527 528/5 628 528 630/5 530 530 532/S 532 
533 544 647/S 647 548/5 548 549 550 551 551 551 
'~ 554/S 654 555 E56/S 557/5 557 557 558/5 559 660 561 
~ 562/5 562 563/5 563 565/5 566/5 566 566 567/S 6676GB 
* 568 56B/5 568 570 574/5 574 574 676/5 575 577 577 
I 678/5 679 681 590/5 691/S 591 592 593 597/5 59B 600 
,{~ 601 602 612/5 613/5 613 614/5 614 615/5 615 616 617 
i_I 523/S 624/5 624 625 626 727/5 728/5 728 729/5 729 730 
731 740/S 741/5 741 744 744 744 744 748 763/5 766 
755 76715 757 768 760 786/5 787/5 788/5 789/5 789 790 
190 790 791/S 791 'i91 792 793 194 795 
TG RADCO", REAL ARRAY 324 436/5 518 534 542 571 585 737 738 140 744 
TGSQ REM_ SIMPLE 737/5 738 139 
TH RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3~4 437/5 440/S 441 441 447/5 448/5 490 490 496/5 517 
599/5 
THG DQeMP3 REAL ARRAY 3S3 515/5 516 516 
THSTD nOPARM REAL SIMPLE 241 
TH5TD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 
THT9 DCOMP3 REAL ARRAV 385 517/5 518 533 570 
TIeE eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 315 409 432 433 740 
TL RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 323 417/5 437 440 446 446 449/5 450/5 4BB 48B 494 
494 495/S 495 496 501 502 698/S 599 599 614 614 
615 615 660/S 660 662/5 662 664 665 665 671/5 677 
679 G80 680 757 
TLE RADQOM REAL ARRAY 323 533/S 534 570/5 571 587 590 590 592/S 592 595 
761 
TLOIYL RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 340 
Tl TOP eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 316 
TMIDL RADeeM RSAL SIMPLE 340 
TN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 338 
TOPA8S RADeOM REAL ARRAY 337 ] 
I ~ (~c=~w_ '~--'~,~,,~";~.-.. ",~.',-.' ... ~~ •.... '"" .. -- ---=~- .. --~-. --:~~.:~-~-=~'~.,,:~.~, ~ 





















































































































































BTOLOG SUBROUTINE 410 
COMP35 SUBROUTINE 1G1 
CUMULO SUBROUTINE 64G 
MOIST SUBROUTINE G49 Q8SCNT INTEGER INTRINSIC 442 
qSAT REAL FUNCTION GG4 
RADIO SUBROUTINE 105 
VABS REAL INTRINSIC 554 
VEXP REAL INTRINSIC 530 
VEXPBYK REAL FU":CTION 425 
VQSAT REAL FUNCTION 501 
VSQRT REAL INTRINSIC 4G6 
ZEITSEG SUBROUTINE 645 










































609 51. 515 
4.6 456 455 
79. 793/S 793 
7B3/S 787 
ij38 601 
4H 459 459 
794 796/5 796 
784;5 788 
539 -902 
410 416 480 
511 513 57S 
473 522 52' 




7Gl/S 762 762; 
457/5 458/5 53P 
461/5 462/5 539 
743 747 
708 709 122 
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00001 SUBROUTINE COMP35 'dl VCOMP35 2 
e veNTRL 2 j' 
e CHARACTER MODEL P/HlAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD veNTRl 3 
e ================================================== veNTRl 4 
00002 COMMON /eCNTRlI ceo VCfHRi. 5 
00003 COMMON /ceNTRll AOATE VCNTRL 6 
00004 COMMON /ceNTRl! ATIMl: verHRl 7 
00005 COMMON IcctSHH .. / J I C veNTRl 8 
00006 coMMON ICONTRl/ JOB veNTRl 9 
00007 COMMON ICONTRt.! CCSPQ6 veNTRl 10 
00008 COMMON ICONTRLI CCSP07 veNTRl II r. 00009 COMMON !CONTAll ccspoe vcr.JTRL 12 
Dob10 COMMON lCCNTRLI VER veNTRl 13 
00011 COMMON !CeNTRli XLABEL 110) VetHRl 14 
00012 COMMON :CeNTRl/ CQS (30) VeNTRl 15 
00013 COWnQN ICCNTRLI cau ( to) VCNTRl 16 
C VCNTRl 17 
00014 EQUIVALENCE (ceo.cCt 1)) VCtlTRl 18 
00015 CHARACTER·S cco~ CCC200) veNTRL 19 
00016 CHAR.ACl ER"S ADATE VerHRl 20 
00017 CHARACTER"S ATIME vefHRl 21 
00018 CHARACTen .. S JIC veNTAl 22 
000f9 CHARACTER"'B dOB ve~HRl 23 
00020 CHARACTERwB ccspoe VeNTRl 24 
00021 CHARACTER+S caSP07 ve~JlRL 25 
00022 CHARII.CTER"S ccspoe VCNTRl 26 
00023 CHARACTER"'S V"R veNTRl 27 
00024 CHARACTER*S XLABEl veNTRl 28 
00025 CHAQACTER"S eQs VCNTRl 29 
00026 CHARACTER"'S CQU veNTRl 30 
C VeNTRl. 31 
e INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCr-HRl 32 
e ================================================ veNTRl 33 I 00027 COMMON neNTRl/ leo VCtHRl 34 
,\j 00028 COW",ON /rCNTRl! 1M veNTRl 35 00029 COMMON IICNTRll IMD2 veNTRl 35 00030 COMMON IICNTRl/ IMD2Pt veNTRL 37 00 
I 00031 COMMON nCNTRt! NDRSW veNTRl 38 "11:0 I, 00032 COMMON IICNTRll ..1M veNTRl 39 
"llE • 00033 COMMON /ICNTRl/ JM02 vcrnRl 40 
• 
00034 COMMON IICNTRll dMT2 \fCfHRl 41 O::;e 
r 
00035 cor.nMOfI nCNTRlf JNP veNTRl .2 0';1:1 00036 COMMON /ICNTRll .104 veNTRl 43 
00037 COMMON /ICNTRll JOB vCNTRl 44 :;Or-
00038 COMMON 1l0NTRl/ JSP VeNTRl 45 
oO"tI ~ 00039 COMMON /lCtJTRl/ KlIAlS verHRl 46 00040 COMMON /ICNTRl/ KlIGW veNTRl 47 C;J:a 00041 COMMON IICNTRl/ KlISST veNTRl 48 J::oG'.l 00042 COMMON /lCNTRl/ KS veNTRl 49 r-f'1 }, 00043 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KU veNTRl 50 :im 00044 COMMON /lCNTRl/ lOG8R VeNTRl 51 
,1 00045 Cor.~MON /ICNTRlf MATIN vcrnRl 52 
00046 COMMON fICNTRl/ MATSNX veNTRl 53 
00047 COMr.lON /IONTRl! MATSUN Vcrnl'iL 54 
00048 cmllMON fICNTRL/ MlF (121 VCNTRl 55 
00049 COMMON IICNTRll MPOD VCNTRl 56 
00050 CorMIION /ICNTRLI Nkl={SH VetHRl 57 
00051 COMM·ON fIONTRl/ M5M VeNTRL 58 
00052 COMfJlON /ICNTRl/ NB vetHRl 59 
00053 COMMON !IONTRLI NO VCr-HRl 60 
00054 COMMON /Iet-HRll NDAl T VCNTRl 61 
00055 COMr.lON /lCNTRLI NDAV VCNTRl 62 
00056 COMMON IrONTRll NDOUT VCNTRl 63 
00057 COMMON /[CNTRll NDPHV veNTRl 64 
0005S COMMON fIONTRll NDSHF vernRl 65 
00059 COfJlMON /ICNTRL/ t-JDT VCNTRl 66 
1)0060 COMMON iICNTRl/ NHMS veNTRl 67 
00061 COMMON /rONTRl/ NHMSE VCNTRl S8 
00062 COMMON /rCNTRl/ NHMSO VCNTRl 69 
00063 COMMON /ICNTRLI NlAV VCNTRl 70 n 
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00065 COMMON IICNTRLI NLAVPl VCNTRL 72 
'" 00066 COMMON IIeNTRll NSDAV veNTRl 73 00067 COMMON IICNTRLI NSEQ veNTRl 74 
OQ068 COMMON /l CNTRl I ICSP53 VCNTRL 75 
00069 COMMON ItCNTRLI NSTEP veNTRL 76 
00070 COMMON nONTRtl I8LKSIZ veNTRl 77 
00071 COMMON /!CNTRLI NVMD veNTRl 7a 
00072 COMMON nCNTRL! NVMOE vernRl 79 
00073 COMMON !ICNTRl/ NYMDO vct-nRL ao 
00074 COMMON IICNTRLI NZINIT VCNTRL al 
00075 COMMON IICNTRL/ NMLEV' VCl'IITRL a2 
00076 coMr:'ON I ICNTRL I NDHO/,~ VCNTRL a3 
00077 COMMON fIONTRll IQS (30) VCNTRL a4 
00078 COMMON IICNTRLI IQU ( 10) VCNTRL a5 
c veNTRl a6 
00079 EQUIVALENCE (ITMIN ,IQS( 11) veNTRl a7 
00080 EQUIVALENCE (ITMAX .IQSf 2) ) VCNTRL aa 
00081 EQUIVALENCE (lPREACC .IOS( 3) ) VCNTRL B9 
00082 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON .IOS( 4) ) VCNTRL 90 
00083 EQUIVALENCE ( IHFLUX .IoS{ 5) ) vcrHRl 91 
00084 EQUIVALENCE (I EFlUX ,IQS( 6) ) VCNTRl 92 
00085 EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IQS( 7)) vCNTAl 93 
oooas EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSWG ,lost 8) ) VCNTRL 94 
00087 EQUIVALENCE (IRAOLWG ,IQS( 9) ) VCNTRl 95 
oooaa EQUIVALENCE (1IClOUO ,IQS{10)} VCNTRL 96 
, i 000B9 EQUIVALENCE (IUFlUX ,IOS{ 11) } VCNTRl 97 
00090 EQUIVALENCE ( IVFLUX .IQS{12') VCNTRl 9a 
c VCNTFlL 99 00 0009t EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA ,IOU( 1) ) veNTAL 100 
~ ... 00092 EQUIVALENCE (IOIASAT ,lQUt 2) ) veNTRl 101 "r1::o 00093 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSW ,lQUf 3)) veNTRl 102 
-00094 ~QUIVALENCE (I RAOLW ,IQU( 4)) veNTRl 103 '1JQ 0-
I C veNTRl 
104 05; 00095 EQUIVALENCE (IOO,IOtt}) veNTRL lOS , 
00096 INTEGER ICO, IC(200J VCNTRl 106 ::tIr 
c veNTRL 107 
t 
C LOGICAL MooEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV REOORD VCNTRl lOB g~ C ================================================ veNTRl 109 
00097 COMMON ILCNTRll LCD VCNTRl 110 l>@ 
00098 COMMON ILCNTRll QALT VCNTRL 111 CM 00099 coMMON ILCNTRLI 08EG VCNTRL 112 ~ 00100 COMMON ILCNTRLI oDAV VCNTRL 113 -<£1.1 00101 COMMON IlCNTRL/ QEND verJTRL 114 00102 COMMON ILCNTRLI oOUT VCNTRl 115 
~ 00103 COMMON ILCNTRl/ QPHY VCNTRl 116 00104 COMMON IlCNTRLI QSHF VCNTRt. 117 
I Oaf 05 COMMON IlCNTRll SN2FLG VCNTRL l1a 00106 COMMON /LCNTRLI oRSW veNTRl 119 
00107 C.OMMON IlCNTRll QRSH vcNTRL 120 
00108 COMrJlON /lCNTRll LQS(30) VCNTr.L 121 
00109 COMMON ILCN'TRLI LQU{ 10~ VCNTRL 122 
C vcNTRl 123 
00110 EQUIVALENCE fLTMIN ,LQS( III veNTRl 124 
00111 EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX ,lQS( 21 ) VCNTRl 12S 
00112 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQS( 3) ) VCNTRL 126 
t I 00113 EquIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LQS( 4) ) veNTRL 127 00114 EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX ,LQS( 5) ) veNTRl 12a 
00115 EQUIVALENCE (lEFLUX ,lQS( 6) ) veNTRL 129 
00' 16 EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LQSt 7) ) VCNTRl 130 
00117 EqUIVALENCE (LRADSWG ,LQS( a)) VCrHRl 131 
00118 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLYlG ,LQS{ 9)) VCNTRL 132 
00119 EQUIVALENCE (LIClOUO ,LQS{ 10)) VeNTRL 133 
00120 EQUIVALENCE (LUFLUX ,LQS(l1J1 VCNTRL 130 
00121 EOUIVALENCE (LVFLUX ,LOSf 12» VCNTRl 135 
C VCNTRL 136 
00122 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LQU( 11) VCNTRL 137 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LOIABAT ,lQU( 2) ) veNTRL 13a 
00t24 EqUIVALENCE (LRAOSW ,LQU( 3) ) veNTRL 139 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (lRADLVI ,loue 41 ) VCNTRL 140 
C VeNTRl 141 
00126 LOGICAL QALT VCNTRL 142 
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00127 LOGICAL QBEG VCNTP.L 143 
00128 LOGICAL QOAV VCNTRL 144 
00129 LOGICAL QEND VCNTRL 145 f, 
,il 00130 LOGICAL OOUT veNTRl 146 00131 LOGICAL QPHY veNTRl 147 
il 00132 lOGICAL QSHF veNTRl 14B 00133 lOGICAL SN2FLG veNTRl 149 
!I 
00134 LOGICAL QRSW veNTRl 150 
00135 LOGICAL QRSH VCNTRL 151 
C veNTRl 152 
00136 lOGICAL LQS VC~JTRL 153 
00131 lOGICAL LQU veNTRl 154 
0013B LOGICAL lTMIN veNTRl 155 
00139 LOGICAL LTMAX veNTRl 156 
00140 LOGICAL LPAEACC veNTRL 157 
00141 LOGICAL LPAECON veNTRl 158 
00142 LOGICAL LHFLUX veNTAl 159 
00143 LOGICAL LEFLUX veNTRl 160 
00144 LOGICAL lFUSION verHRl 161 
00145 LOGICAL LRAOSWG VeNTAl 162 
00146 LOGICAL LRAOLVIG veNTRl 163 
00147 LOGICAL LICLOUO veNTRl 160 
00148 LOGICAL lUFLUX VCNTRL 165 
i 00149 lOGICAL LVFLUK VCNTRL 166 e VCNTRL 167 I 00150 LOGICAL LOMEGA VCNTRL 168 
I 
00151 LOGICAL LDIABAT VCNTRL 169 
00152 LOGICAL LR.AOSW VCNTRL 170 
00153 lOGICAL lRACLW verHRl 171 
c VCNTRL 172 
00154 EOUIVALENCE (lCO,LCr 1) vcrHRl 173 00 I 00155 LOGICAL lCD, lC(200) VCNTRL 174 -ria 
It I 
c VCNTRL 175 
C REAL MOOEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRL 176 "tI~ e =======~===================================== VCNTRL 177 
00156 cm"''''ON !ReNTRl! RCO VCNTRL 178 02 
00157 cm.HJlON !RCNTRl! APHEL VCNTRl 179 g~ 00158 cmnrJlON !RONTRl! BETA VCNTRl 180 
00159 COMMON !RONTRl! coso VONTRL 181 
~ 00160 COMMON !RONTRl! CP VCNTRL 182 .o"tl 00161 COMMON IRON·TRl! DAYSPY VCNTRl 183 C5 , 00162 COMMON !ReNTRl! DEC VCNTRL 184 
00163 COMMON !RONTRl! DECMAK VCi'HRl la5 f=-ro II 00164 COMMON !RCNTRl! CtST VCNTRl 186 3e1 00165 COMMON !RONTRl! oLAT VCNTRl 187 00166 COMMON !RCNTRl! OlON VCNTRL lS8 
00t67 COMMON !RONTRl! DT VCNTRl la9 
~ 00168 COfJlMON !ReNTAl! ECCN VCNTRL 190 00169 ODrJlr.nON !RONTRt! GNU' VONTRl 191 00170 COMMON !RONTRl! GNU2 VCNTRL 192 
), 00t71 COMMON !RCNTRl! GRAV VCNTRl 193 00172 COMMON fRONTRl! OMEGA2 veNTRl 190 
00173 COMMON !RONTRl! PI VCNTRL 195 J! 00174 COMMON !RCNTRl! PIleo VCNTRL 196 
00175 COMMON fRCNTRl! P[2 VC~JTRL 197 
00176 COMMON !RONTRl! PSTD VCNTRL 19B 
00177 COMMON !RONTRl! PIMEAN veNTRl 199 
00178 COMMON !RCNTRl! PSMAK VCNTRl 200 
00179 COMMON !ReNTRl! PSMIN VCNTRL 201 
00180 COMMON fRCNTRl! PTOP VCNTRL 202 
00181 COMMON fReNTRl! RACE VCNTRl 203 
00182 COMMON !RCNTRl! RGAS VCNTRl 204 
00183 COMMON !RCNTRl! ROCP VCNTRl 205 
00184 COMMON !RONTRl! RScIST VCNTRl 206 
00185 COMMON !RCNTRl! SOAY VCNTRL 207 
00186 COMMON !ReNTRl! SEASON VCNTRl 208 
00187 COMMON !ReNTRl! SIGE (25) veNTRl 209 
00188 COMMON !RCNTRl! SIND veNTRl 210 
00189 COMMON !RCNTRl! SOLS VCNTRL 211 
00190 COMMON !RCNTRl! TSTD VCNTRI. 212 
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00192 COMMON /ReNTRl/ HEATW VCNTRl 214 
~ 
00193 COMMON /RCNTAl/ HEA TI veNTRl 215 00194 COMMON /RCNTRl/ EPS vernRl 216 00195 COMMON IRCNTRLI EPSFAC VCNTRl 217 00196 COMMON IRCNTRl/ CAlTO~ VCNTAl 218 00f97 COMMON IRCNTRll PZERD vcrnRl 219 C 
veNTAl >20 00198 EQUIVALENCE (RCO. RO { 1 } J VeNTRl 221 00199 AEAl ACO, ACf2001 VCNTAl 222 C 
VeNTRl 223 c INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 224 0 ======================= VCNTRl 225 00200 COMMON /IDPARM/ I.JUMP (46' veNTRl 226 00201 COMMON IIDPARMI IDSP02 VCNTRl 221 00202 COMMON IIDPARMI INDEX f 72) VCNTRl 228 00203 Cor.,MON IIDPARMI IROO veNTRl 229 00204 CO'ArJlON /IOPARMI dO (46) VCf'lTAl 230 00205 COMMON /JOPARMI dE (21 veNTAl 231 002.06 COMMON IIOPAAM! ~P f 2.2) VCNTAL 232 00207 COMMON !IOPhAMI KSTEP VCNTAL 233 00208 cornMON IIDPARM/ M~ 146) VCNTRl 234 00209 COMMON /IoPAAM/ NHMSf veNTAl 235 00210 COMrnON /IOPARM/ NYMD 1 vernAL 236 0 
VCNTRl 237 C LOGIOAl nODEl CONSTANTS VcrJTRL 238 00 C =~===================== VCNTRl 239 
"1'1::0 0021f COMMON ILo'PARMI FIl TEA f4Gl veNTRl 240 
"IJG) 
00212 COMMON IlDPhRMI I TAPE VCNTRl 241 l\' 00213 COMMON /lDPARMI START veNTRl 242 Oz C VCNTRl 243 00214 lOGICAL FILTE'l vcrnRl 244 O;t> 00215 LOGICAL ITAPE 




veNTRl 247 • 0 REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTAl 248 Cl:> 0 ==================== veNTRl 249 l:>!l:I ~ 00217 COMMON IROPARMI AOlOP VCNTRl 250 CM 00218 COUlMON /ROPARM/ CON1 VCNTRl 251 ~m 00219 COMMON IROPARMI CON tOT VeNT'lL 252 00220 COMMON /RoPARMI CON2 vCNTRl 253 I' 00221 COMMON /ROPARMI CON2DT VCNTAl 254 ii 00222 coMMON /ADPARM/ eDN3 VCNTRl 255 00223 COMMON IROPARM/ CON30T VCNTRl 2S6 ~ 00224 comMON /ROPARM/ CON4 VCNTAl 257 00225 COMMON /ROP/.RMI CON40T VCNTRl 258 ,I 00226 COMMON IROPARMI CONS 
vcrnRl 259 00227 COMMON IROPARMI COSl (46, VCNTRl 260 00228 COMMmJ i ROPARMI COSlON (72 , veNTRl 261 00229 COMMON /ROPAAMI CP02 VCNTRl 262 00230 COMMON IROPAAM/ OXP (46) VCNTRl 263 00231 COMMON IAoPAAM/ DXVP (46) veNTAl 264 00232 COMMON IRDPARM/ DYP (46) VCNTRl 265 00233 COMMON /RDPARMI FCORlS (46) VCNTRl 266 00234 COMMON /RDPARM/ FIDT VCNTRL 267 i I 00235 COMMON /ROPARMI F2DT VCNTAl 268 00236 COMMON IADPARMI H1DT veNTRl 269 00237 COMmON jAoPARM/ H20T VCNTAl 270 00238 COMr.mN /RDPAAM/ PKSTO vcrJTRL 271 00239 COMMON /ROP,lI.Rf,'j/ PKTOP VCNTRl 272 00240 COMMON /ROPARMI RtAT (4S) VCNTRL 273 00241 COMMON /RDPARMI RlATO {46' VCNTRt 274 00242 COMMON /ADPARMI 'lOCPoT vcrJTRl 275 00243 COMMON IRoPARM/ ROCPPI VCNTAl 276 00244- COMMON IAoPARM/ SGNP (2 , VCNTRl 277 00245 COMMON /RDPARM/ srNl (46) VCNTAl 278 00246 COJ'w1MON /ROPARM! SINtON (77.1 VCNTRl 279 00247 COMMON /ADPARMI THSTO VCNTRl 280 00248 COMmON /ROPARMI THSTD2 vcrHRl 281 ,~ 00249 COMmON /ADPARM/ WSAvE ( 159. VCNTAl 282 00250 COMMON IRDPARMI DSIG (9' VCNTRL 283 00251 COMMON /ROPARM/ SIG (9' vCNTAl 284-
:1 
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til 00273 00274 , C 
• 00275 ~ 00276 00277 
00278 
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COMMON IRDPARMI OSIGINV /S} 
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NLAy ... t1 
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'72,9, 11,1) (72,9,fl,1) 
(72.9,11,0 
IQPROGfl,l.1.1J,PHIS If,fH 
(QPROG ( t, 2, 1 ,f) • SMTH ( 1 • 1 J I 
fQPROG(1 , 3,t,1I,AL8EDO'I,l)' (QPROG I 1 I 4. 1 • 1 ) • GT ( 1. 1) J 
(OPROG(I, 5 , 1.1',GW (t.lI1 
(QPROG ( " 6. 1 . " ,TS j 1 , 1) , 
(QP ROG ( " 7, t,t J • SHS ( 1 , 1 I I (OP ROG ( 1. a. f • 1 ) , P fl. f • 1 ) ) 
{QPROGCt,I,2.1>,U (t,t,t,n) 
(QPROG(l,1. 4,l1,v (t,f,t,1)) 
(QPROG(I,l, G,II,T (1,1,1,11) 
(QPROGf1,1, a.n,SH (1.1,1,11) 
CQPROG{l,l,10.1I,PHI( I. f,I,11 ) 





IQANDQT/ OSDIAG(72 .15,46) 
IQSOIAGf72 ,15.46) 
'OSDIAG.IQSOthG) 
COMMON IQANoQTI QUDIAGC72.9 , 5,46) 
PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTArJTS 
COMMON ICNTRlP/ COFR 
COMMON ICNTRlPI CDXl 
COMMON /CNTRlPI CDXO 
COMMON /CNTRlPI ClH 
COMMON ICNTRlP! eDE (91 
COMMON /CNTRlPI COEF 
COMMON leNTRlP/ COEFS 
COMMON /CNTRlP/ COSROT 
COMMON /CNTRLPI CPP 
COMMON /eNTRlP! CTID 
COMMON ICNTRlP! CUMDAV 
COMMON leNTRLP/ CUMRAT 

















































































oO"tI C::l:> ):olhl 
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00297 COMMON leNTRlP! C100 
00298 COMMON IONTRL?1 0010 
00299 COMMON leNTRLPI CELTA 
00300 COMMON IONTRlPI DTC3 
00301 COMMON leNTAlP/ CrOUT 
00302 COMMON ICNTRLP/ ED 
00303 COMMON IONTAlP/ EONM 
00304 COMMON leNTRLP! FCOEF 
00305 COMMON IONTRlPI FMU 
00306 COMMON IONTRLPI FVJET 
00307 COMMON ICNTRLPI GAMFAC 
00308 COMMON leNTRlP! GTOPO 
00309 COMMON ICNTRLPI HICE 
00310 COMMON IONTRlP! NOT03 
00311 COMMON leNTRLP! NFLW 
00312 COMMON IONTRlP! PIM 
00313 COM~JlON ICNTRLP/ QHOG 
00314 COMMON IONTALPI SHLTQP 
003t5 COMMON !CNTRlP! SINROT 
00316 COMMON !eNTRlP/ SNO\'JN 
003f7 COMMON leNTRl?/ SNOWS 
01:1318 COMMON !eNTRl?1 ST80 
00319 COMMON ICNTRl?1 STERP1 
003~0 COMMON !eNTRlPI STERP2 
0032.1 corAMON leNTRlPI TICE 
00322 COMMON ICNTRlP! TlTOP 
00323 COMMON !eNTRl?! XDAV 
00324 COMMON IClHRlP 1 ZlNCO 
00325 lOGICAL QHOG 
C C .... + 
C DYNAMIC SPACE VARIABLES FOR COMP35 SUBROUTINE 
00326 COMMON /DCOMP351 TGR(72) 
00327 COMMON IDCOMP35! CZFAC{72) 
C C • . . 
c RADIATION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS 
00328 COMMON fRADCOMI AS(72,9 •. RE{72.10) 
00329 COMMON IRADCOM! Pl(72,S), PLE(72,10) 
00330 COMMON fRADCOM! PlK(72,9). PlKE(10, 
00331 COMMON /RADCOM/ TL(72.9), TLE(12.10) 
00332 COMMON !RADCOM/ TG(72) • THD2,9) 
00333 COMfAON /RADcorJJ/ SHl (72, S) . SHlE (72. fCd 
00334 COMMON IRACCOM! SHG(72), CLOUO(72.12. 
00335 COMMON tRAceoM/ SH5ATC72,9}, GAM(72,9) 
0033S COMMON !RADCoMI RH(72,9) 
00337 COMMON fRADcoMI SSS(12,91, SSSE(7Z.IO) 
00338 COMMON /RAocoMt Hf-I(72,9), HHE(72, '0) 
00339 COMMON IRADeOM/ HHS(72.9) 
00340 COMMON fRADcoMI CVT(72.9), CVQ(72.,9) 
00341 COMMON !RADcoM! e)(OE(S) 
00342 COMMON IRADCoM! SWALE f7.l TO) , SWIL(72,9, 
00343 COMMON fRADCOMI Al(72. ,I', 
00344 COMMON !RAOCOM! TAUl(12.10), OZAlEI72,IO) 
00345 COMMON IRADCOM! TOPABS(72) 
00346 COMfJlON IRADCOM! RN(9). TrJlSI, SRS(9). STN(9) 
00347 COMfJlON IRAOCOM! TCONO(9). TPENEI9} 
00348 COMMON /RAOCoM! TlOWL,TMIDL. NLAVOZ 
00349 COMMON /RADCOMI FK(5), XK(5), NFK 
00350 COMMON IRADCOM! OLJAN{19). OLAPRCIS), OLJUL(19), OLOCTtIS) 
00351 COMMON /RADCOMI OCri'22(23" DCM3{)(23). OCMa8(23). OCM46(23) 
00352 COMrJlON IRADeOM! PROCM(23), OeMXX(23), NOZ. TOTOZ(4). COATE'S) 
00353 COMMON !RADCOM! CZH(72), ,w£T(72}. EVAP, PR£P(12), WI(721 
00354 COMMON IRADCoMI COSZ(72l. so, RAOTRM(72) , CXl 
00355 COMMON IRADCOMI SG(72). SPf72} 
00356 COMMON IRADCOMI RSURF(12) , AClOUO(72), JILlS 
00357 corJlMON IRAOCOMI lAND(72). OCEAN(12' • ICE(72) 
00358 COMMON /RAOCOM! SNDWI72). MIXWI 172), FROST(72) 











'" VeNTRl? 17 0-VONTRlP 18 
VeNTRL? 19 
VONTALP 20 
























VCNTRlP 46 00 VOCOM35 2 
..,:.:/ 
VDCOM35 3 "IJ~ VOCOM35 4 VCCOM35 5 Oz VDCOM35 6 0." VRAQCOM 2 :Or VRAOCOM 3 
VRADCOM 4 to 'V VRAOCOM 5 
VRADCOM 6 C;~ 
VRADCOP., 7 ~G.I 
VRhDCOM B t: JiSil 
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C DeBUG V2EGDEB 
10000 CONTINUE V8EGDEB 
C ••• ~ CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT tOO VSEGDEB 














TGRfl;lM) ~ GT(1.J:IM) 
DO 810 l=t,IM 
IF ( TGR ( I ) . L r . T I CE ) GO TO 200 
IFf .NOT. (ICef!) .OR. SNOWfl) , GO TO 100 
GTlt.d) = TICE 
100 IFf.NOT.FROSTII» 
GO TO 810 





j(.38S .... t50·WETlJ)·II.... WETII)) 
SQRTfCZFACtI}) 
GT(I.JI = TICE + CZF"ACfIl j. ITGRfIl-TlCE) 
GO TO 810 





= (.386+.1S0·WETCI»)*(I.* WET(Il) 
If (.331+.07S*WETr I I)· (1.'" .2S*WET( I)') 
= SQRTCCZFACfIll 
= TICE + C2FACIII * (TGR(I)~TICE) 
810 CONTINUE 
JFfJ.NE.1 .AND. J.NE.JNPl RETURN 
GVI(I.J;IMI = GW(I.J) 
































































































t VARIABLE MAP --NAME-------BlOCK------TVPE------ClASS----~--REFERENCES A=ARGLIST, C=CTRl OF DO, I=DATA INtT. R=REAO. S::STORE. '.'l=1!lRJTE 
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR·S StMPLE 
ADLDP RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 
AL RADeeM REAL ARRAV 
ALBEDO QANCQT REAL ARRAV 
APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
AS RAOcmJl REAL ARRAV 
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
CIO CfHRLP REAL SIMPLE 
C100 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
caD CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 
CAL Tall RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 
CC CCNTRL CHAR"'S ARRAY 
cco CCNTRL CHARA'S SIMPLE 
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR-S SIMPLE 
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 
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COATE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 352 
CDFR CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 284 0> 
co XL CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 285 
coxa CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 286 
CLH CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 287 
CLOUD RADCOM REAL ARRAV 334 
CNTRLP REAL UNKNOWN 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 
295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 
30G 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 
317 3'8 3.9 320 321 322 323 3'-
CQE CNTRLP 'REAL ARRAV 28S 
COEF CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 289 
COEFS CNTRLP ReAL SIMPLE 290 
COMP35 SUBROUTINE I 
caNt ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 
caN10T RDPARM REAL sIMPLE 219 
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
CQN20T RDPflRM REAL SIMPLE 221 
CON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 
CON3DT RDPhRM REAL SIMPLE 223 
CON4 RDPhRM REAL SIMPLE 224 
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
CON5 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
coso RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 
COSt RDPARM REAL ARRAY 227 
COSlON ROPARM REAL ARRAY 228 
COSRor CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 29' 
cosz RADCOM REAL ARRAY 354 t,: CP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLe 160 ~ : CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 
~ CPP CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 292 CQS CCNTRl CHAR*'S ARRAV '2 25 
, CQU CONTRL CHAR'"'S ARRAV 13 26 
CTIO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 293 ~§? r
l 
CUMDAY CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 294 
CUMRAT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 295 
CVQ RADCor., REAL ARRAV 340 ,,-
CVT RADeeM REAL ARRAY 340 0&2 1i CXOE RAceOM REAL ARRAV 34. oj; eXL RAOCor~ REAL SIMPLE 354 
I. eZFAC OCOMP35 REAL ARRAV 327 368/S 369/5 369 370 373/5 374/5 374 315 ;n,.. 
t eZH RADceM REAL ARRAY 353 g;g DAVSPV RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 DcoMP35 REAL UNKNOWN 326 327 
<I, OEC RCNTRL ReAL SIMPLE 162 :z:.@ 
OEcMAX ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 163 C~ DELTA CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 299 ~&5 OIST RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 164 i OlAT RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 
,I OLeN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 
OSIG ROPARM REAL ARRAV 250 
OSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAV 252 
DT RONTRL REAL SIMPLE .67 
DTC3 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 300 
OTeUT eNTAlP REAL SIMPLE 301 
DXP RCPARM REAL ARRAY 230 
OXVP RCPARM REAL ARRAY 231 
DVP nCPARM REAL ARRAY 232 
eeCN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE '68 
EO eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 302 
il EDNM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 303 EPS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE '94 
.;! EPsFAC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 195 
'I EVAP RADooM REAL SIMPLE 353 
,:1 F1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 F2DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 
F-COEF eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 304 
FeoRtS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233 
FILTER -LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 211 2.4 
FK RADCOM REAL ARRAV 349 
_. _____ .'_' ..... =v_." .. ~..,......>V_"''''''' ~'"'= . .". . ,_.".·cc - '"';"''--'.''''~''''~ •. 
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'mllOfn~' ,\ , \ '\ \ ,,' " " ,~ \, • , , '." .L_ 'c" '.' _"I 
I ,-';~ FMU eNTRlp REAL SIMPLE 305 ~g FROST RADeQM LOGICAL ARRAY 358 359 367 FweT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 306 
-GAM RADeDM REAL ARRAV 335 
-0 Ii! GAMFAC eNTAlP REAL SIMPLE 307 0:2 GNUl ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 169 
GNU2 ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 170 gf! GRAV RcrHRL REAL SIMPLE 171 
GT QANDOT REAL ARRAY 257 270 361 365/5 370/S 375/5 319/5 379 
.0"1:1 GTOPO eNTAlP REAL SIMPLE 30a 
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 271 319iS 378 C:~ 
H10T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 ::;.(;) 
H20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 r-ffl 
HEATI RONTAL REAL SIMPLE 193 ~= HEATW ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 192 ::,(,'J HH RADeOM REAL ARRAY 33B 
HHE RADeQM REAL ARRAY 33B 
HHS RADeeM REAL ARRAY 339 
Hiee eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 309 
I INTEGER SIMPLE 362/0 363 364 364 365 367 36B 368 368 368 368 
369 369 370 370 370 372 373 373 373 373 373 
374 374 375 3':'5 375 
I8LKSIZ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 95 96 
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 
ICE RADeOM LOGICAL ARRAY 357 359 364 
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3A 35 36 37 
3B 39 40 4' 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 5B 5"9 
60 6' 62 63 64 65 66 67 SB 69 70 
71 72 73 7. 75 76 77 78 
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTE:GER SIMPLE 68 
IOIABAT IeNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
IOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 204 20S 206 207 208 209 2'0 IOSP02 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 20' 
IEFLUX IeNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 
IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 
IHFLUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 
IICLOUO ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 8B 
It.lUMP lOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 200 
1M ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 28 361 361 362 378 379 
IM02 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
IM02Pf rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
INDE:X rOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 202 
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN lil 
IPRECON ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
IQS ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 77 79 80 81 82 B3 84 85 B6 87 88 
89 90 
IQSOIAG QANOQT INTEGER ARRAY 2B 1 2B2 
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 78 91 92 93 94 
IRADUY ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
IRAOlWG IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN B7 
IRAOSW IeNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
IRADSVlG ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNoWN 86 
IROO IDPl\.RM INTEGER SlMPLE 203 
ITjI\PE LOP ARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 2'2 215 
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN BO 
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UN-I<NOVIN 79 
IUFlUX ICNTRL INTEGER IJNKNOVIN 89 
IVFLUX lCNTRL lNTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
" 
INTEGER SIMPLE 1 361 365 370 375 377 377 378 :'178 379 379 
dALB RADcm.., INTEGER SIMPLE 356 
"C IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 204 
"E I DPAfUJI INTEGER AnRAV 20S 
"'C CCNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE S '8 
"M lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32 
"MD2 lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
JMT2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 34 C 
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'" 
'" JO' TONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 .... JOB lC~TRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37 0 JOB ceNTRL CHAR"'S SIMPLE 6 19 
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 206 
JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
KL!ALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
KLIGW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
KLrSST JCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
" KS JCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 
KSTEP IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
LAND RADeaM LOGICAL ARRAY 357 359 
lC LCNTRl LOGiCAL ARRAY 154 Hi5 
lCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 ISS 
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 1013 106 107 
108 109 
LDIABAT lCNTRL LOGtCAL UNKNQwrJ 123 151 
LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 2t1 212 j:,13 
LEF:l,.UX LCNTRL LOG'ICAL UNKNOWN ItS 143 
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN t16 14' 
LHF,LUX lCNTRL LOGtCAL UNKNOWN t14 142 
LIClOUO LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN t19 147 
LOGaR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 4. 
LaM EGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 150 
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 140 
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 
lQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 108 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 t1B t19 
120 121 136 
lQU LCNTRL LOGI·C4L ARRAV 109 122 123 124 125 137 
LRADLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 
LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 
LTrJlAX LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 
LTMIN lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 13B 
LUFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 148 
LVFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNoWN 121 149 
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 ~O MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 MATSUN tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE '7 -;;0 MIXWI RADeaM lOGICAL ARRAV 35B 359 ~§i MJ IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 20B MlF reNTAL INTEGER ARRAY 48 
MROD ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 49 0$ MSM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 ;U' 
NB leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 r-
NO rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 rO:w NDALT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 C'" NDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 l:>c" NOHOG leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NoaUT reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 !: (j!fJ 
NDPHV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 ~&i NDRSW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 NDSHF ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
NoT lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NDTC3 CNTRlP INTEGER SIMC::-lE 310 
NFK RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 349 
NFLW CNTRlP INTEGER SIMPLE 3t1 
NHMS rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
NHMS1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 
NHMSE IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
NKRSH ICNTRl INTEGER SJ:MPlE 50 
NlAV ICNTRl 1 NTEGER SIMPLE 63 
NlAYM1 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
NlAVOZ RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 348 
NlAYP I ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
NMlEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
NOZ RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 352 
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NSDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE SS I NSEQ reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLe S7 
'\1 NSTEP IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE S9 NVMO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71 NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
,I NYMD1 lOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 
II NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 ~ZtNIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 
OCEAN RADeOM LOGICAL ARRAY 357 359 
00M22 RADeeM REAL ARRAY 351 
OOM30 RADeQM REAL ARRAY 351 
OCM3B RADeaM REAL ARRAY 351 :'f.-
00M46 RADeOM REAL ARRAY 351 
OOMR)!; RADCDM REAL ARRAY 352 
ClAPR RADCDM REAL ARRAY 350 
OlJAN RADcor,n REAL flRRAV 350 00 
OLl1UL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 350 -n;o 
OLoeT RADeOM REAL ARRAY 350 -OMEGA2 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 "O!il 
OZALE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 344 02 
P QANDOT REAL ARRAY 2S1 274 ~i! PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2SS 279 PHIS OANDOT REAL ARRAY 254 2S7 
PI RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 
.0-0 
PI ISO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 c:~ PI2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 
PIM CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 312 f!1"l PIMEAN ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177 
PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 :l@ PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
PL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 329 
PLa RADCOM REAL ARRAY 329 
PLEVS RCNTRl REAL ARRAY 191 
I PLK RADCOM REAL ARRAY 330 
\ PLKE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 330 PREP RADcmn REAL ARRAY 353 
PROCM RADeOM REAL ARRAY 352 
PSMAX RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 
PSMIN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 
PSTD RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 
r 
PTOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 
PZERO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 QAlT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 12S QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 253 280 283 , OSEG LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPI.E 99 127 
~ QCAY LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 QEND LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 
~ QHOG eNTRlP LOGICAL 
SIMPLE 313 325 
QOUT LCNTRL LOG [CAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPl-IY leNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 
" 
QPROG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253 2S7 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 
277 278 279 
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 
QSDIAG QANOOT REAL ARRAY 280 282 
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 132 QUDIAG QANOQT RE.AL ARRAY 283 
II 
RAOCOM REAL UNKNOWN 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 335 337 338 
, 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 34S 347 348 349 
350 351 362 353 354 355 35S 357 358 
RADE ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 
RAOTRM RADCOM REAL ARRAY 354 
Ii Re RCNTRl REAL ARRAY 198 199 ReO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
RCLOUD RADCOM REAL ARRAY 356 
RCNTRl REAL UNKNOWN ISS 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 ,.4 165 166 
167 IS8 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 
178 179 180 181 182 183 184 lBS 186 187 188 
189 190 191 192 193 194 195 19S 197 
RDPa~M REAL UNKNOWN 217 218 219 22. 221 222 223 22. 225 22S 227 C'l ~ 
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PROCEDURE MAP 
-~NAME-------TVPE-------CLASS--------- ____ REFERENCES 

















D=STMT FU DEF, A=ARGLIST 
,® 
~:.; - -. -- --':~=<-M" -,~--- ---------=:..:::...--.=--.:... .. ':'~~-.. ~--.::.:::~ -~ ._, ~ 
36B 373 373 373 313 
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C··6yr •••••••• +.+.~ ••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··················VCONHTR 2 
C VCONHTR 3 
C SUBROUTINE CONHTR (CONVERT HISTORV TAPE RECORD} VCONJ.fTR 4 
C VCONHTR 5 
C PURPOSE VCONHTR 6 
C CONVERSION FROM IQANOQTI TO VSSIGM FORMAT AND OUTPUT TO HISTCRV VCONHTR 7 
c vCorJHTR a 
C USAGE vcownR 9 
C CALLED BY TWRITE VCONHTR 10 
C VCONHTR f f 
C INPUT /ourPUT FILES USED VCONIITR 12 
C UNITOS V8SIGM FORMAT OUTPUT FILE VCONHTR 13 
C UN1 T03 PRINTED OUTPUT veot-JHTR 14 
c vcor~HTR 15 
c oeSC~JPTION OF PARAMETERS VCONHTR 16 
C NO ARGUEMENTS VCONHTR 17 
C VCONHTR IS 
C SliePROGRAMS NEEDED VCOWtTR 19 
CATOE. Q9CI32 VCONHTR 20 
C VCONHTR 21 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS VCONHTR 22 
c ?DATE? ?PROGRAMMER? ?DESCRIP1ION OF MODIFICATIONS? VCONHTR 23 
C 10l-lUN83 JIM PF. ADDED DOCUMENTATION VCONHTR 24 
C 211-lUL83 JIM PF. ADDING CHOICE FOR DIAGNOSTICS VCONHTR 25 
C VCOrtlHTR 26 
C nEMAR~S: VCONHTR 27 
C (1 , VCONHTR 28 
C VCONHTR 29 
C·· •••• •• ••• ··y ... ·•·· .. ··.~ .. ·~~ ... ····.· >~~··.·········~········VCONHTR 30 
C· M I A - COM S I G MAO A T A I ~ t N A SAG S F C ·vCONHTR 31 
C·*····.······.·.··.···~**····.···.··· •• ···v .•.•. ~.* •• ·.··.·············VCONHTR 32 
C VCONHTR 33 
SU8ROUTINE cONHTR VCONHTR 34 
C VCQI'JHTR 35 
C···.·.···.·.·····.··*· •• ·~··.········.·········*.···············~······VCONHTR 36 
C VCONHTR 37 
C veNTRl 2 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRl 3 
C ==========~==================~==================== VCNTRL 4 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ ceo VCNTRL 5 
COMMON ICCNTRll AOATE veNTRl 6 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ ATIME VCNTRl 7 
COMMON /CCNrRl/ JIC VCNTRL B 
COMMON /CCNTRll ..loa VCNTRl 9 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ CCSP06 VCNTRl 10 
COMM(':!"J /CCNTRl! CCSP07 vcr-nRl 11 
COMMON /CCNTRL! CCSP08 VCNTAl 12 
COMMON ICCNTRl! VEP. veNTRl 13 
COMMON /CCNTALI KlABEL CIa' VCNTAl 14 
COMMON /ceNTAll CQS (30) VCNTRl 15 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ CQU (10) vorHRl 16 
C veNTRL 17 
EQUIVALENCE (CCO;CC( 1) VeNTRl 18 
CHARACTER-S cco. OC(200} VCNTRl 19 
CHARACTEA.S ADATE veNTAl 20 
CHARACTER·S ATIME VCNTAl 21 
CHARACTEA-S tJIC VCNTAl 22 
CHARACTER·S Iloa veNTRl 23 
CHARACTER·S ccspoe VCNTRl 24 
CHARACTER"S CCSP07 VCNTRl 25 
CHARACTER*S CCSPOB VCNTRl 26 
CHARACTER.e VER VCNTAl 27 
CHARACTER"'B XlABEl VCNTRl 28 
CHARACTER·S CQS VCNTAl 29 
CHARACTER"'8 CQU VCNTRl 30 
C VCNTRl 31 
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECOAD VCNTRl 32 
C ================================================ VCNTRl 33 
COMMON fICNTRlf ICO VCNTAl 34 
COMMON IICNTAll 1M VCNTRl 35 
corJUIION /ICNTRL/ IM02 VCNTRl 36 
--'- ,~'o~,~. __ ,.,-_ .. ----.. ~~-.-o----:-,---- ~. 
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00030 COMMON /ICNTRl/ IM02P1 VCNTRL 37 
00031 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW veNTRl 38 
'" 00032 COMMON fIONTRl/ 11M veNTRl 39 
00033 COMMON frONTRl/ .JM02 veNTRl 40 
00034 COMMON IICNTRLI ,JMT2 veNTRl 4' 
00035 COMMON fIONTRll .JNP veNTRl 42 
00036 COMMON fleNTRll 1.104 veNTRl 43 
00037 COMMON IICNTRL/ JOB veNTRl 44 
00038 COMMON /ICNTRL/ .ISP VCNTRL 45 
00039 COMMON IICI'JTRLI KLIALB VCNTRL 46 
00040 COMMON IICNTRll KLIGW veNTRl 47 
00041 COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLISST vCNl'RL 48 
00042 coMMOW /ICNTRL/ KS veNTRl 49 
00043 COMMO"! /ICfJl'Rll I<U veNTRl 50 
00044 coMMON nONTRtl LOGaR VCNTRL 5' 
00045 COMMON freNTRll MATIN veNTRl 52 
00046 COMMON /rONTRll MATSNK veNTRl 53 
00047 COMMON /ICNTRll MATSUN VCNTRl 54 
00048 COMMON fICNTRl! MlF ( 12) veNTRl 55 
00049 COMMON !ICNTRl! MROD VCNTRl 56 
00050 COMMON IICNTRl! NKRSH veNTRl 57 
00051 COMMON !rONTRl! MSM VCNTRl 58 
00052 COrJlMON !ICNTRL! N8 vcrHRl 59 
00053 caMMON /ICNTRL! NO VCNTRl 60 
00054 COMMON !ICNTRL! NDAlT veNTRl 6' 
00055 CoMMON !rCNTRL! NDAV veNTRl 62 gi 00056 COMMON !ICNTRlf NDOUT veNTRl 63 00057 COMMON IICNTRl! NDPHV veNTRl 64 
00058 CoMMON /ICNTRl! NDSHF veNTRl 65 "Dt!! 00059 COMMON fICNTRL! NOT veNTRl 66 g~ 00060 CoMMON IICNTRLI NHMS VCNTRl 67 \ ooost COMMON IICNTRll NHMSE VCNTRl 68 i 00062 COMMON IIONTRll NHMSQ VCNTRl 69 
~ oaOE3 COMMON IICNTRll NLAV VCNTRl 70 .0-0 
" 
00064 COMMON IICNTRll NLAVM1 VCNTRl 7! 
OP065 CoMMON IICNTRl! NLAVPl VCNTRl 72 C:i'" , 
00066 COMMON IrCNTRl! NSOAV veNTRl 73 »or:» , 
r 
00067 COMMorol /ICNTRl! NSEQ VCNTRL 74 r'" 00068 COMMON IICNTnll ICSP53 veNTRl 75 ?}Cfl 00069 COMMON IICNTRL! NSTEP VCNTRl 76 
000,0 coMMON /ICNTRl! IBlKSIZ veNTRl 77 
~ 00071 COMMON nCNTRl! NVMO VCNTRl 78 00072 COMMON fIONTRll NVMDE veNTRL 79 00073 COMMON IICNTRLI NVMOO VCNTRl 80 00074 CoMMON fICNTRll NZINIT veNTRl 8' 
t 00075 COMMON !tCNTRlf NMlEV VCNTRl 82 00076 COMMON !ICNTRlf NDHOG VeNTRl 83 
1 00077 COMMON IlCNTRl! IQs (3D) VCNTRL 80 
00078 COMMON nCNTRll IOU (10) VCNTRl 85 
C veNTRl 86 
00079 EQUIVALENCE (ITMIN ,lQSe ')) veNTRl a7 
00080 EQUIVALENCE (ITMAX ,IQS{ 2)' VCNTRl B8 
00081 EQUIVALENCE {lPREAec ,IQS( 3' , veNTRl 89 
00082 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON ,IOS( 4)} veNTRl 90 
00083 EQUIVALENCE (IHFlUX ,lQSe 5)} veNTRl 9, 
00084 EQUIVALENCE (I EFlUK . 105 e 6» veNTRl 9 • 
I 00085 EQUIVALENCE IIFUSION . IOS( 7)) veNTRl 9. 00086 EQuIVALENCE ( lRADSWG ,IQSI B)) VCNTRl 90 
000B7 EQUIVALENCE (IRADLWG ,lOSt g)} VCNTRl 95 
00088 EQUIVALENCE (IIClOUD ,JQStl0» VCNTRl 96 
00089 EQUIVALENCE (IUFlUX .tOS(11}) VCNTRl 97 
00090 EQUIVALENCE ( IVFlUX ,1QS(121) vCNTRl 98 
C VCNTRL 99 
00091 EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA , !QUI Il' veNTRl '00 00092 E.o;::IIVAlENCE (iOIABAT ,tOUI 2') VCNTRL 101 
00093 !:Q'.-:lVAlENCE !lRADS'" , I QU I 3)) vCNTRl 102 
00094 f{)I:IVAlENCE (IRADlW .IQur 4) J veNTRl 103 
C VCNTRl '04 
00095 EQUIVALENCE (ICO,le(1» VCNTRl '05 
00096 INTEGER leo. IC(200) VCNTRl '06 
C VCNTRl 107 
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-- I 
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD vCroJTRl 108 C ================================~=============== veNTRl 109 00097 COMMON ILCNTRLI LCO veNTRl 110 00098 COMMON /LCNTRL/ OAtT veNTRl 111 00099 COMMON ILCNTRLI QBEG \ VernRl 112 00100 COMMON ItCNTRLI QDAY veNTRL 113 00101 COMMON /LCNTRLI QEND 
vCtHRL 114 00102 COMMON ILCNTRLI QOUT veNTRL 115 00103 COMMON IlCNTRll QPHy VCNTRL 116 00104 
• 
COMMON IlCNTRLI Q5HF veNTRl 117 00105 COMMON ILCNTRLI SN2FlG VCNTRl 118 00106 COMMON ILCNTRLI QRSW VCNTRL 119 00107 COMMON ILCNTRll QRSH veNTRl 120 00108 COMMON IlCNTRLI LQS(30) VCNTRL 121 00109 COMMON !LCNTRL! LOUel0) VCNTRl 122 C VCNTRL 123 00 tiD EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN .LOS! 1 ) ) VCNTRl 124 00111 EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX .Lose 2) I VCNTRL 125 00112 EQUI-VAlENCE (LPREACC .LOS( 3)) VCNTRl 126 00113 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LOS( 4)) VCNTRL 127 00114 EOUIVALENCE (LHFLU)I ,losr 511 VC~JTRl 128 00' 15 EOuIVALENCE fLEFlUX .lOSe 6)) VCNTAl 129 00116 EQUIVALENCE (lFUSION ,LOse 7)) VCNTRL 130 00 117 EOUIVAlENCE (lRADSYlG .LOS( a)) 
'/CNTRL 131 00118 EQUIVALENCE (lRAOlWG ,LQS( 9)) veNTRl 132 00119 EQUIVALENCE (LIClOUO .LQSCIOI' veNTRl 133 00120 EQUIVALENce (LUFLU)I ,LQSe In, VCNTRl 134 00121 EQUIVALENCE fLVFLUX ,LOS( 12) veNTRl 135 c 
vernRl 136 00122 EQUIVALENCE eLOMEGA .LoUe 1)) VCNTRL 137 00123 EQUIVALENCE (LOIABAT ,LQU( 2)) VCNTRL 138 0012.:1 EQUIVALENCE {LRAOSW ,lOU( 3)) VCNTRl 139 00125 EOUIVALEr-JCE flRADLW .lOUI 4)) VCfilTRl 140 
00 
i C 
VCNTRl 141 r 00126 LOGICAL QALT veNTRL ~, 
."11 :u 00127 LOGICAL QBEG VeNTRl. 0 
"tI-~\ 00128 LOGICAL QOltY VCNTr 144 O@ 00129 LOGICAL OEND \I~tJIIiL 145 O~ , 00130 lOGICAL QOUT VCNTRl 146 , 00131 LOGICAL QPHV VCNTRL 147 
:Ur-1\ 00132 LOGICAL QSHF VCN1RL 148 00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG VeNTRl 149 g~ 00134 LOGICAL QRSW veNTRl 150 00135 LOGICAL QRSH VCfHRl 151 
:J:>G) ~ C VCNTRL 152 00136 LOGICAL LQS VeNTRl 153 Cnt 00137 LOGICAL LOU 
vcNTHl 154 ~f4 00138 lOGICAL LTMIN veNTRL 155 } 00139 LOGICAL LTMAX VCN.TRl 156 00140 LOGICAL LPR~' ACC VCfllTAL 157 ;\ 00141 LOGICAL LPR~CON VCI!TRl 158 00142 LOGICAL LHFLUX VCNTRL 159 00143 LOGICAL LEFLU)I VCNTRl 160 00144 LOGICAL LFUSION VCNTRl 161 00145 LOGICAL LRAbGWG VCNTRl 162 00146 LOGICAL LllAOlWG veNTRL 163 00147 lOGICAL llCLOUD vcrnRL 164 00148 LOGICAL LUFlUX VCNTRL '65 00149 LOGICAL LVFLU)I VCNTRL 166 C 
VCNTRL 167 00150 LOGICAL LOMEC:\ VCNTRl 168 00151 lOGICAL LDtNl/l T VCNTRL 169 00152 LOGICAL LRAOSl'J vcNTRL 170 00153 LOGICAL LRAOLW VCNTRL 171 C 
VeNTAl 172 00154 EQUIVAlE.NCE IlCO,Lce 1») VeNTRL 173 00155 LOGICAL LCD, Le(200) VeNTRL 174 c 
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f ! z ::r: 
,." 
00157 COrnfJQN fRCNTAl/ APHEL vcrHRL 179 i<I 
00158 COMMON IReNTAll BETA VerHRl 180 ..,. 
00159 COMMON fRONTRll COSO VCf.JTRL 18. 
00160 COMMON fRONTAL/ CP VCNTRL 182 
00161 COMMON fRCNTALI DAYSPY VeNTRl 183 
00162 COMfJlDN fRCNTAl/ DEC VCNTRL 180 
00163 COMMON /RCNTRl! OEcMtl.X VCNTRL 185 
00164 COMMON IRCNTRl! OIST '/CNTAl 186 
00155 COMMON fRCNTAll OLAr veNTAl lB7 
00166 COMMON fRCNTRl/ OLON VCNTRL lBB 
00167 COMMON fRCNTRl! DT veNTRl lB9 
00168 COMMON fRCNTAll ECCN VCNTRl 190 
00169 COMMON !RCNTRll GNUt VCNTRL 191 
00170 COMMON !RCNTRl! GNU2 verJTRl 192 
00171 COMMON fRCNTRl! GRAV veNTRl 193 
00172 COMMON fRCNTRl! OMEGA2 veNTRl 190 
I 00173 COMUJON /RcrHRL/ PI veNTRl 195 
.1 00174 COMMON fRONTRl! PIleD VCfHRl 196 
. ! 00175 cor,.,rnON IRCNTRl/ PI2 VCNrRl 197 
00176 COMMON /RCNTRl/ PSTD VCNTRl 198 
00177 COMMON /RONTRl/ PIMEAN VCNTRl 199 
I 00178 COMMON (RCNTRlf PSMAX VCNTRl 200 
I 00179 COMMON /RCNTRl( PSMIN VCNTRl 201 00180 COMMON /RCNTRlf PTOP VCNTRl 202 
·1 00181 COMMON fRONTRl/ RAOE VeNTRl 203 ! 00182 cor;1MCN /RCNTRL/ RGAS VCNTRL 204 
00183 COMMON fRONTAl/ RCOP veNTRl 205 
00184 COMMON !RCNTRl! RSOIST VCNTRl 206 00 
\1 
00185 COMMON /RONTRl/ SOAY VCNTRl 207 :rI:<J 00186 COMMON /RCNTRl/ SEASON VCNiRl 208 
-
.\ :'1 00187 COMMON /RCNtRl/ SIGE (251 VCNTRl 209 'tJ'1i! 00188 COMMON !RCNTRl/ SIND VCNTRl 210 Oz :~1 00189 COMMON IRCNTRll SOLS veNiRl 211 gF: 00190 COMMON IRCNTRll TSTD veNiRl 212 , 00191 COMfJlON /RCNiRl I PlEVS (25) veNiRl 213 
00192 COMMON !RCNTRl! HEATW VCNTRl 214 
.0-0 l 00193 COMMON fRCNTRl I HEA TI VCf.JTRl 215 00194 COMMON !RCNTRl/ EPS VCNTRl 216 c.,. 
iii 
00195 COMMON /RCNTRlf EPSFAC VCNTRl 217 F:~ 00196 Cor.'MON /RCNTAl/ CAL TOJ veNTAl 218 
00197 COfJlMON /ACNTRl/ PZERD VCNTRl 219 ~ii e VCNTAl 220 00198 EQUIVALENCE (RCa ,ROf 1») VCNTRl 221 
•. I or,199 REAL RCa, AC(200) VCNTRL 222 ;l, e VCNiAL 223 
I ' e INTEGER MODEl. OONSTANTS VCNiAl 224 
t ,I. e ======================= VCr-JTRl 225 
I 00200 CorJ1MON IIOPARMI IL.JUMP !46l VCNTRl. 226 
! 00201 COMMON IIOPAAMI IOSP02 VCNTRl 227 
00202 COMMON frOPAAMI INOEX (72l VCNTRl 228 
00203 COMMON /IDPARM! IROO VCNTRl 229 
00204 COMMON frOPARMI ue 146) VCNTRl 230 
00205 COMMON /IOPARMf JE (21 VCNTR,l 231 
00206 COMMON /IOPARM! UP (2.21 VCNTRl 232 
00207 COMMON /IDPARMI KSTEP VCtHRL 233 
00208 COMMON /IOPARMI MJ f 46) VC~HAl 234 
00209 COMMON !IDPARM! NHMSl VCNTRl 235 
00210 COMrJlON / I DPAAM/ NVMD 1 VCNTAl 236 
e VCNTRl 237 
e LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 238 
! e ======================= veNTRl 239 
i 00211 COMMON /lDPARM! FILTER (46) VCt.lTRL 240 00212 COMMON /lOPAAM! ITAPE VCNTRL 241 , 00213 COMMON IlOPAAM! START veNTRl 242 
I e veNTRl 243 
'. ! 00214 lOGICAL FILTER VCNTRl 244 
'. 00215 LOGICAL ITAPE vcrnRl 245 
00216 lOGICAL START VC~JTRl 246 
C VeNTRl 247 
c REAL MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 248 
c ==================== VCNTRl 249 
h 
I ~~""-'~'" ",,~ .",' .'" ' 
e: --... '~. 
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COMMON IRDPARMI AOLDP VCNTRL 250 
COMMON IROPARM/ CONt VCNTRL 251 
COMMON IRDPARMI CQN1DT VCNTRL 252 
COMMON /RDPARMI CON2 VCNTRL 253 
COMMON /RDPARM/ CON20l VCNTRL 254 
COMMON IRDPAR",I CON3 VCNTRL 255 
COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3DT VCNTRL 256 
COMrJlON IP.OPARMI CON4 vCNTRL 257 
COMMON tROPARM/ CON40T VCNTRL 258 
COMMON !ROPARM/ CONS VCNTRL 259 
COMMON IROPARMI COSL (46 I VC~HRL 260 
COMMON {nOpaRM/ COSLON 172 ) VCNTRL 261 
COMMON {ROPARM! CPD2 VCNTRL 262 
COMMON IROPARM! OXP (46) VCNTRL 263 
COMMON IROPARM! OXVP (46) VCNTRl 264 
COMMON !ROPARM} D)(P (46) VCNTRL 265 
COMMOf-J IROPARMI FCORLS (46) VCNTRL 266 
COMMON /ROPARM/ FfCT veNTAl 267 
COMMON IROPARMI F20T veNTAl 26B 
COMMON !ROPARMI HfDT VCNTRL 269 
COMMON /ROPARMI H2DT VCr-HRl 270 
COMMON /ROPARM/ PKSTO veNTAl 271 
COMMON IRDPARMI PKTOP VCNTRL 272 
'COMMON IROPARMI RLAT (46) VeNTRl 273 
COMMON IRDPARM/ RlATD l4S) VCNTRl 274 
COMMON /ROPARMI RDOPOT VCNTAl 275 
COMMON /ROPARM! ROCPPI VCNTAl 276 
COMMON !ROPARMI SGNP f 21 veNTRl 277 
COMMON IROPARM! SINl l4S) VCNTRl 278 
COMMON IRDPARMI SINlON 172 , VCNTRl 279 
caMMON /RDPARMI THSTD veNTRl 280 
COMMON IRDPARMI THSTD2 veNTRl 281 ©o COMMON IRDPARMI WSAVE 1159) veNTRL 282 COMMON /RDP.4RM/ DSIG f91 vcr'HRl 283 ,"" ~ COMMON IRDPARMI SIG 191 VCNTRl 284 
"iJi$ COMMON IROPARMI DSIGINV (91 v'=NTRl 285 
veNTRl 286 O~ vQJlUOQT 2 f5;;s COMDECK VQANDQT RESOLUTION VALUES VQANOQT 3 
================================= VQANOQT 4 • F 
1M =72 vQANDQT 5 0"<3 NLAV =9 VOMJOQT 6 
oJM"" =46 VQANDQT 7 Cos 
NLAV·t1 =99 VOANDQT 8 J;,m 
H,,·NLAV"11 =7128 VQIl.tIOQT 9 C {flij] 
.1,,",/2* ! =23 VQANOQT 10 =<~ VOANDQT 11 GLOI?AL MODEL PROGNOsTIC FIELDS (NEEDED IN COMPO) VQANDQT 12 
==~=:================================~~========= VQM.fDQT 13 
vQANOQT I. 
COMMON IQANDQT/OPROGf72.9.11,461 VQMlOOT 15 
VQANDQT 16 
DIMENSION PHIS 17 t 28. I) VOANDOT 17 
DIMENSION SMTH (7128.23) VOANOOT 18 
DIMENSION ALBEDO (7128.1, VQANDOT 19 
DIMENSION GT 17128.0 VQAfJDQT 20 
DIMENSION GW (712a,t) VOJlNDOT 21 
DIMENSION TS f 7128,1) VQANDQT 22 
DtME:NSION SHS 17128.11 VIjMJDQT 23 
DIMENSION P (72,99,1) VQJ\fJDQT 24 
VQANOQT 25 
DIMENSION U (72,9,11,1) VOANDQT 26 
DIMENSION V {72.9.11.1} VQANOQT 27 
DIMENSION T (72,9.11,1 ) VQANOQT 28 
DIMENSION SH (72,9.11,1) VQAtJOQT 29 
DIMENSION PHI 172,9.11.1l VQANDQT 30 
VOANDaT 31 
EQUIVALENCE (OPROGfl, 1.1,1) ,PHIS ( 1. 1) ) VOAl'JDOT 32 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(' • 2, 1 , 1 ) , SMTH ( 1 , 1 )} VOANDQT 33 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( I, 3. 1 , 1 ) ,ALBEDO ( 1 , t) ) VOANDQT 34 
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(OPROGCf. 8.1 ,f),P 
r 1 • 11 ) ( 1. 1) 1 
( 1.1) J 
ft.',f)1 
I QPROG I I. 1. 2. 1) • U fl. 1 • 1. 1) ) (QPROG( I . 1. 4. f >. V ( 1 • 1. 1. ") 
f QPROG ( 1 • 1. 6. I I • r ( 1 • 1 • 1 , 1 ) I (QPROG ( 1 , 1. 8. I I • SH I,. 1 . 1 . 1 ) ) 
(QPROGI I. f. 10, I' ,PHI 11.1.1.1) I 










!QANDOT! QSDIAG(72 .15.461 
IQSDIAG(72 .15.461 
(OSOIAG.IQSOtAG) 
!QANDOTI QUDIAG(72.9. 5.461 
HALF PRECISION QSHEQ(2.1' 
EOU(VALENCE (OSOIAG.QSHEQI 





ICORDERI XORDSI24'.~OROUCf5) )lORDS ,XORDU 


















/CORDER/ XSA (231.)!UA f 101 
XSA • XUA 












DVNAMIC SPACE VAA(~BLES FOR SUBRouTINE CONHTR 
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,;- :+, 
DATA ONE 11HI! VCONHTR 54 
OATI\ TWO I1HZI VCONHTR 55 
C VCDNHTR 56 C·············.········.····.···························*···············VCONHTR 57 C vCONHTR 58 
C DEBUG V8EGDEB 2 
1 DODO corJTI NUE VBEGOEB 3 
C···· CV8ER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 100 VSEGOEB 4 
C···· CYBER VECTOR VeQSION 00 VeEGDEB 5 
C$S$SS$SSS$SSS$$$$S$S$$$SS~S$SS$SS$SSSSSS$$SSSS$SSSS$$$S$S$SSSSSSSSsSSSSveEGDEB 6 
c vCOrmTR GO 
C CONVERT THE HEADER vcOrmrR 61 










NBCHAR = ONE VCCNHTR 63 
IF 4 N8. EQ. 2) NBCHAR = TWO VCONHTR 54 
MACHIo " CCf 1) VCOfIHTR 65 
CCII, = IBM VCOWHR 66 
CALL ATOEtCC.CA,200"S) vCOt-JHTR 67 
CC I 1 ) = MACHID VCOMHTR S8 
CAt.L II.TOE(XOROS.TXSA.KS"SI VCGNHTR 69 
CALL A10EfXORDU,TXUA.KU"SI VCONHTR 70 
H\'IORKI1;200) = RCCti200} VCONHTR 71 
CALL Q9CI32CHWORK,RA,200.1ERR) VCONHTR 72 
IFfIERR.NE.O) WRITE(3.9001 lEAR VCONHTR 73 
900 FORMATf'OQ9C!32 tEAR = ',12) VCONHTR 74 
DO 10K = t. 2-00 VCONHTR 75 
IAIK) = HICI2,K) VCONHTR 76 
lA Pq = IFJl.LSE VCONHTR 77 
IFILCCK)1 LA(lt} = ITRUE vCONHTR 78 
to CONTINUE VCONHTR 79 
FI¥ ~S AND KU FOR HISTORY AND WRITE THE HEADER 
============================================== 
KS5 = 0 
DO 15 K =- 1. KS 
TESTCH = XO~DSCHIB,K • 
IFIITESTCH.NE.ONEl.ANo.CTESTCH.NE.TWO.) GO TO 14 
IFCTESTCH.NE.NBCHAR' GO TO 15 




00 20 K I,KU 
TE5TCH = XORDUCHf8.Kl 
IFCCTESTCH.NE.ONE).AND.ITESTCH.NE.TWQ)) GO' 'TO 19 
IFCTESTCH.NE.NBCHAR) GO TO 20 
19 KUS = KUS .. f 





IA C 16) 
IA C 17» 
LAI I) 
IFIQRSH, 
WRITE{ll) LA ( f) = I TRUE CA,IA,LA,RA.fXSAtK',K=I.KSSI.CXUAf«).~='.KUS. 
LOOP OVER LATITUDE BANDS FrR THE PROGNOSTIC QUANTITIES 
========================~-============================ 
DO 130 .J 
KKSA 
KKUA 







00,110 K 1,9 
TESTCH XORDSCHCS.K) 
IFf tTEsrCH. E.ONEl.ANC./1ESTCH.NE.TWQI} 
IFf TESTCH. E.N8CHAR ) 
KKSA KKSA ~ 1 
HWORKflilM, = CiPROGCI,K,I • .J;IMI 
CALL Q9CI32(HWORK,QSHCt,J.KKSA},IM.IERR) 
CONTiNue 
GO TO 105 
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00 120 K = 2,11 
TESTCH = XOROUCH (a. K w 1 ) 
IF f f TESTCH.NE .ONE ~ .ANO; I TEsrCH.NE. TWO)) GO TO 115 
IF! TESTCH.NE.N8CHAR ) GO TO 120 
115 KKUA = KKUA • 1 
HWORK(f;IM·NLAV) = QPROGf 1.1,K,J;IM-NLAY) 
CALL 09CI32IHWORK. QUH fl. 1 ,tl. KMUA' • It.1·NLAV. IERR' 
120 CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE 
LOOP OVER LATITUDES FOR THE SURFACE DIAGNOSTICS 
=============================================== IF (ItSS. EO. I( SA) GO TO 160 
KKSAVE ~KSA 
DO 150 J 1,JNP 
KKSA ~KSAVE 
DO t45 K fO,KS 
KKSA KKSA + 1 
IF(~ORDS(K}.NE.ICLDDDJ GO TO 140 
SPECIAL CASE FOR ICLOUD FIELD 
============================= lelBASE = 1M • (15 - rJ-f) .. IIClOUO - 1) 
DO 135 I = 1,IM 
135 HWORK(II = QSHEQ(2,l~ICLBASE) QSH! t ,J,KKSA: 1M) = HWORIH I: 1M) 
GO TO 145 
NORMAL FLOATING POINT CASe. 
========================== 




LOOP OVER LATITUDES FOR THE UPPER AIR DIAGNOSTICS 
================================================= 
160 IFtKKUA.EO.KUSI GO TO 200 
,rKUASAVE = KKUA 
DO 190 J = I,JNP 
KKUA = KKUASAVE 
DO 180 K = 1'.KU 
KKUA = KKVA ~ 1 
HWORK{I:1M"NLAV) = OUOIAGII.I,K-10,J;IM-NLAV} 
CALL Q9CI32(HWORK,QUH(I,I.~,KKUAI ,IM·NLAV,IERRl 
lao CONTINUE 
190 CONTI NUE 
200 CONTINUE 
WRITE THE FIELDS TO HISTORV 
=========================== 
KMA~B KSS • dNP • 1M 
KEB 0 
DO 220 KK = I,KMAXB,409S 
KS: KEB ~ f 
KEB MINO(KEB ~ ~09S, KMAXB) 
220 WRITI...8) (QSH(I~.l,l) ,K=i '3B.KEB' 
KMA~B JNP • NLAV • 1M 
00230 KO= I,KUS 
KEB 0 
00230 KK8 = I,KMAXB,4096 
KS8 KEB + I 
KEB = MINOCKEB ~ 4096, KMA~B) 
230 WRITE'S) COUHfK,f,I,KQ).K=KSB,KE8} 
RET URN 
.:-~ -;:, ,,--,-==-,- '-,.=- -=="'~,~>::-
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STATEMENT LABEL MAP 
--lABEL---OEFINED---REFERENCES 
10 33. 330 
10000 317 
105 363 361 
110 366 359 
115 371 369 
120 37. 367 
130 375 356 
135 385 38. 
14 340 338 
140 38a 38. 
145 390 380 
15 342 336 
150 391 378 
lGO 392 376 
180 400 396 
19 348 346 
190 .01 394 
20 350 34" 
200 402 392 
220 408 405 
230 415 410 








.~...L.-_____ . __ .~._ • 
--NAME-------BlOCK------TVPE------ClASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST. 
11.0 .. ,\ TE CCNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 3 16 
ADLOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 
J' ALBEDO QANOQT REAL ARRAV 256 269 APHEl ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 157 ATIME ceNIRl CHAR+S SIMPLE 4 17 
~\ BETA ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 158 CA SPACE CHAR'''S ARRAY 290 295 322 
, CAL TO,,] ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 196 CC CCNTRl CHAR+S ARRAY 14 15 320 
,f ceo CCNTRl CHAR+8 SIMPLE 2 14 15 CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 13 
i' CCSP06 ceNiRl CHAR+8 SIMPLE 7 20 
'1 CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE a 21 ccspoe CCNTRL CHAR*a SIMPLE 9 22 I CONl RDPARr.<r REAL SIMPLE 218 
I 
OON1DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 
OON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 221 ! I eON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 
CON3DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 224 
CON4DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
CONS RDPAR"" REAL SIMPLE 226 
CONHTR SUBROUTINE I 
CORDER REAL UNKNOWN 286 28a 
COSO RCN1RL REAL SIMPLE 159 
COSl ROPIlRM REAL ARRAV 227 \ i COS LON ROPARM REAL ARRAV 22a , 
I CF RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 160 
CP02 RDPARM REAl SIMPLE 229 
CQS CCNTRl CHAR"S ARRAV 12 25 
CQU CCNTRL CHAR""S ARRAY 13 26 
OAVSPV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161 
CEC RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 162 
OEcMA)( RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE ,.3 
DIST RCNTRL R!:AL SIMPLE 164 
OLAT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 









C =OTRL OF DO. I;01'.TA INIT. R=REAO. S=STORE. VJ=WRITE 
35S/W 
321/5 322 323/5 






















--o-: __ ~':. __ ~.,y. 





00 i:j ::a DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 250 
"1122 
f-' 
DSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAY 252 
"tI~ 0 DT RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 0:;;:: DXP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 230 OXVP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 231 g~ DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 232 
:-:. 
ECON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 168 
.0-;;; 
EPS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 194 EPSFAC RCr-.rTRL REAL SIMPLE 195 C~ F10T ROPARM REAL Srr",PLE 234 
l>G) F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 c: i'i'l FCORLS ROPARM REAL ARRAY 233 
-j ~-FILTER lDPARM lOGICAL ARRAY 211 214 GNUI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 169 "' ... if,,", GNUZ ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 170 , ' GRAV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 171 GT !JANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 270 GW QJ\.NDQT REAL ARRAY 258 271 l·ttDT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 H20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 !-tEATI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 HEATW ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 192 HIC ICNTRL HALF toRRAY 306 307 331 HKSS HALF ARRAY 306 307 351 HnUS HALF ARRAY 306 307 352 HWORK SPACE HALF ARRI\~V 302 303 326/S 327 364/S 365 372/S 373 3~S/S 386 388 389 398/5 399 I INTEGER SIIYIPLE 384/C 385 385 lA SPACE HALF ARRAY 296 297 331/S 3S 1 /S 352/5 355/W IBlKSIZ ICN1Al INTEGER SIMPLE 70 IBM CHAR·e SIMPLE 308 3131l 321 j IC IeNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 95 96 307 ICO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 ICl8ASE INTEGER SIMPLE 3e3/S 385 IClDDO CHAR"S SIMPLE 308 314/1 382 1 CNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3. 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 45 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 58 59 60 61 62 63 6' 65 66 67 G8 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 16 77 78 ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER sn,PLE 68 IDrASAT IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 IOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 20. 205 206 207 208 209 210 lD-SP02 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 20 I IEFlUX ICNTAl INTEGE9 UNKNOWN 8. IERR INTEGER SIMPLE 321 328 32B/W 355 3;3 389 399 IFAlSE HALF SIMPLE 306 312/1 332 353 if IFUSION rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNO\'IN 85 
!I 
IHFLUY. ICNT'll INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 
r ICLOUD ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 88 383 ;1 IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 200 1M IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 364 364 365 372 372 373 383 38. 386 3B6 1 388 388 389 398 398 399 .03 ~09 I IM02 IeNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 IMD2P1 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 30 ! INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 202 IOMEGA rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 IPREACC I eN-TRt INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 IPRECON reNTRl 1 NTEGER UNKNOWN 82 lOS ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 80 81 82 P:) a. 85 86 81 8B 89 90 IQSDIAG QANDQT INTEGER ARRAV 281 282 IOU rCN1RL INTEGER hRRAY 78 91 92 93 9. IRADLW ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 IRADLWG leNTRl INTEGER UNI(NOWN 87 tRADSW IeNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 IRADSWG IeNTRl INTEGER UNf<NOWN 86 IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 ITAPE LDPhRM LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 ITMAX IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWrJ 80 
r~@" 
__ i+ 
;,-.. o--:~~ I;;> '~. o,c, 
... -, ,:,,:;;.;;;..,,-:r.;- =~,,-.""o:":'. _""'-"~o_=_ "<_.'_;_0'-'-'",,,.-"'".-.:-;_ . ~-----:--:---:-~ -~-"'.~~ . ~
__ ~.~ __ .;.~ __ . ~ ". __ . ~-",f:' ,,~""_""".... ._._..c 4 ,,~=:_. _. _·-.>o.~=,-o_~,_·_· ,'~-~.~-, 
'"" 
o..~ .. -: 
- ,-~ ,--- -,- -~.- .-~---.~~-.... ~ .i~ 
!,j , .. 
ITMIN IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 
ITRUE HALF SIMPLE 306 :3 tf /1 333 354 
IUFLU~ IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
IVFlV)( reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWU 90 
.I INTEGER SIMPLE 356/0 364 365 372 373 373/C 3S3 386 32B 389 394 
398 399 
JC IOPJ\RM INTEGER ARRAY 20' 
.IE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 205 
JIC ceNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 5 18 
.1M ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 
JMD2 ICNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
JMT2 JCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3. 
JNP ICNTRl JNTEGER SIMPLE 35 356 378 394 403 409 
.104 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
.108 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
.loa ceNTRl cHAR·S SIMPLE 6 19 
JP I DPAFH.1 INTEGE,R ARRAV 206 
JSP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3B 
K INTEGER SIMPLE 330/C 331 331 332 333 333 336/C 337 341 344/C 345 
349 355 355/C 355·C 359/C 360 364 367/C 358 372 380 
382 388 396/C 39B 40B 408/C 415 415/C 
KEa INTEG!:.R SIMPLE 404/5 406 407/5 407 408 411/5 "13 414/5 4'" 415 KKa INTEGER SIMPLE 405/C 412/C 
KKSA INTEGER SIMPLE 357/5 363/5 363 365 376 377 379/5 381/5 38' 386 sae 
KK5AVE INTEGER SIMPLE 317/5 379 
KKUA INTEGER SIMPLE 358/5 371/5 371 373 392 393 395/5 397/5 39 7 399 
KffUA5AVE INTEGER SIMPLE 393/S 395 
KLIA!..B ,lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 .' 
KlIGit'} IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
KLiSST rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 4' 
KMM';'S INTEGER SIMPLE 403/5 405 407 409/5 4'2 41" 
KQ INTEGER SIMPLE 410/0 415 
, "5 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 324 336 320 
I'. KSB INTEGER SIMPLE 
406/5 408 413/5 4'5 
K55 INTEGER SUJIPLE 307 335/5 S40/S 340 341 376 403 
\~ ~5TEP liJPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 
lj ~U lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 325 344 396 "US INTEGER SIMPLE 307 343/5 348/S 348 349 355 392 4'0 LA SPACE HALF ARRAY 298 299 :332/5 333 15 353/5 354/5 35S/W 
., LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 154 155 333 
I LCO LC~JTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 '54 155 LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVIN 97 98 99 '00 ,0' '02 103 '04 ,05 106 107 
'08 '09 
lDIAEAT LeNTAl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 00 j LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 2'2 213 lEFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN liS 143 -rt:J LFusrON LCtnRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 
'715 
I 
LHFLUX LCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 142 O? LICLOUD LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 
LOG8R ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44 0 ... ; 
I LOMEGA lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 ISO ~F LPREACC LeNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 140 
LPRECoN LeNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 ,0 -..;) 
LQS LCNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 108 110 111 112 113 114 liS 116 117 118 119 C:~ 120 121 136 ~e; 
LQU LCNTRl lOGICAL ARRAY 109 122 123 '24 '25 '37 !: ii'.i LRAOLW LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
lRAOLWG LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN "8 '"6 =< "~ LRADSW lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 f1~ 
lRAD5VlG LCNTFtL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 
LTMAX LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 
'" 
139 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
LUFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '20 148 
LVFLU)I: LCNTflL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 149 
MACHID CHAR"S SIMPLE 308 320/5 323 
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
MATSUN leNTRl I"JTEGER SIMPLE 47 
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 208 
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MROe reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 I-' 
MsM reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 6f N 
NB reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 319 
NBCHAR CHARACTER SIMPLE 309 31B/S 319/5 ~39 347 362 370 
NO reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE. 53 
NDAL T IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NDAV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NOHOG ler-nRt INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NDQUT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
NDPHv reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
NDRSW reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
NOSHF reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
NOT reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NHMS reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
NHMSO reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
NHMS1 I DPARrJl INTEGER SIMPLE 209 
NHMSE reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 6 t 
NKRSH reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NLAY reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 372 372 373 39B 398 399 409 
NLAVMl ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
NLAVP 1 ] eNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
NMLEV ICNTRl. INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
NSDAV ICNTRl. INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 0 0 
NSTEP IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
NVMD IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 71 -n ;:0 
NVMDO IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 "tJ ~ 
NYMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 0:2 
\ NYMOE reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 0 :tJ 
\'\' NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 ::0 .... 
. I OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 172 • 
:>4 mJE CHARACTER SIMPLE 309 315/1 318 338 346 361 369 .0 "'tJ 
III ,p QhNOQi REAL ARRAV 261 274 C l> 
I PHI QAtJDQT REAL ARRAY 266 279 ~ ~ PHIS QANOQT REAL ARRAY 254 267 ~ ~ 
, ! PI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE t73 :- .-11 ,~ I PI180 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 -t.-!, PI2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 -< m i PIMEAN RcrHRL REAL SIMPLE 177 
'~ PKSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
! PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
~ ~ , PLEVS ReNTRl REAL ARRAV 191 
: i PSMAX R.eNTRl REAt SIMPLE 178 
:} II PSMIN RCNTRl REA'- SIMPLE 179 
:. PSTD RCNTRl. RE&l SIMPl.E 176 
I I I PTOP RCNTRL !!i:'Al. SIMPl.E 180 
l PZERO RCNTRl. REAl. SIMPLE 197 ~ QALT LCNTtR l.OGICAl. SIMPLE 99 126 
l QANOOT REAL UNKNOWN 253 280 283 
QBEG lCNTRl LOGICAl. SIMPLE 99 12.7 
QDAV lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 
QEND LCNTRl. LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 
QOUT l.CNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 
OPHV lCNTRL LOGtCAl SIMPLE 103 131 
QPROG OANDOT REAL ARRAV. 253 267 268 ~69 270 2';-' 272 273 2id 275 276 
277 278 279 3~d 372 
QRSH lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 354 
QRSW lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 
QSDIAG OANOQT REAL ARRAV 280 282 285 388 
Q5H SPACE HALF ARRAV 290 291 305 365 386/5 389 40B/W ! QSHEQ QANDQT HALF ARRAV 284 285 385 
'I QSHF LCNTRl LOGICAL- SIMPLE 104 132 
QUOIAG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 283 39B 
I QUH SPACE HALF ARRAY 292 293 373 399 415/VI 
'1- RA SPr.CE HALF ARRAY 300 30 I 327 3S5/tv 
, RAOE RcNTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 
i RC RCNTRl REAL ARRAV 198 199 326 
'RCO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
ReNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 le4 165 166 ! .67 '6S .69 .70 '7' .72 .73 '74 175 .76 .77 
1 ~ 
J ~ ~.~. _."~.-'.~~--. ____ '_=-_. ___ ~ ... -~.~.~---~'" --.,-. ·-~~~~··_=~--,,~ ___ ~~=_.~~=-~_ .. c~ ~~ 




i f1B f19 fSO 
, i fB9 f90 f9f 
, ROPARM REAL UNKNOWN 2f1 2fS 2f9 
1\ 
22B 229 230 
239 240 24f 
250 2Sf 252 
RGAS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f82 
RLAT ROPARM REAL ARRAY 240 j RLATO RDPARM REAL ARRAY 24f ROCP ReNiRl REAL SIfJlPLE f83 RoopeT nOPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 
ROCPP1 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 
RSOIST ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE fB4 
SCI\V RCNiRL REAL SIMPLE fBS 
SEASON RONTRL REAL SIMPLE fB6 
SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 244 
SH QANOQT REAL ARRAV 265 21B 
SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAV 260 213 
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAV 25f 
SIGE RONTRl REAL ARRAV f81 
SINO RONTRL REAL SIMPLE fSB 
stNL RDPARM REAL ARRAV ~~5 
SINLON ROPARM REAL ARRAY 246 
SMTH CANDOT REAL ARRAY 255 268 
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE fOS f33 
SOLS AC"JTRL REAL SIMPLE f89 
SPACE REAL UNKNOWN 290 292 294 
SPAXXX SPACE nEAL ARRAV 304 305 
START LCPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 2f3 2f6 
T OANDQT REAL ARRAY 264 217 
TESTCH CHARACTER SIMPLE 30. 337/5 338 
It 36. 362 3SS/S TH5Tc ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 241 THST02 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 24S 
/, TS QANOQT REAL ARRAY 259 212 T5TO RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE f90 
TWO CHARACtER SIMPLE 309 316/1 3f9 , TX5A CHAR"S ARRAY 30B 324 34f 
,~ TXUA CHAR*S ARRAY 30B 325 349 U QANDQT REAL ARRAY 262 275 V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 263 276 
i VER CCNTRL CHARtS SIMPLE fO 23 
'~ WSAVE RCPARM REAL AnRAY 249 XLABEL CCNTRL CHAR*S ARRAY If 24 
'1 XORDS CORDER CHAR·S ARRAY 2B6 2B7 3fO KOROSCH CORDER CHARACTER ARRAY 309 3fO 331 
} )CORCU CORDER CHAR·S ARRAY 2S6 2S1 3fO XORDUCH CORDER CHARACTER ARRAY 309 310 345 
r '. 
XSA CORDER CHAR-S ARRAY 2SB 2a9 341/5 
XUA CORDER CHAR·S ARRAY 2as 2S. 349/5 
PROCEDURE MAP 
--NAME-------TYPE-------CLAS5-------------REFERENCES O=STMT FN OEF. 
ATOE SUBROUTINE 322 324 325 
MINO INTEGER INTRINSIc 401 414 
Q9C132 SUBROUTINE 321 365 313 389 
, 1 
).', 
,.' \;!/ '. -- .. _-- --
-----".,_." ... - ...... ~----
.. -4.·;.~~.t/~-. 
,'_, __ ·r .- ... 
fBf fS2 fB3 fS4 
192 f93 f94 f9S 
220 22f 222 223 
231 232 233 234 
242 243 24. 245 
296 29B 300 302 
338 339 345/5 346 
369 369 310 









fSS faG fa1 
f96 f91 
224 225 226 
235 236 231 
246 2·7 24B 
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Ca •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··············VCONSTA 2 
C VCONSTA 3 
C SUBROUTINE CONSTA VCONSTA 4 
C VCONSTA 5 
C PURPOSE VCOT'lSTA 6 
C sers CONSTANTS AND PARM-nETERS fOR THE MOOEl PHVSICS WHICH OEPEND VCOfJSTA 7 
C ON THE CURRENT MODEL TI~E VCmJSTA a 
c VCONSTA 9 
C USAGE VCONSTA 10 
C CALLED FROM GWSGCM BEFORE EVER V CALL TO COMP3 vCm.,STA 11 
c vCONSTA 12 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS VCONSTA 13 
C NONE VCONST A 14 
C VCONSTA 15 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VCONSTA 16 
e MODHMS VCONSTA '7 
C VCONSTA 18 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS VCONSTA 19 
C 1DATE7 ?PROGRMJlMER" 70ESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATIONS? VCONSTA 20 
C OBtJUlB3 tJIM.PF REORGANIZATION AND OOCUMENTATION veONSTA 21 
C VCONSTA 22 
c •••••••••• • •• •• ••• ··············.······································VCONSTA 23 
C. M / A - COM S I G MAO A T A [N C. N A SAG S F C ·VCONSTA 24 
C ••••••••• ·.·.·········.····.···········································VCONSTA 25 
C VCONSTA 26 
00001 SUBROUTINE CONSTA VCONSTA 27 
C VCOf.JSTA 28 
c.· •• ··································.································VCO~STA 29 
C VCOf'JSTA 30 
C veNTRl 2 
C CHARACTER MonEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD vernRl 3 
C ================================================== VCHTRl 4 
00002 COMMON /CCNTRLI ceo vernRL 5 
00003 COMMON /CCNTRl/ AOATE veNTRl 6 
I 1 00004 
(\ \ 00005 00006 
00007 ~ 00008 
, 00009 
00010 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ ATIME VCNTRl 7 
COMMON /CCNTRll .JIe VCNTRL 8 
COWl-ON /ceNTRl/ .lOB VCNTRL 9 
COMIIIION /ceNTRl/ CCSP06 VCNTRl 10 
COMMON /eCNTRl I eCSP07 VCNTRL 11 
COMMON ICCNTRl/ CCSPOS VCNTRL 12 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ VEA VCNTRl 13 
t 00011 00012 00013 
COMMON /CCNTRLI xlA8El (10) VCNTRl 14 
COMMON /CCNTRll CQS (30) VCNTRL 15 
COMMON /CCNTRll CQU (10) VCNTRl 16 
C veNTRl 17 
'~ 00014 00015 
I 00016 00017 
EQUIVALENCE (ceo.cel 11) VCNTRL 18 
eHARACTER·S ceo, CC/200) VCNiRl 19 
CHARACTER·S AOATE veNTAl 20 





CHARACTER·S ~IC veNTRl 22 
CHltRACTER·S JOB VCNTnl 23 
CHARACTER.S CCSP06 VCNTRl 24 





CHARACTER.oS CCSPOB vernRl 26 
CHARACTER.S VER VCfHRl 27 
CHARACTER.S KLA8EL VCNTRL 2S 
CHARACTER.S CQS vcrHAL 29 






C VCUTRl 31 
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD veNTAl 32 
C ================================================ VCNTRl 33 
COMMON /ICNTRll ICO VCNTRl 34 
COMMON lIeNTRll 1M VCNTRl 35 
COMMON /ICNTRll IM02 VCNTRL 36 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ IM02Pl VCNTRl 37 
COMMON /rCNTRll NDRSW VCNTnL a8 
00032 
00033 
COMMON /ICNTRll .lM VCNTRl 39 




COMMON fICNTRl/ JPJiT2 VCNTRL 41 
COMMON /ICNTRll JNP veNTRL 42 
COMMON /tCNTRl/ J04 VCNTRl 43 
... "~ .. 
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COMMON /ICNTRLI JOB COMMON IICNTRL/ JSP CoMMON IICNTRLI KLIALB COMMON /IcrHRL/ KLIGW COMMON IreNTRL/ KLISST COrJlMON IICNTRL/ KS 
CQM!.lON freNTRl/ KU COMMON IICNTRl! lOG8R COMMON IreNTRLI MATIN 
coMMON IICNTRLI MATSNIC COMMON frONTRl! MATSUN 
-,-------~.----.----~ -'--'---'.' 
COMMON IICNTRL! MLF (12' COMMON !IONTRll MROO COMMON fICNTRL! NKRSH COMMON I1.CNTRl! MSM COMMON IreNTRll N8 COMMON IleNTRll NO COMMON !ICNTRl! NDAlT COMMON !rCNTRl! NDAV COMMON !ICNTRl! NOOUT COMMON !IONTRll NDPHV COMMON IICNTRl! NDSHF COMMON IICNTRll NOT COMMON IICNTRll NHMS COMMON /I CNTRl/ NHMSE COMMON IrCNTRl! NHMSO COMMON IICNTRll NLAV COMMON IIONTRLI NlAYM1 COMMON IICNTRL/ NlAVPf COMMON IICNTRLI NScAV COMMON I!CNTRl! NSEO COMMON !rONTRl.! IC:SP53 COMMON /ICNTRtl NSTEP COMMON IICNTRll 18LKSIZ COMMON IICNTRLI NVMD COMMON IreNTRl! NVMDE COMMON !IcNTRL! NVMCO COMMON IICNTRll NZINIT COMMON /ICNTRll NMLEV COMMON !ICNTRLI NDHOG COMMON IICNTRLI IQS (30) COMMON /leNTRLI IOU (10) 
EQUIVALENCE (ITMIN EQUIVALENCE CITMAX EQUIVALENCE (IPREACC 
,IQSt 
'" .IOS( 2" 
.IOS( 3" EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON .IQst 411 EQUIVALENCE { IHFlUX .IQst 5)) EQUIVALENCE {IEFLUX 
· lOS ( 6 J ) EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION .IQS( 7" EQUIVI\LENCE tIRADSWG ,IOS( a» EQUIVALENCE (lRADLWG ,IQS( gl, EQUIVALENCE (ItClOUC .IQS(10)) EQUIVALENCE ( IUFLUX 
· IOSf 11) EQUIVALENCE ( tVFlUX • IOS~ 12}) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA .IOU( 
'" EQUIVALENCE (IOtABAT ,lQUf 2" EQUIVALENCE ( IRADSW • IOU ( 3») EOUIVALENCE fIRADLW .IQUf 
." 
EQUIVALENCE (ICO,IC(I)' INTEGER lCD, IC(200) 
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD C ::========~=:=======:==========================~ COMMON !LCNTRll lCO COMMON" !LCNTRl! QAlT COMMON ILCNTRL! QBEG COMMON /LCNTRL/ QDAV COMMON IlCNTRl/ QEND 
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COMMON ILCNTRL; gOUT 
COMMON ILeNTRll QPHY 
COMMON iLCNTRLI OSHF 
COMMON ILeNTRl.1 SN2FLG 
COMMON ILCNTFiLI aRSW 
COMMON ILeNTRll QRSH 
COMMON IleNTRl! LQS(301 

























































































• LQS( 9') 









3) ) 4" 
EQUIVALENCE 
LOGICAL 
(lCO. lCC 1) I 
lCD, lO(200) 
REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
~e=========================================== 
COMMON fRCNTRlf RCO 
COMMON fRCNTRl! APHEL 
COMMON fRCNTRL! 8ETA 
COMMON fRCNTRl! coso 
COMMON !RCNTRl! CP 
COMMON !RCNTRl! DAVSPY 
COMMON fRCNTRl! DEC 
COMMON fReNTRlf OECMAX 
-"''';'''~'<O;~ . .-~,,,~~,.. ,;. ~,>C'(, _ 1:""-=-"-- "'f; 
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> 00164 COMMON fRONTRl/ 015T ,S6 veNTRl 
00165 COMMON fRONTRll OLAT veNTRl lB1 ..,. 
00166 COMMON /RONTRll OLON veNTAl lBB 
00167 COMMON /RCNTRl! or veNTAl lB9 
001S8 COMMON fRONTRll ECCN veNTRl 190 
00169 COMMON IRONTRl,' GNU1 veNTRl 191 
~ 00170 COMMON JRONTRl! GNU2 vernRl 192 00171 COMtJlON fRCNTRll GRAV veNTAL 193 00172 COMrJlON fRCNTRl! OMEGA2 veNTRl 194 
.i 
1 
00173 COMMON fRCNTRl/ PI veNTRl 195 
00174 COMMON fRONTRll PI1eD veNTAl 196 
00175 COMMON /RONTRl! Pl2 veNTRl 197 
, 
l , 
00176 COMMON fRCNTRl! PSTD veNTAl 19B 
00177 COMMON fRCNTRl! PIMEAN veNTRl 199 
00178 COMMON /RCNTRl/ PSMAX VCNTRl 200 
00179 COMMON /RCNTRl/ PSMIN VCNTRL 201 
00180 COMMON /RCNTRl/ PTOP VCNTRL 202 
00 T81 COMMON iRCNTRL/ RAOE VCNTRl 203 
00182 COMMON /RCNTRl/ RGAS VCNTRL 204 
00183 COMMON /RCNTRl/ ROCP VCNTRl 205 
00184 COMMON !RCNTRl! RSOIST VCNTRl 206 
00185 COMMor., !RCNTRl! SOAV VCNTRl 207 
00186 COMMON !RCNTRL! SEASON VCNTRl 208 
00187 COMMO'''' !RCNTRl/ SIGE {251 veNTRl 209 
00188 COMMON /RCNTRl! SINO VCNTRl 210 
00189 COMMON /RCNTRl! SOLS VCNTRl 211 
00190 COMMON /RCNTRL! Tsro VCNTRL 212 










1 , . 
00192 COMMON !RcNTRl! HEATW veNTRL 214 
00193 COMMON /RCNTRl! HEATI VCNTRl 215 
0(1194 COMMON /RCNTRl! EPS VCNTRl 216 
00195 COMMON !RCNTRl! EPSFAC vCNTRl 217 t)O 00196 COMMON !RcNTRl! CAtTOJ VCNTAl 218 
00197 COMMON /RCNTRl; PZERO VCNTAl 219 I'ii;o 
C VCNTRl 220 
'T1/ff 00198 EQUIVALENCE (RCO.RCf III VCNTAl 221 
00199 AEAl RCO, RC{2001 veNTRl 222 02' 
c vern Rt 223 OJ> 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 224 ::tiF' 
C ======================= VCNTRL 225 00200 COMMON /IOPARM! IdUMP f46) VCNTRL 226 rO ~, 
00201 COMMON IICPARM! IOSP02 veNTRL 227 C...,t.'. 
00202 COMMON !IOPARM! INDE)( { 721 VCNTRL 22B ~' 
00203 COMMON !IOPARM/ IROD VCNTRl 229 ~ tci 
00204 COMMON !IOPARM/ JC (461 vcr-nRL 230 r: Pl 
0020~ COMMON /ID9ARM! dE (21 VCNTRL 231 ~hJ 00206 .... ,:.,' COMMON !IOPhRM! JP f 2.2) VCNTRl 232 
00207 "" COMMON IIOPARM! KSTEP VCNTRl 233 
00208 COMMON IIOPARMI Md { 461 VeNTRl 234 
00209 COMMON IIOPARM! NHMSI VCNTRL 235 
I' i j ~ 
! 
0'02.10 COMMON /IOPARM! NVM01 VCNTRl 236 
C veNTRl 237 
c lOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 238 
C ======================= VCNTRl 239 00211 COMMON !lQPARM/ FILTER {.aSI VCNTRl 240 
00212 COMMON !LOPARMI tTAPE VeNTAl 241 
00213 COMfllON /LOPARM! STAFtT VeNTRl 242 






00214 LOGICAL F I l TER veNTRl 244 
00215 LOGICAL ITAPE VCNTRL 24" 
002.16 LOGICAL START VCNTRl 246 
C VCNTAl 247 
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 248 
C ==================== VCNTRl 249 00217 COMMON !RDPARM! AOLOP VCNTRl 2.50 
00218 COMMON /RDPARMI CON1 VCNTRL 251 
00219 COMMON !ROPARM! CON tOT VCNTRl 252 
00220 COMMON /nOPARM! CON2 veNTRl 253 
00221 COMMON /RDPARM! CON20T veNTRL 254 
00222 COMMON /ROPARM! CON3 VCNTAl 255 
00223 COMMON !ROPARM! CONaDT VCNTRl 256 
,~ . ,-..-.- _'~,.:-"';----i~~ ~..;..;;...., 
; -11 ilr 
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COMMON /RDPARMI CON4 
COMr.'ON IROPARMI CON40T 
COMMON IRDPARMI CONS 
COMMON IRDPARMI COSt ~461 
COMMON /RDPARM! COStON (721 
COMMON IRDPARM! CPD2 
COMMON !ROPAR..." DXP (46) 
COMMON IRDPAr,!Vj/ Dl,VP (46) 
COMPJlON /RDPARM/ DVP (46) 
COMMON /RDPARUI! FCORlS (46) 
COMMON !ROPARM! Fl0T 
COMMON IROPARM/ F20T 
COMMON !ROPARM! HIDT 
COMMON IROPARM! H20T 
COMMON !ROPARM! PKSTO 
COMMON !ROPARM! PKTOP 
COMMON I~OPARMI RlAT (461 
COMMON /ROPARM! RLATO (46; 
COMMON IROPARMI RoepOT 
COMMON IROPARM! ROCPPl 
COMMON /qOPARM! SGNP (2) 
COMMON /ROPARM! SINl (46) 
COMMON !ROPARM/ SINtON (72) 
COMMON IROPARM! THSTO 
COMMON IROPARM! THSTD2 
COMMON IRDPARM! WSAVE (159) 
COUMON IROPARM! OSIG (9) 
COMMON !ROPARM! SIG (9) 
COMMON !RDPARM! OSIGINV (9) 
C PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS 
COMMON /CNTRlP/ CDFR 
CmJlMON /eNTRlP I eOXl 
COMMON IcNTRLP! coxa 
COMMON iCNTRlP! CLH 
COMMON !CNTRlP I COE (91 
COMMON !CNTRlP! COEF 
~OMMON ICrHRLP! COEFS 
COMMON ICNTRlP/ COSROT 
COMMON ICNTRlPI CPP 
COMMON /CNTRLP! CTID 
COMMON /eNTRlP! CUMOAV 
COMMON !CNTRlP! CUMRAT 
COMMON ICNTRlPI CID 
COMMON /eNTRlP! ClOD 
COMr,'lON ICNTRLP! C40 
COMMON !CNTRLPI DELTA 
COMMON ICNTRLPI OTC3 
COMMON ICNTRlPI OTOUT 
COMMON ICNTRlP! EO 
COMMON ICNTRlP/ EONM 
COMMON !CNTRlPI FCOEF 
COMMON ICNTRlP! FI\IIU 
COMMOrJ !CNTRlPI FWET 
COMMoroJ ICNTRlPI GAMFAC 
corJlr.mN /CNTRlP I GTOPO 
COMMON ICNTRlPI HICE 
COMMON !CNTRLP! NOTC3 
COMMON /CNTRLP! NFlW 
COMMON /CNTRlP! PIM 
COMMON !CNTRlP/ QHOG 
COMMON ICNTRlPI SHLTOP 
COMMON /eNTRlPI SINROT 
COMMON !CNTRlP/ SNOWN 
COMMON ICNTRlPI SNOWS 
eOMrJlON leNTRLP/ ST80 
COMMON /CNTRLPI STERPf 
COMMON ICNTRlP/ STERP2 
COMMON ICNTRlP/ TICE 
COMMON /CNTRlP/ TLTOP 
-=;=-"'.~.;;_ .=',.::C:::=.',=~~ "':. 
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COMMON /CNTRLP / XOAV VCNTRlP 43 CDMY.JN leNTRLP I ZLNCO 
veNTRlP 44 LOGICAL QHOG 
veNTRlP 45 C 
veNTRlP 46 c DEBUG 
V8EGOEB 2 10000 CONTINue 
VBEGDEB 3 C ......... CYBER VECTOR VERSION 00 0.' 1 INPUT 100 VeEGDEB 4 c •• ~. CYBER VECTOR VERSION 00 V8EGDEB 5 CSS$$SSS$SSS$$SSS$S$$SS$$SSS$SSSSS$$S~$SSSS$SS$S$S$$$$$$$SSSS$SSSS~$SSSSV8EGDE8 6 C 
vCOtJSTA 34 C ••••• ~ •••• + •••••••••••• * ••••••• + •••• ** •••••••••••••••• ··············~·VCONSTA 35 C 
....... ·VCOf.lSTA 313 C ...... SET CONSTANTS FOR CURRENT TIME 
..... ·"VCOUSTA 37 C· ... ·... 
·····VCONSTA 38 C ....................................................... ···~···· .. ·······VCONSTA 39 C 
VCONSTA 40 QHOG NDHOG.NE.O .AND. rJiOOHMSfNHMS.NDHOGI/NDTC3.EQ.O VCONSTA 41 ROT PI2"NSDAY/SDAY VCONSTA 42 COSRDT COS(ROy) VCONSTA 43 SINnOT SINfRQTI VCONSTA 44 SNooEC PI/t2.·COS'.9S63·'NDAV-24.668}·Pl1BOI VCONSTA 45 SNOYIN PI/3. - SNODEC VCONSTA 46 SNOWS -PI/3. - SNOOEC VcatJSTA 47 xDAV FLOAT(NOAY·63' VCONSTA 48 e 
VCONSTA 49 RET URN VCOt~STA 50 E N .0 















--NAME-------BLOCK------TVpE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLtST. C=CT~L OF ~O. I=DATA INrT. R=READ. S=STO~E W=WRITE AOATE eeNTRl eHAR·8 SIMPLE 3 16 AOlOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 APHEL RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 157 ATIME CCNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE • 17 BETA ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 15B cIa CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 265 C100 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 266 C40 CNTRlp REAL SIMPLE 267 CAL.TO,", ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 19' CC eeNTRl eHAR·S ARRAV 
" 
15 CCO ceNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 2 14 15 eCNTRl REJ\l UNKNOWN 2 3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 CCSp06 ceNTRl CHAR·S SIMpLE 7 20 eesP07 eeNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 8 21 CCSP08 ceNTRl CHAR·a SIMPLE 9 22 COFR CNTRlP REAL SIMpLE 253 CDXL eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 254 coxa eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 255 CLH eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 256 CNTRLp REAL UNKNOWN 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 ~61 262 263 26. 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 27. 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 COE CNTRlp REAL ARRAY 257 COEF CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 258 COEFS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 259 CONf RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 CON10T RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 219 CON2 ROPARM ReAL SIMPLE 220 eON2DT RDPARM R'EAL SIMPLe. 221 CON3 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 CON30T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 CON4 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 22' CON40T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
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1" 'ftl~f;~~~i . .I \ . "\ • ~ . _1."'1 
~ ~ 
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
CQr4STJ\ SUBROUTINE 1 
COSO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 
COSt RDPARM REAL ARRAY 227 
COSLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 228 
COSROr eNTRl? REAL SIr.nPlE 260 298/5 
CP RCfJTRL REAL SIMPLE 160 
CP02 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 
cpp eNTRl? REAL SIMPLE 261 
CQS CCNTRl CHAR"8 ARRA Y 12 2:: 
CQU ceNTAl CHAR"9 ARRAY 13 26 
eTID eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 262 
CUMOAV eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 263 
CUMRA T eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 264 
O.I\VSPY ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 161 
DEC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 162 
DECMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 
DEL TA eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 26B 0 0 
OIST RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE 164 
OLAf RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 -n :tJ 
OLON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 "0 i5 
OSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 250 ~ 
OSIGINV RDPA-RM REAL ARRAY 252 0 :2 
DT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 C J:-
OTC3 CMTRLP REAL SIMPLE 269 :a r-
OTOUT CNTALP REAL SIMPLE 270 
OXP ROP/l.RM REAL ARRAY 230 .0 .. 
O>:YP ROPAR'''' REAL ARRAY 231 c::tIt 
OYP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 232 ~ G) 
ECCN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 168 r- bfl 
ED CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 27 I _ 
~ i EON"" CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 272 ~ C::A or; EPS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 194 ~ I!,.,,, 
.'\ - EPSFAC RCNTAt. REAL SIMPLE 195 
:~ F lOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 
:~, F20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 
FCOEF CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 273 
• FCORL5 ROPARM REAL ARRAY 233 'r~ FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 21t 214 
:- FMU CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 274 
t FWET CNiRlP REAL SIMPLE 215 i GAMFAC CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 276 
I \. GNU, ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169 , ~ GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 110 
fl\ GRAV RONTRL REAL 5HJlPlE 111 
• Gropo CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 217 I} HtOr ROPr..RM REAL SIMPLE 236 
'
"" H20r ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 231 
1 HEA TI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 
HEATW ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 192 
1 HICE OJTRLP REAL SIMPLE 278 f, I8LKSIZ ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
;: Ie ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 95 96 
• ICO IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 
f I ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN ~~ ~: ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
i 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 
i r 60 61 62 153 64 65 66 67 68 59 70 
i 71 72 73 74 7S 76 77 78 
~ lCSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 68 
; IDIA8AT ICNTRL INTEGER UN~NOVlN 92 
i. IDPARM INTEGER UN~NOVlN 200 201 202 203 21)4 205 206 207 20)8 209 210 i IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 
• IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNl<NOVlN 84 
I IFUSION ICrJTRL INTEGER UNl<NOWN 85 IHFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWflJ 83 IICLOUO ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 88 I' I.JUMP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 200 
• 1M IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 
'J: IM02 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 8 
,;: z 
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NO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
NOALT lCNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NDAY reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 300 303 
NCHOG leNTRl INTEGER SUJlPLE 16 296 296 
NDOUT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
NOPHV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
NORSVI reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
NDSHF tCfJTs:tL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
NOT tCNTRL INTEGER Sl~PLE 59 
NDTC3 CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 219 296 
NFLVI CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 280 
NHMS IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 296 
NH1J1S0 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
NHMSl IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 
NHMSE reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NLAY reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 
NtAVM1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
NLAVP1 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
N\1LEV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 15 
! NSDAV tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 297 , NSEQ lCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 , 
NSTEP reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 1 NVMo ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 11 
NVMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
NVMOI IDPII.RM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 
NVMOE IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 12 00 
NZIN[T ICNTRL INTEGER SHJlPLE 14 ">1:0 
OMEGA2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 112 "lJ~ PI RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 113 300 301 302 
PIISO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 114 300 g~ PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 115 291 PIM eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 281 
PIMEAN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 111 
Pf<STD ROPAR~JI REAL SIMPLE 238 .g~ J: PKTOP RcP4RM REAL SIMPLE 239 PLEVS RCNTRL REAL ARRAV 191 P5MA)( RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 118 »>!i'l 
: oJ. ! PSMIN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 119 crn 
,I~ ! psrc ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 176 ~~ 
." i 
PTOP ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 180 
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 191 
. ~ i OALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 9B 126 Ji QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 QOAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 12B i ;,': QENO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 QHOG eNTRlP LOGICAL SIMPLE 282 294 296/5 i~ OOUT lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 
Lt CRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 135 QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 
!' OSHF lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 10. 132 RADE RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 198 199 RCO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 19B 199 , ' RONTRl REAL UNKNOWN 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 i 
i:t 161 168 169 110 111 172 173 174 175 116 177 178 119 180 181 182 183 184 185 las .a1 laa , 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 191 
1 RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 211 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 221 
i' 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 2., 242 243 244 245 246 241 24a 249 
I 250 251 252 
I RGAS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 182 ; RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240 , 
i RLATO ROPARM REAL ARRAV 241 
I ROCP ReNTRL REAL SiMPLE 183 ROOPOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 24? ROCPP, ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 2'.3 ROT REAL SIMPLE 297/5 298 299 n 
r 0 z 
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RSDIST ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE lB. 
SOIlV RC~HRL REAL SIMPLE IBS 
SEASON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE IB6 
SGNP ROPARNI REAL ARRAY 2 •• 
SHLTQP eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 283 
SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAY 251 
SIGE ReNTRL REAL ARRAV IB7 
SINO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE IBB 
SINL ROP.dRM REAL ARRAV 2.5 
SINLON ROPARM REAL ARPA V 2.6 
SINROT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B. 
SN2FLG lCNTRL LOGICAL SXMPLE 105 
SNOOEC REAL SIMPLE 300/5 
SNOWN eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B5 
SNOWS eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 286 
SOLS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 
START LOPA,R1JI LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 
S180 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B7 
STERP1 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2BS 
STERP2 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B9 
THSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 2.7 
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMpLE 2.B 
TICE eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 290 
TlTOP GNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 291 
7510 ~.CNTRL REAL SIMPLE 190 
VER CCNTRl- CHAR*S SIMPLE 10 
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2.9 
XDAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 292 
;(LABEL CCNTRl CHAR·S ARRAY 
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SUBROUTINE COPvQ rNI, N2. " , 
C 
C UTILITV SUBROUTINE TO COPY 4TH-ORDER MODEL VALUES 
C 
C AQGUMEf.lTS DESCRIPTION 
C 1',11 TIME ~T,-t' POINTEq TO WHICH TO COPY VALUES 
C N£: 1 u,e sTEP POINTER fRm., WHICH TO COPY VALUES 
C 
" 
LATITUDE GRID BAND 
C 
C 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY ReCORD 
C ================================================== COMMON /CCNTRLI ceQ 
COMr.1ON IceNTRt.! ADAlE 
COMMON /CCNTRLI ATIME 
COMMON ICCNTRLI JIe 
COMMON ICCNTRLI JOB 
COMMON IceNiRl! CCSP06 
COMMON /CeNTRl! CCSPa7 
COMMON fCCNTRlf cespoe 
COMMON !CeNTRl! VER 
CorllMON ICCNTRLI XLABEL ( 10) 
COMrJlON ICCNTALI cas (30) 
COMMON !CCNTAL! CQU (10) 
C 
EQUIVALENCE lecO,cce 1») 













C INTEGER ~JlODEl PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV AECORD 
C ================================================ 
COMMON fICNTRll ICO 
COMMON IICNTRl/ 1M 
COMMON fICNTRll IMD2 
COMMON /ICNTRll IM02Pl 
COMMON IIeNTRll rmASW 
COMMON !ICNTRl.' JM 
COMMON /ICNTRl.! JMD2 
COMMON /ICNTRl! JtJ\T2 
Cor.1MON IICNTRl/ JNP 
COMMON IlCNTRl/ J04 
COMMON !ICNTRl/ J08 
COMf.,ON I I eNTRl / JSP 
COW"ON flCNTRL/ KLIAlB 
COMMON /leNTRl! KLIGVl 
COMfJlON IICNTAl/ KLISST 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ KS 
COMMON /tCNTRl/ KU 
COMMON !lCNTRl/ lOGBR 
COMMON /ICNTRl! MATIN 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ MATSNX 
COM~JlON I I eNTRl / MA TSUN 
COMMON /leNTRl! MLF ( 121 
COMr.mr~ I I eNTRl! PJlROD 
COMMON /leNTRl! NKRSH 
COMfJiON /ICNTRll MSM 
COMMON IICNTRLI N8 
COMMON / I eNTRl / rm 
COMMON /ICNTRll NDAl T 
Corr.MotJ IICNTRll NOAV 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NDOUT 
,~~~.,= .. ".,.". 





































veNTRl 24 oe veNTRl 25 
verHRl 26 "1t:;u 
VCNTAL 27 2§iii VCNTRl 28 v'.:,tnRl 29 
VCNTRl 30 g~ 'J0"1TRl 31 VCNTRL 32 
VCNTRL 33 
.0'11 VCNTRl 34 c:> veNTRl 35 
VCtHRl 36 >1:) 
VCNTRL 37 em 
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COMMON IICNTRLI NOPHV 
COMMON IIeNTRl/ NDSHF 
COMMON IICNTRLI NOT 
coMMON IICNTRll NHMS 
COMMON IICNTRl/ f'JHMSE 
COMMON frCNTRl/ NHMSD 
COrUJlON frONTRll NlAV 
COMMON IrCNTRlf NlAVMl 
COMMON /IONTRll NL..lYPI 
COMMON IrCNTRlf NSOAY 
COMMON IIeNTRll NSEQ 
COMMON fICNTRlf ICSP53 
COMMON IICNTRll NSTEP 
coMMON fICNTRl! IBLKSIZ 
COMMON !ICNTRl! NVMD 
COMMON !IONTRl! NVMDE 
COMMON I{CNTRll NVMDO 
COMMON IICNTRl! NZINIT 
COMMON IleNTRll NMlEV 
COMMON IICNTRLI NOHOG 
COMMON IICNTRll lQS (30) 

















(ITMIN {I TMAX (IPREACC ( IPRECON (JHFlUK 
( IEFlUX (IFUSION (lRADSWG ( IRADlWG (11CI..OUO (I UFLUX (lVFLUX 
( IOMEGA 





















LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON "ISTORV RECORD 
==========~==========~=~======================== COMMON ILCNTRLf lCO 
COMMON IlCNTRll QALT 
COMMON ILCNTRLI OBEG 
COMMON ILCNTRl/ QDAV 
COMMON IlCNTRLI QEND 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QOUT 
COMMON IlCNTRll QPHY 
COMMON !lCNTRLI QSHF 
COMMON ILCNTRLI SN2FLG 
CoMMON ILCNTRLI QRSW 
coMMON IlCNTRLI ORSH 
COMMON !lCNTRL/ lQS(30} 












(LTMIN (lTMAX (LPnEACC (LPRECON 
(LH~LUX (lEFLUi( 













• lQS( 11) ) 
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, , 
00121 EQUIVALENCE (LVFLUX .LOS(12) VC~HRL 135 
C veNTRl 13,. 
0Ol~2 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LOU( 1) VeNTAl 137 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LDIABAT ,LQU( 2)) VCtnRL 13S 
00124 EQUIVALENCE (LRADSW ,LQUt 3' , veNTRL 139 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLW ,LOUI 4)1 VCtHRl 140 
C VeNTRl ,., 
00126 LOGICAL OALT veNTRL 142 
00127 LOGICAL QBEG 'JCNTRL 14' 
00128 LOGICAL QOAY VeNTRl 144 
0012.9 LOGICAL QENO veNTRl 145 
00130 LOGICAL OOUT veNTRl 14,. 
00131 LOGICAL QPHV veNTAL 147 
00132 LOGICAL QSHF veNTRl 148 
00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG VCNTRL 14g 
00134 LOGICAL QRSW vetHRl ISO 
00135 LOGICAL QRSH VeNTRl lSI 
c veNTRl 152 
00136 LOGICAL lQS veNTRl 153 
00131 LOGICAL lQU verHRl 154 
00t38 LOGICAL LTMIN veNTRl ISS 
00139 LOGICAL lTMAX veNTRl 156 
00140 LOGICAL lPREACC VCNTRl 157 
00141 lOGICAL LPRECON VeNTRl ISS 
00142 lOGICAL LHFLU)( veNTRl 159 
00143 LOGICAL LEFLUX veNTRl 160 
00144 lOGICAL LFUSION VCNTRL 161 
00145 lOGICAL lRADSWG veNTRl ,,.2 
00146 lOGICAL lRADlWG veNTRL 163 00 00147 lOGICAL lIClOUD VCNTRl 164 
00148 lOGICAL LUFLUX VCNTRl 165 -n:n 
00149 LOGICAL LVFlUX VCNTRl 166 
-C veNTRl 167 "tI~ 
00150 LOGICAL lOMEGA VCNTRl 168 02 
00151 lOGICAL LOIABAT VeNTRl 169 ~~ t 00152 LOGICAL lRADSW veNTRl 170 00153 lOGIChl LRAOLW veNTRl 171 
.\ C VCNTRl 172 .0-,) 
'; 00154 EQUIVALENCE (LCO.LCl 1)) veNTRl 173 C::;:. 
I' 00t55 LOGICAL tCo. lC(200) VCNTRL 174 :;:.~ , C VCNTRl 175 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRl 176 C 
,r c =~~~~~~=~:=~~~~~~~~============~~=========~~= vCNTRl 177 ::!W OOt56 COMMON" !RCNTRl" FiCO VCNTRl 178 
II 00157 COMMON !RCNTRl! APHEl VeNTRl 179 00158 COMMON /RONTRl! BETA VCNTRL 180 '~ , 00159 COMMON /RONTRL! COSO VCTHRl 181 , , 00160 COMMOfJ !RCNTRl/ CP VCr-HRl 182 Ii 1 00t61 COMMOf,; !ReNTRl! OAYSPV veNTRl 183 
it 00162 COMMON /ReNTRl! CEe VCNTRl 184 00163 COMT.mN lRCNTRll DECMAX VCNTRl 185 , 00164 COMMON /RCNTRL! CIST VC~lTRl 186 I' 00165 COMMON !RCNTRl! DLAT VCNTRL 187 00166 COMMON IRCNTRl! OLON veNTRl ISS 00167 COMMON !RONTRl! OT VCNTRl 189 
I 00168 COr.~1.nON fRCNTRl! ECCN vcrnRL 190 , ' 00169 COMMON fRCNTRl! GNU} VCNTRl '9' j 
I.' 00170 COMMON /ReNTRl/ GNU2 veNTRl 192 00111 COMMON /RONTRl! GR.AV VCNTRL 193 I 00172 COMMON !ReNTRl! OMEGA2 veNTRL 19. i 00173 COMMON !RCNTRl! PI VeNTRl 195 ! ,r 00174 COMr~ON !RCNTRLI PI180 VCNTRl '96 00175 COMMON !RCNTRl/ Pl2 veNTRL 197 
00176 COMMON !RCNTRl! PSTO VCNTRL 198 , 
00177 COMMON !RCNTRL! PIMEAN VeNTRL 199 , , 00178 COMMON !RCNTRl! PSMAX veNTRl 200 
! 00179 COMMON IRCNTRl! PSMIN veNTRl 201 00180 COMMON !RCNTRll PTOP vernRl 202 I 00181 COri1MON !RCNTRl/ RADE vernRL 203 00182 COMMON !RCNTRl! RGAS VeNTRl 204 g 00183 COMMON !RONTRl! ROOP veNTRl 205 
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'" >< I::) 00184 CDrJlMON IReNTAll RSOIST VeNTRL 206 
-I>-00185 COMMON IReNTRl! SOAY VCr-JTRt 207 00186 COMMON IReNTRll SEASON veNTRL 20B 00187 COMr,1QN IRCNTRll SIGE f251 veNTRL 209 00188 COMMON IReNTAll SIND 
veNTAL 210 00189 COMMON IReNTAll SOLS VernRl 211 00190 COMMON /RCNTRll 1510 vC"'TRl 212 00191 COMMON fReNTRll PLEVS f 25) veNTRL 213 00192 COMMON IReNTRll HEATW VernAL 214 00193 COMMON IRONTRl! HEAT! VeNTAL 215 00194 COMMON IRCNTRl! EPS VeNTRL 216 OOt95 COMMON IRCNTRll EPSFAC VCNTRt. 217 00196 COMrJlON IRCNTRl/ CAl rOJ VeNTRL 218 00197 COMMON fRCNTAll PZERO VeNTRL 219 e 
veNTRL 220 00198 EQUIVALENCE (RCO,RCt f)) veNTRl 221 00t99 REAL Reo. RC(20", VCNTRL 222 e 
VCfHRL 223 e INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 224 e ======================= VCNTRl 225 00200 COWIiON IIDPARM/ I,JUMP (46) VeNTRl 226 00201 COMMON /IDPARM/ IDSP02 VCNTRl 227 00202 COMMON IIDPARM; INDEX 172) VCNTRL 228 
, 
"' 
00203 COMMON /IDPARM! IROO VCNTRL 229 00204 COMMON /IOPARM! JC (46) VCNTRl 230 00205 COMMON IrOPARMI dE ( 21 VCNTRl 231 00206 COMMON ItOPARMI ,JP (2.2 ) VCNTRL 232 00207 Coro'lMoN /IDPJUUJlI KSTEP VCNTRl 233 \- 00208 COMMON /IDPARMI MJ (46) VCNTRL 234 00209 COMMON /rOPARMI NHMSl VCNTRl 235 ,\ ' 00210 COMMON /JCPARM/ NVMD1 VCNTRl 236 e 
veNTRL 237 00 
,; 
e LOGIOAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 238 
'TI:2J 
,I' e ======================= VCNTRl 239 
"Vi;) 
•• 00211 COMMON !lOPARM! FILTER '"61 vernRl 240 , 00212 COMMON /LDPARMI ITAPE 
verHRl 241 O-J, 00213 CO·."'.'ON IlDPARM/ START VCNTRl 242 ;;;;; e VCNTRL 243 0<0;>" i ! 00214 LOGICAL FILTER veNTRl 244 ;.uFo 00215 LOGICAL ITAPE VCNTRL 245 • 
.0 -(] I~i 00216 lOGICAL START VCNTRl 246 e VCNTRL 247 c: ~"":J e REAL MOOEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 248 ~.-.... \ if e =========~==~Q=~===Q VCNTRl 249 C f) 002,7 COMMON IRDPARM/ AOlO? vcrJTRl 250 ~~ ! ,1 00218 COMMON IROPARMI CaNt VCNTRL 251 (','-I 00219 COMMON IROPARM! CONtOT vr:.NTRL 252 00220 COMMON !RDPARMl CON2 VCI'HRL 253 0022t COMMON IRDPARMI eON2DT VCNTRl 254 00222 COMMON /RDPARM/ CDN3 
veNTRL 255 0022~ COMMON IROPAR,.,I CON3DT 
vcNTRL 256 00224 COMMON IRDPARM/ eON4 VCNTRL 257 00225 COMMON /ROPARM/ CON4DT VCNTRL 258 i 002~6 COMMON /ROPARMI CONS VCNTRL 259 00227 COMMON IROPARM! COSl (46. veNTRl 260 i 00228 COMMON /RDPtroRMI COSLDN (72 ) VeNTRL 261 ! 00229 COMMON IRDPARM/ CPD2 vCNrRl 262 00230 COMMON 'ROPARM/ OXP (4S) VCNTRl 263 , 00231 COMMON !ROPARM! DXVP (46) 
vernRL 264 
, 
00232 CO~MON IRDPARM/ DYP (46) VCNTRL 265 I 00233 coMMor~ /ROPARMI FCORLS (46' VeNTRl 266 00234 COMMON /ROPARM/ FIDT VCNTRl 267 00235 COMMON /RDPARM/ F20T veNTRL 2GB 00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ HtDT veNTRl 2\;,;.9 l; 00237 COMMON !ROPARMI H20T VCNTRl 270 00238 COMMON IROPARM! PKSTO VCNTRl 271 , 00239 COMMON /ROPARM/ PKTOP VeNTRl 272 I 00240 COMMON /~OPARMI RLAT '46) VeNTRl 273 00241 COMMON /ROPARM/ RLATD (46) VCNTRL 274 00242 COMMON /ROPARM/ RoePDT VCNTRL 275 00243 coMMON /RDPARMI ROCPP1 VCNT'AL 276 
f' 
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COMMON IRDPARMI COMMON /RDPARMf COMMON /RCPARMI 
COMMON IROPAnM/ COMMON IROPARMI COMMON IRI)PARMI COMMON IRDPARMI 







WSAVE (159) OSIG (9) 
SIG (9) 
DSIGINV (9) 























































(7128,1) (7128.23) (7128.1) (7f28. 1 ) {7128, l' (7128.1) (7128,' ) (72.99,1 ) 
(72,9.11,,, (72,S,fl,l) (72,9.11,1) (72.S.11.I' (72,S.1',H 
(QPROG{l. l.t,n,PHIS f1,") (QPROG(f. 2.1,l),SMTH (f,l) (QPROGff, 3.t.1l,ALBEDO(1.1)1 (QPROG ( 1. 4. 1 • f ) • GT ( t • 1 ) I fQPROG(I. 5.1,n.GW ft.f,' (QPROGlf, 6.1,l~,TS CI, I)' (QPROG{l, 7.f.l'.SHS (1.1)1 (QPROG C 1, e. 1 , f ) . P { 1 , 1 • I J , 
(QPROG ( f , 1. 2. f , • u ( 1 , 1,1 , ,) , COPROG!'.I,4.1),V fl.1,1.1I' IQPROG(t,t,6,fl,T (1.1,1,1)) (QPROG(I,l. 8,1),SH (1,1.1,11' (OPROG( 1,', 10,') ,PHIl 1,1, f ,I) 





/QANDQT/ OSD[AG(72 .15,461 IQSO[AG{72 .15,46) (QSDIAG,IQSDIAG) 
/OANOQT/ QUDIAGt72.9, 5,461 
POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS COMMON IQPOLES/ PP(2.21 COMMON /QPOLESI UP(9.2,2) COMMON IQPOLES/ VP{S,2.21 COMMON /QPOLESI TP{9,2.2' COMMON /QPOLES/ SHPf9.2.2) 
.. ' 
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COMMON /QPOLESI PHIP(9.2,21 VOPOLES 
VOPOlES 
COMMON IIM.JM! IMM1. IMM2, IMM3, IMM4. [MPJl5. VIMJM 
S IMT2. IMT4. VIMJM 
S IMNLAV. IMNLAV1, IMNLAV2. IMNLAY3. tMNLAV4, IM"H.(lYS. VIM",M 
S rM02Ml. VIM.JM 
S NLAVT2. NLAVT3. NlAVT4. NlAVT5. NLAVT6. NLAVT7 VIM..,M 
C • VCOPYO 
C DEBUG VBEGOEB 
10000 CONTINUE VBEGDEB 
C .... 6 CYBER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT [00 VBEGOe8 
C * ••• CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGOE8 
CS$$$SSSS$$$SSS$$$$$S$$$$S$$$$S$$$$SSSSSSS$$$S$$$$$$$$$SSS$$$$SSSSS$S$SSV9EGOE9 
M = MJ(J) VCOPVQ 
IF CM.EO.o. GO TO 50 VCOPVQ 























PPIN1,MI = PP(N2,M} 
00 10 L=I.NLAV 
UPtl,N1,M} = UP{L.N2.MI 
VPfL.NT.MI = VP{L.N2.M) 
TPfL.Nl.MI = TP{L.N2.MI 
SHPCl.NI,M} = SHP(L.N2.MI 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
P(I,Nt,J;IMI = P(I.N ,J;IMI 
U(1.1,Nl.J:IMNLAV) U(1.1.N2.J IMNLAV) 
V(t.l.NI .... ;IMNlAY) V(I.1.N2,J IMNlAV) 
T{1.1.Nl .... :IMNlAV) T(1.f.N2 .... IMNLAVI 
SHit. t.Nt .J; IMNlAV) SHe f.1 .N2.J IMNLAVI 
RETURN 
END 






















































--NAME-------BLOC~------TVPE------ClASS-------REFERENeES A=ARGlIST, e=CTRL OF DO. I=DATA INIT. R=READ. S=5TORE. W=WRITE 
ADATE CCNT~L eHAR"'S SIMPLE 3 16 
ADLOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 
ALBEDO QANOQT REAL ARRAV 256 269 
APHEL ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 157 
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 4 17 
BETA RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 
CAlTOJ ReNTRl 1=1EAL SIMPLE 196 
cc CCNYRL CHAR*B ARRAV I. IS 
ceo ceNTRL CHAR"B SIMPLE 2 14 IS 




CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR"'S SIMPLE 7 20 
ceSP07 eCNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 9 21 
CCSPOS CeNTRl CHAR"S SIMplE 9 22 
CON1 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 
CON10T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
CON20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 221 
eON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPI..E 223 
CON4 ROPARM REAL SIMPlE 224 
CON40T ROPAR'" REAt SIMpLE 225 
CON5 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
COPVQ SUBROUTINE 1 
coso RCNTRl REAL SlMPlE 159 
COSl ROPARM REAL ARRAY 227 
cOStON ROPARM REAL ARRAY 229 
---~-.---... --,.---------~---- --~-. 
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, 
, CP RcrnRL REAL SIMPLE 160 ! CP02 -RDPARrJI REAL SIMPLE 229 
CQS CONTRl CHAR·S ARRAY 12 25 
CQU CeNTRl. CHAR·S ARRAY 13 26 
q OAVSPV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 
» DEC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 162 
" 
DECMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 00 (i DIST RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 164 -n::ll 
,! OLAT RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 
"'Om OLON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 
DSIG nOPARM REAL ARRAY 250 0", 
OSIGINV RDPhRM REAL ARRAY 252 g~ DT RONTRl REAL SlMPLE 167 
DXP ROPfiRM REAL ARRAY 230 
oxyp RDPARM REAL ARRAY 231 O"tl DVP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 232 eli) ECON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 168 
EPS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE .94 ~I"'i EPSFAC RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 195 
Fl0T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 ~~ F2DT nOPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 
FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233 
FILTER LDPhRM LOGICAL ARRAY 211 214 
GNU1 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE '69 
GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE .70 
GRAV RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 17. 
GT OANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 270 
GW QANOQT REAL ARRAY 258 27. 
H1DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
H20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 
HEATI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 
HEATW ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE .92 
IBLKSIZ reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
J IC rCNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 95 96 ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 rCNTRl INTEGER uNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 3. 32 33 34 35 35 37 38 39 40 4' 42 43 44 45 4. 47 48 ,~ 49 50 5' 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 
" 
60 6' 62 63 64 65 66 67 6" 69 70 
, 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
;~ ICSP53 rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 6a IDIA8AT ICNTRL UJTEGER UNI(NOWN 92 lOP ARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 2.0 
j IDSPo2 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 20. rEFLUX IeNTRL INTEGER uNKNOWN 84 I~ IFUSION ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN as IHFlUX reNTRL INTEGER UNI(NOWN 83 I ICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 38 
ft tJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 200 , 1M rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 302 302 ,. IM02 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
IMD2Ml IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 I !M02P 1 rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 30 ! IMdM INTEGER UNKNOWN 290 , ' IMM1 JMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 , IMM:2. IMJM iNTEGER SIMPLE 290 , 
L' IMM3 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 t, IMM4 IMJM INTEGI!A SIMPLE 290 
IMM5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMNlAY IM.JM INTEGER sIMPLE 290 303 303 304 304 305 '05 306 300; 
IMNLAY1 IM",M INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMNLAY2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE. 290 
IMNLAV3 IM",M INTEGER sIMPLE 290 , IMNLAY4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 , IMNlAVS IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
, 
HilTZ IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMT4 JMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
INDEX IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 202 
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
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IP~ECON reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 CO 
IQS ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 77 79 80 81 22 83 a. a5 es 87 aa 
89 90 
lQSOIAG O.o.NOOT INTEGER ARRAY 281 222 
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 7a 91 92 93 9. 
IRAOLW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 9. 
IRAOLWG reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 
IRADSW reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
IRADSWG reNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
IROO IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 
tTAPE tDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 
tUFLUX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
tVFlUX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
J INTEGER SIMPLE 1 292 302 302 303 303 30. 30. 305 305 306 
306 
JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 204 
J. IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 205 
JIC ceNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 5 18 
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32 
JMD2 reNTAL INTI:GER SIMPLE 33 
.JMT2 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3 • 
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 00 JO. reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
J08 ICNTRl INTEGEn SIMPLE 37 "TI!'ij 
J08 CeNTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 6 19 \115 
.J JP IOPARr.., HlTEGER -ARRAV 206 JSO IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 38 Pa l(lIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 0"" , ~ KLIGW IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 AlF 
.~ KLISST lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE ., HS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE .2 .0 cQi , f<STEP IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 C p 
:t KU ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 if2~ L INTEGER SIMPLE 295/0 296 296 297 297 298 298 299 299 _ :-i-j LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 154 155 j' LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 ~ ~, LCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 f!{:. !~ 108 109 II LDIABAT LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 
l}_ LEFLUX LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 143 
, LFUSION lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 , .. 
I \ LHFLU)( lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOwN 114 ,.2 
I LIClOUO LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 LOGaR I eNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE •• J lOMEGA LCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 150 
" 
LPREACC LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 ,.0 hi LPRECON lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 ,., LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 108 110 111 112 113 11. 115 116 117 118 119 
! 120 121 136 
1 LQU lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 109 122 123 124 125 137 
i' LRADLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 LRAOLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 ! - LRAOSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI(NOWN 124 152 
i LRADSWG LCNTRL lOGICAL UNf<NOWN 117 145 LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 , 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 ! LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 148 
I· 
LVFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 149 
M INTEGER SIMPLE 292/5 293 294 294 296 296 297 297 298 298 299 
299 
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
MATSNX ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
ii MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 MJ IDPt.RM INTEGER ARRAY 208 292 
'. 
MLF IeNTRL INTEGER ARRAY .8 
, MRDO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 4' 
, , 
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~ RC ReNTRL REAL ARRAY '98 '99 .... 
! RCa ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE '5S '9S '99 0 
.'; RONTRL REAL UNKNOWN ,5S '57 '58 '59 '60 'S, 'S2 'S3 'S' 'S5 'SS 
. 
'67 .SS .69 .70 171 17' 173 17. 115 176 177 1 17S 179 ISO 181 '.2 183 'S' ISS 186 lS7 ISS j ,S9 '90 19' 192 193 19. 195 19S 197 RCPARM REAL UNKNOWN 217 218 219 220 22' 222 '23 '2' 225 22S 227 
f \ 228 229 230 231 232 233 23. 235 236 237 23B 
i.1 239 2'0 2" 2'2 2'3 24/, 2.5 2'6 2'7 248 2'9 250 2S~ 252 
RGAS RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 182 
RL,t.,T RCPARM REAL ARRAV 240 
RLATD RCPARM REAL ARRAY 2" ROCP ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183 
RoepOT RDPARM RE.AL SIMPLE 2'2 
ROCPP1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2.3 
( I 
RSOIST RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 18' 
SDAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE ISS 
SEASON RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 18G 
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2" SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 265 21S 306/5 30G 
SHP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 288 299/5 299 
SHS QANOQT REAL ARRAY 2S0 273 
;' SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 25' SIGE ReNTRL REAL ARRAY '87 SIND ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 'BB l StNL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2'5 SINt.ON RDPI\RM REAL ARRAY 24S ,\ SMTH CANDOr REAL ARRAY 255 26B 
! ~ SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE '05 133 
\' SOLS ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE '89 
• 
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 21S 
, T OANDQT REAL ARRAY 26' 277 305/S 305 ;t THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2.7 ~fJ THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2'S TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 287 29B/S 298 i TS QANOOT REAL ARRAV 259 272 
"riG; l~ T5TO ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 190 U QANOQT REAL ARRAY 262 275 303/5 303 0-UP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 2B5 296/5 296 O?-
Il v CANDOT REAL ARRAY 263 276 304/5 30' ;.u~ VER CCNTRL Gt-iAR"S SIMPLE '0 23 
! ' VP QPOLE5 REAL ARRAV 28S 297/5 297 .o'i:/ WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 2'9 e:);:> XLABEL CCNTRL CHAR*S ARRAY 
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C SUBROUTINE CUMULO VCUMUlO 4 
C VCUMULO 5 
C PURPOSE VCUMUlO 6 
C CUMULUS CLOUD PARAMETERIZATION vCUMULO 1 
C VCUMUlO 8 
C USAGE VCUMULO 9 
C CALL EO FROM caMP3 vCU~~ULO 10 
C vCUMULO t 1 
C INPUT tOUTPUT FILES USED VCUM'ULO 12 
C NoNE VCUMULO 13 
C VCUMuto 14 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS vCUMULO 15 
C \J - INDEII' FOR LATITUDE BAND VCUMULO 16 
C vCWIiULO 17 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VCUrI!ULO 1B 
C tJONE VCUPIIULO 19 
C VCurllULO 20 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS vcwnULO 21 
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C VCUMULO 24 
C REMARKS: VCUMUlO 25 
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C VCUMUlO 27 
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e VCUMUlO 3' 
SUBROUTINE CUMUlO (\J I VCUMUlO 32 
C VCUMUlO 33 
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C VCUMUlO 35 
C VCNTRl 2 
o CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEO ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRl 3 
C ================================================== VCNTRL 4 
CoMMON /CCNTRl/ CCO VCNiRl 5 
COMMON ICCNTRll AOATE VCNTRl 6 
COMMON ICCNTRl/ ATIME VCNTRl 7 
COMMON ICCNTRl/ • .ne VCNTRL 8 
COMMON /CCNTRl I "'08 VCNTRl 9 
COMMON /CCNTRll CCSP06 VCNTRl 10 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ CCSP07 veNTRL 11 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ ccspoe VCNTRl 12 
COMMON /CeNTRl! VER VCNTRl 13 
coMMON ICCNTRl/ ~LABEL (10) VCNTRl ,4 
COMMON /CCNTRl! CQS (30) VCNTRl 15 
COMMON /CCNTRL! CQU (101 VCNTRl 16 
C VCNTRL 17 
EQUIVALENCE CCCO.CC(11) VCNTRl 18 
CHARACTER.S COO, CC(200) VONTRl 19 
CHARACTER"'S ADATE veNTRl 20 
CHARACTER"S ATIME VCNTRl 21 
CHARACTER*'S • .IIe VeNTRL 22 
CHARACTER-S JOB veNTRl 23 
CHARAeTER·S CCSP06 VCNTRl 24 
CHAR,Q,CTER"'B CCSP07 VCNTRl 25 
CHARACTER·B CCSPOB veNTRL 26 
CHARACTER·S VER VCNTRl 27 
CHARACTER*'S XlABEl VCNTRL 2S 
CHARACTER.S CQS VCNTRL 29 
CHARACTER·S CQU veNTRL 30 
C VCNTRl 31 
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRl 32 
C ================================================ VCNTRl 33 
COMMON /ICNTRll ICO VCt-HRl 34 
coMMON /ICNTRll 1M VCNTRl 35 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ IMD2 VCNTRl 36 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2P1 VCNTRl 37 
coMMON IICNTRll NDRSW VCNTRl 3S 
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OOMMON /IONTRl/ JM 
COMrJlON I reNTRl! JMD2 
COfJlMON /IONTRl! JMT2 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP 
COMMON IICNTRLI JQ4 
COMMON IreNTRll JOB 
COMMON /IONTRLI ,JSP 
COMMON IICNTRL/ KLIALB 
COMMON IICNTRLI KLIGW 
COMMON /leNTRL/ KLISST 
COMMON IreNTRll KS 
COMMON frONTRll KU 
COMMON IIeNTRll LOGSR 
COMMON fICNTRL/ MATIN 
COMMON fICNTRl/ MATSNX 
COMMOf-J /lONTRl/ MATSUN 
COMMON /IeNTRl/ MlF (12) 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ MROO 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NKRSH 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ MSM 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NB 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NO 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NOAlT 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NOAV 
COr.~MON /ICNTRl/ NOOUT 
COMMON fICNTRll NDPHV 
COMMON /lCNTRl/ NOSHF 
COMMON /IONTRl/ NOT 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NHMS 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE 
COM~"ON /ICNTRL/ NHMSO 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NlAY 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NlAYMt 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NLAVPl 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NSDAV 
COMMON /ICNTRll NSEQ 
COMMON /rONTRl/ ICSP53 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NSTEP 
COMMON /IONTRl/ IBlKSIZ 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NVMD 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NVMDE 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NVMDO 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NZINIT 
COMMON ItCNTRL/ NMLEV 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NDHOG 
COMMON /ICNTRLI lOS (30) 
COMMON IICNTRl/ IQU ( f 0) 
EQUIVALENCE ( tTMIN ,IQS( I)) 
EQUIVALENCE (ITMAX .IQS( 2» 
EQUIVALENCE (IPREACC ,lQSe 3» 
EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON ,IQS{ 4)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IHFLUX ,IQS( 5)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IEFLUX ,IQS( 6)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IQS( 7)) 
EQUIVALENCE (iRAOSWG ,lOSe 8» 
EQUIVALENCE (I RAOlY/G ,IQS( 9)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IIClOUO ,IQS(10» 
EQUIVALENCE ( IUFlUX .105(11) 
EQUIVALENCE (IVFlUX ,105(12', 
EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA .IaU{ 1)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IOIABAT ,loue 2» 
EQUIVALENCE (IRAOSW ,lQUe 3}) 
EQUIVALENCE (IRADl.W .IQue 4» 
EQUIVALENCE IIOO, IO( I)) 
INTEGER 100, 10(200) 
lOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
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COMMON /LCNTRLI LCO COMMON ILCNTRL/ QALT ClJrJlMoN /LCNTRt( QBEG COMMON ILCNTRL/ QOAV 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QEf.JO COMMON IlCNTRLI QOUT COMMON IlCNTRL! QPHV 
COMMQrJ ILCNTP.LI QSHF COMMON ILCNTRLI SN2FLG COMMON IlCNTRll QRSW COMMON IlCNTRll QRSH COMMON IlCNTRLI LQS(30) COMMON IlCNTRll LQUfI0) 
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LOGICAL QALT LOGICAL QBEG LOGICAL QDAV lOGICAL OEND LOGICAL QOUT lOGICAL OPHV LOGICAL QSHF lOGICAL SN2FLG LOGICAL QRSW LOGICAL QRSH 
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INTEGER MODEL cm,STANTS 
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00219 C('lMMON IROPARMI CON10T veNTRl 252 
00220 COMMON IRDPARMI CON2 vetHRL 253 
00221 COMMON IROPARMI CON20T VCNTRL 254 
00222 COMMON IROPARMI CON3 verHRl 255 
00223 COMMON IRDPARMI CON3DT veNTAl 256 
00224 COMMON IRDPARMI CON4 VCNTRL 257 
00225 COMMON IRDPARMI CON4DT VCNTRL 258 
00226 COMMON IROPARMI CONS VCNTRl 259 
00227 COMMON IROPARMI COSl (46 , VCNTRL 260 
00228 COMMON /RDPARMI COSlON (721 veNTAL 261 
00229 COMMON IROPARMI CP02 VCNTRL 262 
00230 COMMON !ROPARM/ OKP (46) VCt-JTRL 263 
00231 COMMON IRDPARMI Oxvp (46) VCNTAL 264 
00232 COMMON /RDPARMI ovp (46) VCNTRL 265 
00233 COMrJlON !ROPARMI FCORlS I,f.G) veNTRL 266 
00234 COMMON /RDPARMI FfOT veNTRL 267 
00235 COMMON !ROPARMI F20T VCNTRL 268 
00236 COMMON !ROPARMI HfoT VCNTRL 269 
00237 COMMON IRDPARMI H20T VCNTRL 270 
00238 COJIIIMON !RoPARMI PKSTD VCNTRl 271 
00239 COMMON IROPARM! P}(TOP VCNTAL 272 
00240 COMI\1ON IRDPARM! RLAT (46) VCNTRL 273 
00241 COMMON {ROPARM! RlATD (46) VCNTRL 274 , 00242 COMMON IROPARMI ROCPDT VCNTRl 275 i 00243 COMMON IRDPARMI RQCPP1 VCNTRl 276 
! 00244 COMMON IROPARMI SGNP ( 2) veNTRL 217 
0024S COMMON IROPARMI SINL (46) VCNTRL 278 
00246 COMMON IRDPARMI SINLON (72 ) VCNTRL 279 
00247 COMMON IRDPARMI THSTO veNTRl 280 
00248 COMMON /RoPARMI THSTD2 VCNTRL 291 
00249 COMMON IRDPARMI WSAVE (159) VCNTRL 282 
00250 COMMON IRDPARMI OSIG (9 ) veNTRl 283 
00251 COMMON IRDPARMI SIG 19 ) VCNHtL 284 
" 
00252- COMMON IRDPARMI DSIGINV (9) VCNTRL 285 00 
I C VCNTRL 286 C VQANOQT 2 -n:;o \' c cornOECK VgANoQT RESOLUTION VALUES VQANOQT 3 -, ' "II\!! ~\ I C ================================= VO,n,NOQT 4 c 1M =72 VOl\NoQT 5 g~ , ! C NlAV =9 VOANOQT 6 II C ..JM+1 =46 VOANoQT 7 
, C NlAV·,1 =99 VQANDQT 8 
.0"0 • c IM·NlAV·'1 =7128 VOANDQT 9 
;r 
c JM/2.&.1 =23 VQANOQT 1O Ci) C VOANDQT 
" C GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS {NEEDED IN COMPO) VQANDQT 12 ?t<I j c ================================================ VOANOQT 13 ~iii 1\ c VQANDQT " • f' 00253 COMMON IQANoOT/OPROG'72,9,1f,461 VQANDQT 15 C VQANDQT 16 i} 00254 DIMENSION PHIS (7128,1) VQANDaT 17 00255 DIMENSION SMTH (7128.23) VQANDQT 18 
! 00256 DIMENSION ALDEoO (7128.1) VQANDQT 19 00257 DIMENSION GT (1128.1' VQANDQT 20 00258 DIMENSION Gv (7128,1) vOAtmQT 21 ! 00259 DIMENSION T'~ (7128.tl VQANDQT 22 
l' 00260 DIMENSION SHS (7128,11 VOM~DQT 23 
i· 00261 DIMENSION P f72.99.fl VQANOOT 24 
! C VQANDQT 25 , . 00262 DIME.NSION U (72.9, t t,1} VQAtmQT 26 
I 00263 DIMENSION V (72.9. n.n VQAfmQT 27 00264 DIMENSION T (72,9.11.n VQANDQT 28 00265 DIMENSION SH (72,9.1f.1) VQANOQT 29 
! 00266 DIMENSION PHI (72.9,f1.1) VQANDQT 30 C VOANDQT 31 i 00267 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( '. f • 1 .1) • PHIS (t,O) VQANDQT 32 
i 00268 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGf I. 2.t.1),SMTH (1 , 1) ) VQANOQT 33 00269 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(1. 3.1.t),AlBEDO(I,1)) VQANOQT 34 
" 
00270 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(f. 4.t.1l,GT (t.O} VOANDQT 35 
00211 aQUIVAlENCE (QPRCG( " 5,1,1) ,GW (1,") VOANDQT 36 n 
00272 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG{1, 6.t,1),TS C 1 • 1) ) VOANDQT 37 ~ I I:"' 
" 
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IQSDIAG(72 ,15,46, 
rOSDTAG.IQSDIAGl 


















































AND SOURcE TERM FIELDS 
IRADCOM! AS(72.9), REf72.10) 
!RADCOM! Pl(72.91. PlE(72.10) 
IRADCOMI PlKC72.9). PLKE(10) 
/RADeOM! Tl(72.9). TLEf72,10) 
/RAOCOM! TG(72) .THf72.9) 
/RADCOM! SHLf72.9). SHlE{72.tOJ 

































" VernRL? .2 
vcrHRlP .3 
VCNTRlP •• 00 verJrRlP .5 "rI;a 
VCNTRLP' .6 
VCNTRlP 17 "Ue; 
vcrHRlP ,8 O 2 VCNTRlP ,9 
VCNTRl? 20 O~ 
VCNTRLP 21 ;ar-
VCNTRlP 22 g;g VCNTRlP 23 
VCNTRlP 24 
VCNTRLP 25 l> t!J 
VCNTRLP 26 C Eta 





























































































































\~ . • 
SHG(72'. CLOUD{72,12) 











RN(S), TNtS). SRSC91, STN~9J 
TCONO{S}, TPENE(9) 
TLOWL,TMTOL, NLAVOZ 
FK{S}. xKfS,. NFl< 
OI~"ANt 19), OLAPR( 19), OLJUU t9). OLOCTf f91 
aCM22(23J, OCM30r231, OCM38(231 , OCrJl4l'if23' 
PROCM{23 I , OCMXXf23', NOZ, TOTOZI4', COATEf?1 
CZH(72), WETt72), EVAP, PREP(72). WI(72' 
COSZ(72), SO, RADTRM(72I, ext 
SG(721. SP(72) 
RSURF(72'. RClOUO(72}. dAlB 
lANO(72J, QCEAN(72), ICE(721 
SNQW(72), MIXWl(72), FROSTf721 
LAND, OCEAN. ICE. SNOW. MIXWI. FROST 
C PRECIPITATION FIELDS FROM CUMULUS CONVECTION 
COMMON I PCON I PCMtO(72) 
COMMON / PCON / PCPEN(721 
COMMON / PCON I PClOW(72) 
c 
c • • . 
C OVNAMIC SPACE VARIABLES FOR CUMULO SUBROUTINE 
CoMMON /OCUMU/ Q2P(72) 
COfJlMON /OCUMU/ Q3P(72' 
COMMON /OCUMU/ 04P(72) 
COMMON /DCUMU/ Q5Pf72J 
COrJlMON IDCUMU/ QSTtP(72} 
COM~'ON IDCWJlU/ GAM1P(72) 
COMMON IOCu~U/ GAM3P(72' 
COMMON /OCUMU/ SSIP(721 
COMMON IDCUMU/ SS2P(72) 
COPIIMON IOCUMU/ SS3P(721 
COMMON /OCUMUI SS4P172) 
COMMON /DcuMUI SS5P (72) 
COWJlON /OCUMU/ HH2P(72) 
COMMON /OCUMU/ HH3P(72) 
coMMON IDCUMU/ HH4P{721 
COMMOr<l /DCUMU/ HH5P{72, 
COMMON /DCUMUI HHtSP(72) 
COMn.'ON /DCUMU/ HH3SP (12) 
COMMON /DCUMUI CVTIP(72} 
COrJIft.mN IDCUMU/ CVT3P (72) 
COMMON IOCUMUI CVT5P{72) 
COMMON /OCUMU/ CVQtP{721 
CO~MON IOCUMU/ CV02Pf72' 
COPJiMON /ocuMU/ CV05P(72) 
COMMON /DCUMU/ EX(72) 
COMMON /OCUMU/ CXD(72) 
COMMON /DCUMU/ CT1P(72) 
COMMON IDCUMU/ CT3P(72) 
COMMON IDCUMU/ CT5P(72) 
COMMON /DCUMU/ CQIP(72) 
COMMON {DCUMU/ CQ3P(721 
COMMON /OCUMU/ C05P(721 
C 





































VPCON 6 00 VPCON 7 
VOCUMUL 2 -n:7J 
VOCUMUl 3 "tIGl VOCUMUL 4 0-VOCUlIIUL 5 0 2 VOCUMUL 6 ;oi2 VDCUrJlUL 7 
VDCUMUl B .g~ VOCWJlUl 9 VOCUMUl 10 
VDCUMUL 
" 
J:>1l!:I VOCUMUl 12 I""~ VOCUMUL 13 




























f. r di. \.~.-~~-~ .~~~. ~ 
'-c~_ 























I' l , ' 
i ,~ 
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C···· CVBER veCTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT JOQ VBEGDEB 4 









LOll = 5 
VCUM'utQ 46 
lCL2 8 
VcuMULO 41 IMNLAy = IM"'NlAY 
AGRAV 1./GRAV AClH = 1./CLH 
VCUMULO 48 VCUMuto 49 
VCWJlUlO 50 VCUPJlULO 5' VCUMULO 52 
C 
VCUMULO 53 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ················VCUMULO 54 
C 
..... VCUMULQ 55 
C ... VARIABLE lIST 
.. ·vr;UMULO 56 
c 
·~VCUMUlO 57 
C QUANTITY lEVELS DEFINED DESCRIPTION 
"·vCUMULO 58 
C 
.. ·VCWJlUlO 59 
C OS tP, 3P, 5P DEL TA SIGMA 
·"vCUMULO 60 
C 0 2P,3P,4P,5P SPECIFIC HUMIDITY 
"'VCUMUlO 61 
C...... QST lP SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITY ·"VCUMUlO 62 
C·· GAM tP, 3P lATENT HEATING FACTOR 
.... VCUMUlO 63 
C SS IP ,2P ,3P ,4P ,5P DRY STATIC ENERGY 
"VCUMULO 64 
C·" HH 2P.3P.4P,5P MOIST STATIC ENERGY 
·"vCUf.mLo 65 
C ..... 
.. • VCUMULO 66 
C HH_S lP, 3P SATURATION MOIST STATIC ENERGY ·"VCUMULD 67 
C ... 
··VCUMULO 68 
C·· CVT tP. 3P. 5P CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE 
"vcw.mLO 69 
c.· avo IP, 31", 5P CHANGE IN SPECIFIC HUMIDITY 
... ·VCUMULO 70 
C 
... ·vcur,1ULO 71 







C······ .. ·• ........ • .... · ....... • ..... ••· .. ·····••·••··• .. •·· VCUMULO 76 C • • VCUMUlO 77 c..... RETA 1./(ENTRAINMENT FACTOR' 
VCUMULO 78 
C ... CKL TOTAL MASS fLUX UITO CLOUD FOR ... VCUMULO 79 
C ... LOW-LEVEL CONVECTION 
VCUMUlO 80 
C CXD TOTAL MASS FLUx INTO CLOUD FOR •• VCUMULO Bt 
C •• MIDDLE AND PENETR. CONVEC.ION 
VCUMULO 82 
C EVAP03: AMOUNT OF MOISTURE ASSUMED TO 
VCUMU~O 83 
C ... RE-EVAPQRATE INTO LOW-LEVEL •• 
vcurmLo 84 
C ... CLOUD AT LEVEL 3.·.. VCUrJlULO 85 
C EVAPQ5: M"'OUN'r OF MOISTURE ASSUMED TO •• VCUMUlO B6 
C RE-EV",PORATE INTO lOW-lEVEL 
VCUMULO B7 
C •• CLOUD AT lEVEL 5.·· VCUMULO 88 
C 
VCUf.1ULO 89 
C •• PCMID PRECIP. DUE TO MID. lEV. CONV •• * VCUMUlO 90 
C ... PCPEN PRECIP. DUE TO PENETRAT. CONV. 
VCUMU~O 91 
C PClOW PRECIP. DUE TO lOW lEV. CONV. •• VCUMUlO 92 
C 
vCUMULO 93 





C ................. -=r ................................................ •• ..... • .. ••• .. • .. •• .. ·VCU1.1UlO 97 
C 
... ·VCUUUlO 9B 
C·. SPECIAL M01:'T CONVECTION CODING FOR NINE lAVER MODEL WITH 2-2-2 .... VC..rMULO 99 









OStP DSIG!4) 4 DSIG(5~ eS3P = DSIG(6l 4 nSIG(7' DS5P OSIGla, 4 DZIGf9. 






., .. ~ ___ " .cY'i 
til 0 








J: _~=-_ ::::'.~'.'-_''''-' ,.:c-.'~= 
. -.~----------.---.-~-.- ----------_._----: 
'{± ,!® 
.I' ,,' " c:",~ 
. .-~:~ ... ~;.~;._i;oJo" 
_
_




































































__ L.\ L./\ l' ~ 
AOS5P , 1./OS5P 
C 
Q2P(1:IM) SHLECt.6 1M) 
Q3P ( 1: U.U , .5·( SHl(I.6IM) SHLet.7;IM») Q4P(I;IMI , SHlE{I,8 UU 
OSPlf:IM) .Sq SHL(I,B 1M. ... SHL ( 1 .9: ~ M , ) 
c 
OST1P( 1: 1M) .S+CSHSATfl,4;IM} SHSATCt.5;IM)) 
c 
GAMIPCt;IM) .S·{GAMlt.4;IMI ... GAMft.5;IMI) 
GAM3P ( 1: 1M) , .S-fGAMI 1 ,6: 1M) ... GAMet,7:1M) 
c 
SSIP(I;IM} , 
.5-' SS5fl,4; 1MI SSS( 1.5; IMI) 5S2P{ t ;IM} SSSE( 1.6; 1M) 
SS3P( 1 ;IMI 
.5-' SSS{ 1.6: IMJ • SS5 f l,1;IM)' SS4P( 1; 1M} SSSE( I.B: PM 
SSSPf1 ;IMI , .5+( SSS{ I.B: 1M) • SSS( 1.9; IMI) 
C 
HH2P ( 1 ; 1M I HHE(I.S:JM) 
HH3P(I;IM) , .5·( HH( I,G: nu HHC1,7:1MIJ 
HH4P(I;IM) HHE{l,8:IMI 
HH5Pfl;IM) , .5" ( HHC t ,B: 1M) ... HHfl.9;IM) 
C 
HHtSP(,;IM. .S"(HHS(I.4:IM, "- HHSt',S;IM)} 
HH3SPf, ;IM) .S"fHHSC1.6;IMI ... HHS I 1 .7: 1M) , 
C 
PCMIO!' 1M. O. 
PCPEN ( 1 1M) 0 
PCLOWI1 1M' O. 
CVT1PCt 1M' O. 
CVT3PCt 1M' O. 
CVTSP I, 1M. O. 
CVQ1P (1 1M) O. 
CV03P ( 1 1M' O. 
CVQ5P ( 1 1M) o. 
c C ................... ~ .................... . 
C 
C···. MIDDLE LEVEL CONVECTION 









EXf1;IM) = HH3P(':IMI - HH1SP(I;IM) 
BIT72 t t;IM) EX(I;IMI .GT. 0.0 
181T = QBSONTI BIT72{I:IMI ) 
IFf 181'1" .EQ. a I GOTO 1001 
WHERE! BTT72f1;IM} ) 
TEMPff,t;IMI = C EXII;IMI ~ (l.+GAMtPII;IM)} 
$ • (SSlP(1;IM.-SS2P(I;IM)) J·ADSIP 
S ... fHH3Pll;lMI-HH2PI1:IM) -ADS3P 
END\'IHERE 
BITMAXf1:UU = 0.001 .GT. TEMPl1,'jIMI 
W~EREI BIT72{1;IM) .AND. eJTMAN(I;TMI , TEMPfl,I:IMI = 0.001 
WHERE( 8IT72(1;IM) l CXD',;IMI = Exlt:IMI/TEMPct.I:IrJl) 
BITMAX(I:IM, = eXD(I:IM} .GT. DS3P 
WHERE( BIT72(I;IMI .AND. eTTMAXfl;IMi 
\'I/-1ERE{ BIT72{1:IMJ 1 
eXDft:lM} DS3P 
eVTfP(':IM} eXO(I:1M)· ISS1P(I;IMJ - SS2P(I;IM} • EX(I:IM, 
S 1(1. ... GAM1Pfl;IPJI») )·ADStP 
CVT3P!1 1M) = eXDct 1M, • fSS2P(t:1M. - SS3P(f;IM}I"ADS3 P 
eVOIP(1 1M) = exect 1M) • ( Q2P(t;IM) - OST1P(I;IM} 
S EX I;IMJ·GAMIP finU/I CI.+GAM'Pff;IMJ' • CLH) I·ADS'P 

























































































t~ >".""' . 
",. "':l",.:.. ""'~'"" 
~~='='-"=== ......,., -:- ·::.·-'"-::~t·;~·~· .-- ... '~. -- .... ~,.-~ 
.~_.,~ __ ,._~_~ ___ 0 <~ 
~-,-__ ... ~_:~--=-: __ ,:"c_·_~ _ ~~~";:'=-~=----" ..,.",L'> 
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!t 
i ~ ! 1 
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HH3SPtl;IM) HH3SP(f;IMJ HH3P( I;IMI HH3P(1:IM) 551Pf l;lM) SStP":IM) S53P(t;IMI SS3P(I;lMI 03P(1;IM) Q3P(1;IM) QST1P(I;IM). Q5T1P(I:IMI ENOWHERE 
(1. 4 GAMIP(I:IMJJ.CVTtPfl;IM) 
4 fl. + GAM3P(I:IM).CVT3P(I:IM) CVT3P' t; 1M) - CLH"'CV03PI I : I'''' CVTIP' 1: 1M) 
CVTap! 1: IMJ 
CVQ3P( I ;IMI 
GAMIP{I;IMI·CVT1P(I;IMI·nClH 
DO 1010 I=I.1M 
IF; eXfIl .LE. 0.0 I GOlO 1010 
IFf RH(I.5) .GT. RH(I.G' L 6 l = 5 ClOUDII,LI = 1 CLOUD!! ,NLAY.2) = L-4 IF CQOUT.ANO.ltCLOUO) IQSOIAGCI,lICLOUO.J) 

































































DO 1020 1=1.IM 
1Ft HH5 P { I I . LE . HH3SP ( I ) .OR. HH5P(II.LE..HHISP(II) GO TO 1020 









RETA = ( HH3SP(I'-HH3PfII )/TEMPfI,1) IF IRETA,LT.D.) RETA=O, 
EXIII = HH3SPIJ) - HHTSP(II TEMPfI.f) = (I. 4 GAM3Pfll,QSS2P(1) - SS3PfI) 4 RETA $ 










RETA -= f HH1SPfI)-HH3P(I1 L'TEMPfl,1) EX!II = O. TEMPfI.1) = (1. -I- GAMTP(I)I ... fSS1P!l)-SS2P(l)) S 
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I ~, 
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\ \ '\t, " 
TEMPll.l) = CXD(I,*RETA 
, 
IF (TEMP(I.ll .GT.DS5PJ eXQ(t) = DSSP IRETA 
CTtP(l) = C)(D't)·{SSIP(I)-SS2PCI}~E)«J)/(1.·GAM1P(t}»)·AOS'P 
CT3P/I) = CXD(I)·(SS2P(I)-SS3P(I}~RETA 
$ .. {SS3P!!) ~ SS4PU))'*ADS3P 
CT5pe!) = CXDII)-RETA-(SS4PI]) - SS5PI)))·ADS5P 
CQtP!I) = CXD(I).(Q2Pltl-QSTIP([)-E~fI)·GAM1Ptl) 
5 I ~fl."'GAMIP{II)"CLH)I"AOSfP 
CQ3Ptl) = CXDC1}"CQ3P(1)-Q2PfI) ... RETA 
S .« Q4P (I I - Q3P (I J J ) ·ADS3P 
cosPtt) = CXDCI}·RETA·CQSPlt) - Q4P{II)·ADSSP 
DO 227 L=LCL1,LCL2 
CLOUDfl,L} = 1 
227 CONTI NUE 














8 - NeL 
s 
LeLl .. 3 
(LClt-3) "4 








8IT72(1;IM) ::: HH5P(1;tMI .GT. HH35Pll:IMJ 
81T72(1:IM) = BIT72(1:IMI .ANO. HHSP(l:[M) .GT. HH1SP(1:HJlI 
IBIT = QSSCNT( 81T72{I:IM) ) 
IFf IBIT .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 2001 
WHERE{ 1T72 1;IM) ) 
CVT1Pf! 1M) CVT1P{1 1M) 
CVT3P(1 1M) CVT3P(1 HII) 
CVTSP(l 1M' eVTSPCl 1M) 
eV01P{1 1M) CVQ1P{1 1M) 
eV03P(1 1M) eV03P(J 1M) 






CQSP (' HJI' 
S53P(1 1M) 
SSSP f; 1M. 
Q3P( 11M) 
Ospe 11M) 
= SS3P(, 1M) 




... CTSP(t 1M) 
CQ3P C 11M) 
- CQ5? C t 1M) 
PCPEN( ,; 1M) 
$ 
(CQ1P(t:IM)+DS1P .. CQ3P";I~)·OS3P 
+ CQ5P{1;IM}·OS5PI 
S + .1*SPC1~IM)"AGRAV 
HH'tSP(l 1M) 




HH1SP(1 1M' ... 
HH3SPf 11M} 
HH3P( 11M) .. 
HHsprt 1M) 
(1. + GAMfPfl;IM)·CT1PII;IM) 
(I .... GAM3Pft:IMI)·CT3Pfl:IMI 
CT3P(I;IM) CLH·CQ3P(1.IMI 
CTSP(f:IM) - CLH·CQ5prl:tMI 
2001 CONTINUE 
C C········································· C 




EX(1;IM) = HH5P(1;IM) - HH3SP!1:IM) 
8IT72tf:IM' = EXf1:IM) .GT. 0.0 
18IT = QBSCNT( 8IT72f1;IMJ ) 
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_____ L- _ _!... . ...... ,:._1 __ ~_~ __ '.'". 
WHERE( BIT72( :lM) , 
TEMP(1.1:1M) (EX(I;IMI'fl. ~ GAM3P(t:IM) ) 
S SS3P(1;1r." - SSEP(t;lM)}·ACLH 
TEMPtt .3:IM) TEMP(1.1;IMI· IOS3P/IDS3P ~ DSSP)) 
TEMP(1.5:IM) TEMPll.1;IMJ - TEMP(f.3:IMJ 
TEMPlt,I:IM) (1. ~ GAM3P(I:IM» 
S • ( (SS3P(1;IM)~SS4P(I:IM))-CLH*TEMP(1.3:1M) 
$ + EX(t;IMI)·/tOS3P 
S ~ (HH5P{t:HII) ~ HH4P11:IM)'''AOS5P 
ENO\llHERE 
BtTMAX(l;IM) ::: 0.001 .GT. TEMP(l,I;IM) 
WHEREC B1T72It;IMI .ANO. 91TMAX(I;IM, ) TEMPll,I;ItJI) O.OOf 
WHEREf 81T72(I:IM' , CKO(l;IM' ::: EXfl;IM)/TSMPtl, l;t~I 
BITMAXC1;IMI = OS5P .LT. CXO(l;IM, 
WHERE1 BIT72(1:IM) .AND. BITMAX(I;IM) 
WHEREC BIT72fl;IMI ) 
CXO(I:1M) OSSP 
CT3P(I:tM' ::: CXO(I;IMI • CSS3PC1;tM) - SS4P(1;iM) 
$ - CLH • TEMPII.3:1M) ... EX!.;IM' 
S , (I.O"'GAM3P{ ,; 1M') J ·ADS3P 
CT5Pfl;IM) CXOCt;IM)· fSS4Pfl;IM) - 5S5Ptl:IMI 
S - CLH • TEMP C f, S: 1M) ) "AOSSP 
CQ5Pll;tM) ::: CXD(I;IM,"'CQ5Pll;IM) - Q4P(1:1M) 
S - TEMPt I,E; VII'} ·ADSSP 
CQ3Ptt; M) ::: -CQ5P{I;IM)*OS5p·AOS3 
CVT3PI11M) CVT3P(I:1M) ·:;T3PCt 1M) 
CVTSP(1 iM) CVT5P11;IM)'" CTSPf1 1M) 
CVQ3P f 11M} CVQ3P (1; 1M, ~ CQ3P (11M) 
CVQSP(' 1M) CVQ5Pfl;IM)'" CQSP(1 1M) 
PCLOW{ '; 1M) 
S 
ENOVlHERE 
00 1030 1=I.IM 
(OS3P"'CQ3P(I;IMI + OSEP·CQSP{l;IM» 
.1·SPft;IM}·AGRAV 
EXII) ::: HHSP(I) - HH3SP{I) 
IF (EXCII.LE.O.) GO TO 1030 
IF fRHII.1).GT.RHtl.S») L ::: 8 L ::: 7 
IF 
S 
CLOUO{I.L) = 1 
CLOUOII.NLAVP1) = L - 6 
fOOUT.ANO.LICLOUO) IQSOIAG(I,IICLOUD.J) = 




C C ..... * ••••••••••••••••••••••• *~ ......... + •••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••• C···· 
C C···· C 
DISTRiBUTION OF CVTP AND CVQP INTO THE NINE LAVERS 
COOING IS SPECIAL FOR 2-2-2 STRAPPING 








cvn 1.9 un 
t.2S+CVT1Pll;IM) - .2S.CVT3Pll;IM, 
.7S·CVTIPfl:IM) + .25*CVT3P{I;IMI 
CVT3P{1;IM' ~ 0.12S·{CVTIP{I;IMI -
CVT3PCt:IMI - C..12S-"'CCVTIP{t;IM) -
.7S"'CVT5P(1;IM} + .2S·CVT3P{f;IM) 
1.2S·CVT5P(I:1MI ... 2S-CVT3P(I:IMI 
CVTSPC 1; 1M)} 
CVTSP I I ; JPJl1 I 
TEMP 11.1; 1M) ::: 2. ·SHSAT( 1,4; IM1/(SHSAT( 1 ,4; 1M) ~ SHSATlt.E: Un) 
BIT72{1:IM) = CVQfPCt:IM} .GT. 0.0 
WHERE( BIT72Cl:1MJ ) 
TEMP(I,I;IMl = 2.~SHL(I.4;IM)/(SHLC1.4:IM)~SHL(I.S;IMI~'.E-SOI 
ENDWHERE 
TEMP(t.2:IM) = 2.-TEMP{I,I;IM) 
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eVQ ( 1 .5 : 1M) :: TEMP fl. 2: 1 M) .. CVO 1 P ( , : t M 1 
TEMPI1, 1; 1M) :: 2. -SH5ATI 1,6, 1M) ICSHSAT(1.6: 1M' ... SHSATt 1.7: trJl11 
BI772(1;IM) :' CVQ3Pfl:IMJ .GT. 0.0 
WHEREf 8IT72(1:IM) ) 
TEMP I 1 • 1 : 1M) = 2. ·SHL fl. 6: I rM I C SHL t f • G: 1M) "'SHL r 1 .7: 1M I • I . E -50 I 
ENDWHERE 
TEMPf',2;lMJ :: 2.-TEMPft,l;lMI 
CVOll,6;H.U = TEMP(1.1;IMI .. CVQ3Pfl;IM) 
eVQCt.1:IM} =- TEMP(I.2:IM) • CV03Pll:1MI 
TEMP! 1.1; 1M) 2. *SHSATll ,S: 1M)' ISHSATf 1 ,S; 1M) .... SHSl\T11. 9: 1M! 1 
BIT72fl:IMI = CVOSPII;IM) .GT. 0.0 
WHERE( BIT7211:IMI ) 
TEMPI 1.1; 1M) .. 2. ·SHLC 1 ,8: 1M) IfSHLf I,B: 1M} "'SHL( 1 ,9; 1M'·' .E-501 
ENDWHERE 
TEMP(t.2;IM) = 2.-TEMP(t,l:IM} 
CVQII.B:IM) = TEMP(I,fiIM' • CVQ5P(1;UM 
CVO[I,9:IMl = TEMPfl.2:IMl • CVQ5P(1:IM) 
•••• ~ •• ~ ••• ~ •••••• *.* ••••••••• ~** ••••••• * ••••••••••••••• 
.... 









GAM C 1 , 1 ; I MNlA V I 
RET URN 
END 
TL (1, t; IMNLAV) .. CVT( I, 1: IMNLAV) 














































































I ; VARIABLE MAP --NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------ClASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST. C=CTRL OF DO. I=DATA INtT, R=READ, S=STORE. W=WRITE 
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582/5 583 590/5 591 0 
BITMAX BIT ARRAY 393 442/5 443 445/5 446 541/S 54. 544/5 545 I-' 
Cl0 eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 296 .I>-
Cl00 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 297 
C40 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 298 
CAL TO,) ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 196 
CO CCNTRL CHflR'"S ARRAY 14 IS 
CCO CCNTAL CHAR·S SIMPLE 2 14 IS 
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOl'lr.,J 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 '0 II 12 
13 
CCSPOG CCNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 7 20 
CCSP07 ceNTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 8 21 
ccspoe CCNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 9 22 
COATE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 350 
COFR eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 284 
COXL eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 285 
coxa eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 286 
CLH eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 287 401 450 455 495 527 528 539 547 548 
CLOUD RAocoM REAL ARRAY 332 465/S 466/5 aes 5 501/S 562/5 563/5 
eNTRlP R::AL ur.JKNOWN 284 285 286 2B'? 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 
295 296 297 298 299 300 301 30' 303 304 305 
306 307 30B 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 
317 318 319 320 321 322 323 32' 
coe C~JTRlP REAL ARRAY 288 
COEF eNTRL? REAL SIMPLE 2:99 
COEFS eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 290 
CONI RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 
caNtOr ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
I eON2DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 221 00 
:il eON3 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 CONaDT RDPARM ReAL SIMPLE 223 'TJ;:a 
, ~ CON4 RDPARN! ReAL SIMPLe 22' "U~ .~ eON40T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
, I CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 0:;:: , coso ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 O~ ., 
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 227 J COS LON RDPARrJl fiEAL ARRAY 228 ::OF COSROT CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 291 .0 "ij 
I~ CDSZ RADCDM REAL ARRAY 352 c:;g" CP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 160 ~ ~~j CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 B cpp CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 292 y- u-:'iJ 
! CQ1P DCUU!U REAL ARRAY 390 495/5 517 52' ~~ It CQ3P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 391 496/5 518 522 524 521 550/5 553 555 .l1tJ CQSP DCUMU REAL ARRAY 392 491/5 519 523 524 528 549/5 550 554 555 ! 1 CQs ceNTRL CHAR"'S ARRAY 12 25 CQU CONTRL OHAR"'8 ARRAY 13 26 
I -CT1P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 387 492/S 51. 525 CT3P DCUMU REAL ARRAV 388 493/S SIS 520 526 527 541/5 551 
" 
eT5P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 389 494/5 516 521 528 548/5 552 ; CTIO CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE .93 i J CUMOAY CNTRlP REAl. SIMPLE 294 , CUMRAT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 295 ! CUMULO SUBROUTINE I 
I" CVQ RADeaM REAL ARRAY 338 579/5 580/5 587/5 5BBiS 595/S 596/S 598 ! eVQ1P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 382 432/5 450/5 452 51115 517 574 519 580 CVQ3P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 383 433/5 451/S 452 455 458 SfS/5 518 553/5 553 582 
, 587 588 , CVQ5P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 384 434/5 519/5 519 554/5 554 590 595 596 
I, 
CVT RADeOM REAL ARRAY 338 567/5 568/S 569/5 510/5 571/5 572/5 597 
CVT1P DCUMU REAL ARRAV 379 429/S 448/S 453 456 459 514/S 514 567 568 569 
570 
CVT3P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 380 430/5 449/5 454 455 457 '515/S 515 551/5 55. 567 
558 569 570 571 572 
CVT5P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 381 431/5 516iS 516 552/5 552 569 570 '571 572 
cxe DCUMU REAL ARRAY 386 444/5 445 446/S 448 449 450 451 4/~!5 436/5 48S 
• 439/5 490 491/S 492 493 494 4S5 496 497 543/S 544 Ii 545/5 547 548 549 ~ : eXOE RADe01" REAL ARRAY 339 
,!" 
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, 1 
, 'j B9 90 IOSDIAG OANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 2BI 2B2 4S7/S 467 502/5 502 564/5 564 IOU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAy 7B 91 92 93 94 IRADLW reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 , , I IRAOLWI".:i ICI\ITRL INTEGER UNI(NOWN 87 
00 IR .... OSW ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
"rI:U 
I RADSVIG lCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
"'li:! 
tROD IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 ITAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
02 
ITMAX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
0;1:> 
ITMIN ICNTR!. INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 IUFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 :Ur-IVFLUX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
.o"1J " INTEGER SIMPLE 1 467 467 502 502 564 564 ; ..rAtS RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 354 C> 
, 
>G3 I "C IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY ,04 , "E IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 205 
rM , "IC CCNTP.L CHAR·S SIMPLE 5 IB 
;Jm [ "M rCNTRl lNTEGER SIMPLE 32 i JMD2 reNTAL I f.lTEGER SIMPLE 33 ~ "'MT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 
"NP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 i' "0. rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 L "08 reNTAL IfoHEGER SIMPLE 37 
"OB CCNTRl CHAR"'S SIMPLE 6 19 
"P IDPARM If HEGER ARRAV 206 
"SP I'JNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38 KLIALB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 KlIGW ICNTRl [NTEGER SIMPLE 40 KlI5ST ICNTill INTEGER SIMPLE 41 KS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 42 KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 L INTEGEr:! SIMPLE 463/S 464/5 465 4G6 467 498/C 499 560/5 5151/5 562 563 564 
J LAND RAOCOM LOGtCAl ARRAY 355 357 LC LeNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 154 155 LCO LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 LOLl INTEGER SIMPLE 397/5 498 501 502 505/5 506/5 507 '; LCL2 INTEGER SIMPLE 398/5 498 507/5 
" 
LCNTRl INTEGER UNKNowN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 • lOB t09 , . LOIA8AT LCNTRl LOGICAL UNltNOWN 123 151 ; ~ i LOP ARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 LEFLUX LCNTRl t.OGICAL UNItNOWN 115 143 L LFUSION LONTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 , < LHFLUX LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKfJOWN 114 142 T LtCLOUD LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 119 147 467 502 564 , i l ~ : LOGBR ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 44 lOMEGA lCNTRl L.OGICAL UNKNOWN 122 150 j~ lPREACC lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 140 LPRECON LCNTRL LOGtCAL UNKNOWN 113 141 ! I LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 108 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 I 
120 121 13S 1 LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 109 122 123 124 125 137 , ' LRAOLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 i LRAOLWG lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 I' LRAOSW LeNTRl lOGICAL UNI~NO\'lN 124 152 , LRA05WG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 i LTMAX LCNTRl lOGI CAL UNKNOWN III 139 LTMIN LCNTRL t.OGICAL UNKNOWN 110 13B , , LUFLUK LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 148 ! LVFLUX LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 12 I 149 MATIN ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 , MATSNX ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 46 , MATSUN JCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 i MIXWI RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 356 357 h "" IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 20B MLF tCNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 48 C'l MROO IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 c:: a l i l 
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ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPL.R 5 I 
tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
INTEGER SIMPLE 396/5 503/5 503 504 504/S 505 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
lerHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
letHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 \ 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
tCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
CNTRLP INTEGER StMPlE 31O 
RAQCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 347 
C~HRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 311 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
I DPft.RM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 
ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE SO 
ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 399 466 501 
ICNTQl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
RADOOM INTEGER SIMPLE 346 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 563 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 350 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
ICNTRL HHEGER SIMPLE 71 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
ICNTRL INTEGER S!MPLE 7' RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 355 357 
RADCOM REAL ARRAY 349 
RADCOM REAL ARRAY 349 
RAocm.~ REAL ARRAY 349 
RADCOM REAL ARRAY 349 
RADCOM REAL ARRAY 350 
RAceOM REAL ARRAY 348 
RADCQM REAL ARRAV 348 
RADeOM REAL ARRAY 34B 
RADCOM REAL ARRAV 348 
RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 
RADCOM REAL ARRAY 342 
OANOOT REAL ARRAY 261 274 
peON REAL ARRAY 360 428/S 555/S 
peON REAL ARRAY 358 426/S 452/S 
REAL UNKNOWN 358 359 360 
PCON REAL ARRAY 359 427/S 524/5 
OANDQT ~EAl ARRAY 266 279 QANOQT REAL ARRAV 254 267 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 
ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 312 
RetnRl REAL SIMPLE 177 
RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 
RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
RADeOM REAL ARRAY 327 599 
RADCOM REAL ARRAY 327 
RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 191 
R"'DCOTJI REAL ARRAV 328 
RAt'O:;OM REAL ARRAY 328 
RADeOM REAL ARRAY 35 I 
R"'DeOM REAL ARRAY 350 
RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 
RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 
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PTOP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 ""Om PZERO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 02 02P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 361 408/5 450 451 4S'5 496 ~iS Q3P OCUMU REAt. ARRAV 362 409/5 451 458/S 458 496 496 522/5 522 Q4P DCUM:U REAL ARRAY 363 410/5 496 497 549 
Q5P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 3G4 411/5 497 523!5 523 549 
,o"tl QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 
, OAI>JDOT REAL UNI<NOWN 253 280 28. C';t.> 
! QBEG lCNTRl LOGICAL sIMPLE 99 127 ?~ 1 QDAV LCN1RL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 
· 
QEND lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 ~ca , QHOG CNTRLP LOGICAL SIMPLE 313 325 
· 
, QOUT tCrnRl LOGICAL sIMPLE 102 130 467 502 564 
• QPHV LCN"TRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 i QPROG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253 267 268 269 270 271 212 213 274 275 276 , 277 278 279 , , QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 
QRSVl lCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 
QSO-IAG OAr.JOQT REAL ARRAY 2BO 2B2 
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 132 
QSTfP OCUMLI REAL ARRAY 365 412/5 450 459:5 459 495 
, QUDIAG OANDOT REAL ARRAY 283 ; RADeOM RE:Al UNKNOWN 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 
! ~' 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 341 
348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 
RADE: ReNTRl REAL srMPLE lBl 
RADTRM RADeOPI! REAL ARRAY 352 
I RC ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 198 199 RCO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 RCLOUD RADeOM REAL ARRAY 354 
ReNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 '64 165 166 
167 168 169 170 111 172 113 114 175 115 171 
178 119 180 181 182 183 18. 1BE" 186 1871 188 l; 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 
,I 228 229 230 231 232 233 23. 235 236 237 238 
, ~ 239 2.0 241 242 243 244 245 246 2.17 248 2.9 
>,' 250 251 252 
, RE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 326 
• 
RETA REAL StrllPLE 474/5 475 475/5 477 477 482/5 48. 4B8 489 490 491 
:~ 493 494 496 497 RGAS RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 182 
I RH RADOOM REAL ARRAV 334 464 464 561 561 
I RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240 
i~ RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAV 241 RN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 34. ROCP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 183 
i J. .ROCPOT RDpARM REAL SIMPLE 2~2 ROCPP1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2.3 RSOIST ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184 
11 RSURF RADCOM REAL ARRAY 354 
I 50 RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 352 
! SDAV RONTRl REAL srMPlE 185 SEASON RCIIJTRL REAL SIMPLE .85 i' SG RADCOM REAL ARRAY 353 
i' SGNP RDPIoRM ReAL ARRAY 24. SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 265 278 , SHG RADOOM REAL ARRAY 332 
SHL RADCOM REAL AFfRAV 331 409 409 411 411 576 576 516 S8d 584 584 
f ~ 592 592 592 592/5 59B SHLE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 331 40B 410 
, 5HlTOP eNTRlP REAL srMPLE 314 ; SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 260 273 ! 5H5AT RADeOM REAL ARRAY 333 412 412 5-:'3 573 573 581 581 581 589 585 [ 5B9 599/5 599 600 
i SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAY 251 SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 
L SIND RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 188 SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 245 
! SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 246 <:> 
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SINROT eNTRL? ReAL SIMPLE 315 SMTH OANOQ1 REAL ARRAY 255 SN2FtG LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 SNOW RADeeM LOGICAL ARRAY 366 SNOWN eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 316 SNOWS eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 317 SOLS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 SP RADeOM REAL ARRAY 353 SRS RADCal'll REAL ARRAY 344 SSfP DCUMU REAL ARRAY aSB SS2P OCUtI!U REAL ARRAV 369 SS3P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 370 
536 SS4P DCUMU REAL ARRAV 371 SS5P DCUMU REAL ARRAY 372 SS5 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 335 SSSE RADCOfJl REAL ARRAY 335 START lDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 5180 CN"j RLP REAL SIMPLE 318 STERrf eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 319 
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CLIMATOLOGY tlO eRRoR ReTURN 
DESCRIPTION 
MONTHlv TOPOGRAPHY 
MONTHLV GROUND WETNESS 
MONTHLV ALBEDO 
REFERENCES DESCRIPTION 
ROClI READ CLIMATE DATASET 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAvED ON HISTORY RECORD 
==============:==================================: COMMON ICCNTRLI ceo 
COMMON /ceNTRLI AOATE 
COMMON IceNTRll ATIME 
COMMON ICCNTRLI JIC 
COMMON ICCNTRL/ Joe 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSP06 
COMMON /CCNTRLI CCSP07 
cor,~MON ICCNTRt! caspoe 
COMrJlON !CCNTRL! VER 
COMMON !CCNTRt! XlABEl f HII 
COMrJlON /CONTRt / <::05 (30) 



























INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
================================================ COMMON IICNTRll rca 
COMMON !ICNTRl/ 1M 
COMMON IICNTRll IM02 
COMMON IICNTRl/ IMD2P1 
COMMON /lCNTRll NDRSW 
COMMON IICNTRL! JM 
COMMON IICNTRl! .JM02 
COMMON IICNTRLI JMT2 
COMMON IICNTRl/ JNP 
cOMrJlON nCNTRl! JQ4 
COtJIMor~ ! (CNTRl! JoB 
CO'JlMON IICNTRLI JSP 
COMMON IICNTRLI KLIALB 
cOMMON IICNTRLI KlIGW 
COMMON ItCNTRll KlISST 
COMMON IICNTRll KS 
COMMON I(CNTRl! KU 
COMMON /ICNTRll LOGSR 
COMMON IICNTRll MATIN 
COMMON !ICNTRLI MATSNX 
COMMor~ ! ICNTRl I MATSUN 
COMMON IICNTRll MlF t f 2) 
COMMON !ICNTRll MRCO 
COMMON !ICNTRLI NI{RSH 







VDAIl V 9 
VOAtLV 10 
VD~ILV 




















00 VCNTRl 19 VCNTAl 2. "iI:O VC"':~Rl 21 
-V',;NTl=lL 22 "O~ 
vernRL 23 02 
veNTRl 24 0" VCfJTAl 25 ;01"" VCNTAl 26 
VCNTRL 27 to." veNTRl 28 C:;:.. VCNTRl 29 :;:'G3 VCNTRL 30 
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COMMON frCNTRll MSM 
COMI\1QN, / rCNTRl / NB 
COMMON IrCNTRl/ NO 
COMMON /reNTRl/ NDAll 
COMMON fICNTRl/ NDAV 
COMMON IIeNTRll NDOUT 
COMMON IIoNTRl! NDPHV 
COMMON IICNTRll NDSHF 
COMMON IrCNTAll NOT 
COrJIfJlON /rCNTRl/ NHMS 
COMMON IrCNTRl/ NHMSE 
Cor~MON IICNTRl! NHMSO 
COMMON /rCNTAl/ NlAV 
COMMON /rCNTAll NlAVMl 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NlAVPt 
COMMON /rCNTRll NSDAV 
COMf~ON /rCNTAll NSEQ 
COMMON IICNTRl/ rCSP53 
COMMON /rCNTRll NSTEP 
COMMON IIeNTRll tBlKSIZ 
COMMON IrCNTRll NVMD 
COMr~ON IICNTRl! NVMDE 
COMMON IIONTRll NVMDO 
COMMON IrCNTAll NZINIT 
COMMON IICNTAll NMlEV 
COtt.r.nON /ICNTRll NOHOG 
COMMON IICNTRL/ lOS (3D) 
C(I:MtJlON IIeNTRll lOll , 10) 
EOUIVALENCE (InUN ,1051 III 
EQUIVALENCE (ITMAX . lose 211 
EQUIVALENCE (IPREACC ,IQS( 311 
EQUIVALENCE ( IPRECON ,IQS( 4)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IHFlUX .IOS( 5)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IEFlUX .IQSI 611 
EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IOS( 71) 
EQUIVALENCE {IAADSWG .IQSt BlI 
EQUIVALENCE {IRADlWG , lost 911 
EQUIVALENCE (IIelOUD .JQS(10" 
EQUIVALENCE (J UFlUX .IOSftt.) 
EQUIVALENCE ([VFlUX .IOS(12» 
EQurVAlENCE (IOMEGA .loue til 
EQUIVALENCE ( rOIA81\T .rOUf 211 
EQUIVALENCE ( rRADSW ,IOU( 31) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOlW .IQUe 411 
EQUIVALENCE (lCO,IC( 1» 
INTEGER ICO, lC(200) 
lOGICAL MODEL PARAME'!ERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
=~~=====================================~======= 
COMrJlON IlCNTRl/ lCO 
COMrJlON /lCNTRLI QAl T 
COMft.mN IlCNTRll OBEG 
COMMON IlCNTRll QOAV 
COMMON IlCNTRll QENO 
COMr.~ON ILCNTRl/ OOUT 
COMMON IlCNTAll QPHV 
COMMON IlCNT-Rll QSHF 
COMMON ILCNTRl/ SN2FlG 
COMMON IlCNTRl/ ORSW 
COMMON IlCNTRLI QRSH 
COMMON IlCNTRll lQS(30) 
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00115 EQUIVALENCE (lEFlUX ,lQSe Gil 00116 EQUIVALENCE (lFUStON ,LQS( 7)) 00117 EQUIVALENCE (lRAOSWG ,LOSe 8)' 00"8 EQUIVALENCE (lRADLWG .lOS( 911 00119 EQUIVALENCE (LIClO.uO ,LOS(10)) 00120 EQUIVALENCE ( LUFLUX .LQS( 1 f» 00121 EQUIVALENCE fLVFlUX .lOS(f2)) C 
00122 EQUIVALENCE (lOMEGA ,lOUt III 00123 EQUIVALENCE (lOIABAT ,lQUI 211 00124 EQUIVALENCE CLRADSW ,lQU' 311 00125 EQUIVALENCE fLRADlW .LQUf 411 C 
00126 lOGICAL QAlT 00127 lOGICAL Q8EG 00128 LOGICAL QCAV 00129 LOGICAL QENO 00130 LOGICf.L QOUT 00131 LOGICAL QPHV 00132 LOGICAL QSHF 00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG 00134 LOGICAL QRSW 00135 LOGICAL ORSH 
c 00136 lOGICAL LQS 
j' 00137 LOGICAL LQU 00138 LOGICAL lTMlN 00139 lOGICAL LTMAX 00140 LOGICAL lPREACC 
-00141 LOGICAL lPRECON 00142 LOGICAL lHFLUX 00143 lOGICAL lEFLUX 00144 lOGICAL lFUSION 00145 lOGICAL lRADSWG 
l 001~6 LOGICAL LRAClWG 00147 LOGICAL LIClOUD 00148 lOGICAL lUFLUJ( 00149 LOGICAL LVFLUJ( , ~ C I> 00150 lOGICAL lOMEGA ",i 00151 lOGICAL lDIABAT 
• 00152 lOGICAL LRADSW J 00153 LOGICAL LRAOlW C 00154 EQUIVALENCE I LCD. LC ( f ) ) j 00155 LOGICAL lCO. lC(200) l~ C C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD C ============================================= \ ~f 00156 COMMON !ReNTRl! RCO 00 157 coMMON !RONTRl! APHEl 00158 COMMON IRCNTRL! BETA 00159 COMMON IRONTRl! COSO 00160 COMMON IRCNTRL! CP 001S1 COMMON !RCNTRl! CAVSPV I' 001S2. COMMON !RONTRl! DEC i, 00163 COMMON' !RCNTRl! OECMAX 00164 COMMON !RCNTRl! eIST , . 00t65 COMMON !RCNTRL! OLAT , , 00f66 COMMON !RCNTRl! OlON , 00167 COMMON !RCNTRl! DT f' 00168 COMMON !RONTRL! ECCN 00169 cm.,MON !RCNTRL! GNU1 00170 COMMON IRCNTRl! GNU2 i 00171 COMMON IRCNTRLf GRAV i 00172 COMMON fRCNTRll OMEGA2 
!, 
00173 COMMON fRCNTRLI PI 00174 COMMON !RCNTRl! Pl1BO 00175 COMMON !RCNTRlf PI2 00176 COMMON fReNTRlf PSTO 00177 eor",MoN fRCNTRll PIMEAN ! , 
I 
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00 VCNTRl lG2 vcrnRl 163 
-n:;a VCNTRl lG4 
"OG) veNTTtL 165 VCNTRL lG6 02 VCNTRl lG7 £j:: VCfnRL lGS VCNTRl 169 
VCNTRl 170 





















VCNTRL 19B ~ veNTRl 199 
~ 
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COMMON fRONTRll PSMAX 
COMMON !ReNTRlf PSMIN 
COMr..lON !RCNTRl! PTOP 
COMMON IRCNTRl! RAOE 
COMMON !RCNTRlJ RGAS 
COMMON JRCNTRlJ ROCP 
COMMON !RONTRl! RSOIST 
COMMON JRCNTRlJ SOAV 
COMMON IRCNTRll SEASON 
COMMON IRCNTRl! SIGE (25) 
COMMON !RCNTRl! SINO 
COMMON fRONTRl! SOLS 
COMMON IRONTRL! T5TO 
COMMON !RCNTRl! PlEVS (25) 
COMMON !RCNTRl! HEATW 
COMMON !RCNTRl! HEATI 
COMMON !RCNTRl! EPS 
COMMON !RCNTRl! EPSFAC 
COMMON !RCNTRll CAL TO'" 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ PZERO 
EQUIVALENCE 
REAL 
(RCO,RCf 1) I 
RCa. RC(200) 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
======================= COMMON !IDPARM! II.IUMP 
COMt,ON /IDPARM! IDSP02 
COMMON IIOPARM! INCE)! 
COMMON !IDPARM! IROO 
COMMON IIOPARM! dC 
COMMON IICPARMI ~E 
COMMON !IDPARMI dP 
COMMON IIOPARMI KSTEP 
COMMON !IDPARM! MJ 
COMMON !IUPARM! NHMSI 
COMMON !IDPAR"'! NVMD1 








COMMON !lDPARMI FILTER (46) 
COMMON !lDPARMI ITAPE 







REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
==================== COMMON !ROPARM! AOlOP 
COMMON !ROPARM! CON1 
COMMON IROPARM! CON10T 
COMMON IRDPARM! CON2 
COMMON !ROPARM! CON2DT 
COMM-ON IROPARM! CON3 
COMMON !ROPARMI CON3DT 
COMMON !ROPARM! cor~4 
COMMON !ROPARM! CON4DT 
COMMON /ROPARM! CONS 
COMMON !ROPARM! COSl (46) 
COMMON /RDPARM! COSlON (72) 
COMMON !RDPARM! CPD~ 
COMMON !ROPARMI DXP (46) 
CDrJlMON IROPARMJ OKVP (46) 
COMfJlON IROPARM! CVP (46) 
COMMON IRoPARM! FCORlS {46t 
COMMON !RoPARM! Fl0T 
COMMON !RDPARMI F20T 
COMMON IROPARM! HIDT 
COMMON JROPARM! H20T 
---'.~-,' ;.",-,-~,.~--~~.-I@ 
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COMrllON IRDPARM/ PKSTD 
COMr.mN IROPARMI PKTOP 
COMMON /RDPARM! RLAT (461 
COMMON /RDPARMI RLATo (4S1 
COMMON IRDPARM! RoepOT 
COMMON !ROPARMI ROOPP1 
COMMON tROPARM! SGNP '2) 
COMMON IROPARMI SINl (46) 
cor.'MON /RDPARMI SINtON 1721 
COMr.,ON I ROPARMI THSTD 
COMf\.,ON tRDPARM.' THSTD2 
COMMON IRDP/I,RM.' WS/I,VE 11591 
COMMON IRDPARMI OSIG (91 
COMMON IRDPARMI SIG (9) 
COMMON IRDPARMI DSIGINV (91 





























































(7 f2B. 1 , 
17128,1 ) 
11128.1' 
172.99. I , 
(72.9. f1.tt (72,9.1 t. I ) 
{72,9.1t,I} 
(7',9,1 f, 1) 
172.9,1 T, 11 
(OPROG(I. t.f.II,PHIS 1'.1)1 
lQPROGf" 2.1.1I,SMTH '1,1), 
IOPROG{I,3.I,ll,ALBEDO!1.')' {QPROG ( 1, 4, 1 , 1 , ,GT ( t , 1 ) J 
(QPROG ( I, 5. I, " ,GW ( t , 1 ) , 
(QPRDG ( t, 6. 1 • 1) • T5 f 1 , I) ) 
(QPROG ( 1, 7, 1 , 1 ) ,SHS ( 1 , 1 , ) 
(QPROG ( f, 8. 1. t ) ,P I 1 , I I 1 ) ) 
{QPROG{ 1 , 1, 2. 1 I ,U ( 1 • 1. 1 • 1 ) , 
fQPROG(f,I,4.1I.V (t,1.1,IH 
(QPROGfl,I,6.lI,T {1.1.1.T}} 
(QPROG ( f • '. B. T) • SH (1, 1 • 1 , 1 I I 
fOPROG( 1,1. IO.II,PHI' 1 ,1,1,1) I 






IQANOQTI QSDIAG(72 ,15,461 
IQSOIAGf72 .15,46) 
fOSOtAG.IOSDIAG) 
IQANDOTI OUDIAGt72.9, 5,46) 
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C POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
VOPOLES 3 
COM~'ON IQPOLESI PPI2.2} VQ
POLES 4 
COMr,'ON iQPOLES/ UP(S.2.2} VQPO
LES 5 
COMMON IOPOLESf VP(9.2.2J VQPOLES 
G 
COMMON IQPOLES/ TP(9.2,21 VQPOL
ES 7 
COMMON IQPOLES/ SHPf9.2.2} VOPOLES 
8 




C • • 
VMNTHLV 2 
C ~ONTHLV DATA FIELDS 
VMUTHlV 3 
COMMON /MNTHL V I TOPOG2 (72. 46.2) • VMNTHL V 4 
oS GYJ2(72,4B.2), V~.'NTHLV 5 
11 ALB002(72,4G.2) VMNTHLV 6 
DIMENSION TOPOG1C72.4S', 
vMtHHLV 1 
oS G\'I1(72,46I, VMfolTHLV 8 
8 ALBD01 f12 ,46) 
Vr.'INTHLY 9 
EQUIVALENCE fTOPOGlfl.I},TOPOG2(I,I,I.' VMNTHLV 10 
EQUIVALENCE (GWI' 1,1» ,GW21 1,1,1}» VMNTHL" 11 
EQUIVALENCE (ALBOOI C 1.1) ,ALBOC21 t ,1.1)' vrJlNTHLY 12 
DATA LUSST/41/, LUGW/42/. LUALBj431 VDAILV 2t 
DATA MONSST/O/, MONGW/O/. MONALB/ol 
VOAILY 22 






C···· CYBER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT IOQ VSEGo
ES 4 




C CORRECT GLOBAL MEAN SURFACE PRESSURE 
VDAILV 25 
DEL TAP = PIMEAN - PMEhNfNB' 
VDAILY 26 
00 40 d=2,,J'" VOAILV
 27 
INC = IdUMPI,J) VOAIlV 28 
DO 40 1=1. 1M, INC VDAILV
 29 
Plr,Ne,JI -= P(I:NB,d) ~ DELTA? VDAILY 30 
40 CONTINUE 
VDAILV 31 
PPCNB,I) = PPINB.l) ~ DEL TAP VOAILV 32 
PPfNB,2) = ppfNB.2. + DEL TAP VDAIlV 33 








IF (NHMS.LT.2400001 GO TO GO VDAIlV 38 
NHMS = NHMS - 240000 
VCAILV 39 
NYMO = INCVMD(NYMD) VCAILV 40 
NDAV = NOAV ~ 1 
VOAILV 4, 
IF IMOO£NVMD.10000).EQ.Ol01) NDAV ~ VDAILV 42 
NMON = MOOINYMO,fOOOO)/IOO VDAIlY 43 
NOAT = MOOCNVMD, 100) V
OAILV 44 
FCfl.T2 = MODe 15"'NDAT~l.30) 130. 
VOAILV 45 
FOATt = 1, - FOAT2 
VoAILV 46 
NMO~' = NMON 
VOAIlV 47 
IF INOAT.lE.1S. NMONI = MOO{NMON''''fO.12) ... t VOAIlV 4S 
NMON2 = MOOINMON1. 12) ... 
VDAILV 49 
MOf = MOD(NMONt,2} ~ 1 VoAIlY 50 








FDAV = NDAV 
VCAILV 55 
SEASON = (FDAV-SOLSI/OAVSPV VOAILY 56 
015T = (FDAV~APHEL)/OAYSPV 
VOAILY 57 
DEC = DECMAX·COSI2.·PI·SEASON) VDAIlV SB 
RSDIST = (1.~ECCN·COS(2.·PI·OIST')·~2 
VOAILY 59 
SINO e SIN(DEC' VDAILV 60 
COSO = C05(DEC) VDAILY 6' 
C 
VDAtLV 62 




LU = LUSST 
VDAILV 65 
GO TO ("0,1601, KLISST VDAILY 66 
GO TO 200 VDAILV
 67 
1 10 CONT Ir~UE 

































































































, \ , \, \ ' 
IF (NMON.EQ.MONSSTt GO TO 200 CALL RoeLl CLUSST.NMON.TOPOGI.~NP·IM.&900) MONSST :: NMON 
DO 130 J=dSP,JNP I NO " I iJUMP hI) 
00130 1:::ii1,IM,INC C COR~ECT ONLY SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURES IF (TOPOGt hI, [) .lE.a.) GO TO 130 GTft,d) = TOPOG1{J,I) 130 CONTINUE 
GO TO 200 C INTERPOLATE BeTweEN MONTHS 160 CONTINUE IF IMONSST.EQ.O) BCAll RDClI (lUSST. NMON 1. TOPOG2 ( I • 1 ,MOl) . .JNrh 1M. 8900) IF fNMON2.EQ.MONSST) GO TO 180 CALL RDCll (LUSST,NMON2.TOPOG2(1.I.M021 • ..JNP"IM.&9001 MoNSST = NMON2 180 CONTINUE 
DO 190 ..J=..JSP.JNP INC = IJUMPc..J) 
DO '90 I=',IM,INC C CORRECT ONLY SEA-SURFACE TEMpERATURES IF 'SIGNfl •• TOPOG2(.J,I,MOI))~SlON(I. ,TOPOG2(..J.I,M02)~) 183 caNT I NUE GTrI,J) = AMAX1(TOPOG2(.J.I,MOfl,TQPOG2(.J,I,M02)1 GO TO 190 185 cotHINUE GTel • .J) = FDATI·TOPOG2(J,I.M01) ~ FOAT2"TOPOG2(.J,I,M02J 190 CONTINUE C * ... 
C ADJUST GROUND WETNESS FIELD 200 CONTINUE LU = LUGW 
GO TO (210,260), KlIGW GO TO 300 210 CONTINUE 
IF CNMON.EQ.MONGWI GO TO 300 CALL RDCLI (lUGW.NMON,GWI,JNP*IM.&900) MONGW = NMON 
00 230 ..J=.JSP,JNP iNC = I..JUMP(J) 
CD 230 I=I,IM,INC GW(I • ..J) = GWI(J,I) 230 CONTINUE 
GO TO 300 C INTERPOLATE BETWEEN MONTHS 260 CONTINUE IF IMONGW.EQ.O) SCALL RDClI (LUGW,NMONI.GW2( " I,MOt) ,..J'Np·IM,8900) IF (NMON2.EQ.MONGW) GO TO 280 CALL RDCLI (LUGW,NMON2,GW2(1,1,M02) • ..JNP*IM,&900) MONGW = NMON2 280 CONTINUE 
DO 290 ..J=..JSP,..JNP INC = IJUMPhJ) 
00290 I=I,tM,INC GW(I.J' = FDAT'.GW2(J,I.MOI) ~ FDA72*GW2(J,I,M02J 290 CONTINUE C • * .. 
C ADJUST ALBEDO FIELD 300 CONTINUE LU = LUALB 
GO TO (310,3S0), ~llAlB GO TO 400 310 CONTiNUE IF (NMON.EQ.MONALSJ GO TO 400 CALL RDClI (LUALB.NMON.AlBQOI.JNp·IM.&900, MONALB = NMON 
DO 330 J=..JSP,JNP INC = IJUMP(J) 



















































































































































































































ALBEDO(I.J) = ALBD01(J.l) 
330 CONT I NUE 
GO TO·400 
C INTERPOLATE BeTweEN MONTHS 
360 CONTINUE 
IF eMoNALB.EQ.OJ 
&CALL RDClI (LUALB,NMONt,ALBD02(1.1.MO'J,JNP*JM.&900) 
IF (NMON2.EQ.MoNALB) GO TO 380 
CALL ROCLI tLUALB,NMON2.ALSD02fl.1.M02',JNP-IM.89DO) 
MONALB ;: NMON2 
380 CONTINUE 
DO 390 J=JSP,JNP 
INC;: IJUMPhJ} 
00390 t=1.IM,lNC 







C ERROR IN READING CLIMATE DATASET 
900 CONTINUE 
WRITE (3.6900) LU 
RETURN 1 





C'OGLOBAL MEAN PRESSURE',F10.4,BX. 
, PRESSURE ADDeo . ,F10.4) 
('oERROR IN READING CLIMATE DATASET ON UNIT' .141 




\10 334 332 
130 343 33B 340 341 
160 345 332 
180 350 347 
183 355 354 
185 35B 354 
190 360 351 353 354 357 
200 361 333 335 344 
210 365 363 
230 373 369 371 
260 375 363 
280 380 317 
290 3B5 3Bl 3B3 
300 3B6 364 366 374 
310 390 3BB 
330 39B 394 396 
360 400 3BB 
3BO 405 402 
390 410 406 40B 
40 303 299 301 
400 4\1 3B9 391 399 
50 307 
60 322 30B 
6040 41& 30. 
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I 
APHEL ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE .57 325 
ATIME ceNTRl CHAR·9 SIMPLE 4 .7 
BETA RONTRl REAL SIMPLE '58 
CAL TO.) ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '96 
CC ceNTRl CHAR"-S ARRAY .< .5 
ceo CCNnll CHAR"S SIMPLE 2 .4 '5 




CCSPOG CONTRl CHAR'"a SIMPLE 7 20 
CCSP07 CONTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE ~ 2' 
r. ccspoe CONTRl ,CHAR·S SIMPLE 9 22 
! CONI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 CON lOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2.9 
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 22' 
eON3 ROPARM RE/l.l SIMPLE 222 
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 
CON4 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 22. 
CON40T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
CONS ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
COSO RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE '59 329/5 
COSt RDPARM REAL ARRAY 227 
COSLON ROPARM REAL ARRAY 228 
CP RONTRl REAL SIMPLE '60 
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 
CQS CeNTRl CHAR·S ARRAY .2 25 
eou CCNTRL CHAR'"S ARRAV '3 26 
DAILY SUBROUTINE • DAVSPY ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 16. 32. 325 
DEC ReNTAL REAL SIMDLE 16~ 326;5 328 329 
DECMAX ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE .63 326 
~l DEL TAP REAL SIMPLE 298/S 302 30. 305 306/1'1 
015T RONTRl REAL SIMPLE f64 325/5 327 
\\~ OLAT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f65 00 OLON RONTRL REAL SIMPLE f66 DSIG ROPARM REAL ARRAY 250 "I'l::a 
DSIGINV ROPARM REAL ARRAY 252 
"Iljii .~ Dr ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f67 DXP ROPARUI REAL ARRAV 230 O-=: 
, DXVP RDPARM REAL ARRAY a3f 0;1:> 
, DYP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 232 ;tI.-) eCCN RONTAl REAL SIMPLE 'S8 327 EPS RcrllTRL REAL SIMPLE .94 g;g EPSFAC ReNTRl nEAL SIMPLE .95 i· F1DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 23. ;l:>G) '~ F20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 Cr<! FCORLS ROPARM REAL ARRA\" 233 FOAT! REAL SIMPLE 316i5 359 38. .09 ~«i 
.J, fOAT2 REAL SIMPLE 315/5 3.6 359 384 .09 FOAV REAL SIMPLE 323/5 32. 325 , FILTER LDPARM lOGICAL ARRAY 2ff 2f4 
11 GNU1 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f69 
GNU2 ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE f70 
i GRAV RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE f 7 f OT QANDOT REAL ARRAY 257 270 342/S 3515/5 359/S 
OW QANDQT REAL ARRAV 258 27' 372/S 384;S 
GWf MNTHLV REAL ARRAY 29. 293 367 372 
GW2 MNTHLV REAL ARRAV 290 293 376 378 38· 384 
H10T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
H2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 
HEATI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE '93 
HEATW ~CNTRl REAL SIMPLE .92 
I INTEGER SIMPLE 301/C 302 302 340/C 34' 342 342 353/C 35. 354 356 
356 356 359 359 359 37 tiC 372 372 3e3 l C 2S4 384 
38. 39G/C 397 397 408/C .09 409 .09 
IBLKSIZ ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
Ie lCNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 95 96 
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 3' 32 33 34 35 36 37 
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49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59b 60 61 62 63 64 65 86 87 08 89 70 71 72 73 74 75 78 77 78 , I I CSPS3 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 IDIABAT reNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 I IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 20. 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 
Ii 
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 20' 
rEFLUX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 IFUSION reNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 IHFlUX reNTRl INTEGER UNI<NOWN 83 IICLOUO reNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 8B IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 200 300 339 352 370 382 395 407 il 1M reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 30. 336 340 346 348 353 367 37' 378 378 383 392 396 40' 403 408 IM02 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 IMD2P1 reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 INC iNTEGER SIMPLE 300/5 301 339/5 3AO 352;5 353 370;5 37. 382:5 383 395 396 407/5 408 INDEX IDpARr.' INTEGEq lUlRAV 202 IOMEGA reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 9' IPREACC reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 8' IPRECON reNTRl INTEGER UNKNO'JIN 82 loS reNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 77 79 80 81 82 83 84 B5 eG 87 88 89 90 
00 
IOSDIAG OANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 28' 282 IOU reNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 78 91 92 93 94 ...,,~ IRAOlW ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
"Oi5 IRAOlWG reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 O 2 Ji lRADSW lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 IRAOSWG ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 O~ , I IROO I DPAR,.. INTEGER SIMPLE 203 ;;aF ,~ : I TAP'=. LDFARM lOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
<0"\3 
lit! ITMAX rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
': ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNDWN 79 C::::. .; IUFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 ~':.' [;--:iJ ,~: IVFLUX lCNTRL INTEGER UNKI\IOVm 90 !:: r:~ J INTEGER SIMPLE 299/C 300 302 302 338.1C 339 341 342 342 351/C 352 
""'= 
! if 354 354 356 356 056 359 359 359 369/C 370 372 ~ ~ r!iJ I ' 372 381/C 382 :l84 :':84 384 394/C 395 397 397 40G t 407 409 409 409 , ' JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 204 r I 
". IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 205 
',1,1 "'C CCNTRL CHAR+S SIMPLE 5 .8 "M rCNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 299 ill tJMD2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 tJMT2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 34 I ; "NP rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 35 33G 33B 346 348 351 367 3G9 37~ 378 38' I 392 394 401 403 40G :, I "04 ICNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 3G "OB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 l'; J08 CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE G .9 JP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 20G 
"SP rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3S 338 35 t 3159 381 394 40G KLIAL8 lCNTRl INTEGFR SIMPLE 39 3BS KLIGW rCNTRl If HEGER SIMPLE 40 353 I{lI SST rCNTRI, INTEGER SIMPLE 41 332 KS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE. 42 KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 KU IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 \ LC LCNTR-!.. LOGICAL ARRAY 154 155 Leo lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 .55 I LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 98 99 100 '0 I .02 103 '04 105 lOG .07 L 108 109 LDIASAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 , lOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 , LEFLUK lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 143 , 
lFUSION LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 1IG 144 LHFlUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 11. 142 
il 
llCLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 
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LOGBR tONTi'lL INTEGER SIMPLE 44 
LOt.t1EGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 '50 
lPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 '40 
lPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 t4t 
LOS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV t08 110 11t 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 
t20 t 2 t t36 
LQU lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY t09 t22 t 23 t24 t25 t37 
tRAOLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOYJr.1 t25 153 
LRAOLVIG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNltNOV,t.,1 "8 t46 
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN t24 t52 
lRAOSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI{NOVIN 117 t45 
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 11 t t39 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 t38 
LU INTEGER SIMPLE 331/5 362/5 387/5 414/W 
LUALB INTEGER SIMPLE 29511 387 392 40t 403 
LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN t20 t48 
lUGW INTEGER SIMPLE 295/1 362 367 316 318 Lussr INTEGER SIMPLE 295ft 33t 336 346 348 
lVFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWr.I t 2 t t49 
MATIN ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
, MATSNX reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 46 , MATSUN rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 47 ! MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 208 , , 
MLF rCNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 49 00 
MNTHlV INTEc;ER UNKNOWN 290 "TI;:a 
MOt INTEGER SIMPLE 320/5 346 354 356 359 316 3B4 40t 409 ~ffi M02 INTEGER SIMPLE 321/5 34a 354 356 359 378 31:4 403 409 MONAlB INTEGER SIMPLE 296/1 39t 393/5 401 402 404/5 0:2 MONGW INTEGER SIMPLE 296/1 366 3S8/5 Si6 317 379/5 
NlONSST INTEGER SIMPLE 296/1 335 337/S 346 3.7 349/5 ;oi!! MRce IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
i MSM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 5t ,o'tl 
, NB rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 298 302 302 304 304 305 305 c:> NO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 je~ (t NDAlT reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 NDAT INTEGER SIMPLE 314/5 3t5 31a NOAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 311/5 311 312/5 323 ~@l ~ NDHOG IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 16 NDOUT !CNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 NOPHY IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 , NORSW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPlE 3t 
NOSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE sa 
NOT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NI-IMS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 308 309/S 309 [~ NHMSO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 62 NI-lMS1 IDPARr~ INTEGER SIMPLE 209 NHMSE IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 6t 
I NKRSH ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 NLAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 
NlAVfJl1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
NLAVP1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 I! NMlEV IeNTRl I~JTEGER SIMPLE 15 
NMON INTEGER SIMPLE 313/5 3t1 335 336 331 366 367 368 39t 392 393 
NMON1 INTEGER SIMPLE 317/S 31B/5 3t8 3t9 32'0 346 376 'Ot 
NMON2 INTEGER SIMPLE 319/S 321 341 348 349 377 378 379 402 403 404 
NSDAV ICNTR!. INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
NSEQ ICNTRL unEG~ft SIMPLE 67 
NSTEP I CNTRl INTeGEit SIMPLE 69 
NVMD ICNTRL tNrEG(:~ SIMPLE 1 t 310/S 3tO 3t2 313 3t. 
NVMOO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 13 
NVf./I01 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 2tO 
NVMOE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 12 
NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 
OMEGA2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE t12 
P QANDQT REAL ARRAV 26t 274 302/5 302 
PHI OAfJOQT REAL ARRAV 2e6 279 
PHIP QPOlES REAL ARRAV 289 
PHIS QANOQT REAL ARRAV 25' 267 
"" 
PI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE t73 326 327 
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PI2 ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175 i. PIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 117 29B 30GiW !( PKSTO ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 PKTOP RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 PlEVS ReNTRl REAL ARRAV 191 ,. PP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 28. 304/5 30. , il PSMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 
" 
PSMIN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 , PSTC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 PTOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 PZERD ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 197 QALT lcNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 QANOQT REAL UNKNOWN 253 280 283 QSEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 !i QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 QOUT LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPHV LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 QPOLES REAL UNKNOWN 28. 285 286 .. QPROG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253 267 268 , , 277 278 279 ; I QRSH LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 f35 QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 13' ; i QSOIAG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 280 292 QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 10' 132 ~ ; QUDIAG QANDQT REAL ARRAV 283 :'1 RADE RcNTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 . ! RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 198 199 
':i RCO RCNTRL REAL SlMPLE 156 198 199 RCNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 156 157 158 167 168 169 
178 179 180 IB9 190 191 ROPARM REAL UNJ(N'.:JWN 217 21B 2.9 22B 229 230 239 2.0 2" 250 251 252 RGAS RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 182 RLAT RDPARM REAL Ar,RAV 240 
" 
RLATD ROPARM REAL ARRAY 24. '1 ROCP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 183 
r 
ROCPOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 ROCPP1 RDPARPl REAL SIMPLE 2<3 1 RSOIST ReNTRl PEAL SIMPLE lB' 327/S • SDAV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE las ;, 
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341 342 
348 354 354 356 356 359 
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INTRINSIC 356 
INTRINSIC 326 327 329 
FUNCTION 310 
INTRINSIC 312 313 31. 315 3'8 
FUNCTION 298 
SUBROUTINE 336 346 348 367 376 
INTRINSIC 354 354 
INTRINSIC 328 
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c~ •• • •••• • ••••••••••••• •• •• ~*··· ... ····.···········.····················VOEFALT 2 C VDEFAL T 3 C SUBROUTINE DEFAt T 
VOEFAl T 4 C 
VDEFAl T 5 C PURPOSE 
VOEF~LT 6 C FILLS CONTROL BLOCKS ICeNTRl!. /leNTRl/. ILCNTRll AND fRCNTRl/ VOEFALT 7 C VIITH DEFAULT VALUES BEFORE READING NAMELIST BINPUTZ AND ArTER VOEFALT 8 C THE INITIAL CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN READ FROM UNIT 12. THE DEFAULT VOEFAtT 9 C VhLUES FOR THE HIGH LATITUOE FI!.TER DAMPING COEFFJCJeNiS ARE VOEFAlT 10 C ALSO PLAceD IN ARRAV SMTH BY THIS SUBROUTINE. VOEFALT 11 C 
VOEFAL T f2 C USAGE 
VOEFALT f3 C CALLED BY SUBROUTINE INPUT VDEFAlT 14 C 
VDEFAL T 15 (' INPUTIOUTPuT FILES USED VOEFAL T 16 C NON~ 
voEFAlT 17 C 
VOEFAl T 1a C DESCRI pTlON OF PARAMETERS VoEFAl T 19 C NO ARGUMENTS 
VOEFAl T 20 C 
VOEFAL T 21 C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VDeFAl T 22 C PMEAN,MODYMO,MOOHMS.AcoS,eOS,sIN vOEFAlT 23 C 
VOEFALT 24 C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS VDEFALT 25 C ?O/l,TE? ?PROGRAMMER? ?OESCRIPTION OF MOO[F[CAiIONS? VOEFAlT 26 C 0911UN83 JIM PF. P.E -ORGANI ZA nON AND DOCUMENT AT ION VDEFAL T 27 C 2ltJUL83 JIM PF. INITIALIZATION OF COS,COU.I~S ETC. VDEFALT 28 C 
VDEFAL T 29 C REMARKS: 
VOEFAlT 30 C t 1) THE VAR I ABLES 1108, 1M. 11M. lOGeR. N8, NO. NlAY. NYMD. NHMS VOEFAl T 31 C AND PTOP ARE THE ONLY ONES USED FROM THE HEADER RECORD OF VOEFALT 32 e THE INITIAL CONDITIONS DATA SET. VQEFfJ.lT 33 C 
VcEFAl T 34 C~···+····*·+··*················~·········*······*······················VOEFALT 35 c~ M! A - COM S I G MAD A T A INC. N A SAG S F C -VDEFAlT 36 c·····································.·································VDEFALT 37 C 
VDEFALT 38 SUBROUTIrJE DEFAl T VOEFAL T 39 C 
VOEFAL T 40 c~·················*········.········.········.·························VOEFAlT 41 C 
VOEFAt T 42 C 
VCNTRl 2 C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRL 3 C ================================================== VCNTQt 4 COMMON /CCNTRll CCO VCNTRl 5 COMMON ICCrnRll AOATE VCNTRl 6 COMMON ICCNTRll ATIME VeNTRl 7 COMMON !CCNTRll JIC VCNTl:tL 8 COMMON ICCNTRl! JOB VCNrRl 9 COMMON ;CCNTRl/ CCSP06 VCNTRL 10 COMMON /CONTRLI CCSP01 VCNTRl 1, COMMON ICCNTRL: CCSP08 
vcrHRl 12 COM\IION ICCNTRll VEn VCNTRL 13 COMMON ICCNTRll XlABEL r10' 
vcrnRl 14 COMMON ICCNTRll cos (3D) VC"JTRL 15 COMMON (CONfRtl COU f 10) 
vernRl 16 C 
VCNTRl f 7 EOUIVALENCE (CeO,CCft)' 
verHAl18 eHARACTER.a eco, CCf200J VCNTRl 19 CHAR.e.eTER*S ADATE VCNTRl 20 CHARACTER*S ATtME 
veNTRL 21 CHARACTER'*S dIe 
veNTRl 22 CHARACTER~a ..r08 VCfHRl 23 CHARACTER·a CCSP06 VCNTRL 24 CHARJ\CTER*S CCSP07 VCNTRL 25 CHARACTER·S ccspoa VCNTRl 26 CHARACTER-a VER VCNTRl 27 CHARACTER· S XLABEL 
veNTRl 28 CHARACTER"B CQS 
vcrHRl 29 CHARACTER"S CQU 
vernRl 30 C 
VCl'nRl 31 
li t.".,.f>i\- -:c~-;'- ,.,=.,-,,,"c.'~'~"" ,~x .. ~~~'"~."~_ 
f~ ~.w ... . >~.;;;::';'--:-.i.o_ _.::~~ 
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C INTEGeR MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV ReCORD 
C e=:============================================= 
COMMON 'ICNTRLI ICO 
COMMON IICNTRL/ 1M 
COMMON IICNTRL/ IMD2 
COMMON IlCNTRLI IMD2P1 
COMMON !lONTRtl NDRSW 
COMMON /IeNTRl! oJM 
COMMON /lCNTRtl oJMD2 
COMMON /tCNTRLI oJMT2 
COMMON /ICNTRLI JNP 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ 0104 
coMMON fteNTRll JOB 
coMMON /ICNTRLI JSP 
COMMON IICNTRLI KLIALS 
COMMON fIONTRll KLIGW 
COMMON frCNTRLI KLISST 
COMMON IICNTRLI KS 
COMMON !ICNTRl! KU 
COMMON !IeNTRL! LOG8R 
COMMON IIeNTRll MATIN 
COMMON IleNTRll MATSNX 
COMMON IICNTRll MATSUN 
COrJlMON IleNTRll MLF ( 12) 
COMMON IIeNTRll MROO 
COMMON IICNTRll NKRSH 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ MSM 
COMMON /ICNTRll NB 
COMMON /ICNTRll NO 
COMMON nCNTRll NOAlT 
COMMON IICNTRll NOAV 
COMMON IJCNTRl/ NOOUT 
COMMON /I CNTRL I NDPHV 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDSHF 
COMMON IICNTRl! NOT 
COMMON IICNTRl! NHMS 
COMMON !ICNTRLf NHMSE 
COMMON flCNTRll NHf~SO 
CQf.,MON IIeNTRLI NLAY 
COMMON fICNTRl! NLAYMl 
COMrJlON f IeNTRlf NLAYP I 
COMMON fICNTRll NSDAV 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NSEQ 
COMmON frCNTRlf rCSP53 
COMMON IICNTRLf NSTEP 
COMMON IrCNTAl! I8lKSIZ 
COMMON fICNTRLI NVMD 
COMMON ItCNTn!.1 NYMOE 
COMMON fICNTRl/ NVMDO 
COMMON /rCNTRll NZINIT 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NMlEV 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NO HOG 
COMMON IIeNTRll IQS (301 
COMMON IICNTRll lQU ( 10' 
C 
EQUIVALENCE {I rrJllN ,IOS( 111 
EQUIVALENCE { I TrJlAX .IQSt 211 
EOUIVALENCE ( IPREACC .IOS( 311 
EQUIVALENCE ( IPRECON .IQS! 411 
EQUIVALENCE ( IHFlUX • lOst 511 
EQUIVALENCE ( IEFlUX ~IQS( 611 
EQUIVALENCE ( IFUSION .IQS! 711 
EQUIVALENCE (IRAOSWG .IQS( 811 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRADLWG .IQSt 911 
EQUIVALENCE (iICLOUD ,IQS(10}) 
EQUIVALENCE ( lUFt-Ur. ,105(11)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IVFlUX • IQSI 12}) 
C 
EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA ,Ioue 11) 
EQUIVALENCE (IOIABAT .IQU( 211 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSW ,IOU{ 311 
.. '. ~"", 
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i il !:® L .?,~" 
00094 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOLW ,lOU( 
." 
C 
00095 EQUIVALENce fICO,IOIO) 
00096 INTEGER lCO. lC(200) 
C 
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORO 
C ================================================ 
00097 COMMON ILeNTAl! lCO 
00098 COMMON ILeNTRl/ QALT 
00099 COMMON ILeNTRll QBEG 
00100 COMMON ILeNTAll QDAV 
00101 COWJlaN ILeNTRll QENO 
00102 COMMON ILeNTRll oOUT 
00103 COMmON ILeNTRl! QPHY 
00104 COMMON /lCNTRLI QSHF 
00105 COf.'MON ILCNTRLI SN2FLG 
00106 COMMON ILeNTRl! QRSW 
00107 COMMON ILeNTRll QRSH 
00108 COM~JlON ILeNTALI LQS (30) 
00109 COMMON ILeNTRll toUel0} 
c 
001TO EQUIVALENce (LTMIN .LOSt 1}) 
00111 EQUIVALENCE {LTMAX .LOSt 211 
00112 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQse 3" 00113 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LQS( 4" 00114 EOUIVALENCE (LHFLUJC .LQS( 5) ) 
00115 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX ,LQSe 6)} 
00116 EOUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LOS( 7}} 
00117 EQUiVALENCE (LRAOSWG ,LQS( 8) ) 
00 lIS EQUIVALENCE ILRAOlWG .LOSt 9}} 
00119 EQUIVALENCE (lICI.-OUO ,LOS(10)) 
00120 EQUIVALENCE (lUFLUJC ,LOS(11)) 
00121 EQUIVALENCE CLVFLVX ,Lose 12») 
c 
00122 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA .lOUt 1}) 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LOIASAT .LQUI 211 
00124 f'QUIVALENCE (LRADSW .LOUt 31) 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOlW .LQUf .)} 
C 
00126 LOGICAL QALT 
00121 LOGICAL OSEG 
00128 LOGICAL QOAV 
00129 LOGICAL QEND 
00130 lOGICAL QOUT 
00131 LOGICAL QPHV 
00132 LOGICAL QSHF 
00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG 
00134 LOGICAL QRS\Y 
00135 LOGICAL QRSH 
C 
00136 LOGICAL LQS 
00137 LOGICAL LQU 
00138 LOGICAL lTMIN 
00139 lOGICAL LTMAJC 
00140 lOGICAL LPREACO 
00141 LOGICAL LPRECDrJ 
00142 LOGICAL LHFLUX 
00143 LOGICAL lEFLUX 
00f44 lOGICAL LFUSION 
00145 LOGICAL LRADSVlG 
0014G LOGICAL LRADlWG 
00147 LOGICAL LICLOUD 
00148 LOGICAL LUFLUX 
00149 LOGICAL LVFlUJC 
C 
00150 LOGICAL LOMEGA 
00151 LOGICAL lDIABAT 
00152 lOGICAL lRADSW 
00153 LOGICAL lRADlW 
C 
00154 EQUIVALENCE (lCO.LCI 1) I 

































veNTAl 133 Cc VCNTAl 134 
:::i veNTRl 135 VCNTAl 136 VeNTRL 137 g~ VCNTRl 138 
VCNTRl 139 :o:iS vernRl 140 F. VCNTRl 141 
.o'Zl VCNTAl 142 
VCNTRL 143 C;5 
VCNTRl '44 ~~ VCNTRl 145 Ct::iJ VCNTRl '46 ;l veNTRl 147 = 
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00155 LOGICAL LCO, LO'2001 
C 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETEns SAVEO O~ HISTORY RECORD 
c ============================================= 
O'll56 COMMON IRCNTRl! RCO 
-00157 COMMON IReNTRl/ APHEL 
00158 COMMON IRONTRll BETA 
00159 COMMON IReNTRll COSO 
00160 COMMON /RCNT01LI CP 
00t61 COMMON IRONTAl/ OAVSPV 
00162 COMMON IRONTRl! DEC 
00t63 COMMON fRONTRl/ OECMAX 
00164 COMMON IRONTRll OI5T 
00165 COMMON IRCNTRL/ OLAT 
00166 COMMON IRONTRll OlON 
00167 COMMON /RONTRl/ oT 
0016S COMMON IRCNTAll EceN 
00169 CO,,""110N IReNTRl! GNU1 
00170 COMMON /RCNTRll GNU2 
00171 CQfJlMON IRCNTRl! GRAV 
00172 COMMON IRCNTRl/ OMEGA2 
00173 COMMON IReNTRll p, 
00174 COMMQflJ /ReNTRl/ PI180 
00175 COMMON !RCNTRll 1'12 
00176 COMMON IRCNTRl! PSTO 
00177 COMtJlON /RCNTRl! PIfJlEAN 
00178 COMMON /RCNTRL! PSMAX 
00179 COMrJlON /RCNTRl! PSMIN 
00180 COMMON /RCNTRl! PTOP 
00181 COMMON !RONTRl! RAOE 
00182 COn,UIION /RCNTRl! RGAS 
OQ183 COMl\mN /RCNTRLI ROCP 
00184 COMrJlON !RCNTRL/ RSOIST 
00185 COMMON /RCNTRl! SOAV 
00186 cmUIION /RONTRl! SEASON 
DOIS7 COMMON IReNTRL! SIGE c 251 
oOles COMMON /RONTRl! SINO 
00189 COMrJlCN /RCNTRll SOLS 
00190 COMMON /ReNTAll "STD 
00191 COMMON IRCNTRl! PlEVS { ~5.l 
00192 COMMON !RCNTRll HEATW 
00193 COMMON !RONTRl/ HEATI 
00194 OOMrJlON IRONTRll EPS 
00195 COMMON !RCNTRl! EPSFAC 
00196 COMrJlON IRCNTRl! CAL TOJ 
00197 COMMON !RONTRl! PZERO 
C 
0019B EQUIVALENCE (RCO. RC ( I , ) 
00~99 REAL RCO, RC(2001 
C 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
C =~=============Q======= 
00200 COMMON !IOPARfJll IJUMP (46) 
00201 COMMON IIOPARM! IOSP02 
00202 COM~I'ON IIDPARM! INDEX (72 ) 
00203 COMMON !IOPARMI IROO 
00204 COMMON /IOPARM! JC (46J 
00205 COMMorJ / IOPARM! JE 121 
0020~ COMMON /IOP4RM! JP (2.21 
002(,-: CDrJlMON ! I DPARM! KSTEP 
002(>(( COMrJlON IIDPARMI MJ (46) 
00209 COMMON !IDPARMI NHMSI 
00210 COMMON /tOPARM! NVMDI 
C 
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
C ::Q==================== 
00211 COMrllON ILOPARM! FILTER (46) 
00212 COMrllON !LDPARMI ITAPE 
00213 ''::OI\llMON !lDPARM! START 
C 
00214 LOGICAL FItTER 
-,--~ -,---::::--:'" --- ,;;:-:::,'"::::;::-::-:-;-' 
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~ VONTRL 17. 




























VONTRl 203 00 VCNTRl 204 
"<1;0 VCNTRl 205 
VCNTRl 206 '1Je 
veNTAl 207 02 vcrnRl 20S 
veNTRl 209 0> 
VCTIITRL 210 ::ar-
VCNTRl 211 
.0"17 VCNTRl 212 
veNTRl 213 C;I:> 
VCNTRl 214 f!~ VCNTRL 215 
VCNTRL 216 
VCNTRl 217 ~ r.' 



































































































































REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 










































































WSAVE { 159' 
DSIG 191 
SIG j 91 
OSIGINV 191 
IDENTIFVING LABELS OF MODEL RESTART RECORD QUANTITIES 
COMMON 
CHARACTER*S 
ICOROERI KORDSI24I,KORDU. 151 
)tORDS .J<ORDU 
IDENTIFYItJG LABELS OF MODEL HISTORY RECORD QUANTI TIES 
===================================================== COMMON 
CHARACTER"S 
ICORDERI xs,o. 123) • XUA ( 10 J 
.XUA KSA 
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DIMENSION GT 17128.1) VOANDQT 20 
DIMENSION GW 17'28,11 VOflNDQT 21 
DIMENSION is 17128,1) vQANDQT 22 
DIMENSION SHS 1712B,I; VQIINOQT 23 
DIMENSION P 172.99,11 VQMJDOT24 
C VQMJOOT 25 
DIMENSION U 172.9.11.') VQlltJOOT 26 
DiMENSION V 172.9.11,1. VQMJOQT 27 
DIMENSION T 172.9.11.1) VQ.\NOQT 28 
DIMENSION SH 172.9.11,0 VQMJOQT 29 
DIMENSION PHI 172.9,11,1. VQANDQT 30 
C VQf.NOOT 31 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG!I. T.T,I),PHIS 11.1)' VQANDQT 32 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( t, 2,1. I) ,SMTH (1. I ) ) VOMmOT 33 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROGI t. 3.1, I) ,ALBEOO( I, t) I VO/.NOQT 34 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I.4,I,I),GT 11,1') \lQANDQT 35 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( I. 5, I, I) ,GW (I, 1) I V'lANOOT 36 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1. 6.1,11, TS 11. I» VQA,tJOQT 37 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROGII. 7, I, I), SHS (1,1) I VQANDQT 38 
EQUIVALENCE f QPROGll, a, 1.1) ,P 11,1,1) ) VOANDQT 39 
C VQANOQT 40 
EQUIVALENCE fQPROGll.1, 2,1) ,U (1, t, t ,I)) VQr-NOQT 41 
EQUIVALENCE {QPROG(I,1. 4,tI,V (1,1,1,1) VQANOOT 42 
EQUIVj'l.LENCE IQPROGII,I,6.1),T (1,1,1,'" VOANDQT 43 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(t, I, 8,f),SH 11,1,1,1)) VOANDQT 44 
EQUIVALENCE {QPROGll.1.tO,II,PHIC1,I,I,I)1 VQAfJOOT 45 
C VOANDQT 46 
C SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS (NOT NEEDED IN COMPQl VQANDQT 47 
C ============================================================== VOANDQT 48 
c VQANDQT 49 
COMMON IQANDQTI QSDIAGI72 • t5,46) VQMJOQT 50 
DIMENSION IOSDIAG(72 ,IS,461 VQMJOQT 51 
EQUIVALENCE IOSDIAG,IOSDIAG) VQANDQT 52 
C VOAfJDOT 53 
COMMer" IQANDQTI QUOtAG("/Z,9, 5,46) vo.ramOT 54 
C VQANOQT 55 
C VWORK TO 2 
C ONE-DIMENSIONAL WORK AREAS VWDRKID 3 
COMMON CARD(10}. OATA11441, CATA(1441 VViORKtD 4 
CHARACTER"S CARD VWQRK 1 0 5 
C VWORKtO 6 
C VDEFALT 47 
C DEFAULT VALUES FOR XOROS AND xO~DU VOEFhLT 48 
C ==================:==========~==== VOEFALT 49 
CHARACTER"S YOROS{24) VOEFALT 50 
DATA YOROS 18HPHIS ,SHS'JlTH ,8HALSEOO .8HGT VOEFALT 51 
8 SHOW. 8HTS ,8HSHS ,8HP t . VDEr AL T 52 
8 8HP 2,15"BH I VOEFALT 53 
CHARACTER"'S VORDUI151 VOEFALT 54 
DIIlA VORDU /8HU I.SHU 2.8HV f,8HV 2, VOEFALT 55 
8 SHT 1.SHT 2,BHSH 1,SHSH 2, VDEFALT 56 
a 8HPJ;I 1. 8HPHI 2,5 *8H VDEF AL T 57 
C VDEFALT 58 
c·· ........ • ... · .. • .. · ...... • ...... ••·•••·· ..... · .. ···• ......... ··•· .. • .. •• ... ···••··•·· .. ············ .. ·VDEFALT 59 
C VOC:FALT 60 
C • .. .. VDEFALT 61 
C DEBUG V8EGDEB -2 
10000 CONTINUE VBEGDEB 3 
C· .. • .. CV8ER VECTOR VERSION 00,001 INPUT IOQ VBEGDEB 4 
· .. •• CV8ER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGDEB 5 
CSS$SSSS$SSSSSS$$SSSS$SSS$SSSSSSSS$SSSSSSS$$SSS$SSS$$$$$$SSSS$$SSSSSSS$$VSEGDEB 6 
C VOEFAL T 63 
C SET DEFAULT VA UES FOR CC VOEFALT 64 
C ============== ========== VDEFALT 65 
CCO 'CDC VDEFAL T 66 
AOATE VDEFALT 67 
ATunE VOEFAL T 68 
C ..110 (VALUE USEe FROM INITIfl.L CONDtiIOtiSI VDEFALT 69 
JIC ..109 VOEFALT 70 
..108 VDEFALT 71 
CCSP06 'XXXXXXXX' VOEFALT 72 
.".~~~'.:- .~-:- - --:' 
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~ 00332 00333 
00334 , 00335 ;~ 00336 
00337 
, 00338 '~ 00339 I 00340 00341 
































",~",_ ------'-----"- ..... -...3~_~ ___ • ___ ., 
CCSP07 • XXX)(XX)!x· 
CCSPOB = 'xXXXXXXX' 
VER 'GWSGCMOO' 
DO 10 K= 1.10 
XLABEL(K) 
10 CONTINUE 
00 11 K= 1.30 





COSf 2> 'TMAX 
CQS{ 3) 'PREACC 
COS! ., 'PRECON 
CoSt 5' = 'HFLUX 
CQS( 6' = 'EFLUX 
CQst 7' 'FUSION 
CQst B' 'RADSWG CQS( 9' 'RADLWG COS( 10) 'ICLOUD 
COSt 1 1) = ' UFLUX 
C05(12) 'VFLUX 
DO 12 1(=1.10 
COUfl() 'XXXXXXXX' 
12 CONTINUE 
COUt Il 'OMEGA 
CQUf 2' 'OlA8AT 
COUf 3' 'RADSW 
CQUf ., 'RADLW 
DO 13 K=60,200 
CC(K) 'I{XXXXXXx' 
13 CONTINUE 
SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR Ie 
=========~=====~====~==== 
ICO 0 
1M fVALUE USED FROM IN1~lAL CONOI nONS I 
1M = 1M 
IMD2 1M I 2 
IMD2Pl 1"'02 . 
NORSW 060000 
JM = (VALUE USED FROM INITIAL CONDITIONS) 
JM JM 
.JMD2 {JM . 
" 
I 2 
J1VIT2 = JM 2 
JNP JM . 1 
JO. 0 
JOB = 0 
J5P 1 
KLIAl8 = 1 
Kl tGW 1 
KLI SST = 1 
K5 19 
KU ,. 
LOGBR ..... (VALUE USEO FROM INITIAL CONDITIONS' 









NKRSH = - 1 
fJlSM 5 
NB {VALUE USED FROM INITIAL CONDITIONS. 
NB NB 
NO = (VALUE USED FROM INITIAL CONDITIONSI 
NO = NO 
NOAlT 0 
NDAV MODVMDfNVMD) 











































VOEFAL T 115 
VDEFALTf16 












































.~~,s-.",_,=-.. .",,," -,~, -@; 
,~~ B:L.::.L,_~_ \ '), \ ' • 
00364 NDOUT 030000 
00365 NDPHV 003000 
00366 NDSHF 023000 
00361 NOT 43200 I I'" 0 NHn.,S ......... ('lALUE USED FROM INITIAL CONDITIONS) 
00368 NHrJlS NHMS 
00369 NHMSE NHMS 
00370 NHMSO NHMS 
0 NLAY ........... (VALUE USED FROM INITIAL CONDITIONS) 
00371 NLAV NLAV 
00372 Nll\YMf NLAV -
00373 NLAYPI NLAY . 1 
00374 NSDAV MODHMSCNHMS.240000) 
00375 NSEQ 1 
00376 ICSP53 999999 
00377 NSTEP 0 
00378 ICSP55 999999 
0 NVMO ....... (VALUE useD FROM INITIAL CONDITIONS) 
00379 NYM['J NVMD 
003BO NVMDE NYMD 
00381 NVMDO NVMO 
00382 NZINIT 0 
00383 NMLEV 0 
00384 NDHOG 030000 
00385 00 18 N-= f • 30 
00386 rQSIN) 0 
00387 18 CONTINUE 
00388 ITMJN 1 
00389 I TtJlh X 2 
00390 IPREhCC = 3 
it 00391 IPnECON 4 00392 IHF'"LUX 5 00393 IEFLUX G 
~ 00394 IFUSrON 7 ';0395 IRAOSWG 8 00396 IRADLWG 9 
• 00397 I ICLOUO 10 
• 00398 IUFLUlo: 0 ~ 00399 JVFLUV, 0 00400 00 19N=1.fO 00401 IQUfN) = 0 
i 00402 19 CONTINUE OOd03 IOMEGA = 1 OOdQ4 .I0IhSAT 2 I 00405 IRADSW = 3 
l 00406 I RAOUl = 4 00401 00 21 ·K = 102,200 
00408 IC I K) = 999999 
00409 21 CONTINUE 
0 
0 SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR lO 
0 ===========-========~===== 
00410 lOO = .FALSE. 
00411 OllL T .FALSE. 
OOd12 OSEG .TRUE. 
00dl3 QOhV = N5DAY.EQ.O 
00414 QEND = .TRUE. 
00415 QOUT = . TRUE. 
00416 QPHY .TRUE. 
00417 OSHF .TRUE. 
00418 SN2FLG .FALSE. 
00419 QRSW . TRUE. 
00420 ORSH .TRUE. 
00421 DO 22 K 1,30 
00422 LQS!K) = .FALSE. 
00423 22 CONTINUE 
0042d lTMIN .TRue. 
00425 lTI\.1AX .TRUE. 
00426 LPREACC .TRue. 
00427 LPRECON .TRue. 
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= . TRUE. 
.TRUE. 
.TRUE. 
00 24 K 57..200 
.FALSE. 
CONTINUE 





















PI i 180.00 










SOAV = QMEGA2 
PSTO e 
PIMEAN 










OECMA~ .. COSfPI2"CNOAV-SOLSIfOAVSPY) 
COSIoEC) 
SiNCOEC) 
INOAV - APHEl} / DAVSPV 
PI / ..1M 
P 12 I 1M 
NOT 















RGAS I CP 
11.0 • ECCN • COSIPIZ*otSTI)··2 
INDAV-SOLS) / OAVSPV 
DO 30 L=l.NlAYPt 
SIGEtL) FLOATlL-fl iNLAY 
30 CONTINUE 






EPSFAC EPS * HEATW I RGAS * CALTOJ 
PZERD 1013.2500 
00 31 K=92.200 
RC f K) e 999999.9999 
31 CONTINUE 
SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR XORDS AND ~ORDU 
"' __ C~'''_-_="==_~C'~~"~'''_~ -~-, ~. ~-.---
i,t:ii:\, ' _'-_~':~~',_ .. _ '
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00 
"l'I2 























































DO 42 K=1,1S 
YQ'RDUIK) 
CONTINUE 
SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR SMTH 
=========================== ONORM 
SMTHtl.l ) 






SfJiTH fl. oJ) 
10 
R E T URN 
END 
• 
2.0 • JM / 1M 
DO 50 J=1,IM02 
= 1. 
= 1. (S.-SINCt·OLONl - SlNfJ·OLON-2. II/IS.·ONORMI 
CONTINUE 
-0.5 * PI 
00 70 J=2,.JM 






STATI!M£NT LABEL MAP 
--LABEl---OEFiNEO-- ·REFERENCES 
i 
'l i l! \, I 
~; 
'I 


































































VDEfAl T3' 1 
VARIABLE MAP 







I'~ : , I.,."" l:':;', ,'-~', . 
~:~~~ ";1':,:;.::.. 
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR*S S!MPLE 
AOLDP RDPARM REAL SlMPLE 
ALBEDO QANDQT REAL ARRAY 
APHEl RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 
ATIME CCNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 
8ETA RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
CALTOJ RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
CARD 1/ CHAR"S ARRAY 
CATA /I REAL ARRAV 
00 CCNTRl CHAR-S ARRAV 
ceo CCNTRl CHAR-S SIMPLE 
CCNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 
CCSP06 CCNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 
CCSP07 CCNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 
ccspoe CCNTRl CHAR*8 SIMPLE 
CON1 RDPARrJl REAL SIMPLE 
CQN1DT ROPA'RM REAL SIMPLE 
CON2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
, ~"----"~ --".-----.... ~- ... ~'.,."',,"">-.. ",,""'~P---" -"_.~_. 
. --,::::.... -.-., .. ~ 
3 16 296/5 
211 
260 213 
151 447/S 459 
4 11 297/5 
158 448/5 
196 48B/5 489 
2B8 289 
2B8 
14 15 330/S 
2 14 15 295;5 
2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 
13 
7 20 300/5 
8 2 , 301/5 




~_..c ~:;"""--':"""-"~..,....-=~; "',;-;<,' ,-,",,~ ..,,,~~,,,,,,,,.,.- "":~.-::",-
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"tim 0;;::: g(! 
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~!:J= ..:.= .-___ ........ t.:'- ·M 
"0, ,~ o~ , -~"" I- .' ! \ F\\ -'I • __ - , .~r'''.'''';;'..l\~ _ ._~_~ ______ . \, 
O. 
t::l 
'" '=l :» 
C"' 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 2381"-3 23" 240 241 242 ~,'I\3 244 245 246 247 248 249f-o-1 250 251 252 
.... 
RGAS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 182 475/5 476 489 RLAT RDPARM ReAL ARRAY 240 RLATD ROPARM REAL ARRAY 241 ROCP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 183 476/5 RoepOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 ROCPPl RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 ASOIST ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 184 477/5 SDAV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 185 467/5 468 SEASON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 186 478/5 SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 244 SH QANOQT REAL ARRAY 269 282 SHS QAf'JDQT REAL ARRAY 264 277 SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 251 sIGE ReNTRl REAL ARRA" 187 479/5 48' IS SINO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 188 4SS/S SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 245 SINtON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 246 SMTH OANOQT REAL ARRAY 2'39 272 502/5 503/S 5 t f /S SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 133 418/S SOLS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 455/5 456 478 START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 216 T QANDOT REAL ARRAV 268 281 THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 THSTD2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 248 oS QANDQT REAL ARRAV 263 276 00 TSTD ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 483/S 
"1'122 U QANDQT REAL ARRAV 266 279 V OANDQT REAL ARRAV 267 280 "tI~ VER CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 10 23 303/S 02 "'SAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAV 249 g~ XLABEL CCNTRL CHAR·S ARRAV 11 24 305/5 XQROS CORDER CHAR""S ARRAV 253 254 495/5 XORDU CORDER CHAR"S ARRAV 253 254 49B/S 
.o"U • XSA CORDER CHAR""S ARRAV 255 256 C::;:. :t 
xu- CORDEH CHAR·S ARRAV 255 256 VOROS CHAR·S ARRAV 290 291 II 495 :tora 
-
VORDU CYAR'"'S ARRAV 292 293/1 498 r-fJi ); 
:!i!i F PROCEDURE MAP • .. --NAME-------TVPE-·-----CLASS-------------REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF, A=ARGLIST 
.. ACOS REAL INTRINSIC 451 
:f. 
AlliIN ,- REAL INTRINSIC 511 
~ 
COS REAL INTRINSIC 456 457 477 509 
) 
FLOAT REAL INTRINSIC 481 
,1 
MaOHMS INTEGER FUNCTION 374 MaOVMO INTEGER FUNCTION 363 
~ 
PMEAN REAL FUNCTION 470 SIN REAL INTRINSIC 4'58 504 504 
<t ~'" '~~"C ,,'-'~'-' 
,-==== 
~,.~." . .. ..:.~"'t .... ~.~--".'-- ...... ..,=-'---... ~ .. >-~. ':"'w""-'---' ' "-~ ~~'. 
" 
,_, _ ,,:' :;:.:..:..'-:-:~=:.i:=~' -'':=~-:--''~ ~~"--' _~~--;"-'i,--=-- _ ~-~~ '_:;-~-"=-'---
1 ; r-- .',-_"---"l .... .:.-._, .. , ~ 
I· 'i 
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c*** •••• * •••• *~* •••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •• • •• ···········VOEPEND 
C VOEPEND 
C SUBROUTINE DEPEND VDEPEND 
C VOEPEND 
C PURPOSES VDEPEND 
C 1) ADuU$T THE VARIABLES IN ICCUTRL/. IICNTRL/. ILCNTRLI AND VOEPEND 
C IRCNTRLI TO REFLECT CHANGES REQUESTED VIA NAMELIST &INPUTZ. VDEPEND 
C 2) COMP:':TE PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS WHICH CAN BE DERIVED FROM VOEPEND 
C THE VARIABLES IN THE CONTROL COMMON BLOCKS. BLOCKS IWdMI VDEPEND 
C IIFAX!. IIDPARM/. ILDPARM/. IRDPARM/. IIFAXI AND IBITCM1! VDEPEND 
o ARE INITIALIZr:D BY THIS ROUTINE. THE ARRAY OF FOURIER DAMPING VDEPENO 
C FACTORS (SMTH IN /QANDQT/) IS ALSO FORCED TO HAVE NORTH-SOUTH VOEPEND 
C SYMMETRY BY THIS ROUTINE" VOEPEND 
C VOEPEND 
C USAGE VOEPEND 
C CALLEO BY SUBROUTINE INPUT AFTER READING NAMELIST &INPUTZ VDEPEND 
C VDEPEND 
C INPUT/QUTPUT FILES USED VDEPEND 
C NONE VOEPEND 
C VDEPEND 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS VDEPEND 
C NO ARGUMENTS VDEP~ND 
C VDEPEND 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VDEPEND 
C SETFIL.SIN.COS.EXPBVI<.COTAN VDEPENO 
C VDEPEND 
C RECORD OF MODIFIGATIONS VDEPEND 
C 'lOATE? '?PROG:~AMMER'l 7DESCRIPTION OF "MODIFICATIONS7 VOEPENO 
C 09dUNB3 uJ.M PF RE-ORGANIZATION OF CONSTANT INITIALIZATION VDEPEND 
C 21JUL83 dIM.PF ADDING CHOICE OF DIAGNOSTICS VDEPEND 
C VDEPEND 
C****.*.**.*.**.**.****~***.** •••• *.* •• * •• *.*.**.** ••• ······**··········VDEPEND 
0* M I A - COM S I G MAD A T A INC" N A SAG S F C *VDEPEND 
C.***.* •• *.*.**$$*~** •• *.* •• * ••••••••••••• * •••• ***** •• ···············.··VOEPENO 
C VOEPEND 
SUBROUTINE DEPEND VDEPEND 
C VOEPEND 
C.*.* ••• ** •• * •••• ****.*.*.***~.~ •• **.*.* ••• ** •• ********·.**.·*···~·***·*VDEPEND 
C vD:PENO 
C vcrnRL 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD veNTRL 





COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCO VCNTRL 
COMMON ICCNTRLI AOATE VCNTRL 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME VCNTRL 
COMMON /CONTRLI .JIC VCNTRL 
COMMON ICCNTRLI dOB VCNTRL 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSP06 VCNTRL 
COMMON /CCNTRLI CCSP01 VCNTRL 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSPOS VCNTRL 
COMMON ICCNTRLI VER VCNTRL 
CO~MON /ceNTRL/ XLABEL (10) VCNTRL 
CO>lMGN ICCNTRLI CQS (30) VCNTRL 
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'" Z t:I 
00027 COMMON IICNTRLI ICO veNTRl 34 
00028 COMMON IICNTRI_I IM VeNTRl 35 .., 
00029 COMMON IICNTRLI IM02 VCNTRL 36 
00030 COMMON IICNTRLI IMD2P1 veNTRl 37 
00031 COMMON IICNTRl/ NDRSW veNTRl 38 
00032 COMMON IICNTRLI uM veNTRl 39 
00033 COMMON IICNTRL/ dMD2 veNTRl 40 
00034 COMMON /ICNTRL/ dMT2 veNTRl 41 
00035 COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP veNTRl 42 
i 0003S COMMON IICNTRL/ J04 veNTRl 43 
I 00037 COMMON frONTRl/ 1.108 veNTRl 44 00038 COMMON IIONTRL/ JSP veNTRL 45 00039 COMMON IICN'~LI KLIAtB VeNTRl 46 
II 
00040 COMMON IICNT~LI KLIGW VeNTRl 47 
00041 COMMON IICNTRLI KLISST VCNTRL 48 
00042 COMMON IICNTRLI KS veNTRL 49 
00043 COMMON IICNTRLI KU veNTRl 50 
00044 COMMON IICNTRLI lOGSR veNTRL 51 
, j 00045 COMMON frONTRll MATIN veNTRl 52 
• 
00046 COMMON' /reNTRl/ MATSNX veNTRl 53 
, . 00047 COMMON /ICNTRl/ MATSUN veNTRl 54 
00048 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MLF ( 12) veNTRl 55 
00049 COMMON /IQNTRL/ MnOD VeNTRl 56 
00050 COMMON /IQNTRL/ NkRSH VCNTRL 57 
00051 COMMON /ICNTRl/ MSM VCNTRL 58 
00052 COMMON IICNTRl/ NB veNTRL 59 
00063 COMMON /ICNTRl/ NO VCNTRl 60 
00054 COMMON /lCNTRl/ NDALT VCNTRl 61 00 
00056 COMMON /lCNTRl/ NDAV VCNTRl 62 ">1;0 
00056 COMMON /ICNTRll NDOUT veNTRl 63 
-000.57 COMMON IICNTRLI NOPHV VCNTRL 64 "Olil 
\ 00058 COMMON IICNTRLI NOSHF VCNTRL 65 02 00059 COMMON IICNTRLI NOT veNTRl 66 0:1;> .~ 00060 COMMON IICNTRLI NHMS VCNTRL 67 ;til"" 
, ~ 00061 COMMON IICNTRLI NHMSE veNTRl 68 
" 
, 00062 COMMON IICNTRl/ NHMSO veNTRl 69 
.0-0 
, OQ063 COMMON /ICNTRll NLAV veNTRl 70 C~ 00064 COMMON IICNTRl! NLAYM1 veNTRl 71 
:r 00065 COMMON !ICNTRl/ NlAVP1 VCNTRl 72 l>!l) 00066 COMMON /IONTRll NSDAV veNTRl 73 c;,1'1l 
! 00067 COMMON /ICNTRll NSEQ VCNTRl 74 ~ro I OOOS8 COMMON !ICNTRLI IQSP53 VCNTRl 75 
f~ 00069 COMMON IICNTRLI N5TEP veNTRl 76 00070 COMMON IICNTRLI ICSP55 veNTRl 77 00071 COMMON IICNTRLI NVMD VCNTRl 78 
Ii 00072 COMMON IICNTRLI NVMDE veNTRl 79 00073 COMMON IICNTRLI NVMOO veNTRL BO 
I' 00074 COMMON IICNTRLI NZINIT VCNTRL Bl 00075 COMMON IICNTRLI NMLEV VCNTRL 82 00076 COMMON IICNTRl/ NDHOG VCNTRl B3 ! 00077 COMMON /ICNTRLI IQS (30) VCNTRl B4 00078 COMMON IICNTRLI IQU (10) VCNTRL B5 \ ' C veNTRL B6 
1 ~ 00079 EQUIVALENCE (ITMIN ,IQS( 1)) VCNTRL 87 00080 EQUIVALENCE (ITMAX ,IQS( 2) ) veNTRL B8 { , oooSt EQUIVALENCE (IPREACC ,IQS( 3)) veNTRL 89 i 00082 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON ,IQS( 4)) VCNTRL 90 
H 00083 EQUIVALENCE (IHFLUX ,IQS( 5)) veNTRl 91 
i 00084 EQUIVALENCE (IEHUX ,IQS( 6)) VCNTRL 92 
i DOOBS- EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION .IQS( 7)) VCNTRL 93 , 
00086 EQUIVALENce (IRADSWG .IQS( 8)) veNTRl 94 , 
i 00087 EQUIVALENCE (IRADLWQ ,IOS( 9)) VCNTRL 95 
i 000B8 EQUIVALENCE (IIClOUO • IQS( fa)' veNTRl 96 
i; 
C VCNTRL 97 
00089 EQUIVALE~:CE ( IOMEGA ,IOU( 1)) VCNTRL 98 
00090 EQUIVALENce (IDIA8AT ,IQU( 2)) VCNTRL 99 
00091 ECtUiVAtEf.JCE (I RADSW ,IQU( 3)) VCNTRl 100 
! 00092 eqUIVALENCE ( tRADl.W ,IQU( 4)) VCNTRl 10 I C VCNTRL 102 
h 00093 EQUIVALENOE (lCO.IC(1) VeNTRl 103 !; 00094 INTEGER teo, 10(200) VCNTRl 104 
: j I jl 
'I ~ 
L:~ . -,:. - ;,<:;.-- .. , .. .-_.,-~co:_ ~ -.::---.~","-- =~"-."..";" . .--'- .~ 
.• -.~$" \.. . 































































































C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
C ============================================~=== COMMON /LCNTRLI LCO 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QALT 
COMLlc>N /LCNTRL/ QBEG 
COMMON /lCNTRLI QDAV 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ OENO 
COMMON ItCNTRll QOUT 
COMMON /lCNTRL/ QPHV 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ QSHF 
COMMCN /LCNTRLI SN2FLG 
COMMCN /LCNTRL/ QRSW 
COMMe-IN /LCNTRLI QRSH 
COMMrm ILCNTRL I LQS {30 , 
COMMUN ILCNTRL/ LQUt.10} 
C 
EQUI\'ALENCE (LTMIN ,LQS( 1)) 
EQUl\iALENCE (I!..TMAX ,LqS( 2» 
EQUIVALENCE (l.PREACC ,LQS( 3)) 
EQUIV-<\LENCE (LPREQON ,LQS( 4}) 
EQUIV·-'\LENCE (LHFLUX ,LQS( 5)} 
E-QUIV.lLENCE (LEFLUX ,LQSe G) 
EQUIVt~LS:NCE (LFUSION ,LQse 7) ) 
EQUIVAL$NCE (LRADSWG ,LQS( a») 
EQUIVA'-1.ENCE (LRADlWG ,LQSt 9» 
EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUD ,LQS(10}) 
C 
EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA .LQUe 0) 
EQUIVALENCE (LOIABAT ,LOUt 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LRADSW ,LQU( 3)) 
































LOGICAL LOO, lC(200) 
C 
OREAL "'ODEl PARAMETERS SAveD ON HISTORV RECORD 
C ============================================= COMMON IRCNTRLI Reo 
COMMON IRONTRll APHEl 
COMMON /RCNTRL/ BETA 
COMMON /RCNTRL/ COSO 
---,,--~'-
" ._.~_:fI .• 
, .. '--..... 
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'" Z 00154 COMMON IRONTRll CP veNTRl 176 0 
00155 COMMON !RCNTRl! DAVSPV veNTRl 177 
..,. OOt56 COMMON /RONTALI OEe veNTRL 17S 
00157 OOMMON fRCNTRl! DECMAX veNTRl 179 
00168 OOMMON fRONTRl! DIST veNTRl 130 
OOf59 COMMON fRONTRll DlAT veNTRl 181 
00160 COMMON fRONTRll OlON VCNTRL 182 
00161 COMMON fRONTRll DT veNTRl ISa 
00162 COMMON IReNTRL! EceN veNTRl IS4 
OO~63 COMMON !ReNTRll GNU! veNTRl ISS 
00164 COMMON /RONTRl/ GNU2 veNTRl 186 
00156 COMMON /ReNTRl/ GRAV veNTRl IS7 
0015S COMMON !RONTRll OMEGA2 veNTRl ISS 
-oOf67 COMMON IRONTRll PI veNTRl 189 
001e8 COillMON /RONTRLI PI 1 80 veNTRl 190 
00159 COMMON fRONTRll PI2 veNTRl 191 
00170 COMMON fRONTRll PSTD veNTRL 192 
00171 OOMMON fRONTRl! PIMEAN veNTRl 193 
00172 COMMON fRONTRl! PSMAX veNTRl 194 
00173 COMMON fRONTRl/ psMIN veNTRl 195 
00174 COMMON /RCNTRl/ PTOP veNTRl 196 
00176 COMMON /RCNTRl/ RADE VeNTRl... .97 
00176 COMMON /RCNTRl! RGAS veNTRl 198 
00177 COMMON /RONTRl/ ROOP VCNTRl 199 
00178 COMMON /ReNTRl! RSOIST VCNTRl 200 
00179 COM~~N /RONTRl/ SDAV veNTRl 201 
001BO COMMON /RONTRl/ SEASON VCNTRl 202 
00f81 OOMMON fRONTRl! SIGE (25) veNTRl 203 
OQ182 COMMON !RONTRl/ SIND veNTRl 204 
00183 COMMON !RCNTRl! SOlS VcNTRl 205 
00184 comMON !RONTRl! TSTD veNTRL 20S 
S- 001B5 COMMON /RCNTRt../ PlEVS 
(25) veNiRl 207 00 0018S COMMON /RONTRl/ HEATW VCNTRl 208 
00187 COMMON /RONTRl/ HEATI veNTRl 209 "11::0 
~ 00188 COMMON !RONTRl/ EPS VeNTRl 210 -OG) 00189 COMMON !RCNTRl/ EPSFAC VCNTRl 211 00190 COMMON /RCNTRl/ CAlTOt1 VONTRl 212 0-
• 00191 COMMON /ReNTRl/ PZERO veNTRl 213 0 2 , C VCNTRl 214 ::oF: ~ 00192 EQUIVALENCE (RCO,RC(l) VeNTRl 215 00193 REAL ROO, RO(200) veNiRl 21G .0-0 C veNiRl 217 C;J:lt 
~. C iNiEGER MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 218 F=~ 0 ======================= VCNTRl 219 00194 COMMON /IDPARMI IdUMP (46) VCNTRl 220 I 00195 COMMON /IDPARMI IDSP02 'lCNTRl 2.~1 :J03 f 00196 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDEK (72. VCNiRl 222 00197 COMMON /IOPARM/ [ROD veNTtll 223 
00198 COMMON IIDPARM/ dC (46) VCWIRL 224 
00199 COMMON /IOPARM/ dE (2 ) VCNTRL 225 
00200 COMMON IIDPARMI t1P (2,2) veNTRl 228 
00201 COMMoN IIOPARMI I(STEP veNiRl 227 
00202 COMMON /IOPARMI Md (48) veNTRl 228 
00203 COMMON 'IDPAR",' NHMS1 veNTRl 229 
00204 COMMON /IDPARM/ NVMD1 veNTRl 230 
C VCNTRl 231 
0 LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 232 
0 ======================= VCNTRl 233 00206 COMMON /LDPARMI FILTER {46} VCNTRl 234 
00206 COMMON /lOPARM/ ITAPE veNTRl 235 
00207 COMMON /lOPARM/ START VCNTRl 236 
C VCNTRl· 237 
00208 LOGICAL FILTER VCNTRl 238 
00209 LOGICAL ITAPE VCNTRl 239 
00210 lOGICAL START VeNTRl 240 
c VCNTRl 241 
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 242 
C ==~================= veNTRl 243 00211 COMMON IROPARM! ADLDP veNTRI,. 244 
00212 COMMON /RDPARMI CONt VCNTRl 245 
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00214 COMMON IRO-PAR?M CON2. veNTRl 247 
00215 COMMON IRDPARMI CON2DT veNTRl 248 
00216 COMMON IRDPARMI eDNa veNTRl 249 
00217 COMMON IRDPARM/ C.ON30T vernRl 250 
00218 COMMON I'RDPARMI -oON4 veNTRl 261 
00219 COMMON /RDPARrol/ CON4DT veNTRt 252 
00220 COMMON IRDPARMI CONS VC:,j"fRL 253 
00221 COMMON IRDPARM/ COSL (46) veNTRl 254 
00222 COMMON IROPARMI COStON (72) veNTRl 255 
00223 COMMON IRDPARMI bPD2 veNTRl 256 
002"24 COMMON IRDPARM! DKP (46) veNTRl 257 
00225 COMMON IflDPA"RMI oXVP (46) veNTRl 258 
00226 COMMON IROPARMI DVP (46) veNTRl 259 
00227 COMMON IRDPARMI FCORLS (46) veNTRl 260 
00228 COMMON IROPARMI Fl0T veNTRL 261 
00229 COMMON IROPARtll F20T veNTRl 262 
00230 COMMON IRDPARMI Hl0T veNTRl 263 
00231 COMrJlON IROPARM/ H20T VCNTRL 264 
00232 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKSTO VCNTRL 265 
00233 COMMON IRDPARM/ PKTOP VCNTRL 266 
00234 COMMON /R"";';;'ARM/ RLAT (46) VCNTRL 267 
00235 COMMON /R":,,',JARMI RLATD (46) VCNTRL 26B 
00236 COMMON IRDPARMI ROCPOT VCNTRL 269 
00237 COMMON /ROPARMI ROOP?1 VCNTRL 270 
00238 COMMON IRDPARMI SGNP (2 ) VCNTRL 271 
00239 COMMON IRDPARMI SINL (46) VCNTRL 272 
00240 COMMON IRDPARMI SUJLON (72) VCNTRL 213 
00241 COMMON tRcPARMI THSTD VCNTRL 274 00 00242 COMMON IRCPAR",! THSTD2 VCNTRL 275 
1 00243 COMMON IRDPARMI WSAVE (159) VCNTRL 216 'TI;U 00244 COMMON IROPARMI OSIG (9) VCNTRL 217 "Om 
,\ 002.45 COMMON IROPARMI SIG (9) VCNTRL 278 
00246 COMMOI~ IROPARMI DSIGINV (9) VCNTRL 279 0-
~ C VCNTRL 2BO oZ C VQANOQT 2 ;uje 
, C CCMDECK VQANOQT RESOLUTION VALUES VQANDQT 3 
• C ================================= VQANDQT 4 g;g r c 1M =72 VQANDQT 5 C NLAV =9 VQANDQT 6 l:al::) C JM+1 =46 VQANOQT 7 Cffl C NLAV*11 =99 VQANDQT B ~ C IM*NLAV*11 =7128 VQANDQT S :;!@ C cJM/2+1 =23 VQANDQT 10 C VQANDQT 11 
} C GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS (NEEDeD IN COMPO) VQANDQT 12 C ================================================ VQANDQT 13 
c VQANDQT 14 
00247 COMMON IQANOQTI QPROG(72,9'1',46) VQANOQT 15 
C VQANOQT 16 
00248 DIMENSION PH.tS (7128.1) VQANDQT 17 
00249 DIMENSION SMTH (7128,23) VQANOQT lB 
00250 DIMENSION ALBEDO (7128.1) VQANDQT 19 
00251 DIMENSION GT (7128.1 ) VQANDQT 20 
00262 DIMENSION GW (7128,1) VQANOQT 21 
00263 DIMENSION TS (7128,1) VQANDQT 22 
00254 DIMENSION SHS (7t28.1) VQANDQT 23 
00255 OIMENSION P (72,99.1 ) VQANDQT 24 
C VQANOQT 25 
00256 DIMENSION U (72.9.11,1) VQANDQT 26 
00257 DIMENSION V (72,9,11,0 VgANDQT 27 
00258 DIMENSION T (72,9.11,1) VQANDQT 28 
00259 DIMENSION SH (72,9,11.0 VQANDQT 29 
00260 DIMENSION PHI <72.9.11.0 VQANDQT 30 
C VQANOQT 31 
00261 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(1. 1.1.1) ,PHIS (1,") VQANDQT 32 
00262 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(1.2.1.1),SMTH (1,1») VQANDQT 33 
00263 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(1, 3,I,I),ALBEOO(I,l» VQANDQT 34 
00264 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(1,4.1.0.GT (f,1) VQANDQT 35 
00265 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I,6,I,O,GW (1,0) VgANDQT 36 
00266 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1. 6.1.11, TS ( 1 , 1) ) VQANDQT 37 
f' 00267 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(1,7.1.11,SHS (1,111 VQANDQT 38 t:l t:l 
'" t:l 
, J.-:- Z 
t:l 
\J1 
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(QPROG(l. B , t,1},P (1,1,1) 
(QPROG(t,I,2.t),U (t.l,1.1» 
(QPROG<t,l.4,n,V (1.1.1.0' 
(QPROG(1.1, s,n,r (1.1.1.1) 
(QPROG(t.1. a,n,SH (1,1,1,1») 
(QPROG( 1,1,10, t) ,PHI( " t. t.1») 





















































/QANDQT/ QSCIAG(72 .15,46) 
lQSDIAG(72 ,15,46) 
(OSDIAG,IOSOIAG) 

















































e * * * 
IMT2, IMT4, 
IMNLAV, IMNLAV1, IMNLAV2. IMNLAV3, IMNLAV4. IMNLAV5, 
IMD2M1 • 
NLAVT2. NLAVT3, NLAVT4, NLAVT6, NLAVT6, NLAVT7 
/IFAXI IFAX(10), TRIGS(72l. NLAVT4P1. NLAVTBP2 
C RAOIATION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS 
COMMON /RADCOM/ AS(72.9), RE(7Z,10) 
-~.'~ ;~",. ____ ~ .. ~""'~_. ___ r /"'-"~'l'",.----. "~O 




























































































































































































































RN(S), TN(9), SRS(9). STN(9) 
TCOND(9}, TPENE(9} 
TLOWL,TMIOt, NLAVOZ 
FK(5), XK{6), NFK 
OLdAN( 19), OtAPR( 19), OLdl':L( 1e). OLOCTC 19) 
OCM22 (2.3) • aCM30(23), OCM38(23). OCM46C23} 
PROCM(23), OCMXX(23) , NOZ, TOTOl(4). COATEI6} 
CZH(72), WET(72), EVAP, PREP{72!, WI (72) 
C05Z(72). SO, RAOTRM(72), C!tL 
SG(72'. SP(72) 
RSURF(72l, RCLOUO(72). dAlB 
LANO(72), OCEAN(72}. IOE(72) 
5NOW(72}. MIXWI(72), FROST(72) 
LAND, OCEAN, ICE, SNOW, MIHWI. FROST 





HOROS , KORDU 
IDENTIFVING LABELS OF MODEL HISTORV RECORD QUANTITIES 
===================================================== COMMON 
CHARACTER"'S 
/CORDERI XSA (23),XUA (10) 
XSA ,XUA 



















DATA DLJAN/.2292,.2308, .2354,.2417,.2521 •. 2646 •. 2783, .2942,.3042. 
1 .3f21 •. 3204,.3292,.3404,.34S6 •. 3542,.3~76 •. 3519 •. 3567 • . 35581 
DATA DLAPR/.2375,.2408,.2476,.2583 •. 2725 •• 2879 •. 3062,.3250,.3429, 
1 .3608,.3162,.3925,.4015,.4200,.4287 •. 4333 •. 4342 •. 4329,.4312/ 
OATA DLdUL/.2387 •. 2464,.2508 •. 2583,.2658 •. 2146,.2837,.2950,.3067. 
1 .3187, .3275, .3329 •. 3354, .3358, .3337 •. 3321 , .3283 •. 3229, . 31751 
DATA DtOCT/.2346,.2358 •. 2383, .2425, .2479 •. 2525 •. 2567 •. 2608 •• 2646, 
1 .2679,.2717,.2754,.2792,.2829 •. 2867,.2883,.2896 •. 2896,.2883/ 
DIMENSION OCM22(23),OCM30(23),DCM38(23).DCM46(23l 
DATA DCM22/.00008 •• 00661,.01830 •. 03353,.05614,.08685,.10930. 
1 .14Q29,.16624 •. 17797,.18492 •. 18867 •. 19120 •. 19384,.19645. 
1 .19844,.20262 •• 20601,.20907 •. 21198,.21473,.21728 •. 21992/ 
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... ~._\ __ L'_-'.:1,t, ~. 
. ,4._ 
1 .26763,.27503,.2B061,.28528,.28937, .29307, .29646,.299961 DATA DeM38/.00008, .00657,.01869 •. 03923,.07442,.12224,.16686, 1 .20473, .24695, .27145, .29138, .30410 •. 31297, .32208, .33065. t .33616,.34802,.35563,.36162,.36673 •. 37134,.37559 •. 379981 DATA DCM46/.00008 •. 00S57,.018S9,.04f70 •. 07986, .12844,.16345. t .21238,.25142,.28619,.31284,.33246,.34793,.36555,.38344, f .39675,.41S02,.43025,.43784, .4~401, .4495B, .45471,.460001 
-.( ~" 





VOEPEND 83 DIMENSION DROCM(2.3) VOEPeND 84 DATA DROOMI t •• 3 •• 5 •• 7 •• 10 •• 15 •• 20 •• 30. ,45 • • 60. ,80 . • 100 •• 120 •• 15.0. ,VDEPEND 85 1 190 .• 230 .• 340. ,450. ,560. ,670. ,?BO, ,e90 .• 1013.25/ VDEPEND 86 
VOEPEND 87 
PHYSICS INPUT NAMELIST 
~~~::~~:=::::=:~===:== NAMELIST 
X 
/INPHVS/ CDXL, coxa, 

































































MINIMUM DAILV SURFACE TEMPERATURE MAXIMUM DAILV SURFACE TEMPERATURE TOTAL ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION CONVECTIVE PRECIPITATION SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX EVAPORATIVE FLUX HEAT STORED IN FREEZING AT GROUND SOLAR RADIATION AT GROUND CLOUD FLAGS VERTICAL VELOCITY (ALL LEVELS) 




VINPHVS 5 VINPHVS 6 















VINPHYS 23 VINPHYS .24 VINPHVS 25 
VINPHYS 26 VINPHVS 27 VINPHVS 28 
VINPHVS 29 VINPHVS 30 
VINPHVS 31 
VINPHVS 32 DIMENSION BITt (64B) ,BIT2(648} ,BIT3(64B}, VBITCM1 2 $ BIT4(648} .8IT5(648) VBITCM1 3 BIT BIT1, BIT2, BIT3, 8114, BIT6 VBITCMl 4 BIT BITfD.8IT2D,BIT30,8IT4D,BITED VBITCM1 5 DESCRIPTOR 81110,81120,BIT30.81T4D,81150 VS11CM1 6 COMMON /BITCOMP1/ BITIMM1 (648) ,8ITIMM2(64B) VBITCMt 7 BIT BITIMMI. BITIMM2 VBITCMl 8 ASSIGN 8IT10,81T1(1:648) VBITCM1 9 ASSIGN BIT20.BIT2(1:648) VBITCMl 10 ASSIGN BIT31Z,_.BIT3{ 1 i648) VBITCM1 11 ASSIGN 8IT~O.BIT4{1:64B) VBITCM1 12 ASSIGN BliSO,BIT5( 1 ;648) VBITCM1 13 C VBITCM1 14 C 
VDEPEND 90 C DEBUG 
V8EGDES 2 10000 CONTINUE VBEGDEB 3 C .. ,*** CYeER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT IOQ VSEGOEB 4 C **** CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGOE8 5 C$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SS$$$$$$$VBEGDEB 6 C 
VDEPEND 92 C**~*******.******************.*******.**************.******.****¥******VDEPEND 93 C VDEPEND 94 C COMMON BLOCK / MJMI VDEPEND 95 C ==::::::::::=: =::=:: VDEPEND 96 IMM1 1M - , VDEPEND 97 IMM2 1M - 2 VDEPEND 98 IMM3 1M - 3 VDEPEND 99 IMM4 1M 4 VDEPEND 1 00 
-~-'---:::''''::~'''' . ''''''''-'_'''',,~-''''''_'''''''-'''''''''''_ . " __ -~-_,, "'->t,.,.~ -" .~ "'-, '.""- ~-.."--~~,, 
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IMM5 1M - 5 IMT2 1M '" 2 IMT4 1M * 4 
mNLAV 1M '" NLAV IMNLAV1 IMNLAV 1 IMNLAV2 IMNLAV - 2 IMNLAV3 IMNlAV - 3 IMNLAV4 IMNLAV - 4 IMNLAV5 IMNLAV - 6 !MD2M1 IMD2 -NLAVT2 NLAV*2 NLAVT3 NLAV*3 NLAVT4 NLAY*4 NLAVT5 NLAY*S NLAVT6 NLAY*S NLAVT7 NLAV*7 
caMMON BLOCK IIFAXI 
=================== CALL SETFIL(TRIGS.IFAX,IM) NLAVT4Pf= NLAYT4 + 1 NLAVTBP2= NLAVT4P1 + NLAYT4P1 
COMMON BLOcK /BITOM1/ 
==============-====== BITIMM1(1;IMNLAV) = QBVMKO(IMM1.IM;BITIMM1(1;IMNLAV») BITIMM2(f;IMNLAVl = QSVMUO(IMM2.1M;BITIMM2(t;IMNLAV)} 




= t.O - 2.0 * GNU2 DO a l=1.NlAV 
SIGE(l+" = SINC.5*PI/NlAV*l).*2 CONTINUE 
COMMON BLOCK /IDPARMI 
===================== DO fO I=1.IMD2 INDEX (I) = I + IMD2 INDEX(I+IMD2) = I 10 CONTINUE 
00 12 d=JSP,JNP I LlUMP "I) = 1 JC(Ll) = MOD(Ll-1.MSM) + 1 Md(d) = 0 12 OONTINUE IdUMP(dSP) 1M IdUMP(dNP) 1M Md(dSP) 1 Md(dNP) 2 
uE( 1) USP dE(2) dNP dP ( 1 • 1) LlSP + 1 dP(2.1) dSP + 2 LlPC1,2) JNP - 1 l1P{2.2) uNP - 2 NHMSf NHMS NVMD1 NVMD 
COMMON BLOCK /LDPARM/ AND DAMPING COEFS FOR HIGH LATITUDE FILTER ================================================================ 00 14 u=JSP.JNP FIlTER(d) .FALSE. 00 f 3 1=1. I MD2 IF (J.GT.JM02) SMTH(I.d} = SMTH{I.dM-J+2) FILTER(d) = FILl~RhJ) .OR. SMTI .. HI.d).NE.1.0 13 CONTINUE 14 CONTINUE 
COMMON BLOCK /RDPARMI 
===================== 









VDEPEND111 VDEPEND112 VDEPEND113 
VOEPEND114 
VDEPEND115 VDEPEND 116 
VOEPENDf17 
VOEPEND11a 
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" ____ ,,' ____ , ...1 •• _--. _.\. __ --"--'·\-'~I- ../-.,_ 
PKSTD = EXPBYKCPSTD) 
ROCPP 1 ROOP + 1 
THSTD = TSTD / PKSTD 
DO 15 L=t,NLAV 
DSIG(L) = SIGE(L+1) - SIGE(L) 
DS1G1NV(l) = 1.0 /DS1G(l) 
SIG(L} 0.5 • (SIGE(L+1) + SIGE(l,) 
15 CONTINUE 
DO 20 1=1. IM02 
COS LON ( I ) -cos ( ( 1-1 ) .OLON) 
COSLON(I+IMD2) = -COSLON(I) 
SINLON(I) = -SIN«I-1)*OLON) 
SINLON(t+IMD2) = -SINLON(I) 
20 CONTINUE 
F~EQ = 0.5 • (~SP + ~NP) 
DO 30 J=~SP.~NP 
RLAT(J) = oLAT • (~ - F~EQ) 
RlATD(u) = RlAT(u) / PI180 
CaSL(d) = COS(RLAT(d)} 
stNL{~) = SIN(RLAT(~') 
D}(P(~) RAOE • OL('I~I! '" COSL(~) 
OYP(J} = RAOE * OLAT 
DXYP(~) 12.0 '" OXP(~) • OVP(J) 
FCORLS(d) = OMEGA2 '" SINL(~) 
30 OONTINUE 
SGNP(1) = -1.0 
SGNP(2) = 1.0 
AOLOP 12.0 * RAOE '" OLAr '" OLON 
RADIM3 = 3.0 • RAOE • 1M 
CON1 = 4.0 • COTAN(.5*OLAT) I RAOIM3 
CON2 = -COTANe OLAT) I RADIM3 
CON3 CONI 
CON4 = -CON2 
CONS = 1.0 I (RADIM3 • OLAT) 
CP02 = CP • 0.5 
PKTOP PTOP •• ROCPPI 
THST02 = THSTo .. 2.0 
















CUMRAT = CUMDAY = 
OlH = 


























OTC3 I OTOUT 
SDAV I OTOUT 
HEATW I cpp 
CLH • EPSFAC 
(2.0 .. GRAV '" PZERO I SQRT(TIC~i) I 10.0 
SoAY .. 0.0052 
PSTO - PlOP (SIGE(NlAYP')- S1G(NlAYMI))/(SIG(NlAY)-S1G(NlAYMI)) (S1G(NlAV) -SIGE(NLAYPI) )/(SIG(NlA\')-S1G(NlAY"")) 
0.6 .. DSIG{NLAV) * RGAS I GRAV 
CMASS = PIM • 10.0 I GRAV 
OTC3 I (CPP .. CMASS '" SDAY) 
GRAV .. OTC3 I oSIG(NLAV) 
1,NLAY 
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C DEFAULT AND READ NAMELIST INPHYS 
C ================================ CD XL = 0.50 
CoKO = 0.50 
EO = 0.50 
FMU = .00067 
FWET = 0.50 
NFLW 5 
C THE SWITCHES FOR THE DIAGNOSTIC QUANTITIES WERe SET TO DEFAULT 




FCOEF = 258.0 • GRAV**2 * FMU ~ DTC3 / (500.0 • RGAS) 
C 
C REMOVE OLD MIXWI CONDITION FROM GT ARRAV 
C ======================================== 
C 
00 49 JJ = JSP,JNP 
0049 It = 1,IM 
IF(GT(II,JJ).lE.l.1J GT(II,JJ) = TICE 
49 CONTINUE 





DO 50 l I.NLAY 







00 6 f I 1,5 
FKI Il VFK(I) 
XK(I) VXK (I) 
51 CONTINUE 







DO 54 I 1.23 
P~OCMII) DROOM(I) 
OOM22(I) 0011122(1) 
OOM30(1 ) DCM30(I) 
OCM38(I) COM3S(I) 












SO 2880.0 / RSDIST 
DETERMINE KS AND KU AND SET POINTERS AND LABELS FOR DIAGNOSTICS 
=============================================================== KS = 9 
DO 60 K = 1,30 
IF(.NOT.lOSIK» GO TO GO 
KS = KS + I 
XORoS(KS) • CQ5IK) 
IOS(K) • KS - 9 
-- ,----- ~::_;:,::;_~.~_;:'::;.,;::;--:, :c:.',,"'=:O __ =,=,"'-'=' ..... ,...." 
.. -~~.~ 
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IF(I(S.GT.24 STOP 77 
HU 10 
0062 K 1.10 
IF(.NOT.LQU K)) GO TO 62 
IW KU+1 
XOROU(HU) CQU(K) 
lQU(K) KU - 10 
62 CONTINUE 
IF{KU.GT.15) STOP 17 
RETURN 
END 
STATEMENT LABEL MAP 
--LABEL---OEFINED---REFaRENCEs 
10 423 420 
10000 390 
12 428 424 
13 446 443 
14 447 441 
15 455 461 
20 461 456 
30 472 463 
45 515 513 
48 523 522 
49 629 526 627 
50 533 630 
51 541 638 
53 547 542 
54 555 649 
60 573 6GB 569 
62 581 676 677 
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414 
416 
5 6 7 8 9 
. co' .• ~, -.... oc 
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" ; , ! 
COATE RADeOM REAL ARRAV 346 556/S 557/5 55B/S 559/5 560/S 561/S 
CDFR eNTRlP REAL smPlE 278 485/5 
CDXl CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 279 378 516/5 
coxa eNTRl? REAL SIMPLE 280 378 517/5 
CLH eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 281 502/5 503 
CLOUD RADeOM REAL ARRAV 32B 
CMASS REAL SIMPLE 5tO/S 511 
eNTRLP REAL UNKNOWN 27B 279 2BO 2Bl 2B2 2B3 2B4 2B5 2B6 2B7 2BB 
2B9 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 29B 299 
300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 30B 309 3tO 
311 3t2 3t3 3t4 315 316 3t7 3tB 
COE CNTRLP RcAl ARRAY 282 514/5 
COEF CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2B3 51 tis 514 
ODEFS eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2B4 512/5 
CONI ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 212 477/S 479 
CON1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2t3 
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 214 478/5 4BO 
CON20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 215 
CONS ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 216 479/5 
CONSOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2tB 480/5 
CQN4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 
CONts RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 481/S 
CORDER REAL UNKNOWN 364 356 
COSO ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 163 
COSt RDPARM REAL ARRAV 221 466/5 46B 
. i COStON RDPARM REAL ARRAV 222 451/5 458/5 45B ! COSROT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B6 , 
cosz RADCOM REAL ARRAY 348 
CP RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 154 4B2 
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 482/5 
~ .. CPP eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B6 486/5 502 Sit CQS CONTRL CHAR*S ARRAV 12 25 571 
CQU CONTRt CHAR*S ARRAY 13 26 579 ~~ 1 CTID eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B7 505/S , OUMDAV eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2BB 601/S 
CUMRAT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 289 500/S 
"1:115' CVQ RADeaM REAL ARRAV 334 
t CVT RADeaM REAL ARRAY 334 °2 cxoe RADcaM REAL ARRAY 335 0"" CXL RADeaM REAL SIMPLE 34B 
.uF CZH RADeoM REAL ARRAV 347 
~ DAVSPV RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 165 to"G DCM22 REAL ARRAY 371 372/1 651 C;p DCM30 REAL ARRAY 371 373/1 652 l!> .') DOMas REAL ARRAV 371 374/1 553 r t~il ~ DCM46 REAL ARRAY 371 37E/I 554 DEC RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 e=, =" 
,I DECMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 167 -<!.cre 
DELTA CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 293 490/5 
DEPEND SUBROUTINE 1 
DIsT RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 158 
DlAPR REAL ARRAV :366 36B/I 544 
OLAT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 159 464 469 475 477 47B 4Bl 
DLJAN ReAL ARRAV 366 367/1 543 
DL.JUL REAL ARRAV 366 369/1 545 
OLOCT REAL ARRAV 366 370/1 646 
OLaN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE t60 457 459 46B 476 
DRoaM REAL ARRAY 376 377/! 550 
OSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAV 244 452/5 453 509 51' 5t4 
05IGINV ROPARM REAL ARRAV 246 463/5 
DT RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161 
OTC3 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLF 294 49B/S 500 511 512 525 
OTOUT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 295 499/5 500 60t 
DXP RDPARM REAL ARRA"! 224 468/5 470 
OXVP RDPARM R~Al ARRAV 225 470/5 
DVP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 226 469/S 470 
ECCN ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 162 
ED CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 296 37B 518/5 
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EDNM mHRLP REAL SIMPLE 297 491/5 
.... EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 188 
EI'SFAC RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 503 
..,. 
EVAP RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 347 
F1DT RDPARM REAL SU'PLE 228 
F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2:..!9 ," 
FQOEF eNTRl? REAL SIMPLE 298 525/5 
FOORLS ROPARM REAL ARRAV 227 471/5 00 
FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAV 205 208 442/5 445/5 445 -n:o 
FuEQ REAL SIMPLE 462/5 464 "iI~ FK RADeOM REAL ARRAV 343 539/S 
FMU CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 299 378 519/S 525 g~ FROST RADCOM LOG!CAL ARRAV 352 353 FWET eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 300 378 520/5 
GAM RADeoM REAL ARRAV 329 
GAMFAC eNTRl? REAL SIMPLE 301 503/S 
.0"0 GNU, RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 416/5 
GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 164 416 c:~ 
GRAV RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 504 509 5fO 512 525 ~;:J GT QANDQT REAL ARRAV 251 264 528 52B/5 Grapo eNTRLP REAL 51:MPLE 302 604/5 :aii GW QANDQT REAL MIRAV 252 265 H1DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 230 
H20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE. 23' 
HEATI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 187 
HEATW RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 186 502 
HH RADcaM REAL ARRAY 332 
HBE RADcaM REAL ARRAY 332 
HHS RADcaM REAL ARRAY 333 
HICE eNTRl? REAL SIMPLE 303 492/5 
I INTEGER SIMPLE 420/0 421 421 422 422 443/0 444 444 446 466/C 457 
457 468 458 459 469 460 4S0 538/C 539 539 540 
540 642/C 543 543 544 644 645 545 54S 546 549 
650 550 551 551 55~ 552 553 553 554 554 
Ie ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 93 94 
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 93 94 
ICE RADcaM LOGICAL ARRAY 351 353 
IcNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 45 47 49 
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 55 57 58 59 
60 61 62 63 S4 65 66 67 68 69 70 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
ICS?63 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 68 
I05P66 IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
IoIABAT IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
IOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 194 195 ISS 197 19B 199 200 201 202 203 204 
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 196 
IEFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 
IFAX IFAX INTEGER ARRAY 321 321 411 
IFUSI0N IONTR!.. INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 
IHFLUX IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 
II INTEGER SIMPLE 527/0 529 629 
IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88 
ItJUMP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 194 425/5 429/5 430/S 
1M ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 411 414 
415 429 430 476 527 
1"'02 IONTRl INTEGER SIf,'?LE 29 404 420 421 422 443 466 ·'45B 460 
IM02M1 IMuM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 404/5 
IMD2P1 IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
IMI.lM INTEGER UNKNOWN 320 
IMMI IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 391/S 414 
IMM2 IMuM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 392/S 415 
IMM3 IMuM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 393/5 
IMM4 IMI.lM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 394/5 
IMM5 IMuM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 395/5 
IMNLAV IMuM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 39B/S 399 400 401 402 ~03 414 414 415 415 
IMNLAVI IMI.lM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 399/5 
IMNLAV2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 400/5 
IMNLAV3 IMuM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 401/5 
IMNLAV4 IM..rM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 402/5 
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I, IMNLAV5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 403/5 
,I IMT2 IM..JM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 396/S 
IMT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 397/5 
lNDEX IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 196 4211S 422{S 
INPHVS INTEGER SIMPLE 378 522 524 
IOMEGA lCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 
IPRECON ICNrRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
572/5 
IQSOIAG QANOQT INTEGER ARRAV 275 276 
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 78 89 90 91 92 580/5 
IRADLW reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 
IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
IRADSWG ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
tROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 191 
ITAPE LOP ARM LOGtCAL SIMPLE 206 209 
ITMAX lCNrRL INTEGER UNI~NOWN 80 
ITMIN reNTAL INTEGER UNltNOWN 79 
J INTEGER SIMPLE 424/0 425 426 425 427 441/0 442 444 444 444 445 
445 445 463/0 464 464 465 465 466 466 467 461 
468 46B 469 470 470 470 471 47. 
dAlB RADeOM INTEGER SIMPLE 350 
JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV .98 426/5 
JE lOP ARM INTEGER ARRAY 199 433/S 434/5 
JIC CCNTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 5 .8 
JJ INTEGER SIMPLE 526/0 528 528 
dM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 444 
llMD2 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 444 
.JMT2 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMplE 34 
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 424 430 432 434 437 438 441 462 463 526 
It' 
J04 IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
JOB IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
J09 CCNTRL OHAR"'S SIMPLE 6 19 
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 200 435/5 436/5 437/5 438/5 
~ JSP IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3B 424 429 431 433 435 436 441 462 463 526 K INTEGER SIMPLE 566/C 569 571 512 516/C 571 579 580 
KUAl9 IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 00 , 
"ZJ;o 
r KllGW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 KllSST ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 41 "tIQ KS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 42 567/S 570/S 510 571 512 574 0-
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 o~ ~. KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 575/5 578/5 578 519 580 582 L INTEGER SIMPLE 417/C 418 4.8 451/C 452 452 452 453 453 454 454 :Or-I 454 513/e 514 514 530/0 531 531 532 532 g;g I, LAND RADOOM LOGICAL ARRAY 351 353 lC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 14B 149 
lCO LCNTRl LOGIOAL SIMPLE 95 148 149 3>16) 
lCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 95 96 91 98 99 100 I ° I 102 103 104 105 C;:J 105 101 ~.Ul lOlA8AT lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 119 145 318 lOP ARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 205 206 207 
lEFLUX lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 113 139 318 
lFUSION lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 114 140 318 
lHFltlX lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPlE 112 138 378 
LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 117 143 378 
LOGBR IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44 
lOMEGA lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 118 144 318 
LPREACC LONTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 136 
LPRECON lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 111 137 378 
LQ5 LONTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 106 lOB 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 111 
132 569 
LQU lCNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 107 118 119 120 121 133 577 
LRADLW lCNTRl LOGICAL UNIINOWN 121 147 
LRADLWG LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 142 
II lRAOS\~ lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 120 146 378 lRAOSWG lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 115 141 378 
LTMAX lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 109 135 378 
LTMIN lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 108 134 318 t:I 
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MArIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
'" 
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIhlPLE 46 
.... 
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 '" 
MIXWI RADeOM lOGICAL ARRAV 352 353 
M~ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 202 427/S 431/
5 432/S 
MLF lCNTRt. INTEGER ARRAV 48 
MRce ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 426 
NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
NO ICNTRL INTEGER SI!IolPLE 53 
NDAlT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 378 
NDOUT lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 499 
NDPHV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 497 
NORSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
NDSHF reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
NDT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 Norca eNTRlP INTEGER SIMPLE 304 497/5 498 
NFK RADCDM INTEGER SIMPLE 343 537/5 
NFLW eNTRlP INTEGER SIMPLE 305 378 521/5 
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 439 
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
NHMS1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 430/S 
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NLAV IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63 398 405 
406 407 40B 409 410 417 418 451 
507 508 508 509 512 513 530 
NLAYM1 leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 507 507
 50B 
J NLAYOZ RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 
342 536/S 
NLAVPl IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 507 508
 
NLAVT2 IMtiM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 405/5 
~ NLAVT3 IM~M INTEGER 
SIMPLE 320 406/S 




NLAYT4P1 IFAX INTEGER SIMPLE 321 412/5 
413 
• 
NLAVT5 IM~M INTEGER SIMPLE 320 408/S 
~ NLAVTS IMtiM INTEGER 
SIMPLE 320 409/S 00 
NLAYT7 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 320 410/S 
NlAYTBP2 IFAX INTEGER SIMPLE 321 413/S 
"ll'::tI 
NMlEV IeNTaL INTEGER SIMPLE 75 "tI~ 
~ Nez RADOOM INTEGER SI
MPLE 346 548/S 
NSDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 8~ 
I NSEQ teNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
} NSTEP I
CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
::til"' 
NVMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71 440 
NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
g:g 
NVMDI IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 20. 440/5 
NVMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
::;:Or;') 
NZINIT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 
CITI 
OCEAN RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAV 351 353 
OCM22 RADeoM REAL ARRAY 345 551/5 ::!iii 
OCM30 RADOOM REAL ARRAY 345 552/5 
OOM3S RADOOM REAL ARRAY 345 553/5 
OeM46 RADeOM REAL ARRAV 345 554/5 
OOMXX RADeOM REAL ARRAV 346 
OlAPR RADeOM REAL ARRAY 34. 544/5 
eL~AN RADceM REAL ARRAY 344 543/5 
OLJUL RADeOM REAL ARRAY 344 545/5 
OLOOT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 344 546/S 
OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 166 471 
OZAlE RADeOM REAL ARRAy 33B 
P QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 268 
PHI QMJDQT REAL ARRAY 260 273 
PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 24B 251 
PI RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 418 
PllBQ ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168 465 
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169 
PIM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 305 506/S 510 
PIMEAN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171 
PI(STO RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 232 44B/S 450 
l 
!i 
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"" ~ Z SIND ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE la2 '" 
" 
SINL RDPAnM REAL ARRAY 239 467/5 471 f-' 
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240 459/5 460/5 460 ex> 
SINROT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 309 
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 249 262 444fS 444 445 
SN2FLG LONTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 103 129 41B 
SNOW RADeOM lOGICAL ARRAY 352 353 
SNOWN CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 310 
SNOWS ONTRLP REAL SIMPLE 311 
SOLS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE IB3 
SP RADeOM REAL ARRAY 349 
SRS RADeOM REAL ARRAY 340 
SSS RAOCOM REAL ARRA'! 331 
SSSF RADeeM REAL ARRAV 331 
START LOP ARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 207 210 
STao cNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 312 494/S 
STERPI CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 313 507/5 
STERP2 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 314 50S/S 
STN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 340 
SWALE RADeOM REAL ARR4V 336 
SWIL RADeOM REAL ARRAY 336 
T QANOQT REAL AR::MV 25a 271 
TAUL RADeaM REAL ARRAY 33B 
Teo NO RADeOM REAL ARRA'! 341 631/5 
TG RADeOM REAL ARRAY 326 
TH RADeaM REAL ARRAY 326 00 
THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 241 450/5 4a4 ">1;0 
THSTD2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 484/$ 
'tIGi nCE CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 315 49SfS 504 528 
TL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 325 0-
I TLE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 325 0:2 
~.' TLOWL RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 342 S3«/S ;o~ 
TLTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 316 496/S 
i TMIDL RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 342 535/5 .o'tl 
• TN RADeOM REAL ARRAY 340 $~ rOPASS RADeOM REAL ARRAY 339 TOTOZ RADeOM REAL ARRAY 346 562/5 563/5 564/5 5S5/5 
t TPENE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 341 532/5 
r"1'Ii 
TRIGS IFAX REAL ARRAY 321 411 :!m TS QANDQT REAL AnRAY 253 256 
T5ro ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE la4 450 
II U QANDQT REAL ARRAV 256 269 
'~ V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 257 270 I VER ceNTRl CHAR .... S SIMPLE 10 23 
~ WET RADCOM REAL ARRAV 347 WI RADeOM REAL ARRAV 347 WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAV 243 
XDAV eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 317 
XII RADeOM REAL ARRAY 343 540/5 
XlA8EL ceNTRl CHAR*8 ARRAY 11 24 
XOROS CORDER CHAR*8 ARRAY 354 355 571/5 
XORDU conDER CHAR*8 ARRAV 354 355 519/5 
XSA CORDER CHAR*8 ARRAY 356 357 
XUA CORDER OHAR*8 ARRA" 356 357 
veOND REAL ARRAY 35a 359fl 531 
YFK REAL ARRAY 362 363fl 539 
VPENE REAL ARRAY 360 361fl 532 
VXK REAL ARRAY 364 365fI 540 
ZLNCO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 31B 509/5 
PROCEDURE MAP 
--NAME-------TVPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENOES D=STW:T FN DEF, A=ARGlIST 
COS REAL INTRINSIC 457 466 
OOTAN REAL INTRINSiC 477 478 
EXPBVK REAL FUNCTION 44B 
MOD INTEGER INTRINSIC 426 
MODHMS INTEGER FUNCTION 497 499 
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1 \ i 
00001 SUBROUTINE OIFFQ (Nt. N2, J I VDIFFQ 2 
0 \(DIFFQ 3 
0 UTILITV SUBROUTINE TO SUBTRACT 4TH-ORDER MODEL VALUES VDIFFQ • C VDIFFQ 5 
0 ARGUMENTS DESCRIPTION VDIFFQ 6 
0 Nl TIME STEP pOINTER OF VALues FROM WHICH TO SUBTRACT VDIFFO 7 
0 N2 TIME STEP POINTER OF VALUES TO SUBTRACT VDtFFO a 
0 J LATITUDE GRID BANO VOIFFQ 9 
a VDIFFQ '0 
e vCtHRL 2 
0 CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRL 3 
t 0 ================================================== VCNTRL • 00002 COMMON ICCNTRLJ ceo VCNTAL 5 
00003 COMMON ICONTRL/ AOATE VCNTRL 6 
00004 COMMON /CCNTRLI ATIME veNTRl 7 
00005 COMMON /CCNTRLI JIC VCNTRL a 
oooos- COMf.1oN ICeNTRl! Joa veNTAl 9 
00007 COMMoN {CeNTAll CCSP06 vernRl 10 
COOOS COMMON !CCNTRl! eeSP01 veNTRl 11 
00009 COMMON !eeNTRl! CCSP08 VCNTRl 12 
00010 COMMON !CeNTRl! VER VCNTRl 13 
00011 COMMON !CCNTRl! XlABEl ( 10) VCNTRl 
" 00012 COMMON !GCNTRl/ COS (30) veNTRl '5 00013 COMMON /CCNTAl/ cau ( 101 VCNTRl 16 
0 VCNTRl 17 
00014 EOUIVALENCE (CCO,CCI I) I VCNTRL ,a 
00015 CHIIoRACTER'-S eco, CO(2001 VCNTRl 19 
00016 CHtlRACTER"S AOATE 'JC~HRl 20 
I 
00017 CHARACTER"S ATIME veNTRl 21 
00018 CHARACTER·S JIO VCrllTRl 22 
00019 CHARACTER'"'S JOB veNTRL 23 
00020 CHARACTER"S CCSP06 VCNTRl 24 
00021 CHARACTER"S CCSP07 veNTRl 25 
00022 CHAR,'l.CTER"'S CCSPOS VCNTRl 26 
I 00023 CHARACTER"S VER VCNTRl 27 
1\' ' 00024 CHARACTER"S KlABEl VetHRl 2a 
~ 00025 CHARACTER"S CQS VerHRl 29 00 00026 CHARACTER·S OQU VCNTRl 30 
>" C veNTRl 31 -n:o , 
INTEGER MODEL' PA:RAMETERS SAVED ON. HISTORv {lECORD 
-UE , ! 0 veNTRl 32 0 ============~===.=====~=================~======= VCNTRl 33 02 ~ 00027 COMMON !rCNTRl! 100 veNTRl '4 00028 COMMON !rCNTRL! 1M VONTRL. g~ 00029 COMMON !rCNTRl/ IM02 veNTRt "u 
~ 00030 COWJlO:J /ICNTRL/ rMD2Pl vefl TI: L 37 .o-u 00031 COMMON /IONTAl/ NOASW V(;NTRl 38 00032 COMmON !ICNT";:tl! JM vernAL 39 C::J::o I 00033 COMMON /ICNTAl! JMD2 VCtJTAl 40 ?=~ I 00034 COMMON !IeNTRlf JMT2 veNTRl 41 00035 COMMON IICNTAl! JNP VerHRl 42 ~m ,I 00036 COMMON !rCNTRl! J04 VCtHRl ., 00037 COMMON II eNTRl! JOB VCNTR:l 44 
00038 COMMON !ICNTRll JSP VCNTRl '5 00039 COMMON /IONTRl/ KLIAl8 VCNTRl 46 
00040 COMMON fICNTRl! 1<lIGVI VCNTRl 47 
00041 COMMON IICNTRl/ KllSST VcrJTRl 4a 
00042 COMMON nCNTRl/ KS VC'HRl '9 00043 COMMON /lCNTRL/ KU VCNTRl 50 
00044 COMMON frCNTRl/ LOGBR vcrHRl 51 
00045 QOMMON /ICNTRL! MATIN VCNTRL 52 
00046 COMMON /ICNTRLI MAT!JNX VCNTRl 53 
00047· COMMON !ICNTRl! MATSUN veNTRl 54 
00048 COMMON /ICNTRl! MlF ( 121 veNTRl 55 
00049 COMMON !IONTRl! MROo VCNTRl 56 
00050 COMMON ! I CNTfR / NKRSH VCNTRl 57 
00051 COMMON !ICNTRL! MSM VCNTRl 5a 
00052 COMMON !ICNTflL! W8 veNTAL 59 
00053 COMrJlON ! reNTRL/ NO veNTRl 60 
00054 COMMON !ICNTRl! NDAlT VCNTRL 61 
00055 COMMON !ICNTRl/ NDAV veNTRl 62 
00056 COMMON fICNTRl! NOOUT veNTRl 63 
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00057 COMMON IlCNTRLI NDPHV VCNTQl 64 f'-) 
00058 COUlMON IICNTRl/ NDSHF veNTRL 65 
00059 COMMON /lCNTAl/ NOT VCNTAl 66 
00060 COM~ON /ICNTRlI NHrJlS VCNTRL 67 
00061 COMMON /lCNTRl/ NHMSE veNTRl 68 ," 00062 COMMON IICNTRlI NHMSO VCNIAl 69 
00063 COMMON /IGNTRLl NlAY VCNTRl 70 
00064 COMMON IICNTRll NlAVMl VCNTRl 71 
000G5 cornMaN !ICNTRLI NlAVP1 VCNTRl 72 
00066 COMMON IICNTRLI NSOAV VCNTRl 73 
00067 COMMON !ICNTRLI NSEQ veNTRl 74 
00068 COMMON IICNTRlI IC5P53 veNTRl 75 
00069 COUlMON ItCNTRll NSTEP VCNTRl 76 
00070 COMMON IICNTRl/ 18LKSIZ veNTRl 77 
00071 COMMON IICNTRl/ NYMD VCNTRl 78 
00072 COMmON /ICNTRL/ NVMDE VeNTRL. 79 
00073 COMMON /ICNTRll NYMDO VCNTRL 80 
00074 COMMON /ICNTRl/ NZHHT VCNTRl 81 
00075 COMMON /lCNTAll NMLEV VCNTRl 82 
00076 COMMON IICNTRlI NDHOG VCNTAL 83 
00077 COMMON IICNTRlI lOS (30) VCNTRl 84 
00018 COMMON ItCNTALI IOU ( 10) vmnRL 85 
c VCNTAl 86 
00019 EQUIVALENCE (ITMIN ,IOS( III VCNTRl 87 















~ 00089 00090 
, 
I ~ 00091 00092 00093 I 00094 
I, 00095 
00096 
EQUIVALENCE IIPREACC ,lQse 311 
EQUIVALENCE ( I PRECON .IQS( 411 
EQUIVALENCE (lHFlUX , lOS! 5) ) 
EOUIVAlENCE (I EFlUX , IOS( 6) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION 
· lose 711 
EQUIVALENCE (IAAOSVlG .IQse 811 
EQUIVALENCE (I AADlWG ,IQSf 91 ) 
EQUIVALENCE ~I]CL.OUO ,lQSt 10) I 
EQUIVALENCE (tUFlU): ,lQS(11) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IVFlUX ,IQS! 12) ) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA .IQU! 11) 
EQUIVALENCE (I01A8AT • IOU! 2)) EQUIVALENCE ( lRADSW ,IQU( 3)1 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRADlW ,IQU( 4)1 
EOUIVALENCE (ICO,IC(l) 
INTEGER lCO. IC(200) 
VCNTAl 89 
VCNTRl 90 
VCNTRL 91 00 VCNTRL 92 
veNTRL 93 "l1:o 
VCNTRL 94 
"!Iii; VCNTAl 95 g~ VCNTRl 96 VCNiRl 97 
VCNTRL 98 ::Or-VCNTRl 99 g;g VCNTRl 100 VCUTRl 101 
VCNTRL 102 l:>Q VCNTRl 103 C' i'l1 veNTAl 104 
VCNTRl 105 
=irJ5 VCNTRl 106 
c 
c 
c VCNTRl 107 
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTOAY RECORD veNTRl 108 
C ================================================ VCNTRl 109 
·')0097 COMMON IlCNTAlI lCO veNTRl 110 
00098 COMMON IlCNTAll QAlT VCNTRl 111 
00099 COM,.nON Il(;NTRLI QBEG vernRl 112 
00100 COMMON !lCNTAl! QOAV veNTRl fl3 
0010":' COMMON IlCNTRl! QENO ;,rCNTRl 114 
00102 COMMON ILCNTRll OOUT VCNTRl 115 
00103 COMMON IlCNTRlI QPHY VCNTRl fl6 
00104 COMMON ilCNTRlI QSHf VCNTAl 117 
00105 comMON IlCNTRll SN2FlG veNTRl fl8 
00106 COMMON IleNTRl! QR5W veNTRl 119 
VCNTRl 120 
vcrnAl 121 
00107 COMMON /LCNTALI QRSH 
00108 COMMON IlCNTAl/ lQS(30) 
00109 COMMON IlCNTRl/ lQU(10) VCNTAL 122 
c vcrnRl 123 
00110 EQUIVALENCE (lTMIN ,LQst 11) VCNTAL 124 
00111 EQUIVALENCE (lTMA)( ,Lose 211 VCNTRl 125 
00112 EQUIVALENCE eLPREACC ,LOSt 311 VCNTRl 126 
00113 EQUIVALENCE (lPRI!CON ,lQSe 411 VCNTRL 127 




00115 EOUIVAlENCE (LEFLUK ,lOS( 611 
00116 EQUIVALENCE (lFUSION · LQS! 711 
00117 EQUIVALENCE (lAADSWG ,LQS( 811 f' 
00118 EQUIVALENCE (lRAOLWG ,lOS! 911 VCNTRl 132 
00119 EQUIVALENCE IlIClOUD ,lOS{IO)) VCNTAl 133 
00120 EQUIVALENCE elUFlUX ,LOS! 11 II VCNTRl 134 
_______ -----"-O-:--.....,----,-.---~------- :. ___ --------"--<.c-
"-~ -- -.:.-:, ~. '<i 
";' . 
L':',,~, ,' ____ '- .::,.., .~-. :;;-~ ... ,-... ,~-. 
""."" ,.' --. --~~: ",,=* ---~~~ .o. ... :; __ ~_~"' __ ~~ ~"-----~~ .. 4'L'':;' 
r "~"ft .' "\' , \ ''. \ , ! I __ : _, ,!c.,"~_'" ,;:iL' , \. ,"" 
--.. ~ .. -"~.,.-~---~- - ---.,.- - •.. ~~ .L 
00121 EOUIVALENCE (LVFLUJ( ,I..QS(12» VCNTRL 135 
C VeNTRl 136 
00122 EQUIVALENCE (laMEGA ,LOU( 1)1 vernRl 131 
00123 EqUIVALENCE (LDIABAT .lOU( 211 VeNTRl 138 
00124 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSW ,LQU( 3)) VeNTRl 139 
00125 EOUIVALENCE (LRAOLW .LOUI 4)) verJTRl 140 
C VeNTRl 141 
00126 LOGICAL QALT VeNTRl 142 
00127 LOGICAL QBEG VeNTAL 143 
00128 LOGICAL QOAV veNTRl 144 
00129 LOGICAL QENO veNTRL 145 
00130 LOGICAL QOUT VONTRl 146 
00131 LOGIC:AL QPHV VeNTRL 141 
00132 LOGICAL QSHF VeNTRl 148 
00133 lOGICAL SN2FLG VeNTRl 149 
00134 LOGICAL QRSW VeNTRl ISO 
00135 LOGICAL QRSH VeNTRl lSI 
C VeNTRl 152 
00136 LOGICAL LQS VeNTAL 153 
00137 LOGICAL LQU veNTRl 154 
00138 LOGICAL LTMIN VeNTRL ISS 
00139 LOGICAL lTMAX VCNTRL 156 
00140 lOGICAL lPREACC VCNTRl 151 
I 
00141 lOGICAL LPRECON VCNTRl lS8 
00'42 LOGICAL LHFlUX VeNTRl 159 
I 
00143 lOGICAL lEFlUX VCNTRl 160 
00144 lOGICAL lFUSION VCNTRl 161 
00145 lOGICAL lRADSWG VeNTRl 162 
"I 00146 LOGICAL lRADlWG VCNTRl 163 00147 LOGICAL lIClOUO VCNTRl 164 
00148 lOGICAL lUFLUX VCNTRl 165 
00149 lOGICAL lVFlUX VCNTRl 166 
C VCNTRl 161 
I 00150 lOGICAL lOMEGA VONTAl 168 (\ 00151 LOGICAL lOIABAT VeNTAl 169 00152 LOGICAL lRAOSW VeNTRl 110 00 
~ 00153 hOGIChL lRAOL\'J 
VeNTRl 171 '"ll:;o 
C VCNTRL 172 
00154 EOUIVAlENCE (leo. LO ( 1 ) • VCNTRL 113 "U!F.l , 00155 LOGICAL lCO. LC(200) VCNTRl 174 02 C VCNTRl 175 
.t C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRl 176 0l:> C ============================================= VCNTAl 111 ::Or-
i 
00156 C,orJj~ON !ACNTRl! RCO VCNTAl 118 
,o"tl 00157 COMMON !RONTRl! APHEL VeNTAl 119 .~ 00158 COMrJlON fRCNTRl! 8ETA VCNTAl 180 C::);> 
I 00159 COMMON !RONTRll coso VCNTRl I B I l:>G') 00160 COMMON !RONTRlf OP VeNTRl 182 rm 
} 00161 COMrJlON !RCNTAl! DAVSPY VCNTRl 183 :Jm 00162 CO""rJ!ON !AONTRL! CEC VCNTRl 184 1, 00163 COMMON !RCNTRl( OECfI]AX VCNTRl 185 00164 COMMON (RCNTRl! DIST VCNTRl lB6 
00165 COMMON IRCNTRLI DLAT VCNTRL 187 
00166 COMMON !RCNTRl( OlON VCNTRl 188 
00167 COMMON fRCNTRl! OT VeNTRl 189 
00168 COMMON !RCNTRl! ECCN VCNTRl 190 
00169 coMrnON /RCNTRl! GNU1 VeNTRl 191 
00170 COMMON /RCNTRl! GNU2 VCNTRl 192 
00171 COMMON fRONTRL! GRAV VerHRl 193 
00172 COMMON /RCNTRl! OMEGA2 VCNTRl 194 
00173 COMMON !RCNTRL! PI VeNTRl 195 
00174 COMMON !RCNTRL! Plleo VeNTRL 196 
00175 COMrnON !ReNTRL! Pt2 vcrHRL 197 
00176 cornMaN !RONTRL! PSTD VeNTRl 198 
00177 COMMON !RCNTRL! PIMEAN veNTRl 199 
00178 cornMaN !ACNTRl! PSMAK VeNTAl 200 
00179 COMMON !RCNTRl/ PSMIN VeNTRl 201 
00180 COMMON !RCNTRL! PTOP VCNTRl 202 
00 18 1 COMf.mN !RCNTRl! RADE VeNTRl 203 
"" 
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: l 00184 COMMON IRCNTRll RSDIST vernRl 206 .l>-
00185 COMMON IRCNTRl; SDA., VCNTRL 207 
00186 COMMON IRCNTRll SEASON veNTRl 208 
00187 CorJlMON IReNTRl! SIGE (251 VCNTRL 209 
00188 COMMON fRONTRll SINO veNTRl 21O 
00fS9 COMMON !RONTRl! SOLS VeNTRl 211 
00190 COMMON !RONTRl! TSTO veNTRl 212 
00191 COMMON fRONTRl! PtEVS (25) veNTRl 213 
00192 COMrJlON fRONTRll HEATVI VerJTRl 214 
00193 COMMON fRONTRl/ HEATl VeNTRl 215 
00194 COMMON !RCNTRl/ EPS veNTRL 216 
00195 COMMON fRCNTRl! EPSFAC veNTRl 211 
00196 COMMON IRCNTRll CAlTOl.! veNTRl 218 
00197 COMMON fRCNTRl! PZERO veNTRl 219 
0 veNTRl 220 
00198 EOUIVAlENCE (RCO , RC ( 1 I I VCNTRl 221 
00199 REAL RCO. RC(200) VCtHRL 222 
0 lJeNTRl 223 
c INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRL 224 
c ======================= veNTRl 225 00200 COMMON IIDPARMI I JUMP (46) veNTRl 226 
00201 COMMON IIOPARMI IDSP02 vernRl 227 
00202 COMMON ItDPARMI INDEX (72 ) vetnnl 228 
I 00203 COMMON ItDPAnM/ IROD VCNTRL 229 00204 COMMON IIOPARMI "'0 (461 VCNTRl 230 00205 COMMON IIOPARf.'11 dE ( 21 veNTRL 231 .~ 00206 COMMON nDPARM/ dP (2,21 veNTRl 232 ( 00207 COMMON IIOPARMI KSTEP veNTRl 233 00 
~ . 00208 COMMON IIDPARMI MI..I f4S1 VCNTRl 234 
"'::0 \\j 00209 COMMON /IDPARM/ NHMS1 veNTRl 235 
"tlii) , 00210 t:OMMON II OPARMI t,sYMD t VcNTRl 236 ~I 0 vctHRL 237 0-0 lOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 238 o~ )1 0 ======================= VCrJTRl 239 00211 COMMON /lDPARMI FILTER (461 veNTRl 240 ::01"" 
~ 00212 COMMON /LOPARM/ ITAPE veNTRl 241 .0"0 00213 COMMON ILDPARM/ START VeNTRl 242 0 VCNTIt\. 243 C:;::. 00214 LOGICAL FILTER VCNTRl 244 l>fd) I. 00215 lOGICAL ITAPE VCtHRl 245 ei'ii ti 00216 LOGICAL START veNTRL 246 ;!m 0 VCNTRl 247 0 REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 248 
0 ================::=: VeNTRl 249 
00217 COMMON /ROPARMI AD lOP VeNTRl 250 
00218 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONt VCNTRl 2.51 
00219 COMMotJ IROPARMI eON10T VCNTRl 252 
00220 COMMON /ROPARMI CON2 VCNTRL 253 
00221 COMrJlON / RDPARMI CON2DT VCNTRL 254 
011222 COMMON /RDPARMI CON3 veNTRL 255 
00223 COM~JlON /RDPARMI CON30T veNTRl 256 
00224 COMMON /ROPARM/ CON4 VeNTRl 257 
00225 COMMON /RDPARMI CON40T VCNTRl 258 
00226 COMMON /RDPARMI CONS VCNTRL 2S9 
00227 COMMON IRDPARM/ COSl (46) VCNTRl 260 
00228 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSlON (721 VCNTRl 261 
00229 COMMON /RDpARM/ CPD2 veNTRl 262 
00230 COMMON IROPARMI OXP (45) veNTRl 263 
00231 COMMON IRDPARM/ OXYP (461 VCNTRl 264 
00232 COMMON IROPARM/ DVP (4S) VcNTRl 265 
il 00233 COMMON /RDPARMI FCORlS (46 ) VCNTRl 266 00234 COMMON IROPARM/ FtOT vcrnRl 267 00235 COMMON IRDPARMI F2DT veNTRl 2GB 
00236 COMMON /RDPARM/ H10T VCNTRl 269 
00237 COMMON /ROPARMI ,.,20T veNTRl 270 
00238 COMMON /ROPARM/ PKSTD VCNTRl 271 
00239 COMMON IRDPARMI PKTOP veNTRl 272 
00240 COMMON IRDPARM/ RlAT (46) veNTRl 273 
i I 00241 COMMON /RDPARMI RlATD (46) VCNTRl 274 00242 COMMON IROPARMI RoepOT VCNTRL 275 
, I 00243 COMMON /ROPARfJI/ ROCPP1 VCNTRl 276 
I 
-~---..,.,-----......... ,,----," -- -. 
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\ \ . ). \ . \ 
COMMON IROPARMI SGNP (2) 
COMMON tROPARM! SINL (46) 
COMMON !RCPARMI SINLON ~72) 
COMMON iRDPARMI THSTC 
COMMON !RDPARMI THSTD2 
COMMON tRDPARM! WSAVE . C 159) 
COMMON IROPARMI OSIG (9 ) 
COMMON /RDPARMI SIG 19 ) 
COMMON /RDPARMI OSIGINV (9) 






IMtNLAV ... tl =7128 
JM/2"'t =23 
GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS (NEEDED IN COMPO) 
================================================ 
COMMON /QANDOT/OPROG(72.,9,11,461 
DiMENSION PHIS (712.8,1) 
DIMENSION SMTH (7128,231 
DIMENSION ALBEDO (712.8,1 ) 
DIMENSION GT (7128,1) 
DIMENSION GW (71Za,t) 
DIMENSION TS (7128.1 ) 
DIMENSION SHS {7l2a,t J 
DIMENSION P (72.99.1) 
DIMENSION U (72.9.1',1) 
DIMENSION V {72,9,11,1l 
DIMENSION T {72.9,11.n 
DIMENSlCN SH (72,9.11,11 
DIMENS!ON PHI {72.9.n.n 
EQUIVAtE"mE (QPnOG( 1, 1 • 1 • 1) • PH I S ( 1 , 1) ) 
EQUIVALFNce (OPROG( t, 2.1.1',SMTH { 1 , 1 I I 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( " 3.1,1) ,AL8EDO{ 1,1' I 
EQUIVALENCE {QPROG(l. 4.1.1I,GT (1.0) 
EQUlVALENCE {OPROG(l. 5.1,t).GW (1.1 )} 
EQUIVALENCE (OPROG{l, 6,1,l),TS n,O) 
EQUIVALEfolCE (QPROG(1. 7,1,1) ,SHS ( 1 • 1) } 
EQUIVALENCE {QPROG{ '. 8,1, " ,P ( T • 1 , 1 ) , 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1,1, 2,1) ,U (1,1,1,11) 
EQUIVALENCE (oPROGf t ,1, 4,1) • v (1 • 1 , 1 , 1) } 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROGt 1,1, 6,1) ,T (1,1,1.1)) 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(! .1. B.l J .SH (1,t.1,1" 
EQUIVALENCE (QP~OG( 1.1,10,11 ,PHI{l, T.l,11) 
SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC fIELDS (NOT NEEOED IN COMPO) 
=========================================================:==== 
COMMON /OANDQT/ OSDl~G(72 ,15,46) 
DIMENSION IQSDIAG(72 .15,46' 
EQUIVALENCE (OSOIAG,tQSDIAG) 
COMMON /QANDOTI QUDIAGt72.9. 5,46) 
• 
POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
OOMMON IQPOLESI PP(2.2J 
COMMON /QPOLE.S/ UPf9,2,21 
COMMON /OPOLESI VP(9.2,21 
COMMON /QPOLESI TP{9,2,21 
COMMON /QPOLESI SHPf9,2..2) 
lJ~<. \ <\;;v ._-c < • _~=- .,"""",,,',<,,- -" ,.,,,~, .~,,,,--,~,,,~,,,"-,- .,.- ~~~ ... -.-,< 
~. ~_:~ f.::·~ --.::;;;--"--~===",,= 
_,,,~_>1'!' .• 






































VQANDQT 27 00 VQANDQT 28 
-rt:o VQANDQT 29 
-VQANDQT 30 "tI!i) VOANDQT 31 0-VQANDQT 32 0 2 VQANDOT 33 :o~ VQANDQT 34 
VQANOQT 35 
.0-" VOANDQT 36 
VOANOQT 37 C::=O 
VQANDQT 38 loG) 
VOM.JDQT 39 rffl 








































































COMMON IQPOLES/ PHIP(S,2.21 VQPOlES 9 
C VOPOLES to 
COMMON IIM'}MI IMMI. IMM2. IMM3. JMM4. U'IM5, VIMJM 2 
$ IMT2. IMT4. VIMJM 3 
S tMNLAV. IMNLAVt. IMNLAV2. tMNLAV3. IMNLAV4. JMNLAV5. VIMJM 4 
S IM02Mt, VIM~M 5 
5 NLAVT2. NLAVT3. NLAVT4. NLAVT5. NLAVTG. NLAVT7 VIMJM G 
C .. VOIFFQ 15 
C DEBUG VBEGDEB 2 
10000 CONTINUE VBEGOEB 3 
C ........ CveER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT JOQ V8EGDEB 4 
· ... • cveER VECTOR VERSION 00 V8EGDe8 5 
CSSSS5$S$SSSSSS$$$$S$SSSSSSSS$S$SSSSS$$SSS$SS$S$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSS$S$VeEGOEB 6 
M = Mdl,j) VOIFFQ 17 
IF (M.EQ.O) GO TO 50 VOIFFQ 18 
C VOl FFQ 19 
C POLE POINT VOIFFQ 20 
PPINI,M. = PPINf,Ml - PPIN2,M, VDIFFQ 21 
DO 10 L=I.NLAY VOIFFQ 22 
UPfl,Nt,M) = UPIL,Nl,M) - UPIL,N2,M) VOIFFQ 23 
VP{L.Nl.M} = VP(L.Nl.MJ - VPIL.N2.M) VDIFFQ 24 
TP(L.Nt,M} = TP(L,Nt,M} - TPIL.N2,M) VDIFFQ 25 
SHPll,Nl.M) = SHP(L.Nl,M) - SHP(L.N2.M) VOIFFQ 26 
10 CONTI NUE VOl FF Q 27 
C voIFFQ 28 
50 CONTINUE VOIFFQ 29 
P{l,Nl,J;IM) = Pfl,Nl.oJ;HJI) - PIt,N2.J;IM) VOIF'FQ 30 
C VDIFFQ 31 
U{I,f,Nl.J,IMNlAV) U(I,I,Nl.J IMNLAY) - Utl.I,N2,J IMNlAYI VDIFFg 32 
Vlt,1,Nl,J IMNLAY} Vlt,I.Nt,J IMNLAY) - vr,.1,N2,oJ IMNLAVI VDIFFQ 33 
Tlt,l.Nt,oJ IMNLAY) Tlf,l.NI,oJ IMNLAV) T(t,t,N2,oJ IMNLAVt VOIFF'Q 34 
SHlt.t.Nt,oJ IMNLAV) SHfl.t.Nl,oJ IMNLAY) - SH(I,I,N2. :IMNLAV) VOIFFQ 35 
RE URN VOIFFQ 36 
END VDIFFQ 37 











--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGlIST. C=CTRL OF ~O. I=DATA INtT. ReREAD. S=STORE. W=WRITE 
ADATE ceNiRl eHAR·S SIMPLE 3 16 
AOlDP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 
ALBEDO QANOQT REAL ARRAY 256 269 
APHEL RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 157 
ATIME eCNTRL eHAR·S SIMPLE 4 '7 
BETA ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE ,58 
CALTOJ RcNTRL REAL SIMPLE 196 
cc ccNTRL CHAR+S ARRAY '4 15 
ceo eeNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 2 14 15 
ceNTRl REAL UNlfNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
13 
CCSP06 eCNTRL CHAFt .. S SIMPLE 7 20 
ceSP07 ceNiRL eHAR"S SIMPLE 8 21 
CCSPOB ceNTRL CHAR"'S SIMPLE 9 22 
CON1 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 
CON10T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 
CON2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
CONZOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 22' 
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 
CON30T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 
CON4 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 224 
CON40T RDPARM ReAL SIMPLE 225 
CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
coso RCNTRI.. REAL SIMPLE 159 
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 227 
COSLON RoPARM REAL ARRAY 228 
--,.:::-:.-:';-~-:;.;-;-'==:;;:::...---.-.":'"= 
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~1 f- ::","-! 
CP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 160 
CPD2 ROPARM REAL- SIMPLE 229 
CQS CCNTRL CHr.n·s ARRAY 12 25 
CQU CCNTRL CHAR·S ARRAY 13 26 
DAVSPV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 
DEC RONTAl REAL SIMPLE 162 
i DECMAX RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 OIFFQ SUBROUTINE 1 
,I 01ST RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 164 00 OLAT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 OLON RCNYRL REAL SIMPLE 166 -n';tl 
.: 
-OSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 250 "1le ., OSIGtNV RCPARM REAL ARRIlV 252 :I Dr ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 02 
DXP RCPAR'" REAL ARRAY 230 g~ DXVP RDPARr.,., REAL ARRAV 231 
Dve RDPARM REAL ARRAY 232 
.0"':; EOON RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 168 
EPS ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 194 c:~ 
EPSi=AC ReNTRl REAL SIMpLE 195 ):>~ 
F1DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 ri'1 
F2DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 ~m j FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAV 233 FILTER lOPARM LOGICAL ARRAV 211 21' GNU1 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 169 
GNU2 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 170 
GRAV ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171 
GT QAr-mOT REAL ARRAY 257 270 
GW QANDOT REAL ARRAY 258 271 
HIDT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
H20T ROPARM ReAL SIMPLE 237 
HEATI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 
HEATW ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 192 
I8LKSIZ ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
IC ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 95 96 
lCO ICrJTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 
ICNTRl INTEGER UNK~o\.'m 27 2B 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 5' 52 53 54 55 56 57 5B 59 
60 6. 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
ICSP53 reNTRl INTEGER srMPLE 68 
IDIABAT lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
IOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 2,0 
IDSP02 tOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 
lEFLUX rCNTRl t fHEGER UtJI(NOYlN 84 
IFUSION ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOYltJ 85 
IHFLUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 , 
IIClOUO ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88 . 
r.JUMP IOP .... RM INTEGER ARRAY 200 
''1 rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 302 302 302 IMD2 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
IrJlD2Ml IM.JIVI INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMD2.Pl rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
IM.JM INTEGER UNKNOWN 290 
1'1'1' IMJM' INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMM2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMM3 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMM4 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMM5 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMNLA't IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 303 303 303 304 304 304 305 305 305 306 
306 306 
IMNLAVI IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMNLAV2 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMNLAV3 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IfJlNLAV4 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMNLAY5 IMJM INTEGER StMPLE 290 
IMT2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
IMT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 290 
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, . ".k, __ -.. _~ 
84 85 es 87 
303 303 304 304 
297 298 2ge 298 
103 104 105 106 
115 116 "7 118 
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VeXPBVK = XO· •. 2BG 
RETURN 
FUNCTION VEXPBVKCXD.L;*~ 
COMMONI WORKVE I TMPR(5000) 
DESCRIPTOR VEXP8VK.TEMP1D,Y-O 
ASSIGN TEMP10,TMPRe':L) 
VEXPBYK ~ VSQRT(XD;VEXPBVKl 
VEKPBVK = VSQRT{VE~PBVK;VEXP8VK' 
TEMPIO = VSQRT(VEXPBVK; TEMP1D' 
TEMPtD = VSQRT( TEMP10: TEMP1D) 
TEMPtD = VSQRT( TEMP1D; TEMP1D} 
VEXPBYK VEXP8VK-TEMPfO 
TEMPIO VSQRT( TEMP1C: TEMP10' 
TEMPfD VSORT( TEMPID; TEMP10) 
TEfo1P!D VSQRT( TEMP10; TEMPIO) 
VEXPBVK = VEHPBYK.TEMPtO 
TEMP1D VSQRT( TEMPID; TEMP10) 
TEMPIC VSQRT( TEMP10; TEMPIO) 





L INTEGER SIMPLE 1 
TEMPID REAL DESCRIPTOR 3 
11/S 
15 
TMPR WORKVE REAL ARRAY 2 
VEXPBVK REAL DESCp:",TOR 1 
14 
WORKVE REAL UNKNOWN 2 
XD REAL DESCRIPTOR 1 
PRoceDURE MAP 
--NAME-------TVPE-------CLASS-~----------REFERENCES 
VSQRT REAL INTRIN~;tC 5 

























A=ARGLIST. C=CTqL OF DO, I=DATA INIT. R=READ. S=STORE. t'I=WRITE 
• 
• 7/5 7 als a a 9/S 9 9 11 11 '2,5 12 12 13/S 13 13 I. 
15 lG/5 16 16 17 
4 
3 5/S 5 6/S 6 6 7 lOIS 10 
17/5 17 
3 5 
D=STMT FN OEF. A=ARGLIST 
7 8 9 11 12 13 '5 16 
~ 
I 
j·~l· I . . 
~~-'~' '.:--
-;::c:"=: .. ============ 





































C FUNCTION EXPBVKtX) 
C EXPBVK = X.·O.286 
C RETURN 
00001 FUNCTION EXPBYK(XO) 
00002 EXPBYK :: SORT(XO) 
DOO03 EXPBVK SQRT(EXPBYK' 
00004 TEMPIO SQRT(EXPBVJ(. 
00005 TEMP 10 = SQRT( TEMPfOl 
00006 TEMP1D sonTt TEMPIOI 
00007 EXPBY~ = EXPBYJ(*TEMP10 
00008 TEMP1D SORTC TEMPtD' 
00009 TEMPtD = SQRT{ TEMPID) 
00010 TEMP fO SQRT( TEMPIO} 
00011 EXPBVK = eXPSVK-TEMP1D 
00012 TEMPID = SQRTI TEMP1D) 
00013 TEMP1D = SQRT{ TEMPte) 



















































D=STMT FN DEFf A=ARGLIST 
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SUBROUTINE DUMPIJ (IX. oJ::) VOUMPIJ 2 
c •••••• ~~*·.+.· •• ··•·· •••••.•• ·.·.····.·+ ••• +· •• •••••••• •• • •• •••••••• •• ·VOUMPIJ 3 
C PURPOSE vnuMP 1 oJ 4 
C DUMP GRID P01NT (JX.IX). VDUMPIJ 5 
C USAGE VDUMPI,J 6 
C CALLED NORMALLV BY (PRCJ~GI. vnUMPI,J 7 
C ARGUMENTS DESCRIPTION VDUMPIJ 8 
C IX I POINT VOUMPIJ 9 
C JX oJ POINT VDUMPIJ to 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VDUMPIJ 11 
C NONE VDUMPIt.f 12 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS VOUMPIJ 13 
C 12/05/83 RAMESH NEW PROGRAM VOUMPIJ 14 
C 02/04/84 JIM.PF COMMENTS" MOVED TO F400M 207 VOUrJlPI.J 15 
C REMARKS: VOUMPIJ 16 
C.~ •• • ••••• *· •••• ·.·~ ••• ·.~ •• ~+.· ••••• ~ ••• + •• •• ••• +.··.·.·.·.· •••• ·· •••• VOUMPIJ 17 
C. M / ~ - COM S I G MAD A T A INC. N A SAG S F C ·vournPIJ 18 
C ••• *· ••••••••••••• • •• • ••••••••• • ••• • •• •• ••••• •••••••••••• ••••• ••••••• •• VOUPJ!PIJ 19 
C VDUMPIt..I 20 
C HALF/FULL PRECISION VREAl 2 
C ======;:============ VREAl 3 
IMPLICIT HALF PRECISION CA-H,O-Z) VREAl 4 
C VREAL 5 
C VRSlV 2 
C PARAMETER STATEMENTS FOR DIMENSIONING RESOLUTION VRSLV 3 
C ===================::;:========;:==;:===========;:== VRSlV 4 C VRSLV 5 
C VRSlV 6 
C CHARACTER MODEL pARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECOfiO VCNTRl 2 
C ======;:=========================================== VCNTRL 3 COMMON !CCNTRl/ CCo VCNTRl 4 
COMMON /ceNTRl/ ADATE VCNTRl 5 
COMMON /CCNTRl! ATIME VCNTRl 6 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ Jle VCNTRl 7 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ JOB VCNTRl B 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 VCNTRl 9 
COMMON /CCNTRl! CCSF07 VCN1Rl 10 
COMMON /CCNTRLI CCSP08 VCNTRL II 
COMMON /CCNfRL! VER veNTRl 12 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ XlABEl (fO) veNTRl 13 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ CQS (30) VCNTRl 14 
COMMON /CCNTRL! CQU (10) VeNTRl f5 
COMMON /CCNTRl I eSTOP (4) veNTRl 16 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ DSlWI (4) "'CNTRl 17 
COMMON /CONTRl! 0555T(4) VCNTRl f8 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ OSAlB 14) VCNTRl 19 
COMMON iCCNTRl! eSGWT (" I VCNTRl 20 
C VCNTRl 21 
EQUIVALENCE (CCQ,COC111 VCNTRl 22 
CHARACTER.B 000, CO(200) veNTRL 23 
CHARACTER-"'S ADATE VCNTRl 24 
CHARACTER~B ATIME VCNTRl 25 
CHARACTER""S JIc veNTRL 26 
CHARACTER't8 JOB VCNTRl 2.1 
CHARACTER+8 CCSP06 VCNTRl 28 
CHARACTER.S CCSP07 veNTRL 29 
C~ARACTER.S CCSPOB VCNTRl 30 
CHARACTER"tS VER VCNTRl 31 
CHARACTER.S XlABEl veNTRL 32 
CHARACTER~8 CQS VCNTRl 33 
CHARACTER.S CQU veNTRL 34 
CHARACTER+S OSTOP veNTRL 35 
CHARACTER'tS OSLlJII veNTRL 36 
OHARACTEFI.S eSSST veNTRl 37 
CHARACTER+8 OSAlB veNTRl 38 
CHARACTER"'9 DSGWT VCNTRl 39 
C veNTRl 40 
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRl 4t 
C ====~======:========~=========================== VCNTRl 42 
COMMON /IONTRl/ ICO VCNTRl 43 
COMMON /IONTRl/ 1M veNTRl 44 
;\. !t.-·. ~:--:-;- .-,,'-,'"""',.,.~"","~ -~ ",_.-_ 4, 
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(I TMAX ( IPREAQC 
(IPRECON ( IHFlUX (IEFLUK {IFUSION ( IRAOSWG {IRADlWG (1ICloUD ( IUFLUX ( IVFlUX 
( IOMEGA (lDIABAT 






I IQS( 6)' 
,lQse 7'} 
• IQ51 8» 
.IQS( 9) 
.IQS( 10) , 
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\ , 00108 
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ir 00145 00146 00147 ; , 00148 
i1 00149 Ji 00150 00151 I. 00152 ; } 00153 II 00154 00155 
, 00,56 
• 
00f57 ,' 00158 i 1 00159 00160 , 00161 
) 00162 
; 
I 00163 , 00164 
i 00165 
• 00lS6 






. I \ i ''.i' . , 
''' .... ~--\-,~ ,--"- ~.--~--- ". -- • 
EquIVALENCE (ICO,ICtl)) veNTRL 116 
INTEGER ICO, IC(200) veNTRl 117 
c vernRl I1B 
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVeD ON HISTORY RECORD veNTRl 119 
c =================~============================== veNTRl 120 COMMON ILCNTRLI LCO veNTRl 121 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QALT VeNTRl 122 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ QSEG VeNiRl 123 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QDhV veNTRl 124 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ ,QENO VeNTRl 125 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ ~QOUT veNTRL 126 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ QPHV veNTRL 127 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QSl-IF veNTRl 12B 
COMMON /LCNTRLi SN2FLG veNTRl 129 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ QRSW veNTRl 130 
COMMON /LCNTRLI ORSH veNTRl 131 
COMMON /lCNTRll LQS(30) veNTRl 132 
COMMON /LCNTR}../ Loue fO) VCNTRL 133 
c VCNTRL 134 
EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQSe 111 VCNTRL 135 
EQUIVALENCE CLTMAX ,LQS( 211 VCNTRL 136 
EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LOS( 31 , VCNTRL 137 
EQUIVALENCE (LPRFCON ,LQse 41, VCNTRl 13B 
EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX ,LQse 5') VCNTRL 139 
EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX ,LQS( 6)) VCNTRL 140 
EQUIVALENCE (lFUSION .lQse 7)) VCNTRl 141 
EQUIVALENCE (LRADSWG ,LQSe B)) VCNTRl 142 
EQUIVALENCE (LRADLWG ,LQSe 9)) VCNTRl 143 
EQUIVALENCE (LIClOUD .LQSe 10) ) VCNTRl 144 
EQUIVALENCE (LUFLUX ,lQS( f 1» VCNTRL 145 
EQUIVALENCE fLVFLUK ,f.QS(12)) VCNTRL 146 
C VCNTRL ,.7 
EQUIVALENCE (LOMEG':, ,LQue 11) VCNTRL 14B 
EQUIVALENCE (LOIA8AT ,lQUe 2)1 VCNTRL 149 
EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSW .LQU( 3)) VCNTRl 150 
EQUIVALENCE flRADLW ,loue 4)) VCNTRl 161 
C ~ VCNTRl 152 LOGICAL QALT VCNTRl 153 
LOGICAL OBEG VCNTRl 154 
LOGICAL QOAV VCNTRL 155 
LOGICAL QEND VCNTRL 156 
LOGICAL QOUT veNTRl 157 
LOGICAL QPHV VCNTRl 15B 
LOGICAL QSHF VCNTRL 169 
LOGICAL SN2FlG VCNTRL ,60 
lOGICAL QRSW VCNTRL 161 
LOGICAL QRSH VCNTRl 162 
c VCNTRL 163 
lOGICAL LQS veNTRl 164 
LOGICAL LQU veNTRl 165 
LOGICAL LTMIN VCNTRL 166 
LOGICAL lTMAX VCNTRL 167 
LOGICAL LPREACC VCNTRL 16B 
LOGICAL LPRECON vCNTRL 169 
LOGICAL LHFLl:~ VCNTRL 170 
LOGICAL LEFLUX VCNTRL 171 
LOGiCAL LFUSION VCNTRL 172 
LOGICAL LRADSWG VCNTRl 173 
LOGICAL LRAOLWG VCNTRL 174 
LOGICAL lICLOIJD VCNTRL 175 
LOGICAL lUFLUX VCNiRL 176 
LOGICAL LVFLUX VCNTRL 177 
C vCNTRl 17B 
lOGICAL LOMEGA VCNTRL 179 
LOGICAL LOIABAT VCNTRL lBO 
LOGICAL LRAOSW VCNTRL lBl 
LOGICAL LRADU'J VCNTRL lB2 
C VCNTRL lB3 
EQUIVALENCE {LCO , LO ( 1 ) , VCNTRL lB. 
LOGICAL LCO, LO(200) VCNTRL lB5 
C VCNTRL lB6 
:~: ,,-, 
''''-'''', 
~,-C' •. ,~._-,.,:...........-~_"._,. '~"':7"""-"~="'- ~~",--... -.,-.,,,,,,~--'"- ~ ..... -.~--.-.--- : .""":' 
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REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAveD ON HISTORV RECORD 
============================================= COMMON !ReNTAl/ RCD 
COMMON IRONTRll APHEL 
COMMON fRONTRl/ BETA 
COMMON /RCNTAl! COSO 
COMMON IReNTRl/ CP 
COMMON {RONTRl! DhVSPV 
COMMON !RCNTRlf DEC 
COMMON fRCNtRl! OECMAX 
COMMON !RCNTRl! OIST 
COMMON !RCNTRl! OLAT 
COMMON !ReNTRL/ OlON 
COMMON /RCNTRl! DT 
COMMON !RCNTRl! ECON 
COMMON !ReNTRl! GNUf 
COMMON !RCNTRl! GNU2 
COMMON !RONTRl! GRAV 
COMMON !RONTRl! OMEGA2 
COMMON !nCNTRl! PI 
COMMON fRCNTRl/ PI180 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ P12 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ PSTD 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ PIMEAN 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ PSMAX 
coMMON !RCNTRL! PSMIN 
COMMON fRCNTRl! PlOP 
COMMON !RCNTRL! RAOE 
COMMON !RCNTRl! RGAS 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ ROOP 
COMMON !RCNTRl! RSOIST 
COMMON !RCNTRl! SOAV 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ SEASON 
COMMON !RCNTRll SIGE (25. 
COMMON !RCNTRl! SIND 
COMMON /RONTRl! SOLS 
COMMON fRCNTRl! TSTO 
COMMON !RCNTRl! PlEVS (25) 
COMMON !RONTRl! HEATW 
COMMON !RCNTRl! HEATI 
COMMON fRCNTRl/ EPS 
COMMON !RCNTRl! EPSFAC 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ CAlTOd 
eO~f.MON !ReNTRl! PZERO 
EQUIVALENCE (RCO,RC(I» 
HALF PRECISION RCO, ne(400) 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
======================= COMMON /IOPARM/ IJUMP 
JOMMON /IOPARM! IOSP02 
COrJlMON /IOPARM/ INDEX 
COMMON II DPARM! I ROD 
COMMON /IDPARM/ JC 
COMMON /IDPARM/ JE 
COIVIMON II DPARM/ JP 
COMMON /IOPARM! KSTEP 
COMMON /IOPARM/ MJ 
COMMON /IOPARM! NHMSI 
COMMON /IDPARM/ NYMOI 
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-,-+---",~, -- ~--- ;;~±~.',.-.-" ... -;-.:: ,2: ", _ .. r ...... -_~ '7 ~ __ ~~ •. -.:.= ~,~ """,0, 
~ ~6'\ \ :i I'· . ' .. , ~\~..: .,,'-'- . ~.-~~,,-- \ / '. \ ~ 
'" '1.l 
, I 
i~ C veNTRl 258 ~ C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS veNiRL 259 c ==================== veNTRl 260 I 00230 COMMmJ InOPARMI ADlDP veNTRl 261 
002.31 COMMo~1I IRDPARMI CONt veNTRl 262 
00232 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON tOT veNTAl 263 
00233 COMMON IROPARMI CON2 veNTRl 264 
00234 COMMON IRDPARM/ CON20r veNTRl 265 
00235 COMMON IROPARM/ eDN3 veNTRl 266 
00236 COMMON IROPARMI CONaDT veNTRl 267 
00:1:37 COMMON IROPARMI CON4 veNTRl 2GB 
00238 COMMON IRDPARMI CON4DT veNTRl 269 
00239 COMMON /RQPARM/ CONS veNTRl 270 
00240 COMMON IRDPARM/ cosL (461 veNTRL 271 
00241 COMMON IROPARM/ COSLON (72 ) veNTRl 272 
00242 COMMON /ROPARMI CPD2 veNTRl 273 
00243 COMMON IROPARMI OXP (46 ) veNTRl 27. 
00244 COMMON IRDPARM/ DXVP (46) VCNTRl 275 
·1 00245 COMMON /RDPARM/ Ovp (461 veNTRl 276 00246 COMMON IRDPARM/ FCORlS (461 VCNTRl 277 
00247 COMMON IROPARM/ F10T veNTRl 278 
00248 COMMON /RDPARMI F20T VCNTRl 279 
00249 COMMON IROPARrIIl HIDT veNTRl 280 
00250 COMMON IROPJ\RM/ H20T VCNTRl 281 
00251 COMMON IRQPARMI PI(STO VCNTRl 282 
00252 COMMON IROPARMI Plnop VCNTRl 283 
00253 COMMON IROPARMI RlAT (4S1 VCNTRl 284 00 00254 COMMON IROPARMI RlATD (46) VCNTRl 285 
-rt-;o 
00255 COMMON IROPARMI ROCPOT veNTRl 286 
-00256 COMMON IRDPARM/ ROo.PPI VCNTRl 287 "tI€! 
) .~ 00257 COMMON IROPARMI SGNP (2) VCNTRl 28B 0:2: 00258 COMMON /ROPARMI SINL (46) VCNTRl 289 ~~ J 
00259 COMMON /ROPARMI SINLON '72 } VCNTRL 290 
00260 COMMON IROPARMI THSTO VCNTRL 291 
00261 COMMON /RDPARMI THSTD2 VCNTRL 292 
,o"tl 00262 COMMON /RDPARM! WSAVE ( 159, VCNTRl 293 
'; 00263 COMMON /ROPARM! DSIG (9 ) VCNTRl 294 c:~ :tJ'I 00264 COMMON IRDPARM/ SIG .9) VCNTRl 295 t!lt1 , 00265 COMMON IRDPARM/ OSIGINV (9) VCNTRL 296 
C VCNTRL 297 ;;!iii J c VQII.NDQT 2 C COMDEC« VQANOQT RESOLUTION VALUES VQANOQT 3 
i c ===============================~= VQANDQT • C 1M =72 VQANDQT 5 11 C NLAV ~9 VQANDQT 6 C JM+1 =46 VQANDQT 7 i \ C NLAV"'1 =99 VQANDQT B 
i} C IM.NLAV" II =7128 VQANDQT 9 C JM/2*1 =23 VQANDQT 10 , 
C VQANDQT 11 I, C GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS (NEEDED IN COMPO) VQANOQT 12 ! c ================================================ VQANDQT 13 , C VQANDQT I. ) , 00266 COMMON /QANDQT/ QPROG(72,9.ll,46) VQANDQT .5 
C VQANDQT 16 i .1 00267 DIMENSION PHIS (7 t28, 1) VQANDQT 17 
t 00268 DIMENSION SMTH (7128.23) VQANOQT 18 
i 00269 DIMENSION ALBEDO (7128.1) VQANDQT 19 00270 DIMENSION GT 17128. I) VQANOQT 20 
I 00271 DIMENS!ON GW (7128,1) VQANDQT 21 
f 
00272 DIMENSION TS (7128, 1) VQANDQT 22 
00273 DIMENSION S~S (7128.11 VQANOQT 23 , 00274 DIMENSION P 172,99.1) VQANDQT 24 
t 
C VQANDQT 25 
00275 DIMENSION U (72.9. 11. I) VQANDQT 28 
00276 DIMENSION V (72.9.11.1) VQANDQT 27 
00277 DIMENSION T (72.9.1'.1l VQANOQT 28 
00278 DIMENSION SH (72.9.tt,1) VQANDOT 29 <::I 
00279 DIMENSION PHI 172.9.1I,n VQANOQT 30 ~ ! C VQANOQT 31 
" 
00280 EQUIVALENCE IQPROG( t. t.I,l),PHIS 11,11) VQANOQT 32 
I H t., 
j. '" 
, 
-i , .j. 
, 
, 
l\1!r -~ ""-., ...... £"~ "---~ ..... --~.~,-~---- ~ -_.- --- -~- .. ~- ------ ._. '-" ".~ 1 " "", .--~-~ .. ~. -~,~:~-.;.. 
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EQUI VALENCE (QPROG t 1. 2, I. I ) • SMTH ( t • t I I VQANOQT 33 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROGt I. 3,1.1} ,ALBEDO! 1,1») VQANDQT 34 
EQUIVALENCE IQPROG( 1, 4.1, I) ,GT (I, 1), VgANDQT 35 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROGtt.5,I,I',GW (1,1) VQANOQT 36 
EQUIVALENCE tQPROGtl,6,1.1),TS (1,1)) VQANOQT 37 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1, 7.1.1}, SHS (1.1) ) VQANDQT 38 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG!1, a t l.II.P (1.1.11) VQANOQT 39 C VQANDQT 40 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I.l. 2.1) ,U (f, t,l. I» VQANDQT 41 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG{I.I, 4,11,V C I. t. I. 1)) VQANOQT 42 
EQUIVALENCE IQPROG( I, I. 6, t). T (1,1.1.1) VQANOQT 43 
EQUIVALENCE (QPnOGC 1. t, 8,1) .SH (1,1,1.1» VQANDQT 44 
EQUIVALENCE IQPROG{I,I,10.1'.PHI(I.I.l.I}) VQANOQT 45 
C VQANOQT 46 
C SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS INOT NEEDED IN COMPO) VQANDQT 47 
C ============================================================== VQANDQT 48 
C VQANDQT 49 
COMlI.mN IQANDQT/ QSDIAG(72 .15.46) VQANDQT 50 
BIT BQSDIAG(32. 72,15,461 VQANDQT 51 
EQUIVALENCE fQSDIAG.BQSOIAG) VQANOQT 52 
C VQANDQT 53 
COMMON /QANOQT / QUDI AG (72.9, 5.46) VQANDQT 54 
C VQANDQT 55 
C VDUMPIJ 25 
CHARACTER"13 PRTUNBt/13HH U AT NB ~ •. ! VOUMPIJ 26 
CHARACTERTI3 PRTUNB2/13H.. ../ VDUMPIJ 27 
CHARACTER.13 PRTVNBI!13H •• V •• 1 VCUMPIJ 28 
CHARACTER"13 PRTVNB2/13H". ~ .. ! VCUMPIJ 29 
CHARACTER.,3 PRTTNB1!13H •• T •• 1 VOUMPIJ 30 
CHARACTER*t3 PRTTNB2/13H.~ ~.I VDUMPIJ 31 
C VOUMPIJ 32 
CHARACTERi<'3 PRTUNDl/t3H** U AT NO H/ VDUMPIJ 33 
CHARACTER*,3 P~TUND2/t3H.. ../ VDUMPIJ 34 
CHARACTER~ 13 PRTVND 1/13H .... V •• / VOWJlP IJ 35 
CHARACTERl-13 PRTVND2!13H ... .., .i'/ VOUMPIJ 36 
CHARACTERf~3 PRTTN01/13H.'" T .... / VOUMPIJ 37 
CHARACTER~13 PRTTN02/13H". ..../ VDUMPIJ 38 
C VDUMPIJ 39 
C~ •• ~ ••••• ++i' •• eT ...... t~."'~* •• l- .... +t ............ t.~i'.~i'.* •• ' ••••• fl ••••••••••• VDUMPIJ 40 
C VDUMPIJ 41 
C DEBUG VBEGOEB 2 
'0000 CONTINUE VBEGDEB 3 
C .+.~ cveER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 10Q V8EGDEB 4 
C •••• CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00 V8EGDEB 5 
0$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$VBEGDEB 6 
C VOUMPIJ 43 
WRITE (6.6000) VOUMPIJ 44 
WRITE (S.G0101 IX. JX. P(IK.NS.JK). Pux,ND,JX) VOUMPIJ 45 
C VOUMPIJ 46 
WRITE (S.6020) PRTUNB1, fU(IK.l.NB.JKI. L=1 .9) VOUMPIJ 47 
IF (NLAY.GT.9) WRITE (6,6020) PRTUNB2. (U{IK,L.NB,JXI. L=10,NLAV) VOUMPIJ 48 
WRITE (6.6020) PRTVNBt. (V(IX.L.NB.JX). L=I. 9) VOUMPIJ 49 
IF (NLAY.GT.9) WRITE (S.6020) PRTVNB2. (V(IX.L,NB.JK). L=10,NLAV) VDUMPIJ 50 
WRITE (S,6020) PRTTNSt. (T(IX,L,NB,JX), l=l. 9) VDUMPIJ 51 
IF (NlAV.GT.9) WRITE (G.6020) PRTTNB2. (T(IK.L.NB,JK), l=tO.NlAV) VOUMPIJ 52 
C VOUMPIJ 53 
WRITE (6.6020) PRTUNOI. (UIIX.L,ND.JXI. L=I, 9) VOUMPIJ 54 
IF (NlAV.GT.91 WRITE (6.6020) PRTUN02. (UfIK.L.NO.JK), L=IO,NLAV) VOUMPIJ 55 
WRITE (6.6020) PRTVNOI. (V(IH,L.ND.JX). L=1. 9) VDUMPIJ 56 
IF fNLAV.GT.9) WRITE (6,6020) PRTVN02, (V(IX,L.ND,JX). L=tO.NLAV} VQUMPIJ 57 
WRITE (6.6020) PRTTND1, (TIIX,L,ND .• JK). L=I, 9) VDUMPIJ 58 
IF (NLAV.GT.9' WRITE (6.6020) PRTTN02. (TfIX,L.NO.JXI, L=10.NLAVl VDUMPIJ 59 
C VDUMPIJ 60 
ReTURN VOUMP]J 61 
C VDUMPIJ 62 
C VOUMPI..J 63 
6000 FORMAT (IX) UDUMPIJ 64 
6010 FORMAT IIX.'.'*'·.IOX.·(I.J)=(·.13.·.·.13.·)·.4X. VDUMPIJ 65 
$ • AT NB P =' .G12.4,4K. 'AND AT NO P ;' ,GI2.4.44X ....... ) VOUMPIJ 66 
6020 FORMAT (1K.AI3.2K.fP9Gf2.4.3X.· .... '. VDUMPIJ 67 
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'" GNU2 ReNTRl HALF SlMPlE 183 
GRAV ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE la. 
GT QANOQT HALF ARRAV 270 2a3 
GW QI\NOQT HALF ARRAV 271 2B. 
HIOT ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 2.9 
H20T RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 250 
HEATI RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 206 
HEATW RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 205 
I BLI(SI Z lCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE al 
Ie IeNTRl INTEGER ARRAV loa 109 
leo rCNTRl INTEGER SJMPlE 3a lOB 109 
ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 3a 39 40 ., 42 .3 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 
60 61 62 53 G4 G5 6G G7 68 G9 70 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 
82 a3 a. BS aG B7 BB B9 90 91 
ICSP53 rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 79 
IOIABAT IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 105 
IDPARM INTEGER UNI{N01.'JN 213 214 21S 216 217 21a 219 220 221 222 223 
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 214 
lEFLUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 
IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNJ<NOWN 9B 
IHFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNlfNOWN 96 
, ~ I ICLOUD lCNTRl INTEGER UNJ<NQWN 101 I.JUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 213 
1M lCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
J ~MD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 IMD2Pl ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 41 INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 215 
'l IOMEG.\ ICNTRl INTEGER UNItNOWN 104 
'\' IPREA';C rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
• 
IPREOON rCNTRl INTEGER UNI<NOWN 9S 
, IQS IeNTRl INTEGER ARRAV B8 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 
:~ 102 103 IQU ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAV B9 10. 105 lOG 107 IRADLW ICNTRl.. INTEGER UNKNOWN 107 
i' IRADLWG rCNTRl INTEGER UNI<NOWN 100 
J~ IRAOSW ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN lOG 00 IRADSWG lCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 99 IROO IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 21G "':0 ITAPE lOPARM lOGICAL SIMPLE 225 22B -j} "<It;) ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 O-
I' i ITMIN IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 OS IUFlUX IeNTRl INTEGER UNI{NOWN 102 IVFLUX reNTRl INTEGER UNI<NOWN 103 ;;Or-I IX INTEGER SIMPLE 1 .3 I IfW 311 311 312 313 31. 315 316 317 318 I 319 320 321 322 323 oO"iji , ' Je IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 217 C:E:> L JE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 21B 
"" Ii;; .. !: r..~ I, JIe CCNTRl CHAR"'S SIMPLE G 24 
JM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 :;i= 
.JMD2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 44 ~
.JMT2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
JNP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
, J04 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 47 
; J08 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
-a 
I, 
JOB CCNTRl CHARI'S SIMPLE 7 25 
JP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 219 
JSP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
JX INTEGER sIMPLE 1 311/W 311 311 312 313 31. 315 316 317 318 
319 320 321 322 323 
I KLIAlB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 KLIGW IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
.. IflILWI ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 91 !! KlISST ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
I(t I TOP I(;NTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 90 
"S ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 KSTEP lOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 220 
"U IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
I ~ L INTI::GER SIMPLE 312 312/C 313 313/C 31. 314/C 315 315/e 316 3'6/0 317 .'. 
1,(!T'~- -~---'------~"--==-'-'" -,., ~.~ 
-c~.:..-~·~~.,..~~--~ . . , . 0-; -~:~~ '::-"-. :r:::_~' : ~:-:.:::-..;;:~_"," 
-
.~ . .:..: '- . 
. ------::.:::;; <.- _.-•..• .:;~~~~-=~~." ~~co. __ . ~._.--'-=-~~. _:";:-L.. ___ ~--- _____ ~~_=___..:~ ___ ~ K'~_~;.~ __ ..... __ ..!:-~Q 
,~~-""' __ ~'_!..i;~-,-,, __ ,,:~,, ,-",-", .. _._'-~,~_·_I_L_ .. ~ ______ ~ ___ , __ ., __ , __ . 
, 1l..! -- . .., .. ,~,~ .. "--~,, .. --,. -~" 
~ 
317/0 31B 318/0 319 319/0 320 320/0 321 321/0 322 322 
323 323/0 
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 167 16B 
LCO LONTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 110 167 16B 
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 110 111 112 113 
"' 
115 116 117 11B 119 120 
12 I 122 
lOIASAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 136 16' 
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 22' 225 226 
LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 12B 156 
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 129 157 
lHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 127 155 
LICLOUO LC'.JTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 132 160 
LOGSR teNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
! LOl\1EGA lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 135 163 LPREACC LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
! lPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 126 IS' LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 121 123 12. 125 126 127 12B 129 130 131 132 , 133 13. 149 , LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 122 135 136 137 138 150 
II 
LRADlW LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 138 16G 
LRADlWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 131 159 
LRADSW lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 137 '65 
LRAOSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN .30 .5B 
LTMAX lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN .2. '52 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN .23 '5' LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 133 .61 
LVFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 13' .62 00 MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
"II:U MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
"tl@ MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
MJ IOP;\RM INTEGER ARRAV 221 02 MLF ICNT"l INTEGER ARRAV 59 g~ MROD ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 MSM ICNTRL UJTEGER SIMPLE 62 
NB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE G3 311 312 3'3 3 •• 315 316 317 
,o"tl NO ICNT(lL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 311 31B 3.9 320 321 322 323 
NDAll ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE GS C::X:O 
NOAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 66 i!==m 
NDHOG ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE B7 ~i1:i NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 NDPHV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 6B 
NDRSW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 42 
NOSHF IcNTRL INTEGER SIMplE 69 
NOT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
NHMS IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPlE 71 
NHMSO leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
NHMSI IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 222 
NHMSE ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
NKRSH leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 7. 3'3 3.3 315 315 3.7 3.7 319 319 321 321 
323 323 
NLAYMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
NlAVP1 IcNTRl If'HEGER SIMPLE 76 
NMlEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE B6 
NSOAY ICNiRl INTEGER SIMPLE 17 
NSEQ ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 7B 
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE BO 
NVf;10 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE B2 
NVMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 8' NVMDI IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 223 
NVMOE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 83 
NZtNIT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 85 QMEGA2 ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE IB5 
P QANDQT HALF ARRAV 27. 2B7 311/W 311/VJ 
PHI QANDQT HALF ARRAY 279 292 
PHIS QANDQT HALF ARRAY 267 280 
PI ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 186 
PIleo RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE .B7 C PI2 RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE IBB §! PIMEAN RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE .90 
'" H c., 
<D 
._~-,t!"-~ '. 
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PKSTD ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 251 0 
PKTOP RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 252 
PLEVS RONTRl HALF ARRAY 20. 
PRTTN81 CHAR+-'3 SIMPLE 301/t 316/W 
PRTTNB2 CHAR'I'13 SIMPLE 302/1 317/W 00 PRTTN01 CHARt-f3 SIMPLE 3u7/1 322/W 
PRTTN02 CHARi-,a SIMPLE 30B/t 323/W ,"7J :u 
PRTUNB1 CHAR·'3 SIMPLE 297/1 3f2/W 
"i5 PRTUNB2 CHAR"'13 SIMPLE 298/1 313/W 0-PRTUNDf CHART'3 SIMPLE 303/1 318/W O~ PRTUND2 CHAR'" '3 SIMPLE 304/1 319/W 
PRTVN81 -CHAR'4' 13 SIMPLE 299/1 314/W :tIr-
PRTVNB2 CHAR·13 SIMPLE 300/t 316/W g~ PRTVN01 CHARi<13 SIMPLE 305/1 320/W PRTVND2 CHARi< 13 SIMPLE 306/1 321/W 
PSMAX ReNTRL HALF SIMPLE 191 >t;') PSMIN RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 192 Cm psrD RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 189 
PTOP ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 193 ~.ca PZgRO RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 210 QAlT LONTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE III 139 QANOQT HALF UNKNOWN 255 293 296 QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 112 1.0 
QOAV LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPlg 113 1.1 
\ QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE "' 142 QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 115 143 "I QPHY LONTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 115 I •• 
'; 
:1,\ QPROG QANDQT HALF ARRAV 266 280 281 282 283 284 285 285 287 288 289 
,,. i 290 291 292 f,. I QRSH lONTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 120 148 
:~ ; QRSW lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 119 1'7 QSDIAG QANDQT HALF ARRAV 293 295 
1,. : QSHF lONTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 117 1'5 
1 QUO lAG QANDQT HALF ARRAY 295 
':\ I 
RADE ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 19. I ~ RC ReNTRL HALF ARRAV 211 212 
1\ RCO RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 159 211 212 RCNTRl HALF UNKNOWN 169 170 171 172 173 17. 175 176 177 178 179 i r 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 las IS9 190 , 
191 192 193 19. 195 19S 197 19S 199 200 201 ! I i 202 203 20' 205 206 207 20S 209 210 RDPII.RM HALF UNKNOWN 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 
241 242 2.3 24. 245 2'6 2.7 248 2.9 250 251 , 
252 253 25' 255 256 257 258 259 250 261 262 i' 263 26. 265 1.1 RGAS ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 195 , , RLAT RDPARM HALF ARRAY 253 
I RlATO RDPARM HALF ARRAY 25. ROCP RCNTRL HALF SIMPLE 195 ; , ROOPOT RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 255 I RoepP1 RDPhRM HALF SIMPL6 255 ! RSDIST RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 197 : SQAY RONTRL HALF SIMPLE 19B , SEASON ReNTRL HALF SIMPLE 199 I SGN? RDPARM HALF ARRAY 257 
t SH QANDQT HALF ARRAY 27B 291 SHS QANDQT HALF ARRAY 273 286 SIG RDPARM HALF ARRAV 26. SIGE RONTRl HALF ARRAY 200 
I SIND RONTRL HALF SIMPLE 201 
:i SINl ROPARM HALF ARRAY 258 
!i SINLON ROPARM HALF ARRAY 259 SMTH QANDQT HALF ARRAY 268 2BI 
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 118 146 
SOLS RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 202 
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 226 229 
f II T QANOQT HALF ARRAV 277 290 316/W 317/W 322/W 323/W THSTO RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 260 I~' THST02 ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 261 
I. :j TS QANOQT HALF ARRA V 272 2B5 r 
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VARI A.BLE MAP 
. _ .. ~ ._ .. L-._LM.~~_L_"'::""'~";~:· __ · __ · __ ~,,~·_, ~~._,~ .• ____ ,,~._,. 
FUNCTION EXPBVK(X) 
EXPBVK = X.*O.286 
RETURN 
FUNCTION EXPBVK(XO) 
EXPBVK = SQRTCXO) 
EXPBYK SQRT(EXPBVK) 
"iEMPfD = SQRT(EXPBVK) 
TEMPfD = SQRT( TEMP10) 
TEMPfD SQRT( TEMP1D) 
EKPBVK = EXPBVK*TEMP10 
TEMP1D SQRTC TEMPfD) 
TEMPIO = SQRT{ TEMPlD) 
TEMPle = SQRT( TEMP1D) 
EKPBVK = EXPBVK*TEMP1D 
TEMP 10 = SQRT( TEMP10) 
TEMPfO = SQRT( TeMPID} 























































































--NhME-------TVPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF. A=ARGLIST 
5QRT REAL INTRINSIC 
~--,,--<,.--
_" >-._.C" . 
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2 3 4 
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TIMEMSTEP POINTER AT WHICH TO CALCULATE HEIGHTS 
LATITUDE BAND NUMBER 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================== COMMON IceNTRll CCO 
COMmON ICONTRll ADATE 
COMMON !CCNTRl/ ATIME 
COM~JlON ICCNTRl! JIC 
COMMON ICCNTRll dOB 
COMMON iCCNTRL/ CCSP06 
COMMON IceNTRll CCSP07 
CQrJlrJlON ICCNTRll CCSPOS 
corJlrJlor~ IceNTRll VER 
COMMON leONTRll XLABEl (lot 
COMMON /CCNTflll CQS (30) 



























INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEO ON HISTORV RECORD 
================================================ COMMON IICNTRll ICO 
COMMON IIONTRll 1M 
COMMON IICNTRl/ IM02 
COMMON IICNTRl/ IM02P1 
COMMON /ICNTRll NDRSW 
COMMON IICNTRLI JM 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ JM02 
COMMON IICNTRll JMT2 
COMf.llON IICNTRl! JNP 
COMMON IICNTRll J04 
COMMON ItCNTRl! J08 
COMMON IICNTRll USP 
COMMON nCNTRtl KlIAlS 
COMMON IICNTRl! KLIGW 
COMMON I!CNTRll KLISST 
COMMOU IICNTRLI KS 
COMMON /ICNTltLI KU 
COMMON IICNTRL! lOGSR 
COMMON IIONTRLI MATIN 
COMMON IICNTRLI MATSNK 
COf./li'JlON IICNTRl! MATSUN 
COMMON IICNTltLI MLF (12' 
COMMON !leNTRLI MROO 
COMMON I I CfHRL I Nr{RSH 
COMMON IIONTRl! MSM 
COMMON IICNTRLI NB 
COMMON IIONTRll NO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDALT 
COMMON IICNTRL! NnAY 
caMMON IICNTHll NtOUT 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDo&iv 
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COMMON fleNTRl/ NDSHF 
COMMON JICNTRll NOT 
COMMON IIeNTRl! NHMS 
COMMON JICNTRL/ NHMSE 
COMMON JICNTRll NHMSO 
COMMON JICNTRLI NLAV 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLAYMt 
COMMON l!CNTRll NLAYP1 
COMMON IIeNTRL! NSOAV 
COMM"ON fIONTRl/ NSEQ 
COMMON frONTRl! lCSP53 
CorJlMO~ fteNTRl! NSTEP 
COMMON ftONTRLJ IBLKSIZ 
COMMON IICNTRLI NVMD 
COMMON /[eNTRll NVMDE 
COMMON flONTRl/ NYMDO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NZINIT 
COMMON IIeNTRl/ NMLEV 
COMMON IleNTRl! NDHOG 
COM~JlON IICNTRLI IQS (30) 
COMMON IICNTRL/ IQU ( 10) 
EQUIVALENCE (I 1MI N .IQS( III 
EQUIVALENCE ( IT1J1A~ .IOS( 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE ( I PRtACe ,IQS( 3) ) 
EQUIVALENCE ( I PRE CON ,IQS( 4) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (I HFlUX ,IQS( 5) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IEFlU)! ,IQ5( 6) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IfUStON .IQS( 7) ) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRADSYlCi .IQS( 8) ) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRADlWG ,IQSe 9) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IIClOUD ,IQS(10») 
EQUIVALENCE (I UFlUX ,IQS(11») 
EQUIVJ\lENCE fIVFLUX ,IOS(12) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA ,IQue 1)) 
EQUIVJ\lENCE ( IDIABAT ,IQU( 2)) 
EOUIVAlENCE ( I RADSYI ,IQU( 3) ) 
EQUIVALENCE flRAOlW ,IOU( 4) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (ICO,IC(l» 
INTEGER lCD, lC(200) 
lOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
==~=========~=~~~=~=~=======================~=== 
COM~1I0N 11.CNTRlI lCO 
COMMON IlCN1RlI QAll 
COMMON ILeNTRll QeEG 
COMMON IlCNTRll QOAY 
COMMON /lCNTRll QEND 
COMMON IlCNTRll QOUT 
COMMON IlCNTRll QPHV 
COMMON IlCNTRll QSHF 
COMMON ILCNTRll SN2FLG 
COMMON ILCNTRll QR5W 
COMMON IleNTRl/ QRSH 
COMMON IlCNTRl/ lQ5(30) 
COMMON IlCNTRll lQU'tO) 
EQUIVALENCE (lTMIN ,lOse 1) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (lTMAX ,Lose 2) ~ 
EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC .LOS( 3) ) 
EOUIVALENCE (lPRECON .L'OS( 4) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX ,LQSt 5) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX .lQse 6) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LQse 7) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LRADSWG .Lose 811 
EQUIVALENCE (lRAOlWG .laS( 9) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LIClOUD .LQS(10)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LUFlUX ,LQS(11» 
EQUIVALENCE (lVFlUX ,l05(121) 
.~..t~~ •. ,...." 
~~~~ -_ ...... - - --
Cl 
'" 0 ::c 
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VCNTRL 92 00 vernRl 93 
."11 :u VCNTRL 94 
VCNTRL 95 'tli5 VCNTRl 96 Oz VCNTRl 97 
VCNTRL 98 0):> 
VCNTRl 99 ;;:OF 
VCNTRl 10Q .o~ VCNTRl 101 
VCNTRl 102 C:;t;, 
VCNTRl IQ3 ):>~ 
VCNTRl 104 CI>jJ 
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00122 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,Loue 
"' 00123 EOUIVALENCE (LDIABAT .lOue 211 
00124 EQUIVALENCE (LRADSW .Loue 311 
00125 £outVALENCE (lRI\DLW ,LOUI 
'" c 
00126 LOGICAL QALT 
00127 LOGICAL QBEG 
00128 LOGICAL OOAV 
00129 LOGIGAL QEtlO 
00130 LOGICAL QDur 
00131 LOGICAL QPHY 
00132 LOGICAL OSHF 
00133 LOGICAL SN2FlG 
00134 LOGICAL QRSW 
00135 LOGICAL ORSH 
C 
00136 LOGICAL LOS 
00137 LOGICAL LOU 
0013B LOGICAL LTMIN 
00139 LOGICAL LTMA~ 
00140 lOGICAL LPRE.ACC 
00141 lOGICJ\L lPRECON 
00142 LOGICAL LHFLUX 
00143 lOGICAL lEFLUX 
00144 lOGICAL lFUSION 
00145 lOGICAL lRAOSWG 
00146 LOGICAL lRAOlWG 
00147 lOGICAL LICLOUD 
00148 LOGICAL lUFlUX 
00149 LOGICAL LVFLUX 
C 
00150 LOGICAL lOMEGA 
0015. LOGICAL lOIABAT 
00152 lOGICAL lRAQSW 
00153 LOGICAL lRAOlW 
C 
00154 EOUIVALENCE I LCO .LC ( 1 ) • 
00155 lOGICAL lCO, lC(200' 
C 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
C ======~====~==~~~=~===~====================~= 
00156 COMMON /RCNTRl! RCO 
00157 COMMON !ReNTRl! APHEl 
0015B COrJlMON !ReNTRl! BETA 
00159 COMMON fRCNTRl! COSO 
00160 COMMON !RCNTRl! CP 
00161 coMrllON !RCNTRl! OAVSPV 
00162 COMrnON !ReNTRl! DEC 
00163 COMMON !RCNTRl! DECMAX 
00164 coMMON !RCNTRl! DIST 
00165 COMMON !RCNTRl! OlAT 
00166 COMMON fRCNTRl! OlON 
00167 COMM01.s fRCNTRl! DT 
00168 COMMON !RCNTRL! ECON 
00169 COMMON IReNTRl! GNUI 
00110 COMMON IRCNTRl! GNU2 
00171 coMMON /RCNTRll' GRAV 
00172 COMMON !RCNTRl! OMEGA2 
00113 COMMON /RCNTRl! PI 
00174 COMMON !ReNTRl! PI1BO 
00175 COMMON IRCNTF'll! PI2 
00176 COMMON !RCNT~l! PSTO 
00177 coMMON !RCNTRl! PIMEAN 
00178 COMrJlON !RCNTRL! PSMAX 
0-0179 COMMON !ReNTRl! PSMIN 
001BO COMMON !RCrHRL! prop 
00181 COMMON fReNTRL/ RAOE 
00182 CQMfJlON !RCNTRL! RGAS 
00183 coMMON !RCNTRl! ROCP 
00184 COMMON !RCNTRl! RSOIST 
. ',;"."" .,.~.-"'---" -•.. ~ .. --------.-- .-------.. 
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COMMON fReNTRl! SDAV COMMON /RONTRll SEASON COMMON /ReNTRll SIGE f 25) COMMON fRCNTRll SIND COMMON fReNTRl! SOLS COMMON fRONTRll 1S10 COMMON !RONTRl/ PLEVS f 251 COMMON fRCNTRll HEATW COMMON fRoNTRl! HEATI 
CorNJlON !RONTRl/ EPS COMMON IRCNTRLi EPSFAC COMMON fRCNTRL/ CAlTQJ COMMON tRONTRll PZERD e 
EQUIVALENCE (RCO.RCf 11) REAL RCO, RO(200) e 
e INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS e ======================= COM~JlON ItOPARMI JuUMP (461 COMMON /tOPARMI tOSP02 COMMON !toPARMI INDEX (72) COMMON /tDPARMI IROO COMMON IIDPARMI de C 46 I COMMON IIOPhRMI JE ( 21 COMMON !IOPARM/ JP (2.2) COMMON IIOPARMI KSTEP COmJlON I I CPARM! MJ (46' COMMON IIOPARMI NHMSl COMMON !IOPARM! NVMDt C 
e LOGICAL MOCEl CONSTANTS e ======================= COMMON !lOPARMI FILTER (46) COMMON !lDPARMi ITAPE COMMON IlOPARMI START e 
lOGICAL FILTER lOGICAL ITAPE LOGICAL START e 
e REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
e ==================== COMMON /ROPARMI ADlOP COMMON IROPARM/ CONI 
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\ \ \, '\\ 
COMMON /ROPARMI SINL (461 
COr.~MON /ROPARMi SINLON li2' 
COMMON /ROFARMI THSTD 
COMMON IRCPARMI THSTD2 
COMMON IRO?ARM/ WSAVE f 159) 
COMMON IRDPARMI CSIG {91 
COMMON IRDPARMI SIG {91 
CDMrnON IRcPARMI cSIGINV (91 
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(72.9,1 t , 1) 
(72,9,",1 J 
(72.9.11,1) 
(72,9, II , t) 
'72,9.".1) 
(QPROG(I. 1.1. I) .PHIS 11.11) 
(OP RaG I I, 2. 1 , 1 J , SMTH It, 1 ) ) 
(QPROGfl, a,I.II,ALBEDO!1,1!' 
I QP ROG I I, 4. 1 • 1 I . GT ( t • 1 J , 
IQPROGll, 5.1,1) .GW (I,fl) 
(QPROG ( 1. 6, 1 , 1 I , 1S I 1 , t J ) (OPROG(t,7,I,lI,SHS 11,1l) 
f QPROGf 1. 8.1.1'. P f 1 , 1,1} I 
(QPROG(1.1. 2.11,U 11,1,1,1)1 
f QPROG ( 1 .1, 4. fl. V ( , , I • t. 1) ) 
(QPROG ( 1 ,1. 6, I ) • T ( 1. 1 • , • 1) , 
t QPROG ( 1 • 1, 8. 1 ) ,SH (1.1. 1 • I ) ) 
IQPROGll. 1,10, t) ,PHI f I, 1,1,1») 






IOANDQTI QSDIAG(72 .15,46) 
IQSDIAG(72 ,15.46) 
'QSDIAG,IQSOIAG) 
IQANDOTI OUOtAGI72,9, 5,46) 
POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIEI_DS 
COMMON IQPQLESI PP(2.2) 
COMMON IQPOLESI UP(9,2,21 
COMfJlON IQPOLESI VP (9.2,2 J 
COMMON IQPOLESI TP(9,2,2) 
COMMON /QPOLESI SHPIB,2,2J 
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c GLOBAL BAND MOCULO 
COMMON IQMSAVEI 
COMMON !QMSAVEI 









\ VOPOlES 10 
\ V<QMSAVE 2 
SAVE AREAS OURING\ HYDRODYNAMICS STEP VQMSAVE 3 
PMC72.5) I VOf;1SAVE 4 
UMC72,9.S) ". VQMSAVE 5 
VM(72,9.51 ' . VQMSAVE 6 
TM(72.9.5' \ \VOrJISAVE 7 
SHMC72.9,S} : VQMSAVE a 
PHIM(72,9,51 1, V'QMSAVE 9 
PV(72.9,51 VQMSAVE 10 
PIT(72.51! VOMSAVE 11 
CONVt72,9.S'. SD(7~.9.5} VQMSAVE 12 
TERMW(72,9,S). TERMTf72.9,S) votJIs{.I.ve 13 
C I VOMSAVe. 14 
C PRESSURE TO THE KAPPA AND POTENTIAL T(::MPERATURE VGEOHT<.\'1 2 
COMMON PHIBAR(72). PK1 (12) .lPK2(72). PKDI (72) VGEOHTW 3 
COMMON PL2(72). PJ(D2(72}. PIHU72). TERM(721 VGEOHTW\, 4 
COMMON PK(72.9), THf72,9). tEMPI(72) VGEQHTW \5 
C ... .. I VGEOHT f~ 
C OEeUG . VBEGOEB 2\ 
10000 CONTINUE i VBEGDEB 3 \ 
C ....... cveER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INpUT IOQ VSEGDEB 4 . 
C ........ CYSER VECTOR VERSION 00 l VBEGDEB 5 
CSSSSS$SSSSS$S$SSSSSSSSSSSS$$$$$$S$$$$SS$$S$$$$S$SSSSS$$SS5SSSSS$SSSS$$SVBEGDEB 6 
M = MJ(J) 1 VGEOHT 17 
K = JefJ) i VGEOHT 18 
CPIV = 1. OO/CP . VGEOHT 19 
IF fM.EQ.O) GO TO 50 , VGEOHT 20 
C • • ( VGEOHT 21 
C COMPUTE GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT AT POLES J VGEOHT 22 
C COMPUTE GLAS SCHEME FOR PRESSURE .... rRGAS/Cp) VGEOHT 23 
C COMO UTE PRESSURE GRADI ENT TERM ! VGEOHT 24 





~~~~~~(1) = :~~~~~X~~VK(PTOP) l ~g~g~+ ;; 
PKOl {11 = O. ! VGEOHT 28 
i VGEQHT 29 
00 10 L=l ,NLAV 
Pl2(f) SIGEfL.11.PPIN,f,n)'" PTQP' 
PK2(1) = PLzll}.eXPBVKIPL2(1») ~ 
PKfl.L) = (PK2(1) - PK1(t»/IROCPPf.OSIGIL).PP(N,M») 
THft.l) = TP(L,N,M)/PK(t.Ll 
TERMII) = PKf1.L)-RGAS·SIGIL'/ISIGIL}·PPfN,M)·PTOPI 
TERMWff,L.Kl = TERM(1)·fTHll,L) - THSTO} 
TERMT( I.L ,K) = TERMI 1)·TH( 1.L}·PPHJ.M)·CPIV 
PHI8AR(1' = PHIBARfl) ... CP"DSIG(L)·TERMT(t,L.K} 
PK1111 PK2(1' 
IF IL.EQ.1J GO TO 10 
PKOz(11 = SIGEfL).fPK(t,LJ - PK(I,L-f» 
PHISAR(1) = PHIBAR{1l - CPD2"'TH{I,L-l)"'(PKOnO of. PKD2(IJJ 
PKDti II = PKD2(1) 
10 CONTINUE 
PHIL(1): PHIBAR(1)-CPD2"(TH(I,NLAV) 
.5 ·PI{02(t) - THSTD2""'PK(I,NLAVI - PKSTD) 
PHIP(NLAV,N,M) = PHIL(1) 
INTEGRATE GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHTS UP THE COLUMN 
00 30 LX= 1, NLAYM1 
L = NLAV - LX 
LP 1 = L .. 1 
PHIL(1) = PHIL(1) .. CP02"'rPKll,LPI) - PKCJ.LI) 
$ "'{TH(I.LP1) ... TH(I,LI - THSTD21 
PHIP(L,N,M) = PHIL{1) 
30 CONTINUE 
UNIFORM POLAR VALUES 
0040 L=1,Nt.AV 
PHlll.L,N,J;IMI = PHIP(L,N,MI 
TERMW{1.L.K;IM) = TERMW(1.L.KJ 
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C COMPUTE GEQPQTENTIAl HEIGHT GLOBAL LV VGEOHT 50 CONTINUE VGeOHT NLAYN = NLAv.(N - " VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT C COMpUTE GlAS SCHEME FOR PRESSURE+.(RGAS/CPJ VGEOHT C COMPUTE: PRESSURE GRADI ENT TERM VG;OHT C COMPUTE AND ADJUST FlRST LAYER NORMALIZED GEOPOT~NTIAL HEIGHT VGEOHT PHIBAA(f;IM) = PHISC1.J:IM, VGEOHT PKll1:IM) PTQP+EXP8YKCPTOP} VGeOHT PKOlll:IM) = D. VGEOHT C 
VGEOI-fT DO 60 L= 1 ,NLAV VGEOHT PL211:IM) SIGE(L·l)-Plt,N.J;IM' ~ PTOP VGEOHT PK21 1; 1M) VEXPBVKfPL2( 1; 1M) .IM:PK2( 1: U'I,} VGEOHT PK2IfiIM) PL2{l:IM'·PK2'l:IMI VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT PKll.L;IM) = 1./({ROCPP' .. DSIG(l) .. Pf1.N .... ;IM)1 VGeOHT PIi:fl.L:IM) ": fPK21';IM) - PHI{1~IM))·PK(1.L;IM) VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT TH(t.LiIM) TC1,L.N,J:IM)JPKff,L:IM) VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT TERM(1;IM) :; (RGAS-SIG{LI)/f SIG{ll-PI1.N.J:IM''''PTOP VGEOHT TERM{,:IM) PK(f.L:IMI·TERM{1;'XM) VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT TERMWtl,L,K;IMI TERMII:IMI-C THff,L;IM} - THSTD ) VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT TERMT 11. L. K; IMI TERMI '; 1M) -TH( f ,l; 1M) ·PI f .N • .1; IMI-CPIV VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT PHIBARCf;IM} PHIBAR(l;XMI'" fCP"DSIGILI)·TERMT(l.L,K:IMJ VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT PKI1,;IMI = PK2(1:IM) VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT IF fL.EQ.1' GO TO 60 VGEOHT PKD2(1;IMJ SIGEfLl·fPKfJ,L:IM) - PKfl.L-f;IM») VGEOHT TEMPt(I;Ii\1) = CPD2·( PKDt";IM) + PKD2(1;IM) ) VGECHT PHIBARfl;IM) ": PHIBAR{I:IM) - TH{I.L-l;IMI·TEMP1fl:IM) VGEOHT PKOf(f;IM) = PK02(1;IM) VGEOHT 60 CONTINUE VGECHT TEMP1(t;IM) = THSTD2.(PK( I,NlAV;IM) - PKSTD) VGEOHT TEMPlef;IM) ": TH(l,NlAV;IM).PK02fl:IM)-TEMP1{1;IM) VGEOHT PHIL(':IM) = PHIBAR(1;IMI - CPo-2"TEMPH1;IM) VGEOHT PHI(1,NLAV.N.J;IM) = PHIl(l:IM) VGEOHT C INTEGRATE GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHTS UP THE COLUMN VGEOHT C 
VGEOHT DO 80 LX=1,NLAYMI VGEOHT L = NLAV - LX 
VGEOHT LP1 = L ~ t 
VGEOHT TEMP'{';IM) = TH(f,l:IM) - THSTD2 VGEOHT TEMPt{1;IM) = CP02"( TH(I.LP1;IM) ... TeMP1fl.IM} ) VGEOHT PHIL(1:IM) = PHIL(t:IMI ... (PKfl.lP1:tMI PK(1.L;IM),·TEMP1It:ItIllVGEOHT PHlff.l.N,J:IM) ~ PHILfT;IMI VGEOHT 80 CONTINUE VGEOHT RETURN VGEOHT END 
VGEOHT 
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i' G:l I' i' J t'l 
i 0 
I ~ I' i' ALBEDO QANOQT REAL ARRAV 256 269 
I, APHEL ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 157 00 I, ATIME CCNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 4 17 I' Ii 8ETA ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 158 
'" 
" 
CALTOJ ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 196 
" 
g CC CCNTRL CHAR-S ARRAY 14 15 CCO CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 2 14 15 
CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 , 13 I 
J 
CCSP06 CeNTRL CHAR-S sIMPLE 7 20 
CCSP07 CeNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 8 21 
ccspoe CeNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 9 .. ; CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 I CON10T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 , 
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
I CON20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 221 CON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 , 
CON4 ROPhRM REAL SIMPLE 22. ' I 
I CDN4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 i CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
t 
CONV QMSAVE REAL ARRAV 298 
caso RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 
COSL ROPARM REAL ARRAY .227 
COStON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 228 
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 160 306 319 356 
CP02 RDPARrIl REAL SIMPLE 229 323 326 331 360 366 372 
CPIV REAL SIMPLE 306/5 318 355 00 I , CQS CCNTRL CHARtS ARRAV 12 25 
:\\ . CQU CeNTRl CHAR·S ARRAY 13 26 ffl;o 
DAYSPY ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 "Ue; 
'; DEC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 162 0-I' DECMA>! ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 05; ;'ti 01ST Rer-HRl REAL SIMPLE 164 OlAT RCr..JTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 :tJ F 
J OlON RONTRl REAL SU.nPlE 166 O~ OSIG ROPARM REAL ARRAV 250 314 319 34' 35. DSIGINV ROPARM REAL ARRAV 252 C:.n i. DT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 ~ ". ~~ , OXP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 230 ri"oJ OXVP ROPII.RM REAL MlRII.V 231 :, e:~ OVP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 232 1'(J1ij it, ; ECCN ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 168 !.i EPS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 194 E~SFAC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 195 
I Fl0T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 , F20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 l ' FCORLS ROPARM REAL ARRAV 233 
I ~ FILTER LOPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 211 214 GEOHT SUBROUTINE 1 GNU1 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 169 , GNU2 RONTRl REAL S[MPLE 170 
, GRAV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 17 I 
I GT QflNOQT REAL ARRAY 257 210 GW QflNDQT REAL ARR"Y 258 271 HIDT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
• H20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 i HEATI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 
I. 
HE.,\TW RcrHRl REAL SIMPLE '9'2 
IBLKSIZ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
Ie ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 95 96 
ICO lerHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 
ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
I 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 .6 47 48 ; 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 
U'I 
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
71 72 73 7. 75 76 77 78 
.. ICSP53 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 I' ~ IOIA8AT ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 [OPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 
\ 
'to 
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\ '), i " < ',f-, ':;" , .• 
'l..fr 
H 
105\=102 IOPt-RM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 
IEFlUX IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 
IFUSH'N ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 
, I IHF'LUx reNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 
Ilel-OUD IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOVlN 88 
IJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 200 
1M ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28 335 336 337 3.2 342 343 344 346 346 347 
347 347 347 348 348 348 3.9 349 350 350 350 
350 351 351 351 352 352 353 353 353 354 354 
354 355 355 355 355 356 356 356 357 357 359 
359 359 360 360 360 361 361 361 361 362 362 
364 364 365 365 365 365 366 366 366 367 367 , 
371 371 372 372 372 373 373 373 373 373 374 
374 
IMo2 lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
IMD2Pl ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
INoEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 202 
IOMEGA ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
IPREACC ICNTRI. INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNI<NOWN 82 
lOS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 77 79 80 91 92 83 84 85 .. 87 88 
89 90 
IQSDIAG QANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 281 292 
IOU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 78 91 92 93 9. 
IRAOLW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
IRAOLWG IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 
lRAOSW IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
tRAOSWG reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
IROO IDPARM INTEGER SIMpLE 203 
ITAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
ITMA)t ICNTAl INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
" 
ITMIN ICNTRl INTEGER UNf<NOWN 79 , IUFLUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
,J', IVFLUK ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 .J INTEGER SIMPLE I 304 305 308 335 342 346 349 351 352 355 367 37. 00 
"C IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 20. 305 ; I 
"E IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 205 '11;0 .It.\ i 
"'C CCNTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 5 18 -• I -oG'! Jr. ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 0-, JMD2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 0 2 :~ JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3' ;o~ "NP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 
i "d. IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
"08 IeNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 .0-0 !~ "08 CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 6 19 c~ 1 \ "p IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 206 J;>. 
"S. ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 38 r"m Ir K INTEGER SIMPLE 305/5 317 318 319 336 336 337 337 3S4 355 356 ~ili I) KlIALB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 ! I [ I{LIGW rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 KlISST JeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE ., KS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE .2 
KSTEP tDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 , ' KU IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
• L JNTEGER SIMPLE 311/C 312 314 31. 315 315 315 316 31S 316 317 • ! • 317 318 318 319 319 321 322 322 322 323 329 
, 330 331 331 332 334/C 335 335 336 336 337 337 
; 345/0 3.6 349 349 350 350 351 351 351 352 352 ; 353 354 35' 355 355 356 356 358 359 359 359 
361 369/5 370 371 373 374 
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 154 ISS 
, LCO lCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 , LCNTRl INTEGER UNf<NOWN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 lOS 106 107 
i 108 109 lOIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 
I, lOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 143 LFUSION lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 14. G'> ! LHFLUX lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN "' 142 t'l 0 
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RCNTRL QANOQT QANOQT 
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! I ·~·!!};'_L'· ; I i\ ~ , " :r-' '. .~ \ 
PIT QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 297 
PK /I REAL ARRAY 302 314/5 315 316 322 322 32G 331 331 349/5 350 
350 351 353 359 359 3G4 373 373 
PKI 1/ REAL ARRAY 300 309/S 314 320/S 343/S 350 357/5 
PH2 II REAL ARRAV 300 313/S 314 320 347/5 347 348/5 34a 350 3157 
PK01 II REAL ARRAY 300 310/5 323 324/5 344/5 3GO 3G2/S 
PK02 1/ REAL ARRAV 301 322/5 323 324 326 359:5 360 3G2 365 
PI~STD RCPARI'.' REAL SIMPLE 23a 32G 3G4 
P1<TQP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
Pl2 1/ REAL ARRAY 301 312/5 313 313 346/5 347 34a 
PLEVS RCNTRl REAL ARRAV 191 
PM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 290 
PP QPOLES REAL _ARRAY 2B4 312 314 31S 31B 
PSMAX RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 17B 
PSMIN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 
PSTD RONTRL REAL SIMPLE T76 
PTOP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE laO 309 309 312 316 343 343 346 JS2 
PV QrnSAVE REAL ARRAV 296 
PZERa ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 9B 12S 
OllNDQT REAL UNKNOWN 2S3 2BO 2B3 , QBEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 l QUAV LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 12B 
1. QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 
QIVISAVE REAL UNKNOWN 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 29a 299 QOUT LCNTAL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPHV LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 QPOLES REAL l'INKNOWN 2B4 2B5 2a6 2B7 2as 2B9 QPROG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 253 267 26B 269 2.0 271 272 273 2""4 275 276 
277 27B 279 
CRSH lCNTRl LOGICA'L SIMPLE 107 135 QRSW lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 
QSDIAG OANDQT REAL ARRAV 2S0 2B2 
J QSHF LCNTt:il lOGICAL 
SIMPLE 104 132 
QUDIAG QANDOT REAL ARRAV 2B3 
RADE RONTRl REAL SIMPLE lSI 
RC RCNTRl REAL ARRAY 19B 199 , , Reo ReNTOl REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
I' RONTRl REAL UNKNOVIN 156 157 15B 159 160 161 lG2 163 lG4 165 166 
" 
167 16B 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 
, 17B 179 lBO lBl lB2 lB3 lB4 lB5 .86 lB7 lBB JI lB9 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 RDPhRM REAL UNKNOWN 217 21B 219 220 221 222 223 224 22S 226 227 
228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 23B i 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 24G 247 2~B 249 
~~' 250 251 252 RGAS RcrnRL REAL SIMPLE lB2 31G 352 RlAT RDPARM REAL ARRIIV 240 i} RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 24 I ROCP RONTRl REAl. SIMPLE IB3 
'I ROCPDT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 ROCPPt RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 314 349 00 t R50IST ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE lB4 I SO OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 29a "fI8 
" 
SDAV RONTRl REAL SIMPLE lB5 "tl~ 
i SEASON RcrnAL REAL SIMPLE lB6 g~ II SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 244 ! SH OANDQT REAL ARRAV 265 27a SHM OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 294 
I SHP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 2BB ,o"tl i , SHS OANOOT RSAL ARRAV 260 273 I SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAV 251 316 31G 3S2 3S2 Ci; I 
: SIGE ReNTRl REAL ARRAY IB7 312 322 346 359 ~1tI , SIND ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE lBa 
I 
SINl RDP/lRM REAL ARRAY 245 ~m SINlON ROP/lRM REAL ARRAV 246 SMTH OANDQT REAL ARRAY 25S 2GB 
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 133 
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~: ; ::f>~_ 
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 
T QANOQT REAL ARRAV 264 
TEMPi 1/ REAL ARRAV 302-
TERM 1/ REAL ARRAV 301 
TERMT QMSAVE REAL ARRAV 299 
TERMW QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 299 
TH /I REAL ARRAV 302 
3Gl 
THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 24. 
TM QMS_VE REAL ARRAV 293 
TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 287 
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 259 
T5TO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 
U QANDOT REAL ARRAV 2B2 
UM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 291 
UP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 285 
V OANDOT REAL ARRAV 2B3 
VER CCNTRL CHAR"'S SIMPLE 10 
VM QMSAVE REAL ARRAV 292 
VP QPOLES REAL ARRAV 28G 
.' WSAVE ROPARM REAL ARRAV 249 


















3GO/S 3Gl 364/5 
316/S 317 31. 
318/S 319 331/5 
317/5 336/5 33G 
315/S 317 318 
3GS 311 372 
31.1 354 
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FUNCTION INCHM5 {NHMS. NSECJ 














CURRENT TIME IN HHr"M5S FORMAT 
INCREMENT TIME IN SECONDS 
CURRENT TIME PLUS INCREMENT TIME IN HHMMSS FORMAT 
INCREMENT TIME IN HHM1JISS FORMAT 
TIME SINCE LAST INCREMENT TIME OCCURRED IN SECONDS 
~'SECF(N) :: N/10000*3600 + tJlOOfN.10000)/100*60 ... MOO{N.100J 
NHMSFfN) :: N/3600*10000 ... MOOfN.3600) 160*100 ... MOD{~.60) 
c • • * 
c 
INCHMS = NHMSF(NSECF{NHMS''''NSEC) 
RETURN 
ENTRV MOOHMS (NHMS. MHrIlS) 
rilSEC = NSECF (NHMS) 
IF (MHMS.GT.O) MSEC::, MOO(MSEC,NSECF(MHMSIJ 
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,', '~i, 'T' 
t \.;!7 
~. '/~"'~.:-".. 
tNCHYlS INTEGER FUNCTION 1 
MHMs INTEGER SIMPLE 6 
MOOHMS INTEGER FUNCTION 6 
MSEC INTEGER SIMPLE 7/S 
N INTEGER SIMPLE 2 
NHMS INTEGER SIMPLE 1 





















a/s 8 9 
2 2 2 
4 6 7 
4 






3 3 3 
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00001 FUNCTlON INCYMO (NYMO) 
C 
C eMS FILE NAME INCYMD FORTRAN C ORIGIN MACHINE IREDELL C DOCUMENTATION DATE 06/26{S1 C 
C INCREMENTS THE: VEAR-r.10NTH-DAV BV ONE DAY C OR COMPUTES NUMBER OF DAYS IN THE YEAR 'JULIAN DAV. c 
C ARGUMENTS DESCRIPTION C NVMD CURRENT DATE IN VvMrJlOD FORMAT C INCYMD CURRENT DATE PLUS ONE DAY IN VVMMDD FORMAT C MQDVMO C'iJRRENT JULIAN DAV C 
00002 INTEGER NDPMI12'/3f.28.31.30.31.30.31.31.30.31,30.31/ 00003 lOGICAL LEAP 00004 DATA NVOO/1900! OOOQS LEAP(NV) = MODCNV,4) .EQ.D .AND. fNV.NE.O .OR. MODfNVOO.400J.EO.OI C • 
· 
. 
oooos NY NVMD/'0000 00007 NM MODfNVMD.l00001/100 00008 NO = MOD(NVMD,100) , C • 
· 00009 NO = ,.,,0 . 1 00010 If (ND.LE.NOPM{NMll GO TO 20 00011 IF- tNO.EQ.29 .AND. NM.EO.2 .AND. LE~P{NV)) -GO TO 20 00012 NO 1 000t3 NM = NM .. 1 000t4 IF (NM.LE.12) GO TO 20 00015 NM = • 00016 NY NY • 1 
C • 
· 00ti17 20 CONTINUE 00018 INCVrJlO = NY-tOODD + NM·,00 • NO 00019 RETURN 
C 
00020 ENTRV MO'DYMD (NYMD) 00021 NY NVMD/10QOO 00022 NM MDDfNVMD,IOOOO)/l00 00023 NO = MOO(NYMD, 100) 
C . 
· 00024 40 CONTINUE 00025 IF (NM.LE.1' GO TO 60 00026 NM = NM - 1 00027 NO = NO ~ NDPMlNMI 00028 IF fNM.EO.2 .ANrl. LEAP(NV)) NO = NO .. 1 00029 GO TO ':'0 C 
00030 GO CONTINUE 00031 MODVMD ND 00032 RETURN 00033 END 




























VINCVMO '6 VINCVrJ!D 17 
VINCVMD IB 







VINCVMD 27 00 VINCVMD 28 
"':;0 VINCVMD 29 
-
VINCVMD 30 "1]!i) VIrJCVMD 31 O~ VINCVMD 32 0.,. VINCVMD 33 
vINCVf.'ID 34 ::til'" VINCVMD 35 

























INTEGER FUNCTION INTEGER FUNCTION INTEGER SIMPLE 
INTEGER ARRAY INTEGER SIMPLE 
INTEGER SIMPLE 




B/s 9/5 9 
2B 31 
2 10 27 
7/5 10 
" 26 27 2B 5 5 5 
~"1#-'-
::.:;,:::-"--_. _.'~ -·'7 ~ . 
10 
" 
12/5 'B 23/5 
13/S 13 14 15/5 18 
GIS 
" 
16/5 .6 18 
,-,,-=,-~~_' _,"" .-.0'.-",,_' _,~""-~.~, -.-', '-~--
27/5 27 2B 
22/S 25 26 
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INTEGER SIMPLE 
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c~·····~·················.···.····················*·····················VINJTSD 2 C VINITSD 3 
C SUBROUTINE INITSO VJNITSD 4 
C VINITSO 5 
C PURPOSE VINtTSD 6 
C INITIALIZE MODEL DIAGNOSTIC QUANTITIES VINITSD 7 
C VINITSD e 
C USAGE VINITSO 9 
C CALLED FROM GWSGCM V[NITSD 10 
C VINITSD 11 
C INPUT/OUTPUT F [LES USED VU,uTSD 12 
C NONE VINITSD 13 
C VI1'HTSD 14 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS VItHrSD 15 
C NONE vINI TSO 16 
C VINtTSD 17 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VINITSO 18 
C NONE vINITSO l!a 
C VINITSO 20 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS VINITSD 2' 
C '?OATE? ?PROGRAMMER? 7DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICl\TIONS? VINITSD 22 
C 22JUL83 JIM.PF ADDEO DoeUMENT~TION • CHOICE OF DIAGNOSTICS VINITSD 23 
C VHn TSO 24 
C REMARKS: vlNITSO 25 
C f 1) VINITSD 26 
C vINITSD 27 
C·················.··································~··················vINITSD 28 
C· M I A - COM S I G MAD A T A INC. N A SAG S F C ·VINITSO 29 
C······················.··············.*································vINITSO 30 
C vINITSO 31 
SUBROUTiNE INITSD VINITSO 32 
C VINI TSO 33 
C·············~······.··*·· •• ··········~·.······························vINITSO 34 
C VINI TSD 35 
C VCNTRl 2 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRl 3 
C ================================================== veNTRl 4 
COMMON leeNTRl! ceo VCNTRl 5 
COMMON IceNTRll ADATE veNTRl 6 
cornMaN leCNTRll ATIME VCNTRL 7 
COMMON ICCNTRll .JIC VCNTRL S 
COMMON !eeNTRll JOB VcrnRL 9 
COMMON !CeNTRl! CCSP06 VCNTRl to 
COMMON ICCNTRl! CCSP07 VCNTRl 11 
COMfJlON !CeNTRl! CCSPOS vcrHRl 12 
COMMON !ceNTRl! VER VCNTRl 13 
COMMON !CCNTRl! XLABEl (10) veNTRl 14 
COMMON /ccNTRl/ CQS 130J VCNTRL 15 
COMMON /CCNTRL! COU (101 VCNTRL t6 
C veNTRl 17 
EQUIVALENCE (ceO,ceCt)) VCNTRl 1a 
CHARACTER--a CCO, CC(200) VCNTRl 19 
CHARACTER*8 ADATE VCNTRl 20 
CHARACTER .. a ATIME veNTRl 21 
CHARACTER·a JIC VCNTRL 22 
CHARACTER·S JOS veNTRl 23 
CHARACTER·S CCSP06 veNTRl 24 
cHARACTER--a CCSP07 veNTRl 25 
CH~RACTER"B CCSPOS VCNTRL 26 
CHARACTER"S VER VCNTRl 27 
CHARACTER-S XlA8El veNTRl 28 
CHARACTER·S CQS veNTAL 29 
CHARACTER--S CQU veNTRl 30 
C veNTAl 31 
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRL 32 
C ================================================ veNTRl 33 
COMMON IICNTRl! 1:CO veNTRl 34 
COMMON /lcNTRll 1M VcNTRl 35 
COMMON /lCNTRl! IMD2 VCNTRl 36 
COMMON !leNTRL! IMD2P1 veNTAl 37 
cOMMON !IONTRl! NDRSW veNTAl 38 
:~-:.~Jr 
~.~======= _,:::.::.,,;.:._~~.~,,- ..• :-' ~ ·-·--···.:T~~:,:~ ,-_:CT"".-'- '=:~-----=---:..::.-::.;.~~....:.;;--'~. ______ ..h_ --~~: 
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00032 cor.u.mN /ICNTRL/ JM veNiRl 39 c 
00033 COMMON nCNTRLI JM02 veNTRl 4' N 
00034 COMMON !IONTRL/ JMT2 veNiRl 4. 
I 00035 COMMON JICNTRLI "NP \letHRl 42 
I' 00036 COMMON /lCNTRLI "0' veNTRl 43 
Ii 
00037 COMMON IICNTRL/ "08 VCNTOL 44 
00038 COMMON II CfHRL j "SP verHRl 45 
00039 COMMON IICNTRLI KlIALB veNTAL 46 
00040 COMMON /ICNTRLI KLIGW vCtJTRL 47 
00041 COMMON IICNTRL/ KlISST verHRl 48 I' 00042 COMMON IION1RLI 1<5 veNTRl 49 
" '. 00043 COMMON /teNTRl/ KU veNTRl 50 
" 
00044 COMMON IleNTAll LOGSR VCI\ITRL 5' i 00045 COMMON 110N1RLI MATIN veNTRl 52 00046 cor-wrON 110NTRLI MATSNX veNTRl 53 
:!' 00047 COMMON II0NTRl! MATSUN veNiRl 54 
II 
00049 caMMON 110N1RLI MlF ( 12. veNTRl 55 
00049 COMMON /lCNTRLI MROD veNiRl 56 
'1 00050 COMMON IICNTRll NKRSH veNTRl 57 
; 00051 COMMON /ICNTRl/ MSM VCNTRl 58 
0 00052 COMMON /ICNTRl/ NB veNTRl 59 
" 00053 COMMON IICNTRll NO VCNTRL 60 
00054 COMfJlON IICNTRL/ NDAL T VCNTAL 6. 
00055 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDAV VCNTRL 62 
i 00056 COMMON /rCNTRL/ NDOUT VCNTRL 63 00057 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDPHV VCL''HRL 64 
I 00058 COMMON /IONTRl/ NDSHF veNTRl 65 00059 COMMON IICNTRLI NOT veNTRL 66 ! 00060 COMMON /ICNTRLI NHMS VCNTRL 67 
;~ . 00061 COMMON /rCNTRLI NHMSE VCNTRL 68 00Q62 COMMON IlCNTRll NHMSO veNTRl 69 00 00063 COMMON I[CNTRLI NlAV VCNTRl 70 
I 00064 eOMM:QN /rONTRLI NlAVMI veNTRl 7. "TI:>l/ § 00065 CotMJlON I [CNTRl/ NLAVP 1 veNTRl 72 -'U Gli 00066 COMMON IIONTRl/ NSOAV VC~HRl 73 0-'~ 00061 COMMON IreNTRll NSEQ VeNTRl 74 02: 0006B COMMON IlCNTRll rCSP53 vernRl 75 ;tI~ , 00069 COMMON IrCNTRll NSTEP veNTRl 76 
• 
00070 corJil\~ON ItCNTAll IBLKSIZ VCNTRl 77 
J 00071 COMMON IICNTRll NVMD VCNTRl 78 .o"\!l 00072 COMMON IIeNTRL/ NYMDE VCNTRl 79 C ~, 00073 COMMON IICNTRll NYMDO VCNTRl 80 
'" !:i', i 00074 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZINIT VCNTl'il 8. i"'U~ !~ 00075 COMMON IICNTRll NMLEV VeNTAl 82 ~C!5 00076 cm.1MON IICNTAll NDHOG VCNTRl 83 d 00077 COMMON /iONTRll IQS (30) VCNTRl 84 
;1 00078 COMMON IIeNTRl! IQU ( 10) VCNTRl 85 C vcrHRl 86 I ' 00079 EQUIVALENCE (I TrJlIr'J .IQS( .) ) veNTRl 87 00080 EQUIVi\lENeE (ITMAX .IQS{ 2» IVCNTRl 88 00081 EQUIVJllENCE (IPREACC ,IOSf 3» VC~JTRl 89 00082 'EQUIVALENCE (I PRECON ,IOS( 4) ) vcrnRl 90 
, ' 000B3 EQUIVALENCE ( IHFlUX ,IOS( 5» veNTRl 9. 
j 000B4 EQUIVALENCE CIEFLUX · lose 6) ) veNTRl 92 ! f 00085 EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION , I QSf 7) I veNTAl 93 00086 EQUIVALENCE ( IRADSWG .IQSe 8» veNTRl 94 
000B7 EQUIVALENCE (I RADLWG .tQSC 9» VeNTRl 95 ~ 00088 EQUIVALENCE CIICLOUD ,lOSt 10» VCNTRl 96 000B9 EQUIVALENCE ( IUFLUX · IQSe t 1) ) vaNTR!. 97 i 00090 EQUIVALENCE C IVFLUX • lose 12)) VCNTRl 98 
! C VCNTRl 99 , 00091 EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA .IQU{ II) VCl'HRl .00 , 00092 EQUIVALENCE ( IDIA8AT . IOU( 2» VCNTRl .0 • 
t 
00093 EOUIVAlENCE ( IAAOSW ,IQU( 3» veNTRl .02 
00094 EQUIVALENCE ( IRADLW • I o.~J( 4» VCNTRl '03 
C veNTAl .04 
00095 eQUIVALENCE (ICO.ICCI}) VCNTAl .05 
00096 INTEGER [CO, IC(2001 VCNTAl .06 
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CDr.",ION ILCNTRLI lCO 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QALT 
COMMON ILCNTRLi QSEG 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ QOAV 
COMMON /lCNTRLI QEND 
COMMON /lCNTRLI QOUT 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ OPHV 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ QSHF 
COMMON ILCNTRLI SN2FLG 
COMMON /LCNTRLI ORSW 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSH 
COMMON /LCNTRLI lQS(30) 








,LQSI 1 ) ) 
,lQS{ 2)1 





EQUIVALEf>JCE (lRADSWG ,LQS( S" 
EQUIVALENCE (lRAOLWG ,Lose 9)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LIClOUD ,lQS(10)} 
EQUIVALENCE (lUFlUX ,lQS(11JJ 
EQUIVALENCE 'lVFlUX ,LOSf 12)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LQU( III 
EQUIVALENCE (LDIABAT ,LQU( 21 ) 
EQUIVALENCE IlRADSW ,LQue 311 





























EQUIVALENCE ( lCO • LC ( 1 ) ) 
LOGICAL LCO, LC(200) 
REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
============================================= COMMON IRONTRL/ RCO 
COMMON !RONTRl/ APHEL 
COMMON /ReNTRL/ BETA 
""-."~".~-~-------~---
;\ '. ..' ~ t_,'~I'.::'-~ 
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CJl 00159 COMMON !RCNTRt! COSO veNTRl lBl t:> 00160 COMMON !RCNTRl! CP VCNTAl lB2 
..,. 00161 COMoViON !RCNTRl! DAVSPV VCNTRl 183 00162 COMMON IRCNTRLI DEC VCNTRt 184 00163 COMMON /RONTRl! DECMAX VCNTRl 185 00164 COMMON IRCNTRLI DIST VONTRL lS6 00165 COMMON !RONTRl! OlAT VCNTRl lS1 ;. 00166 COMMON IRCNTRl! OLON VONTRl ISS 
" 
00167 COMMON !RONTRl! DT VCNTRL .S9 .. 00168 COMMON fRONTRl! eOCN VCNTRL 190 j 00169 COMMON !RCNTRl! GNUI veNTRl 191 ',: 00170 COMMON IRCNTRl! GNU2 VCNTQl .92 I 00171 COMMON !RONTRl! GRAV VCNTRL 193 1 0017::t COMMON !RONTRl! OMEGA2 VCNTRl .94 00173 COMMON IRCNTRLI PI VCNTRL .95 , 00114 COMMON IRCNTRLI PllS0 VCNTRL 196 , 00175 COMMON IRCNTRLI PI2 VCNTRL 191 i 00176 COMMON IRCNTRLI PSTO VCNTRL 19B 00177 COMMON !RONTRl! PIMEhN veNTRL .99 00178 COMMON !RONTRl! PSMAX veNTRl 200 00179 COMMON !RCNTRl! PSMIN veNTRl 201 OOISO COMMON IRCNTRll PTOP vefnRl 202 DOtS 1 COI\'MON INCNTRL! RACE veNTRt. 203 00182 COMMON IRONTRl! RGAS veNTRl 204 001B3 COMMON !RCUTRll Roep VONTRl 205 00184 COMMON !RCNTRl! RSOIST VCNTRl 206 00186 COMMON IRONTRL! SDAY VCNTRl 207 00186 COMMON IRCNTRl! SEASON VCNTRl 20B 00187 COMMON IRCNTRl! SIGE (25' VCNTRl 209 00188 COMMON IRCNTRLI SINO 
vernRl 210 00189 COMMON IRCNTRL! SOLS VCNTRl 211 :,1 00190 COMMON IRCNTRll T510 
veNTRl 212 '-', i 00191 COMMON IRCNTRLI PLEVS (251 VCNTRL 213 00192 COMMON iRCNTRL! HEATW veNTRl 214 ,\ 00193 COMMON IRONTRl! HEATI veNTRl 215 ;il 00194 COMMON IRCNTRLI EPS VCNTRl 216 00 00195 COMMON IRCNTRL! EPSFAO VCNTRl 217 
'TI:O 
, , 00196 COMMON !RCNTRl! CAL Tad VC~-lTRl 218 :)~ 00197 COMMON IRCNTAl! PZERO VCNTRl 219 
"tJ!.l! , C VCNTRl 220 0:;::: • 00198 EQUIVALENCE ( RCo . RO ( 1 ) ) VCNTRl 221 00199 REAL RCO, RC(200' VCNTRL 222 03:0 C VCNTRL 223 :0.-
, "\ C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 224 
.0"1:1 }~ C ==========::=:========: VCNTRL 225 00200 COMMON /IDPARMI IJUMP (45) VCNTRL 226 C3:0 0020f COMMON II DPARMI lOSP02 VCNTRL 221 3:oG) 00202 COMMON IIOPARMI INDEX (72' VCNTRl 228 
.Pi i 00203 COMMON IIDPARMI I ROO VCNTRL 229 ~m 
, 00204 COMMON IIDPARMi dC (46) VCNTnL 230 I 00205 COMMON /IDPARMI itJe '2 , vet-nRl 231 00206 COMMON IIDPARMI dP (2,21 veNTRL 232 00201 COMMON IIDPARMI KSTEP VCNTRL 233 \ 0020B COMMON !IOPARMI MJ (46) veNTAl 234 I 00209 COMMON IIOPARM! NHMS1 veNTRl 235 , I 00210 COMMON IIDPARMI NVMDI VCNTRL 236 C veNiRl 237 , C lOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VC~HRL 238 j. C ===e=======:=:==:==:==: VCNTRL 239 1'. 002. 11 COMMON ILOPARMI FILTER (461 veNTRL 240 I. 00212 COMMON ILO"ARMI !TAPE VCNTRL 241 !' 00213 COMMON !lDPARM! START VCNTRL 242 C VCNTRL 243 :1 00214 lOGICAL FILTER VCNTRl 244 , 00216 LOGICAL !TAPE VCNTRL 246 I 00216 lOGICAL START VCNTRL 246 I C VCNTRl 247 e REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 248 C ==================== VCNTRL 249 00217 COMMON IROPARM! ADlDP VCNTRl 250 00218 COM~ON /ROPARMI CON1 VCNTnl 251 
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COMMON IRDPARMI CONtOr 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON2 
COMMON IROPARMI COfJ2DT 
COMMON IRCPARMI CON3 
COMMON IRDPARMI CONaQT 
COMMON !nOPARM! CON4 
COMMON IROPARMI CDN40T 
COMMON IRDPARMI CONS 
COMMON IRDPARMI COSL (46) 
COMMON IRDPARMI COSLON (721 
COMMON !RCPARM! CP02 
COMMON IJ1DPARM! DXP (46' 
COMMON !ROPARMI OXYP (46) 
COMMe":J. IROPARMI OVP (46) 
COMr.m~ IROPARMI FCORLS C 46) 
COMMON IROPARM! FtOT 
COMMON tRDPARM! F20T 
COMMON !ROPARM! HIDT 
COMMON !ROPARM! H20T 
COMMON !ROPARMI PHSTO 
COMMON IROPARM/ PKTOP 
CQMr.'ON IROPARMI ALAT (46) 
COMMON !ROPARM! RLATD (46) 
COMMON !RDPARM! ROCPOT 
COMMON !ROPARM! ROCPP1 
COMMON !ROPARMI SGNP (2) 
COMMON IROPARM! 51 NL (46) 
COMMON IRDPARMI SHILON '721 
COMMON !ROPARPM THSTO 
COMMON /ROPARM! THSTD2 
COMMON !ROPARM! WSAVE (159) 
comMON !ROPARM! OSIG (91 
COMMON !ROPARMI SIG f91 
COMMON IROPARM! DSIGINV (9) 
COMDECK VQANCQT RESOLUTION VALUES 
=====e=========================== IM =72 
NLAV =9 
rJM" 1 =46 
NLAV·1f =99 
IM-NlAV-lf =7128 
dM/2 6 1 =23 




































(7128. fI (7128.23) (7128,1 ) 
f712B,1 ) 
f712S, t) (712B. 1) 
f7t28.1 ) 
f72,99,11 
{72.9.1', f) (72.9,fLO 
(72.9,11.1) ( 72.9, fl. I J 
172,9.11,n 
(QPROG(I. l.t,t},PHIS (1,11) (QPROG ( 1. 2. 1 • 1 ) .5MTH ( 1 . 1) ) (QPROG{1,3.1.1).ALBEDO(l,1}) (QPROG(I, 4,I.1l.GT (l,t)) 
{QPROG ( 1. 5, 1 • 1 J • GW ( 1 • t ) ) (QPROG{ 1, 6,1.1). T5 (I. 1 I ) 
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<1,0) (1. , , 1)) 
(QPROGll,l,2,O,U (1.1,1,1») 
IQPROG(f,l,4,n,V {t,l,l,O' (OP ROG I 1 • 1, 6, 1 ) • T ( 1 • 1 , t • 1 , ) 
I QPROG ( 1 , 1, B. 1 ) ,SH (1. 1 , 1 . 1 ) , 
(QPROG ( 1 • 1 , 10. 1 ) • PHI ( 1 • 1 , 1 , 1 t i 

























COMMON IQANDQTI QUDtAG(72,9, 5,46) VQANDQT 
C VOhNDQT 
C VINITSD 
C~··.··~······· •• ·*.·.···*.······*·*.* •• ·······.··.·····················vINITSD 
C vINrTSD 
C DEBUG V8EGDEB 
10000 CONTINUE VBEGDEB 
C •• •• CV8ER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT rOQ VBEGDEB 





































00 20 J = l,JNP VINITSO 
SUR F ACE QUA N TIT I E 5 
================================== 
MINIMUM DAILV SURFACE TEMPERhTURE 
================================= IF (QDAV.AND.LTMIN) QSDlhG(1,lTMIN,J;IMI = 
MAXIMUM DAILY SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
================================= IF (QDAV.·AND.LTMAX) QSDIAG(l.ITMAX,J;IM) = 
TOTAL ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION 
=============================== IFILPREACC) QSOIAG(1.IPREACC.J;IM) = 0.00 
CONVECTIVE PRECIPITATION 
======================== IFILPRECONI QSOIAG(l,IPRECON,J;IMI 0.00 
SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX 
================== IF(LHFLUX , QSDIAGlt.IHFLUX ,J:IM) = 0,00 
EVAPORATIVE FLUX 
================ IFILEFLUX ) QSDIAG(l.IEFLUX ,J;IM} = 0.00 
HEAT STORAGE IN FREEZING AT GROUND 
================================== IFILFUSION) QSDIAG(1,IFUSION,J:IMl = 0.00 
CLOUD FLAGS 
=========== IFILICLOUOI IQSDIAG(l,lICLOUD.J:IMI = 0 
SOLAR RADIATION AT GROUND 
========================= IF(LRAOSWG) QSOIAG(1.IRADSWG.J;IMl = 0.00 
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IFflUFLUX ) QSDIAGft,IUFLUX ,J:IM) = 1),00 
V MOMENTUM FLUX 
=============== IF(LVFLUX QSDIAG(1.IVFLU~ ,JiIM) = 0.00 
u p PER A IRQ U ANT I T [ E S 
===================================== 
SOLAR RADIATION (ALL SIGMA LEVELS) 
======~=========================== 
IFfLRAOSW ) QUDIAG(1.1?IRADSW ,J;U''''NLAV) 
OIABATIC HEATING (ALL SIGMA LEVELS) 
=================================== IFfLOIABAT) QUDIAG(1.1.10JABAT.J:IM~NLAVI 
VERTICI\L VELOCITY (ALL SIGMA LEVELS' 
==================================== 
20 




STATEMENT LABEL MAP 
--LABEL---DEFINED---REFERENCES 
10000 
.0 28' 300 .85 
VARIABLE MAP 
--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------ClASS-------REFERENCES 
ADATE CCNTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 3 
AOlOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 
16 
ALBEDO QANDQT REAL ARRAY 256 269 
APHEL RCNTRl REAL 
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR*S 
BETA ReNTRl hEAL 
CAL TO'"' RCNTRl REAL 
CO CCNTRl CHAR*B 
Cco eeNTRl eHAR"S 
OONTRL REAL 
COSP06 CCNTRL CHAR*8 
t"~5P07 CONTRl CHAR*S 
I;CSPOS CCNTRL CHAR"S 
':ON1 RDPARM REAL 
CON10T RDPARM REAL 
CON2 RDPARM REAL 
CON20T RDPARM REAL 
eON3 RDPARM REAL 
CON3DT RDPARM REAL 
CON4 RDPARM REAL 
CON4DT RDPARM I!EAL 
CONS RDPARM hEAL 
CQSD RCNTRl REAL 
COSL RDPARM REAL 
COS LON RDPARM REAL 
CP ReNTRl REAL 
CPD2 RDPARM REAL 
CQS CCNTRL CHAR*S 
CQU CCNTRL CHAR*S 
DAVSPY RCNTRl REAL 

































































































A=ARGLtST. C=CTRL OF DO, I=OATA tNIT. R=REAO. S=5TOR5, W=WRITE 
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!.' 'i OECMAX '" ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f63 ex> 015T ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f64 
i'l 
OLAT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f65 
OLON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f66 
DSIG ROPARM REAL ARRAV 250 
DSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAY 252 
DT RONTRl REAL SIMPLE f67 
DXP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 230 00 
DXVP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 23f "11:0 
DYP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 232 
."jii EOON RONTRl REAL SIMPLE f68 
EPS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f9' 02 
EPSFAC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f95 ~f: FtOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23. 
F20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 
FCORLS ROPARM REAL ARRAY 233 to"tl 
FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 211 2f' e:", 
~ GNU1 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE f69 f:!~ , 
GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f70 , 
GRAV RONTRt. REAL SIMPLE f7f ~~ GT QANDQT REAL ARRAV 257 270 
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAV 258 21 f 
H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
H20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 
HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 193 
HEATW ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE f92 
, IBlKSIZ reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
,Ii - Ie reNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 95 96 
ICO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 21 95 96 
.1 lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 3f 32 33 34 '5 '6 37 
;(1 38 39 40 4f '2 43 44 .5 46 47 4a 49 50 Sf 52 53 54 55 56 51 58 59 
" 
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 sa 69 70 
. ;;~ 1f 12 73 7' 75 16 17 78 
ICSP53 reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 68 , IOIABAT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 92 298 
;~ IDPARM INTEGER UNlmOWN 200 20f 202 
203 ~O4 205 206 207 208 209 2fO 
IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 20f 
rEFLUX reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 8. 29f 
i IFUSION rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 85 292 
~~. IHFLUX rcrnRL INTEGER SIMPLE 83 290 rIct-QUD reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 88 29a tuUMP IOPARrJI INTEGER ARRAY 200 
if. JM reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 28 286 281 288 289 290 29f 292 
293 29" 295 
296 291 298 299 
I' I P.IIO 2 reNTRL INTEGER 
SIMPLE 29 
IMD'ZP1 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
INDEX IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 202 
1 INITSO SUBROUTINE f IOMEGA reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 9f 299 , ' IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 8f 288 !, IPRECON ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 82 289 las reNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 80 8f 82 83 8' 85 86 81 a8 
89 90 
IQSOIAG QANOQT I~nEGeR ARRAY 28. 282 293/5 
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 78 9f 92 93 94 
IRADLW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
IRADLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 
, IRADSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 93 291 
, IRAOSWG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 86 29" 
i, 
lROD IDPARM INTE-GER SIMPLE 20a 
ITAPE LOPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 2f2 2f5 
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 80 281 
ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 79 286 
IUFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 89 295 
! IVFlUX rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 90 296 
" 
INTEGER SIMPLE 285/C 286 281 288 289 290 291 292 293 29' 295 , 296 291 298 299 Ii "C IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 204 < • 
"E I DP .... Rr.n INTEGER ARRAY 205 !'( 
'.' •. "/ 
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ceNTRl CHAR"'S SIMPLE 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
tarnRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTR'L IN)"EGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ceNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 
IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
leNTRl lNTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRI. INTEGER SIMPLE 
IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL lNTEGER SIMPLE 
LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 
LcrH~L LOGICAL SIMPLE 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LeNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LeNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SU,PLE 
LeNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 
LCNTRL LOG!eAL ARRAY 
LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI<NOWN 
LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LCNTR!... LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LeNTR!... LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LeNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTR!... INTEGER SIMPLE 
IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 
ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
I'CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER S!f.IPLE 
IeNTRI... INTEGER SIMPLE 
leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
tONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
tCNTRL 'INTEGER SIMPLE 
IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
IDPARM INTEBER SIMPLE 
IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
IONTHL INTEGER SIMPLE 
IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTftL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 


















97 154 155 
97 98 99 
loa 109 
'23 151 298 
211 2'2 213 
115 143 29' 
116 144 292 
114 142 290 
119 147 293 
44 
122 150 299 
112 140 288 
113 141 289 
108 110 111 
120 121 136 
109 122 123 
125 153 
118 '.6 
12. 152 297 
117 145 294 
111 139 2S7 
110 138 286 
120 14a 295 
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, 
:::.:..:~~~'~~',.,.~ "~' , .--' _. _-=~ _--- ...!'oC~ _~=-_ -",""l,"-'" G 
11,'~~f~!, . t \ '1. \ ' I. .,., .~ .H , ____ :L_ • I:; 
! " H , i, . :z: 
H i: 0-3 
" 
en , I 
C NSTEP lCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
NVMD IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 71 00 I-' NVMDO IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 7J 0 
I' NVMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 -n~ 
,I NYMDE lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 I' NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 ~~ !: OMEGA2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 
" 1 I P QANDOT REAL ARRAY 26' 274 g~ ! i PHI QANOQr REAL ARRAY 266 279 PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 267 
I PI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 .o~ ! PI180 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 C::if; l PI2 RCr.lTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 PIMEAN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 f!t'1il I PKSTO RDP/l.RM REAL SIMPLE 238 
-PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 ~~ PL-':.VS ReNTRl REAL ARRAV 191 
PSMAX ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178 
PSMIN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 
,. PSTO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 
PTOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE '80 
PZERO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 
QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 253 280 283 
Q8EG LCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 99 121 
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 286 281 
aEND LcrnAl LOGICAL SIMPLE '0 I 129 
QOUT lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 
QPHV LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 
.l; QPROG OANDOT REAL ARRAY 253 267 268 269 270 271 272 213 2'74 275 2~6 271 218 279 
:lli QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 135 QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 
!~ i QSOIAG OANDOT REAL ARRAV 280 282 286/5 287/5 288/5 289/5 290/5 291/S 292/5 294/5 295 
;.~, 296/5 
,' ... i QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 132 
.. QUOIAG QI\NOOT REAL ARRAV 283 297/5 298/5 299,S 
it RACE RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 RC RCNTRl REAL ARRAV 198 199 RCO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
i RCNTRL REAL UNItNOWN 156 157 158 159 '60 '61 162 163 164 165 166 
!~ 161 168 169 170 171 11. 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 '80 181 '82 183 184 185 ,e6 187 18B ! ~I 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 191 ROPARM REAL UNItNOWN 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 , }: 22B 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 23B , : 
, , 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 241 24B 249 ! 1 250 251 252 
! : RGAS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 182 
I ' RLAT ROPARM REAL ARRAY 240 
I ' RLATc ROPARM REAL ARRAV 241 
H ROCP RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 183 ROCPOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 ROCPP1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 , . RSDIST RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 184 
SDAV RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 185 
SEASON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 186 
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 244 
, SH OANDOT REAL ARRAV 265 218 , SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAV 260 273 
t 
SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAV 251 
SIGE RCNTRL REAL ARRAV 187 
SIND RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 188 
SINL RDPj\RM REAL ARRAV 245 
SINLON ROPARM REAL ARRAV 246 
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THSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 THST02 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 248 TS QANOQT REAL ARRAY 259 272 TSrD RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 U QANDQT REAL ARRAV 262 275 V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 263 276 VER CCNTRl CHAR-a SIMPLE 10 23 WSAVE ROPARM REAL ARRAY 249 KlABEL CCNTRl CHAR·S ARRAY It 24 
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SUBROUTINE INPUT (*, 
READ MoneL CONTROL NAMELIST AND MODEL INITIAL CONDITIONS 
ARGUMP.lTS DESCRIPTION 
I/O ERROR RETURN 




CARD-IMAGE DATA INCLUDING INPUTZ NAMELIST fEXXy.xNLI 
REWINDABLE. COPY OF CARD-IMAGE DATA FROM UNIT 5 CTEMPNl' 
MODEL INITIAL OR RESTART CONDITIONS fEXXXXRS1' 































































INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
================================================ COMMON IIONTRL! 100 
COMMON IteNTRll tM 
COMMON IICNTRl/ IMD2 
COMMON !IONTRll IMD2P1 
COMMON IrONTRl! NDRSrI 
COMMON !ICNTRl! JM 
COMMON /ICNTRlf JMD2 
COMMON fICNTRLf JMT2 
COMMON fICNTRll JNP 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ "04 
COMMON f!CNTRl/ JOS 
COMMON fleNTRl/ JSP 
COMMON fIONTRl! KlIAlB 
COMMON frCNTRl! KLIG\'I 
COMMON IICNTRlf KLISST 
COMMON IrCNTRl! KS 
COMMON !ICNTRl! KU 
COMMON fICNTRll LOGSR 
COMMON IICNTRL! MATrr.J 
COMMON 110NTRlI MATSNX 
COMMON IICNTRl! MATSUN 
caMMON !ICNTRl! MlF f 12) 
COMMON !rCNTRl! MROD 
COMMON IreNTRl! NKRSH 
COMMON frCNTRll MSM 
COMMON frCNTRll NB 
COMMON ftCNTRl/ NO 
, , >- "~ 
VINPUT 2 
VINPUT 3 


















VCNTRl '2 VCNTRl .3 
VCNTRL •• VCNTRl '5 VCNTRl 16 
VCNTRl 17 




vCfnRl 23 00 VCNTRl 2. 
VCNTRl 25 ">1::0 
VCNTRl 26 "De VCNTRl 27 
VCNTRL 2B 02 
veNTRl 29 Oll> 
vcrnRL 30 ::U,.. 
veNTRl 31 
VCNTRl 32 .0-0 
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COIl.",1I0N ItCNTI1LI NDALT 
COMMON IIeNTRLJ NOAV 
COMMON IICNTRLI r-mOUT 
COMMON IIeNTRL! NDPHY 
COMMON IICMTRLI NOSHF 
COn.'MON /leNTRLI NOT 
COMMON IleNTRl! NHMS 
COMMON IICNT-RLI NHMSE 
COMMON IICNTRll NHMSO 
COMMON IICNTRLI Nl,AV 
cm.UJlON lIerHRll NLAVM1 
COMMOf..1 I tCNTRl I NLAYP 1 
COMMON IICNTRll NSCAV 
COMMON IICNTRLI Nseo 
COMMON IICNTRLf ICSP53 
CQr.1MON /ICNTRLI NSTEP 
COMMON IICNTFlLI I BLKSI Z 
COMMON IICNTRll NVMD 
COMr.'ON IICNTRLI ,\'VMDE 
COMMON IICNTRll NVMD'J 
COMMON IICNTRlf NZtNIT 
COMf.l[ON IIeNTRLf NMLEV 
cor.l[~.mN IICNTRll NDHOG 
COMrJlON flCNTRLI IQS (30) 


















CITMAX (IPRE,ACC (IPRECON ( IHFlUX 
(IEFLUX (IFUSION 














• lOS C 9)} 
,IOSttO)} 
.10Sft1» 
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SN2FlG QRSW QRSH 
lOS(30) 
Lout to) 








































































91 ~~ 92 93 94 viS 95 
96 0-
97 2 S 98 99 r-
100 ,0 "G 101 c:;iJ 102 J!>t;;) 103 
104 r: fi;7J 
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\ '\. i ' 
EQUIVALENCE (LRADLWG ,LQSe 91> 
EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUD ,LQS(10" 
EQUIVALENCE (LUFLUX .LOStll» 
EQUIVALENce (LVFLUX ,LOS(12)J 
C 
EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA .Loue III 
EQUIVALENCE (LDIA8AT ,lQU{ 211 
EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSYl ,LQUI 311 

































lOGICAL lCO. lC1200) 
C 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
C ============================================= COMMON IRONTRlf ROO 
COfJlf.mN fRCNTRlf APHEl 
COMMON fRONTRlf BETA 
COMfJlON fRCNTRlf coso 
CorJlMON f RCNTRl I CP 
COMMON fRCNTRlJ DAVSPV 
COMMON fRCNTRLI DEC 
COMMON fRCNTRLf OECMAX 
COMMON fRCNTRL! OIST 
COMMON IRCNTRl! OLAT 
COMMON fRCNTRll OlON 
COMMON !ReNTRl! OT 
COMMON IRONTRl! ECON 
OOMMON !RONTRL! GNUt 
COMMON fRCNTRlf GNU2 
COMMON fRONTRl! GRAV 
COMMON !RONTRlf oMEGA2 
COMMON fRCNTRlJ PI 
COMMON fRCNTRlf PI180 
COMMON !RCNTRlf PI2 
COMfJlON fRONTRLf PSTO 
COMMON fReNTRl! PIMEAN 
COMMON IRCNTRlf PSMAX 
COMMON !RONTRl! PSMIN 
COMMON !RCNTRlf pTOP 
~-o:.~. '; 'h ... ' .• ' .... __ •. ___ .....,......._, 





































00 VCNTRl '66 
veNTRl 167 ">1:0 
vernRl '68 
"lJiji veNTRl 169 
VeNTRl 1iO 02 
veNTRl 171 0l:> vCNTRl .72 :0.-vcrnRl 173 
VCNTRl 174 
.0" VONTRl 175 C:;:. VCNTRl 176 l:>G:l veNTRl 177 
vcrnAl 178 !:ffl 
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l c: I"'l OOtSt COMMON IRONTAll RADE VeNT'lL 203 0l>-e 001a2 COMMON IReNTRll RGAS veNTRL 204 
" ;, 00183 COMMON IRetHRLI ROOP veNTRL 205 , 00184 CmJl~'ON IRONTRll RSOlST veNTRL 206 
00185 COMMON IReNTRl/ SDAV VeNTRL 207 
00186 COMMON IRONTRLI SEASON VeNTRL 20e 
00187 COMMON IRaNTAl/ SIGE (251 VeNTR!. 209 
00188 COMMON IReNTRll SINO VeNTRL 210 
00189 COMMON IRCNTRll SOLS VeNTRL 211 
00190 COMMON IRONTRll 1510 VeNTRl 212 
00191 COMMON fRONTRl! PLEVS (25) VONTRL 213 
00192 COMMON IReNTRll HEATW veNTR!. 214 
00193 COMMON IRONTRll HEATt veNTRL 215 
00194 COMMON IRONTRl! EPS VeNTR!. 216 
00195 COMMON IReNTRl/ EPSFAC veNTRL 217 
00196 COMMON IRaNTRl/ CAL TO", VeNTRL 218 
00197 COMMON /RCNTRLI PZERO VONTRL 219 
C veNTRL 220 
00198 EQUIVALENCE (RCO,Re( 1) J VCNTRl 221 
00199 REAL RCO. RC(2001 VCNTRL 222 
C veNTRl 223 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 224 
C ===~=================== veNTRl 225 00200 COMMON IIDPARMI IJUMP 146 ) veNTRl 226 
00201 COMMON IIDPARMI IOSP02 veNTRl 227 
00202 COMMON IIDPARMI INDEX C 72) verJTRl 228 
00203 COMMON IIDPARMI IROD veNTRl 229 
00204 COMMON IIDPARMI JC (46) VCNTP.L 230 
J 00205 COMMON 110PARMI dE 121 veNTRL 231 00206 COMMON IIOPARMI JP (2.21 VCNTRL 232 00207 COMMON IIOPARMI KSTEP VCNTRL 233 
" 
00208 GaMMON IIDPARMI MJ (46) VCNTRl 234 
~\ 00209 COMMON IIDPAR...,I NHMS1 veNTRl 235 00 00210 COMMON IIDPARMI NVM01 veNTRl 236 , C veNTRl 237 ""'::0 
· , 
;~ C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRL 238 ,,15 C =================~===== VCNT~l 239 00211 COMMON ILDPARMI FILTER f41S1 VCNTRl 240 0-
· . 002f2 CaMMoN ILDPARMI ITAPE VeNTRl 241 og It, 00213 COMMON IlOPARMI START veNTRl 242 ::!:IF C veNTRl 243 
11 00214 LOGICAL FILTER VCNTRl 244 g~ ( 00215 LOGICAL ITAPE VCNTRl 245 00216 lOGICAL START VCNTRl 246 !:>@ C VCNTRl 241 !:ffJiJ C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 248 C ==================== VeNTRl 249 ='= 00217 COMMON IROPARMI AOLOP veNTRl 250 "<Z.!i@ 
00218 COMMON IRDPARMI CONf veNTRl 251 . 
00219 COMMON IRDPARMI CON10r veNTRl 252 
i' 00220 COMMON IRCPARMI CON2 VeNTRl 253 00221 COMMON IRDPA'RMI CON2u. veNTRl 254 I ~. 00222 COMMON IRDPARMI eDN3 veNTRl 255 
i 00223 COMMON IROPARMI CON3DT veNTRl 256 
· - ~ 00224 COMMON /ROPARMI CON .. VeNTRl. 257 i 00225 COMMON IRDPAR"'I eON4DT VCNTRL 258 , 00226 COMMON iRDPARMI CONS veNTRL 259 i 00227 COMMON IRDPARMI eOSl f461 VeNTRl 260 ! , 00228 COMMON IROPARMI COS LON (72) veNTRl 261 
I 00229 COMMON IRDPARMI CPD2 veNTRl 262 
I, 
00230 COMMON IRDPARMI DXP (46) VCNTRl 263 
00231 COMMON IROPARMI DXvP (461 verHRl 264 
00232 COMMON IROPARMI DVP (461 veNTRl 265 
00233 COMMON IROPARMI FCORlS (46) VCNTRl 266 
! 00234 COMMON IROPARMI FtOT VCNTRl 267 002'35 CorM}!ON IROPARMI F20T VCNTRl 26B 
.. 00236 COWMON IROPARMI HtOT VCNTRl 269 I: 00237 CO~MON IROPARMI H20T veNTRl 270 
,,1 00238 cafJlMON IRCPARMI PKSTD veNTRl 271 00239 eOfJlMQN IRDPARMI PKTOP veNTRl 272 
i 00240 CC:"JIMON IROPARMI RlAT (46) VCNTRl 273 
f,r 
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COMMON IRDPI\.RMI RLATO (46) 
COMMON IRDPARM/ ROCPDT 
COMMON IRDPARMI ROCPPt 
COMMON IROPARMI SGNP (2) 
COMMON IRDPARM/ S[NL 14S} 
COMMON /ROPARMI SINLON (72) 
COMMON IRDPARM/ THSTD 
COMMON IRDPARMI THST02 
COMMON /RDPARMI WSAVE C 159) 
COM~ON /RDPARMI OSIG (9) 
COMMON IRDPARMI SIG (9. 
COMMON IROPARM/ DSIGINV (91 



































































, 72.9. II • 1) 
(72.9,11.11 
(72,9,11,1) 
(OPROG(f, 1,1,tI,PHIS (t.I)) 
{QPROG{I, 2.I,II,SMTH (t.t)} 
(QPROGf t, 3,1.1) ,AlBEDO( 1,1') {QPROG(I. 4,l.1',GT (1.1) 
I QPROG ( t. 5. 1 , I ) • GW fl. 1 ) ) 
• QPROG ( I, 6, 1 • I ) • TS ( 1 , 1 ) ) 
(QPROG I " 7,1. I) ,Sf-IS (1 .1 ) ) 
(QPROG(I.8.I,,,,P (1.1.1) 
(QPROGfl,I,2,fI.-U (1.1.1,1)) 
(QPROGff , 1, ".1). V (f , 1.1.1) {QPROGC1,f,6,I),T (1,I,I,IH 
(QPROG ( f • I. 8, n ,SH (1,1,1, 1) ) 
(aPROe' 1.1.10,1 J ,PHI (1.1. t ,1» 










/QANDQT/ Q5DIAG{72 ,15,46) 
IQ50IAO(72 .15.46. 
rOSDIAG.IQSDIAG} 
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VWORK 10 2 
VWORK to 3 
VVlORK1D 4 
VWORKID 5 
,,-.; .... -_"c~, 
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IDENTIFYING LABELS OF MODEL RESTA~T RECORD QUANTITIES ===================================================== COMMON 
CHARACTER"S 
ICORDERI XORDS(24,.XQROU(1S) XOROS ,KORDU 
iDENTIFYING LABELS OF MODEL HISTORV RECORD QUANTITIES ===================================================== Cor."MON 
CHARACTER,",:B 
ICORDERI XSA (23) • XUA C 10' 
XS'" • XUA 
TEMPORARY ARRAY TO READ IN DAMPING COEFS 
======================================== COMMON SMTHNl (288 .91 ) 
INPUT MODEL PARAMETER NAMELIST 
=======:=====================: 
see MODEL TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION FOR EXTENSIVE DETAILS 
NMJlELIST 
C 
/INPUTZ/ NYMD1. NHMS1, NVMOE, NHMSE, 






































































NOOUT. NORSYI, NKJ:lSH. MROD, NDAlT, NDPHV. NOSHF. 
"'04, "'08, 
KLIALS. KLIGW, KLISS1. MATIN. MLF. NOT. NSEO, SN2FlG. 



































VVMMDD AT START- OF eXPERIMENT HHMMSS AT START OF EXPERIMENT YVMMDD AT END OF eXPERIMENT HHMMSS AT END OF EXPERIMENi B CHARACTER ExPERIMENT IDENTIFIER 80 CHARACTER EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION HHMMSS WRITE INCREMENT TO HISTORY HHMMSS WRITE INCREMENT TO RESTART KEV FOR WRITE OF RESTART TO HISTORY 
-1 FOR START AND END OF E,.;PERU..ENT o FOR NEVER 
N FOR EVERY N'TH DAY MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WRITES TO UNIT 08 HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR ANALYSIS HHMP.'SS INCREMENT FOR PHYSICS HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR SHAPIRO FILTER CALLS 
BAND LIMIT FOR 4'TH ORDER SHAPIRO BAND LIMIT FOR B'TH ORDER SHAPIRO ALBEDO FLAG 
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C SMTHNL II SEe DEFALT DAMPING FACTORS FOR GRAVITY WAVES VINPUTZ 56 
C READ INTO TEMPORARY ARRAY AND MOVED VINPUTZ 57 
C TO ARRAY SI\'lH IN COMMON IQAf;-OQTI VINPUTZ 58 
C VIt.tPUTZ 59 
C VINPUr 24 
LOGICAL SKIP vlNpUT 25 
CHARACTER-S MACHID.VERSAVE VINpUT 26 
DATA MACHIO !BHeDe I VINPUT 27 
DATA VEASAVE /BHVOO.OOt I VINPUT 28 
C • • VINPUT 29 
C DeeUG VBEGDEB 2. 
10000 CONTINUE V8EGDE8 3 
C ....... CVSER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 100 VSEGOES 4 
C ..... eY8ER VECTOR VERSlON 00 v8EGDE8 5 
C$SSSSSSSSSSSSS$$SS$5SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$S$SSS$SS5$SSSS~SSS$SSSSSSSSV8EGDE8 6 
C VINPUT 31 
C READ AND COPY INPUTZ NAMELIST V}NPUT 32 
WRITE (3,6000) VERSAVE VINPUT 33 
10 CONTINUE VINPUT 34 
READ f5,6010 t END=1SJ CARD V!NPUT 35 WRITE (tt,6010) CARD VINPUT 36 
WRITE (3.6015) CARD VINPUT 37 
GO TO 10 VINPUT 38 
15 CONTl NUE V INPUT 39 
NYMDt = 0 VINPUT 40 
NHMSt = 0 VINPUT 41 
REWIND 11 VINPUT 42 
READ (1',INPUTZ.END=20} VINPUT 43 
20 CONTlNUE VINPUT 44 
C INrTIAL START OR RESTART FROM LOGt2 VINPUT 45 
C REQUIRED PARAMETERS ON INPUT ARE VINPUT 46 
en", JM. NLAV. KS, KU, NS, ND. JOB, NYMO. NHMS, L{]GBR VINPUT 47 
LU = 12 VINPUT 48 
IROO = 0 VINPUT 49 
WRITE (3,6020) VINPUT SO 
C .. .. .. VINPUT 51 
C REAO INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THIS FORECAST SEGMENT VINPUT 52 
C SEARCH FOR SPECIF'IC TIME OR TYPE OF RECORD VINPUT 53 
40 CONTINUE VINPUT 54 
CALL IOQ (LU,I,O,&810.8820) VINPUT 55 
IROO = IROO ... 1 VINPUT 56 
10FLAG = 1 VIf.lPUT 57 
IFfLOG8R .NE. O} IOFLAG = 0 VINPUT 58 
IF{LOGBR .EQ. 6) IOFl.AG -= 1 VINPUT 59 
C READ IN DATA BY LATITUDE BANO VINPUT 60 
JMP1 = JM ~ 1 VINPUT 61 
0045 l.J=t,JMPl VINPUT 62 
CALL lOQ (LU,IOFLAG.J,&8tO,8820) VINPUT 63 
45 CONTINUE VINPUT 64 
IF (IOFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 40 VIUPUT 65 
C VINPUT 66 
C START RECORD FOUND VINPUT 67 
C OEFAULT PARAMETERS IF INITIAL START VINPUT 68 
C READ IN MODEL PARAMETER NAMELIST VINPUT 69 
C CALCULATE DEPENDENT VARIABLES VINPUT 70 
IFffNYMO.EQ.NYMDI).ANO.fNHMS.EQ,NHMS1») CALL OEFALT VINPUT 71 
JESMTH = JM I 2 ~ 1 VINPUT 72 
DO 46 J = I,JESMTH VINPUT 73 
SMTHNLf1,J;IMD2} = SMTH(1.J;IMD2) VINPUT 74 
46 CONTINUE VINPUT 75 
REWIND 11 VINPUT 76 
READ (11,INPUTZ) VINPUT 77 
00 47 J = 1,I.JESMTH VINPUT 78 
SMTH(1,J;IM02) = SMTHNL(1,I.J;IM021 VINPUT 79 
47 CONTINUE VINPUT BO 
VER = VERSAVE VINPUT 81 
VlRITE (3,6040) NYMD, NHMS, LOG8R. VINPUT 82 
a \JOB. 1M, JM. NLAV, KS, XU VINPUT 83 
ceo = MACHID VINPUT 84 
CALL DEPEND VINPUT 86 
CALL POLINP (N9,1) VINPUT 86 
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, __ ,. __ ._~, _____ . _' __ "";' '.'i.-
CALL POLINP (NO,I) 
CALL POLINP (NB,2) 
CALL POLINP (NO,2) 
WRITE (S.S04S) (1. [=1,IM02' 
00 50 tl=2 • .JM 































WRITE 13.Gal0} LU 
RETURN 1 
ERROR ENCOUNTERED READING 
820 CONTINUE 
















C'1GODDARO MODELING AND 




CJRCULATION MODEL VERSION' ,AS!) 
('OINITIAL OR RESTART CONDITIONS FROM DISK' I 
f' RESTART RECORD READ FROM DISK ',4X, 
, MODEL TIME ',I6,2X,I6.2X,I4,4X,' JOB ',AB.4X, 
, GRID ',514) . 
('OGRAVITV WAVE FILTER COEFFICIENTS'jCTI7.20CI3.21'" ( • ..t ',12,' LAT ',F5.I.(T17.20F5.2') 
('OEND-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED READING INPUT FROM LOG' ,J41 













































































































































































285 299!R 300/W 301/W 
'.,-, '~..o:~~~'~~_~ :~~--~"::--' 
'"' \'!: 
---.... --~ -~~ ---"''='''"---~ - ~. ~-- "'-'-.. ~ 
I ,,~'"'Ir': ,. -_ - \ , 
" \ '::. -,. -. . ," -. 
- \, .. -. ! ! '. ..._.1-
il /I :1 CATA REAL ARRAY 2B. 
el CO ceNTRL C1-!AR*S ARRAY 14 15 
II ceo ceNTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 2 14 15 335/5 ceNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 
'll 13 CCSPOG CONTRl OHAR*8 SIMPLE 7 20 
" 
caSP07 DONTRl OHAR*8 SIMPLE 8 21 
CCSP08 CCNTRl OHAR*8 SIMPLE 9 22 
CONI RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 
CQN1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 
CON2 RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
CON2DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 221 
eON3 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 
CON3DT ROPARM REAL SIMPle 223 
CON4 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 224 
CON4DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
CON5 RDPARrJi REAL SIMPLE 226 
CORDEP. REAL UNKNOWN 286 288 
coso ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 
COSt ROPARM REAL ARRAY 227 
COStON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 228 
CP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 160 
CPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 
CQS CONTRl CHAR*B ARRAV 12 25 
CQU ceNTRl CHAR*S ARRAV 13 26 
DATA If REAL ARRAV 284 
OAYSPV RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 
DEC RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 162 
o ECM'A x ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 
OIST ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 164 00 OlAT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 
OlON RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 "t1;:tl 
OSIG RCPARM REAL ARRAY 250 
-offi DSIGINV ROPARM REAL ARRAV 252 0-t, DT RONTRl REAt. SIMPLE 161 0 2 OXP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 230 \ DXYP RCPARM REAL ARRAY 231 ;o~ 
, 4 OVP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 232 
'II EcaN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 168 .0"1:1 
• 
EPS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 19. C;r;. 
EPSFAC RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 195 ~,., 
,r Fl0T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 CIQ F20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 FCORLS RDPARM REAL ARRAY 233 :i-
ii FILTER LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 211 21. 343 
ClA 
GNU1 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 169 
GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 170 291 
i ~ GRAV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 171 
t 
GT QANOQT REAL ARRAY 257 270 
GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 258 271 i,', !-I10T RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 H20T RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 
I HEATI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 
I HEATW ReNTRl REAt. SIMPLE 192 
• I INTEGER SIMPLE 341/W 341/C 343 343/0 
XBLMSIZ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
Ie ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 95 96 leo ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 
ICNTRL INTEGER UNI<NOWN 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 s. 35 36 37 
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 69 
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 S8 69 70 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
ICSP53 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 
IDIA8AT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
i IOPAnM JNTEGER UNlmQVm 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 
i IDSP02 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE ~01 IEFlUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 
• 
IFUSION IeNTRl INTEGER UNI<r.!'3WN 85 
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IICLOUD reNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88 .... 
I.JUMP rOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 200 0 
1M reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 334/W 
IMD2 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 326 326 331 331 34 f 3'3 
IM02Pl reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
INDEX 10PAJtM INTEGER ARRAY 202 
INPUT SUBRQUTl'NE f 
INPUTZ INTEGER SIMPLE 29f 307 329 
IOFLAG INTEGER SIMPLE 315/5 316/5 317/5 320 322 
IOMEGA reNTRl INTEGER UNKNO\,lN 9f 
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN Sf 
IPRECON ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNowN 82 
lOS reNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 77 79 80 Sf B2 B3 B4 BS 86 B7 BB 
B9 90 
IQSDIA'G QANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 2Bf 2B2 
IOU reNTAL INTEGER ARRAY 7B 9f 92 93 94 
IRADLW reNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 9_ 
IRADLWG reNTRl INTEGER UNKN:JwN B7 
IRAOSW reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
H1ADSWG ICNTRt INTEGER UNKNOWN B6 
IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 310/S 314/5 3f' 
[TAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 2f2 2fS 
ITMAX rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN BO 
ITMIN rONTRl INTEGER UNKNowN 79 
IUFlUX [CNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 1 IVFlUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
'\ J INTEGER SIMPLE 319/0 320 325/0 326 326 330/C 331 33f 342,'0 343 343 
,~ 343 343 
, ~~ Je I DPlulM INTEGER ARRAY 204 
JE IOPARNI INTEGER ARRAV 205 , JESMTH INTEGER SIMPLE 324/S 325 330 00 
• JIe CCNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 5 fB "T'I;;U 
;r JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32 3fB 324 334/\'1 0.2 -aQ JMD2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
ii JMP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 3'8/S 3f9 O~ JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 O~O!l JNP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 35 ,::1 F i I J04 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 29f JOB IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37 29f 
.ell it JOB ceNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 6 f9 29f 334/W C;p I. JP IOPJ\RM INTEGER ARRAV 206 
! 1 JSP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3B l':> ;:'3 
I KLIALB ICfHRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 29f 
!: u;:~ 
KlIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 29f --! ='t 
!' I kliSST letHRL INTEGER SIMPLE 4f 29f ~~ KS ICNTAl HJTEGER SIMPLE 42 334/W KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 III KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE '3 334/W ! • Le LCNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY fS4 fs5 
Leo LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 fS4 155 
J LCNTRL INTEGER UNI1;NOWN 97 9B 99 fOO fOf f02 103 f04 fOS 10~ 107 lOB 109 
LOIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f23 151 
LOP ARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 2f1 2f2 2f3 , LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UfmNOWN If 5 f43 
I. 
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 f44 
lHFlUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN If' f.2 
LIClOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1f9 f.7 
LOGaR rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 44 3f6 317 334.'W 
LOMEGA LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN f22 150 
LPREACC LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1f2 f40 I . LPP,ECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1f3 f 41 [d LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY fOB 110 111 112 fl3 1f4 flS 116 117 fl8 119 f20 12 f f36 ~·l ,~ LQU LcNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 109 f22 f23 f24 f2S f37 
H LRAOLW LcNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN f25 fS3 LRAOtWG LcNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f1B f46 
LRAOSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 f52 
LRAOSWG LcNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1f7 145 
1/ 
lTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f1f f39 
,.., 
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.' •• ~ ! ' 'l ' I 
,I LTMIN LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 108 LU INTEGER SIMPLE 309/5 313 320 34S/W 35f/W lUFLU)\ LeNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 148 LVFLUX lCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 149 MACHIO eHAR-a SIMPLE 293 294/1 335 MATIN reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 291 MATSNX reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 46 MATSUN IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 47 MJ IDPARM INTEGfR ARRAV 208 II MLF IeNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 49 291 MROD IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 49 291 MsM IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
I N8 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 337 339 i NO IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 338 340 , NeAlT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 291 , NDAY ICNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 I NDHOG rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 i NDOUT IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 291 ! NDPHY IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 291 r NORSW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 291 1 NDSHF ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 58 291 , NOT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 291 NHMS IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 323 334/W NHMSO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
'00 
1 NHMSI IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 291 305/5 323 
• 
NHMSE IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 291 
"11:0 .. NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 291 
"OB NLAY rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 334/W NlAYMf leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 6_ 0:;::: NlAYP1 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 O:c: NMlElJ IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
;tIr-
NSOAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 66 NSeQ rcNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 291 
.0"0 NSTEP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 Cl:> NVMO IeNTRl INTEGER SIMpLE 71 323 334/\'1 ~~ 
NVMOO ICNTRl INTEGEt=! SIMPLE 73 NYMD1 IOPARlJI INTEGER SIMPLE 210 291 304/5 323 
~ii J 
NVMDE leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 291 NZINIT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 7. OMEGA2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 
'. 
P QANDQT REAL ARRAr 261 274 :'\\ PHI QANOQT REAL ARRAY 266 279 PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAV 254 267 , PI RONTRl REAL SlMPlE 173 • PIIBO RoNTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 '~ P12 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE t-75 II PIf.nEAN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 291 PKSTO ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 I PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
" 
, PLEVS ReNTRl REAL AnRAY 191 h PSMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 17a 291 
i I PSMIN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 291 PSTD ReNTRl REAL SU1PlE 176 291 
" 
PTOP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 ! PZERO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 QALT lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 t, QANDOT REAL UNKNOWN 253 280 293 Q8EG leNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 
CEND LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 QOUT lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPHY LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPl.E 103 131 QPROG QANDQT REAL ARRAV 253 267 26a 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 QRSH L-CNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 QRSW leNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 
t 
QSDIAG OANDQT REAL ARRAY 280 282 QSHF LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 132 
t 
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157 ,58 159 
'68 169 170 
179 180 181 
19~ 191 192 
218 219 220 
229 230 231 






268 326 331/5 















O=STMT FN OEF. A=ARGLIST 
339 340 
160 161 162 163 164 
171 172 173 174 175 
182 183 184 185 186 
193 194 195 196 197 
221 222 22S 224 225 
232 233 234 235 236 
243 244 245 246 247 
343/W 
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C ..... ~ •• +++.++t++++ •• ++ .. +++++++.+++ •••••••• ~.t •• + •• ~.+·++ •• • •• ·,··· •• ++.VIOQ 
C SUBROUTINE IOQ VIDQ 
C PURPOSE VIDQ 
C UTILITY SUBROUTINE TO Si{IP. REhO, OR WRITE MODEL RESTART RECORDS VIOQ 
C USAGE VIDQ 
C CALLED FROM TWRITE AND INPUT VIDQ 
C INPUT/OUTPUT FILES USED vlOa 
C UN!T12 1/0 READS INITIAL CONDITIONS IN INPUT VIDQ 
C UNIT12 a WRITES RESTART FIlES IN TWRITE VIOQ 
C UNIT14 0 WRITES RESTART FILES IN T1IJRITE VIOQ 
C UNITOS 0 WRITES RESTART nECOROS TO HIS10RV IN 1WRI1E VIOQ 
C DESCRIPTION OF pARAMETERS VIOQ 
C LU LOGICAL UNIT ON WHICH TO DO INPUT/OUTPUT VIOQ 
C KOP CODE OF OPERA nON TO PERFORM VIDQ 
C (0 TO SKIP. 1 TO READ, 2 TO WRITEl VIDQ 
C oJ LATITUDE BAND NUMBER VIOQ 
C (0 FOR HEADER RECORD, NEGATIVE FOR All DATA RECORDS) VIOQ 
C Ao eOF RETURN VIOQ 
C.. ERROR RETURN VIOQ 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VIOQ 
C RIOQ VIOO 
C RECORD OF MOOIFICATIoroJS VIOO 
C 000 21JUl83 JIM.PF ADDING CHOICE FOR DIAGNOSTICS VIOO 
coot 15SEPB3 JIM.PF FIX TO READ VBRSTR WITHOUT DIAGNOSTICS VIOO 
C 002 19JANB4 RAMESH MA"e IT WORK FOR MIX PR'ECISION VIOO 
C 003 01FEBBd JIM.PF COMMENTS VIOO 
C REMARKS: VIOO 
C THIS SUBROUTINE READS AND WRITES BETWEEN MODel COMMON BlOCI( VIOO 
e /QANDOT/ AND VBRSTR FORMAT DATA seTS VIOQ 
e.**~.k .... ~.t.~ ....... t ............. *~ .... ~* ................. ~ .......... ~ ............ ·.+· .. VIOQ 
e+ M / A - COM S I G MAO A T A INC. N A 5 A G S F C ·Vloo C •••••••••• + ......... ~ ••••••• t~.+~ ............... ~ ••••••••••• t ••••• t •••••• t~IOQ 
C VIOQ 
C HALF/FULL PRECISiON VREAL 










IMPLICIT hALF PRECISiON (A-H,O-Z) VREAL 
PA~AMETER STATEMENTS fOR DIMENSIONING RESOLUTtON 
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COMMON /I CNTRl f 









































































(ITMIN .IQS( 1» 
(JTMAX .IOS( 21) ( I PREACC . lOS ( 3)' 
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\ ; 
EQUIVALENCE ( IPRECON ,lQSe 41) veNiRl '0' 
EQUIVALENCE (IHFLUX ,IQS( 6) ) ve'HRl '02 
EQUIVALENCE (IEFLUX ,IQS( 5) I veNiRl .03 
EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION. ,JQSt 711 veNTRl '04 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSWG ,IQS( 8)) veNiRl .05 
EQUIVALENce (IRAOLWG .JQSI 9)) veNiRL 10G 
EQUiVALENCE (IICLOUO • IQSI 10) I VeNiRl .07 
EQUIVALENCE ( I UFlUX ,IQSI t I}) veNiRl .08 
EQUIVALENCE ( IVFLUX ,IQS(12») veNTRl .09 
veNTRl 110 
F-QUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA .IQU( II) VCNTRL 
"' eqUIVALENCE ( JOIABAT • t QU ( 2» veNTRl 112
EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSW ,IQUe 3) I VeNTRL 113 
EQUIVALENCE {IRADLW .IQUI 411 veNiRl 114 
veNiRl 116 
EQUIVALENCE (iCO,ICCt) veNiRl 116 
INTEGER leo, IC(~OOI VCNTRL 117 
VCNTRL 118 
LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VcNiRL 119 
===================~============================ veNTRL .20 COMMON /lCNTRL/ LCO VCNTRL .2. 
COMMON /lCNTRL/ QAlT VCNTRl .22 
COMMON /lCNTRll QBEG VCNTRl .23 
COMMON IlCNTRll QDAY veNTRl .24 
COMMON IlCNTRLI OEND VCNTRl .25 
COMMON /LCNTRll QDUT veNTRl .26 
COMMON IlCNTRl/ QPHY VeNTRl .27 
COMMON /LCNTRLI QSHF veNTRl .28 
COMMON ILCNiRl/ SN2FLG VCNTRl .29 
COMMON /lCNTRL/ QRSW VeNTRl .30 
COMMON /LCNTRl/ QRSH VCNTRl .3 ( 
COMMON /LCMTRll LQS(30) VCNTRl .32 
COMMON /LCNTRLI LQU{IO) VCNTRL .33 
VeNTRl .3. 
EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQS( II) veNTRl .35 
EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX. ,LOS( 2)) VCNTRl 136 
EQU,IVAlENCE (lPREACe ,lose 3)) veNTRl .37 
eQutvAlENCE (lPRECON ,lQSe 4» veNTRl .38 
EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX. ,lOS( 5» V{"NTRl .39 
EQUIVALENCE CLEFlUX ,Lose 6» VCNTRl .40 
EQUIVALENCE CLFUsION ,Lose 7» veNTRL .4. 
EQUIVALENCE (lRAOSWG ,LQSe a» VCNTRL .42 
EQUIVALENCE (LRI\DlWG ,LQS ( 9» veNTRl .43 
EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUD .lQSlfO» veNTRl .44 
EQUIVALENCE (lUFlUX ,lQS(11» veNTRl .45 
EqUIVALENCE (lVFlUX ,lQS(t2}) VcNTRl .45 
veNTRl .47 
EQUIVALENCE (lOMEGA ,LQU( I)) veNTRL 148 
EQUIVALENCE (LDIASAT ,lQUt 2)) VeNTRL 149 
EQUIVALENCE (lRADSW .LQU( 3)) VCNTRL .50 
EQUIVALENCE (lRADLW ,LQU( 4)) VCNTRl 15. 
VCNTRL .52 
lOGICAL QAlT veNTRl .53 
LOGICAL QBEG VCNTRl .54 
LOGICAL QDAY VCNTRl .55 
lOGICAL QENO VCNTRl .56 
lOGICAL QOUT veNTRl .57 
lOGICAL QPHV veNTRl 158 
lOGICAL QSHF VCNTRl .69 
LOGICAL SN2FLG VCNTRL .60 
lOGICAL QRSW veNTRl .6. 
LOGICAL QRSH VCNTRl .52 
veNTRl .63 
LOGICAL LQS VCNTRL .64 
LOGICAL LQU veNTRl .S5 
LOGICAL LTMIN veNTRL .66 
lOGIC.~l LTMAK veNTRL .67 
lOGICAL lPREACC VCNTRL 168 
lOGICAL LPRECON veNTRl .69 
lOGICAL LHFlUX veNTRl .70 
lOGICAL LEFlUX VCNTRl 171 
- -- .,--- ... 
~~.~~"~,.~~ 
.. =.~~ .. ~>."'======= 
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00157 LOGICAL LFUSION 
veNiRl 112 00158 LOGICAL LRADSWG 
veNTRl 173 00159 LOGICAL LRADlWG 
veNTRl 174 00160 LOGICAL lICLOUD 
veNTRl 175 00161 LOGICAL lUFLUX 
vernRl 176 00162 LOGICAL L\fFlUX VeNTRl 177 c 
veNTRl 178 00163 LOGICAL LOMEGA 
veNTRl 179 00164 "LOGICAL LOIABAT VCNTnL tBO 00165 LOGICAL LRAOSW 
veNTRl 181 00t66 LOGICAL LRADLW VeNTRl 182 c 
veNTRl 183 00167 EQUIVALENCE (LCO,LOCO) veNTRl 184 !", 00168 LOGICAL LCO, lC(200) veNTRl 185 • C 
VeNTRl '8S !. C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD veNTRl 187 c ============================================= VeNTRl IBB 00169 COMMON /RONTRLI RCO 
veNTRL 189 00170 COMMON /RONTRtl APHEL 
veNTRl 190 " 00171 COMMON !RONTRl! BETA VCNTRL 19t , I 00172 COMMON !RONTRl! COSO 
veNTRL 192 , 00173 coMMON /RONTRl! CP 
veNTRl 193 00174 COMMON !RCNTRl! DAYSPY 
veNTAl 194 00175 ooMMON !RCNTRl! DEC VCNTRl 195 00176 COMMON /ReNrRll DECMAX VCNTRl 196 00177 COMMON !RONTRl! OIST 
veNTRl 197 l 00178 COMMON !RCNTRl! OLAT VeNTRl 19B "\\'- 00179 COMMON !RONTRl! OLON VeNTRl 199 • 00 faa coMMON IRCNTRLI aT VCNTRL 200 00 q 00181 coMMON !RONTRlJ EOCN VCNTRl 201 ~_ -~\ 00182 COMMON !RONTRl! GNUI VeNTRl 202 
• ::!! .. 00183 COMMON !RCNTPl! GNU2 
"iONTRl 203 
-U G) .~ 00184 COMMON !RONTRl! GRAV VCNTRl 204 0 -· \\ 00185 COMMON IRCNTRl/ OMEGA2 VCNTRl 205 0 Z ~f. 0018S COMMON !RCNTRl/ Pi VCNTRl 206 :t,l fll' 00187 COMMON !RCNTRll PI180 veNTRl 207 ;U F '! . 00188 CoMMON !RCNTRl! PI2 VeNTRl 208 .. ~ 00189 COMMON !RCNTRll PSTD VCNTRl 209 
,0 ~ ! ,\ 00190 COMMON /RONTRl/ PIME.AN veNTRl 210 C ~ i~ 00f91 COMMON /ReNTRl/ PSMAK VCNTRl211 l>l!$ It 00192 coMMON /RONTRl! PSMIN VCNTRl212 
..... ~ 
,~. 00193 COMMON /RCNTRl/ PTOP VCNTRl 213 ~ 
l· 00194 COMMON !RONTRl! RAOE VONTRl 214 
- =-'1 !,1 00195 coMMON /RONTRl/ RGAS VCNTRl 215 ... £ill 00196 COMMON !ReNTRl/ Roep VCNTRl 216 00197 COMMON /RCNTRl/ RSOIST 
veNTRl 217 , 00198 COMMON !RCNTRl! SOAY VCNTRl 218 !, 00199 COMMON !RONTRl! SEASON VCNTRl 219 'I -j 00200 COMMON IRONTRl! SIGE (25) VCNTRl 220 t' 0020 1 COMMON /RCNTPl! SIND 
veNTRl 221 , 00202 COMMON /RONTRl/ SOLS 
veNTRl 222 : 00203 COMMON !ReNTRl/ Tsro VCNTRL 223 I! 00204 COMMON !RONTRl! PlEVS (25) veNTRl 224 t _ 00205 COMMON !RONTRl/ HEATW VCNTRl 225 ! ' 00206 COMMON !ReNTRl! HEATI VCNTRl 226 : 00207 COMMON !RcNTRl/ EPS VeNTRl 227 ~ 00208 COMMOrJ /ReNTRl/ EPSFAe 
veNTRl 228 i 00209 COMMON !RCNTRl/ CAL TOJ VCfIlTRl 229 • 00210 COMMON IRCNTRl/ PZERO 
veNTRl 230 I C veNTRl 231 00211 EQUlVAlENCE (RCO,RCf 1) veNTRl 232 .- 00212 HAlf PRECISION RCO, RO(400) VCNTRl 233 I C 
VCNTRL 234 :. C INTEGER MODEL coNSTANTS VCNTRl 235 I! 00213 C ===~;MM;~=i~~~:~M/=~~~~P (46' ~g~~~t ~g~ 00214 COMMON /lOPARMI lDSP02 VCNTRl 238 00215 COMMON !IDPARM/ INDEX (72) VCNTRl 239 . 00216 COMMON IIDPARM/ IROD 
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00219 COMMON IIDPARM/ o1P (2. 2) 
00220 coMMON /IOPARM/ KSTEP 
00221 COMrllON I I DPARM/ f,'''' (46) 
00222 COMMON IIOPhRMI NHMSf 
00223 COMMON /IOPARMI NYMDf 
C 
e LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
e ======================= 00224 COMMON /lDPARM/ FILTER (46l 
00225 COMMON ILOPhAMI IT/l.PE 
00226 COMMON ILDPARM/ START 
e 
00227 tOGIChL FILTER 
00228 LOGICAL ITAPE 
00229 LOGICAL START 
c 
e REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
c ==================== , 00230 COMMON IRDPARM/ ACLOP 
t' 00231 COMMON /RDPARMI CON1 
00232 COMMON IROPARMI caN10T 
00233 COMMON /RDPARMI CON2 
00234 COMMON /RDPARM/ caN20l 
00235 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON3 
00236 COMMON /ROPARMI CON30T 
00237 COMMON /RDPARMI CON4 
0023B COMMON /RDPARMI CON40T 
00239 COMMON /RDPARM/ CONS 
00240 COMMON /RDPARM/ COSl (46) 
00241 COMMON /ROPARM/ COS LON (72) 
:Il 
00242 COMMON /ROPARM/ CP02 
00243 COMMON /ROPARM/ OKP (46) 
00244 CC~;'IMON /RDPAR",/ DXYP (46) 
00::?45 COMMON /RDPhRMI OYP (46) 
, ! 00246 COMMON /RDPARM/ FCQRlS (46) 
.\\ 00247 COMMON /RDPA'RMI F IDT 
• 00248 COMMON /RDPARM/ F20T .. 00249 COMMON /ROPARM/ H1DT 
;r 
00250 COMMON /RDPARM/ H20T 
00251 COMMON /ROPARMI PKSTD 
00252 COMMON /RDPARM/ PKTOP i 00253 COMMON /ROPARM/ RLAT (46 ) 
J~- 00254 COM~.'ON IRDPARM/ RLATO (46) 00255 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPOT 00256 COMMON IRDPARrM ROCPP t 
I} 00257 COMMON /ROPARMI SGNP 12 } 00258 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINL (46) , 00259 COMMON IROPARM/ SINlON (72 ) !' 00260 COMr"ON /ROPARMI THSTO 00261 COMMON /RDPhRM/ THST02 00262 COMMON /RDPI\RM/ WSAVE (159' I· 00263 corJlrJlON /RDPARM/ OSIG IS) 
i 00264 COMMON IRDPARM/ SIG IS} 
t :' 00265 COMMON IROPARM/ DSIGINV 19} 
t C C 
C IDENTIFVING LABELS OF MODEL R~START RECORD QUANTITIES 
!·t C =================================================~=== 
: 00266 COMMON leOROERI XORDS{24).XOROU()Sl 
: 00267 CHARACTER"S XOROS .XOROU , C , 
C IDENTIFYING lABELS OF MODEL HISTORY RECORD QUANTITIES 
I, 
c ===================================================== 
00268 COMMON leOROERI XSA (231,XUA ( 10) 
00269 CHARACTER"S KSA .XUA 
c 
e 
i, j C COMOECK VQANDQT RESOLUTION VALUES C ================================= C 1M =72 C NLAY =9 
,l 
\ . - .,-~~,~-~ ~. (.~~,";.~ 

































VONTRl 273 00 VCNTRL 274 
veNTRl 276 -";0 
veNTRl 276 "De VCNTRl 277 
"CNTRl 278 °2 VCNTRl 279 g~ VCNTRl 280 
VCNTRl 281 
.0..., veNTRl 282 
VCNTRl 283 C" veNTRl 284 l:>i;l 
veNTRl 285 s-r;;n VCNTRl 286 




















" veOAOER 12 VQANDQT 2 
VQANDQT 3 
VQANOQT 4 H VQANDQT 5 0 
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C JM" f =46 VQANOQT 7 
C NLAY'" I I =99 VQANDQT 8 
C IM·NLAV+ff =7128 VQANOQT 9 
C JM/2)- I =23 VQANDQT 10 
C VQANDQT 11 
C GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTtC FIELDS (NEEDED IN COMPO) VQANOQT 12 
C ==========================~===================== VQANDQT 13 
C VQANDQT 14 
COMMON tQANDQT/ QPROG(72,9.fl,46J VQANDQT 15 
C VQANDQT 16 
DIMENSION PHIS (7f2B. t) VQANDQT 17 
DIMENSION SMTH (7128,23) VQANDQT 18 
DIMENSION ALBEDO (7128.f) VQANDQT 19 
DIMENSION GT (7128,1) VQANDQT20 
DIMENSION GW (7128, I) VQANOQT 2. 
DIMENSION T5 (7128,1) VQANOQT 22 
DIMENsrON SHS (7128,1 } VOANDOT 23 
DIMENSION P (72,99. I I VQI\NDQT 24 
C VQI\NDQT 25 
DIMENSION U !72,9. 11.1) VQANDQT 26 
DIMENSION V 172,9.11,11 VQANDQT 27 
DIMENSION T f72.9.1'.11 VQANDQT 28 
DIMENsroN SH (72.9,11.1) VQANDQT 29 
DJMEN::.IotJ PHI (72,9.11.1) VQANDQT 30 
C VQANDQT 31 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1. 1.1, I) .PHIS (I. I» VQANDQT 32 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROGC I, 2,1, t) ,5MTH (1,1» VQANDQT 33 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1. 3,1, I) .ALBEDO( 1,1» VQANOQT 34 
EQUIVALENCE {QPROG( 1, 4, t • t I, GT ( I , 1 I) VQANDQT 35 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(1.5,1.1),GW (I,ll; VQANOQT 36 
EQUIVALENCE lQPROGll, 6,I,I).TS (1,1» VQANOQT 37 
EQUIVALENCE CQPROG(I,7,I,ll.SHS (l.tl) VQANDQT 38 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROGt!, a,f,ll,P CI,f.lll VQANDQT 39 
C VQANDQT 40 
EQUIVALENCE CQPROG( 1,1, 2,1 J ,U (1,1.1,1» VQANOQT 41 
EQUIVI\LENCE (QPROG! I, I, 4,1) ,V (1,1, I, III VQANDQT 4~ 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(f,I, 6.1),T (I, l.f, tt, VQANDQT 43 
EQUIVALeNCE (QPROGC 1.1. 8, I) ,51-1 (1,1,1,1» VQANDQT 44 
EQUIVALENCE fQPROG{I,I,IO,1),PHlfl,I,I.l)J VQANDQT 45 
C VQANDQT 46 
C SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS (NOT NEEDED IN COMPO) vQANOQT 47 
C ============================================================== VQANDQT 48 
C VQANDQT 49 
COMMON /QANDQT/ QSOIAG(72 ,15,46) VQANOQT 50 
BIT BQSOIAGC32, 72.15,46) VQANDQT 51 
EQUIVALENCE I QSD I I\G, BQSDI AGJ VQANDQT 52 
C VQANOQT 53 
COMMON /QI\NDQT/ QUDIAGC72,9, 5.461 VQANDQT 54 
C VQANDQT 55 
C VIOQ 41 
C .............. ++ ••• ~t.+*.~~~~+4 •• ~.+.t ••• ttt •• ~ •• t.t ••••• +tttt ••• t ••• ~ •• VIOQ 42 
C VIOQ 43 
C DEBUG VSEGDEB 2 
10000 CONTiNUE VBEGOEB 3 
C ~ ••• CV8ER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 10Q VBEGDEB 4 
C * ••• CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGDEB 5 
C$$SSS$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$VBEGDEB 6 
C 'JIOQ 45 
C ......... "' ......... "''1'"+ ............. ''' ...... ''' ........... '''........ VIOQ 46 
C ~ .... CHECK I/O OPERI\TION ARGUMENTS Htt VIOQ 47 
C ••••••• -t-t.'I'" ........................... " •••••• t++... VIOQ 48 
uMP I JM -+ I VIOQ 49 
KOP 1 KOP .. 1 VIOQ 50 
GO TO (lOa, 200, 300), KOPI VIOQ 51 
RETURN VIOQ 52 
C VIOQ 53 
C .... * .......... +~1~.t •• ~·.t1 •••••• + .... 1 .... t ........ t .......... ti+ ........... tt·.VIOQ 54 
C ...... SKIP •• ·+VIOQ 55 
C ......... t·+t.t.~ .t.tt t •• t •••• t •• t~ •••• f.tt ••• t ••• t •••• + ••• tttt.ttttt.tVI0Q 56 
C V[OQ 57 
100 CONTINUE VIOQ 58 
i' 
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160, 120. 140 VIOQ 69 
C ~.~ •• **~~~ ••• ~ •••• * •• ~~.~ •• ~.~ •• ~~ ••••••• VIOQ 60 
C ........ -to HEADER RECORD "'."t VICQ 61 
C .+T •• +~* •• *~~.~ •••• + ••• "'.~ •• ".*.+ ••• ** •• + VIOQ 62 
00308 120 CONTINUE VIOQ 63 
00309 READ (LU,END=800,ERR=900) VIOQ 64 
00310 RETURN VIOQ 65 
c + •• + .......... * .......... + •••• +~ •••• ~.*"' .... VIOQ 66 
C ...... DATA BAND RECORD .... " . VIOQ 67 
a ....................... + ..... -to •••• ++ ............ VIOQ 68 
00311 140 CONTINUE VIOQ 69 
00312 READ (lU,END=BOO,ERR=900) VIOQ 70 
00313 RETURN VIoq 71 
a ••• ~ .... • ••••• ~.·.tt ............. ~ .............. VIOQ 72 
a ........ t GLOBAL DATA RECORD ......... VIOQ 73 
a ............................................................ VICQ 74 
00314 160 CONTINUE VtCQ 75 
00315 DO .eo 
"" 
1, ..IMP 1 VIOQ 76 
00316 READ (LU,END=Boa,ERR=900) VIOQ 77 
003'7 180 CONTINUE VIoQ 78 
00318 RETURN VIOQ 79 
C VIOQ 80 
:.\ a .................... ~+ ................. t ...... ~ .... t ......................... t ...................... VIOQ 8 • 
a ........... READ ••• "'VIOQ 82 
a ••••••• * ... + ...... * ........... + ................................ ~ ..... ••• ......... ~ ......... ·.·VIOQ 83 
a VIOQ 84 
00319 200 CONTINUE VIOQ 85 
00320 IF (oJ.NE.O) GOTD 240 VIOQ 86 
a ~.*+.* •• ~ ....... ~ .... f ................. ft.~.+ ......... VIOQ 87 00 
a ....... HEADER RECORD ........ VIOQ 88 "TI:;a 
a •••• +.+~~.*~ .... + ............. tit ••• •• ...... •• .. • .... • VIOQ 89 
"tJ§ 00321 220 CONTINUE VIOQ 90 
00322 READ IlU,END=BOO,ERR=900) 00, IC, La, RO, I XOROS I K} , K= 1 ,KS), VIOQ 91 02 
\\1 
$ I HonoUl1n • K: 1 ,KU) VIOQ 92 gje 00323 RETURN VIOQ 93 
a + •• ~.+ ......... *~+ ... ft+ ....... +f •• t ..... • ..... ft .. + VICQ s. 
a .......... DATA BAND RECORD • t .... VIOQ 95 
.0"0 a ~ ... + .... ~ ...... ~ •• +.** .... + ...... * ........... t .. t ..... VIOQ 96 
00324 240 CONTINUE VIOQ 97 C;t> 
00325 CALL RIOQ ILU 
" 
.aBOO,agOo} VIOQ 98 J>fi) 
00326 RETURN VIOQ 99 '-1'11 
a VIOQ .00 ~iil a ...... *+ .... * ••• ++k* ... ~ ................. + •• +.~ .............. f+ ............... ~ ............. t .... VIOQ .01 
a ••• >Ic WRITE ~"'.+VIOQ 102 
a ••• * ................. k .... ++ ••••• + ... +f+ ........ tf~ .. t ••• fi .... ttt ...... +t ........ ~ ..... VIOQ 103 
a VIOQ '04 
II 00327 300 CONTINUE VIOQ 105 0032B IF (J.NE.O) GOTO 340 VIOQ 106 
, a .. t.tft+ ......... +~ ... f ................. I~., ...... tt ..... VIOQ 107 C +".+. HEADER RECORD t "" ..... VIOQ '08 
c ............. t t .......... ' ........... "" t t •• I + I • + • , f '" ........ + VIOQ 109 
00329 320 CONTINUE VIOQ 110 
00330 WRITE (lU) OC, la, La, RO, I XORDse K) , K=I.KS) VIOQ 
"' $ (HOnDU flO , If= 1, f(U) VIOQ 112 00331 RETURN VIOQ 113 
C ........................................ + ......... ,.. .... ~ ........ ~ •• It' VlaQ 114 
a ........ DATA BAND RECORD ••• +" VIDQ 115 
a •• .. "' .... +· ..... t+ ....... t.++ •• it ....... i ........ t ••• VIOQ 116 
00332. 340 CONTINUE VIOQ 117 
a VIOQ 118 
00333 IF({KS.GT.9}.AND. (KO.GT. 101) VIDQ 119 
$WRITE (LU) I ( QPROGII.K,I,oJ),l=1,IMI,K=1,9), VIOQ 120 
$ 
" 
Q5DIAGII,If-9,J} .1=1, 1M) ,K=10,K5), VICQ 121 
$ reI QPROG ( ! , l , 1< , oJl . 1= 1 , 1M) • L = 1 , NlA V} VIDQ 122 
$ ,K=2, 111 , VIOQ 123 
$ ( ( (QUO I AG ( I , L , 1< - 1 0 , J I , I = I , 1M) • L = t • NL/\ v, VI OQ 124 
$ ,K= 1 I .I<VI VIOQ 1'25 
a VICQ '26 J-I 
00334 IF«(KS.GT.91.AND.fKU.EQ.IOJt VIOQ 127 0 $WRITE (lU) (( QPROG( I ,K. 1 ,..I I , I ... I • 1M I .1<'" 1 ,9' , VIOQ 128 .0 
$ II QSDI AG( I ,If -9, t..I) , 1=1 . 1M} ,1<= 10. KS t . VIOQ .29 
it .... 
'.~:::~ ,',~~.: -'-"'~,:" ","~---'- .. ,"--------_. ~----.-----------~. -..... ''''' ...... '"~--,--. '" ;-; .. ~ ,., 
------ ----a: .. .~ 
, lJ® 
~'·k~L .,' , .... 
........ 
.• ~~¥ .••. -."'. 
_ .... _. ~_._. ___ . .:::.~ ____ ~~=-__ - ~~_~'---'-o~ .. ~,~·~~_.....:::.::2f! 





















,:,~,: ",,":",1':""..1:,-'-- .ILL' " 
fCC QPROGfI,L,K,JI.I=1,IMI,L=I.NLhVI 






$WRITE (LUI {( QPROG(I,K.l,.J),ll.IMI,K=I.91. VIOQ 




.K 2,tl'. VIDQ ({(QUDIAG(I,L,K-fD,J ,I=I.IM},L=I,NLAVIVIOQ 
.K 11,IWI V[OQ 
VIDQ 
IF«KS.EQ.9).ANO.{KU.EQ.l01) 
$WRITE (LU) « QPROG ( I • K. I • J) . I = f • 1M) • K = 1 .9) • 




















~.~+ •••• +.*+ ••• * •••• * •••••• ~*~* •••••••• *. 
*"'*. END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED . ..... 
•••• *tA~ •••• *.~·· ••..•.•• ·tt·t++.+ ••• +.++ 
CONTINUE 
RETURN t 
i •• A.+ ••• +*.*+.+.+ •• + •• +t+ •• t+++.+ ••• t.~~ 
t~.. READ ERROR ENCOUNTERED ttt. 
.··~t .. +t.~+.t.I •• t.t.~~+~I·"" •• tt.tt~. 
CONTINUE 



















































































. " -~ ... ~ ,1,· ... ~; . .., . 
VARIA8LE MAP 
--NAME-------BLOCK------TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST. C=CTRL OF DO, I=OATA INIT, R=REAO, S~STORE, W=WRITE 
ADATE ceNTRl CHARtS SIMPLE 4 22 
ACLOP ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 230 
ALBEDO QANDQT HALF ARRAY 213 2B6 
APHEL RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 110 
ATIME CCNTRl CHARta SIMPLE 6 23 
BETA RCNTRL HALF SIMPLE (11 
8QSOIAG QANDQT BIT ARRAV 29B 299 
CALTOJ RCNTfiL HALF SIMPLE 209 
00 CCNTRl CHARta ARRAY 20 2( 322/R 330/W 
oeo ceNTRL CHAR"'B SIMPLE 3 20 21 
ceNTRL HALF UNI(NO!JJN 3 4 5 5 7 B 9 10 11 12 
" 
IS 16 11 1B 19 
CCSP06 eeNTRL CHAR+S SIMPLE B 26 
eespo? CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 9 21 
! CCSPOS eeNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 10 28 CON1 RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 231 caN10T ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 232 CON2 ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 233 CON2DT ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 234 CON3 ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 235 

















" ... --"-----~ .. ~-.--- -,~-~----.---.-------~~ ---- ----'--'--' ,~,-- -------._- (£ 
.• (!). ~ ::.~;~"C::Cc:. "'-.. 0= ,,.,,,,,, "'- , .... ~ 





















































































, \ I ". \ ' 
., ~ .. ~ _. - \ ' ~ 
RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 238 
RDPhRM HALF SIMPLE 239 
HALF UNKNOWN 266 268 
RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 172 
ROPARM HALF ARRAV 240 
RDPARM HALF ARRAV 241 
ReNTRL HALF SIMPLE 173 
ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 2.2 
CONTRl CHAR+'S ARRAV 13 31 
CONTRl CHAR+8 ARRAV I. 32 
ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 17. 
RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 175 
RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 176 
RONTRL HALF SIMPLE 177 
RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 178 00 
RONTRl SIMPt::: 
-n:;o 
HALF 179 -o~ CONTRl CHAR"'S ARRAV 18 36 
CCNTflL CHAR"S ARRAY 19 37 02 
RDPARM HALF ARRAV 263 g~ RDPAhM HALF ARRAY 265 
CeNT-RL CHAR'"'S ARRAV 16 34 
CONTRl CHAR"S ARR,'V 17 35 .0-0 
CONTRl CHARtS ARRAY 15 33 c:~ RONTRL HALF S!MPLE 180 
RDPARM HALF ARRAY 243 f:1"li RDPARM HALF ARRAY 244 
RDPARM HALF AHRAV 245 ~m RCNTRL HALF SIMPLE 181 
HALF UNK:.JOWN 309 312 316 322 
RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 207 
RmJTRL HALF SIMPLE 208 
RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 247 
RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 248 
RDPARM HALF ARRAV 246 
LDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 224 227 
RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 182 
RONTRL HALF SIMPLE 183 
ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 184 QANDQT HALF ARRAY 27. 287 QANDQT HALF ARRAY 275 288 
RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 249 
ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 250 
RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 206 
RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 205 
INTEGER SIMPlE 333 333 333 333/0 334 33. 334/'::: 335 335 335/C 336 
33G/C 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 81 
rCNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 108 109 322/R 330/W 
tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38 108 109 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 61 58 59 
60 61 62 63 6. 65 66 67 68 69 70 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 
82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPlE 79 
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOIIIN 105 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 
IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 214 
ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 
ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 98 
IeNTRl INTEGEn UNKNOWN 96 
ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 101 
IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 213 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 [eNTRl INTEGER S[MPLE 40 
rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPlE 41 
rDPARM INrEGER ARRAY 215 H 
ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 104 0 
SUBROUTINE I .0 
ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
'" 
,.,. 
.",'-'.- "" ~-"' __ ~ _" ,'''''''.=.,..0. -'._" __ ="'''''"'''''=v_'''.,"~''. ~ 
- , 








IPRECON lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 95 
IQS IeNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 88 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 
102 103 
IOU ICNTRt.. INTEGER ARRAV 89 104 105 lOG 107 
I RAOUl ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 107 
IRAOLWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 100 
IRAOSVl ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN lOG [RAOSWG rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 99 
IROO IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 21G 
ITAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 225 228 
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
ITMIN ICNTnL INTEGER UNKNOlflN 92 
IUFLUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 102 
IVFLUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 103 
J INTEGER SIMPLE 1 307 320 325 328 333 333 333 333 334 334 
334 335 335 335 33G 33G 
Je IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 217 
JE IDPI\RM INTEGER ARRAV 21a 
Jle CCNTRl CHARt'S SIMPLE G 2. 
JJ INTEGER SIMPLE 315/C 
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 302 
JMD2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 44 
JMPf INTEGER SIMPLE 302/5 315 
JMT2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 4G 00 
'j" J04 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 47 "lI;a 
Joa ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 4a 
"lli5 f JOB CONTRL CHARtS SIMPLE 7 25 JP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 219 0-J5P ICNTRL HSTEGER SIMPLE 49 0 2 
., K INTEGER SIMPLE 322 322/C 322/C 330 330/0 330/C 333 333 333 333/e 333 :tJ~ 
I' 334 334 334/C 334/0 335 335 335/C 335/C 336 336/C 336 KLIALB IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 g;g , I(LIGW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
• KLILWI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 91 ~ KLISST IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 l>tI) KLITQP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 90 rlTl 
KOP INTEGER SIMPLE 1 303 :Ja ~ KOP1 INTEGER SIMPLE 303/S 30. KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 333 334 335 336 KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 220 I KU ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 322 330 333 333 334 335 335 336 j, L INTEGER SIMPLE 333 333/C 334/C 335 335/C 336/C 
LC lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 167 16B 322/R 330/\'1 
LCO lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 110 167 16B 
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 I1B 119 120 
121 122 
LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 13G lG4 
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 22. 225 22G 
lEFLUJ( LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 128 156 
LFUStOf>3 LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI<NOWN 129 157 
lHFLUX lCNTRl LOGICAL UNI<NOWN 127 155 
LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 132 160 
LOGBR ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI<NOWN 135 163 
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 126 154 
LQS lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 121 123 124 125 12G 127 l2a 129 130 131 132 
133 13. 149 
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 122 135 13G 137 13B 150 
LRADLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI{NOWN 13B lG6 
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI<t.IOWN 131 159 
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 137 165 
LRADSWG lCNTRL LOGICAL UNl<NOWN 130 16B 
lTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 
LU INTEGER SIMPLE 1 309 312 31G 322 325 330 333 334 335 336 
LUFLUX LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 133 161 
I LVFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL 
UNI(NOWN 13' 162 
~ 
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'\' .s ,'\.\, ' 
INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
INTEGER ARRAV 221 
INTEGER ARRAY 69 
INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
INTEGER SIMPLE 63 
INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
INTEGER SIMPLE 87 
INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
INTEGER SIMPLE 42 
INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
INTEGER SIMPLE 71 
INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
INTEGER SIMPLE 122 
INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
INTEGER srMPlE 74 
INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
INTEGER SIMPLE 86 
INTEGER SIMPLE 77 
INTEGER SIMPLE 78 
INTEGER SIMPLE 80 
INTEGER SIMPLE B2 
INTEGER SIMPLE 84 
INTEGER SIMPLE 223 
INTEGER SIMPLE 83 
INTEGER SIMPLE B5 
HALF SIMPLE 185 
HALF ARRAY 278 
HALF ARRAY 2B3 
HALF ARRAV 271 
HALF SIMPLE 186 
HALF SIMPLE 187 
HALF SIMPLE 18B 
HALF SIMPLE 190 
HALF SIMPLE 251 
HALF SIMPLE 252 
HALF ARRAY 204 
HALF SIMPLE 191 
HALF SIMPLE 192 
HALF SIMPLE 189 
HALF SIMPLE 193 
HALF SIMPLE 210 
lOGICAL SIMPLE 111 
HALF UNKNOWN ~70 
LOGICAL SIMPLE 112 
LOGICAL SIMPLE 113 
LOGICAL SIMPLE 114 
LOGICAL SIMPLE 115 
LOG]e.'l SIMPLE 115 
HALF ARRAY 270 
294 
LOGICAL SIMPLE 120 
LOGIOAL SIMPLE 119 
HALF ARRAY 297 
lOGICAL SIMPLE 117 
HALF ARRAV 300 
HALF SIMPLE 194 
HALF ARRAY 211 
HALF SIMPLE 159 
HALF UNKNOWN 169 
180 
191 
t~t) "~., ,-~ , .. ,'.,' ' " " .. -~J,... 
~~::~":':'t;;.:--~ . ,e _"'_ ~'. ~-;"';""::.::.~'':'':''-'''''''-::_ 
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285 287 28B 2B9 290 291 292 
333/W 333/VJ 334/W 334/W 33S/W 336/W 33G/W 
334/W 
330/W 
172 173 174 175 176 177 178 
183 184 185 lB5 lB7 lBB lB9 
19. 195 19G 197 19B 199 200 
,'"L' 




















--=~- ~.e. •• 
I, ·r"'l!l1!"L:C,L.,-~", "._.,_:. ,,,,,,,.J ..... '" ' . ,\ <"J -_ .:_) __ l--_:~ .. ~- -. .- ,.01-.<-- .~--
; I 
, ' I 
202 203 204 RDPARM HALF UNKNOWN 230 231 232 241 242 243 252 253 254 263 264 265 RGAS ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 195 RLAT ROPARM HALF ARRAY 253 RLATD ROPARM HALF ARRAV 254 ROCP RONTRL HALF SIMPLE 196 ROCPOT RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 255 ROCPP1 ROPARM HALF SIMpLE 256 RSOIST RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 197 , SOAV ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 198 ,. SEASON RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 199 SGNP ROPARM HALF ARRAV 257 SH QANOQT HALF ARRAV 282 295 SHS QANOQT HALF ARRAV 277 290 SIG ROPARM HALF ARRAV 264 SIGE RCNTRl HALF ARRAV 200 SIND RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 201 SINl RDPARM HALF ARRAV 258 SINLON RDPARM HALF ARRAY 259 SMTH QANOQT HALF ARRAV 272 285 \ SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 118 146 SOLS RCNTRl HALl=' SIMPLE 202 :(\ START lOPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 226 229 T QANOQT HALF ARRAY 281 294 '~ Tf-ISTD RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 260 THST02 ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 261 • TS QANDQT HALF ARRAV 276 289 • TSTO RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 203 :~ U QANDQT HALF ARRAY 279 292 V QANOQT HALF ARRAV 280 293 VER CCNTRL CHAR"'S SIMPLE 11 29 j WSAVE RDPARM HALF ARRAV 262 \~ KLABEL CCNTRL CHAR"+S ARRAV 12 30 XOROS CORDER CHAR·S ARRAY 266 267 322/R ; I. XORDU CORDER CHAR 1"8 ARRAY 266 267 322/R Ii ~ XSA CORDER CHAR·a ARRAY 268 269 XUA CORDER CHAR'tB ARRAY 268 26" L· PROCEDURE MAP I 
--NAME-------TYPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEFt • I 
i 








RIOQ SUBROUTINE 325 
",~~,--------
....: -g"--- '-'---" 
_" ..... .t'4fs~ .... _,._" _ ,-' -'.'--: 
('.' "., 
.. "l+' 















:J:>@ 330/W F ,.,;) 330/W ~~ 
h=ARGLIST 
--.~----"'--------'---' --~,---,~-" ,-& 
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SUBROUTINE LAPSE {J,GhM) $VLOOQIQ 
c~ ••• ~ •••••••• +.+~ ••• ++~~ •••• +.+ •• ++.++.+ •• +~ •• +.+ ••• +'.+.'·'+.+++.+'+·+'$VLOOQ2Q 
C PURPOSE $VL00030 
C COMPUTE LAPSE RATE FOR HIGH-LATJTUDE MODIFIED TEMPERATURE FILlER $VlQOQ40 
C USAGE $VlOOQ50 
C CALLED FROM AVRX $vt00060 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS $VL00070 
C u - INDEX FOR LATiTUDE BAND $VlOOOBO 
C GAM - LAPSE RATE $VLOOOSO 
C SU8PROGRAMS NEEDED SVLOOfOO 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS $VLOOttO 
C REMARKS: $VLOOI20 
C+~++.++~.+~ ••• ~ •••••••• '+ ••••• ++~ •••• +.+.++ •••••••••••••••• + ••••••• t···SVLOOI30 
C+ M / h - COM S 1 G MhO A TAl N C. N A SAG S F C .$VLOOt4Q 
C+1+ ••••• ++~+.++.++ •••• + •••• +.+~++.+ •• +.+ •• ++.+++t •••• +·+.+·+ •• ··+·+·+·+$VLOOI5D 
C $VLOO 160 
CCOMDECI< VREAL $VLOO 170 
C HALF/FULL PRECISION SVLOOt8D 
C =================== $Vl00190 
IMPLfCIT REAL CA-H,O-Zl $Vl00200 
e 
CCOMDEC~ VCNTRl 
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COMMON IICNTRl/ MATH ... 
COMMON IICNTRl/ MATSNX 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ MATSUN 
COMMON /ICNTRll MLF ( 12) 
COMMON /JCNTRll MROD 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NKRSH 
COMMON /tCNTRL/ MSM 
COMMON flCNTRl/ NB 
COMMON IICNTRLI NLJ 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NOAlT 
COMMON fteNTRl/ NDAV 
COMMON IleNTRl/ NOOUT 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NOPHV 
COMMON IrCNTRl/ NOSHF 
COMMON /tCNTRl/ NOT 
COMMON IICNTRll NHMS 
COMMON /ICNTRll NHMSE 
COMMON IICNTRLI NHMSO 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NLhV 
COMMON /lCNfRLI NlAVM1 
COMMON IlCNTRl/ NLAVPf 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NSOAV 
COMMON IlCNTRl/ NSEQ 
COMMON /lONTRl/ ICSP53 
COMMON IrCNTRl! NSTEP 
COMMON II CNTRL / IBlKStZ 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NVMO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NVMDE 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NVMDO 
COMMON fICNTRL/ NZINIT 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NMLEV 
COMMON /ICNTAL/ NO HOG 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ lOS (30) 
COMMON /lCNTRl/ IOU ( 10) 
EQUIVALENCE CtTMIN · JQS( 1) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (I TMAX · IQSI 2)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IPAEAOC ,IQS ( 3)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON .IQS( 4)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IHF"lUX ,IQSI 5)) 
EQUIVALENCE (I EFlUX .IQse 611 
EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IQSe 7)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( lRADSWG .IQse B) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IRADLVlG .IQSI 911 
EQUIVALENCE (IIClOUD • [QSC fa) ) 
EQUIVALENCE IIUFlUX ,IQS( 11 , ) 
EQUIVALENCE IIVFLUX • JOSt 12) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IOMEGA .IQU( 1)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IDIABII.T .IQue 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (I RADSW .IQue 3)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( 1 RADLW ,IQU( 4)) 
EQUIVALENCE (I seNsel .IQue 5)) 
EQUJVALENCE (ILATENT ,[QUI all 
EQUIVALENCE (ICO.IO(I») 
INTEGER lCO, 1'0(200) 







































$VL00870 $VL00880 $Vl00890 $VL00900 $VL00910 
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0011' COMMON ILCNTRLI LQS(30) $VL01430 
00112 COMMON ILCNTRLI tQU(IO) $VLOl440 
C $VLOf450 
00113 EQUIVALENCE (lTMIN ,LQS( 0) $VL01460 
DO f 14 EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX ,LQS( 2) ) $VL01470 
00115 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQS! 3)) $VLOI4BD 
00116 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON .LOS( 4)1 $VlO1490 
00117 EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX ,LQS( 5)) $VlO150a 
001 f8 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX ,LOSe G)) $VLOI5'O 
00119 EQUIVALENCE (lFUSION ,LQS( 7)) $VlO1520 
00120 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSWG ,LQS( 8») $VlO1530 
00121 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOLWG ,Lose 9) ) $VL01540 
00122 EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUD ,LQS( h)) $VL01550 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LUFLUX ,LQS( ,'') $VLD1560 
00124 EQUIVALENCE (lVFlUX ,LQS(12») $VL01570 
C SVLO'580 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (lOMEGA ,lQU( , ) ) $VL01590 
00126 EQUIVALENCE (LDtABAT ,LQU( 2)) $VL01600 
00127 EQUIVALENCE ClRADSW ,LQU( '3 J -) $VlO1610 
00128 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOLW ,LQU! 4)) $VLO '62!' 
00129 EQUIVALENCE (LSENS8L ,LQU( 5)) $VlO )'F>~ J 
00130 EQUIVALENCE (LLATENT ,LOU( GI) $VLvtZ'.;:O 
C $VL01650 
00131 LOGICAL QALT $VL01660 
00132 LOGICAL QBEG $VL01670 
00133 LOGIQhl QDAV $VLOIGBO 
00134 LOGICAL QEND $VLOI69D 
00135 LOGICAL QOUT $VL01700 
00136 LOGICAL QPHV $VL01710 
00137 LOGICAL QSHF $VLOt720 
00138 LOGICAL SN2FLG $VlO1730 
00139 LOGICAL QRSW $VL01740 00 . 00140 LOGICAL QRSH $VL01750 
-n:t) r C $VL01760 -00141 LOGICAL LQS $VL01?70 "Oi! 00(42 LOGICAL LQU $VlOI7BO 02 00143 LOGICAL LTMIN $VL01790 , 00144 lOGICAL LTMAX $VLOIBOO gf! t~ 00145 LOGICAL lPREACC $VLOtBl0 
> 00146 LOGICAL LPRECON $VlO1S20 
.0"0 , 00147 LOGICAL LHFLUX $VlO1830 
~ 00148 LOGICAL LEFLUX $VLOI8t.10 C .... 00149 LOGICAL lFUSION $vL01B50 f:f,l 00150 LOGICAL LRADSWG $VLOtB60 
~ 00151 LOGICAL LRAOLWG $VL01870 :iw 00162 lOGICAL LIClOUO $VL01SS0 00153 lOGICAL LUFlUX SVlO1B90 00164 LOGICAL LVFlUX $VlO1900 
} C $VL01910 00155 lOGICAL LOMEGA $Vl01920 
., 00156 lOGICAL LoIABAT $VL01930 
00157 lOGICAL lRADSW $VL01940 
00158 LOGICAL LRAOLW $VL01950 
00159 lOGICAL LSENSBL $VlOI9S0 
00160 LOGICAL lLATENT $VL01970 
C $VlOI9BO 
00161 EQUIVALENCE (LCO,lC( t) $vlO1990 
00162 lOGICAL lCO. lC{200) $Vl02000 
C $VL02010 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD $VL02020 
C ~~~~====~====~====~e====e==================== SVlO2030 
00163 COMMON /RCNTRl/ RCO $VL02040 
00t6d COMMON /ReNTRl! APHEl $VL02050 
OOlG5 COMMON /RCNTRl/ BETA $VlO2060 
00166 COMMON /RCNTRl/ COSO $VlO2070 
00167 COMMUN /ReNTRl/ CP $VlO2080 
00t6B COMMON fRCNTRl! DAVSPV $VL02090 
00169 COMMON fRCNTRl/ DEC $VL02100 I:"' 
00170 COMMON fRCNTRl! DECMAX $VL02110 ~ 00171 COMMON fRONTRl! orST $VL02120 
00172 COMMON /RONTRl/ OLAT $VL02130 
'" 
"" 
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COMMON !RONTRll OLON 
COMMON !RCtHRl! DT 
COMMON !RCNTRl! ECCN 
COMMON !RCNTRll GNU1 
COMMON !RCNTRLI GNU2 
COMMON IRCNTRL! GRAV 
COMMON IRCNTRL! OMEGA2 
COMMON IRONTRl! PI 
COMMON IRCNTRl! PltOO 
COMMON IRcrHRLI PI2 
COMMON IRCNTRll PSTO 
COMMON IRCNTRL! PIMEAN 
COMMON IRONTRl! PSMAX 
COMMON IRCNTRLI PSMIN 
COMMON IReNTRl! PTOP 
COMMON IRCNTRl! RAoE 
COMMON /RCNTRl! RGAS 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ ROCP 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ RSOIST 
COMMON !RCNTRll SOAV 
COMMON !RCNTRL! SEASON 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ SIGE (25) 
COMMON !ReNTRl! SINO 
COMMON !RONTRl! SOLS 
COMMON !RCNTRl! TSTO 
COMMON IRCNTRl! PLEVS (25) 
COMMON IRCNTRl/ HEATW 
COMMON iRCNTRll HEhT! 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ EPS 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ EPSFAC 
COMMON IRCNTRl! CAL Tad 
COMMON !RCNTRll PZERo 
C 
EQUIVALElIfCE (RCO,RC(I)) 
CHANGE TJ HALF DELETE , 
REAL RCa, RC(200) 












HALF PRECISION Reo. 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
======================= 
COMMON IIDPARMI IJUMP 
COMMON /tOPARMI 10$P02 
COMMON /IOPARM! INOEK 
COMMON !tOPARM! IROO 
COMMON ItOPAR",/ JC 
COMMON /IDPARM/ dE 
COMMON !tDPARM/ JP 
COMMON IIOPARM/ KSTEP 
COMMON /tOPhRMI MJ 
COMMON I:OPARM! NHMS1 
COMMON !IOPARMI NVMD1 
lOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
======================= COMMON ILOPARM! FILTER 
COMMON /lOPARMI ITAPE 
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,c",_" ". __ l.,-__ .i_ !_";,,-'LL'., 
COMMON /~OPARMI CON30T 
COMMON IRDPA~MI CON4 
coMMON IROPARMi CON40T 
COMMON IRD~JARMI CONS 
COMMON IRCPhRMI COSL (46) 
COMMON /RUPhRMI COStON (72) 
CorJlMON IRDPARMI CPD2 
COMMON IRO~ARMI OXP (46) 
COMMON IRDPARMI OXVP (46) 
COMMON IRDPARMI oyp (46) 
COMMON IROPARMi FCORlS t461 
COMMON IRDPARM/ FIDT 
COMMON IRDPARM/ F2DT 
COMMON IROPARMI HIOT 
COMMON /RDPARMI H20T 
COMMON /ROPARMI PKSTD 
COMMON /RDPARMI PKTOP 
COMMON IRDPhRMI RLAT (46) 
COMMON /RDPARM/ RLATO f46) 
COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPDT 
COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPP1 
COMMON /ROPARM/ SGNP (2) 
COMMON /ROPARMI SINt (46) 
COMMON /RDPARMI SINtoN 1721 
COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD 
COMMON /RDPARM/ THST02 
COMMON /RDPARM/ WSAVE (159) 
GaMMON /ROPARMI ')SIG {9t 
COMMON IRDPARM/ SIG (9) 










































































(7' 28.1) (7 128,1) 
(7128,1) 
(7128,1 ) (72,99.1 ) 
(72,9.11,1) (72,9,n,t) 
(72,9.11,1) (72,9,11,0 (72,9,ll,t> 
(QPROG(1, 1.1.1),PHIS (1.1)) (QPROG ( I. 2. 1 • 1 ) • SMTH ( 1 • 1) (QPnOG I 1. 3.1, 1) • ALBEDO ( t , I , ) (QPROG ( t, 4, t , 1 I ,GT (f. 1) } 
(QPROG ( 1, S, 1 , 1 ) ,GW ( 1 , 1 ) ) 
(QPROG(t,6,I,1),TS (f,1l) (QPROG ( t. 7. 1,1) • SHS ( 1 , 1 ) I 
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tQPROG(I,t. 2,1),U (1.t.t,O) 
I QPROG ( 1 , 1. 4, 1 ) . V ( , . 1 . 1 • 1 ) } 
IQPROG(I.t. 6.'I,T (1.1.1.1» 
(QPROGel.1. 8,t).SH (1.1.'.") (QPROGe 1.1.10,') ,PHI (I. 1. t, t)) 







!QANDQT! QSDIAG(72 .15.46' 
8QSDIAG(64, 72,15.46) 
(OSOIAG.8QSOIAG' 
IQANOQTI OUDJAGf72,9. 5.46) 
CCoMDECK VDLAPSE 
C .. ,. .. 
C DVNAMIC SPACE VARIABLES FOR LAP5E 
COMMON /DlAPSE! RHOSI721 
c 
c 
COMMON /DlAPSEI TL172.91 
COMMON lolAPSE/ TLE(72.IOI 































C -+ ...... -+,. ....... , .. t •• , ....... ~ -+ • I ...... t. ~ •• 1" t -+. t •• t ... " t + ........... -+ ............ ~ ...... to-SVL03830 
C ... ,..... TEMPERA.TURE INITIALIZATION t .... t$Vl03840 
C ......... t ....... to .............. I ... ~ ... I t I I ...... , •• t I • t •••••• t." • ~ .... " .......... I Itt .. $VL03850 
C $VL03B60 
TLf 1, I ; IfJlNLAV) Tf l.l.NB . .J; IMNlIl.V} 
c 
DO 10 L=2.NL V 
LM1 L-I 
Il,SGPLS I.OEO/(OStGCLMI} 1 OStGIL») 
TLE{I.L:IM) (DStGIl) 'TL(t,LMI;IMI 
$ DSIG(LMI}+Tl(t.L :IMI )'·ASGPlS 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
TLEe1, I ;IM) 2.0EO+TL(I.1;IMI - TlE(t.2:tM) 












C .................................. , I ...... I ~ .......... t .. I ........................................ + .. +SVL03990 




00 20 L= 1, NLAV 
LPI = L+1 
RHOS( I; 1M) (PC I • Ne. J: 1M) +PTOP) / (TS ( 1. J; IMI 'RGAS) 
GAMMA(I.L:IM) = (TLE{I,L:IM'-TLEII.LP1;IrM ,. RHasel.Ir.'ll 
$ I e P(1.N8.J:IM)"DSIG(L) I 
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, 1 
LQU LCNTRL LOGI"CAL ARRAV 112 .25 1::6 .27 '28 '29 .30 '42 
LRAOLW' LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 128 158 
LRAOLWG LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN '2 • .5. 
lRADSW lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN .27 .57 
lRAOSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '20 150 
LSENSBL LCNTRL LOGIChl UNKNOWN 129 .59 
LTMAX lCNTRl LOGICAL UNI<NOWN 114 '44 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGIChl UNKNOWN 113 .43 
LUFLU)( LCNTRl lOGICAL UNI<NQV/N '23 .53 ,-
LVFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI(NOWN '24 .54 '-
MA rI N reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
MATSNX IeNTRl INTEGI::.R SIMPLE 47 
MATSUN ICNiRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48 
MJ 1 DPfI'RM INTEGER ARRAY 215 
MLF JeNTRl INTEGER ARI=IA V 49 
MRce ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
MSM IeNTRl HJTEGER SIMPLe 52 
NB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 297 307 308 
NO lerHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NOAlT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NOAV ICNTRL INTEr" ... 1 SIMPLE 56 
NOHOG lCNTRl INT.E6.:.R SIMPLE 77 
NDOUT ICNTRl !NTEGER SIMPLE 57 
NOPHY ICN"TRL INTEGER SIMPLE 5-9 
NORSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMP"LE 3':! 
NOSHF ICNTRL INTEGER S;n,PLE 59 00 
NOT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 "11:;0 
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGeR SiMPLE 61 
"tJC5 NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63 
NIiMSf tOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 2.6 0-
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 g~ NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 i NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 296 298 305 
r NlAVM1 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 .0"0 NLAYP1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 304 
~ NMLEV tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 C:Po NSDAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 ;pl<) 
, NSEQ ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 rlTl 
• NSTEP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 ;Ja ~ NVMD ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 NYMDO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 NYMD1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 217 
NYMOE IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
~ NZINIT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179 P QANOQT REAL ARRAV 268 281 307 308 
} PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 273 286 PHIS QANOQT REAL ARRAV 261 274 
PI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 'BO 
PIt80 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 
PI2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE lB2 
PIMEAN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE lB4 
pKSTO ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 245 
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 246 
" 
PLEVS ReNTRL REAL ARRAY .98 
·1 PSMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
185 
PSMIN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 186 
PSTO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE .83 
PTOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE '87 307 
PZERO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 204 QALT lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMpLE .0. .3. 
QANOQT REAL UNKNOWN 260 287 290 Q8EG LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 132 
QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 133 QENO leNTFl:L LOGICAL SIMPlE .0. 134 
QOUT LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE .05 .35 t"' QPHV LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 '~6 i;; QPROG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 260 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 
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QRSH LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 110 140 a K: 
QRSVI LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 109 139 
QSDIII.G QANOQT REAL ARRAV 287 289 
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 137 QUDlhG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 290 
RADE RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 188 
RC ReNTRL REAL ARRAY 205 206 
RCO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 205 206 
ReNTRl REAL UN".~-'lOWN 163 164 165 ~66 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 
174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 18. 
185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 
196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 
RDPARM REAL UNI<NOl'lN 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 
235 236 237 238 239 240 241 2'2 243 244 245 
246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 
257 258 259 
RGAS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 307 
RHOS OlAPSE flEAl ARRAY 291 307/5 308 
RLAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 247 
RLATD ROPARM REAL ARRAY 248 
ROCP RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 
ROCPDT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 249 
~~'~ ROCPPf ROPI\RM REAL SIMPLE 250 RSOIST RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 19 I SOAV RONTRl R!::AL SIMPLE 192 
~ 
SEASON RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 251 
SH QANmn REAL ARRAY 272 285 
• SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 267 280 ~~ , SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAY 258 r SIGe RONTRl REAL ARRAV 194 SIND RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 195 "Om SINL ROPARM REhL ARRA V 252 
~ SINl.ON RDPI\RM 
REI\L I\RRAV 253 Oz 
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAV 262 275 OJ» 
SN2FLG LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE IDS 138 :Or-I SOLS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 196 
I START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 220 223 og~ T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 271 284 297 
THSTO RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 254 :toG) THST02 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 255 
TL OLAPSE REAL ARRAV 292 297/S 301 301 303 r-/':1iI 
TLE OLAPSE nEAL ARRAV 293 301/S 303/5 303 304/5 308 308 :Jil TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 266 279 304 307 
TSTD RCNT'lL REI\L SIMPLE 197 
U QANDQT REAL ARRAV 269 282 
V QANDQT REAL ARRAV 270 283 
VER CCNTRl CHARtS SIMPLE 11 24 
VlSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAV 256 
XLABEl CCNTRl CHAR"'B ARRAY 12 25 
PROCEDURE MAP 
--NAME-------TVPE-------ClASS-------------REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF. A=II.RGlIST 
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I. \ , 
SUBROUTINE LINKHOfLLAV,NFLW.IOAV.LATO,JNP,IBB, 
RADIATION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS 
coMMON /RAOCOM/ AS(72.9., RE(72.10) 
COMMON /RAOCOM/ PL{72,9). PLE{72.10) 
COMMON /RAoCOM/ PLK{72.9). PLKE(tOI 
COMMON /RADCOM/ TL{72.91, TLE{72.10) 
COMMON /RADCOM/ TG(72) .TH(72,9' 
COMMON /RAoCOM/ SHL(72.91. SHLE(72.10) 
COMMON /RADCOMI SHG1, 72} • CLOUD (72,12} 
CoMMON /RADeOMI SHSAT{72.9l. GAM(72.9) 
COMMON /RADCOM/ RH{72,9} 
COMMON IRADCOM/ 555(12.91, S55E(72,10) 
COMMON IRADCOMI HH(72,9). HHE{72,10) 
COMfJlON IRAOCOMI HHS{72,S) 
COMMON /RADeOM/ eVTt72,9), CVQ(72.9J 
COMMON /RADeOMI CKOEtS) 
COMMON /RADCOMI SWALE(72.10), SWIL(72,SI 
COMMON IRADCOMI AL(72,10) 
COMMON IRAoCOM/ TAUL(72,10). OZALE(72,10) 
COMMON IRAoCOMI TOPA9S(72) 
COMMON IRAoCOM/ RNtS" TN(9), SRS(9'. STN(9) 
COMMON IRADCOMI TCONo(9) , TPENE{9) 
COMMON IRADCOMI TLOWL,TMIDL. NLAVOZ 
COMMON IRADCOMI FK(5), XK{5', NFK 
COMMON /RADCOMI OLJAN(t9', OLAPR(19). OLJUL{191. OLOCT(19' 
COMMON IRADCOMI OeM22(231, OCM30(23). OCM38(231. OCM46(231 
COMMON /RADOOMI PROCM(23). OeMXX(Z3}. NOZ. TOTOZ(4" CDATE(6) 
COMMON /RAOCOMI CZH(72', WET(721, eVAP, PREP(72). \\'1 (72) 
COMMON /RAOCOMI COSZ{72'. SO, RADTRMC72" ext. 
COMMON IRADeOMI SG(72), SP(72) 
COMMON IRAOCOMI RSURF{72), RCLOUO{72}, JALB 
COMMON IRAOCOM/ LANO(72), OCEAN{72). ICE(72) 
COMM01'.1 IRADCOMI SNOVJ(72), MIXWI (72" FROST(72) 
LOGICAL LAND, OCEAN. Ice. SNOW, Mlxwt. FROST 
DIMENSION T03(19,ISJ.Tll(19J,TI2{19) 
COMMON !WUOATAI T01(19.5),T02~19.5).TR03f19,19.51 









CAPPS I (37.10) .CONTf37 J ~Sf 10,10 I. 
1 TRAD f 2 1 1 • R ( 19, 19, 11 ) , P {37 J • PHI ( 37 ) • w (37 , , V /'dH 19 J • 


















































$ K. KLI. PH, 
S L. KK. PM. 
S M. LA, Ql. 
S N. LL, Q2, 
$ AG. l2, TS, 
S AV, L3. TT, 






















CAP 1, SURFU. 
CAp2. TERM1, 
CMI I, TeRM2, 





















S II, NK. T2, CONTI. Q, VAR. R.VLINKHO 
$ ILl, NN, xx, CONT2, S, CONT, VLINKHO 
S JJ, PO, YV. LLLAV, T. CT IN VL I NKHO 
S /9232·Z00000000/ 
DATA APR I /0 .• 
DATA BPRI 10., 
DATA G 127.15.21.761 
9.08,15.1.13.469.21.2351 
-39.1,-54.1,-120. ,-74.941 
DATA C 11100 •• 211.0319.19.46318.1.49369,.086965. 
1 .014317.1.8615,51.31344.350.0512,26.794711 
DATA x 1201.418,474.771,633.028.834.446.1050.25, 
11438.7,1834.34,2014.18,2301.92,2733.531 
DATA CNUCUB /102.658.1344.47,3186.9.7299.53, 
114553.9,37412.,17542.8.102658.,I53240.,25680S./ 
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- .7,"'-" . <-':U""-'. 
1100. ,300 .• 300./ 















DO 2556 I=I,LLAV 
IFCSHLCI88,l) .EQ. 0.) SHLfIBB,U=1.E-S 
PLfIBB,I>:PLCIBB,II*1.E3 
PLE(I8B,I)=PLE(IBB,I)*I.E3 
IF(CLOUDCIBB,I} .GT. 0.) K=I 
IUP(I)=K 




CALL ZEIT8EG(SHSTRATM ) 
CALL STRATM(TI,T2.IDAV.lATD) 
CALL ZEITEND 
















IF (KURT . EO.. 1) GO TO 9000 
DO 20 N=1.2 






00 80 J= t. I 
CTRANS(l,J,NI=CTRANS(J,I.N) 
DO 6 N=t.5 
READC55.S){TOI{I.N),I=I.L2) 
READf55,9)(T02 f I.N),I=I,l2) 






































































VL HJKHO S8 
VLINKHO 99 
VLINKHOIOO 













0 2 :of:: 
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DO 5354 1= 1.3 
T ( t ) = TL ( 188 • 1 ) 
5354 CONTINUE 
DO 1 t 1=1. LA V 
IF(SHLIIBB.I.II.LE.I.E-B.OR. SHL(IBB,II.LE.l.E-SJGO TO 7777 
PDQ: SHLCIBB.IJ/SHL(IBB.I·'} 







IFIL .LE. 0) GO TO 12 
M=2 
IF (1 .EO. 1) M=3 
DO 13 K=1.M 






IFISHGII8B).LE.1.E-8IGO TO 1256 
0IJJ,=SHGIIBB)·ISHLIIBB,LLAYI/SHGIIBB1,··POG 
GO TO IS 
14 JJ=4-K 
POG=ALOGIPIJoJl/PLIIBB,I+lll/PDP 
IFISHLIIBB.I).LE.1.E-SIGO TO 1256 QloJJI=SHL(IBB,I.>.1)*PDO··POG 





IFIQIJJ) .LE . . 00001) GO TO 1256 
CONTIJJ)=CONT(JJ)·OIJJI*PHI~JJI*QrJJJ 




00 1333 N=l.NFLW 
1333 CAP{JJ.N,=O. 
GO TO 18 
1257 CONTINUE 
DO 19 N=' .NFLW 
CAPPSIIJJ.N )=1. 












IFISHLIIBB.Il.LE.I.E-8.ANO. SHL(IBB.I"'I).LE.'.E-B) GO TO 4300 
IFISHL(l8B.I).LE.1.E-B.AND. K .EO. 1) GO TO 4300 
IF ISHL(Y8B.I~1).LE.l.E-8.AND.K .GT. 2) GO TO 4300 
IF(SHL(IBB.I+t).LE.I.E-8.~ND.K .LE. 21 GO TO d302 
POG=PDG/POP 
Q(~J)=SHL(IBB.I+l''"'PDQ·*PDG 
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TRAQI 1) =T2 
TRhD(2)=TC 1) 
CO 30 I=3,NlEV.2 
K=/1 ... tl/2 ... t 
30 TRAOCK)=T!I} 
TRADCL3)=TS*2.-TLCIBB.LLAV) 
DO 1000 N=t.NFLW 









B81 (N , =CNUCUB f N) I VV 
SSlIN,=B8ICN,*XX*{VV"'I. '/IVY*TRAQI} 
100e CONTINUE 
CMI I, =0 








DO 301 N=I.NFlW 
DO 301 I=I,L2 
DO 301 .1= I • I 
RI I .J,N)=1. 
301 RI.1, I ,N)=I. 




IF(N .EO. 5 .OR. N .EQ. 61 CG=G(NN) 
VARIn =0.0 
00 200 J=2.l2 
L=.1/2 
.1..1=2*0.1-1 
VAAfJ) =VARfJ-l) "'{CAPf.1J.N,0-4.* CAPfJJ-l,N'+CAP{JoJ-2.N')* 
tDPIJ-f} /2940. 
JM1=J-l 
DO 300 I=2.JMl 
M=I I 1/2)·2-1 lee 11/2'·2-1 ,., '.1/21+2-J).{ (J/2)-2-d) 
IFf M .EQ. 0) GO TO 300 
PM=VAR{J) -VARII) 
AV=(CMrJ)-CM(II) 
PD=CG *AV.j.SQRT fCIN)·PM) 
I F I PO • GT , 9. J GO TO 2896 
R't.J.NJ~EXP{-PD) 
IF(N.LT. 4 .OR. N .GT. 6. GO TO 25 
IF(N .EQ.S} GO TO 26 
Rtt.J.N}=R(I,J.NI·CTAANSfI.J.NK) 
:_~ "_;~-::..,,, • .:.-::-,.'._- .-"""'"""'=='"-_.-;z. .. ~,.._~-= .... "~~~ ___ " 
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\ ' >. \ 
GO TO 25 VLtt~KH0252 
26 R(I,J,N}=RCI,u,N)*T03(I.J) VLINKH0253 
GO TO 25 VLINKH0254 
2896 CONTINUE VLINKH0255 
R{I.u.Nl=O. VLtNKH0256 
25 R(d,I,NI=R(I.J.N) VLIN~H0257 
300 CONTINUE VI. i NKH0258 
PM=VAR (J) ",fL tNKH0259 
AV=CM{ J) VL INKHa260 
PO=CG ·AV+SQRT !CfNI*PM) VlINKH0261 
IFf PO .GT. 9.) GO TO 1896 VLINKH0262 
Rfl,J,N)=EXP(-POI VlINKH0263 
IF(N.lT. 4 .OR. N .GT. 6) GO TO 85 VlINKH0264 
IF(N .EQ. GI GO TO 86 VlINKH0265 
R{I.~,N)=R( 1,~.NI*CTRAN5(I,J.NK) VlINKH0266 
GO TO 85 VlINKH0261 
86 R(I.J.M)=R(I.J.NI.T03Cl.~) vltNKH0268 
GO TO 85 VLINKH0269 
1896 CONTINuE VLINKH0270 
R(',J,N'=O. VLINKH0271 
85 RCJ,'.NI=RC1.J,N) VLINKHQ272 
200 CONTINUE VLINKH0273 
IFf N .GT. NFl GO TO III VLINKH0274 






GO TO 112 '/L I NKH0281 
It 1 CAP 1 = 1 . VL I rmH0282 
CAP2= I. VLINKH0283 
112 TERMt=(CAP2.Q2*P2/GRNoP~ CAP{I.NI)*OP2 /1960. VlINKH0284 
TERM=TERM1~{CAP1.01 *PI~CAP2*02*P2)·oPI /(1960.·GRNDPI VLINKH02B5 
CMl'=iCONT2*Q2*P2-0P2 *Q2/GRNoP. CONTft)*CP2 1/1960. VLINKH0286 
CMI=CMll.(CONT1*Ql*P'*DP' *Ql~CONT2·02*P2*DPI ·02)/11960.~GRNOP1VLINKH0287 
DO 100 I=1.l2 VlINKH028B 
PHI I =TERM"'VAR (I) VLINI(H0289 
PH=TERM1 ~VAR (t) VLI NltH0290 
AV1=CMII ~CM(I) VLINKH0291 
Jl.V=CMI +CM( I) VLINKH0292 
PD=CG ~AV1+S0RT(C{N)*PH) VLINKH0293 
IFf PO.GT. 9. IGO TO 5B90 VLINKH0294 
TINF(I.N)=EXPf-CG *AV -SQRTCC(N)·PHIIII VLINKH0295 
WTRINF{I.N)=EXP(-PDI VLJNKH0296 
IFCN .LT. 4 .OR. N.GT. 61 GO TO 100 VLJNKH0297 
IFfN .EQ. 6) GO TO 101 VLINKHD29B 
TINFfI.NI= TINF{I.N)*CTJNFfI,NKI VltNKH0299 
WTRJNF(I,NI=WTRINF(I.NI+CTINCI.NKI VLINHH0300 
GO TO 100 VLINKH0301 
101 TINFfl.NI=TINF(1.NI·TI1(II VLINKH0302 
WTRINF{I.NI=WTRINF(I.N)+TI2(II VLINKH0303 
GO TO 100 VLINKH0304 
5890 CONTINUE VLINKH0305 
TINFCI.N)=O. VLINKH0306 
WTRINF'I,NI=O. vlINKH0307 
too CONTINUE VLINKH030S 
00507 1=1.21 VL1NKH03D9 
55{I,NFl)=O. VLINKH0310 
00507 N=I,NFLW VLINKH0311 
SS{I,NFL)=5S(I.NFL'~SS(I.NI·OELNU(N) \LINKH0312 
501 CONTINUE VLINKH0313 
DO 508 J=l,l2 VLINKH0314 
D0508I=1.L2 VLINKH0315 
R{I,J,NFL'=O. VLINKH0315 
00605 N=l.NFLW VlINKH03t7 
RfI,~,NFL}=R{I.J.NFLI~R(I ,J,N)·SSCI~l ,NI*OELNU(NI VLINKH031B 
605 CONTINUE VLINKH0319 
R{I.J,NFL)=R(I.J,NFL)/S5(I~1.NFL) VLINKH0320 
508 CONTINUE VlINKH0321 
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IF (I . EQ. 1) GO to 3366 
IFf I .EQ. LLLAY .AND. tUP{I-l) .EQ. LlAV) GO TO 2115 








IF(J .EQ. tUPfJ}) GO TO 2115 
IJTEST~fI-d)·(2·(I-d)-31 
IF(I~TEST) 2081,2082.2083 
20Bl DO 2210 N=I.NFlW 
IFCR(II-l.II.N) .LT .. 98 ) GO TO 3053 
AG=(CBB(III-l.Nl-BB(III.N))*CI.+RCII-I.II.NI)-+(BBflll-2.NI-
f8SrIll-l,N)P·(RCII-I,II.N)-+R(II-2,II,N}})/2. 
GO TO 3054 
3053 CONTINUE 




IFCRfll-1.II,N' .GE .. 71 GO TO 1515 
TERM1={I./6.+RIJI-l,II,NII·{B8(III-1,NI-BB(III.N)) 
AG=TERM1+TERM2 










GO TO 2400 
2082002220 N=I.NFLW 
IFIRfII+I,II,NI .LT .• 98 1 GO TO 3063 
AG=«B8(llI.N)-BB(III."N»*(1 .• R(tI+l,II.NI)~188'III~ I.NI-
18BttII+2,N)I·fR(II+I.II,N)·RfII·2,II,N»)/2. 






tFrR(It+l,lt,N) .GE .. 7} GO TO 1616 
TERMI=(1./6.+Rflt+l.II.N)}*(BBfIII,NI-BB(III+l.NI) 
AG= TERM 1 + TERM2 























































VL I NltH0364 
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\ .. '. ~ 
TRD=.125.(6.'R(JJ~t.II.N)~3.·R{JJ.2.II.N}-q(JJ.II.N') VLINKH0394 
5S0=. t 25* (6. "SS{ .JJu"'2. N) +3. ·sse 1.1.10.1'" 1 • N} -sse ,JJJ+3. Nl I VL I NJ<H0395 
TeRM2=ITRAO(JJJ}-TRAO'ddJ""IJ·(SS(ddd.N}·R(Jd.JI.N'~4.*SSB·TRB~ VLINKH039S 
"'SS.JJJ~t.N'.R(JJ"'f.JI.N}I!6. VLINKH0397 
,"'(TRAO(dJ"" J )-TRAO'JJJ~2')·(SS(JJJ"'I.NI·R'JJ·'.II.N)~4.· VLIN~H039B 





WRITE(S,SS, I,oJ, S(I,oJ) VLINKH0402 
C S8 FORMAT{2X,21S,EI2.51 VLINKH0403 
SUt/l=SUM.S(I,JI VLINKH0404 
2100 CONTINUE VLINKH040S 
2115 CONTINUE VLINKH0406 
SCI,LLLAV)=O. VLINKH0407 
IFf I .EO. 1) GO TO 8 VL!NKH040B 
IFf! .EQ. LLLAV .AND. IUPfl-1) .EO. LLAV} oJ=LLLAV VLINKHQ409 
8 CONTINUE VLINKH0410 
IF(J .EO. LLLAV) GO TO 2156 VLINKH0411 
IFI oJ .EO. lUped') GO TO 2512 VLINKH0412 
2156 DO 2500 N=l.NFLW VLtNKH0413 
2500 SURFL=SURFL+(BG(N)-88(Ll.N)t·Rfl2.II,N'·DEl~UfN) VLINKH04t4 
2512 IF (I .EO. 1) GO TO 2556 VLINKH04t5 
IF(JUPf!-O .NE. 0) GO TO 2510 VLINKH0416 
2556 DO 2501 N=I,NFLW VLINKH0411 
S(I.LLLAY'=S{I.LLLAV} +(TINF(It.N)-SS'(N)·4.-WTRINF(II,NI·SSfl.N'·VLINKH0418 
1Rfl,II,N'*SSf2.NI)-(Tl-Tfl»)/6.-0ELNU(NI VlINKH0419 
2501 SURFU=SURFU·BS1(N)·TJNF(JI.NI·OElNUfN) VlINKH0420 
2510 CONTINUE VLINKH0421 
REfI8B.I)=SURFL+5URFU-SUM-S(I.lLLAY) VLINKH0422 
REfIBS,I)=RE(JBB,I'-.2064E-2 VLINKH0423 
20.00 CONTINUE VLINKH0424 
DO 5552 I=l,LLAY VLINKH0425 
PLtleS,I)=PL(IBB,It*t.E-3 VLINKH0426 
PLE(I88,I'=PlEflBB.I).t.E-3 VLINKH0427 
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300 304 307 
194 
150 
"-;:::._.--;-' '.--=-;"'.:::-' .=-. 


























'/ il I) 
J~ 
·'~";'L:':'i.1.;>'~ 
£,15 396 333 342 2166 403 401 2210 363 345 
2220 384 365 2324 BB 75 2333 19B 197 2400 393 364 3BS 25 260 252 255 257 2600 40. 403 2501 409 407 2610 410 406 2512 405 402 2555 67 62 2556 407 405 26 256 253 2896 258 250 30 205 203 300 261 244 246 301 232 228 229 230 3053 349 346 3054 361 3 d B 356 3063 369 366 3064 3B2 368 376 3366 335 332 4300 195 174 175 176 4301 182 180 
4302 181 177 507 316 312 314 508 324 317 318 5354 117 115 5552 417 414 5858 191 189 5859 164 162 5890 308 297 6 107 101 605 322 320 7 105 104 7777 122 119 7178 123 121 8 400 398 80 100 97 98 99 85 275 267 270 272 86 271 268 9 106 102 103 105 9000 108 91 
VARIABLE MAP 
--NAME-------BLOCK--~---TYPE------CLASS----~--REFEReNCes 
AG REAL SIMPLE 347/5 AL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 17 APRt REAL ARRAY 38 AS RADeeM REAL ARRAY 2 AV REAL SIMPLE 135/5 AVI REAL SIMPI.E 294/5 BB REAL ARRAY 40 
367 8B1 REAL ARRAY 39 BG REAL ARRAY 39 SPRI REAL ARRAY 38 C REAL ARRAY 38 CAP REAL ARRAY 40 CAP' REAL SIMPLE 280/5 CAP2 REAL 'SIMPLE 283/5 CAPPSI REAL ARRAY 40 COATE RADceM REAL ARRAY 26 CG REAL SIMPLE 236/S CLOUO RADCDM REAL ARRAY 8 eM REAL ARRAY 39 ern REAL SIMPLE 290/5 
--~, ------- - -.--~~- - -.--'-~" -'-'~""-'-"'''''-''~ "" .----. _ ... _,,-._ ·_.~o 
A=ARGLIST. C=C TRL OF 00. I =DATA [N[ T. R=READ. S=STQRE. W=VlRI TE 
355/S 360/5 362 367/5 375/5 380/5 381/5 381 383 
41 II 163 190 280 283 
136 137 248.'5 249 263/5 264 29S/-S 298 296 
2 t 115 212 347 347 347 347 354 354 367 367 374 374 404 217/5 218 409 
214/5 404 
42/1 163 190 280 283 44/t 249 264 296 298 157/5 165/5 192/5 19B/S 242 242 242 287 285/5 288 
286/5 287 288 
f61/5 163/S 165 tB8/S 190/S 192 
237/5 249 264 296 29B 66 
220/5 224/5 224 24B 248 263 294 295 295 
• '-._'- .. :'_C'· __ .,.""':~".o""-,,o~,~.,.·",,- ~·F.'_"--"'· ____ '" 
---
_ .... _' __ ._~m_.~ .. .,"', "",.,,-..... , .. -~ .-- .... '-.' 
... :JJs:fP.i~ .• 
._ .~ __ .~_. _"~":'_'_""~.~-J=.._<_':.::.-.. ;~=--_.:""_~ .... ~-- _ . ..!':::':l:=;:o .... = -~.~",;........ .. ~." :.:.,.. .. , '~'.~- -,-~ .-.'!: ... ::.~ .. -...:::.....:.::.:.;::.:~'-
--





















" ~ ,'iL _I . \ '1, \ ' ~ 
I CMll REAL SIMPLE 289/S 290 294 
CNUCUB REAL ARRAY 3B 461l 211 214 217 
CDNT REAL ARRAY 40 149/5 151/5 151 154/S 185/S 186/5 lBS 1913/5 224 224 
224 2B9 
CDNTt REAL SIMPLS 112/5 290 
eONT2 REAL SIM"LE 113/5 2B9 290 
cosz RADeOM REAL ARRAY 28 
CTIN WUDATA REAL ARRAY 36 94/R 303 00 CTINF WUDATA REAL ARRAY 36 94/R 302 
CTRANS WUDATA REAL ARRAY 36 94/R 100/5 100 25. 269 "'11:0 
-evo RADeQM REAL ARRAY I. 
-om CVT RADeeM REAL ARRAY 14 
CXOE RADceM REAL ARRAY 15 02 ;'. 
CXl RADeeM REAL SIMPLE 28 §6~ CZH RAOCDM REAL ARRAY 27 
OELNU REAL ARRAY 38 47/1 315 321 3G2 383 404 408 409 .0-.1 
OP REAL ARRAY 37 78/5 79/S 81 83 224 242 c:~ OPI REAL SIMPLE 70/5 28B 290 290 
OP2 REAL SIMPLE 71/S 2B7 2B9 289 ~ffl EVAP RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 27 ~ca F" RADcoM REAL ARRAY 23 FROST RADceM LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33 
G REAL ARRAY 38 43/1 237 
GAM RADeoM REAL ARRAY 9 
GRNDP REAL SIMPLE 48/1. 84 85 BS 87 90 2B7 288 289 290 
HH RADCO~.' REAL ARRAY 12 
HHE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 12 
HHS RADcoM REAL ARRAY 13 
I INTEGER SIMPLE 62/0 63 63 64 64 65 65 66 66 67 93 
94 9. 94 94 9B/e 99 100 100 102 102/0 103 
103/0 104/C 105 t 15/C 116 118/C 119 119 120 120 124 
124 12S 125 127 127 130 132 142 143 144 145 
14S 169 172 173 174 174 17S 176 177 179 203 
204 20S 20B/e 209 211 212 212 2;2 229/0 230 231 
232 244/0 24S 24S 245 245 247 24B 251 254 254 
I 254 25G 256 256 259 260 260 291/e 292 293 29. 
tl 
295 29B 299 302 302 302 303 303 303 305 305 
30a 306 306 306 309 310 312/C 313 315 315 315 
318/C 319 321 321 321 321 323 323 323 32.5;0 326 
332 333 333 33. 334 33. 339 343 343 362 362 
3B3 3B3 392 392 394 397 39B 399 399 405 .06 
40B 408 411 411 412 .'2 414/0 415 415 416 416 
II laB INTEGER SIMPLE 1 63 63 64 64 65 65 66 6a 6B 69 69 71 7B 7B 79 79 BO Bl B2 B3 B9 114 116 119 119 120 120 124 124 125 125 136 
13B 139 139 139 142 143 144 ,.5 145 172 173 
~ 17. 174 175 176 177 179 206 214 411 412 412 .,5 415 416 .'6 41B 41B ~ ICE RADeOM LOGICAL ARRAY 31 33 IDA" INTeGER SIMPLE 1 73 ~ II INTEGER SIMPLE 327/5 346 346 3.7 3<7 347 347 347 347 350 350 350 352 352 353 353 35. 354 358 35B 35B 360 
'I 360 366 366 367 367 367 367 367 367 370 370 
I 370 372 372 373 373 374 374 37B 3'r8 37B 3BO 3BO 3B7 3B7 3B7 3B9 3B9 3B9 391 39t 391 391 
40. 40B 40B 40B 409 
III INTEGER SIMPLE 326/5 327 3.7 347 347 347 35. 35. 3137 367 367 
367 374 374 
Id INTEGER SIMPLE 77/S BO 81 B2 B3 B4 B. B5 85 B6 86 
B7 B7 
IJTEST INTEGER SIMPLE 343/5 344 
!UP INTEGER ARRAY 39 67/5 333 33. 334 342 399 402 406 
d INTEGER SIMPLE 75/C 76 77 7B 7B 75 79 BO Bl B2 B3 
94 94/C 99/C 100 100 105 105/C 221/C 222 223 224 
224 224 230/C 231 232 239/C 2.0 241 242 242 242 
243 2.5 245 2.5 2.5 M7 24B 251 25. 25. 254 
256 256 256 259 260 260 262 263 266 269 269 
269 271 271 271 274 275 275 317/C 319 321 32' 
321 323 323 338iC 339 340 342 342 343 343 3621:'"' 




;(fT -c;-'--_ ,.,,'---- ~--'''''~-- .. --"-- .,~.".- ... "'- .•. "'~--'-- .-------. -~ 
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'"'" ~,® --,-~' "-~r,·~,·",,~~~=·"~'c""~~~ ,.='-~-.~- _.-"" t.:':'l'-' ~.:.:. ... .... _ ~ ~p~_'. _~ . -.. =:--..0 
! ·t~,,"\!\"'_ll',(' \,.\' ~ .. ~ 'll 
NQZ RAOCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 26 OCEAN RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAV 3' 33 aCM22 RADeOM REAL ARRAy 25 
I
, aCM3D RADeOM REAL ARRAY 25 I ceM3S RADeOM REAL ARRAY 25 OOM46 R"AOCOr.'! REAL ARRA Y 25 OCMXX RADeOM REAL ARRAy 26 OLAPR RADeOM REAL ARRAY 24 ! OlJAN RADeOM REAL ARRAV 24 OlJUL RADeOM REAL ARRAV 24 OLoeT RADeOM REAL ARRAY 24 aZAtE RADeOM REAL ARRAV 18 
1-
P REAL ARRAY 40 80/S 81/5 82 1 5 83/S £14 85 86 87 B9/S 90 t34 134 135 135 142 172 p t REAL SIMPLE 48/ r 70 289 290 P2 REAL SIMPLE 481 I 70 71 287 288 289 290 PO REAL SIMPLE 126/S 173 249/5 250 2S 1 264/5 265 266 296/5 297 299 POG REAL SIMPLE 134/S 136 ,37/S 137 139 142/S ,44 172/5 173 178/S 178 179 PDP REAL SIMPLE 125/5 126 142 178 PDQ REAL SIMPLE 120/5 122/S 144 179 PDT REAL SIMPLE 124/5 126 PH REAL SIMPLE 293/5 296 PHI REAL ARRAY 40 84/5 85/S 86/S 87/5 90/5 151 165 t86 192 PHI I REAL SIMPLE 292/5 298 PL RADcm" REAL ARRAY 3 64/5 64 78 79 82 83 125 125 142 172 415/5 415 
I 
PLE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3 65/5 65 69/5 69 71 78 79 ao 81 B9 41S/S 416 418/S 418 PLK RADeOM REAL ARRAY 4 j PLKE RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 4 
·1 PM REAL SIMPLE 247/5 249 262/5 264 PREP RADeOM REAL ARRAY 27 , PRoeM RADeOM REAL ARRAY 26 . Q REAL ARRAY 40 139/S 144/S 145/S 150 lSI 151 1551S 165 179/S 18t ~ 18t la6 186 192 195/S 226 221 ~ - . Q 1 REAL SIMPLE 226/5 28B 290 290 \ 02 REAL SIMPLE 227/5 287 298 299 289 290 290 !l ,~ REAL ARRAY 40 23 tiS 23215 251/S 254/5 254 25615 256 259/$ 260/5 260 h\ I 266/S 269/5 269 27115 271 274/5 275/S 275 319/5 321/5 321 ,. 321 323/5 323 346 347 347 347 350 350 350 352 ~ 352 353 354 3SS 358 358 360 360 366 367 367 ~ 361 370 370 370 372 372 373 374 378 378 378 , 3fjO 3ao 387 387 387 389 389 389 391 391 391 391 404 40B RADeOM nEAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 " 12 \ 13 14 15 ~6 17 1B 19 20 21 22 23 '1' 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 ~ RADTRM RADCOM H'EAL ARRAY 2B I RCLOUD RADCOM REAL ARRAY 30 10 RE RADCOtJI REAL ARRAY 2 4 1 ~ /5 412/5 412 0 0 fl RH RADoOM REAL ARRAV 10 
"TI :u 1 RN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 20 
'"U m RSURF RADeOM REAL ARRAY 30 
02 S REAL ARRAY 40 339/5 362/5 362 383/S 393 392/5 392 3!:O14 397/5 4080::1> 408 411 
:0 r-SO RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 28 5G RADCOM REAL ARRAY 29 
,0 -a 5HG RAOCOfIl REAL ARRAY 8 S8 GSIS t38 139 139 c: ~ SHL RADeOM REAL ARRAY 7 63 63/5 119 119 120 120 139 143 144 145]> Q 145 174 174 175 176 177 119 r = SHLE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 7 
- ••• 
SHSAT RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 9 ~ .".,.. SNOW RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33 
-< ro 5P RADCOM REAL ARRAY 29 SRS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 20 55 REAL ARRAV 40 212/5 313/5 315/5 315 315 321 323 351 351 35t 352 352 359 359 359 360 360 371 371 371 372 372 379 319 379 380 380 388 38a 3a8 390 390_ 390 391 391 391 391 40B 408 H 
~ 
1-' I 
1-' J~ . "'--- _ --. _'-;:;~.'.::----~-~=-- .. -.. __ .'" --,-~--' -,.~---""--~-"= --~-. c_~ .. . ~-0 -~ 
. ~_J:'" \ . '.).( .. '.,. 
' , 
-'. . -"-' .. _:::'L ,,_.~·.ll 
'i " .---- .,,-






551 REAL ARRAV 39 218/5 408 
..... 
558 REAL SIMPLE 3EI/S 352 379/5 380 388/S 391 
'" 55D REAL SIMPLE 359/S 360 371 IS 372 390/S 391 sss. RAocor" REAL ARRAY 11 
SSSE RADeOM REIIL ARRAV 11 
5TN ~ADCOM REAL ARRAY 20 
5U" REAL SIMPLE 328/5 394/5 394 .11 
SURFl REAL SIMPLE 329/5 4Q4/5 404 411 
SUR~U REAL SIMPLE 330/s 409/5 409 411 
SVIALE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 16 
SWIL RADeOM REAL ARRAY 16 
T REAL ARRAV 40 116/5 136/S 147 ,.9 173/5 183 185 202 205 40S 
Tl REAL SIMPLE 73 112 200 27B 408 
T2 REAL SIMPLE 73 113 201 2S1 
TAUl RADeOM REAL ARRAY lB 
TCOND RJ\OCOr." REAL ARRAY 21 
TERM REAL SIMPLE 288/5 292 
TERMl REAL SIMPLE 287/5 28S 293 35i1/S 355 374/5 375 
TERM2 REAL SIMPLE 352/5 355 360 372;5 375 3Bl 39115 392 
TG RAoeOM REAL ARRAY 6 214 
il 
TH RADeOM REAL ARRAV 6 
TI I REAL ARRAY 34 110 305 
T12 REAL ARRAY 34 t t.;.' 306 
'1-' 
TINF REAL ARRAV 39 4,- "CSt'S 302/5 302 305/5 305 309/5 40B 409 
I TL RADeeM REAL ARllAY 5 11, ~ 12. 12' 136 173 206 \l TLE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 5 11. TLOWL RADCDM REAL SIMPLE 22 TMIDL RADeDM REAL SIMPLE 22 TN RADCOM REAL ARllAY 20 
~~. TOl WUDATA RE!\L ARRi\V 35 102/R 110 T02 WUDATA REAL ARRAV 35 103/R 110 
• T03 REAL ARRAY 34 110 256 271 , TOP ASS RADeOM REAL ARRAY 19 
r TOTOZ RADeOM REAL ARRAY 26 TPENE RADeQM REAL ARRAV 21 TRAD REAL ARRAY 40 201/5 202/5 205/5 2015/5 209 212 352 352 360 360 
372 372 380 3S0 391 391 391 391 
~ TRADI REAL SIMPLE 200/5 215 21B 
,I TRB REAL SIMPLE 350/5 352 378/5 3BO 387/S 391 TRO REAL SIMPLE 358/5 360 370/5 372 389/5 391 
} TR03 WUDATA REAL ARRAY 35 105/R 11O T5 REAL SIMPLE 114/5 136 136 206 
TT REAL SIMPLE 147/S 148 14S 163 183/S 184 lS4 190 278/5 279 279 
280 281/5 2B2 2B2 283 
TTT REAL SIMPLE 148/S 163 184/5 190 279/5 2BO 282/5 283 
VAR REAL ARRAY 40 238/5 242/S 242 247 247 262 292 293 
W REAL ARRAY 40 
WET RAoeOM REAL ARRAY 27 
WI RADCDM REAL ARRAY 27 
VlTR INF REAL ARRAY 39 299/5 303/5 303 306/5 306 310/S 408 
WUDATA REAL UNKNOWN 35 36 00 X REAL ARRAY 3B 45/1 209 ,'4 215 
X. RADeOM REAL ARRAY 23 "Ii:\! 
XX REAL SIMPLE 209/5 210 212 215/5 216 218 "tIG; XV REAL SIMPLE 481I 112 113 149 185 
VV REAL SIMPLE 210/S 211 212 212 216i5 217 21B 218 0-0 2 
PP.OCr:OURE MAP ;cr~ 
--NAME-------TYPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES O=STMT FN DEF. A=ARGLIST 
ALOG REAL INTRINSIC 125 13. 135 142 172 
rO "(9 
C::;;, 
E.KP REAL INTRINSIC 112 113 149 163 laS 190 210 21. 216 251 266 ~ ;I:; 
d 280 283 298 299 03!NT SUBROUTINE ! 10 !:; ~:g SQRT REAL INTRINSIC 249 264 296 29B ~ "~ STRATM SUBROUTINE 73 • cl:1 
ZEITBEG SUBROUTINE 72 109 
, ZEITENO SUBROUTINE 74 111 j 
• 
... (!)'" .,_;;.. • ___ 7"::.-:·~'.iC_ c-:.o.".=oo-="-";"'::oc:· ;~-::.,.-'.-.. ----. -' -~. '-~ ~;; - ---~.-' - - ,~ .. - . ~ . 
._ .. ~~1'!'-~ :;o'·t~~;-,;::... 
o- . :~-.--.• -. ---_. ........ ;;:::::.;" ....... --
~ ____ o _.' "." '-,..:...~.:.~...-::.==------ ..;;~:.::.---~=-------'""~-~ -~~~~;.~"""--- - -~ -~.=~- ~-c\.g. 











































IFtM .EO~ -1) GO TO 2000 










ONE (I' = 0 
ONE I I) :: f 
= ONEfl;JMJ .EO. 
or.JE (1) = 0 
ONEIl) = 1 
ONEI1;IMl .EQ. 0 
• 
































! •. :" 
A=ARGLIST. C=r;HIL OF DO. 
7 8 a 12 
3 • 6 9 
5 
7/S 8/S 9 13/8 
• 9/S 15 ·S 3 8 ,. 
I-::OATA TWIT. R=AEAO. S-::STORE. 
'3 14 1. 
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IMPLICIT REAL (A-H,O-Z) 
CCOMDECK VCNTRL 
C 





COMMON ICCNTRll ceo 
COMMON ICONTRll AOATE 
COM1!.'lU ICeNTRll ATIME 
COMMON iCCNTRLI dIC 
COMMON ICCNTRLI dOB 
COMMON ICeNTR:ll eCSP06 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSP07 
COMMON leeNTRll ccspoe 
COMMON ICCNTRll VER 
COMMON ICCNTRLI KLABEL (10) 
COMMON ICCNTRl/ CQS (30) 



























INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTor' RECORD 
~==~============================================ COMMON IICNTRll ICO 
COMMO~ IICNTRll 1M 
COMMON IICNTRL/ IMD2 
COMMON IICNTRll IM02P1 
COMMON /ICNTRLf NDRSW 
COMMON IICNTRll JM 
COMMON IICNTRll JMD2. 
COMMON IICNTRll JMT2 
COMMON IIaNTRll JNP 
COMMON IICNTRll J04 
COMMON IICNTRll dOS 
COMMON IICNTRLI dSP 
COM!ION IICNTRLI KUALB 
COMMON /ICNTRll Kl2'~W 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLI~ST 
CO!\MON IICNTRLI \(S 
COMMON IICNTRLI nu 
COMMON IICNTRLI LOGRR 
COMMON IICNTRll MATllU 
COMMON IICNTRLI MATSNX 
COMMON IICNTRLI MATSUN 
COMMON IIeNTRL/ MlF ( 12) 
COMMON fIONTRll MROO 
COMMON IJCNTRLI NKRSH 
COMMON fICNTRLI MSM 
COMMON IICNTRLI NB 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NOALT 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDAV 
COMMON IICNYRLI NDOUT 
COMMON IIeNTRll NOPHV 
COMMON IICNTRll NDSHF 
COMMON IICNTRll NOT 
COMMON /leNTRLf NHMS 
~-----.----.-.-- --- - -._- .. --
~~.~- -.::....~.~.:..~ .. ~~'~--~~ 



























$\1:. ,U l).J 00 
SVM00410 $VM00420 $VM00430 
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COMMON fIONTRll NHMSE $VMOO720 COMMON fIONTRl/ NHMSD $VMOO730 COMMON IICNTRL/ NlAV $VMOO740 COMMON 1l0NTRL/ NLAYMI $VMOO750 CO'~,MON IICNTRLI NLAVPl $VMOO760 COMMON IICNTRl"! NSOAV $VMOO710 COMMON frCNTRL/ NSEQ $VMOO7BO COMMON /ICNTRL/ ICSP53 $VMOO790 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSTEP $VMOOBOO COMMON /ICNTRLI IBLKStZ $VII!OQB10 COMMON IIONTRll NVMO $VMOOB2a COMMON frONTRll NVMDE $VMOO830 COMMON /ICNTRl/ NYMDO $VMOO84a COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZINIT $VMOO8S0 COMMON IICNTRLI NMLEV $VMOO860 COMMON IICNTRll NDHQG $VMOO870 COMMON frONTRll IQS (30) $VMOO880 COMMON /IeNTRll IQU nO) $VM00890 $VMOO900 EQUIVALENCE (I TMIN .IQS( 1)) $VM009tO EQUIVALENce (ITMAX ,IOS( 2)) $VM:00920 EQUIVALENCE (IPREACC ,lose 3» SVM00930 EQUIVALEr..mE eIPRECON ,lQSe 4» $VMOO940 EQUIVALENCE ( IHFLUX ,lose 5» $VM00950 EQUIVALENCE (IEFLUX ,IQS( 6)) $VM00960 EOUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,lQSe 7) ) $VM00970 EQUIVALENCE (IRADSWG ,lose e» $VMOO980 EQUIVALENCE ( IRADLWG ,IOS( 9)) $VM00990 EQUIVALENCE (IICLOUD .IQS(10» $VMOfOOO $VM01010 EQUIVALENCE (IOMEGA .IQU( , ) ) $VM01020 EQUIVALENCE ( IDIABAT ,IQU( 2)) $VM01030 EQUIVALENCE e I RADSW ,IQue 3» $VM01040 EQUIVALENCE (IRADLW • I QU ( 4» $VM010S0 $VMOf060 EQUIVALENCE (ICO,ICef» $VM01070 INTEGER ICO • IC(200} $VM010S0 $VM01090 LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD $VM01100 ~~=~==~n~=====~================================= $VM01110 COMMON ILCNTRLI lCO $VM01120 COMMON /LCNTRLI QAlT $VM01130 COMMON ILCNTRLI QBEG $VM01140 COMMON /LCNTRLI QDAV $VM01150 COMMON IlCNTRll QEND $VM01160 COMMON ILCNTRL/ QOUT $VM01170 COMMON ILCNTRLI QPHV $VMOlIBO COMMON IlCNTRL/ QSHF $VMO,t90 COMMON ilCNTRll SN2FlG $VM01200 COMMON ILCt-JTRLI QRSW $VMO'210 COMMON ILCNTRL/ QRSH $\fM01220 COMMON ILcNTRLI LQS(30} $VM01230 COMr,mN /LCNTRLI lQU{ fa} $VM01240 $VM01250 EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQS( 1)) $VMOI2GO EQUIVALENCE (lTMAX ,LQSe 2) ) $VM01270 EQUIVALENCE (lPREACC ,LQS( 3)) $VMOf280 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LQS( 4)) $VM01290 EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX ,LOS( 5») $VMOt300 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX ,LQS( 6) ) $VM01310 EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LQS( 7) ) $VM01320 EQUIVALENCE (LRADSWG ,LQS( 8)) $VM01330 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLWG ,LQS( 9)) $VM01340 EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUD ,LQse 10») $VM01350 $VM01360 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA .LQU( I)) $VM01370 EQUIVAL.ENCE (LOIABAT .LQU( 2}) $VM01380 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSW ,LQU( 3)) $VM01390 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLW ,LQut 4}) $VM01400 $VM01410 lOGICAL QAlT $VM01420 
L~ -::.~' -,-:;:-~--:.':'-'~~i:.-...---~ ''''''-'-' '-" -'._'.- . :-~~ , _ ..... ...0- -<~_, __ ~-=-__ ---=--__ ~~--:-
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QeEG QOAV QENO QOUT QPHV 
QSHF 





















REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEO ON HISTORY RECORD 
==~~~======================================== COMMON IRCNTR~I RCO 
COMMON !RONTRl! APHEl 
COMMON !RONTRl! BETA 
COMMON !RONTRl! OOSO 
COMMON !RONTRl! CP 
COMMON !RONTRl! OAYSPY 
COMMON IRCNTR~I DEC 
COMMON !RONTRl! OECMAX 
COMMON !RONTRl! 01ST 
COMMON IRCNTR~I O~AT 
COMMON fRCNTRl! OlON 
COMMON IRCNTR~I OT 
COMMON IRCNTR~I ECCN 
COMMON !RCNTRl! GNU1 
COMMON !RONTRl! GNU2 
COMMON IRCNTR~I GRAV 
COMMON IRCNTR~I OMEGA2 
COMMON IRCNTR~I PI 
COMMON IRCNTR~I PIleo 
COMMON IRCNTRLI PI2 
COMMoN !RONTRl! PSTO 
COMMON IRCNTR~I PIMEAN 
COMMON IRCNTR~I PSMAX 
COMMdN IRCNTR~I PSMIN 
COMMON IRCNTR~I PTOP 
COMMON IRCNTR~I RAOE 
COMMON !RCNTRl! RGAS 
COMMON IRCNTR~I ROCP 
COMMON !RONTRl! RSDIST 
COMMON !RONTRl! SDAV 
COMMON !RONTRl! SEASON 
COMMON IRCNTRLI SIGE (26) 
COMMON !RONTRLI SIND 
COMMON !RCNTRl! SOLS 
COMMON IRONTR~I TSTO 
COMMON fRCNTRl! PlEVS (25) 
cmlMON IRCNTR~I HEATW 
COMMON IRCNTRLI HEATI 
~ 
,I ..' 
~,_~_7',l-';-:" ~1¥4'I'-. ~., -::-~. .-- ';,,, '~"."""'~",,",, ''''-'"-=,,,-,=~. 
$VM01430 $VM01440 
$VM01450 











































































H " I 
en I 
>-3 , 00189 COMMON IRCtJTRLI EPS $VM02140 
"'" 
, 'I 00190 COMMON IRCNTRlI EPSFAC $VM02150 
I 
00191 COMMON fRCNTRll CAlTOd $VM021S0 00'92 COMMON /RCNTRll PZERO SVM02110 C $VM02180 00'193 EQUIVALENce (nCO,RC{ 11) $VM02190 00194 REAL RCD. RC(200) $VM02"2.00 C 
$VM02210 
.<: 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS $VM02220 I C ==~==================== $VM02230 00195 OOMMON /IOPARM/ tJUMP (46) $VM02240 00196 COMMON IIDPARMJ IDSP02 $VM02250 
I 
00191 COMMON IIDPARMI INDEX (72) $VM02260 00198 COMMON IIOPARM/ IROD $vM02270 00199 COMMON /IDPARMI de (46) $VM022BO 00200 COMMON IIOPARMI dE (2 ) $VMD229a 002.01 COMMON /IDPARMI JP (2,2) $VM02300 00202 COMMON /IOPARW KSTEP $VM023fO 00203 COMMON /IDPARMI Md (46) $VM02320 1 00204 COMMON /IOPARMI NHMSI $VM02330 
j 
<, 00205 COMMON /!DPARM/ NVMDf $VM02340 I C $VM02350 C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS $vM02360 C ~~===================== $VM02370 00206 COMMON /LOPARM/ FILTER (46) $VM023S0 00207 COMMON ILDPARM/ ITAPE $VM02390 00208 COMMON /LDPARM/ STAR'T $VM02400 C $VM02410 0020S LOGICAL FILTER $VM02420 00210 LOGICAL ITAPE $VM02430 
'1 00211 LOGICAL START $VM02440 C $VM02450 C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS $VM02460 
00 
'~ C ==================== $VM02470 \ 00212 COMMON IRDPAR~!/ AOlOP $VM02480 
"Z1:U ~ '00213 COMMON IROPARMI CONI $VM02490 
"lJ§ 00214 COMMON IROPARMI CON10T $VMD2500 00215 COMMON IROPARMI CON2 $VM025fO 02 00216 COMMON IROPARMI CON20T $VM02520 03:> 00217 COMMON IRDPARM/ CON3 $VM02S30 
::Or 
00218 COMMON /RDPARMI CON3DT $VM02540 00219 COMMON IROPARMI CON4 $VM02S50 
.o"lJ 00220 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4DT $VM02560 $~ 
00221 COMMON IRDFARMI CONS $VM02570 00222 COMMON IRDPARMI COSL (46) $VM02580 
rffl 
00223 CoMMON IROPARMI COSlON {721 $VM02590 
~M 
00224 COMMON IROPARMI CP02 SVM02600 00225 COMMON IRDPARMI DXP (461 $VM026fO 00226 COMMON IROPARMI DXVP (46) $VM02620 002~7 COMMON I~OPARMI OVP (46) $VM02630 00228 COMMON /ROPARM/ FcoRLS (46) $VM02640 00229 OOMMON IROPARMI FfDT SVM02650 00230 COMMON /RDPAAM/ F20T $VM02660 00231 CoMMON IRDPAAMI H1DT $VM0267D 00232 OOMMON IROPARMI H20T $VM02680 00233 OOMMON IRDPARM/ PKSTD $VM02690 00234 OOMMON /RDPARMI PKTOP $VM02700 00235 COMMON /ROPARM/ RLAT (46) $VM02710 00236 COMMON IROPARMI RlATO (46) $VM02720 00237 COMMON /ROPARMI ROOPOT $VM02730 00238 COMMON IRDPARMI ROCPPI $VM02740 00239 COMMON IROPAR~I/ SGNP (2 ) $VM02760 00240 COMMON /ROPARM/ SINL (46) $VM02760 00241 COMMON fROPARMI SINlON (72) $VM02770 00242 COMMON IROPARMI THSTD $VM02780 00243 COMMON IROPARMI THST02 $VM027S0 00244 COMMON IROPARMI WSAVE ( 169) $VM02800 00245 OOMMON /RDPARM/ DSIG (91 $VM02810 00246 COMMON /RDPARMI SIG (e) $VMo2820 00247 coMMON /RDPARM/ OSIGINV (9) $VM02830 C $VM02840 
i--(!) 
L.~<c 
." . -,-, <;"". -"."",,,,, -.,. 
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CCOMDECK VCNTRtP SVM02850 
0 PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS SVM02BGO 
C ================================ $VM02870 
COMMON ICNTRLP/ CDFR $VM02BBO 
COMMON leNTRlP! CDXl $VM02890 
COMMON ICNTRLPI ODXO $VM02900 
COMMON IONTRLPI CLH $VM02910 
COMMON leNTRL?1 CaE IS) $VM02920 
COMMON leNTRlP! COEF $VM02930 
COMMON leNTRl?/ OOEFS $VM02940 
COMMON /CNTRLP/ COSROT $VM02950 
COMMON ICNTRLP/ cpp $VM02960 
COMMON leNTRlPI CTID $VM02970 
COMMON leNTRlPI CUMDAV $VM029S0 
COMMON leNTRlPI CUMRAT $VM02990 
COMMON leNTRLP/ CIO $VM03000 
COMMON /eNTRlPI ClOD $VM03010 
COMMON ICNTRLP/ 040 $VM03020 
OOMMON ICNTRLPI DELTA $VM03030 
COMMON ICNTRLPI DTC3 $VM03040 
COMMON ICNTRLPI OTOUT $VM03050 
COMMON /CNTRLP/ EO $VM03060 
COMMON /CNTRLP/ EONM $VM03070 
COMMON /CNTRLP/ FCOEF $VM030BO 
COMMON ICNTRLP/ FMU $VM03090 
COMMON ICNTRLP! FWET $VM03100 !iHa COMMON IONTRLP! GAPllFAC $VM03110 COMMON ICNTRLP/ GTOPO $VM03120 
COMMON ICNTRLPI HICE $VM03130 ,,5 
COMMON ICNTPLP! NOTC3 $VM03140 021 COMMON ICNTRLPI NFLW $VM03150 
COMMON ICNTRLPI PIM $VM03160 °lla COMMON ICNTRLPI QHOG $VM03170 ;0,.. 
COMMON ICNTRLPI SHLTOP $VM03180 g;g COMMON /CNTRLPI SINROT $VM03190 COMMON ICNTRLPI SNOWN $VM03200 
COMMON ICNTRLPI SNOWS $VMo3210 :b@ 
COMMON ICNTRLPI ST80 $VM03220 !:M COMMON ICNTRLP/ STERPf $VM03230 ~~ COMMON ICNTRlPI STERP2 $VM03240 COMMON ICNTRLPI TICE $\lM03260 
COMMON ICNTRlPI TLrop $VM03260 
COMMON ICNTRLr'1 XDAV $VM03210 
COMMON ICNTRlPI 2LNCD $VM03280 
LOGICAL QHOG $VM03290 
C $VM03300 
COOMDECK VRADCO,,", $VM03310 
C * ,. * $VM03320 
C RADIATION AND SOURCE lERM FIELDS $VM03330 
COMMON IRADCOMI ASI72,S). RE(12,10) SVM03340 
COMMON IRAOCOMI PL(72.9), PLEC72.10) $VM03350 
COMMON IRADCOMI PLI«72.9), PLi<E(10) $VM03360 
COMMON IRADCOMI TL(12.9). TLE{72.10) $VM03370 
COMMON /RADCOM! TG·(12) • TH(72.9) $VM03380 
COMMON IRADCOMI SHL(72,9). SHLE(72.10) $VM03390 
COMMON IRADCOMI 5HG(12). CLOUD(72.12) $VM03400 
COMMON fRADCOMI SHSAT(72,9). GAM(72,9) $VM03410 
COMMON IRADCOMI RH{72,9) $VM03420 
COMMON IRAOCOMI S5S(72,9). SSSE(72,10) $VM03430 
COMMON IRADCOMI HHC72,9). HHEI72.10) $VM03440 
cmlMON IRADCOMI HHSC72.S) $VM03450 
COMMON IRADCOM! CVT(72,9), CVQ(72,9) $VM03460 
COMMON IRADCOM! CKDE(9) $VM03470 
COMMON IRAOCOMI SWALE(72,10), SWIL(72.9) $VM034S0 
COMMON- IRADCOMI ALC72,10) $VM03490 
COMMON IRADCOMI TAUL(72.10), OZALE(72,tO) $VM03500 
COMMON I~AOCOMI TOPABS(72} $VM03510 
COMMON IRADCOMI RNIS). TNI9), SRSIS), STN(9) $VM03520 
COMMON IRADCOMI TOOND(S), TPENE(S) $VM03530 
COMrJlClN IRADCOMI TLOWl.TMIDL, NLAVOZ $VM03540 
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'. \ < 
IRADeOMI DLdAN(19). aLAPR(19). OLdUL(19). OlDeT(te) !RADeOMl OCM22(23) , OCMaO(23), OCM3B(23). OQM46(23) /RADCOM/ P·!10CM(23). OCMXX(23) I NOZ. TOT02(4) I COATEeS) /RADCOM/ CZH (12). WET( 72). EVAP, PREP (12). \'11 (72) 
....... m''"'', ...... IRADOOMI casz (72), SO. RADTRM( 72), ext COMMON fRADCOMI SG(72). SP(72) COMMON IRAOCOM/ RSURF' (72) , RCLOUO(72i, ..lALa COMMON /RADCOMI LAND(72), OCEAN(?2). ICE(72) COMMON /RADeOM/ SNOW(72), MIXWI(72l, FRQST(72) LOGICAL LAND. OCEAN, ICE. SNOW. MIXWI, FROST 
CCOMDECI( vpeON c ....... 

























COMMON / PCON / PCPEN(72) COMMON / peON / PCLOW(72) COMMON / PCON I PMoIST(72) 
COMMON /OM01ST/ EX(72) COMMON /DMOIST/ CFLUX(12) COMMON /DMOtST/ DSHLMt(12) COMMON /OrJIOIST/ DSHL(72) COMMON /OMOISTI DTLM' (12) COMMON /DMOIST/ DTl(72) 
ZERO = o.OEO 
ONE 1. OEO 
DO 10 I=1,IM 
PMOIST(I) = ZtRO fa CONTINUE 
•• * ... "'.** ....... **** ......... * ..................... "' ••• "'."'*.~ ....... *.** •• 
."'** 
."' •• **.... ELIMINATE NEGATIVE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY "' .... 
"'''' ... * 
*"'*'" ... "' ••• a ..... * ••• "'* •• *"'.* •••• ~ •••• ** .............. * ..... * ........... . 
00 11 l=2,NLAV 
lM1 = L-t 
DOSIG = DSIG{LM')/DSIG(L) DO 12 I=1.IM 
IF CSHL(I ,LM1) .GE.ZERO) GO TO 12 SHL{I,L) = SHL{I.L) + SHLCI.LM1).ODSIG SHL(I.LM1) = ZERO 12 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
00 13 I=1.IM 
IF (SHL(I,NLAV).LT.ZERO) SHL(I.NLA,V} = ZERO 13 CONTINUE 
... *.*.**.~*."'*.* .... ** •• ** ••• ****.**.** •• *.** .... * ••••• * •• 
"',.,** 
* ... "' ... *"'.... INITIALIZE DRY AND MOIST STATIC ENERGIES .* •• 
...... USING TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE ADJUSTMENTS * ••• *~.* FROM CUMULUS PARAMETERIZATION .......... *~*~ 
"'*.* ** ....... ***-* •• ** .......... **.** •• *** .............. * ...... ****** 
00 20 L=1 NLAY 00 20 1=1 1M SSS(I,l) SSSCI,L) + CVT(I,ll HHCI,L) SSSCI,L) + ClH. SHLCI.L) HHS(I,L) SSS(I,l) + ClH.SHSATCI.L) 20 CONTINU.E 
* •• *.*****.*.* ..... *.* ••••• * ••••• *.*~*."' •• "'* ••• * ....... *. 
..... >It 
... "'*. 
-:-,--":: -: -... =.<C =-~.~, "' . 
$VM03660 $VM03570 $VM035BO 
SV~'03590 
SVM03600 $VM03610 $VM03620 $VM03630 $VM03640 $VM03650 $VM036S0 $VM03670 $Vfd03SBO $VM03690 
SVM03700 $VM03710 $VM03720 $VM03730 $VM03740 $VM03750 
SVM03760 $VM03770 $VM037BO $VM03790 $VM03BOO $VM03810 $VM03B20 $VM03B30 
$VM03~i"40 $VM03850 $VM03860 $VM03870 $VM03BBO $VM03B90 $VM03900 $VM039fO $VM03920 $VM03930 $VM03940 $VM03950 $VM03960 
SVM03970 $VM039BO 
SVM03990 $VM04000 $VM04010 $VM04020 
SVM04030 $VM04040 
SVM04060 $VM04060 $VM04070 $VM040BO $VM04090 $VM04100 $VM04110 $VM04120 $VM04130 $VM04140 $VM04150 $VM04160 $VM04170 $VM04fBO $VM04190 $VM04200 
$VM042'O $VM04220 $VM04230 $VM04240 $VM04250 $VM042BO 
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c ~.*. MOIST AOIAeATIC ADdUSTMENT LOOP •••• C •• "'* 




DO 30 N= 1,3 
L = NLAV 
DO 40 LL=I,NLAYMt 
LM1 = L-I 
FACL = DSIG(L)/(OStG(L)+DSIG(lMI)J FACLMt = ONE - FACL ASGl = ONE I OSIG(l) ASGLM1 = ONE I OSIG(lM,) 
DO 50 I=t,IM 
c ~ •• * ••• * •••••••• * ••• * •••••• * ••••••••• * ••••••• * •• * •••• c ••• * 
•••• C.... TEST FOR CONVECTIVE INSTABILITY •••• C •• "'* 
•••• C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C 
c 
EXIt) = HHCI.L) - HHSCt.LMt) IF( EXCI) .LE. ZERO) GO TO 50 
c * •••• *."' ••••• "' •••••••••••••• "'''''''.''' ••• ''' •••••••••••••••• C ... *"'. 
• ••• e *"'.oe- COMPUTE EDGE VALUES •••• o • .,... 

























~ FACLMf.SSS(I,L) + FACL"'SSSCI,LM1) 
- FACLM1"'FACL·C PL(I.L)-PL(I,LM1) ).ROCP $ 
.( Tl(I,l)-TlII,lMl) I/Pl(l,lMl) 
IF I 
$ 
SIRE (I ,L) 
SHlECI,L) 
SHLE (I, L) 
SHLECI,L) 
= FACLM1·SHLCI , l) + FACL·SHL(I IL"'1' 
.NE. ZERO' 
= SHL(I.L)·SHLCI,LMt'/SHLE(I,~) AMIN1( SHLE{I,L) , $ SHSAT(I,!.M1) + (SSS(I,LMf)-SSSEfI.L)'/CLH 
HHE(I,LJ = SSSE{I,L) + CLH.SHLE(I,L) 




COMPUTE EVAPORATED MOISTURE • ••• ."' .. 




= ( SSS{I,LM1)-SSS(I,l) 
= FACL. DQE 
= DQE - DQEL 
+ EX(I)/{ONE+GAM(I,LMf» )/oLH 




COMPUTE MASS FLUX INTO CLOUO 
.. "' . 
..... '" 





( ONE+GAMCI,lM1) )*( SSS(I,LMt)-SSSE(I,L}-CLH.OQELM1 = ( EX(I) + CFLUX(I) '.ASGLM1 CFLUX{I) + ( HH(I.L)-HHE{I,L) )"'ASGL = EX(I} I oFLUX(I) 
IF( OFLUX(I).GT.OSIG(LM1) OF~UK{I) DSIG(LM1) IF{ CFLUX(I).GT.OSIG( L) CFLUX(I' = DSIG( L ) 
.*$* •• * •• "' ••••••••••• "' •••• * •• ~ ••••••••••••••••• *.* ••• ...... 
"' ... 
•••• 





.. ,.::~~.~.,-, " - ~:: 
" --
$VM04270 $VM042BO $VM04290 $VM04300 $VM04310 $VM04320 $Vlll04330 $VM04340 $VM04350 $VM04360 $VMo4370 $VM043BO $VM04390 $VM04400 $VM04410 $VM04420 $VM04430 $VM04440 $VM04450 $VMo4460 $VM04470 
SVM044BO 
SVM04490 SVM04500 $VM04510 $VM04520 
SVM04530 $VM04540 $VM04550 $VM04560 $VM04570 $VM04580 $VM04590 
$VM04500 $VM04610 $VM04620 $VM04630 
SVM04640 $VM04650 $VM04660 
SVM04670 $VM046BO $VM04690 $VM04700 $VM04710 
SVM04720 $VM04730 




SVM04830 $VM04840 $VM04BSO $VM04B60 $VM04870 $VM04BSO 
SVM04B90 $VM04900 $VM04910 $VM04920 $VM04930 
SVM04940 $VM049S0 $VM049BO $VM04970 
. " .' fA 
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•• "'* ....... 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** ••••••••••••••• 
OSHLMI( 1) 
$ 
= CFLUX(I) '" ( SHSAT(I,LM1) - SHLE(I,l) + DQELM1 
+ GAM(I.LM1)*EX(I}/{ ClH*(ONE+GAM(I.LM-1» ) )*ASGlM1 
DSHL(I) CFLUX(I' .- ( SHLE(I,L) - SHLfl,l) + OQEl )*ASGL 
oTLM1(IJ 
$ 
:: CFLUX (I) ... ( SSS( I. LM1) - SSSE (I, LJ - ClH*OQELM1 
+ EKfI) /(ONE+GAM(I,lM1» ) '" ASGLM1 
DTL( I) CFLUX(I) "" SSSE(I,L) - 555(1,[.) - CLH*OQEL )*ASGL 





UPDATE TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE FIELDS 




******* •• *** ••• *******.*.***** ... * •• *.****.* •••• *** ...... 
SHL(I.LMi) = SHUI ,WI) + DSHLM1(1) 
SHL(I.L) :: SHL(I.L) + DSHL(I) 
TL!I,LM1I Tl(l.lM1 ) + DTLM1(1) 
TL(I.L) = TL(I.l) + OTL(I) 
SSS(I.lM1) SSS(I,LM1) + DTLMt (l) 
SSS(I.l) SSS(I,L) + OTL(I) 
HH!I, LM1) = HH{I, LM1) + OTlM1(I) + CLH*DSHLM1(1) HH(I,L) HH{!,l) + OTl(I) + CLH*OSHlfl) 
SHSATII,LM') = QSATI TLII,LM1),PLII,LM1) ) 
SHSATII,L) = QSATI TLII,L) ,PLII,L) ) 
GAM(I.LM1) = GAMFAC.Sf.iSAT(I,LM1)/TlO,LM1).*2 
GAM(I.L) :: GAMFAC*SHSATCI,L) ITLCI,l) •• 2 
HHSCI,lMt) = SSS(I.lM1) + CLH*SHSAT{I.LM1) 
HHSfI,l) SSS(I,l) + CLH*SHSAT(I,L) 
PMOIST(I) PMOIST(I) - DSHLM1(I)*OSIG(LM1} - OSHL(I)*OSIG(L) 
50 coNTINUE 
L = LMI 
40 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 







**.******* •••••• *.**** ••• *.~**** ••••••• ~.*.* ........ *** 
DO 60 1=1,IM 




STATEMENT LABE;L MAP 
--LASEL---DEFINED---REFERENCES 
10 336 334 
11 345 337 
12 344 340 341 
13 348 346 
20 364 349 360 
30 402 355 
40 401 357 
50 399 363 366 
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60 406 403 
VARIABLE MAP 














.l .",' '0_ 
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR-8 SIMPLE 
ADLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 
AL RADCOM REAL ARRAV 
APHEL RCNTRL RaAL SIMPLE 
AS riADCOM REAL ARRAV 
ASGL REAL SIMPLE 
ASGLM1 REAL SIMPLE 
ATIME ceNTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 
BETA ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
e.o CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
C100 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
C40 CNTRLP REAL SlMPtE 
CAL TO" ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
ec eeNTRL CHAR*S ARRAY 
ceo eeNTRL CHAR*B SIMPLE 
eeNTRL REAL UNKNOVJN 
CCSPOS eCNTRL CHAR*a SIMPLE 
CCSP07 ceNTRl CHAR.S SIMPLE 
CCSPOB 'ceNTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE 
COATE RADCOM REAL ARRAV 
CDFn eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
CDXL CNTRL? REAL SIMPLE 
CDXO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
CFLUX DMOIST REAL ARRAV 
CLH eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 
CLOUD RADCOM REAL ARRAV 
eNTRlP REAL UNKNOWN 
COE CNTRLE' REAL ARRAY 
ceEF eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 
COEFS eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 
CONt RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 
eON10T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
eON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 
001'3 RDPARM REAL SIMP~E 
COU3DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 
CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 
CONS ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
coso ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
COSL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 
eOSLoN RDPARM REAL ARRAY 
COS ROT eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
eosz RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
CP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
ePD2 RDPARM' REAL SIMPLE 
CPP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
CQS CCNTRL CHAR*B ARRAY 
CQU CCNTRL CHAR"'B ARRAY 
eTID CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
CUMDAY CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
CUMRAT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
CVQ RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
CVT RADeOM R~AL ARRAY 
CXOE RAoeOM REAL ARRAY 
eXL RADem" REAL SIMPLE 
CZH RADcaM REAL ARRAV 
DAVSPY RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 






361/5 376 381 383 






'9' 15 16 
3 16 16 









327 374/S 375/S 375 376/S 376 377/S 377 378 378/S 
379/S 380 38' 3B2 383 
26' 362 353 369 370 37' 374 380 382 383 
39' 396 3~7 
296 
248 249 260 261 252 253 254 255 256 267 
259 260 261 262 263 264 266 266 267 26B 
270 27. 272 273 27. 275 276 277 2i'B 279 


























302 35' 303 
3'6 
3'5 
'56 339/S 342 
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1,1 + 
t"'i 
10 reNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 94 95 
ICO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 94 95 
ICE RADeeM LOGICAL ARRAY 319 321 
ICh!TRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3S 
39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 68 59 60 
61 62 63 64 65 66 57 58 69 70 71 
72 73 74 75 75 11 78 79 
ICSP53 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
IOtAS"T IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 195 196 197 19B 199 200 20, 202 203 204 205 .--
IDSPo2 lOPARM INTEGER SlMPLE 196 
IEFLUX ICNTRI.. INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 
IFUSION reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
tHFLUX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOVIN 84 
II CLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVIN B9 
tJUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 195 
1M reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 334 340 346 350 363 403 
IMD2 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
, I IMD2P1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
; INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 197 
r IOMEGA ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
IPREACC ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
. IPRECQN ICMTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 
I 
IQS rCNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 78 SO Bt 82 83 84 85 86 87 SS 89 
IQU ICNTRL INTEGER t..i;.t1:AV 79 90 91 92 93 
· IRADLW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
I lRADLWG 10NTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN aa 
IRAOSW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
IRADSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 
IROO IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 19B 00 
I ITAPE LOP ARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 207 210 "'1 ... 
· r tTMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 ....u 
.\ I TMIN IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 -a i5 
~,. I ,",ALB RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 318 0 -~\ i ,",0 IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 199 0 :a: 
, ,",E IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 200 ,l::I 
: l olIO oeNTRl CHAR*8 SIMPLE G 19 ;;0 r-
r uM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 ~ uM02 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 .0 " , uMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 c: l:io i uNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 :l> G) 
'~ ..104 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPll! 37 r- PI 
I J08 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 38 ~ 
r l tIOB CONTRl CHAR"'8 SIMPLE 7 20 .= 
: JP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 201 ..... 
r t, JSP IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
" KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
· 1 KLIGW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 41 i KLlsST tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 
I KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
f, KSTEP tOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 202. 
~ KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44 ~ 1 L INTEGER SIMPLE 337/0 338 339 342 342 349/0 351 351 361 352 352 
, ' ~~~ ~~i gii g~~ g~~/s ~~: ~:~ ~~~ ;:~ ;~~ g~~ 
369 370 370 370 371 374 376 376 379 379 380 
; .i 381 381 382 383 383 385 385 387 387 389 389 
, 39 t 39 t 393 393 393 395 395 395 397 397 397 
39S 400/S 
LAND RADOOM LOGICAL ARRAV 319 321 
t LO LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 149 150 
I LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 96 149 150 
" LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 96 97 98 99 tOO 101 102 103 104 105 10G 
107 108 
I:, LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 146 · LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 206 207 20B ! LEFLUX LONTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 140 
'. . LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 141 
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LlCLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 144 ..... 
LL INTEGER SIMPLE 357/C f» 
UII1 INTEGER SIMPLE 338/S 339 341 342 343 358/S 359 3S, 3S4 3SS 3SS 
36S 3SS 3S7 368 3S9 3S9 371 371 374 374 378 
378 380 380 380 38. 38' 380 384 38S 386 38B 
388 390 390 392 392 392 394 394 394 3S'S 396 
396 398 400 
LOGBR reNTRl INTEGER SIMpLE 45 
LOMEGA LcNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 145 
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 1 1 1 137 
LPRECON LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 1 I. 13B 
LQS loNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY ,07 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 I.S 117 118 
133 
LQU LcNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV lOB 119 120 121 122 134 
LRADLW lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 12. 148 
LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 143 
LRADSW LCNTRl LOGlCAL UNKNOWf-J 121 147 
LRADSWG LcNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 142 
LTMAX LcNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 136 
LTMUJ LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 109 135 
MATIN reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
MATSNX reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 47 
MATSUN IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48 
MIXWI RADeoM LOGICAL ARRAV 320 321 
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 203 
MLF reNTAL INTEGER ARRAY 49 
,·1 
MOIST SUBROUTINE 1 
MRca ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 5. 
I' N INTEGER SIMPLE 355/0 00 
:1\ NS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 71:::0 NO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
"lli5 : ~i NDAlT IcNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 ,. NDAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 0'2 NO HOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 77 0.,. -NDOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
NDPHV IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 :::Or-
NDRSW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 
.0 'V 
1 
NDSHF IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NOT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 ~t:; NDT03 eNTRlP INTEGER SIMPLE 274 
NFK RADcaM INTEGER SIMPLE 311 r-m 
NFLW eNTRlP INTEGER SIMPLE 275 ~ro NHMS IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE SI NHMSO IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE S3 
NHMSI I DPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 204 
NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
NLAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 ~37 347 347 349 356 
NLAVMI ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 357 
NLAVOZ RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 310 
NLAVP1 IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NDZ RACCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 314 
NsDAV IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE S8 
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
NVMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
NVMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 
il NVMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 205 NVMDE IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 I! NZINJ,T IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 DCEAN RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 319 321 OCM22 RADeOM REAL ARRAY 313 
·1 
oeM30 RADcaM REAL ARRAY 313 
DCM38 RADCDM REAL ARRAV 313 
! I DCM46 RADCOM REAL ARRAV 313 OCMXX RACCOM REAL ARRAY 314 OLAPR RADCDM REAL ARRAV 312 OLtJAN RADCOr" REAL ARRAV 312 
I '(~l _ ,.;..q';;'''. ___ , , ~ ~~~::Y :~_ ----;--'.~ - ,. - ., '- .. -- ~ 
,---.. -,,,c"" ~~---.-' '-•. "~-'"""- ~"-. ~' ___ '_~ __ '----.,.:-".'~'"':__ c::..., - .. -----. 
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f\ PZERO QAL'r Q9EG QOAY QENO QHOG 
VI, QOUT 
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SG RADeOM ReAL ARRAY 317 i-' $GNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 239 
SHG HADeOM REAL ARRAY 296 .... 
SHL RADeeM REAL ARRAY 295 341 342/5 342 342 343/S 34; 347/5 352 367 367 
368 368 381 384/5 384 385/S 3B5 
SHLE RAoeoM REAL ARRAY 295 367/5 368 36B/S 36B 369/S 369 370 380 3BI 
SHLTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 278 
SHSAT RADeOM REAL ARRAY 297 353 369 380 392/5 393/S 394 395 396 ,,397 
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 246 
SIGE ReNTRL REAL ARRAY IB2 
SIND RONTRl REAL SIMPLE IB3 
SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAV 240 
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAV 241 
SINROT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 279 
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 130 
SNOW RAOCor~ LOGICAL ARRAV 320 321 
SNOWN eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2BO 
SNOWS CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 281 
SOLS ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 184 
SP RADeOM REAL ARRAV 317 404 
SRS RADom .• REAL ARRAY 30B 
SSS RADeOM REAL ARRAY 299 351/5 351 352 353 366 366 369 371 371 37' 
3B2 383 38B/S 3BB 389/S 3B9 396 397 
SSSE RADOOM REAL ARRAY 299 366/S 369 370 374 3B' 383 
START LOP ARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 20B 211 
ST80 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 282 
STERP1 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2B3 
STERP2 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 284 
STN RAoeOM REAL ARRAV JOB 
, SWALE RADeeM REAL ARRAY 304 
-, SWIL RADeOM REAL ARRAY 304 
TAUL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 306 
I TeONO RADeOM REAL ARRAy 309 
:il TG RADeOM REAL ARRAY .94 TH RADeOM REAL ARRAV .94 
, . THSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE .42 
; Ii:\ THSTD2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 
''!I T10E eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B6 n. RADeoM REAL ARRAV 293 366 366 3S6/S 386 387/5 387 39' 393 394 395 
;r 
TLE RADeOM REAL ARRAV 293 
TLOWL RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 310 
TLTOP maRL? REAL SIMPLE 2B6 i ' nUDL RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 310 
11\ TN RADeOM REAL ARRAV 30B 
i~ TOP ASS RADeoM REAL ARRAV 307 TOTOZ RADeOM REAL ARRAY 314 
\1 TPENE RADeOM REAL ARRAV 309 00 TSTD ReNTRl REAi.. SIMPLE 186 "11;0 
! I VER CCNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 11 '4 "DE WET RADCOM REAL ARRAY 316 l . WI RADeOM REAL ARRAY 315 g~ , WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAV '44 
l ' XDAV CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2B7 ;Or-
1.:1 XI( RADeeM REAL ARRAV 311 .0"0 XLABEL CCNTRl CHAR*8 ARRAY I. 26 ,. ZERO REAL SIMPLE 332/S 335 3., 343 347 347 365 368 Cl'> 
ZlNCO CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE .B8 ~IW ; p 
I. PROCEDURE MAP ~ro ! --NAME-------TVPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENeES D=STMT FN DEF. A=ARGLIST , 
, AMINi REAL INTRINSIC 369 
i I QSAT REAL r-:UNCTION 39' 393 t 
! 
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SUBROUTINE MSGOP 
SEND A MESSAGE TO THE COMPUTER SYSTEM OPERATOR 




BUILD A MESSAGE FROM TEXT AND VARIABLES 
WRITE TO OPERATOR 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================== COMMON /CCNTRLI ceo 
COMMON !CONTRll ADATE 
COMMON /CCNTRL! ATIME 
COMMON !CONTRl! dIC 
COMMON !CCNTRL! dOB 
COMMON !CCNTRll CCSP06 
COMMml /CCNTRL I COSP01 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ CCSP08 
COMMON /CCNTRll vER 
COMMON !CCNTRll XlABEl (10) 
COMMON !eeNTRll CQS {301 



























INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
=============================================~== 
COMMON lleNTRll leo 
COMMON IJCNTRll 1M 
COMMON IJONTRll IM02 
COMMON IICNTRll JMD2P1 
COMMON lleNTRl! NDRSW 
COMMON IJCNTRll JM 
COMMON IIONTRll "MD2 
COMMON IICNTRl! JMT2 
COMMON /JCNTRll Jt\1P 
COMMON /ICNTRll J04 
COMMON /lCNTRl! JOB 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ JSP 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ KLIAl8 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ KlJGW 
COMMON IJeNTRl/ KlISST 
COMMON IIONTRl! KS 
COMMON /ICNTRl! KU 
COMMON /ICNTRll lOGSR 
COMrJlON !ICNTRl/ MATJN 
COMMON ,'IeNTRll MATSNX 
COMf,1QN fICNTRl/ MATSUN 
COMMON IJONTRll MLF (l2) 
COMMON fJCNTRll MROD 
COMMON IICNTRll NKRSH 
COMMON !JCNTRl! MSM 
COMMON IICNTRll NB 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NO 
COMMON IICNTRl! NDAlT 
COMMON IJCNTRl! NOAV 
COMMON fICNTRl! NOOUT 
c, 1 .. T . . :. < .;. •• I~ . . .. ~ •.. __ _ t'-.:;,:.-i:-<~~ :..._ :.:~:... ___ .. _ .. _------=---=..:=.:::;~ __ . 
:,:::!. __ ."" _.""+=",,,"= .. ~,,_,,,,,, "',.o, .... .-==..~=~,.. ..... 
.. _-_.::::.:£:.....;:; .• _.~" J.' . 























































































-.- ~" ..,,::::.:::::':...~-.......:.. __ ~_--= __ . _-_,--.: ___ ........ _..,.~:...._--e..=~~ _.'"".:;?~ ____ = __ =~~~~~-..:~_ 
t I ~ 00057 COMMON IIONTRtf NDPHY 00058 CDrJlMON I!CNTRl/ NDSHF 00059 COMMON IICNTRL/ NOT 00060 
-COMMON ItCNTRtl NHMS 00061 COMMON flCNTRll NHrllSE 00062 COMMON fIONTRll NHMSO 00063 COMMON JICNTRL' NLAV 00064 COMMON IICNTRl./ NLAYMl 00065 COMr.1DN IICNTRLI NLAYPf 00066 CO"'MON IICNTRLi NSDAY 00067 COMMON flONTRl! NSEQ 00068 COMMON IICNTRtl ICSP53 00069 COMMON fICNTRLI NSTEP 00070 COMMON l[eNTRl! tBLKSIZ 00071 COMMON frONTAL! NVMD 00072 COMMON fIONTRll NYMDE 00073 COMMON /IeNTRl! NVMDO 00074 COMMON /IONTRtl NZINIT 00075 COMMON /ICNTRt! NMlEV 00076 COMMON /reNTRl/ NO HOG 00077 COMMON /ICNTRl/ IQS (30) 00078 COMMON /IeNTRl/ IQU (10) 
e 
00079 EQUIVALENCE e I TMI N ,IQS' III 00080 EQUIVALENCE e I TMAX ,IQS( 211 00081 EQUIVALENCE (I PREACC , JQse 311 00082 EQUIVALENCE (IPAECON • lose 
'" 
00083 EQUIVALENCE ( JHFLUX , lOS! 511 00084 EQUIVALENCE (IEFlUX .IQS( 611 00085 EQUIVALENCE CIFUSION ,lQse 7)) OOOB6 EQUIVALEf.JCE flRADSWG • lose all ODDSi' EQUIVALENCE (IRADLWG .IQSe 911 
i\ 
00088 EQUIVALENCE (IICLOUD .IQS(10) 00089 EQUIVALENCE e IUFLUlt • I OSC 11) 00090 EOUIVAlENCE CIVFlUX • lose 12) ) 
'! e 00091 EQUIVALENCE I IOMEGA ,I.r;;UI III .~ 00092 EQUIVALENCE ( IDIA8AT ,~ Qt;( 211 • 00093 EOUIVALENCE ( IRADSW ,IQUI 3)) .  00094 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOLW ,lQUe .)) 
e 
00095 EQUIVALENCE (ICO,ICC 1)' 
11 
00096 INTEGER leo, 10(200) 
e 
e lOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD e ==~:================================~=========== 00097 COMMON /LCNTRL/ leo 00098 CDrJlMON /lCNTRL/ QALT 00099 COMrJlQN /LCNTRl/ QBEG 
, I 00100 COMMON /lCNTRl/ QDAV 00101 COMMON /LCNTRl/ QENO I. 00102 COMMON /LCNTRl/ QOUT II 00103 COMMON /LCNTRl/ QPHY 00104 OOMMON /LCNTRLI QSHF II 00105 COMMON /lCNTRl/ SN2FLG 00106 COMMoN /lCNTRl/ QRS\'l 00107 COMMON /lCNTRl/ QRSH 00108 coMMON /lCNTRL/ LQSf30} 
! 00109 COM~ON /LCNTRL/ lOUftO) e , 00110 EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQS{ III 00111 EQUIVALENCE (lTMAJ( .lQS( 211 , 00 112 EQUIVALENCE f lPREACC ,LQSt 311 I 00113 EQUIVALENCE fLPRECON ,LQSI ," 00114 EQUIVALENCE flHFLUX ,LOS{ 511 ~01 f5 EQUIVALENCE (lEFlUX ,lQS{ 611 00116 EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LIJS( 711 00117 EQUIVALENCE (lRADSWG ,lQSe all 00 f 18 EQUIVALENCE fLRAOLWG ,lQS( 911 ! 00119 EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUO ,lQS( 10)} , 00120 EQUIVALENCE elUFLUX ,lQS(lf» ! 
' .... ® .. ~.'. f: ..• I· ..... . 
st~ 
..~~"',~-." ~ 
-.. ,,--- --'--'-~'" ----... -
------._-..... " ... 
",.,-:.~' :=::i~ "i' 
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veNTRl as VCNTQL a6 VCNTRL 87 
VCNTRL aa 
VernRL a9 
VeNTRL 90 00 VCNTRL 91 
"i1::11 VerJTAl 92 "tl~ VCNTRL 93 VC~JTRL 94 ~~ veNTRL 95 VCNTAL 96 VCNTRL 97 VCNTRL 9a 
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j I II I 
00121 EQUIVALENCE (LVFlUX ,LQ5(12)) 
C 
00122 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LQU( 1)1 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LDIABAT ,lOU( 211 
00124 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSW ,LQU( 31) 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOLW ,LOU( 41) 
C 
0012'6 LOGT,CAL QAlT 
00127 LOG,leAl Q8EG 
00128 LOGICAL QDAY 
00129 LOGICAL QEND 
00130 LOGICAL QOUT 
00131 lOGICAL gPHY 
00132 1.0GICAl g5HF 
-00133 lOGICAL SN2FlG 
00134 lOGICAL QRSW 
00135 lOGICAL ORSH 
C 
00136 lOGICAL LQS 
00137 LOGICAL LQU 
00138 lOGICAL lTMIN 
00139 LOGICAL lTMAX 
00140 lOGICAL LPREACC 
00141 lOGICAL lPRECON 
00142 lOGICAL lHFLUX 
00143 lOGICAL lEFlUX 
00144 lOGICAL lFUSION 
00145 lOGICAL LRADSWG 
00146 lOGICAL lRADlWG 
:!i 00147 lOGICAL lleLOUD 
00148 lOGICAL lUFLUX 
00149 LOGICAL lVFLUX 
:11 
C 
00150 lOGICAL lOMEGA 
00151 LOGICAL lDIA8AT ! 00152 lOGICAL lRAOSW 
00153 LOGICAL LRAOUI 
C 
00154 EQUIVAlEl'JCE (LCO,lC(l») 
00155 lOGICAL lCO. lC(200) 
C 
11 
C AEAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
C ============================================= 00156 COMMON !RONTRlf RCa 
00151 C01.1MON /RCNTRl! APHEL 
00158 COMMON /RCNTRl! BETA 
1 i 001 f·t) COMMON fRONTRl! coso 001b(.! COMMON' /ReNTRll CP , 00161 COMf..mN !RCNTRl/ DAYSPY ! 00162 COMMON IRCNTRl/ DEC 00153 COMMON /RCNTRl/ oECMAX 
1 00164 COMMON IRCNTRl/ oIST 00165 COMMON IRCNTRl/ OlAT 
i 00166 COMMON /RCNTAl! olON 
i 00167 COMMON IACNTRl! oT 00168 COMMON !RCNTRl/ ECCN 
1 00169 COMMON !RCNTRl/ GNUl , 00170 COMMON /RCNTRll GNu2 
f 00171 COMMON /ACNTRL! GRAV 00172 COMMON fRCNTRll OMEGA2 
I 00173 COMMON /RCNTRl! PI i 00174 COMr,lON !RCNTAl! PI180 , 
; 00175 COMMON /RONTRl! Pl2 
I 00176 COMMON !RCNTRl! PSlD 00177 COMMON !RONTRl! PIMEAN 00178 COMMON !RONTRl! PSMAX 00179 COMMON /RONTRl/ PSMIN 00180 COMMON !RCNTRll PTOP 00181 COMMON /RONTRl/ RAOE 
00182 COMMON !ReNTRll RGAS 
00183 COMMON !RONTRl/ ROCP 
),'+' ,I'~ ~,-~~~~ ~~. ---~~ 
-"""'''.~--------c-:--
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COMMON' !RONTRll RSOIST COMMON fRCNTRl! SOAV COMMON !ReNTRl! SEASON COMMON !RCNTRll SIGE £251 COMMON fRCNTRll SINO COMMON fRCNTRl/ SOLS COMMON /RCNTRLI TSTD COMMON IRCNTRl': PLEVS (25) COMMON fRCNTRll HEATW CQrJlMoN fRCNTRl" HEATI C'OMMQN IRCNTRl! EPS COMMON IRCNTRll EPSFAC COMMON IRCNTRl/ CAlTO.J COMMON /RCNTRl-( PZERO 
EQUIVALENCE 
REAL 
( ReO. RC ( 1 ) ) 
Reo. RO {200' 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
=====~================= COMMON / lOPARM! hfUMP COMMON (IDPARM! IDSP02 COMMON !IDPARM! INDEX COMMON IIOPhRM! IROO 
_ COMMON ItOPARM( .JC COMMON ItOPARM/ .JE COMMON IIDPARM/ JP COMMON (tDPARMI KSTEP COMMON /IOPARMI M.J COMMON (IOPARMI NHMSI COMMON /IOPARM/ NVMOI 












F Il TER [TAPE 
START 
REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
==================== COMMON (ROPARM,' Jl.OlOP COMMON (ROPARM/ caN1 COMMON IROPARMI CON lOT COMMON /ROPARM/ CON2 COMMON /RDPARM/ eON2DT COMMON IROPARMI eON3 COMMON IROPARMI CON30T COMMON InOPARM/ CON4 COMMON (RDPARM/ CON4DT COMMON /ROPARMI CONS COMMON IROPARM/ COSl (46) COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON (72) 
coMMON /ROPARM/ CP02 COMMON IROPARMI OXP (46) COMMON IROPARMI OXVP (46) COMMON /ROPARM/ OVP (46) COMMotJ IRCPARMI FCORLS (46 J CoMMON /ROPARM/ FtOT 
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vr.~SGOP t 3 
DIMENSION ATVPla,. IWIolS', [CEC!S'. NUT(S) VMSGOP 14 
CHARACTER-S OUT(4) VMS GOP 15 
EQUIVALENCE (OUT( 1) ,NUT{ f) VMSGOP 16 
CH,'I.RJ\CTER'" 1 ATYP VMSGQP 17 
DATA ATVP/S·'HA.2·,HI/. IWID/S·4.Z-S/. IDEe/s-al VMSGOP IS 
CHARACTER'"'8 8LANK/aH I VrJlSGOP 19 
C .. .. VMSGOP 20 
C DEBUG VBEGOEB 2 
10000 CONTINUE VeEGOEB 3 
C···· CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT [00 VSEGOEB 4 
C .... .o..o. CYBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGDEB 5 
CSSSSS$SSS$SSSS$$$SSS$$$$$$$$$S$$$$SSS$$$$$$SSSS$$$$SSSSSSS$SSS$S£S$SSSSVBEGDeB 6 
C REL~V REAL TIME VMSGOP 22 
OUT( 1, = ,J08 VMSGOP 23 
OUT (2) = ADATE VMSGOP 24 
OUT (3) = ATIME VPIISGOP 25 
CALL FORMSG (. JOB 55 : BEGAN 5S $5"'. vMSGOP 26 
a ATYP,IWID,IDEC.OUT,CARO,SO) VfJlSGOP 27 
CALL WTO / CARD, aD) VMSGOP 28 
C .. ~ VMSGOP 29 
C RELAY START TIME VMSGOP 30 
OUT ( " = JOB VMSGOP 31 
OUT / 2) :: BLANK VMSGOP 32 
OUT' 3) = BLANK VMSGOP 33 
NUTf7J :: NVMDI VMS GOP 34 
NUT I 8) = NHMS 1 VMSGOP 35 
CALL FORMSG ( • ..108 55 : 55 $5 S S START MODEL TIMEII', VMSGOP 36 
& ATYP,IVIID,IOE:.C.OUT,CII.RD,BOI VMSGOP 37 
CALL VITO tCARD,SO) VMSGOP 38 
C .... vMSGOP 39 
C RELAV CURRENT TIME vtl'SGOP 40 
c 
c 
OUT ( 1 ) JOB VMsGOP 4t 
OUT (2) BLANK VMS GOP 42 
DUTf3' = BLANK vMSGOP 43 
NUT/7) = NVMD VMSGDP 44 
NUT' B) = NHMS vr.nSGOP 45 
CALL FORMSG (. JOB 5S : $$ $5 $ S CURRENT MODEL TlMEu·. Vr,nSGOP 46 
8 ATVP,IWID,IDEC,OUT,CARD,80' VMSGOP 41 
CALL WTO (CARD,SO) VMSGOP 48 
RELAV END TIME 
OUT{ f } ..r08 
OUT/2J = BLANK 
OUT(3) = BLANK 
NUT(7) :: NVMDE 
NUT'S) -= NHMSE 
CALL FORMSG ('JOB S$ : $5 $5 S $ END MODEL 
a. ATVP,IWIO,IOEC.OUT,CARD,80' 
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4' 50 5' 52 53 54 55 56 57 5B 59 60 6' 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 7B 
ICSP53 IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 6B 
IDEC INTEGER ARRAV 255 259/1 265 272 279 286 
IOU.BAT IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
JDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 20B 209 2'0 
IDSP02 lCPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 
IEFLUX leNTnL INTEGER UNKNOWN B4 
IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN B5 
IHFLUX IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN B3 
IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWr.l BB 
I.JUMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 200 
1M ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28 
IMD2 teNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
IM02P1 IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 202 
IOMEGA leNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 9' IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 
IPRECON JCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
lOS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 80 81 82 B3 8. 85 as B7 BB 
B9 90 
IOU IeNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 7B 9' 92 93 9. 
IRADLW leNTR!.. INTEGER UNKNOWN 9' 
IRAOLWG IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN B7 
IRADSW IONTR!.. INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
IRADSWG IeNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN B6 
HIDe JDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 20' IrAPE lDPM~M LOGICAL SIMPLE 2,2 215 
ITMAX lCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
" 
I1'MIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOV/N 79 
IUFlUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN B9 
00 I\JFlUX leNTRl INTEGER UNICNOWN 90 J lWIO INTEGER Af!RAV 255 259/1 265 272 279 2BG ."11:0 JC If'PARM INTEGER ARRAV 20' -JE JOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 205 "OQ 
'I JIC CCNTRl CHAR"'S SIMPLE 5 ,8 O-Il JM rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 oS; uMU2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 ::Or-., uMr2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3. 
:i JNP lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 g~ J04 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 JOB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 :t>r;) ~ ~ JOB CCNTRl CHAR"'S SIMPLE 6 '9 262 267 274 2B' r-r.t JP IDPARM INTEGER MRAV 206 ~iO It JSP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 3B 
I KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
.1 KLIGIY ICNTRL INTEGER SiMPLE 40 II KlISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE ., ! KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE '2 
I KSTEP IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 
\ KU ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE '3 , LC lCNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 15' '55 , LCO LCNTRl LOGICAL Srr.'PLE 97 '5' 155 ! LCNTRL INTEGER UNKN"· ... ,..J 97 98 99 100 101 102 '03 104 105 lOG 107 I 'OB '09 , LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '2' 151 LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 2'2 2'3 LEFLUX lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 '43 
lFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 
'" LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN II. 142 
LIClOUO LCNTRL lOGICAL UNItNOWN 119 '47 
LOGSR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE •• LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '22 150 lPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 '40 lPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 , " LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV lOB 110 III 112 113 114 115 116 117 liB 119 
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LRADlWG lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 lRAOSWG LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 L.TMAX LernRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 11. 139 lTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 LUFLUK lCNTRL LOGICAL UNI(f..JOWN 120 148 lVFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 149 MATIN ICNTRl ItJ!cuER SIMPLE 45 MATSNX !CNT::iL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 MATSUN IC~JTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 M,J IaPARriII INTEGER ARRAY 208 MLF lCNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 48 MROO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 MSGOP SUBROUTINE 1 MSM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMpLE 51 N8 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 NO lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 NOAlT ICNTRt. INTEGER SIMPLE 54 NDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 NOHOG ICNTRL. INTEGER SIMPLE 76 NoaUT lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 NCPHV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 NORSW reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 NDSHF ICNTQL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 f-JDT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 NHMS IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 278 NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 NHMSt IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 271 NHMSE IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 285 Nk'RSH rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 NlAY ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 NLAYM1 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 6. NLAYPl ICNTRl INTEGER StMpLE 65 
NMlEV IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 NSEO ICNTRl IN'rEGER SIMPLE 67 NSTEP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 NUT INTEGER ARRAV 255 257 270/5 271/5 277/5 278/S 284/5 285/5 NVMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71 277 NYMDO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 NVMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 270 NYMDE ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 28. NZINIT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 OMEGA2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 OUT CHAR+S ARRAY 256 257 262/5 263 / 5 264/S 265 267/S 26B/5 275/5 276/5 279 281; 5 282/S 283/5 286 PI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 PIfBO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 17. PI2 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 PIMEAN RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 PKSTO ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 PKTOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 PlEVS RCNTRl REAL ARRAY 191 PSMAK RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178 PSMrN ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179 PSTD ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 176 PTOP RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 P2ERO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 OAlT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 QBEG lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 ODAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 QEND lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 QOUT lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPHY LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 QRSH LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 132 RADE RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 RC RCNTRL REAL ARRAY 19S 199 ReO RONTRl !=ZEAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
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RGAS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '82 
RLAT ROPARM REAL ARRAV 240 
RLATD ROPARM REAL "~RAV 24. 
ROCP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .83 
RoepOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 2'2 
ROCPPf RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 
RSOIST ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '8' 
SOAV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE .85 
SEASOt-1 ~CNTRL REAL SlMPLE '86 
SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 244 
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 25' SIGE RCNTRl REAL ARRAV .87 
SIND ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE .88 
SINL ROPARM REAL ARRAY 245 
SINtON ROPARM REAL ARRAV 246 
SN2FLG LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE .05 
SOLS RONTRl REAL SIMPLE .B9 
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 
THSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 
THSTD2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 248 
T510 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '90 
VER CCNTRl CHAR"'S SIMPLE •• WSAVE ROPARM REAL ARRAY 249 
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SUBROUTINE NAMEZ 11M • .JM ,tMD2 .IFIRST VNArJlEZ 2 
$ I VNYMD 1 .1 VNHMS1 • I VNVMOE • I VNHMSE V~'AMEZ 3 
$ CVJOB .CVXLABEL, VNAMEZ 4 
$ IVNOOUT .IVNDRSW .IVNf<RSH. IVMRQD VNAMEZ 5 
$ I VNDAL T • I YNDPHV • I VNDSHF VNAMEZ 6 
$ I YJ04 • I VJOB • VN/l.MEZ 7 
$ IVKLIALB.IVKLIGW ,IYKLISSl'.lVKLITOP,IVKLILVH. VNAMEZ B 
$ [YMA TI N • I VMlF • I VNOT • ] VNSEQ VNAMEZ 9 
$ L VSN2FLG. VNAMEZ 10 
$ RVPIMEAN, RVPSMAX .RVPSMtN ,RVPSTD ,RVTSTD • VNAMEZ 11 
$ RVSIGE ,RvGNU2 ) VNJ\I\~EZ 12 
c ••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• +.t.~t •• + •• t+ •• ~ ••••• + ••• + •••••••••• t~·· .. VNAMEZ 13 
C PURPOSE VNAMEZ 14 
C TO READ MODEL CONTROL NAMELIST INPUTZ. VNAMEZ 15 
C USAGe VNAMEZ 16 
C CALLED BV INPUT VNAMEz 17 
C INITIALIZE FULL PRECISION WITH DEFAULT VALUES. VNAMEZ 18 
C THEN READ IN THE NAMELIST FOLLOWED BV VNAMEZ 19 
C INITIALIZING WITH INCOMING VALUES. VNAMEZ 20 
C ARGUMENTS DESCRIPTION VNAMEZ 21 
C 1M GRID POINT LATITUDE O·IRECTION. VNAMEZ 22 
C ~M GRID POINT LONGITUDE DIRECTION. VNAMEZ 23 
C IMD2 IM/2 VNAMEZ 24 
C IFIRST 0 OR 1 (0 WHEN BEFORE READING INITIAL CONDITION) VNAMEZ 25 
C FOLLOWING hRGUMENTS ARE RELATED 10 NAMELIST VNAMEZ 26 
C ===============;~===============.;:,,,========= VNAMEZ 27 
C IVNVMD1 YYMMDD AT START OF EXPERIMENT VNAMEZ 28 
C IVNHMS1 HHMMSS AT START OF EXPERIMENT VNAMEZ 2.9 
C IVNVMDE VVMMDD AT END OF EXPERIMENT VNAMEZ 30 
C IVNHMSE HHMMSS AT END OF EXPERIMENT VNAMEZ 31 
C CVJOB 8 CHARACTER EKFERlMEl'lIT IOENTIFIER VNAMEZ 32 
C CYXLABEL 80 CHARACTER EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION VNAMEZ 33 
C IYNDOUT HHMMSS WRITE INCREMENT TO HISTORY VNAMEz 34 
C IVNDRSW HHMMSS WRITE INCREMENT TO RESTART VNAMEZ 36 
C IVNKRSH KEY FOR WRITE OF' RESTART TO HISTORY VNAMEZ 36 
C -1 FOR START AND ENO OF E)lPERIMENT VNAMEZ 37 
C 0 FOR NEVER VNAMEZ 38 
C N FOR EVERy N°TH DAY VNAMEl 39 
C IYMROD MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WRITES TO UNIT 08 VNAMEZ 40 
C IYNOALT HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR ANALYSIS VNAMEZ 4f 
C IVNDPHY HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR PHYSICS VNAMEZ 42 
C IYNDSHF HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR SHAPIRO FILTER CALL'; VNAMEZ 43 
C I VJ04 BANo LIM! T FOR 4' TH ORDER SHAP I RO VNAMEZ 44 
C IVJ08 BAND LIMIT FOR S'TH ORDER SHAPIRO VNAMEZ 45 
C IYKLIALB ALBEDO FLAa VNAMEZ 46 
C IVKL!GW GROUND WETNESS FLAG VNAMEZ 47 
C IVKLISST SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE FLAG VNAMEZ 48 
C I VKLI TOP TOPOGRAPHY REPLhCEMENT FLAG VNAMEZ 49 
C IVKLILYlI LAND-WATER-ICE KEy REPLACEMENT FLAG VNAMEZ 50 
C IVMATIN MATSUNO STEPS SEFORE REGULAR CVClE VNAMEZ 61 
C IVMFL REGULAR CYCLE DESCRIPTION VNAMEZ 52 
C IVNDT TIMESTEP IN SECONDS VNAME2 53 
C I VNSEQ LENGTH OF REGULAR CVCLE vNAfJlEZ 54 
C LVSN2FLG PSl SIGMA PROFILE Fll\G VNAMEZ 55 
C RYPIMEAN GLOBAL MEAN PRESSURE VNAMEZ 66 
C RYPSMAX MI\..XIMUM ALLOWABLE SURFACE PRESSURE VNAMEZ 57 
C RYPSMIN MINIMUM hLLAWABLE SURFACE PRESSURE VNI\MEZ 58 
C RYPSTD REFERENCE PRESSURE FOR NORMALIZATION VNAMEZ 59 
C RVTSTD REFERENCE TEMP FOR NORMAL I ZATImJ VNAMEZ 60 
C RYSIGE SIGMA VALUES AT EDGES OF LAYERS VNAMEZ 61 
C RVGNU2 CONSTANT FOR USE IN TtME AVERAGE VNAMEZ 62 
C I/O DDNAME DESCRI PTION VNAMEZ 63 
C === ====== =========== VNAMEZ 64 
C 11 REWINDABLE COpy OF CARD-IMAGE DATA FROM UNtT 5 CTEMPNL) VNAMEZ 65 
C REWINDED IN THE CALLING ROUTINE. VNAMEZ sa 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VNAMEZ 67 
C NONE VNAMEZ 68 
C RECORD OF MOD I F I CAT IONS VNAME Z 69 
C 10/15/83 RAMESH NEW SUBROUTINE FOR HALF PREC VNAMEZ 70 
C 02/02/84 JIM.PF COMMENTS VNAMEZ 71 
C 02/02/84 JIM.PF TOP AND LWI REPLACEMENT FLAGS VNAMEZ 72 
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C REMARKS: VNAMEZ 73 
C DESIGNED TO READ NAMELIST IN FULL PRECISION AND CONVERT IT VNAMEZ 74 
C IF NECESSARY TO HALF PRECISION. VNAMEZ 75 
C+~.+.~+~ •• ·+.~++ •••• +.+·+.+++.++~++++.+.++++.++ •• +.+ •• +.++.++.+ •• +·++~.VNAMEZ 76 
C* M I A - COM 5 I G MAD A T A INC. N A 5 A G S F C +VNAMEZ 77 C •••••• + •••••••••••• t+ •••••••••••••••••••• + •• * •••••••• +++ ••• + ••• ++.+++.·VNAMEZ 78 
C VNAMEZ 79 
C HALF/FULL PRECISION VREAL 2 
C =================== VREAl 3 
IMPLICIT HALF PRECISION (A~H,O-Z) VREAL 4 
C VREAL 5 
C VRSLV 2 
C PARAMETER STATEMENTS FOR DIMENSIONING RESOLUTION VRSLV 3 
o ================================================ VRSLV 4 
o VRSLV 5 
C \tRSLV 6 
C VQANDQT 2 
C CaMDECK VQANDQT RESOLUTION VALUES VQANOQT 3 
C ================================= VQANDQT 4 
C 1M =72 VQANDQT 5 
C NLAV =9 VQANDQT 6 
C JM-+ 1 =46 VQANOQT 7 
C NLJ\V"'II =99 VgANDQT 8 
C IM.NLAY·ll =7128 VQANDQT 9 
C JM/2 t 1 =23 VQANDQT 10 
C VQANDQT 11 
C GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS (NEEDED IN COMPO) VQANDQT 12 
C ================================================ VQANDQT 13 
C VQANDQT 14 
COMMON IQANOQTI QPROG{72.9.11.46) VQANOQT 15 
C VQANDQT 16 
DIMENSION PHIS (7128. I) VQANDQT 17 
DIMENSION SMTH (1128,23) VQANDQT 18 
DIMENSION ALBEDO (7128,1) VQANDQT 19 
DIMENSION GT (7128,1) VOANDQT 20 
DIMENSION GW (7128,1) vQANDQT 21 
DIMENSION T5 f712B, I) VQANDQT 22 
DIMENSION SHS (7128.1) VQANDQT 23 
DIMENSION P (72.99.1) VQANDQT 24 
C VQANDQT 2S 
OIMENSION U (72,9,11.1) "QANDQT 26 
DIMENS!ON V (72,9,11.1) vQANDQT 27 
DIMENSION T (72,9,lf.l) VQANDOT 28 
DIMENSION SH 172,9.11.1) VOANDQT 29 
DIMENSION PHI (72,9,11,1) VQANDQT 30 
C VQANDQT 31 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( I, 1,1,1' .PHIS (1,1» VQANOQT 32 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I, 2.1,1',SMTH (l,f» VOANDQT 33 
EQUIVALENce (QPROG( I, 3,1,1) ,ALBEDO! 1,1» VQANOQT 34 
EQUIVALENCE {QPROG{I.4,1,'),GT (1.1}) vQANDQT 35 
EQUIVALENCE (OPROG( 1. 5,1.1) ,GW 11,1)} VQANDQT 36 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROGt I, 6,1.1), TS (1,1» VQANDQT 37 
EQUIVALENCE tQPROG( I, 7.1.1) .SHS (1.1» VOANDQT 38 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( " B,I,1) ,P (1,;.1)) VQANDQT 39 
C VQANDQT 40 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I,I,2.1),U (1,1,1,1» VQANDQT 41 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1,1. 4,1> ,V (1. I. 1,1)) VQANDQT 42 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I,1,6.0,T (1,1.1,1) VQANDQT 43 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(1.1. a.l).SH (j.l,I,I» VQANDQT 44 
EQUIVALENCE {QPPOG( 1 , I • 10, 1 } • PHI ( 1 • 1 , 1 , 1) ) VQANDQT 45 
C VQANDQT 46 
C SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS (NOT NEEDED IN COMPO) vQANDQT 47 
C ====~========================================================= VQANDQT 48 
C R~~T~ 
COMMON /Oll.lIIDQTI QSDIAG(72 .15.46) VQANDQT 50 
BIT BQSDIAG(32. 72.15,46} VOANCQT tjl 
EQUIVALENCE (QSDIAG.BQSOIAG) VQANDQT 62 
C VQANDQT 53 
COMMON IQAt-JDQTI QUOIAG(72,9, 6,46) VQI\NDQT 54 
C VQANDQT 55 
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XLABEL '10) CVXlABEl (10) 
MlF (12) 
rVMLF (12) 
CHARACTER·S CHARACTER+S CHARI\CTER .. a CHARACTER·S INTEGER INTEGER 
lOGIC~'!,l LOGICAL O.IMENSION 
SN2FLG 
LVSN2FLG RVSIGE (25) 




SMTHNl f 288.9 f ) PIMEAN. PSMI\X, PSMIN, PSTD, TSTO, GNU2 
INPUT MODEL PARAMETER NAMElIST ============================== 
SEE MODEL TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION FOR EXTENSIVE DETAILS NAI\'IELIST 
C 










































nCNTRL/ /ICNTRl/ !roNTRl/ fICNTRlf /ICNTRl! 
IloNTRll /ReNTRL! fRCNTRl/ /RCNTRl! fRCNTRl/ 
IRoNTRll fRCNTRl! !RCNTRl/ 
/I 
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VVMMOD AT START OF EXPERIMENT HHMMSS AT START OF EXPERIMENT VVMMDD AT END OF EXPERIMENT HHMMSS AT END OF EXPERIMENT a CHARACTER EXPERIMENT IDENTIFIER 80 CHARACTER EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION HHMMSS WRITE INCREMENT TO HISTORY HHMMSS VlRITE INCREMENT TO RESTART KEY FOR WRITE OF RESTART TO HISTORY -1 FOR START AND END OF EXPERIMENT a FOR NEVER N FOR EVERY N'TH DAY MJ\JUMUM ALLOWABLE WRITES TO UNIT 08 HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR ANALvSIS HHMMSS INCREMENT FOR PHYSICS HHMMsS INCREMENT FOR SHAPIRO FILTER CALLS BAND LIMIT FOR 4'TH ORDER SHAPIRO 9AND LIMIT FOR B'TH ORDER SHAPIRO MATSUNo STEPS BeFORE REGULAR CYCLE REGULAR CYCLE DESCRlPTION TIMESTEP IN SECONDS lENGTH OF REGULAR CYCLE PBL SIGM/I PROFILE FLAG GLOBAL MEAN PRESSURE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SURFACE PRESSURE MINlMUM ALlAWA9lE SURFACE PRESSl'RE REFERENCE PRESSURE FOR NORMALIZATION REFERENCE TEMP FOR NORMALIZATION SIGMA VALUES AT EDGES OF LAVERS CONSTANT FO~ USE IN TIME AVERAGE DAMPING FACTORS FOR GRAVITY WAVES READ INTO TEMPORARY ARRAY hND MOVED TO ARRAY SMTH IN COMMON IQANDQT/ 
,- ~ ,-
'.-'''' 
vr.JAMEZ 84 VNAMEZ 85 VNAFofEZ B6 VNAMEZ 87 VNAMEZ 98 VNM1EZ 89 VNAMEZ 90 VNAMEZ 91 VNAMEZ 92 VNAMEZ 93 VNAMEZ 94 VNAMEZ 95 VNAMEZ 96 VNAMEZ 97 VNAMEZ 98 VNAMEZ 99 VNAMEZ fOO VINPUTZ 2 VINPUTZ 3 VINPUTZ 4 VtNPUTZ S VINPUTZ G VINPUTZ 7 VINPUTZ 8 VINPUTZ 9 VINPUTZ 10 VINPUTZ f1 VINPUTZ 12 VINPUTZ 13 VINPUTZ 14 VINPurz 15 VINPUTZ 16 VINPUTZ 17 VINPUTZ 18 VINPUTZ 19 VINPUTZ 20 VINPUTZ 21 VINPUTZ 22 VINPUTZ 23 VINPUTZ 24 
vlNPUTZ 25 VINPUTZ 26 VINPUTZ 27 
vtNPUTZ 28 VINPUTZ 29 VINPUTZ 30 VINPUTZ 31 VINPUTZ 32 VINPUTZ 33 VINPUTZ 34 VINPUTZ 35 VINPUTZ 36 VINPUTZ 37 VINPUTZ 38 VINPUTZ 39 VINPUTZ 40 VINPUTZ 41 VINPUTZ 42 VINPUTZ 43 VINPUTZ 44 VINPUTZ 45 VINPUTZ 46 VINPUTZ 47 VINPUTZ 48 VINPUTZ 49 VINpUTZ 50 VINPUTZ 51 VINPUTZ 52 VINPUTZ 53 VINPUTZ 54 VINPUTZ 55 
.. 
. -~~:;.-~ ~:=:o~:;:==:===~~~~~~ .... ~~~~~~~'--. .•.. --': 




.0"0 c~ ~111 ~m 
,';;) 






-_~ ___ ~ __ -" ______ .~ ___ ._ - ______ ~,,_~ ___ ..!IZA 















































































o KLIALS !IONTRL! 1 ALBEDO REPLACEMENT FLAG VINPUTZ 56 C KLIGW !IeNTRL! t GROUND WETNESS REPLACEMENT FLAG VINPUTZ 57 C KLISST !IONTRL! I SEA SURFACE TEMP REPLACEMeNT FLAG VINPUTZ 58 C KLITOP !lONTRL! 0 TOPOGRAPHV REPLACEMENT FLAG VINPUTZ 59 C KLILWI !ICNTRL! a LAND-WATER-Ice REPLACEMENT FLAG VJNPUTZ so C VINPurz 6f c 
VNAMEZ 102 c~~ ••••• ~ •• * •••••• ••• •• • ••• + ••••• ~++··~.·.· ••• ~ •••• · •••••••••••••••• t ••• VNAMEZ 103 C 
VNAMEZ 104 C DEBUG 
VaEGDEB 2 10000 CONTINue VBEGOEB 3 C ...... CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00. 00 t INPUT 100 VBeGOEB 4 C ••• * CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGOEB 5 C$$$S$$$$S$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$SS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$VBEGDEB 6 C VNAMEZ lOG C •••• + •••••••• + •.•••..••. + •••••• ++ ••••••••••••••••••••• ~· •• ~·· •• ••• •• ··VNAMEZ 107 C....... TRANSFER DEFAULT VALUES TO i-.··VNAMEZ toa c...... LOCAL NAMELIST VARIABLES. 






PIMEAN RVPIMEAN VfJAMEZ 1f2 PSMAX RVPSMAX VNAMEZ 113 PSMIN RYPSMIN VNAMEZ 114 PSTO RVPSTO VNAMEZ 115 TSTO RVTSTO VNAMEZ 116 ONU2 R VGNU2 VNAMEZ 1 17 
NVMD I 1 VNVMD 1 NHMS 1 I VNHMS 1 
NVMOe I VNVMOE NHMSE IVNHMSE 
uOB CVtJOB 00511,10 XLABEL Il = CVXlABEL(I) 5 CaNTIN E 
NOOUT IVNDOUT NDRSW JVND!=ISW NKRSH IVNKRSH MROD IVMROD NOALT IVNOALT NDPHV lVNOPHV NOSHr- lVNDSHF 
u04 I VJ04 J08 I VJ08 






IF (IFtRST.EQ,O) GOTO 25 JESMTH = JM / 2 + 1 00 10 d = I,JESMTH SMTHNL (1,J;IMD2) .. SMTH(1.J;IMD2) 10 coNTINUE 
DO 20 KTRANS =1.25 20 SIGE (KTRANS) = RVSIGE(KTRANS) 
25 REWIND 11 






VNAMEZ 123 VNAMEZ 124 VNAMEZ 125 VNAMEZ 126 VNAMEZ 127 








VNAMEZ 137 VNAMEZ 138 
VNAMEZ 139 
VNAMEZ 140 VNAMEZ 141 
VNAMEZ 142 VNAMEZ f 43 
VNAMEZ 144-
VNAMEZ 145 VNAMEZ 146 VNAMEZ 147 
VNAMEZ 148 
VNAMEZ 149 
VNAMEZ 150 VNAMEZ 151 






VNAMEZ 160 C 
VNAMEZ 161 C .~ .. **~~~*.* ••••• *.* ...... *.* •• ** ........... * ... ~ ................ * ........... ~ ....... VNAMEZ 162 
.-",--'''''''' ,'." ",=~.....,-,v_.~ __ ~ ___ ..... _,~,~,..-'_ '--.-._" -=-__ "'_ --=.'" ,_,,--""<=>=_ = ,~"",,- ","o.-O~. . ,~ 
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C ........ TRANSFER READ IN VALUES FROM • "."VNAMEZ 
C .. -....... LOCAL NAMELIST VARIABLES. ..... .... VNAMEZ 











IF IIFIRST.EQ.O) GOTO 35 
DO 30 J :: 1,~ESMTH 
SMTH (1,J:IMD2) = SMTHNL( I,J;IMD2) 
CONTINUE 













DO 55 1= ,t 0 
SIGEIKTRANS) 
CVXLABEL I) = XLA8EL(I) 
CONTINUE 
IYNDaUT NDOVT 
IVNDRSW = NDRSW 
I YN1<RSH = NlfRSH 
IVMROO = MRce 
tYNDAlT NOAlT 
IVNDPHV NDPHV 
IVNoSHF :: NoSHF 
IVJ04 = J04 
IV,JOB = JOB 
IYKLIALB KlIALB 
IVKLIGW = KLIGVI 
IVKLISST = KLISST 
IVKLITOP = KLITOP 
IVKLILWI = KLIlWI 
IVMATIN MATIN 
0056 1=1,12 

















































































































































--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------OLASS-------RErERENCES A=hRGLIST, C=CTRL OF DO, I=OATA INIT, R=READ, 5=STORE, W::WRITE 
;1, (~"- .. 
~_ -.::-i', T~~ 
''''---, -.. ,~.-'-~'.-. 
.~~-;...-~ 
---'~"'''T'',''''''~-r----,--'-.. ----'- ---"-- -.. -- -~",...._ __ , ,----------

















l'Q , , 
I ~ , 
1:<1 
0\ 
, ALBEDO QANOQT HALF ARRAY 6 19 
, BQSDIAG QANOQT BIT ARRAV 31 32 , 
CY,JOB CHAR'S SIMPLE 1 35 59 109/S 
CYXLABEl CHAn+s ARRAV 1 37 60 111/S 
GNU2 REAL SIMPLE 45 46 53/5 104 
GT QANDQT HALF ARRAY 7 20 
GW QANDQT HALF ARRAY 8 21 
I INTEGER SIMPLE 59/C 60 60 77/0 78 78 110/C 111 111 128/C 129 
129 
IFJRST INTEGER SIMPLE I 83 93 
1M INTEGER UNKNOWN I 
IM02 INTEGER SIMPLE I 86 86 95 95 
INPUTZ INTFGER SIMPLE 46 91 
IV.J04 INTEGER SIMPLE 1 69 120/5 
IVJOa INTEGER SIMPLE 1 70 121/5 
IVI<LIALB INTEGER SIMPLE 1 71 122/5 
IVl<LIGW INTEGER SIMPLE I 72 123/5 
!VKLILV/I INTEGER SIMPLE I 75 126/5 
!VKLISST INTEGER SiMPLE 1 73 124/5 
I Viet I TOP INTEGER SIMPLE I 74 125/S 
IVMATIN INTEGER SIMPLE 1 76 127/S 
IVMLF INTEGER ARRAY I 39 78 129/S 
IvMROD INTEGER SIMPLE I 65 116/S 
tYNDALT INTEGER sIMPLE I 66 117/5 
IVNOOUT INTEGER SIMPLE I 62 113/5 
IVNOPHY INTEGER SIMPLE I 67 lIB/S 
IVNORSW INTEGER SIMPLE I 63 114/S 
J IYNDSHF INTEGER SIMPLE 1 68 119/5 IYNDT INTEGER SIMPLE 1 80 131/S IVNHMSI INTEGER SIMPLE 1 55 106/5 
, ~ I YtJHMSE INTEGER SIMPLE 1 57 108/5 ~~ II I YNI<RSH INTEGER SIMPLE 1 64 lt5/S , 
I 
IVNSEQ INTEGER SIMPLE I 81 132/S 
'. 
IVNYMDt INTEGER SIMPLE 1 54 105/S 
~t IVNVMDE INTEGER SIMPLE 1 56 107/S O-J INTEGER SIMPLE 85/C 86 86 9d/e 95 95 O~ .JESMTH INTEGER SIMPLE 84/5 85 94 
i I JM INTEGER SIMPLE 1 84 :OF 
f~- J04 INTEGER SIMPLE 46 69/5 120 g;g J08 INTEGER SIMPLE 46 70/5 121 
i ,~ JOB CHAR"8 SIMPLE 34 46 58/5 109 :r:.G) KLIALB INTEGER SIMPLE 46 71/S 122 r-1l<'J KLIGW INTEGER SIMPLE 46 72/S 123 ~19 l' KLILYII INTEGER SIMPLE 46 75/5 126 KLISST INTEGER SIMPLE 46 73/5 124 
t 
«LITOP INTEGER SIMPLE 46 74/5 125 
KTRANS INTEGER SIMPLE B8/e 89 89 97/C 98 98 
LYSN2'FlG LOGICAL SIMPLE 1 41 82 133/5 1 MATIN INTEGER SIMPLE 46 76/S 127 !~ MLF INTEGER ARRAV 3B 46 78/S 129 MROO INTEGER SIMPLE 46 65/5 116 , NAMEZ SUBROUTINE 1 ; 
! t NDAlT INTEGER SIMPLE 46 66/5 117 NDOUT INTEGER SIMPLE 46 62/5 113 
NDPHV INTEGER SIMPLE 46 67/S 118 
, NDRSVI INTEGER SIMPLE 46 63/5 114 
i NDSHF INTEGER SIMPLE 46 6B/S 119 
I, 
NOT INTEGER SIMPLE 46 BO/S 131 
NHMSI INTEGER SIMPLE 46 55/5 106 
NHMSE INTEGER SIMPLE 46 57/S 108 
NKRSH INTEGER SIMPLE 46 64/5 115 
NSEQ INTEGER SIMPLE 46 81/5 132 
r N'IMDl INTEGER SIMPLE 46 54/5 105 NVMDE INTEGER SIMPLE 46 56/5 107 
• P QANDQT HALF ARRAY 11 2. I] PHI QANDQT HALF ARRAY 16 29 
PHIS QANDQT HALF ARRAY 4 17 
PIMEAN REAL SIMPLE 45 46 4B/S 99 
PSMAX REAL SIMPLE 45 46 49/5 100 
'I pSl\nN REAL SIMPLE 45 46 Sots 101 
l 
----- .- "'-"-~:-:;"=.~-~"-""" 
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L I :,'.\, ~ 
REAL SIMPLE 45 HALF UNKNOWN 3 QANDQT HALF ARRAY 3 
27 QANOQT HALF ARRAY 30 QANDOT HALF ARRAY 33 HALF SIMPLE 1 HALF SIMPLE 1 HALF SIMPLE 1 HALF SIMPLE 1 HALF SIMPLE 1 HALF ARRAY 1 HALF SIMPLE 1 QANDor HALF ARRAV 15 QANDor HALF ARRAY 10 REAL ARRAY 43 CANDOT HALF ARRAY 5 REAL ARRAY 44 LOGIC/IL SIMPLE 40 QANDOT HALF ARRAY I. QANDQT HALF ARRAY 9 REAL SIMPLE 45 QANDQT HALF ARRAV 12 QANOQT HALF ARRAV 13 CHAn"'s ARRAY 36 
,. __ ,';::CO __ • ;-:':--,...~_'"~ 
~~ .. \- " ~, ~_!:'1 ':';-" 
-, .~~ __ ---- .....,,-~====~-'-
.'- ~~-
46 51/S 102 
30 33 







42 89 SB/S 52 103/5 
28 
23 
46 89/S 98 18 86 95/5 
46 86/5 95 46 82/S 133 
27 
22 
46 52/5 103 
25 
26 
46 60/s 111 
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SUBROUTINE MAMPHV (RVCOXl. RVCOXO, RVED. RYFMU. VNAMEP 2 
$ RYFWET, IVNOHOG. IVNFLVl, VNAMEP 3 
$ XSNTOP I XSNLVlI • XSNSS1, XSNAlB. XSNGWT, VNhMEP 4 
$ VLTMIN. VLTMAX, VLPRECON, VlHFLUX. VNAMEP 5 
$ YlEFLUx. VLFUSI0N, V~~AOSWG, VLICLOUD. VNAMEP 6 
$ VLUFLUit. vtVFlUX. VNAMEP 7 
$ VLOMEGA. VLOIABAT, VLRAOSW, VLPREACC) VNAMEP S 
C*.~'~~.~~.T~.« •••••••••••••• * •••••• +~.++ •• + ••• ++.++.++++ •• +.+.+++++++.+.VNAMEP 9 
C PURPOSE VNAMEP 10 
C TO ReAD MODEL CONTROL NAMELIST INPHVS. VNAMEP 11 
C USAGE VNAMEP 12 
C CALLED BV DEPEND VNAMEF' 13 
C INITIALIZE FULL PRECISION VIITH DEFAULT VALUES. VNAMEP 14 
C THEN READ IN THE NAMELIST FOLLOVJED BV VNAMEP 15 
C INITIALIZING WITH INCOMING VALUES. VNAMEP 16 
C ARGUMENTS DESCRIPTION (SEE INPHVS COMMON) VNAMEP 11 
C RVCDKL VNAMEP IS 
C RVCDXO VNAMEP 19 
C RVED VNAMEP 20 
C RVFMU VNAMEP 21 
C RYFWET VNAMEP 22 
C I VNDHOG VNAMEP 23 
C IVNFLW VI'JAMEP 24 
C XSNTOP DATA SET NAME FOR REPLACEMENT TOPOGRAPHV VNAMEP 25 
C XSNUIJI DATA SET NAME FOR REPLACEMENT LAND-WATER-ICE KEV VNAMEP 26 
C XSNSST DATA SET NAME FOR REPLACEMENT SEA SURF TEMP VNAMEP 27 
C XSNALB DATA sET NAME FOR REPLACEMENT AL8EDO VNAMEP 28 
C XSNGWT DATA SET NAME FOR REPLACEMENT GROUND WETNESS VNAMEP 29 
C VL TMIN MINIMUM DAILV SURFACE TEMPERATURE VNAMEP 30 
C VLTMAK MAXIMUM DAILV SURFACE TEMPERATURE VNJI,MEP 31 
o VLPREACC TOTAL ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION VNAMEP 32 
o VLPRECON CONVECTIVE PRECIPITATION VNAMEP 33 
C VLHFLUX SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX VNAMEP 34 
C VLEFLVX EVAPORATIVE FLUX VNAMEP 35 
C VLFUsION HEAT STORED IN FREEZING AT GROUND VNAMEP 36 
C VLRADSWG SOLAR RADIATION AT GROUNO VNAMEP 37 
C VL!CLOUO OLOUD FLAGS VNAMEP 38 
C VLOMEGA VERTICAL VELOCITY {ALL LEVELS. VNAMEP 39 
o VlDIA8AT OIA8ATIC HEATING (ALL LEVELS) VNAMEP 40 
C VLRADSVI SOLAR RADIATION (ALL LEVELS) VNAMEP 41 
C VLUFLUJ< NET UPWARD FLUX OF U-MOMENTUM VNAMEP 42 
C VLVFLUX NET UPWARD FLUX Of V~MOMENTUM VNAMEP 43 
o I/O UNITS USED VNAMEP 44 
C f 1 REWINDABLE COPY OF CARD-IMAGE DATA FROM UNIT 5 (TErJlPNLl. VNAMEP 45 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VNAMEP 46 
C NONE VNAMEP 47 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS VNAMEP 48 
C 10/15/83 RAMESH NEW PGM VNMJlEP 49 
C 01 FE8S4 JIM. PF COMMENTS VNAfJlEP 50 
C 02FEB84 JIM.PF ADDED ARGS FOR SURF DATA SET NAMES VNAMEP 51 
C REMARKS: VNAMEP 52 
C DeSIGNED TO READ NAMELIST IN FULL PRECISION AND CONVERT IT VNAMEP 53 
C IF NECESSARV TO HALF PRECISION. VNJ\MEP 54 
C~ •• ~.~~~ ••• ~~~~~ •• '.~.t+ ••••• " It.t •••• tt~ •••• • •• • •••• ~.· •••••••••••••• VNJ\MEP 55 
C. M / A - COM S I G MAD A T A INC N A SAG S F 0 .VNAMEP 56 
C ••••• + •••• • ••••••••••••• • •• ·.t ............... + I ••••••••••••• •••• •• ••• •• VNAMEP 57 
C VNJl.MEP 58 
C HALF/FULL PRECISION VREAL 2 
C =================== VREAL 3 
IMPLICIT HALF PRECISION (JI.-H,O-Z' VREAL 4 
C VREAL 5 
C VNAMEP 60 
CHARACTER+8 XSNTOP(4},XSNlWII4) ,XSNSST{4',HSNALB(4),XSNGWT(41 VNAMEP 61 
CHARACTER+8 DSNTOP(4) ,DSNLWI(4) ,DSNssrC4, ,DSNALe(4) ,DSNGVJT(4) VNAMEP 62-
C VNAMEP 63 
LOGICAL L TMIN VNAMEP 64 
LOGICAL VL TMIN VNAMEP 65 
LOG10AL L TMAX VNAMEP 66 
LOG1CAl VLTMAX VNAMEP 67 
LOGICAL LPREACC VNAMEP 68 
LOGICAL VlPREACC VNAMEP 69 
.1 ":.;. ~-:7':::=- .~-~.::::-
, ,'''''-'''-' 
!,t:+I 
,rW ~,:~ c'.-= __ ';,;,;:;· ======, .~::.;.:--::- -.~.r:~.:!..':'=:;.i::" ~ ..... : ,~.~~-- ~ '-. '-,;~~,:,:"":,,:,,::~~~-:-::~-.,,,:- - ~ ...:--:.... ......... ...,,~ 
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PHYSICS INPUT NAMELIST 
====================== NAMELIST /INPHVSf 



































































































LI\NO-WATER-ICE REPLACEMENT OI\TI\ SET ALBEDO REPLACEMENT DATA seT GROUND WETNESS REPLACEMENT DATA SET SEA SURF TEMP REPLACEMENT DATA SET TOPOGRAPHV REPLACEMENT DATA SET MINIMUM DAILV SURFACE TEMPERATURE MAXIMUM DAILV SURFACE TEMPERATURE TOTI\L ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION CONVECTIVE. PRECIPITATION SENSIBL-E HEAT FLUX 
EVAPORATIVE FLUX 
HEAT STORED IN FREEZING AT GROUND 
soLAR RADIATION AT GROUND CLOUD FLAGS 
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00054 l D0055 
,I 00056 00057 
'~, 00058 00059 
, .... OQ060 
, . 00061 
J 00062 00063 00064 i 00065 
~~- 00066 00067 
, . 
it 0006B 00069 , 
00070 ! .' ! 













• 00085 I 00086 00087 
00088 
00089 
C VNAMEP 102 
C.*~ •• ~* ••• T •••• * •••• t ••• + ••• + ••• + •••••• + •••• ++ ••• + •• + ••••••••• * •••••••• VNAMEP 103 
C VNAMEP 104 
C DEBUG VeEGOEB 2 
10000 CONTINUE VBEGDEB 3 
C ........ CvaeR VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT roo VBEGDEB 4 
C + ••• CV8ER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGOEB 5 
C$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$V8EGDE8 6 
C VNAMEP 10G 
C ~** ••• ~ ••• ~.~.~* ••••••• *.*.** ••••• ** •••• ** ••• ~.** •••••••••••••• * •••••• VNAMEP 107 
C ..... TRANSFER OEFAUl T VALUES TO .... ·VNAMEP t 08 
C .... + LOCAL NAMELIST VARIABLES. ••• .. VNAMEP 109 
C ** ••• *.* ••••••• * ............... ** ............................ *.*T •• ***"····*VNAMEP 110 
C VNMJlEP f f' 
C 
COXL RVCOXL VNAMEP 112 
COXO RVCOXO VNAMEP 113 
EO = RvEo VNAMEP 114 
FMU = RYFMU VNAMEP 115 
FVlET RVFWET VNAMEP 116 
NOHOG I VNDHOG VNAMEP 117 
NFlVl IVNFLW VNAMEP 118 
DO 45 K 1.4 VNI\MEP 119 
DSNTOP (K) = XSNTOP (K) VNAMEP 120 
DSNLWI (K) XSNLWI (I() VNAMEP 12' 
OSNSST (K I XSNSST (K) VNAMEP 122 
DSNALe (K) XSNALB (It) VNAMEP '23 
OSNGWT (I{) XSNGWT I K} VNAMEP 124 
45 CONTINUE VNAMEP 125 
48 
LTMIN VL TMIN VNAMEP 126 
LTMAX VLTMAX VNAMEP 127 
LPREACC = VLPREACC VNAMEP 128 
LPRECON VLPRECON VNAMEP 129 
LHFlUX VLHFLUX VNAMEP 130 
LEFLUX VLEFLUX VNAMEP 131 
LFUSION VLFUSION VNAMEP 132 
LRADSWG VLRADSWG VNAMEP 133 
LICLOUO = VLICLOUD VNAMEP ,34 
LOMEGA VLOMEGA VNI\MEP 135 
LDIASAT VLDIASAT VNI\MEP 136 
LRAOSW = VLRADSW VNAMEP 137 
lUFLUX vLUFLUX VNAMEP 138 








C VNhMEP 144 
C ~ ..... * .......... ++.+*.*+.* •• * •••• +++.++++ .. + ......... ++~+~ ••• ~.~+~+t.~~~·VNAMEP 145 
C ....... + TRANSFER READ IN VALUES F"ROM •• ·VNAMEP 146 
C ~ *~. LOCAL NAMELIST VARIABLES. ....·VNJ\MEP 147 C •• ++ •••• ++ ••• + •• + .. ++ ....... +++ ...... + ... + •• i ••• ++.+ •• ++ ••• +++.++ ••• +.+t+t+·VNAMEP 148 
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00090 VLEFlUX LEFLUX 
00091 VLFU510N LFUSION 
00092 VLRADSWG lRADSWG 
00093 VLlCLOUO LIeLCUD 
00094 VLOMEGA LOMEGA 
00095 VLDIABAT lDIABAT 
00096 VLRADSW LRADSW 
00097 VLUFLUX LUFLUX 



















CO)(l REAL SIMPLE 33 
COKa REAL SIMPLE 34 
DSNALB CHAR'f'8 ARRAV 4 
DSNGWT CHAR .... S ARRAV 4 
OSNtWI CHAR"S ARRAV 4 
OSNSST CHAR+S ARRAV 4 
OSNTOP CHAR*8 ARRAV 4 
w REAL SIMPLE 35 
FMU REAL SIMPLE 36 
FWET REAL SIMPLE 37 
INPHVS INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
!VNDHOG INTEGER SIMPLE 1 
IVNFLW INTEGER SIMPLE 1 
" 
INTEGER SIMPLE 47/C 
78/C 
lDJABAT LOGICAL srMPlE 25 
LEFlVX LOGICAL SI~7"'LE 15 
LFUS!ON LOG'lCAL SIMPLE 17 
LHFLUX LOGICAL SIMPLE 13 
tIeLaUD LOGICAL SIMPLE 21 
LOMEGA LOGICAL SIMPLE 
" LPREACC LOGICAL SIMPLE 9 
LPRECQN LOGICAL SIMPLE 11 
LRADSW LOGICAL SIMPLE 27 
LRAOSWG LOGICAL SIMPLE 19 
LTmA)! LOGICAL SIMPLE 7 
LTMIN LOGICAL SIMPLE 5 
LUFLUX LOGICAL SIMPLE 29 
LVfLUK LOGICAL SIMPLE 31 
NMJlPHV SUBROUTINE 1 
NOHOG INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
NFLW INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
RVCDXL HALF SIMPLE 1 
RVCDXO HALF SIMPLE 1 
RVEO HALF SIMPLE 1 
RVFMU HALF SIMPLE • RYFWET HALF SIMPLE 1 
XSNALB CHAh .... 8 ARRAV 1 
XSNGVIT CHAR"S ARRAY 1 
XSNLVIl CHARi'S ARRAV 1 
XSNSST CHARi>S ARRAV 1 
KSN10P CHAR"'S ARRAV 1 
VLOlhBAT LOGICAL SIMPLE 1 
VLEFLUX LOGICAL SIMPLE 1 
VLFUSION LOGICAL SIMPLE 1 
VLHFLUX LOGICAL SIMPLE 1 

























A=ARGLIST. C=CTRl OF DO, I=OATA INIT, R=READ. S=STORE. W=WRITE 
38 40/5 71 
38 4115 72 
38 51/S 82 
38 52/5 83 
38 49/5 80 
38 50/5 81 
38 48/5 79 
38 42/S 73 
38 43/5 74 




48 48 49 49 50 50 51 51 52 
79 79 80 80 81 81 82 82 83 
38 64/5 96 
38 59/5 90 
38 BOIS 91 
38 58/5 89 
38 62/5 93 
38 63/5 94 
38 56/5 87 
38 57/5 88 
38 65/5 96 
38 611S 92 
38 55/5 86 
38 54/5 85 
38 66/S 97 








3 51 82/5 
3 52 83/5 
3 49 80/5 
3 50 81/S 
3 48 79/S 
26 64 95/5 
16 59 90/5 
18 60 91/8 
14 58 89/8 
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VlPREACC LOGICAL VLPRECON LOGICAL VLRAOSW LOGICAL VlRJ\OSWG LOGICAL VlTMAX LOGICAL VLTMIN LOGICAL VLUFLUX LOGICAL 
VLV~LUX LOGICAL 
SIMPLE 24 SIMPLE 1O SIMPLE 12 SIMPLE 28 SIMPLE 20 
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SUBROUTINE ORBIT (TIME.PHI.ECC.PRDI veRBIT 2 
C··~*~*T~+*+ •• t++ •••• T.·*t+t.t.+.*4 •• t+t ••• *t •• t ••• + •••••••••••••••••••• VORBIT 3 
C SUBROUTINE ORBIT VCRBIT 4 
C PURPOSE vaRBIT 5 
C CALCULATES PLANETARV ANGULAR POSITION USING vaRBIT 6 
C CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM vaRBIT 7 
C USAGE vaRBIT B 
C CALLED FROM DAIlV AND DEPEND VORBIT 9 
C INPUT/OUTPUT FILES useD VORBIT 10 
C NONE VORBIT 11 
C DESCRIPTION Of PARAMETERS vaRBIT 12 
C TIME - TIME IN DAVS FROM APHELION (POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE) vaRBtT 13 
C PHI - ANGULAR PQSTION. IN ELLIPTICAL ORBIT VORBIT 14 
C ECC - ECCENTRICITY OF ORBIT vonBIT 15 
C PRO - PLANETARY PEnTOD IN DAYS vanBIT 16 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VORBIT '7 
C FNT. - INTEGRAL EXPRESSION FOR SQUARED SUN~PLANET DISTANCE VORBIT 'S 
C FNT2 - DERIVATIVE OF FNTI VORBIT 19 
C RECORD OF MOD 1 FICA T IONS vane I T 20 
C 02FEB84 JIM.PF COMMENTs vaRBIT 21 
C REMARKS: VCRBIT 22 
C • LARRY TAKACS IS THE AUTHOR OF THIS ROUTINE VORSIT 23 
c •• • •• ·*·+.~ •• ·.+···· •• ·•· •• 1 ••• +.6 ••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• VORBIT 24 
C. M / A - COM S I G MAO A TAr N C N ~ 5 A G S F C 'VORBIT 25 
c··· •• ••••• •• • ••• ••• •• •••••••• ••• ••• •• •••• •• •• •• •••••••• •• •• •• ·~·······.VORBJT 26 C VORStT 27 
C HALF /FULL PRECISION VREAL 2 
C =======================:= VREAL 3 
IMPLICIT HALF PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) VREAL 4 
C VREAl 5 
C VORBIT 29 
DATA PHIO /1.570850/ VORSIT 30 
C VORBIT 31 
c •• • •• ••• ••• ·.,· ••••••• ••••• ••• • ••• • ••••••••••• ••• ••• ••••••• ••• •••••• •• ·VORSIT 32 
CST ATE MEN T F U N- 0 T ION S VORBIT 33 
FNTtcK,E,fd E • HSIN(X) / ( A • (1.050 - E • HCDSIX» } VOIlSIT 34 
$ I 2.050 I ( A • H5QRT(A)} • HAlAN( HSQRTIA) I vaRBll 35 
$ ( 1.050 - E) • HT AN ( 0.550 • Jot I ) VORB I T 36 
FNT2IX,E} 1.050 / (1.050 - E + HCOS(jt) }.'2 VORBIT 37 
c·.· •• ···.··.·.t ... ~ .• t ••••••••••• ~~* ••• ~ •• * ••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••• VORBIT 38 
C VORBIT 39 
C DEBUG VBEGDEB 2 
10000 CONTINUE VBEGDEB 3 
C ~.I* CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 100 VBEGOeB 4 
C ~ •• t CYBeR VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGDEB 5 
C$$$$$$$$$$$$$SS$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$SS$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$S$$S$$$$$S$$SSVBEGDEB 6 
C VORBIT 41 
PI = 4,50 • HATAN( 1.050 VORBIT 42 
A 1.050 - ECC" Eoo VORBIT 43 
Z = 2.050 • PI Ie PRO' A HSQRT(A}) VORBIT 44 
ATIME :: HMINI C HABSfTlME), PRO + 0.550 ) VCRBIT 45 
ZT Z .. ATUIlE VORelT 46 
c vaRSIT 47 
100 PH] PHIO - ( FNT1(PHIO,EOC,AI - ZT ) I FNT2fPHIO,ECC) vcRBIT 48 
Y Hh8S{PHI-PHIO) VORBIT 49 
PHIO :: PHI VORBIT 50 
o VORB]T 51 
IF ( Y . LT. 1. 0$-6 ) GOTa 200 VORBI T 52 
GOTC tOO VCRBIT 53 
C VORSIT 54 
200 CONTINUE VCRelT 55 
c vaRBI T 56 
RETURN vaRBIT 57 
END VORelT 58 
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A HALF SIMPLE 4 
ATIME HALF SIMPLE 10/5 
a HALF SIMPLE 4 
acc HALF SIMPLE 1 
ORBIT SUBROUTINE 1 
PHI HALF SIMPLE 1 
PHIO HALF SIMPLE 3/1 
"' 
HALF SIMPLE 7/5 
PRO HALF sIMPLE 1 
TIME HALF SIMPLE 1 
K HALF SIMPLE 4 
Y HALF SIMPLE 13/S 
Z HALF SIMPLE 9/5 
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A=ARGLIST. C=CTRl OF DO, 
4 4 4 4 
11 
4 4 4 5 
8 8 12 12 
t2/5 13 14 








0=5TMT FN OEF. A=ARGLIST 
9 





9 9 12 
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RADIATlON AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS COMMON IRADCOM: AS(72.9). REf72.101 COMMON IRAOCOMI Plf72.9}, PLE(72,101 COMMON IRADCOMI PlK{72,9). PlKEI10J COMMer" IRADeOM,' TL(72,9', TLE(12.10) COMMON n~J\DCOM! TG(72) ,TH(72,9J COMMON IRADeOMI SHlf72,91. SHLE(72.fO) COMMON IRAOCOMI SHG (72) , CLOUD (12. 12 J COfJlMON IRAOCOMI SHSf~T(72.9 •. GAMC72,9) COMMON IRAOCOMI RH(72.S) COMMON IRADcaMI SSS{72,9J, SSSE(72.101 COMMON IRAOCOM/ HH(72.9'. HHEf72.10) COMMON IRAOCOMI HHS(72.9} COMMON IRAOCOM/ CVT(72.9'. CVQ(72.9) COMMON IRADCOMI CHDE(S' COMMON IRAOCOMI SWALE{72,10). 5WIl(72.9) COMMON IRAOCOMI Alf72.10' COMMON fRADCOMI TAUL(72,10J. OZALE(72.to' COMMON IRADCOMI TOPABSC72} COmJlON IRADCOMI RN(9., TNfS). SRS(9J. STN(9) COMMON IRAOCOMI TCONo(9), TPENE(9, COMMON IRA[t-~OMI TLOWL. TI\'f10l. NlAvaz COMMON IRAOCOM! FK (5). XK f 5}. NFK COMMON IRAOCOMI OlJAN{191. OlAPRCfgJ. OL,JUL~19). OlOCT'19' COM~.1ON IRADCOMI OCM22(23) , OcM30(23). OC~Jl3Br23}. OCM4S1231 COMMON IRADCOMI PROCM(23'. OCMXXf23J, NOZ. TOTQZf4}, CDII.TE{SI COMMON IRAOCOMI CZH(72J, WET(72), EVAP, PREPf72.). Wlf721 COMIVION IRAOCOMI COSZ(72), SO, RADTRMf721, eXL COMMON IRADcaMI SG(72), SP172) COMfJlON IRA.DCOMI RSURF (72). RClOUD (72), oJALB COMMON IRAOCOMI lAND(72). OCEAN(72), ICEI721 COMMON IRAOCOMI SNOW(72), MIXWI(72), FROST(72} LOGICAL lAND, OCEAN, ICE. SNOW. MI XWI, FROST 
VCSOlAR DVNAMIC SPACE VARIABLES FOR SOLAR1 SUBROUTINE VOSOlAR COMMON IOSOlARI RMEAN(72) VOSOlAR COMMON IOSOlARI TOTABS(72) VOSlJlAR COMMON IOSOlARI COSMAG'72) VOSOtAR COMMON IOSOlARI SCOSZf12, VOSQlAR COMMON 10SOlARI FSCATf72, VOSOlAR COMf-llON IOSOlARI RCLEAR f 721 vosalAR COMMON losatARI TEMPt(72,91 vosatAR COMMON 10SOlARI FClOUOf721 voselAR COM~.'ON 10S-OlARI FCtEAR{72J vOSalAR COMMON /OSOLAR/ W(72J vOSatAR COMMON IDSOLARI ACtEARI721 VOSOLAR COMMON !I:'SOLARI ACLOUO(72J vosalAR CoMMON /050LARI WW( 72) VOSOLAR COMMON IOSOLARI NTOPT(72) VOSOlAR COMMON 10SOLARI NTOPF f 72) vOSaLAR COMMON IOSOLARI NTOP(72) VOSOLAR COMMON loSOtARI OARK(72} vosalAR COMMON 10SOtARI CLEAR f 721 VOSOlAR COMMON IOSOLARI CLOUOVf12, VoSOlAR COfMJlON IOSOlARI FCLO f 72) VOSOLAR COMMON loSOlAR! TEMP(72J VDSOLAR COMMON /OSOLARI RF(721 UOSOlAR lOGICAL DARK, CLEAR. CLOUoV, FClO VOSOlAR C 
VOSOlAR C .. .. .. 
VOZONE2 C DEBUG 




















































































































































































CDAV = XOAV - 63.0 
IF IXLA7.LT.O.OO) COhV: CCAY 183.0 
IF (CDAV.GT.3GS.' CDAV COAY - 365.0 
OLAT = ABS(XLAT) 
DO 100 .1=1.6 
CDATEJ = CDATEfd) 




O~OATE = (CDAY - CDATEI}/~COATeJ - COhTEtl 
DLATI = 0.0 
00 120 1(:::2,19 
.J = K 
DLATJ OLATI ~ 5.0 




DXDLAT ::: (OLAT - DLATIJ/5.0 
JM1 ::: 0.1-1 
............••.....•.................•.............•................. 
TOTAL VERTICAL OZONE CONTENT (CM·NTP) 
FOR GIVEN LATITUDE AND DATE 








IF (CDAY.GT.fS.OO) GO TO '50 
COfHINUE 
OLOCT(JPJll) ... DXDLAT·COLOCT(J) - OLOCTCJtJll)' 
OLoJANloJMO .. DXOLAT*fOLoJAN(J' - OLJANhJMn) 
GO TO 200 
CONTINUE 
IF (CDAY.GT.tOS.O) GO TO 170 
OiJl :: OLJAN(JM1, + DXDLAT·'OLJAN(J) - OLJAN(JM1» 
002::: OLAPRCJM1) • OXOLAT+<OLAPRfJ) - OlAPRColM'I)J 




IF ICOAY.GT.1S6.01 GO TO 190 
OLAPR{Jf"t) • DXDLAT-(OlAPR(o.J) - OlAPR{JM'1)} 
OLJULrJMf) ... OXDlAT.rOLJUL(J) - OLJULfJM11' 
GO TO 200 
CONTINUE 
IF CCDAV.GT.2S8.0' GO TO 140 
001 = OL,)UL(..JM1' .. DXDlAT-COLJUL(J) - OlJUl(J"") t 
002::: OLOC'!CJl\!'.) ... DXOLAT.'OLDCTCoJ) - OLOCT(JM1') 
CONT It.IUE 
TOTOCM = OOf ... DXOATE*C002 - 001) 







...... VERTICAL OZONE DISTRIBUTION J:"OR GIVEN TOTAL OZOtJE CONTENT ...... 





.J '" K TOTOZJ 
TOTOZI 
TOTOZ(I} 
CO 210 K=2..4 
TOTQZ(JI 




OXOCM 1: (TOTOeM • TOTOZIl/o.oa 
IJ:" (J.GT.l) GO TO 240 
DO 230 N=l.NOZ 
OCMXX(N) ::: OCM22(N) " 0)!OCM.fOCM30fN) - OCM22'N)} 
CONTINUE 





"" VOZONE2 10 "" VOZONE2 11 
"" VOZONE2 12 V020NE2 13 
VOZONE2 































VOZONE2 ~6 00 VOZONE2 47 
"'iI;U VOZONE2 48 
VOZONE2 49 "iJG; 
VOZONE2 50 02 VOZONE2 51 
v020NE2 52 g ~; 
vOZONE2 53 
.' r VOZON'E2 54 
.0"] VOZONE2 55 
V020NE2. 56 C:;-O 
VOZONE2 57 ~lli 
VOZONE2 58 r u-;'ll 
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\ '\. \' 
240 CONTINUE 
IF (J.GT.3) GO TO 260 00250 N=l.NOZ OCMXJ((NI :: OCM30(NJ + OXOm.,·fOCM3BCN) - OCM30lNJ I 250 CONTI NUE 
GO TO 280 260 CONTINUE 
00270 N=l,NQZ OCMxX(N) = OCM38(N} oj. OXQCM-fOCM46(N) - aCM3SIN}) 270 CONTINUE 
C ~~ ••••••••••••••••••••• e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• C .......... 
C OZONE CONTENT (cr""'NTP) ABOVE EACH LAVER EDGE C C .~ .......................... - ................................ ................ . C 
280 CONTINllE 
C 
DO Bl0 I:: 1 • 1M 
IF r DARK (l) ) GOTO 810 NP :: 2 
PROeM! :: PROeM( 1) 
C 
DO 310 L=I,NLAVOt 
PLEN = PLEU.L' 
00 290 H'=NP.NOZ 
oJ = K 
PROCMoJ = PROCMfoJ) 
IFI?LEN.LT.PROCMoJI GO TO 300 PROCMI = PROCM,J 290 CONTINUE 
PROCMl = PROCM(oJ-l) 300 CONTINUE 
C 
DXPRO = (PLEN - PROCMl)/lpROCMoJ - PROCMl) JMl = oJ-I 
NP = J 
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VARIABLE MAP .". 
--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCE.S A=ARGLIST. C=CTRL OF DO, I=DATA If'U T. R=READ. 5"5TORE. W=V1RIT~ 
ACLEAR DSOLAft REAL ARRAY 44 
ACLOUD OSOLAR REAl.. ARRAV 45 
AL RADCDM REAl.. ARRAY 17 
AS RADCDM REAl.. ARRAY 2 
COATE RADeeM REAL ARRAY 26 63 
CDATEI REAL SUIIPLE 65/S 68 68 
COATEd REAL SIMPLE 63/S 64 65 68 
CDAV REAL SIMPLE 58/S 59/S 59 60 60/5 60 64 68 79 25 90 
95 
CLEAR OSOtAR LOGICAL ARRAY 51 56 
CLOUD RADeOM REAL ARRAV 8 
CLOUDY OSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 52 56 
COSMAG OSOLAR REAL ARRAY 36 
cosz RADeOM REAL ARRAV 28 
CIJQ RADCOM REAL ARRAY 14 
CVT RADCor/! REAL ARRAY 14 
eXOE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 15 
CXL RADcorl! REAL SIMPLE 28 
CZH RADeQM REAL ARRAV 27 
DARK OSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 50 56 126 
OLAT REAL SIMPLE 61/S 73 77 
OLATI REAL SIMPLE 69/5 72 74/5 71 
J CLATJ REAL SIMPLE 72/S 73 7. OSalAR REAL UNKNOWN 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 .3 •• 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 
, ~\ DXDATE REAL SIMPLE 68/S 99 OxDLAT REAL SIMPLE 77/5 81 82 86 B7 91 92 96 97 
• 
DXOCM ReAL sIMPle 108/S III 117 122 
, DXPRO REAL SIMPLE 139/5 142 
J EVAP RADCOM REAL sIMPLE 27 FeLD DSOlAR LOGICAL ARRAY 5'3 5" 00 ; FCLEAR DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 42 
t~ fCLOUD DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 41 "I1;;t1 FK RADCOM REAL ARRAY 23 "tIGi 
i' FROST RADCDr/j LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33 Oz it FSCAT DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 38 GAM RADCOM REA~ ARRAY 9 0;1;> HH RADeOM REAL ARRAY 12 7.11"" I ! HHE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 12 .o"iiJ HHS RADOOM REAL ARRAY 13 
t I INTEGER SIMPLE 125/C 126 130 142 C:~ ICE RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 31 33 >ffil 
" 
1M INTEGER SIMPLE I 125 i " J INTEGER SIMPLE 62/C 63 71/5 78 BI 82 86 87 91 92 96 !: Ii.;j 
-=' =" 97 J02/5 103 109 liS 132/S 133 137 140 141 142 ~11!a , , oJAlB RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
JMI INTEGER SIMPLE 78/5 BI 81 82 B2 86 86 87 B1 91 91 
92 92 96 96 97 97 140/5 142 142 
K INTEGER sIMPLE 70/C 71 101/C 102 131/0 132 
L INTEGER SIMPLE 129/C 130 142 
, LAND RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 31 33 
• 
MIXWI RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33 
i N INTEGER SIMPLE 110/e III III III III 116/e 117 1 11 117 117 121 
i, 
122 122 122 122 
NF" RADceM INTEGER SIMPLE 23 
NLAVOt IfJTEGER SIMPLE I 129 
NLAvez RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 22 
! NOZ RADcaM tNTEGER SIMPLE 26 110 "" 12 I 131 NP INTEGER SIMPLE 127/5 131 141/S 
" NTOP DSOlAR INTEGER ARRAY 49 Ii 
~ NTOPF DSOlAR INTEGER ARRAY 48 , NTOPT DSOlAR INTEGER ARRAY 47 OCEAN RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 31 33 DCM22 RADeOM REAL ARRAY 25 III III OCM30 RADem.'! REAL ARRAY 25 III 117 117 J OCM38 RADCOM REAL ARRAV 25 117 122 122 I , 
! - -~---~~-~--.--.--~---- .. --
.---".--~ . '-'" ,,'- '- '",,=-,- ~'-.-~''->' "" ..... ,-_.-_.- , -
l('f) 
--~;..,. G l'::' .' ~- ~--,-~":..-:. ---~-~-- ---- .'a.~' , ...... ~ - .,-- -~ .... , .. :;' . ,-- _., --- -~- -:, ~ .. ..: " - -:- - ~, ',-- ,go. ~= .... _...:.......-..:....------,----- ___ ~,_:"'~ __ ~~-O:~..:,:._;:;~~, __ .~,~"";'~~_~Q~ 
" 
.,.B 'I' -q'li'llL~L~"'L'c,_ I, ' \ ".\ ' --
-! , , DCM46 RACCOM REAL ARRAY 25 122 Ii OCMXX RADCDM REAL ARRAY 2. f , 1 IS 117/5 122'S ,.2 142 "2 001 REAL SIMPLE alls 8S/S 91/5 96/S 99 99 002 REAL SIMPLE 82/5 87/5 92/5 91/S 99 OLAPR RACCO", REAL ARRAY 2' 87 87 87 91 91 91 OldAN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 2' 82 82 82 86 86 86 OL.JUL RADeOM REAL ARRAV 2. 92 92 92 96 96 96 OLoeT RADeOM REAL ARRAY 2. 81 81 81 97 97 97 eZALE RADCDM REAL ARRAY 18 142'5 OZONE2 SUBROUTINE 1 PL RADeOM REAL ARRAY 3 PLe RADCDM REAL ARRAY 3 130 
! PLEN REAL SIMPLE 130/S 13' 139 PLK RADeOM REAL ARRAY • , PLKE RADeOM REAL ARRAY • 1 PREP RADCOM REAL ARRAY 27 1 PRoeM RADeOM REAl. ARRAY 26 128 "3 137 I PRoeMI REAL SIMPLE 128/5 135/S 137/5 139 139 PROCMJ REAL SIMPLE 133/5 13. 135 139 
1 RADeOM REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IQ II 12 13 I' 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 , 2' 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 I , RAOTRM RADeOM REAL ARRAY 28 RCLEAR OSOtAR REAL ARRAY 39 RCLOUD RADCOM REAL ARRAY 30 Re RADCOM REAL ARRAY 2 RF OSOLAR REAL ARRAV 55 RH RADCOM REAL ARRAY 10 RMEAN OSOLAR REAL ARRAY 3' I RN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 20 , RSURF RADCOM REAL ARRAY 30 I SO RAOCOM REAL SIMPLE 28 Scosz OSatAR REAL ARRAY 37 SG RAoeOM REAL ARRAY 29 SHG RADeOM REAL ARRAY 8 
00 
SHL "ADCeM REAL ARRAY 7 J SHLE RADeeM REAL ARRAY 7 .... :;1'1 SHSAT RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 9 
..,{ii SNOW RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33 
'. 
SP RADeOM REAL ARRAY 29 02 ,~ SRS RADceM REAL ARRAY 20 gf', • SSS RADeeM REAL ARRAY II SSSE RADeeM REAL ARRAY 11 
J STN RADeeM REAL ARRAY 20 .0 "iii SWAlE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 16 ClO> SWIl RADCOM REAL ARRAY 16 
:;.jll) i TAUl RADeeM REAL ARRAY 18 I~ TeONO RAoeor" REAL ARRAY 21 rii'il TEMP OSOlAR REAL ARRAY 54 ~~ [I TEMPt OSOtAR REAL ARRAY 40 i} TG RAoeOM REAL ARRAY 6 TH RADeoM REAL ARRAV 6 , TL RADeOM REAL ARRAY 5 I' TLE RADeoM REAL ARRAY 5 TLOWL RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 22 TMIDL RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 22 
, < TN RADcoM REAL ARRAV ,0 i, rOPASS RADeOM REAL ARRAY 19 
I' TOTA9S OSOLAR REAL ARRAY 35 TarocM REAL SIMPLE 99/S 10' 108 , . TOTOZ RAceOM REAL ARRAV 26 100 103 TOTOZI REAL SIMPLE tOOlS 10S/S 108 TOTOZ.J REAL SIMPLE 103/5 104 105 TPENE RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 21 W OSOtAR REAL ARRAY 43 weT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 27 
I, 
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c·······.c ...••••..••.•••..••••••••••.•••••.••..•.••••••.. ·····.··.·····V03INT 2 
C v03INT 3 
C SUBROUTINE C3INT V03INT 4 
C V03INT 5 
C PURPOSE V03INT 6 
C INTERPOLA,ES OZONE CONCENTRATIONS FOR LONGWAVE RADIATION V03INT 7 
C V03INT B 
C USAGE voaINT 9 
C CALL 031NT(T01.T02.TR03.T!1.TI2.T03.~ALB) V03INT 10 
C V03HJT 11 
C INPUT/OUTPUT FILES USED V03INT 12 
C NONE V03ltJT 13 
C V03lNT 14 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS V03lNT 15 
C ?NAME? 11/07 ?OESC~lPTION? V03INT 16 
C TOt V03INT 17 
C T02 V03JNT to 
C TR03 V03 Uoll 19 
C Tl1 V03INT 20 
C T12 V03INT 21 
C T03 V03rNT 22 
C JAlg voarNT 23 
C V03lNT 24 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VO.3INT 25 
C NONE V031NT 26 
C V03lNT 27 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS V03INT 28 
COOl 2800T83 lARRV. T REWROTE TO FIX BUG'" RESOLUTION V03INT 29 
C V03INT 30 
C REMARKS: V03INT 31 
ell) V03lNT 32 
C V03INT 33 
c············~·***.·· •• ··;·.··········.·····.··.························V031NT 34 
C· M! A - COM S I G MAD A T A INC. N A SAG S F C ·V03INT 35 
C···············*·.·····················································V03INT 36 
C V03INT 37 
SUBROUTINE 03INTtTOt,T02.TR03,Tll,TI2.T03.JAlBI V03INT 38 
C V03INT 39 
O············.····*.·.····.··~····· •• ··.+············· ·.················V03INT 40 
C V03INT 41 
C V03INT 42 
C VCNTRl 2 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HlSTORY RECORD VCNTRl 3 
C ================================================== VeNTRl 4 
COMMON IceNTRl I ceo VCNTRl 5 
COMMON ICONTRll ADATE VCNTRl 6 
COMMON ICCNTRl! ATIME veNTRl 7 
COMMON !CCNTRl/ JIC VCrJTRl B 
COMMON ICCNTRl/ JOB veNTRl 9 
COMMON !CeNTRl! CCSP06 VCNTAl 10 
COMMON ICeNTRl! GOSP07 VCI'JTRL 11 
COMMON ICCf.JTRl! CCSP08 VCNTRl f 2 
COMMON !CCNTRl! VER VCNiRl 13 
COMMON IceNTRll XlABEl (10) VCNTRl 14 
COMMON lCCNTRLI cos (30) VeNTAl 15 
COMMON IceNTRll CQU (10) VCNTRl 16 
C VeNTRl 17 
EQUIVALENCE (ceO,CCef) VCNTRl f8 
CHARACTER·S CCO, CCC200} VCNTRl 19 
CHARACTER"S AOATE VCNTRl 20 
CHARACTER"S ATIME veNTRl 21 
CHARhCTER"8 JIC VCNTRl 22 
CHARACTER"S JOB VCP-.lTRL 23 
CHARACT£R·S ccspoe VCNTRL 24 
CHARACTER*S CCSP07 veNTRl 25 
CHARhCTER.S caspos veNTRl 26 
CHARACTER·S VER VCNTRl 27 
CHARhCTER·S XlABEl VCNTAl 2S 
CHARACTER "'8 CQS veNTRl 29 
CHARACTER·S CQU VCNTRl 30 
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I,' 0 '" H Z 
t ... il C 
" 
C 
" 00027 I' i 00028 
INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAveD ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRL 32 
'" ==:=====:========:=========:===::::=======:==:== vernRL 33 COMMON fleNTRL! ICO VCNTRL 34 
COMMON fICNTRl/ 1M VCNTRl 35 
:; 00029 ;! 00030 
COII.~MON /ICNTRl! IMD2 VCNTRl 36 
COMMON /ICNTRl! IM02Pl VCNTRl 37 
" 00031 
\ 00032 ) 00033 
1 00034 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW VCNTRl 38 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ JM VCNTRl 39 
COMMON IICNTRl/ JMQ2 veNTRl 40 
COMMON /lCNTRl/ JMT2 VCNTRl 41 
00035 COMMON IICNTRll JNP vcrHRl 42 
00036 COMMoN IICNTRL/ J04 veNTRl 43 




COMMON /IONTRll dS. veNTRl 45 
COMMON /tCNTRL/ KlIAlB vcNTRl 46 
COMMON IICNTRll KlIGW veNTRl 47 
00041 COMMON /ICNTRl/ KlISST veNTRl 48 
00042 COMMON /lCNTRll KS VCNTRL 49 
00043 COMMON /ICNTRl/ KU VeNTRl 50 
00044 COMMON /ICNTRl/ lOGSR Vcr.ITRl 51 
00045 COMMON /IONTRll MATlN VCNTRl 52 
00046 COMMON /ICNTRL/ MATSNX VCNTRl 53 
00047 COMII.10N IICNTRL/ MATSUN VCNTRl 54 
00048 COMMON IICNTRL/ MlF ( 12' VCNTRl 55 













1 "! 00061 
l~! 00062 00063 00064 





1 , 00070 
l \ I 00071 00072 
i ~ 00013 00074 
t· 00075 j' 00076 
1 ~ oa077 , 00078 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NKRSH VCNTRl 57 
COMPnON /ICNTRl/ MSM VCNTRl 58 00 COMMON /lCNTRl/ N8 VCNTRl 59 . ., :0 
COMMON I ICNl RL/ NO VCNTRl 60 
CaMMoN 11CNTRLI NOAlT VCNTRl 6' ~§ COMMON IICNTRll NOAV VCNTRl 62 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NOOUT VCNTRl 63 O~ COMMON /ICNTRll NOPHV VCNTRL 64 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDSHF VCNTRl 65 ;01""' 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NOT veNTRl 66 g~ COMMON /ICNTRll NHMS VCNTRl 67 COMMON !1CNTRl/ NHrJlSE VCNTRL 68 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NHMSO VCNnll 69 :toG) 
COMMON IICNTRll NLAV VCNTRl 70 ern COMMON /lCNTRl/ NlAVM1 VCNTRl 71 ~iQ COMMON /ICNTRl/ NlAVP1 VCNTRl 72 COMMON IICNTRLI NSOAV veNTRl 73 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NSEQ VeNTRl 14 
COMMON IICNTRLI lCSP53 VeNTRl 75 
COMMON /ICNTRll NSTEP VCNTRl 76 
COMMON nCNTRl/ IBlKS1Z veNTRl 77 
COMMON /ICNTRll NVMD VCtHRL 78 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NVMDE VCNTRL 79 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NVMDO VCNTRl 80 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NZINIT VCNTRl 8' COMMON IICNTRll Nrl/LEV veNTRl 82 
COMMON IICNTRll NDHOG VCNTRL 83 
COMMON 11CNTRL/ IQS (30) veNTRl 84 
COMMON /IC~JTRLI IQU ( '0) VCNTRl 85 
t C 00079 
\ aOOBO 00081 







!il] 00089 00090 'II C 
00091 
::1 00092 , 00093 L. 
~® ~.~ :<~:-~~ ---- -"- --'" . 
VCNTRL 86 
EQUIVALENCE (ITM1N ,IQS! I)) VCNTRl 87 
EQUIVALENCE {ITMA}!. .IQS( 2)) VCfHRl 88 
EQUIVALENCE (IPREACC .IQS( 3) ) veNTRl 89 
EQUIVALENce (IPRECOI\I ,IQSI 4) ) VCNTRl 90 
EQUIVALENCE (IHFlUX ,IQS( 5)) VCNTRl 91 
EQUIVALENCE (1 EFlUX ,IOS( 6) ) VCNTRl 92 
EQUIVALENCE IIFUSION ,IOS( 7)) VCNTRL 93 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSWG ,10S( a' ) VCNTRl 94 EQUIVALENCE (I RADU'iG ,IOS( 9) ) VCtHRl 95 
EQUIVALENCE (IIOLOUO .IQS(10») VCNTRl 96 
EQUIVALENCE ( 1UFLUX • IQS( t t) ) VCNTRl 97 
EQUIVALENCE ( IVFlUX ,IQS(12)) veNTRl 98 
VCNTRl 99 
EQUIVALENCE (IOMEGA .IQU( I) ) VCNTRl 100 
EQUIVALENCE ( IOIABAT • IQU( 2) , VCNTRl 101 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSW ,Ioue 3) ) VCNTRl 102 
.--.-~ 
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EOUIVALENCE ( IRAOLW .IOUI 4)1 
EQUlVALENCE (ICO,ICCl)) 
INTEGER ICO. IC(200) 
LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORO 
================================================ 
COMMON ILCNTRLI LCO 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ QALT 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ QBEG 
COMMON /LCNTRLI QDAV 
COM~JlON ILCNTRLI QEND 
COMMON tLCNTRL/ QOUT 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QPHV 
COMMON /LCNTRLI OSHF 
COMMON /lGNTRL/ SN2FLG 
COMMON /LCNTRLI ORSW 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QRSH 
COMMON ILCNTRLI LQS(30) 
COMMON /LCNTRLI LQUll0) 
EQUIVALENCE (LTrnIN ,LQS( 1) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX ,LQS( 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQSe 3) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LQSe 4) ) 
EQUIVALENCE ILHFLUX .lOS{ 5) ) 
EQUIVALENCE {LEFL-U)!: .lQS( 6) ) 
EQUIVALENCE fLFUSION ,lQSt 7)) 
EQUIVALENCE (lRAOSlJIG ,LQS( 8) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LRADLWG ,LQSt 9) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (lIeL-OUD .lose 10J) 
EQUIVALENCE (LUFLUX • LOS( 11) 
EQUIVALENCE (lVFLUX ,LQSI121) 
EQUIVALENCE flOMEGA .LQUI Il) 
EQUIVALENCE (LDIA8AT .lQUt 2) ) 
EQUIVALENce (lRADSVI ,LOU( 3)) 





























EQUIVI\LENCE (LCO . LC f 1 ) , 
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, __ ~ __ -ll. • ' ;.;,......:.. ___ ,_. __ ~_, ___ , ______ , --~-":"~~-_""":""--,_. ___ ' -~'~~""';~'''-' - .-.~._--_.-." 
LOGICAL lCO. LCf200) 
REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
COMMON fReNTAll RCO 
cm,1'.10N /ReNTAl! APHEL 
COMMON /RCNTRLI BETA 
COM~JlON fReNTRl/ COSO 
COMrJlQN I ReNTRl I CP 
COMMON fRCNTRll OAVSPV 
COMMON /RONTRl,' DEC 
COMMON fRONTRl/ OECMAX 
COMMON IRCNTRl! OIST 
COMrnON iRCNTRL/ OLAT 
COMMON /ReNTRl/ OlaN 
COMMON IRCNTRL/ OT 
COMMON IRCNTRl! ECCN 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ GNUl 
comMON /RCNTRl! GNU2 
COMMON /ReNTRll GRAV 
COMMON /RONTRl/ OMEGA2 
COMMON /RCNTRll PI 
COMMON /J:lCNTRLI PI1BO 
COMMON /ReNTRl/ PI2 
cmllMON /RCNTRl/ PSTD 
COMMON trl:CNTRL! PIMEAN 
COMMON /RCNTRLI PSMAX 
COMMON /ReNTRLI PSMIN 
COMMON /RCNTRli PTOP 
COM~ON /RONTRL/ RAOE 
COP.I1MON /RCNTRL/ RGAS 
COMMON /RCNTRL! ROCP 
COMMON /RCNTRl! RSDIST 
COMMON /RCNTRL! SDAV 
COMMml IRCNTRL/ SEASON 
COMMON /ReNTRl/ SIGe (25' 
COMMON IReNTRl/ SIND 
COMMON /RCNTRL! SOLS 
COMr-tON ;RCNTRl/ TSTo 
COMIVION /RCNTRL! PlEVS t251 
COMMON /RCNTRl! HEATYI 
COMMON !RCNTRL/ HEATt 
COMP..lON /RCNTRL/ EPS 
COMMON /ReNTRl! EPSFAC 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ CAlTOJ 





INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
=====================~= 
cor."r,1ON / I DPARM1 IllUMP 
COMMON /IOPARM/ IOSP02 
COMMON /IOPARM/ INDEX 
COMMON /IOPARM! IROO 
COMMON /IOPARMI JC 
COMMON /IOPARfJI/ JE 
COMMON /JOPARMI JP 
COMMON !IOPARM/ KSTEP 
COMMON /IOPARM/ MJ 
COMMON !IOPARMI NHMSI 
COMMON /tOPARM/ NVMOI 




146' ( 2) 
{2, 2 I 
(461 
COMMON /LOPARMI FILTER (461 
COMMON ILOPARM/ ITAPE 
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• I 
00215 LOGICAL ITAPE VCNTRL 245 
00216 LOGICAL START VCNTRl 246 
C VCNTRt 247 
C REAL MODEL CONSTAfns VCNTRL 248 
,~ I C ==================== VCNTRL 249 00217 COMMON IROPARMI ADlDP VCNTRt 250 
00218 COMMON IROPARMI CON1 VCNTRL 251 
00219 COMMON IRDPARMI CaNtOr veNTRL 252 
00220 COWJlON IROPAR",I CON2 VCNTRL 253 
00221 COMMON IROPARMI CON20T VCNTRl 254 
00222 COMMON IROPARfJl/ coN3 VCNTRl 255 
00223 COMMON IRDPARM/ CON30T VCNTRl 256 
00224 COMMON IRDPARMI CON4 vernRl 257 
00225 COMMON IRDPARMI CON4DT VCNTRl 258 
00226 COMMON IRDPARM/ CON5 VCNTRl 259 
00227 COMMON /RDPARMI COSL (46' VCNTAl 260 
00228 COMMON IRDPARMI COSLON 172 ) VCNTRL 261 
00229 COMMON /ROPARMI CPD2 VCNTAl 262 
00230 COPllrJlON IRDPARMI oxP f 46) veNTRl 263 
00231 cmnfnON IRDPARMI OKVP (46) vcrnRl 264 
00232 COMfnON /RDPARMI OV-P (46 , VCNTRl 265 
00233 COMfJlON IRDPARMI FCORLS (46) VCNTRL 266 
00234 COMMON IROPARMI F10T veNTRl 267 
00235 COMMmJ IROPAflMI F20T VCNTRl 26B 
00236 COMMON IROPARMI H10T veNTRl 269 
00237 COMMON /ROPARMI H20T verHRl 270 
00238 COMMON /RDPARrlll PKSTD VCNTJtL 271 
00239 COMMON IROPARMI PKTOP VCNTRL 272 
00240 COMMON IRDPARMI RLAT (46) VCNTRl 273 
00241 COMMON IROPARMI RLATO (46) VCNTRL 274 
00242 COMMON /ROPt.RMI ROCPOT VCNTRl 275 
00243 COMMON IRDPARMI ROCPP1 vernRl 276 
00244 COMMON IRDPARMI SGNP (2) vernRL 277 
002"~!i COMMON IROPARMI SINI.. (4S) VCNTRL 278 
00246 COMMON IFiDPARMI SINlON (72) VCNTRL 279 
00247 COMMON IRDPARMI THSTO vCNTRl 280 00 l 00248 COMr~.ON IROPARMt THST02 veNTRL 281 "'11~ oj 00249 COMMON IRDPARMI WSAVE (159 ) veto-HRl 282 
-'~\ 00250 COMMON IROPARMI OSIG (9) vcr.JTRl 283 "O&! 00251 COMr~ON /RDPARMI SIG (9 ) veNTRl 284 O:z 00252 COMMON /ROPARMI DSIGINV (9) VcrJTRl 285 
'," C VCNTRl 286 §6f: 
:r 00253 DIMENSION T01(19,5), T02( 19.5), TR03e 19,19,5) V03Ifn 44 00254 DIMENSION TI1(19) Tl2' 191 T03e 19,19) voafNT 45 .o'TJ C V03INT 46 
j~ c*·~······~-··.·+·*···-······**·········*·····*······· ··················V03INT 47 C:la C V03INT 48 f:1"! C V03INT 49 
l'l 00255 l2 19 V03INT 50 ~~ it 00256 l22 19*19 V03INT 51 00257 XlAT = ABse RlATOldAl8) V03tNT 52 ! I C V03lNT 53 00258 IF ( XlAT.GE.75.0 GOTO 101 V03INT 54 
! 00259 IF ( XlAT.GE.SO.O GOTa 102 V031NT 55 00260 IF ( XlAT.GE.4S.0 GOTO 103 V03JfH S6 , 00261 IF ( XlAT.GE.30.0 GOTO 104 V03INT 57 \ ' 00262 IF ( XI..AT .GE.15.0 GOTO 105 VO:UNT 58 I 002S3 GOTO 106 V031NT 59 U C V03INT 60 , . 00264 101 CONTINUE V03INT 61 
00255 TIlll;l2. = T01f1.5;L2. V03INT 62 
00266 T12(f;L2) T02( 1.5;L21 V03INT 63 
00267 T03(l,l;L22) TR03(t,l.5;l22) V031NT 64 
00258 RETURN V03INT 65 
, C V03[NT 66 , 00269 102 CONTINUE V03INT 67 
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00216 103 CONTINUE 
00277 C, = (XLAT-45.0)/15.0 
00278 C2 = 1. 0-0 1 
00279 TI t( 1 ;l2J C1·rOl(f,4:L2) 
00280 T12(1.L2) ~1·T02( t ,4;L2J 
00281 T03f 1,1 ;L22' Cl*TR03(1.1,4;L22.) 
00282 RETURN 
C 
00283 104 CONTINUE 
002.B4 CI = (XLAT-30.0J/15.0 00285 C2 = 1. 0-0 1 
00286 Tlf(1;L2) = Cf-rOf(f,3;l2) 
00287 TI2(1;l2) = C1·T02(f,3;l2) 
002"88 T03{1,':L22} Cl*TR03{1,',3;l22) 
00289 RETURN 
C 
00290 105 CONTINUE 
00291 C, = (XLAT-15.0)/15.0 00292 02 = 1. o-e 1 
00293 TItel,l2) Cl*T01{f,2;L2) 
00294 TI2f1.L2) Cl-T02{1.2:L2) 
00295 T03Cl.1:L22) ~ Cl*TR03(f,f,2:L22) 
00296 RETURN 
C 
00297 lOG CONTINUE 
0029S TI1(T:L2) = TOI (1.1 il2' 00299 TI2(1;l2) = T02( 1,1 ;L2) 

































C2*r01 c 1,3;L2' V03INT 78 
~ C2*T02(1.3:L2) V03INT 79 






+ C2·T01(f.2:L~) V03INT 86 
+ C2-T02(l,2:l2) V031NT 87 
V03INT 88 00 V03INT 89 
VO:,HNT 90 "TI:;o 
+ C2*TR03(l,l.2:l22l 
V03lNT 9. 
-"06) V03INT 92 
°a V031NT 93 V03INT 94 0"" V03INT 95 :OF
V03INT 96 
g~ V03INT 97 VOlINT 98 









--NAME-------BlOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF 00. I=OATA INIT, R:t:READ, S=STOPE. 1.Il=VlRITE 



















































SIMPLE 3 .6 
SIMPLE 217 
SIMPLE .57 
SIMPLE • 17 SIMPLE .58 
SIMPLE 270/5 271 272 
285 286 287 
SIMPLE 271/S 272 273 
288 292/5 293 
SIMPLE '96 
ARRAV 14 15 
SIMPLE 2 •• .5 UNKNOWN 2 3 4 
13 
SIMPLE 7 20 
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273 274 277/5 278 279 280 2B' 284 
28B 291/5 292 293 294 295 
274 278/S 279 280 281 285/5 2B6 2B7 
294 2.5 
5 6 7 8 9 '0 
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'/ i 
'I ; !' " 
',: 
0 
'" ~ I H Z 
t-3 
IU'FLUX IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 00 
IVFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOVIN 90 
JALS INTEGER SIMPLE I 257 
JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 204 
JE IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 205 
~ JIC ceNTRL CHAR+S SIMPLE 5 18 JTn ICUTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 
II oJMD2 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
1 oJM'i2 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 34 JNP reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 
i JO_ reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
! J08 ICNTRL INTEGER SlMPLE 31 
1 J08 ceNTRl CHAR+a SIMPLE 6 19 , JP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 206 
; J5P leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
! KLIAL8 reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
KlISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41 
1<5 ICf'lTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 
KU [eNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
L2 INTEGER SIMPLE 2SS/S 265 265 266 266 272 212 272 273 273 273 
279 279 279 280 2BO 280 2B6 2B6 286 2B7 2B7 
2B7 293 293 293 294 294 294 298 29B 299 299 
L22 INTEGER SIMPLE 256/5 267 267 274 274 214 2Bl 281 281 2BB 28B 
2BB 295 295 295 300 300 
) LC LCNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 154 ISS 
:11 Leo LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 91 154 ISS LCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 98 99 100 I G I 102 103 104 lOS lOS 107· 
:~ : lOB 109 ~I LOIABr.r LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 LDPARM 1 NTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 "' LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 143 1 LFustON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 LHFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 ,.2 LIeLOliO LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 ,.7 j LOGSR I CNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 4. , 
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL uNKNOWN 122 ISO I' . J LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 ,.0 LPRECON lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 ,. I LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV lOB 11O 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 11B 119 ;\ 120 12 I 136 ; : LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 109 122 123 12. 125 137 !, LRADLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
I" LRAOLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 ,.6 
1 LRADSW LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 , ' LTMAX LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 i I ! LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 00 LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 14B ~~ LVFtUX LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 149 
MATIN ICNTltl INTEGER SIMPLE 4!1 ~.5 
• i' 
MATSNX leNTRl INTEGER sIMPLE 46 O-
j MATSUN_ reNTRl INTEGER SiMPLE .7 O:? 
! MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 20B :CJ~ MLF ICNT-QL INTEGER ARRAV 48 , 
MRCD ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 49 , cO"W I MSM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 NB leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 C'<.":;J 
r NO 
ICNTRl INTEGER sIMPLE 53 ::> l~'J 
NOALT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 e r':ll 
NDAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
.;!R I . NOHOG reNTRl INTEGER sIMPLE 76 NDOUT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
:1 NDPHV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 p: NDRSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 , NOSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 5B 
NOT leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NHMS leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
'~ 
!~. 
. ".--. ---:::::;'-~ .. ' ,--,-",==", '~--'",,,,,",-..- ,-. -~-'. +-; 
J.® 
.- -~--,~:-~4t~~ .. ,.-~~-
-(j 
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II I ,,,..,,..,."U If. ~ i \ I,): t. I " • 1.,;J 
I" F. 
· i 
t .' NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGiiR SIMPLE G2 NHMSl IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 
· ; NHMSE leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE Gl 
I: 'i NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMP1..E 50 ; Nl.AV leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE G3 I NLAYM~ IeNTRl INTEGeR SIMPLE G4 
· NLAVP1 reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 I~ NMLEV IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 7" I. NSOAV lerHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 66 ~g '! NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE G7 
11 NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE G9 1 NVMD lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71 "O&i ! NYMDO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 Oz fl NVMDt tOPAR", INTEGER SIMPLE 210 
~ NVMDE IONTRl INTEGER: SIMPLE 72 g~ ,I NZHJIT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 
" 
03INT SUBROUTINE 1 
" 
OMEGA2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE '72 .0-0 i} PI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '73 Ci) '< PI180 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE '74 II PI2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .75 f:~ I, I~ PIMEAN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .77 ~ro ,I» PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23a , PKTOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
PlEVS RCNTRl REAL ARRAY .91 
PSMAIt RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 17a 
PSMIN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 
PSTD RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 
PTOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .ao 
PZERO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 QAlT lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 9a '2G QBEG lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 
,.,1 QDAY lCNTRL LOCH CAL SIMPLE .00 .2a QEND lCNTRL LOGICAL ~aMPLE .0. .29 
" QOUT LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE .02 .30 I QPHV LCNTRL lOGICAL S,!;MPlE ;03 '3' \' QRSH lCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE .07 .35 .\ i QRSIV LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 'OG '3' : , 
!!I! QSHF lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE .04 .32 
.~ RADE RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 'a, 
'I RC ReNTRl REAL ARRAV 19a 199 , . RCO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 19B 199 
;1 
RCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 156 .57 .5B .59 lGO '6' .62 '63 164 lG5 .eG 
.G1 'GB .69 170 171 .72 '73 174 .75 t"'S 117 
17B .79 .ao .B. 'B2 la3 184 'S5 la6 187 .SS 
I ' .S9 190 19. 192 193 .94 .95 '96 191 RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 2.7 2.a 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 23. ~32 233 23. 235 236 237 238 i1 239 2'0 241 242 2'3 244 245 24G 24" 248 249 
II 
250 25. 252 
RGAS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 'a2 
RLAT nOPARM REAL ARRAY 240 
RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 24' 257 
ROCP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .a3 
1 ! ROCPDT RDPI\.RM REAL SIMPLE 242 1 . ROCPP1 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 ( ,I 
! J 
RSOIST RCNTRl REI\.L SIMPLE 184 
SDAV RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE '85 SEASON RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .BG 
SGNP ROPI\.RM REAL ARRAY 24. 
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 25' 
SIGE RCNTRl REAL ARRAY .a7 
SIND RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .aB 
• S'INL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 245 
• SINLON ROPARM REA!. ARRAV 246 I SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE .05 133 
t SOLS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .89 START LCPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 2.3 2.G THSTD RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 0 THSTD2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 248 
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t-3 Til REAL ARRAY 
• 254 265/5 272/5 279/5 286/S 293/5 2aS/S ,.... T12· REAL ARRAY 1 254 2G6/S 273/5 280/5 287/5 294/5 299/S 0 T01 REAL ARRAY 1 253 265 272 272 279 279 286 2S5 293 293 299 T02 REAL ARRA\, I 253 266 273 273 2S0 2S0 287 2S7 294 294 2!:lS T03 REAL ARRAY 1 254 267/5 274/5 28 flS 2BB/S 295/S 300/5 TR03 REAL ARRAV 1 253 267 274 274 28' 281 2SS 2BS 295 295 300 T5TO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 VER ceNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 10 23 WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAV 249 
.l!LASEL ceNTRL CHAR*S ARRAY 11 24 XLAT REAL SIMPLE 251/5 2SB 259 260 26. 252 270 277 2B4 291 PROCEDURE MAP 
--NAME-------TVPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES D=STMT Ff>~ OEF. A=ARGLIST 
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SUBROUTINE PGMAP VPGMAP 
C..- ~,,,,+,,,, t ..... r ~ ... .- .. ~ .............. ~' ................................. "' .............................................. "VPGMAP 
C PURPOSE VPGMAP 
C TO MAP COMMON BLOCKS TO eveER VIRTUl\l MEMORY PAGE. VPGMAP 
C USJ\GE VPGMAP 
C CALLED BY VGWSGCM aNL Y VPGMAP 
C ARGUMENTS DESCRIPTION VPGMAP 
C NONE VPGMAP 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VPGMAP 
C NAME DESCRIPTION VPGMAP 
C Q5CLOSE SVSLIB CLOSES A evBER FILE VPl;MAP 
C Q5RETURN SVSLIB RETURNS A eYBER FILE VPGMAP 
C Q50PEt: SVSLle OPEN A eveER FILE VPGMAP 
C Q5MAPIN SVSlle MAP COMMON BLOCKS TO CY8ER FILE VPGMAP 
C Q5RQUEST SVSlIB CREATES A LOCAL CV8ER FILE VPGMAP 
C VPGMAP 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS VPGMAP 
C 001 29NOV83 RAMESH NEW FOR MI XED PREC. VPGMAP 
C 002 23FE884 JJM.PF NEW START FOR !MNTHLV! ~ COMP OF LENGTHS VPGMI\P 
C REMARKS: V~GMAP 
C • NOTE ENTRY POINT PGREr. VPGMAP C ••••••••• +~+++++~++.~~~.+ •• +.++++1 •• +~~+~+++.+.+++++++ti··.+.++ •• ++++*+VPGMnp 
C~ M! A - COM 5 I G MAD A T A I N e. N A SAG S F C ·VPGMAP 
e++.+.++.++.+.+~++++++++.++++.++~++···+~~tttt+ ••• +++ ••• ++~ ••• +.+.+.*.+++VPGMAP 
c VPGMAP 
e HALF/FULL PRECISION VREAL 










IMPLICIT HALF PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) VREAL 
PARAMETER STATEMENTS FOR DIMENSIONING RESOLUTION 
================================================ 
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INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
================================================ coMMON /ICNTRl/ leo 
coMMON /ICNTRl/ 1M 
coMMON /ICNTRl/ IMD2 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IM02Pl COMMON /ICNTRL/ NDRSW COMMON /ICNTRLI uM COMMON IICNTRLI JM02 COMMON IICNTRLI JMT2 COMMON ItCNTRll JNP 
coMMON IICNTRll .104 COMMON IICN7RLI JOB COMMON IICNTRL/ JSP COMMON IICNTRL/ KlIALB COMMON IICNTRLI KLIGW COMMON ItCNTRll KLISST COMMON /ICNTRLI KS COMMON /ICNTRLI KU COMMON IICr-JTRll LOGaR 
coMMON IICNTRL/ MATIN 
coMMON IICNTRll MATSNX COMMON IICNTRll MATSUN COMMON /ICNTRLI MLF (12) COMMON IICNTRLI MROO COMMON IICNTRll NI(RSH COMMON /ICNTRll MSM COMMON IICNTRLI NB 













«I PREACC ( IPRECON ( IHFLUX {IEFLUX (IFUSION (IRADSWG (IRADLWG (IIClOUO ( IUFlUX (IVFlUX 
.IOS( I) 
• IQse 2» 
• r QS ( 3}) 
.1 QS ( 4» 
• I QS( 5» 




• IQS! 10» 
• IQS( 11 ) } 
,IOS(121) 
veNTRl 39 












veNTRl 54 VCNTRl 55 VCNTRl 56 VCNTRl 57 







VCNTRl 66 VCNTRl 67 
VeNTRl 68 
veNTRl 69 VCNTRl 70 VCNTRl 71 
















veNTRL 89 VCNTRl 90 
VCNTRl 91 
veNTRl 92 
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r. . c VCNTnl 110 





00106 EQUIVALENCE (IOIA8I\T ,lQUf 2» VCNTRl 112 
00106 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSW ,I QUI 3) ) VCNTRl 113 
00107 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOlW ,I QU( 4» VCNTRl 114 
e VCNTRl , 15 
00108 EQUIVALENCE (ICO,ICfl) VCNTRl liS 
00109 INTEGER lCD, IC(2001 VCNTRl 117 
C VCNTRL liB 
C lOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRl 119 
C ================================================ VCNTRl 120 00110 COMMON ILCNTRLI LCD veNTRl 121 
J 00111 COMMON ILCNTRLI QALT VCNTRl 122 
i 00112 COMMON IlCNTRLI Q8EG VCNTRl 123 00113 COMMON IlCNTRll QDAY VCNTRl 124 J OOf 14 COMMON /LCNTRll QEND VCNTRL 125 I 00 t 15 COMMON !LCNTRL! QOUT VCNTRl 12S i 00116 COMMON /LCNTRLI QPHV VCNTRL 127 , 00117 COMMON /LCNTRll QSHF veNTRl 128 
00118 COMMON !LCNTRL! SN2FLG veNTRl 129 
00119 COMMON ILCNTRll QRSW VCNTRl 130 
00120 COMMON IlCNTRll QRSH VCNTRl 131 
00121 COMMON IlCNTRll lQS(30) VCNTRl 132 
00122 COMMON /LCNTRll lOUetO) VCNTRl 133 
C VCNTRl 134 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQse I» VCNTRL 135 
00124 EQUIVALENCE IL TMAX ,LQSe 2» VCNTRl 136 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQS( 3» VCNTRl 137 
00126 EQUIVALENCE (lPRECON ,lQS( 4» VCNTRL 138 00 00127 EQUIVALENCE eLHFlUX ,LQSI 5)) veNTRl 139 
00128 EQUIVALENCE IlEFLUX ,LQS( S)) VCNTRL 140 "':;0 
00129 EQUIVALENCE (lFUSION ,lQS( 7' ) VCNTRl 141 
-00130 EQUIVALENCE ILRAOSWG ,LQS( 8» VCNTRl 142 "lJ\i:! 
00131 EQUIVALENCE (LRhDLIJIG ,LQS( 9» VCNTRL 143 §~ I 00132 EQUIVALENCE (LIClOUD ,LQSt 10J) VeNTRl 144 :(\ 00133 EQUIVALENCE (lUFLUX ,lQS(I1) VCNTRL 145 00134 EQUIVALENCE (lVFlUX ,LQSe 12) 1 VCNTRL 146 
'" 
C VCNTRl 147 .0"0 ; ~I' 00135 EQUIVALENCE (lOMEGA ,lQU{ 1)) VCNTRl 14B C::I:> 
:~ 00136 EQUIVALENCE (lOIABAT ,LQU{ 2» VCNTRl 149 :l:>G) 00137 EQUIVALENCE (LRADSW ,LQU( 3» VCNTRl .50 
• 00139 EQUIVALENCE (LRADllJI ,LQUI 4» VCNTRl 151 rl'1 .~ c VCNTRl 152 ~iii 00139 lOGICAL QALT VCNTRl 153 
00140 lOGICAL QBEG VCNTRl 154 
~ 00141 LOGICAL QOAV VCNTRl 155 00142 LOGICAL QEND veNTRl 156 I 00t43 lOGICAL QOUT VCNTRl 157 00144 LOGICAL QPHV VeNTRl 158 
t 00145 lOGICAL QSHF VCNTRL 159 00146 lOGICAL SN2.FLG VCNTRl 160 
00147 lOGICAL QRSW VCNTRL .61 
00148 LOGICAL gRSH VCNTRl .62 
C VCNTRl 163 
00149 lOGICAL LQS VCNTRL 164 
00150 lOGICAL !.au VCNTRl IS5 
00151 LOGICAL LTMIN VCNTRL ISS 
00152 LOGICAL LTMAX veNTRL IS7 
00153 LOGICAL lPREACC VCNTRl ISB 
00154 LOGICAL LPRECON VCNTRL 169 
00155 LOGICAL LHFlUX VCNTRl 170 
00156 lOGICAL lEFLUX VCNTRl 171 
00157 lOGICAL lFUSION veNTRl 172 
00t5B LOGICAL LRADSWG VCNTRL 173 
00159 lOGICAL LRADlWG veNTRL 17. 
00160 LOGICAL lIeLOUD VCNiRl 175 
00161 lOGICAL LUFLUX VCNTRl 17S 
00162 LOGICAL LVFLU.K VCNTRl 177 'd 
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00165 LOGICAL LRADSW 
00166 LOGIChl LRADLW 
C 
00167 EQUIVALENCE (Lco.Le{ 1» 
00168 LOGICAL LCO, LC(200) 
C 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
c ============================================= 
00169 COMMON fRONTRl! RCD 
00170 COMMON !RaNTRl! APHEl 
00171 COMMON !RONTRl! BETA 
00172 COMMON fRONTRll COSO 
00113 COMMON fRONTRll CP 
00174 COMMON /RONTRll OAVSPV 
00175 COMMON fRONTRL/ DEC 
00116 COMMON fRONTRl! DEeM"-/( 
00t77 COMMON IRCNTRL/ OIST 
00178 COMMON IRCNTRLI OlAT 
00179 COMMON IRONTRl/ OLON 
001BO COMMON fRONTRL/ or 
00181 COMMON fRONTRl! EcaN 
00182 COMMON fRONTRl/ GNU1 
00183 COMMON IRoNTRll GNU2 
00184 COMMON !RONTRl! GRAV 
00185 COMMON !ReNTRl! OMEGA2 
0018S COMMON !ReNTRl/ PI 
00187 COMMON !RONTRl! PI180 
00,8S COMMON !RONTRl! PI2 
00189 COMMON !RONTRl! PSTD 
00190 COMMON /ftCNTRL! PIMEII.N 
00t91 COMMON !RONTRl! PSMAH 
00192 COMMON !RONTRl/ PSMIN 
00193 COMMON !RCNTRl! PTOP 
00194 COMMON !RCNTRl/ RACE 
00195 COMMON !RONTRl! RGAS 
00196 COMMON /RCNTRl! ROOP 
00197 COMMON !RONTRl! RSOIST 
00198 COMMON !RCNTRll SDAV 
00199 COMMON !RONTRl! SEASON 
00200 COMMON !RCNTRl! SIGE (251 
00201 COMMON !RCNTRl! SIND 
00202 COMMON !RONTRl! SOLS 
00203 COMMON !RONTRl! TSTD 
00204 COMMON !RONTRll PlEVS (25) 
00205 COMMON IRCNTRl! HEATW 
0020S COMMON /RCNTRll HEArl 
00207 COMMON !RCNTRl! EPS 
00208 COMMON IRCNTRLI EPSFAC 
00209 COMMON fRCNTRll CAlTOJ 
00210 COMMON !RCNTRl! PZERO 
c 
00211 EQUIVALENCE ( RCO , nc t I ) ) 
00212 HALF PRECISION RCO, RC(400) 
C 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
C ======:================ 00213 COMMON /JOPARM! IJUMP (46 ) 
00214 COMMON !IOPARMI IDSP02 
00215 COMMON !IOPARM/ INDEX (721 
00216 COMMON IIDPARM! IROO 
00217 COMMON /IOPARM/ dC (461 
00218 COMMON IIDPARM! dE (2 ) 
00219 COMMON IIDPARM! liP (2,2) 
00220 COMMON ItOPARM! KSTEP 
0022f COMMON IIOPARM! MJ (4S) 
00222 COMMON !IOPARM! NHMSI 
00223 COMMON !IOPARM! NYMDI 
C 
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
C ==:========Q=========== 00224 COMMON !lDPARM! FILTER (46) 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,-='-'-~'-'''-
------
, . , . .;:.,qio!;.;'. 
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00225 CoMMON IlDPARM/ ITAPE VeNTRl 252 00226 COMMON ILOPARM/ START veNTRl 253 c VCNTRL 25_ 002.27 LOGICAL FILTER VCNTRL 265 00228 LOGICAL {TAPE 
veNTRl 256 00229 LOGICAL START veNTRl 257 C VeNTRl 258 c REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VeNTRl 259 C ::::!::: =.=::::::"':: =:::::::::: = =:: 
veNTRl 260 00230 COMMON /RDPARMI AOLDP veNTRl 26f 00231 COMMON /RDPARMI CONI veNTRl 262 00232 COMMON IRDPARM/ CONIOT veNTRl 263 00233 COMMON IRDPARMI CON2 VCf'nRL 264 00234 COMMON IROPARM/ CON2Dr veNTRl 265 00235 COMMON IRDPARM/ eDN3 VeNTRl 266 00236 COMMON IRDPARM/ CON30T veNTRl 267 00237 COMMON /RDPARMI CON4 VeNTAl 2GB 00238 COMMON JRDPARMI CON40T veNTRl 269 00239 COMMON /ROPARMI CONS 
veNTRl 270 00240 COMMON IROPARMI COSl (46. VCNTRl 27, 00241 CorJlMON IROPItRMI COSlON (12) veNTRl 272 00242 COMMON /ROPItRM/ CP02 veNTRl 273 00243 COMMON /RDPARM/ oxp (46) veNTRl 274 00244 COMMON /RDPARM/ DXVP (46) veNTRl 275 00245 COMMON /RDPARMI DVP (46) veNTRl 276 00246 COMMON IRDPARMI FCORlS (46) veNTRl 277 00247 COMMON /RDPARM/ FtDT VCNTRl 278 00248 COMMON IROPARMI F2DT veNTRl 279 00249 COMMON /RDPARM/ H.DT veNTRl 280 00250 COMMON /ROPARMI H2DT VCNTRl 281 00251 COMMON /R.oPARM/ PKSTD VCNTRL 282 00252 COMMON /RDPARMI PKTOP VCNTRl 283 00253 COMMON IRDPARMI RLAT {46' veNTRl 284 00254 COMMON /ROPARM/ RlATO (46 , VCNTRl 285 00255 COMMON IRDPARMI ROCPOT VCNTRl 286 ,t 00256 COMMON /ROPARM/ ROCPPI VCNTRl 287 00 00257 COMMON IRDPARM/ SGNP (2) VCNTRl 289 
... ~ 
.\ 00258 COMMON /RDPARM/ SINL (46) VCNTRL 289 '~ 00259 COMMON IRDPARM/ SINlON (721 VCNTRl 290 "O~ 00260 COMMON /ROPARM/ THSTD veNTRl 291 §~ • 00261 COMMON /ROPARM/ THST02 VCNTRl 292 ., 00262 COMMON /RDPARMI WSAVE (t59) VCNTRl 293 J 00263 COMMON /RDPARM/ DSIG (9) veNTRl 294 00264 COMMON /RDPARMI SIG '9) VCNTRL 295 
.0-0 00265 COMMON /RDPARM/ DstGINV '9' VCNTRl 296 C:r;. i c VCNTRl 297 F!~ !~ C VQANDQT 2 C COMDECI< VQANDQT RESOLUTION VALUES VQANOQT 3 i I C ================================= VQANOQT 
-
jq;a it c Hn =72 VQANOQT 5 C NlAV ;9 VQANOQT 6 
" 
C uMt 1 =46 VQANOQT 7 C NlAY'f>" =99 VQANOQT 8 I' C IMH'JLAV"11 =7128 VQANOQT 9 I C JM/2'~ t =23 VQANDQT '0 , ' C VQANDQT 
" 
[ , C GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS (NEEDED IN COMPO) VQANDQT '2 1,1 C ================================================ VQANDQT !3 C VQANDQT ,4 
, 
00266 COMMON /QANDQT/ QPROGf72,9,11,4a, VQANOQT ,5 C VQANDQT ,6 i, 00267 DIMENSION PHIS (7128. f) VQANOQT ,7 i 00268 DIMENSION SMTH (712B,23) VQANOQT 18 00269 DIMENSION ALBEDO (7'28. I ) VQANDQT '9 00270 DIMENSION GT (7128,1 ) VQANOQT 20 i 0027' DIMENSiON GW (7128, I) VQANOQT 21 00272 DIMENSION TS (7128.' ) VQANDQT 22 , 00273 DIMENSION SHS (7128. I) VQANDQT 23 
"" 
1)0274 DIMENSION P (72,99,1) VQANDQT 24 
~ L 
C 
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(QPROG(1.t. 2.U.U (1.1.1.Tl) (QPROG(1.1,4,tl.V (1.1.1.111 (QPROG{l,l. S,n,T (LI.1.1)) (QPROG C I , 1, S. 1 ) • SH (1, 1 , I, 1» (QPROG t 1 , 1 .10, I) • PHI ( f , 1 , 1 , 1 ) } 
SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS eNOT NEEDED IN COMPO) ====~========================================================= 
COMMON /QANDQT/ QSDIAGI72 .15,46) BIT 
EQUIVALENCE BQSDIAGC32, 72.15,46l IQSOIAG.BQSOtAGl 
COMMON /QANDQT/ OUOIAGf72,9, 5,461 
PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS 
================================ COMMON lCNTRlP/ CDFR COMMON /CNTRlP/ CDXl COMMON /eNTRlP/ COxa COMMON /CNTRlP/ cLH COMMON /CNTRlP! CDE (9) COMMON /CNTRlP/ COEF COMMON /eNTRlP/ COEFS COMMON /CNTRlP/ COSRoT COMMON /CNTRlP/ CPP COMMON !CNTRlP! CTID COMMON /CNTRlP/ CUMDAV COMMON !CNTRlP/ CUMRAT COMMON /CNTRlP/ Cl0 COMMON /CNTRlP/ C100 COMMON /CNTRlP/ C40 COMMON /CNTRlP/ DELTA COMMON /CNTRlP/ OTC3 COMMON /CNTRlP! orOUT COMMON /eNTRlP/ ED COMMON !CNTRlP/ EoNM COMMON /CNTRlP/ FeOEF COMMON !CNTRlP/ FMU COMMON /CNTRlP/ FWET COMMON /CNTRlP/ GAMFAC COMMON /CNTRlP/ GTOPO COMMON /CNTRlP! HICE COMMON /CNTRlP! NDTC3 COMMON /CNTRlP/ NFLW COMMON /CNTRlP! PIM COMMON /CNTRlP/ QHOG COMMON !CNTRlP! SHlTOP COMMON !CNTRlP! SINROT COMMON /CNTRlP/ SNOWN COMMON /eNTRlP/ SNOWS COMMON /CNTRlP/ ST80 COMMON ICNTRlP/ STERPI COMMON /CNTRlP/ STERP2 COMMON /CNTRlPI TICE COMMON /CNTRlP/ TLTOP 

















VQANDQT 46 VQANDQT 46 
VQANDQT 47 
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,L,C, ::J,c ' 
COMMON /CNTRLP/ XDAV 
COMMON /eNTRlP/ ZLNCO 
LOGICAL QHOG 
































CCCLWI (4.72,46) (SURLW!{1,1),CCCLWI (I, 1, 
OSNSST{" t 
DSNSST 





















































C RADIATION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS 
C ================================ COMMON /RADeoM! AS 
COMMON /RADeOM! RE 
COMMON !RADCOM! PL 
COMMON !R-ADCOM! PLE 
COMMON /RADCOM/ PLK 
(72,9 ) (72,10) 
(72,9 ) 
(72,10) (72,9 ) 
111 
l:~'~'C="'-'" ._.e-.-__ -<-,_-+,,_~·_, "--'~.-,~~,-- .. ~..-, -.-,-'" '---'-.-~---"-7""--""'~--:--"---~'----
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VMNTHLV 27 00 VMNTHlV 28 
VMNTHLV 29 'TI;t1 
VMNTHlV 30 
-VMNTHLV 31 "D~ 
VMNTHLV 32 0:2: VAp,!JAM 2 g~ VAMAM 3 
VAMAM 4 
VAMAM 5 ,oOU 
VAMhM 6 c:~ VAMAM 7 
VMMM 8 ~M VAMAM S 
=!m VAMAM 10 VAMAM 























'" VRAOOOM 8 G> VRAOCOM S ~ 
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C 
C 
COMMON IRAOCOMI LOGICAL 
COMMON InADcOMI 
LOGICAL 
COMMON IRA DC OM/ 
LOGICAL 

























VPGMAP 35 CoMMON WORK 1 (5 12,128,2) VPGMI\P 36 DIMENSION AIJUMP{ 1) VPGMAP 37 EQUIVALENCE (I\IJUMP(I).IJUMP(I» VPGMAP 38 DIMENSION ADS TOP (1) VPGMAP 39 EQUIVALENCE (ADSTOP(J},DSNTQP(I}) VPGMJ\P 40 C 
VPGMAP 41 C ........... +- .. ,.. ..... ,.. .............. +- ............................................ ~ ............... ,... "." •• ~ .......... VPGMAP 42 C 
VP""GMAP 43 C DEBUG 
VBEGDEB 2 10000 CONTINUE 
VBEGDES 3 C ......... CVSER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 100 VBeGOe8 4 C ......... CVSER VECTOR VERSION 00 vBEGDEB 5 C$$S$$$SS$$$$$S$$$SS$S$$$S$S$S$$$$S$S$S$$$$SS$S$SS$$SS$S$SSSS$S$SS$SSSSSVBEGDEB 6 C 
VPGMAP 45 C .*~~T"''''~*.T.~TTT'''Tt*.~T''TT.T''''~~TT*t~l.t.'''*.''''~f.t'''t ..... t ......... ,t •••• VPGMAP 46 C 'H,H MAP COMMON SLOCI{S TO EXTERNAL FILES 
.... .,. .. VPGMAP 47 C .......... " ........ ~ "' ............. T'" .. to ................. " ........... t ... I • I." .... ~ ..... , .•• ~ ....................... "VPGi'o'tAP 48 c ................. , ......... ........ ....... ...... VPGMAP 49 C FOR FULL PRECISION VPGMAP 50 C .............................. .,. ......... t .... ~.,. .... •• VPGMAP 51 LQSAVE 1 152 VPGMAP 52 LMNTHLV f 28 VPGMII.P 53 LQWORK 256 VPGMAP 54 LSPACE 896 VPGMAP 55 LXCNTR = 128 VPGMAP 56 C ................... "' ... 1 ......................... t VPGMAP 57 C FOR HALF PRECISION VPGMI\P 58 C .T*.,..,.~ ... tT.,..,. .... .,. ...... t .. .,. ... .,.t........ VPGMAP 59 IF f32,EQ.321 THEN VPGMAP 60 LQSAVE 540 VPGMAP 61 LMNTHL V = 128 VPGMAP 62 L QWOR!< 128 VPGMAP 63 LSPACE 512 VPGMAP 64 L XCNTR 128 VPGMAP 55 END IF 
VPGMAP 66 C 
VPGMAP 67 C ==================================================:=======~==========VPGMAP 68 CALL Q5ROUEST VPGMAP 69 $('LFN=', 'QSAVE', 'lEN=',lQSAVE, 'Rl=','U', 'EXT=' ,'N','PN=' .'TPAK25' )VPGMAP 70 CALL Q50PEN ('lFN=' ,'QSAVE' ,'IMP') VPGMAP 71 CALL Q5MAPIN ('LFN=' ,'QSAVE' ,'VBA=' ,lJUMP,'LEN=' ,LQSIIVE.'lPAGE') VPGMAP 72 LV = LQSAVE/64 VPGMAP 73 00 100 LH=I.LV VPGMAP 14 100 AIJUMP(f + fL)c-f).SI2"54:512't64) = 0,0 SO VPGMAP 75 C 
VPGMAP 76 C ========================================:========================~===VPGMAP 17 CALL QSRQUEST VPGMAP 18 $( 'LFr<l='. 'MNTHLV', 'LEN=' ,lMNTHLV. 'RT='. 'u'. 'EXT='. 'N' ,'PN=', VPGMAP 79 $ 'TPA~25') VPGMAP 80 CALL Q50PEN {'tFf,J=','MNTHlV','lMP') VPGMI\P 81 CALL Q5M"I\PINC'LF"J\!=','MNTHLV' ,'VBA=' ,DSNTOP,'lEN=',LMNTHLV,'lPAGE' 'VPGMAP 82 LV = LMNTHLV/S~ VPGMAP 83 DO 200 lx=t.L',' VPGMl\P 84 200 I\DSTOP(I i (LX-I,"Sf2+64 ~S12"641 = 0,0 SO VPGMI\P as C 
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LV = LOWORK/64 VPGMAP 
DO 300 LX=I.LV VPGMAP 
300 WORK1!1 CLX-"·Sf2t-64.1.1:512ioS41" 0.0 SO VPGMAP 
C VPGMAP C =====================================================================VPGMAP CALL Q5ROUESl VPGMAP 
$ ( • LFN'" •• SPACE' I' LEN=' ,LSPACE. ' RT=' • ' U' .' EX T=' .' N' •• PN=' .' TPAK25' ,VPGMf1P 
CALL Q50PEN ( 'lFN=' •• SPACE' .' iMP' ) VPGMhP 
CALL OSMAP I N ( • lFN=' •• SPACE' •• V8f1=' • SPAXX 1'.:. 'LEN:' ,lSPftCE •• LPAGE' )VPGMAP 
LV = LSPACE/64 VPGMAP 
DO 400 LX=I,LV VPGMAP 
400 SP.\XX)({I ILX-lltSI2+64,1.1;512t"64):::. 0.0 SO VPGMJ\P 
C VPGMAP 
C =====================================================================VPGMhP 
CALL QSRQUEST VPGMAP 
$( 'LFN=' , ' XONTR' • 'LEN=' ,LXCNTR. 'RT=' • 'U' •• EXT=' • 'N' • 'PN=' . 'TPAK25' IVPGMAP 
OALL Q50PEN C'LFN=' ,'xeNTR', 'IMP') VPGMAP 
CALL OSMAP IN f' LFN=' .. XCNTR' . 'V8A=' . AS, 'LEN'" ,L XeNTR. ' lPAGE' ) VPGMAP 
LV = lXCNTR!S4 VPGMAP 
00500 LX=I.LY VPGMAP 





C .... ,., •• ' ................ • .......... t VPGMAP 
C t.I •••••• " ............. • ....... • VPGMAP 
ENTRY PGAET VPGMhP 
C •••••• ••• ...... , ... • ............. ·....... VPGMhP 
C .... ,·.............................................. VPGMhP 
C VPGMAP 
CALL Q~CLOSE f' LFN=' • 'QSAVE' ) VPGMAP 
CALL Q5RETURNf 'U·N=', 'QSAVE') VPGMAP 
CALL Q5CLOSE f 'lFN='. 'MNTHLV') VPGMAP 
CALL Q5RETUANf', FN='. 'MNHIlV') VPGMAP 
CALL Q5elosE C'LFN=' ,'QWORK' I VPGMAP 
CALL Q5RETURNC'LFN='. 'QWOR!(') VPGMAP 
CALL Q5ClOSE : 'lFN=' , ' SPACE' ) VPGMAP 
CALL 05RE TUfU',/{ 'lFN=' • ' SPACE' ) VPGMAP 
CAll Q501_vSE (' LFN=' .' XCNTR' ) VPGMAP 
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43 44 45 
54 65 56 
65 66 67 
76 77 78 
87 B8 89 
21B 219 220 
96 97 9B 
c:-. 
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IRAOSWG IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 99 
IROO IOPARM" INTEGER SIMPLE 216 
ITAPE LOr-liRM LOGICAL SIMPLE 226 22B 
ITMAX I.;;NTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 00 
ITMIN IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
IUFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN f02 -n;g 
IVFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN f03 "tiS JAlB RADeOM INTEGER SIMPLE 446 
JC IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 2f7 0'2 
JE 10PARM INTEGER ARRAY 2f8 g~ 
JIC CCNTRL CHAR..-B SIMPLE 6 24 
.0"0 JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 " JM02 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 44 c:~ '" JMT2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 ~\fi 
JO' ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 ~a JOB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 48 
JOB CCNTRL CHAR tS SIMPLE 7 25 
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 2f9 
J5P ICN'TRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
KEVLVJI RAoeOM INTEGER ARRAY 46f 
I(LIALB ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
KLIGW leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
KLIlWI rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 9f 
KLISST leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
I 
KLITOP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 90 
K5 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
KSTEP IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 220 
I KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 LA SPACE HALF ARRAV 369 370 
LAND RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 447 44B 
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 167 16B 
LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 110 167 168 
1 LCNTRL INTEGER 
UNI(NOWN 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 
121 122 
;i. LoIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 136 16' 
'~, I 
LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 224 225 226 
LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f28 f56 
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 129 157 
• LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNUNOWN f27 155 ., LICLoun LCNTRL LOGjCAL UNI(No\VN 132 160 
J tMNTHLY INTEGER SIMPLE 469/5 475/5 486 4BB 4B9 LOGBR IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
i LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 135 163 lPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UN~rJOVJN 12. '53 
i~ LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICI\L UNICNOWN 126 154 tl LQ5 LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 12' 123 124 125 12.6 127 128 129 130 f31 132 133 134 149 
t }\ LQSAVE INTEGER SIMPLE 
468/5 474/5 480 482 483 
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY f22 135 136 137 138 150 
II LQ\'lORK INTEGER SIMPLE 470/5 476/S 492 494 495 LRADLW LONTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f38 f66 LRAoLWG LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 131 159 1 LRAoSW LCNTRL LOGICAL ur.JKNOWi\l 137 165 I, LRAoSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI(NOWN 130 158 
I:, LSPACE INTEGER SIMPLE 471/5 477/5 49B 500 501 LTMAX LCNTRL lOGICAL UN~NOWN '24 152 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 
lUFLUX lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOVJN 133 161 
LVFLUK LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI(NOWN 134 162 
U. INTEGER SIMPLE 484/0 485 490/0 491 496/0 497 502/C 503 508/C 509 
LXCNTR INTEGER SIMPLE 472/5 478/5 504 506 507 
LV INTEGER SIMPLE 483/S 484 4B9/S 490 495/S 496 501/S 502 507/5 508 
MATIN IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
i I MATSNX IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 MATSUN leNTRL INTEGER SlMPLE 58 ! MIXWI RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 455 456 'tl ! rAJ lOP ARM INTEGER ARRAY 22f ..., MLF lCNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 59 ~ I, ! I, .... 
II ..., 
: 1 I· 
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~ MNTHtV INT!::GER UNKNOWN 339 34 I 343 345 349 351 353 ~55 357 359 .... ..,. MRoe reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 MsM reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 N8 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 , NO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 , NDAlT reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 ! NOAV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 66 , NO HOG lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 87 , NDOUT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 , j NDPHV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 I NORSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 , NOSHF reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 , NOT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 ! NOTC3 eNTRlP INTEGER SIMPLE 323 • NFK RADeOM INTEGER SIMPLE 419 r NFLW eNTRlP INTEGER SIMPLE 324 NHMS reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 71 NHMSO ICNTRl INTEGER S~MPLE 73 NHMSI IOPAnM INTEGER SIMPLE 222 NHMSE reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 NLAV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 NLAVM1 lCNTRL INTEGER SIMP[.E 75 NLAVOZ RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 416 
00 
NLI\VP1 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
"il;U 
NMlEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 86 11 Nez RADeOM INTEGER SIMPLE 430 
",,5 NSDAY ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 77 02 
:\] 1 NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 78 '~ i NSTEP leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 80 o ~_~ '" NYMD lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 82 Al rr" , NYMDO IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 84 
tU'"'V;l 
, NVMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 223 
C :?-~ :r 
NVIVIDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 83 NZINIT IONTRl INTEGER SIiviPLE 85 ~ '~J OCEAN RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 449 450 ~ii-:'lI I, oeM22 RADeOM HALF ARRAV 424 
:J ~~ OCM30 RADeOM HALF ARRAY 425 , OCM38 RADCOM HALF ARRAV 426 
. k:il t~ 
~ 
OCM46 RADeoM HALF ARRAY 427 it OOMXK RADCOM HALF ARRAY 429 OLAPR RADOOM HALF ARRAY 42' , OLdAN RADeOM HALF ARRAV 420 I 
I' OLdUL RADeoM HALF ARRAY 422 OLOOT RADOOM HALF ARRAY 423 ! OMEGA2 ReNTRL HALF SIMPLE 18& alALE RADCOPw1 HALF ARRAY 406 P QANDQT HALF ARRAY 27. 287 PGMAP SUBROUTINE " PGRET SUBROUTINE 511 PHI QANOQT HALF ARRAY 27. 292 PHIS QANOQT HALF ARRAV 267 280 PI RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 186 PII80 ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE IS7 PI2 RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 188 PIM CNTRlP HALF SIMPLE 325 , PIMEAN RCNTRl HI\LF SIMPLE '.0 
" PKSTO RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 251 i PKTOP ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 252 
I Pl RADCOM HALF ARRAY 379 i' PlE RADeOM HI'I.LF ARRAY 380 , PlEVS RCNTRl HALF ARRAY 204 PlK RADeOM HALF ARRAY 381 PlKE RADeoM HALF ARRAY 382 PREP RADeOM HALF ARRAY 436 PROeM RADCOM HI\LF ARRAY 428 PSMAK ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 19 I PSMIN RCNTRL HALF SIMPLE 192 II PSTO RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 189 il PTOP ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 193 
II 
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PZERO ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 210 QAtT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 111 139 QANDQT HALf UNKNOWN 266 293 296 Q8EG LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 112 140 QDAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 113 141 
QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 114 142 QHOG CNTRLP lOGICAL SIMPLE 326 338 QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 115 ,.3 QPHY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 116 14' 
OPROG QANDQT HALF ARRAV 266 280 281 282 283 284 2B5 2B6 2B7 2BB 2B9 <::. 
290 291 292 QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE ;20 14B 
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 119 "7 QSDIAG QANDQT HALF ARRAY 293 295 QSH SPACE HALF ARRAY 361 362 376 QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 117 145 
QUDIAG QANDQT HALF ARRAV 296 
QUH SPACE HALF ARRAY 363 364 
RA SPACE HALF ARRAY 371 372 
RADeOM HALF UNKNOWN 377 37B 379 3BO 3BI 382 3B3 3B4 3B5 386 387 
3BB 3B9 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 
399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 401 408 409 
410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 
421 422 423 424 425 426 427 428 429 430 431 
432 433 '3' .35 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 447 449 451 453 455 467 459 
461 
RADE RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 194 
RADTRM RAccaM HALF ARRAY 440 
i RC ReNTRl HALF ARRAV 211 212 RCO RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 169 211 212 
i RCLOUO RADCOM HALF ARRAY '45 RCNTAL HALF UNKNOWN 169 170 171 172 173 17' 175 176 177 178 179 
\ ! 180 181 !B2 '"3 18' 185 186 187 188 189 190 \1: 191 192 193 19. 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 
'~I 202 203 20' 205 206 207 20B 209 210 RDPARM HALF UNKNOWN 230 231 232 233 23. 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 2.2 2'3 24' 245 046 247 248 2'9 250 251 , 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 281 ~62 
• 263 26. 265 I RE RADCDril HALF ARRAV 37B RGAS ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 195 RH RADOOM HALF ARRAV 393 
~ fRAT RDPARM HALF ARRAV 253 RlATD ROPARM HALF ARRAV 254 
I RN RADOOM HALF ARRAV 'OB ROCP RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 196 
ROOPDT RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 255 
ROOPP1 RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 256 00 RSDIST RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 197 
RSURF RADeOM HALF ARRAY .4. -n=o 
SO RADOOM HALF SIMPLE '39 
"tIi/i SDAY RONTRl HAl.F SIMPLE 19B 
SEASON ReNTRL HALF SIMPLE 199 g~ SG RADOOM HALF ARRAY '42 SGNP RDPARM HALF ARRAV 257 =Or-SH QANDQT HALF ARRAV 27B 291 
SHG RADeOM HALF ARRAV 3B9 rO-u SHL RADOOM HALF ARRAV 387 c:;r;. SHlE RADeOM HALF ARRAV 388 ~G:I SHLTOP CNTRLP HALF SIMPLE 327 
sHs QANDQT HALF ARRAY 273 2B6 C 1011 
SHSAT RADeOM HALF ARRAV 391 :;! ~~ 
SIG ROPARM HALF ARRAV 2S' -. !'&I SIGE RONTRl HALF ARRAV 200 
SIND ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 201 t,; SINL ROPARM HALF ARRAV 258 G'J SINlON RDPARM HALF ARRAV 259 ~ SINROT eNTRl? HALF SIMPLiE 328 SMTH QANDOT HALF ARRAV 26B 281 
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SN2FLG LCNTRt LOGlCAL SIMPLE 118 SNOW RAceOM LOGICAL ARRAV 453 SNOWN CNTRLP HALF SIMPLE 329 SNOWS eNTRlP HALF SIMPLE 330 SOLS ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 202 SP RADeOM HALF "RRAY 443 SPACE HALF UNKNOWN 361 SPAXXX SPACE HA.LF ARRAY 375 SRS RADeoM HALF ARAi\Y 410 SSS RADeOM HALF ARRAY 394 SSSE RADeOM HALF ARRAY 395 START LOP ARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 226 STBD eNTRlP HALF SIMPLE 331 STERP1 CNTRLP HALF SIMPLE 332 STERP2 CNTRLP HALF SIMPLE 333 STN RADeeM HALF ARRAY 411 SURALB MNTHLV HALF ARRAY 355 SURGWT MNTHLV HALF ARRAY 359 SURLWI MNTHLV HALF ARRAV 345 SURSST MNTHLV HALf ARRAV 351 SUR Tap MNTHLV HALF ARRAY 341 SWALE RADeOM HALF ARRAY 402 SWIl RADeOM HALF ARRAY 403 T QANDQT HALF ARRAY 277 TAUL RADOOM HA1.F ARRAV 405 TeONO RADOOM HALF ARRAY 412 TG RADeOM HALF ARRAY 385 TH RADOOM HALF ARRAY 386 THSTD ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 260 THSTD2 RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 261 TICE CNTRlP HALF SIMPLE 334 TL RAOCOM HALF ARRAY 383 TLE RADCOM HALF ARRAY 384 TlOWL RADeor.n HALF SIMPLE 41' TLTOP eNTRlP HALF SIMPLE 335 TMIDL RADOOM HALF SIMPLE 415 TN RADCOM HALF ARRAY 409 
TOPASS RADOOM HALF ARRAY 407 TOTOZ RADeOM HALF ARRAY 431 TPENE RADOOM HALF ARRAY 413 TS QANDQT HALF ARRAV 272 TSTD RONTRl HALF SIMPLE 203 U QANDQT HALF ARRAV 276 USELWI RA~OOM LOGICAL SIMPLE 459 V QANOQT HALF ARRAY 276 VER eONTRl CHAR'-S SIMPLE 11 WET RADeOM HALF ARRAY 434 WI RADeOM HALF ARRAV 437 WORKl /1 HALF ARRAY 462 WSAVE ROPARM HALF ARRAY 262 XDAV eNTRLP HALF SIMPLE 336 
"K RADCOM HALF ARRAY 418 XLI\BEL CCNTRL CHAR .S ARRAY 12 ZLNCO eNTRlP HALF SIMPLE 337 
PROCEDURE MAP 
--NAME-------TVPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES 
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oooor FUNCTION F'MEILN IN) 
'JPMEAN 2 0 VPMEIlN 3 0 CALCULATES GLOBAL MEAN SURFACE PRESSURE FOR FOURTH ORDER MODEL VPMEAN 4 0 
VPMEAN 5 0 ARGUMENTS DeSCRIPTION VPMEAN 6 C N PRESSURE TIM5 lEVEL VPMEAN 7 0 PMEAN GLOBAL MEAN PRESSURE RErUm'JED VPMEAN a 0 VPMEAN 9 0 VCtJTRL 2 0 CHARACTER MODEL PA~M1ETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD veNTRl 3 0 ====~=======~~==================================== vcrnRl 4 00002 COMMON 'CCNTRll CCO VCNTRL 5 00003 COMMON ICCNTRLI ADATE VCNTRL 6 00004 COMMON /CCNTRLI ATIME VCNTRl 7 00005 COMMON ICCNTRLI "10 VCNTRl a 00006 COMMON ICCNTRLI "08 VCNTRL 9 00007 COMMON ICCNTRll CaSP06 VCNTRl 10 DODDS COMMON ICCN'fRll CCSP07 VCNTRl 11 00009 COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSpoS VCNTRl 12 00010 COMMON ICONTRLI V:l1 VCNTRl 13 00011 COMMON ICCNTRl! IH.ABEL I 10) VCNTRl 14 00012 COMMON !OONTRl! CQS f301 VCNTRL 15 00013 COMMON ICONTRL! COU I 101 vcNTRl IG 0 VCNTRl 17 00014 EOUIVALENCE fCCO .CC( ") VCfnRL la 00015 CHARACTER"S CCD, OC(2001 VCNTRl 19 00016 CHARACTER ·8 ADATE VCNTRl 20 00017 CHARACTER·S ATrME VCNTRl 21 OOOf8 CHARACTER"S "10 VCNTRl 22 00019 CHARACTER·S "08 VCNTRl 23 00020 CHARACTER*S ccspoe VCNTRl 24 0002f CHARACTER*S CCSP07 VCNTRl 25 00022 CHARACTER*S CCSPOS veNTRL 26 00023 CHARACTER+S VER VCNTRl 27 00 00024 CHARACTER·S XLABEl VCNTRl 2a 
"1l;g 00025 CHARACTER·8 OQS VCNTRl 29 ~ 00026 CHARACTER-S OQU VCNTRl 30 "Oe 0 VCNTRl 31 0;2 0 rNTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VcNTRL 32 gf2: ~ 0 ================================================ VCNTRl 33 00027 COMMON IIONTRl! 100 VCNTRl 34 0002S COMMON IrCNTRl! iM VCNTRl 35 
.gil tl 
00029 COMMON f10NTRl! 1MD2 VONTRL 3G 00030 COMMON !rCNTRl! rMD2P t VCNTRL 37 ~{OlI 00031 COMMON IIONTRl! NORSW VCNTRL 3a 00032 COMMON IICNTRl! JM VCNTRl 39 r-~ 00033 COMMON IrCNTRll JMD2 VCNTRL 40 ~ •.• ~ 00034 COMMON !rCNTAll JMT2 VCNTRl 41 ,;~ 00035 COMMON IICNTRll JNP VCNTRl 42 00036 COMMON !rCNTRl! J04 VCNTRL 43 t I 00037 COMMON !rCNTRLI Joa VCNiRL 44 00038 COMMON IrCNTRl! JSP VCNTRl 45 00039 COMMON IICNTRl/ KlIAlB VCNTRl 46 00040 COMMON !ICNTRl! kLIGW vcrnRl 47 00041 COMMON /ICNTRLI I<L155T VeNTRl 4a 00042 COMMON !rCNTRLI KS VCNTRl 49 00043 COMMON !rCNTRl! KU VCflJTRl 50 00044 COMMON !IONTRl! lOGBR VC;NTRl 51 00045 COMMON /IONTRl/ MATIN VeNTRl 52 00046 COMMON !rONTRll MATSNK VCNTRl 53 00047 COMMON !ICNTRl! MATSUN VCNTRl 54 00048 COMMON !rCNTRL! MlF (12) VeNTRl 55 00049 COMMON /IONTRLI MRoe VeNTRl 56 00050 COMMON IrCNTRL/ NI<RSH VCNTRl 57 00051 COMMON IICNTRL! MSM VCNTRl 5a 00052 COMMON IICNTRl! NB VCNTRL 59 00053 COMMON IICNTRL! NO vcrHRl GO 00054 COMMON IrCNTRl/ NeALT VCNTRl 61 00055 COMMON frCNTRll NOAY VCNTRl G2 00056 COMMON IrCNTRl! NODUT VCNTRL S3 
"" 
00057 CoMMON /rCNTRll NOPHY VCNTRl G4 ~
~ 
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COMMON IICNTRL! NDSHF 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NOT 
COMMON IICNTRLI NHMS 
COMMON IICNTRLI NHMSE 
COMMON /ICNTRL! NHMSO 
COMMON freNTRll NLAY 
COMMON freNTRl! NLAVM1 
COMMON IreNTRLI NLAVPf 
Cor.'lMON /IONTRt! tJSDAY 
COMMON /lONTRtl NSEQ 
COMMON frONTRl/ ICSP53 
corliMaN freNTRl! NSTEP 
COl.1r./lON IICNTRLI IBLKSIZ 
COMMON /IONTRtl NVMD 
COMMON frONTRll NVMOE 
COMMON IreNTRl/ NYMDO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NZINIT 
COMMON /ICNTRLl NMLEV 
COMMON frONTRl! NDHOG 
COMMON IICNTRLI lOS (30) 

















(ITMIN (ITMAX ( IPREJlCC (IPRECON (IHFlUX ( IEFLUX 
CIFUSION 
fIRADSYlG 





(10IA8"T ( IRAOSW ( lRAOLW 
,IQSe 1» 
,IQSe 2) 





• IQSi Bll 
,lQSe 9) 















LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
=====~========================================== 
COMMON /LCNTRl/ LCO 
COMMON /LCNTRl/ QAlT 
COMMON /lCNTRl/ Q8EG 
COMMON /lCNTRl/ QDAV 
COMMON /lCNTRL/ aEND 
COMMON IlCNTRL/ QOUT 
COMMON /lCNTRL/ QPHV 
CmJlMON /LCNTRL/ QSHF 
COMMON /lCNTRl/ SN2FlG 
COMMON /lCNTRl/ QRS\'1 
COMMON IlCNTRl/ QRSH 
COMMON ILCNTRll lOS(30) 
COMMON /LCNTRll LQU(10) 

























(lTMIN (l TMAX (lPREACC (lPRECON 
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veNTRl 13. EQUIVALENCE (lOMEGA .LQUt 1) veNTAl 137 EQUIVALENCE (LDIA8AT ,LQU( 2» VCNTRL 138 EQUIVALENce (LRAOS\'I .LQUI 3) ) veNTRl 139 EQUIVALENCE fLRADt,.W .lQut 4) ) VC~IITRL 140 
VCNTRl 141 LOGICAL QALT 
veNTRl 142 LOGICAL Q8EG 
veNTRl 143 LOGICAL QDAV 
veNTAl 144 LOGICAL QEND veNTRl 145 LOGICAL gOUT 
veNTRl 146 LOGICAL QPHY VCNTRL 147 LOGICAL QSHF 
veNTRl 148 LOGICAL SN2FLG VCNTRl 149 LOGICAL QRSW 
veNTRl 150 '.OGrCAl QRSH 
veNTRl 151 
veNTRl 152 LOGICAL LQS 
veNTRl 153 LOGICAL LQU veNTRl 154 LOGICAL LTMIN VeNTRl 155 LOGICAL lTMAX VCNTRL 156 LOGICAL lPREACC VCNTRL 157 LOGICAL LPRECON veNTRl 158 LOGIOAL LHFLUX VCNTRl 159 LOGICAL LEFlUX VCNTRL 160 lOGICAL LFUSION VCNTRl 161 lOGICAL LRADSWG VCr..ITRL 162 lOGICAL LRADLWG VCNTRl 163 LOGICAL LIClOUD VCNTRl 164 lOGICAL lUFLUX VCNTRl 165 LOGICAL lVFLUX VCNTRL 16~ 
VCNTP.L 167 LOGICAL LOMEGA VCNTRl 168 LOGICAL lDIABAT VcNTRl 169 LOGICAL lRAOSW VCNTRl 170 lOGICAL LRAOLW 
veNTRl 171 
VeNTRl 172 EQUIVALENCE (lC9.lcr 1" VeNTRl 173 LOGICAL lCO, LCl200' vernRl 174 
VeNTRl 175 REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD veNTRl 176 =======================================~===== VCNTRl 177 COMMON !ReNTRl! Reo VCNTRl 178 COMMON !RONTRl! APHEL VO:NTRl 179 COMMON !RCNTRl! BETA V::NTRl 180 COMMON !RONTRl! COSO V-::NTRl 181 COMMON IRCNTRl! CP 
veNTRl 182 COMMON !RCNTRl! CAVSPV VCNTRl 183 COMMON !RCNTRl! CEC VCNiiil 184 COMMON !RONTRl! OECMAX VCNTRl 185 COMMON !RCNTRl! OIST VCNTRl 186 COMMON !RCNTRll OlAT VCNTRL 187 COMMON fRCNTRl! OlON 
veNTRl 188 COMMON IRONTRl! DT 
veNTRl 189 OOMMON fRONTRL f ECON 
veNTRl 190 eOMfJlON !RCNTRl! GNU1 VCNTRl 191 COMMON !RCNTRl! GNU2 VCNTRl 192 COMMON IRCNTRl! GRAV VCNTRl 193 COMMON !ReNTRl! OMEGA2 
vCNTRl 194 COMMON !RCNTRl! PI VCNTRl 195 COMMON !RCNTRL! P]180 VCNTRl 196 COMMON fRCNTRl! PI2 VCNTRl 197 COMMON !RCflJTRL! PSTD VCNTRl 198 COMMON IRCNTRl/ -PIMEAN 
vcrnRl 199 COMMoN !ReNTRl! PSMAX 
veNTRl 200 COMMON iRClHRL! PSMIN VCNTRl 201 COMMON fReNTRll PTOP VCNTRl 202 COMMON fRCNTRl! RAOE VCNTRl 203 COMMON !ReNTRl! RGAS VeNTQl 204 COMMON !RONTRl/ ROCP VCNTRL 205 COMMON !ReNTRl! RSDIST VCNTRl 206 
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S·"J.·,_ ' ~~) .. l- ~-: 
COMMON IRCNTRl/ SDAV 
COMMON fRONTRLI SEASON 
COMMON IReNTRLI SIGE (25) 
COMMON IRONTRll SIND 
COMMON IRONTRl/ SOLS 
COMMoN !RONTRl! TSTO 
COMMON IRONTRl! PLEVS (25) 
COMMON IRONTRl/ HEATW 
COMMON /RONTRl! HEATI 
COMMON fReNTRl! EPS 
COMMON fRONTRll EPSFAC 
COMMON fRONTRll CALTOJ 
COMMON !RONTRl! PZERO 
EQUIVALENCE (RCO.RCf ,,) 
REAL RCo. RO(200) 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
======================= COMMON /IDPARMI Z.JUMP (46) 
COMMON /IDPARMI IDSP02 
COMMON fIOPARMI INDEX (72) 
COMMON /IOPARMI IROO 
COMMON IIDPARM/ JC (45) 
COMMON IIDPARMI "E (2 ) COMMON IIOPARMI JP (2.2) 
COMMON IIDPARMI KSTEP 
COMMON IIDPARMI MJ 
COMMON IIOP-ARM/ NHMSI 
(46) 
COMMON IIDPARM/ NVMDI 
LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
================~====== COMMON ILDPARM! FILTER (46 ) 
COMMON ILOPARMI I TAPE 




REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
==================== COMMON IROPARMI AOLOP 
COMMON IROPARMI CONI 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON10T 
COMMON tRDPARMI CON2 
COMMON tRDPARM! eON20T 
COMMON tROPARMI eDN3 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON30T 
COMMON IRDPARMI CDN4 
COMMON IRDPARM! CON40T 
COMMON IROPARM/ CONS 
COMMON tRDPARMt COSL (46) 
COMMON /RODARMI COS LON (72) 
COMMON IROPARMI CP02 
COMMON IROPARM'/ DXP (46' 
COMMON IRDPARM! DXVP (46) 
COMMON IRDPARM/ OVP (46) 
COM~JlON /RDPARMI FCORlS (46) 
COMMON IROPARMJ FIDT 
COMMON /RDPAnMI F2DT 
COMMON /RDPARMt H.DT 
COMMON IRCPARMI H2DT 
COMMON /ROPARMI PKSTD 
COMMON /ROPAAM! Pt<TOP 
COMMON /RDPARM/ RLAT (46) 
COMMON !RDPAAMI RLATD (46) 
COMMON !RDPAA",,/ ROcPDT 
COMMON tROPARMI ROCPPf 
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(7128,1) (7128.1 ) 
(72.99. I) 
(72.9,11,1) 
f72.9.1 f. 1) 
f 12.9, I I • 1 J 
(72.9.11.1) 





«QPROG( 1 • 
CQPROG(t. 
(OPROG!f. (OPROGl 1 , 
t.1,O.PHIS (1,1») 








(QPROGf1.t,4,O.V (f.t.l,1)' (QPROG fl. 1, 6. 1) • T (1. 1, 1. 11 • 
CQPROG(t,1, 8.1),SH (1.1,1.1)) 
(QPROG( 1.1,10.1) ,PHI (t,' ,1,1» 












































































LOGICAL QUITE/.FALSE./ VPMEAN .3 
C • '" .. VPMEAN t4 
C DEBUG VBEGDEB 2 
10000 CONTINue VBEGDEB 3 
C ~- •• cveeR VECTOR vERSION 00.001 INPUT IOQ VBEGDES 4 
C _ ..... ~ CVSER VECTOR VERSION 00 VSEGDEB 5 
CSSS$SS$$$$SSSSSSSSS$$$$$$$$SSSS$$SSSS$$SS$SSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSSSSSSSSSSS$$V8EGDEB 6 
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IF {QUITE} GO TO 5 
OUITE 'l: .TRUE. 
OL = ACOSf-I.I/JM 
PAREA 1M·(1. - COS(.S·OLJI/SJN(Dl} 
5 CONTINUE 



















S~ASS = .5~PAREA.(P(1.N.l) ~ Pfl,N,JM""111 
o = -.S"'DL+J'" 
00 20 J=2,JM 
SPRESS = QBSSUM(P(I.N.J;JMll 
o = 0 + DL 
COSJ 'l: COS (0 ) 
SAREA 'I: SAREA • IM.COSJ 
SMASS SMASS "" SPRESS*COSJ 
20 CONTINUE 
PMEAN SMASS/SAREA'" PTOP 
RETURN 
END 

































































































































































A=ARGlIST. C=CT1R OF DO, I=OI\TI\ INIT. R=READ. S=STORE. W=WRITE 
15 
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SIMPLE 161 c;;g .~\~ SIMPLE lG2 
SIMPLE 163 
SIMPLE 164 
SIMPLE 288/S 289 289 293 29G 
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REAL ARRAY 230 
REAL ARRAY 231 
REAL ARRAY 232 
REAL SIMPLE 16B 
REAL SIMPL~ 194 
REAL SIMPLE 195 
REAL SIMPLE 23' 
REAL SIMPLE 235 
REAL ARRAY 233 
lOGICAL ARRAY 211 21. 
REAL SIMPLE 169 
REAL SIMPLE 170 
REAL SIMPLE 171 
REAL ARRAY 257 270 
REAL ARRAY 25B 271 
REAL SIMPLE 236 
-ReAL S1MPlE 237 
REAL SIMPLE 193 
REAL SIMPLE 192 
INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
INTEGER ARRAY 95 96 
INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 31 
3B 39 40 41 '2 
.9 50 51 52 53 
60 61 62 63 6' 
71 72 73 7. 75 
INTEGER SIMPLE 68 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 20' 
INTEGER SIMPLE 201 
INTEGER UNKNOWN B' INTEGER UNKNOWN B5 
If HEGER UNKNOWN B3 
INTEGER UNKNOWN BB 
INTEGER ARRAY 200 
INTEGER SIMPLI; 2B 289 295 29B 
INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
INTEGER ARRAY 202 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
INTEGER UNKNOWN Bl 
INTEGER UNKNOWN B2 
INTEGER ARRAY 77 79 BO B 1 .7 
B9 90 
INTEGER ARRAY 281 282 
INTEGER ARRAY 7B 91 92 93 9' 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 9' INTEGER UNKNOWN B7 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
INTEGER UNKNOWN B6 
INTEGER SIMPLE 203 
LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
INTEGER UNKNOWN BO 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 
INTEGER UNKNOWN B9 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
INTEGER SIMPLE 294/C 29·5 
INTEGER ARRAY 204 
INTEGER ARRAY 205 
CHAR"'S SIMPLE 5 lB 
INTEGER SIMPLE 32 2BB 292 293 294 
INTEGER 'SIMPLE 33 
INTEGER SIMPLE 3. 
INTEGER SIMPLE 35 
INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
CHAR*S 3IMPLE 6 19 
INTEGER ARRAY 206 
"cO, _. c:-o •. ,··' ':";.<.:..c . '''''=-."",,,,,, ._'~v:·' .;~~"'.'='-"'>"",," 
".~.~ . ...,...~- .. :' -~ ~--__ c -.:..:-~.~.~ 
• "!I .~ 
~ 
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32 33 3' 35 36 37 
43 44 45 46 .7 48 
54 55 56 57 58 59 
65 66 67 68 69 70 
76 77 7B 
205 206 207 20B 209 2iO 
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SUBROUTINE POLINP (N, M) 




TIME STEP pennER M POLE FLAG. =1 FOR SOUTH POLE, =2 FOR NORTH POLE 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================== COMMON ICCNTRL! cco COM~JlON ICCNTRll AoATE COMMON !CCNTRLI ATIME COMMON ICCNTRL/ JIC COMMON /CCNTRl! JOB COMMON !CeNTRLI CCSP06 
cornrJlON !CCNTRl! CCSP07 COMMON ICCNTRll CCSPOB COMMON /CC",~-qll VER COMMON ICCNHi'LI XlABEl (to} COMMON ICCNTRll CQS (30) COMMON ICCNTRLJ CQU (fO) 
EOUIVALENCE 
CHARACTEh"S CHARACTER·S 
CHARACTER'*S CHARACTER"S CHARACTER*8 CHARACTER·S 
CHARACTER"S CHARACTER"S CHARACTER·S 
CHARACTER"S CHARACTER*S 
CHARACTER"S 









INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
================================================ COMMON /ICNTRll leo COMMON IICNTRL/ 1M COMMON IICNTRL! lMD2 COMMON fIeNTRll IM02P1 COMTJlON II eNTRl I NORSW COMMON IlCNTRL/ \.1M COMMON IICNTRLI \.IMD2 COMMON IICNTRLI JMT2 COMMON IICNTRll .JNP COMMON IICNTRl/ J04 COMMON fICNTRl/ JOB COMMON /ICNTRll dSP COMMON IICNTRl/ KLIAlB COMMON ![CNTRll KLIG\V COMMON /lCt-JTRl! KlISST Cor.~MON / tCNTRl/ f(S CaMMol'.l IICNTRl! KU COMMON IICNTRl/ LOGSR COMMON IICNTRLI MATIN COMMON /ICNTRll MATSNX COPI!MCN I I CNTRL I MA TSUN 
coMMON /ICNTRl/ MlF (121 COMrJlON /ICNTRLI MRCO COMMON IICNTRLI NKRSH CO!\.'MON IICNTRll MStA: COMMON IlCNTRll NB 
coMMON flCNTRLf NO COMMON /ICNTRl/ NOAli COMMON /ICNTRLI NOAV COMMON !ICNTRLI NDOUT 
I._. ___ ~-. 
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00057 COMMON IICNTRLI NOPHV VCNTRL 64 '" 00058 COMMON IIGNTRLI NCSHF veNTRl 65 
'" 00059 COMMON /ICNTRLI NOT veNTRl 66 
00060 COMMON /ICNTRll NHMS veNTRl 67 
00061 COMMON flCNTRLI NHMSE veNTRl 68 
00062 COMfJlON IICNTRLI NHMSO veNTRl 69 
00063 COMMON nCNTRL! NLAV veNTRl 70 
00064 COMMON IICNTRLI NLAVMt VCNTRl 71 
00065 COMMON JICNTRLI NLAVP1 veNTRl 72 
00066 CorJ1rJ10N / I CNTRl! NSDAV VeNTRl 73 
00067 COMMON frCNTRl! Nsea veNTRl 74 
00068 com.10N IICNTRLI ICSP53 veNTRl 75 
00069 COMMON IICNTRL/ NSTEP veNTRl 76 
00070 COMMON frCNTRll talKSIZ VeNTRl 77 
00071 COMMON II CiHRL I NVMO veNTRl 78 
00072 COMMON /ICNTRll NVMDE VCNTFll 79 
00073 COMMOr.J /ICNTRLI NVMDO VeNTRl eo 
00014 CQrJlMON /lCNTRLI NZJNl T veNTRl 81 
00075 COMMON IICNTRlI NMlEV VCNTRl 82 
00076 cor.1r.mN IICNTAlI NDHOG VCNTRl 83 
00077 COMMON IICNT"Rll lOS (301 veNTRl 84 
00078 COMMON /ICNTRll IQU flO) VCNTRl 85 
C VCNTRl 86 
00079 EOUIVAlENCE (ITMIN ,lOSf 
'" 
VCNTRl 81 
00080 EQUIVALENCE CITMAX ,IQS( 21) VCNTRL 88 
~ 00081 EQUtVAl£::NCE C I PREACC ,IQS( 3)J VCNTRl 89 00082 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON ,IOS( 4 I I veNTRL 90 00 00083 EQUIVALENCE IIHFlUX ,IQS( 5)J VCN1Rl 91 
~ OOOS4 EOUIVALENCE (IEFLUX ,IQS( 6)) veNTRL 92 :"r'I:a 
',' 
00085 EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IQS{ 7)J veNTRl 93 ;g§ > 00086 EQUIVALENCE ( I!'iAOSWG ,IOS( all veNiRL 94 , 00087 EOUIVALENCE ( IRADLWG ,laS( at, VeNTRl.. 95 O~ r 00088 EQUIVALENCE {IIClOUD .IQ5(1011 VCNTRl 96 00089 EOUIVALENce (IUFlUK .IQSe11" VCNTRL 97 :tI .... 00090 EQUIVALENCE (IVFlUX ,IQS(12) VCNTRL 98 
C VCNTRl 99 g;g ~ 00091 EQUIVALENCE (IOMEGA .IOUI '" VCNTRL 100 00092 EQUIVALENCE ItDIABAT ,IOU( 2)J VCNTRl 101 .l:>t:",j 00093 EQUIVALENCE ( IRADSW ,IQU( 31) veNTRL tf}2 00094 EQUIVAlENOE (IRAOlW .Ioue 4) I veNTRl 103 ..... ,. 
t c veNTRL 104 ~~ 00095 EOUIVALENC:E fICO,I::(1)) VCNTRl 105 
;1 00096 INTEGER lCD, IC{200) VCNTRL 106 
C veNTRL 107 
c lOGICAt. MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEO ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRl 108 
C ================================================ VCNTRl 109 00097 COMMON IlCNTRll lCO vcrHRL 110 
00098 COMMON ILCNTRLI OALT VCNTRL 111 
00099 COMMON IleNTRL/ 08EG VCNTRl 112 
00100 COMMON ILCNTRll QOAV VCNTRl 113 
00101 COMMON ILCNTRll QEND veNTRl 114 
00102 COMMON ILCNTRL/ QOUT VCNTRl 115 
00103 COMMON /lCNTRll QPHV VCNTAl 115 
00104 COMMON /lCNTRLI OSHF VCrHRL 117 
00105 COMMON IlCNTRl/ SN2FlG VCNTRl 118 
00106 COMMON IlCNTRll ORSVI veNTRl 119 
00107 COMMON /LCNTRLI QASH VCNTAl 120 
0010S COMMON /lCNTRll LO'S{30) VCNTRl 121 
00109 COMMON /lCNTRLI lQU(10l VCNTRL 122 
C veNTRL 123 
OOf 10 EQUIVALENCE (lTMIN .lQS( 11) VCNTRl '24 
00111 EQUIVALENce (lTMAX .lOS( 2)) VCNTRl 125 
00112 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,Lose 3)) veNTRl 126 
00113 EQUIVALENCE {LPAECON .l.OS( 4)) VCNTRl 127 
~ 00114 EQUiVALENCE (lHFLUX .lOS( 5)) verHRl 129 00115 EQUIVALENCE (l.EFLUX ,LQS! 6)) VCNTRl 129 
'{oj 00116 EOUIVALENCE (lFUSION .lOS! 7)) VeNTRl 130 
J 00 117 EQUIVALENCE fLRADSWG .Lose 9) ) veNTRL 131 00118 'EOUIVAlENCE (lRADlWG ,Lose 9/1 vcrnRl 132 00119 EQUIVAlEtmE elIClaUD ,LQS(10)1 VernAL 133 
'1 00120 EQUIVALENCE fLUFLUX ,Loset!) VeNTRl. 134 i1 
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EOUIVALENCE (LVFLUX .L05(1211 VCNTRL 135 
veNiRl 135 
EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LQUe III vcrHRL 137 
EQUIVALENCE tLDIABAT ,LQUI 21 ) VCN1RL 138 
EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSW ,LQue 31) veNTRL 139 
EQUIVALENCE fLRAOLW ,LQU( 411 veNTRl 140 
veNTRL t4t 
LOGICAL QALT veNTRL t42 
LOGICAL OBEG veNTRL 143 
LOGICAL QOAV veNTRL t44 
LOGICAL OENO VerJTRl ft:.S 
LOGICAL QOUT veNTRL 1~6 
LOGICAL QPHV veNTRL 147 
LOGICAL 05HF VeNTRL 148 
LOGICAL SN2FLG veNTnL t49 
LOGICAL QRSYI veNT'Rl 150 
LOGICAL QRSH veNTRL 151 
veNTRL 152 
LOGICAL LQS veNTRl 153 
LOGICAL LQU veNTAL 154 
LOGICAL LTMtN veNTRL 155 
lOGICAL LTMA)! VeNTRl 15G 
lOGICAL lPREACC VCNTRl 157 
lOGICAL LPRECON VCNTRl t58 
lOGICAL LHFlUX VCNTRl t59 
lOGICAL lEFLUX VCNTRl tGO 
lOGICAL LFUSION VCNTRl 15t 
lOGICAL lRAOSWG VeNTRl lG2 
lOGICAL lRAOLVlG VCNTRl lG3 
LOGICAL lIClOUD VCNTRL lG4 
LOGICAL LUFLUY. VCNTRl 16:5 00 lOGICAL LVFlUX VCNTRl lGG 
VCNTRL lG7 "1121 
lOGICAL LOMEGA veNTRl lG8 "Ilm lOGICAL lOIA8AT VCNTRL 169 
LOGICAL lRAOSVI VCNTRL '70 g~ lOGICAL LRAOlW VCNTRl '7' 
veNTRl '72 :Or 
EQUIVALENCE (LCO.LC( 1}) veNiRl 173 
lOGICAL lCO. lCf200' veNTRl 174 .o"tl 
vcrnRL 175 C:~ 
REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTOhv RECORD VCNTRl 176 l>~ 
====================~~======================= VCNTRL 177 I""f"l COMMON !RCNTRl! RCO VCNTRL '78 ~rn COMMON !RCNTRl! APHEl vCNTRl 179 cQrJlMON /RONTRl/ eETA VCNTRl tBO 
COMrllON /RCNTRl! coso VCNTRl 18 , 
COMMON lRCNTRL! CP VCNTRL t82 
COMMON !ReNTRl! OAYSPV VCNTRl t83 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ DEC VCNTRL 184 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ OECMAX veNTRl t8S 
COMMON /RCNTRLI DIST vcr.,JlRl lBG 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ OlAT ','CNTRl lS7 
CDrJlMON /RCNTRl/ OlON VCNTRl t8S 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ OT VCNTRl t89 
CorJlfJlON !ReNTRl/ ECCN VCrJjRL t90 
cOMMON /RCNTRl! GNUI vernRl 191 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ GNU2 VCNTRl t92 
COMMorol !RCNTRl/ GRAV VCNTRl 193 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ OMEGA2 veNTRl 194 
cor,1MON fReNTRl/ PI VCNTRL 195 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ PI180 veNTRl 196 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ PI2 VCNTRl 197 
cOMrJlON /RONTRL/ PSTD VCNTRl '98 
COMMON /RCr/TRlf PIMEAN VCNTRl 199 
COMMON !RCNTRl! PSMAX VCNTRL 200 
COMMON /RCNTRL! PSMIN VCNTRL 201 
COMMorJ fRONTRl! PTOP VCNTRl 202 
COMMON fRCNTRl/ RAOE veNiRl 203 
COMMON fRCNTRl! RGAS veNTRl 204 
COMMON fRONTRl/ ROCP VCNTRl 205 
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COMMON fReNTRll RSOIST veNTRl 206 
COMMON IReNTRl! SQA-V VCNTRL 207 
COMMON /RONTRl/ 'SEASON veNiRl 208 
COMMON IRCNTRLI SIGe (25) veNiRl 209 
COMI\'ON fReNTRl.1 SIND veNiRl 210 
CO~MftON fRCNTRll SOLS vern Rt 21 f 
COMMON fRONTAL! iS10 VCNTRL 212 
COMMON IReN-TRLl PtEVS (25) VCNTRL 213 
COMMON /-RCNTRl/ H£A TVI VCNTRL 2~4 
COMMON /ReNTRl! HEATI VCNTRL 215 
COMMON I'RCNTitll EPS veNiRl 216 
CO'MIlON IRCNT"RLI EPSFAC VCNTRL 217 
COMMON fRONTRLI CAlTQJ VCt-HRL 218 
COMMON fReNTRl! PZERD veNiRl 219 
Vcr.JTRL 220 
EQUIVALENCE ('RCO • RO ( , ) ) veNTRl 221 
REAL Reo, RCf2001 veNiRl 222 
veNiRl 22.3 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 224 
================~=====~ VCNTRL 225 
COMMOrJ f"rJPARMI I JUfJlP (46) VCNTRL 226 
COMr,'ON I ~DPARMI IOSP02 VCNTRL 227 
COMMON IIOPARMI INDEX (72} VCNTRL 228 
COMMON IIDPARMI IROD VCNTRl 229 
COMMor~ IIOPARM/ JC f<161 VCNTRl 230 
COMMON IIOPARMI llE (21 VCNTRL 231 
COMfJlON II'OPARMI JP (2.2) VCf'HRL 232 
COMMON /IOPARMI KSTEfI VCNTRL 233 
COMMON /I.DPARM/ MJ (46) VCNTRL 23. 
COMMON IIDP,ARMI NHMSl VCNT~l 235 
COMMON IIOPARMI NVM01 VCNTRL 236 
VCNTRL 237 
LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 238 
======================= VCNTRL 239 COMMON /LDPARMI FILTER (46) VCNTRL 240 
COMMON /lDPARMI ITAPE VCNTRL 241 
COMMON /lDPARMI START vcrnRL 242 
VCNTRL 243 
lOGICAL FJLTER VCNTRl 244 
LOGICAL ITAPE VCNTRl. 24'5 
lOGICAL START vernRl 246 
VCNTRL 247 
REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 248 
==================== VCNTRL 249 
COMMON IRDPARM/ ADlOP VCNTRl 250 
COMMON /RDPARM! CONI VCNTRl 251 
COMMON /RDPARM/ CON tOT VCNTRL 252 
COMMON IROPARM/ CON2 VCNTRL 253 
COMMON /ROPARM/ CON20T VCNTRl 254 
COMMON /ROPARM/ CON3 vcrnRl 255 
COMMON /ROPARMI CON3DT VCNTRl 256 
COMMON IRDPARM/ CON4 VCNTRL 257 
COMMON /ROPARM/ CON40T VCNTRL 258 
COMMON !ROPARMI CONS VcrJTRl 259 
COMMON /ROPARM/ COSL (46' VCNTRl 260 
COMMON IRDPARM/ COSlON (72) VCNTRl 261 
COMMON /ROPARM/ CPD2 VCNTRl 262 
COMTJlON IROPARrJl/ DXP (46) VCNTRl 263 
COMMON IROPARMI D)IVP (46) vcrJTRL 264 
COMMON /ROPARMI OVP (46) VCNTRL 265 
COMMON IROPARMI FCORLS (46) VCNTRL 266 
COMMON IROPARMI Fl0T vcrnRL 267 
COMMON IRDPARM/ F20T VCNTRL 268 
COMMON IROPARMI H1DT veNTRL 269 
COMMON IROPARMI H20T VCNTRL 270 
COMMON /ROPARMI PKSTO VCNTRL 271 
COMr"-ON !RDPARMI PKTOP VCNTRl 272 
CO~JlMON IRDPARMI RLAT 146) VCNTRl 273 
COMMON IRDPARMI RLATD (46) VCNTRl 274 
cmnrJlmJ IRDPARMI RoepOT VCrJTRL 275 
COMMON /RDPARMI ROCPPI VCNTRL 276 
,,-,.,.,'" ~ .. """, ~ .. ~'--.--~--:'--_ ..... _- '-.-\>'--"-.. ~.¥"'-"---.---'~-









r=" 7013 =i~ 
-<ffi 
_ G:: -~ ~= -~~ --. ~ __ ~ ~--,t.":. .-, 
_:h'iil'l'1 1I1_~l' '. • " \ ----- -------- -
-t:! ,I 
00244 CQ,WJlON I RDPAAMI SGNP <2' VCNTRL 277 00245 COMMON I-nOPARMI SINL (461 VCNTRL 278 
00246 COMMON IROPARMI SINLON 1721 VCNTRL 279 
002.47 COMMON IRDPARM! THSTO VCNTRL 280 ,.; 
00248 COMMON IRDPARMI THSTD2 VCNTRL 281 
00249 COMMON IRDPAftMI WSAVE ( 159) VCNTRL 282 
00250 cOMMON /RDPARMI OSIG (9) VCNTRL 283 
00251 COMMON IRDPARMI SIG 19. VCNTRL 284 
00252 COMMON IRDPARMI OSIGINV 19) VCNTRL 285 
C VCNTRL 286 
0 VQANDaT 2 
0 COMDECK VQANDaT RESOLUTION VALUES VQANDQT 3 
0 ================================= VQANDOT 4 
0 1M =72 VQANDQT 5 
0 NLAV =9 VQANOQT 6 
0 JM"1 =46 VQANDQT 7 
0 NLAV ·,1 =99 VO/.NOOT a 
0 IM"NLAV*f1 =7128 VQANDQT 9 
0 JM/2.L1 =23 VQ""NOQT 10 
0 VQANDQT II 
C GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS CNEEDED IN COMPO, VQANDQT 12 
0 ================================================ VQANDQT 13 
0 VQANDQT 14 
00253 COMMON IOANDQTI QPROGC72,9,ll,46) VQANDOT 15 
0 VQANDQT 16 
00254 DIMENSION PHIS (7128,11 VQANDQT 17 
I 00255 DIMENSION SMTH' (7128,231 VQANDQT la 
, 00256 DIMENSION ALBEoo (112S, 1) VQANDQT 19 
'I 
00257 DIMENSION GT f7128, I} VOANDQT 20 
00258 DIMENSION GW 17128,1 } VQANDQT 21 
00259 DIMENSION TS C7128,1} VOANDQT 22 
00260 DIMENSION SHS (7128, 1) VQAUDQT 23 
00261 DIMENSION P (12,99,11 VQANDQT 24 
I 
0 vgANDQT 25 
00262 DIMENSION U (72,9,11. t) vgANDQT 26 00 00263 DIMENSION v 172,9,11,1) VQANOQT 27 
"11:0 
'l' 00264 DIMENSION T (72,9,II,n VOMJDQT 28 -I 00265 DIMENSION SH (72,9,1',lI VOANDQT 29 "iJ~ 
~ 00266 D1MENSION PHI (72,9,1 1,1) VQANOQT 30 g~ 0 VQANDQT 31 00267 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGI I, t.l.lt,PHIS ( 1 , 1) , VOANDQT 32 , 00268 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGC1. 2, 1 • 1 ) • SMTH ( " 1) ) VQANDQT 33 , 00269 EQUIVALENCE CQPROG(I, 3,I,11,ALBEDO(1.1)1 VOANDOT 34 ~ 00270 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I, 4,I,I}.GT ( 1 • I )I VOANDOT 35 oO"il 00271 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I, 5.1.1',GW (1.1) I VQANDQT 3S- Cl:r 00272 'EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(l. 6.1.1',TS ( 1 • 1 II VQANDOT 37 
""0 
~ 00273 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGC 1 • 7.1,II.SHS (1,1' ) VQANDQT 38 r rn 00274 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I. B, 1 ,1) ,P f 1. t , I J , VQANDQT 39 0 VQAUOOT 40 ~~. I 00275 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(', " 2, t) ,l:1 ( 1 , 1 • 1. 1) 1 VQANDQT 41 6' 
~ 00276 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I,I. 4.11 ,V (I , 1 • I ,I)} VQt.NDQT 42 00277 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1.1, 6.1) ,T ( I , I • t , 1 J) VQANDQT 43 
-;' 
00278 EQUIVALENCE (QPROQ( 1,1, 8,1) .SH (',1.t,1l) VQANOQT 44 
00279 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG 1 t • 1 , 10, 1 ) • PHl ( 1 • 1 , 1 , t) I VQANDQT 45 
0 VOANDQT 46 
0 SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS (NOT NEEDED IN COMPO) VOANDQT 47 
0 ============================================================== VOANOQT 48 
0 VOANDQT 49 
00280 COMMON /QANDQTI QSDIAQ(72 ,15,46) VQANDQT 50 
00281 DIMt:NSION IQSOIAG{12 ,15,46) VOANOQT 51 
00282 EQUIVALENCE IQSDIAG,IQSDIAG} VOANDQT 52 
0 VQANOOT 53 
00283 caMMer" IQANDOTI OUDIAG(72,9. 5,46) VQANDOT 54 
0 VgANDQT 55 
0 VQPOLES 2 
0 POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS ,",OFOLES 3 
00284 COMMON IQPOLESI PP(2,2' VQPOLES 4 
002es COMMON IQPOLES/ UP(9.2.2) VQPOLES 5 
00286 COMMON IQPOLESI VP(9,2,2) VQPOLES 6 
00287 COMMON IQPOLESI TP(9.2,2) VQPOLES 7 
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COMMON /OPOLES/ PHIP(9,2,21 VQPOLES 9 
C VOPOLES 10 
C • .. VPOLINP '4 
C DEBUG VeEGOEa 2 
10000 CONTINUE V8EGOEB 3 
C ...... CYSER VECTOR VERSION OO.OOt INPUT IOQ VBEGOEB 4 
C···· CVSER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGDEB 5 
CSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$$$SSSSSSS$$$SSSSSSSS$SSS$$SS$$$SSSSSSS$$SSSSSSSV8EGOEB 6 
C COpy 0 INTO QP VPOLINp 16 
PP(N.M) ;: P(I.N.uECM») VPOLINP 11 
DO 120 L;:f,NLAV VPOLINP 18 
UPfl.N,Ml: U(1.L.N • ...rE(M)'*SlNLON(1) VPOLINP 19 
8 - SGNP(M)·V(1,L.N,JEfM)).COSlONCt) VPOLINP 20 
VPfl.N.M);: SGNPfMJ·U(1,L,N,JECM))·COSLON{1) VPOLINP 21 
& VI t ,l,N,JEfM) '·SINLON{ 1) VPOLINP 22. 
TP{L.N,M): T(1.L.N.JE(M» VPOLINP 23 
SHP(L.N,MI = SH(l.L.N.JEfM» VPOLINP 2.4 
120 CONTINUE VPOLINP 25 
C························································.··· •• ·········vPOLINP 26 
ENTRY POLOUT (N. M) VPOL IN? 21 
C VPOLINP 2S 
C COPIES STEREOGRAPHIC POLE VALUES FROM QP VPOLIN~ 29 
C BACK INTO GLOBAL MODEL ARRAY Q VPOLINP 30 
C VPOLINP 31 
C ARGUMENTS DESCRIPTION VPOLINP 32 
C N TIME STEP POINTER VPOLINP 33 
C M POLE FLAG. = 1 FOR SOUTH POLE, :2 FOR NORTH POLE VPOL INP 34 
C VPOLINP 35 
C VPOLINP 36 
C COpy QP INTO Q VPOLINP 37 
C VPOlINP 3S 
Pt1.N.JECMJ:IM' : PP(N,M) VPOlINP 39 
C VPOlINP 40 
00220 l=1.NLAY VPOLINP 41 
U(1.L.N.JEfM):IM) UP(l.N,M).SINlON(1,IM) VPOlINP 42 
U(l.L,N.JE{Ml:IM) = Uf1.l.N,JE(M);IMJ VPOLINP 43 
& ~ fSGNP(M)·VP(L,N.M» .COSLON(1~IM) VPOLINP 44 
V{1,L,N,JE(M);IM) = - (SGNP(M).UP(L,N,M») ·COSLON(t:JM' VPOLINP 45 
V(1.L,N,JE(MI;IM) = V(l.L.N.JE(M);IM) VPOLINP 46 
& VP{L,N.M) "SINlON{ " 1M) VPOLINP 47 
Tfl.L,N,JEfM):IM) TP(l.N,M) VPOLINP 4B 
SH(l,l,N.JECM':IM) SHP(L.N,M) VPOLINP 49 
220 CONTINUE VPOlINP 50 
RETURN VPOLINP 51 
END VPOlINP 52 






















--NAME-------BlOCK------TYPE------ClASS-------REFERENCES A:ARGLIST. C=CTRL OF DO, I=DAT.l INIT, R=READ. S:STORE. W=VlRITE 
ADATE CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 3 16 
AclDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 
ALBEDO QANDQT REAL ARRAY 256 269 
APHEL RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 157 
ATIME CCNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 4 17 
BETA ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 158 
CAlTOJ RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 196 
cc CCNTRl CHAR"S ARRAY I. 15 
ceo CCNTRl CHAR'*S SIMPLE 2 I. 15 
CCNTRl REAL UNICNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 .0 
13 
CCSP06 CONTRl CHAR·S sIMPLe 7 20 
CCSP07 eCNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 8 21 
ccspoa eeNTRl CHAR'S SIMPLE 9 22 
eON1 RDPARrJ! REAL SIMPLE 218 
.... ~ "~,, ~"''''-'''.'~ -~-----~----"--'-~-, ... "',"~ .... ~ .. , 
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QANOQT INTEGER ARRAY 281 282 I IQU reNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 78 91 92 93 9. ea 
lRADL.W ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 9' 
IRAOl.WG lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 
lRAOStv reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
IRAOSWG lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
IROO IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 
tTAPE LDPAJ:lM lOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
ITMAX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
ITMIN reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 
IUFlUl< reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
IVFLUX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
oJC IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 20' 
oJE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 205 291 293 293 29. 29. 295 296 299 30f 302 
307- 303 30. 30' 305 306 
oJlC ceNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 5 f8 
oJM ICNTHL INTEGER SWIFLE 32 
uMD2 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
o.JMT2 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3' 
oJNP reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 
oJO' reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
oJ08 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
JOB CoNTRL CHAR"-S SIMPLE 6 19 
JP IDPARrJI INTEGER ARRAV 20S 
JSP reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
;\ KLIGW rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE '0 KLISST IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
" KS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 42 
~ KSTEP IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 00 KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
"";U 
, L INTEGER SIMPLE 292/c 293 293 293 294 294 29. 295 295 296 296 ~5 • 300/C 3Of 30, 302 302 302 303 303 30' 30' 30. ~ 305 305 306 306 0:;:; LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARR,AV IS' ISS 0··· -- ~) LCO LCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 97 IS' f55 
.,.';j ii"'-~ LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 99 99 fOO f 0 I f02 103 104 lOS f06 f07 
~ lOB f09 10 "3 lDIABAT LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN f23 f 5 f C: :';il ! lDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 2f3 
LEFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN liS "3 ~ j~j ~ LFUSION LCNTRL lOGICAL UNI(NO\'l~ 116 I •• r; ,'"J LHFLUX LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN : 14 f'2 
~I LlCLOUO LCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 f47 ~~ 2 
LOGSR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE •• LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f22 f50 
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ft2 f'O 
LPRECON lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ft3 "1 
LQS lCNTRL LOG!CAL ARRAY 108 110 III ft2 ft3 fl' Il5 fl6 1 ,'7 fiB 119 
f20 f 2 I f36 
LQU lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY f09 f22 f23 12' 125 137 
LRADLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN f25 fs3 
LRAOLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 f.6 
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 12' 152 
lRAOSWG lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 f.s 
lTMAX lcrnRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN Iff 139 
LTMIN lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 f'8 
LVFlUX LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN f 2 f f'9 
M INTEGER SIMPLE f 29f 291 293 293 293 293 29. 29' 294 29. 
295 295 296 295 29B 299 299 30f 30f 302 302 
302 302 303 303 303 304 30' 304 305 305 306 
306 
, l MATIN rCNTRl rNTEGER SIMPLE .5 j ,I MATSNX Icro/TRL INTEGER SIMPLE .6 MATSUN ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE .7 
MJ IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 208 
MLF ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAV '8 
MROD ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE .9 
MSM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE Sf 
,,>., ... ~-,~--~-~-.--.-... ,-.- ----.-~--- - ------ -.----- -- ---.. ~---.---." .. -... -.--~~ 
:(!.). ," .. ,"",-". - + ~~.~ -. ~-"~,,,~,~~-~ '.~~~~---- - .-. ..~~ ... -~~'.,. . ,_"'_~~::....:.:::..:...::....::~.".-- _'"' ;:.::... .. .;:'"~~:::o~ ___ ~_",..~ ._~4::Cl~_,~~.~_,~,. =,_ .. ~.,.. . --=-~k..... :- - .-" 
, '·lti.1"."l~ ~',i ! ' 1" • . " -' ~' It='" .- \ ~ 
"N INTEGER SIMPLE 1 291 291 293 293 293 294 294 294 295 295 
296 296 29S 299 299 :301 30t 302 302 302 303 
303 304 304 304 305 305 306 306 
NB IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
NO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
NDAl T teNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NDAV leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NO HOG teNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NDour ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
NDPHV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
NDRSW reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
NOSHF IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 58 r': 
NOT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NHMS reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NHMSO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
f-IHMS~ IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 
NHMSt.. reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
NKRSH IONTRl INTEGER SIMP!...E 50 
NLAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 292 300 
NLAVMl lerHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
NLAVP1 teNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
NSDAV ICUTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
NYMD IONTRl INTEGER SIMPL!'::: 71 
NVMOO lernRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 00 
NYMOl IOPA'lM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 --:I ~ 
NYMCE IONTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 - --
NZINIT IeNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 "'0 m 
OMEGA2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 02-
P QANOQT REAL ARRAY 261 274 291 299. '3 0 "Irl: 
PHI QANOQT REAL ARRAY 266 279 -r'l ~ 
PHI P QPOLES REAL ARAA Y 289 rN , 
l' PHIS QANDQT REAL AP,RAY 254 267 ,... ...., " _I PI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 rr...t1 ~ i·' PI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174 c: ~ 
: P12 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 l": 1I<!: 
.i I PIMEAN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 t: rf.."G 
." PKSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 ~ ~ 
" PKTOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 < Ee 
• PLEVS RCNTRl REAL ARRAV 191 
~ POLINP SUBROUTINE 1 f POLOUT SUBROUTINE 298 
PP QPOlES REAL ARRAY 284 291/S 299 
PSMAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178 
~, PSMIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179 
t\ PSTD RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 176 ~ PTOP Rcr.JTRL REAL SIMPLE IBO 
PZERO RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 197 
} QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 
QANOOT REAL UNI(NOWN 253 280 283 
'I Q8EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIM.I.E 99 127 
; QOAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 
QENO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 
\ QOUT LCNT~L LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 
OPHV LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 
QPOLES REAL UN!<NOWN 2(,4 285 286 287 28B 289 
QPROG OAf'JOQT REAL ARRAV 253 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 
277 278 279 
QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE f06 134 
OSDIAG QANCQT REAL ARRAV 280 282 
QSHF leNTRL LOGI CAL SIMPLE 104 t 32 
QUO lAG QANOQT REAL ARRAV 283 
RAOE ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE f8' 
RO RCNTAl REAL ARRAY 198 199 
RCO ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
RONTRL REAL UNKNOWN 156 157 158 159 160 f61 162 163 164 165 166 
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'"d 178 179 180 iS1 182 f83 f84 185 186 187 lBa .... 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 0 ROPARM REAL UNKNOWN 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 22" 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 23G 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 24G 247 248 249 250 251 252 RGAS RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 182 RlAT RDPARM REAL ARRAY 240 RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAY 241 ROCP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 183 ROCPOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 ROCPP1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 RSOIST RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 184 SOAY RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 185 SEASON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 18G SGNP RDP"RM REAL ARRAY 244 293 294 302 303 SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 265 278 296 306iS SHP QPOlES REAL ARRAY 288 296/5 306 SHS OANDOT REAL ARRAY 2GO 273 SIG RCPARM REAL ARRAY 251 SIGE ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 187 SIND ReN rRl REAL SIMPLE 188 SINl RDPARM REAL ARRAY 245 SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 24G 293 294 301 304 l SMTH OANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 2GB SN2FlG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 133 SOLS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 
~ START lDPARM LOGI,CAl SIMPLE 213 21G T QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2G4 277 295 305/5 THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 rHST02 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 24B TP QPOlES REAL ARRAY 287 295/5 305 
Ot';) l TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 259 272 rSTD ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 
."11 :m U QANDQr REAL ARRAY 262 275 293 294 301/5 302/5 302 
-~ UP QPOlE5 REAL ARRAY 2B5 293/5 301 303 "OG) V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 2G3 27G 293 29d 303/5 304/5 304 02 VER CONTRl eHAR·S SIMPLE 10 23 ~~ VP QPOlES REAL A'RRAY 286 294/5 302 304 t· WSAVE ROPARM REAL ARRAY 249 XLABEL CONTRL CHAR·S ARRAY 11 24 
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SUBROUTINE PRDIAG fJX, IXI 





IX I POINT 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEO ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================== COMMON /CCNTRLI ceo 
COM~JlON ICCNTRLI ADATE 
COMMON /CCNTRL! ATIME 
COMMON ICCNTRLI JIC 
COMMON ICCNTRLI .JOB 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ CCSPOS 
COMMON ICCNTRL/ CCSPO? 
COMMON /CeNTRl/ CCSPOIl 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ vER 
COMMON /ceNTRl/ KLABEL (10) 
COMMON /CCNTRll cos (30) 



























tNTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================ 
COMMON IIONTRLI 100 
COMMON IICNTRLI 1M 
COMMON 1I0NTRl/ HII02 
COMMON IICNTRLI IMD2P1 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDRSW 
COMMON ItCNTRLI ...1M 
OOMr~ON / ICNTRL I JM02 
COMMON IICNTRll o.lMT2 
COMMON ItCNTRll "NP 
COMMON IICNTRLI "04 
COMMON /tCNTRll ,JOB 
COMMON ItCNTRl/ JSP 
COMMON IICNTRl/ KLIAlB 
COMMON /tCNTRL/ KlIGW 
COMMON nCNTRLI KLtSST 
COMMON IICNTRl/ KS 
COMMON /tONTRl/ KU 
COMMO~J /rCNTRl/ LOGaR 
COMMON IrCNTRll MATIN 
COMMON IICNTRll MATSN}I 
COMMON IreNTRL/ MATSUN 
COMMON IICNTRl/ M"LF 112) 
COMMON IIONTRl/ MRaD 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NKRSH 
COMMON ItCNTRl/ MsM 
COMMON /rCNTRl/ NB 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NO 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NOAl T 
cor.~MON /reNTRl/ NOAY 
COMMON /ICNTRll NOOUT 
COMMON /IONTRll NOPHY 
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00'058 COMMON IICN,'Rll NDSHF 
00059 COMMON /ICNTRLI NOT 






00061 COMMON IICNTRL/ f.JHMSE VCNTAl 68 
00062 CmJlMON I I eNTRl I NHMSO VCNTRl 69 
00063 COMMON fIeNTRl! NLAY VCNTRl 10 
00064 COMMON fleNTRl! NLAYMl VCNTAl 11 
00065 COMMON fICNTRll NLAYPf vcrHAl 12 
00066 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSDAV VCNTAl 73 
00067 COMMON IICNTRLJ NSEQ VCNTAl 74 
00068 COMMON IICNTRLI ICSP53 vernRl 75 
00069 COMMON IICNTRL/ NSTEP VCNTRl 16 
00070 COMMON fleNTRll IBLKSIZ veNTRl 77 
00071 COMMON /ICNTRLI NVMO VCNTRL 78 
00072 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NVMOE veNTRl 79 
00073 GOMMON iICNTRll NYMOO veNTRL BO 
00074 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NZINIT VCNTRL B' 
00075 COMMON /ICNTRLI NMLEV VCNTRL 32 
00076 COMMON /ICNTRll NDHOG VCNTRL 83 
00077 COMMON /ICNTRLI IQS {3D} VCNTRl B4 
00018 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQU ( 10) VCNTRL B5 
C VCNTRL 86 
00079 EQUIVALENCE (I TMI N ,IQS( 1) ) VCNTRL 87 
00080 EQUIVALENCE (ITMAX ,IQS{ 2) ) veNTRl 88 
00081 EQUIVALENCE flPREACC .IQS{ 3) ) veNTA:.. 89 
~ 00082 EOUIVAL.ErmE IIPRECON ,IOS( 4» 000B3 EQUIVALENCE IIHFLUX ,IQS( 5)1 00084 EQUIVALENCE (IEFlUX ,lOSt 6) ) VCNTRl 90 veNTRL 91 VCNTAl 92 
~. 00085 EQUIVALENCE tIFUSION ,lOSf 7» 00086 EQUIVALENCE (IRADSWG ,lOSt B» 
00087 EQUIVALENCE ( IRADtWG ,lOS( 9» 
, 00088 EQUIVALENCE (IICLOUD ,IQSf lO) 1 000B9 EQUIVALENCE '{'UFLUX ,IQSt 11) ) 
r 00090 EQUIVALENCE ~ VFLUX ,IQS(121} C 
00091 EQUIVALENCE f IOMEGA .IOUI 1)' 
~ 00092 EQUIVALENCE {IDIA8AT .IOUI 2) , 00093 EQUIVALENCE (IRAOSW ,IQUI 3) 00094 EQUIVALENCE f IRADLW .IOUf 41) C 
t 00095 EQUIVALENCE IICO, IC{!l) 00096 INTEGER rco, IC(2:001 
\ C 
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
C ================================================ 
00097 COMMON /LCNTRl/ lCO 
veNTRl 93 
veNTRl 94 
VCNTRL 95 00 VCNTRl 96 ">1:;0 VCNTRl 97 
veNTRl 9B ~!5 
VCNTRl 99 0-
VCNTRl 100 OiS veNTRl 10, 
VCNTRl 102 ;cr r,. 
veNTAl 103 
r07iJ VCNTRl 104 
veNTAl 105 c: ":~1 
VCNTRl 106 .".' -.-.,$ t!:jJ 
VCNTRL 107 r: "'1 
VCNTRL 108 ;;J VCNTRL '09 .~ .-.Ro 
VCNTRl 110 '';'~'J 
00098 coMMON /LCNTRLI QALT VCNTRl 111 
00099 coMMON /lCNTRll QBEG VCNTRl 112 
00100 coMMON /lCNTRll QDAY VCNTRl 113 
00101 COMMON /lCNTRll QEND veNTRl 114 
00102 coMMON ILCNTRLI OOUT VCNTRl 115 
00103 cornMaN /lCNTRl/ QPHY veNTRl 116 
00$04 COMMON ILCNTRLI QSHF veNTRl 111 
00105 COMMON IlCNTRll SN2FLG veNTRl I1B 
00106 coMMON ILCNTRL/ QRSW VCNTRl 119 
00107 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QRSH VCNTAl 120 
0010B COMMON /LCNTRl/ LQS(30) VCNTRl 121 
Oot09 COMMON /lCNTRll lQU(10} veNTRl 122 
C VeNTRL '23 
00110 EQUIVALENCE (lTMIN .lOS( 1)) VCNTRl l24 
00111 EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX .LOS( 2) ) vernRl 125 
00112 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,lQS( 3) ) 




oat 14 EQUIVALENCE (lHFlUX ,LQS{ 5)) 
'I 00115 EQUIVAlEfoJCE (lEFlUX ,LQSI 6) ) 00116 EQUIVALENCE fLFUSION .LQse 7» 
j 
00117 EQUIVALENCE eLRADSWG .lQSe B) ) 
0011a EQUIVAlENCG fLRADLWG ,LQSe 9) ) 
00119 EQUIVALENCE (LIClOUD .LQS(10)} 
00120 EQUIVALENCE fLUFLUX .LQS( 1 1)) 
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C VCNTRL 136 
00122 EQUIVALENCE CLOMEGA ~LQU{ 1 ) ~ VCNTRL 137 f' 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LDIABAT .LOUe 21> VeNTAl 13B 
00124 EQUIVALENCE ILRADSW ,LOUI 3' , verHRl 139 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLW ,LqU( 4' , veNTAL 140 
c veNTRl 141 
00126 LOGICAL QALT veNTAl 142 
00127 LOGICAL QBEG VCNTRL 143 
00128 LOGICAL QDAY vcr-nRt 144 
00129 LOGICAL QEND veNTRl 145 
00130 LOGICAL QOUT veNTRl 146 
00131 LOGICAL QPHV veNTRl 147 
O~132 LOGICAL QSHF veNTRl 14B 
00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG veNTRl 149 
00134 LOGICAL QRSW verHRl 150 
00135 LOGICAL OASH veNTRl 151 
c veNTRl 152 
00136 LOGICAL lQ5 veNTAl 153 
00137 LOGICAL lQU veNTRl 154 
00t38 LOGICAL LTMIN veNTRl 155 
00139 LOGICAL tTMAJ( veNTRl 156 
00140 LOGICAL lPREACC veNTRl 157 
00141 LOGICAL LPRECON veNTRl 15B 
00142 LOGICAL LHFtUX veNTRl 159 
00143 LOGICAL LEFLUX VCNTRl 160 
00144 LOGICAL lFUSION VCNTRl 161 
00145 lOGICAL lRADSWG veNTRl 162 
00146 lOGICAL lRAOLYlG VCNTRl 163 
00147 LOGICAL lIClCUD VCNTRL 164 
00148 lOGICAL LUFlUX VCNTAL 165 
I 00149 LOGICAL LVFLUX VCNTRl 166 C VCNTRl 167 , 00150 lOGICAL LOMEGA VCNTRl 168 , 00151 lOGICAL LOIABAT VCNTRl 169 " 
'I 00,52 lOGICAL LRAOSW veNTRl 170 
i\1 00153 LOGICAL LRADlW veNTRl 171 00 C veNTRL 172 \ ' 00154 EQUIVALENCE CLCO.LCfll) VCr-HRl 173 "TI;o 
00155 lOGICAL lCO. lC(2001 VCNTRl 174 -~! C VCNTRl 175 "Om 
,I c REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD veNTRl 176 02 C ============================================= VCNTRl 177 0:'i"' 
1 
00156 COMMON IReNTRll Reo VCNTRl 17B :<IF 00157 COMrJlON IRCNTRl/ APHEl VCNT"RL 179 
00158 COMMON IRerHRll BETA 'JCNTRl IBO 
.0 "'V 00159 COM~,mN IRCNTRll coso veNTRl lBl c:~ 00160 COMMON /ReNTRl/ CP VCNTRl lB2 ;l:o t", 00161 COMMON IRCNTRll DAVSPY veNTRl 183 r ~'l 00162 COMMON fRCNTRL/ DEC VCNTRl IB_ 
-0()163 COMMON /RCNTRl/ OECMAX VCNTRl lB5 ~ 0' 00164 COMMON I'RCNTRl/ orST VCNiRl lB6 -,',.1 1. 00165 COMMON /RCNTRl/ OlAT veNTRl lB7 
! 00166 COMMON /ReNTRl! OlON VCNTRl lBB 00167 COMMON !RCNTRl! DT VClnRl lB9 
00f68 COMMON fRCNTPl/ ECCN veNTRl 190 
-I 00169 COMMON !RCNTRl/ GNU1 VCNTRL 191 00170 COMrJlON fRCNTRl! GNU2 VCNTRl 192 
00171 COMMON /ReNTRl! GRAV veNTRl 193 
00172 COMMON IRCNTRl! OMEGA~ vcrnRl 194 
00173 COMMON fRCNTRl! PI vernRl 195 
00174 COMMON !RCNTRl! PI180 VCNTRl 196 
00175 COMMON !RCNTRl! PI2 VCNTRl 197 
00176 COMMON !RCNTRl! PSTD VCNTRl 19B 
00177 COMMON /RCNTRl/ PIMEAN veNTRL 199 
00178 COMMON IReNTRl/ PSMAX VCNTRl 200 
00179 COMMON !RCNTRll PSMIN VCNTRl 201 
001BO COMMON fRCNTRl! PTOP VCNTRl 202 
00181 COMMON IRCNTRl! RAOE veNTRl 203 
00182 COMMON !RCNTRl! RGAS veNTRl 204 
00183 COMMON !ReNTRl/ RCCP VCNTRl 205 
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00185 COMMON fRCNTRll SOAV VCNTRL 207 01'-
00t86 COMMON !RONTRl! SEASON VCNTRL 20B 
001S1 COMMON !RCNTRL! 5IGE (25) VCNTRL 209 
00188 COMMON IRCNTRL! 51 NO vernRl 210 
00189 COMMON IRONTRll SOLS VCNTRL 211 
00190 COMMON !RONTRll T510 VCNTRL 212 
00191 gg~~g~ ~~·g~+~t~ ~~~¥~ (25) VCNTRL 213 00192 VCNTRL 214 
00193 COMMON fRONTRll HEATI VCNTRL 215 
00194 COMMON fRONTRL! EP5 VCNTRL 216 
00195 COMMON IRONTRll EPSFAC VCNTRL 217 
00196 COMMON IReNTRll CALTOJ VCNTRL 218 
00191 COMMON fRONTRll PZERO VCNTRL 219 
C VCNTRL 220 
00198 EQUIVALENCE (RCO.RCtt)) VCNTRl 221 
00199 REAL RCO. RC(200) VCNTRL 222 
C VCNTRL 223 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 224 
C ======================= VCNTRl 225 00200 COMMON /lOPARMI IJUMP (46) VCNTRl 226 
00201 COMMON /IDPARMI IOSP02 veNTRl 227 
00202 COMMON /IDPARMI INDEX (72) VCNTRl 228 
002.03 COMMON /lOPAItMI IROO VCNTRl 229 
\ 
00204 COMMON /lOPARM/ JC (46' veNTRL 230 
00205 COMMON /IOPARlM .1E (2 ) VCNTRL 231 
00206 COMMON IIDPARMI dP (2.2) veNTRl 232 , 00207 COMMON IlDPARM/ KSTEP VCNTRl 233 , 0020B COMMON IIOPARMI M.1 (46) veNTRl 234 00 
" 
00209 COMMON /IDPARM/ NHMS1 VCNTRl 235 
> 00210 COMMON /rOPARM/ NVMD1 veNTRl 236 "11:0 
C VCNTRl 237 ."g 
r 
c LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 238 0-C ======================= veNTRl 239 0 2 00211 em.mON ILDPARM/ F I L TER (46) VCNTRL 240 :ujI; 00212 COMMON IlOPARM/ ITAPE VCNTRl 241 
~ 00213 COMMON /lDPARM/ START VCNTRL 242 to"'@ C VCNTRl 243 I 00214 lOGICAL FILTER VCNTRl 244 c:~ 
.~ 00-215 lOGICAL ITAPE VCNTRl 245 ~~ 00216 LOGICAL START veNTRl 246 C [4:1 
C VCNTRl 247 
;1 C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 248 ~= C ==================== veNTRl 249 W 00217 COMMON IROPARMI AClOP VCNTRl 250 
00218 COMMON /RCPARfd! CON 1 veNTRl 251 
00219 COMMON /ROPARMI CONtOT VCNTRL 252 
00220 COMMON IROPARM/ CON2 vcrnRl 253 
00221 COMMON /RCPARMI CON2oT VCNTRL 254 
00222 COMMON /ROPARM/ CON3 VCNTRl. 255 
00223 COMMON InOPARMI CON3OT VCNTRL 25G 
00224 COMMON IRDPARMI CON4 veNTRl 257 
00225 COMMON /ROPARMI CON4CT VCNTRL 258 
00226 COMMON /ROPARM/ CONS VeNTRl 259 
00227 COMMON /RCPARMI COSL (46) VCNTRL 260 
00228 COMMON /RCPARMI COSLON (72) VCNTRl 261 
00229 COMMON IRCPARMI CPD2 VCNTRL 262 
00230 COMMON /RDPARM/ OXP (46' VCNTRL 263 
00231 COMMON IRCPARM/ OXVP (46) VCNTnL 264 
00232 COMMON /RDPARM! DVP (46) VCNTRl 265 
00233 COMMON /ROPARMI FCORLS (46) VCNTRL 266 
002.34 COMMON IRDPARMI F1DT VCNTRL 267 
• ·1 00235 COMMON /RoPARM/ F2DT veNTRl 26B 
! ~ 00236 COMMON /RCPARM/ HtOT VCNTRL 269 00237 COMMON IRCPARM! H20T veNTRL 270 
III 00238 COMMON /RDPARMI PKSTD VeNTRL 271 00239 COMMON /RDPARM/ PHTOP veNTRL 272 
,,:'Ii 00240 COMMON /ROPARM/ RlAT (46' VCNTRl. 273 H 00241 COMMON /RoPARM/ RlATD (46) veNTRl 274 , 
",I 00242 COMrJlON /RDPARM/ ROCPOT VCNTRl. 275 
,:1 00243 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPP1 veNTRl 276 
. ·1 00244 COMMON IRDPARM/ SGNP (2) vernRL 277 
:~ -~---- •.. ~-~---- .---------------,~ ._---.,.*- \',!; >-.. ~;., .• 
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COMMON IRDPAR,M/ SINL '46) 
COMMON IROPARMI SINLON (72. 
COMMON IROPARMI THSTD 
cor.'''''ON IRDPARMI THSTD2 
COMMON /RDPARMI WSAVE ( 1591 
COMMON /RDPARMI OSIG (9' 
COMMON IRDPARMI S-IG (9) 
COMMON IROPARMI DSIGINV (9' 
COMOECK VQANOQT RESOLUTION VALUES 
=============================~=== 
I" NLAY 






















































17128,23) (7128.1 I (112S. 1 I (7128,1) 
(7128, t) 
f7128.1} 






CQPROGlt, I.L",PHIS (t.O) 
(QPROGf1. 2,1,O,SMTH 11,1)) (QPROG!I, 3,1.11.ALBEDO{l,l}) (QPROG { 1. 4. 1 , t } ,GT ( 1 • 1 ) ) 
CQPROG(1.5,I,f),GW 1',f)) 
I QPROG! I. S. t, I) • TS ( 1 • 1) , 
(QPROGlt, 7,1.",SHS ~1,11) (QPROG(l,8.1,I),P (1,1,") 
(OPROG(I.1. 2,tJ,U (l,l,l,1l1 (QPROG(1,1.4.fl,V (1,1,1,1) 
(QPROG ( 1 , " 6. 1 ) • T ( 1 • f , , • 11 ) 
(OPROGt1,1, a.n.SH (1.1,1.1)) 
I OPROG{ 1 • 1 • to, 1) • PHI f1 , 1. 1 • 1) ) 









IOANDorl OSDIAG[72 ,15.46) 
IQSDIAG(72 ,1S,46' 
fQSDIAG,IQSDIAG} 




DATAl 144). CATAf f44) 
COMMON /IFAX/ IFAX(10). TRIGS(72}, NlAYT4P1, NLAYT8P2 C • • • 
CHARACTER+B PRTUl(2)/IHU.7HI-1.d+l/ 
.-- -~, 





































VQANDQT 25 00 vQANDQT 26 
VOANDaT 27 "1'1:0 
VOANDQT 28 
-VOMIDQT 29 'tim 
VOANDQT 30 0-
VQANDQT 31 0:;;; 
VOANDaT 32 ;or; 
VQANDaT 33 
VQANDaT 34 
































































































CHARACTER-S PRTV1{Z')/tHV.7HI-t.,Jtt/ VPRDIAG 16 
CHARACTER-e PRTU2(2)/IHU.5HI.u·l/ VPRDIAG 17 
CHARACTER·a PRTV2(2)/IHV.5HI.u.l/ VPROIAG 18 
CHARACTER-S PRTU3(2)/IHU.7HI+l.J+l{ VPROIAG 19 
CHARACT~R.8 PRTV3(2)/1HV,7HI.',J+l/ VPROIAG 20 
CHARACTER·S PRTU4fZ}/IHU,5HI-l,JI VPRDIAG 21 
CHARACTER-S PRTV4{Z)/IHV.5HI-l.JI VPROIAG 22 
CIiARACTER.S PRTUS{2)/lHU,3Hl,J/ VPROIAG 23 
CHARAcrER.S PRTV512)/1HV,3HI.~! VPROIAG 24 
CHARACTER.S PRTU6{2r/1HU,SHI.f ,dl VPRDIAG 25 
CHARACTER.S PRTV6(2)/'HV,5HI~',dl JPROIAG 26 
CHARACTER·S PRTU7t2)/1HU.7HI~t.d-11 VPRDIAG 27 
CHARACTER·S PRTV1(2)/1HV,7HI-1.d-1/ VPRDIAG 28 
CHARACTER·8 PRTUS(2)/1HU,SHI.J-ll VPROIAG 29 
CHARACTER-S PRTV8(2)/lHV.SHI.J-l/ VPRCIAG 30 
CHARACTER.S PRTU9(2)/1HU,7HI~1.d-1! VPqOIAG 31 
CHARACTER-S PRTV9(2t/tHV.7HI~1.J-'1 VPROIAG 32 
CHARAcrER·S PRTT(2)/fHT,3HI,~1 VPROIAG 33 
CHhRACTER.8 PRTSH(2)/2HSH.3HI.J/ VPROIAG 34 
C VSLEXP 2 
C SURFACE TO SEA LEVEL PRESSURE EXPONENT FUNCTION VSlE~P 3 
SLEXPtTS,PHISI = EXPfPHIS!tRGAS·ITS~.5·BETA·PHIS!GRAVII) VSLEXP 4 
C VSLEXP 5 
C VPRDIAG 36 
C DEeUG VBEGOEB 2 
10000 CONTiNUE VBEGOEe 3 
C···· CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 10Q VBEGOea 4 
C •• - .. CVeER VECTOR VERSION 00 vBEGOEB 5 
CSS$SSSS$SSSSSSS$SSS$SSS$S$S$SSSSSSS$S$SSSSSS~SSSSSSSSS$S$$S$SSSSSSSSSSSVBEGDE9 6 
J)(M1 MAXOIJX-1.JSP) VPAOIAG 38 
JXP1 = MINO(JX"'1.JNP) VPROIAG 39 
lXMl -= MODIIX"'IM-2,IM) • 1 VPROIAG 40 
l)(Pl = MoDe IX, 1M) ... j VPAOiPG 41 
WAITE f6.S000) IX, J)(. P(I)(,ND.d)(}. P1tx.NB,JXI VPADIAG 42 
WRITE (6.S00S1 PRTU1, CUtllfMl.L,ND,JXPf), L=l.NLAV) VPROIAG 43 
WRiT~ (6.6005) PRTV1. (V(IKM1,L,ND.dXP1I, L=1.NLAYI VPRDIAG 44 
WAITE (6.6005) PRTU2. IU(IX,L.ND.JXP11, L=I.NLAVl VPRDIAG 45 
WRITE (6,6005) PRTV2, (VflX,L.ND,JXP1), L=1,NLAY) VPRDIAG 46 
WRITE (6.6005) PRTU3, (U(IXPf,L.ND.JXP1), L=l,NLAV} VPRDIAG 47 
WRITE (G,600S' PRTV3, IV'1XPI,L,ND,JXP1), L=l,NlAY) VPROIAG 48 
WRITE f6,6005' PRTU4, ~U(IXM1,l,ND • ..!XJ. L=l.NLAV) VPROIAG ""3 
WRITE (S.600S) PRTV4, CVCIXM1.L,NO,dX). L=1.NLAV) VPROIAG 50 
WRITE f6.6005" PRTUS, fUflx.l,ND.dXI. l=l,NLAV' VPROIAG 51 
WRITE (6.6005) PRTV5, IVCIX.L.ND.JK). L=l.NLAV) VPROIAG 52 
WRITE (6.6005) PRlU6, (U(IXP1.L,ND,u}O. L=1.NLlt.Y) VPROIAG 53 
WAITE f6,600S) PRTV6, (VIIXP1.l.ND.JX). L=l.NLAV) VPAOIAG 54 
WRITE (6,60051 PRTU7, (U(UM1,l,ND,JXMf), l=l.NlAYI VPROIAG 55 
WRITE (G.GOOS) PRTV7, (V(IXM1,L.NO.dKMf), L-=l.NLAV) VPROIAG 56 
WRITE (6.6005) PRlUS, (urly..L.NO,.JXMI). L=I.NLAV} VPRDIAG 51 
WRITE {6,60as, PRTva, (V(IX.L,ND.JKM1I, l=I.NLAV) VPRDIAG 58 
WRITE (S,Goas) PATU9. (U(IXP1.L.NO.dXM1), l=l.NLAV) VPAOIAG 59 
WRITE 4e.600S) PRTV9, (V'lXP1,L,ND.JXM1J, L=l.NlAY) VPRDIAG 60 
WRITE (6,6005) PRTT, (T(IX.L,ND.JX), L=l.NLAV) VPROIAG 61 
WRITE (6.600S) PRTSH, (SHfIX.l.NO.JXI, L=1.NLAV' VPRDtAG 62 
C VPROIAG 63 
C VlRITE OUT WAVE NUMBER OF SLP ALONG LATITUDE BAND VPROIAG 64 
C SLEXPtTS,PHIS' = EXP(PHIS!(RGAS.tTS~.5-BETA·PHIS/GRAV)'1 VPROIAG 65 
C GIVEN BY NEXT 5 LINES VPRDIAG 66 
BETAG5 = .5-BETA!GRAV VPROIAG 61 
CATA(1:IM) TS(l.JXilfJl)" BETAG5.PHIS(l,JX;IMt VPROIAG S8 
CATAL:IMI RGAS·CATA(I;IM) VPRDIAG 69 
CATA(l;IM) PHISfl.J;IM,/CATA(1;lM) VPRDIAG 70 
CATA(1:IM) = VEXPfCATA(l:IM';CATAfl;IM) VPROIAG 71 
C VPAOIAG 12 
OATA(1:IMI rp(l.NB,JX:tr,u ... PTOP)·CATAf1;lMJ VPROIAG 73 
C VPROIAG 74 
CALL FFT77(OATA.CATA.TRIGS,IFAX.IM, 1.-f) VPqOIAG 75 
WRITE f3,6010) VPRDIAG 76 
IW = v VPRO[AG 77 
WAVLEN -= 1.E12 VPAOIAG 78 
VIA VAMP = .ABS(CATA( l' t lIM VPAOIAG 79 
-,------~~- .~-- ... -<.- """'-? 
9 PiJ 
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WAVPCT = 100. 
'\ \ ' 
WRITE (J,SOlS) lW. WAVLEN. WAVAMP. WAVPCT 
WAVPER WAVPCT/WAVAMP 
0020 I=2,IMD2 
1V1 = I 1 
WAVLEN IM/FLOAT{IW~ 
WAVAMP SQRT(CATA12*IW'··2 ~ CATA(2·IW~tl··2)/IM 
WAVPCT = WAVPER*WAVAMP 
WRITE (3.6015) IW, WAVLEN. WAVAMP. WAVPCT 
20 CONT!NUE 
c •• 
IW = IM02 
WAVLEN = 2. 
WAVAMP = A8S(CATA{IM) 111M 
WAVPCT = WAVPER"W/~VAMP 





('OPRESSURE DIAGNOSTIC AT I,J'.214.8X.2G16_4) 
f5X,2A8,fT26,1P9EI2.4,) 
(' WAVE NUMBER',T21,'GRID LENGTH', 
T41,'AMPlITUOE',T61,'PERCENT OF MEAN' J 




STATEMENT lABEL MAP 
--lABEL---OEFINEO---AEFERENCES 
10000 308 
20 354 348 
6000 361 313 
6005 362 314 315 316 317 318 319 
328 329 330 331 332 333 
6010 363 341 






















































































CCNTRl CHAR"'S SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL SIMPLE QANDQT REAL ARRAy 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
CCNTRl CHAR*8 SIMPI_E 
RONTRl REAL SIMP!_E 
REAL SIMPL£ 
RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
/I CHAR*S ARRAY 
/I REAL ARRAY 
CCNTAl CHAR"S ARRAY 
CCNTRl CHAR*9 SIMPLE 
REAL UNKNOWN 
CCNTRL CHAR*e SIMPLE 
CCNTAL CHAR"S SIMPLE 
ceNTAl CHAR*S SIMPLE 
AOPARM REAL SIMPLE 
ROPAAM REAL SIMPLE 
RDPAAM REAL SIMPLE 
ADP.;.\RM REAL SIMPLE 
ROPAAM REAL SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
RDPAAM REAL SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL SIMP·lE 
RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL A.RRAV 
ROPARM REAL ARRAV 
RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
ceNTRl CHAR"'S ARRAV 
::, ~~~:-i'::'-:' e.~ _c.~- ".h~ 









2B4 335/5 336/S 336 337/S 337 338/S 338 33' 339 340 
344 351 351 357 
14 15 
2 14 '5 
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I " 'r3.S< It....!..;-_~!.::.:,,:;..:: ' -,,"---_,~-, ...... _..l ----.------ ... -, -- - -----."-'_.,-- -". '. 'JW 
\1 
, ' ITMIN rCNTAl INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 
IUFLUX ICNTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
IVFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
IW INTEGER SIMPLE 342/5 346/W 349/5 350 351 351 353/W 355/5 359/VI 
IX INTEGER SIMPLE 1 311 312 313/1'1 313 313 316 317 322 323 32B 
329 332 333 
IXMl lNTEGER SIMPLE 311/5 314 315 320 321 326 327 
IXPI INTEGER SIMPLE 312/5 318 319 324 325 330 331 
J HHEGER SIMPLE 337 
JC IOPA;RM INTEGER ARRAV 204 
JE IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 205 
, JIC CCNTRL CHAR"8 SIMPLE 5 18 
, JM rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 , 
IlMD2 IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 ! 
""MT2 I ONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 34 
JNP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 35 310 
J04 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
JOB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
JOB ceNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 6 19 
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 206 
JSP leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE ' 38 309 
JX INTEGER SIMPLE 1 309 310 313/W 313 313 320 321 322 323 324 
325 332 333 335 335 339 
.JXMl INTEGER SIMPLE 309/5 326 327 328 329 330 331 
IlXPI INTEGER SIMPLE 310/S 314 316 316 317 318 319 
KLIALB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
ttLIGW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
KLISST ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 41 
KS ICNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 42 
KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SJMPLE 207 
KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
L INTEGER SIMPLE 3.4 314/C 315 315/C 316 31S/C 317 317/C 318 31B/C 319 
319/C 320 320/C 321 321/C 322 322/C 323 323/C 324 324 
325 325/C 326 326.1C 327 327/C 328 328/0 329 329/C 330 
330/0 331 331/C 332 332/C 333 333/C 
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 154 155 
J LCD LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 
•• 
LDIA8AT LCNTAL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 
\\ LOPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 
, LEFlUX lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 143 
lFusrON lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 
,r LHFL :.IX LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 142 LICLOUO LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 lOGSR ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 4" 
i LOMEGA lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 12.! 150 
'~ LPREACC LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 140 lPRECON lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 :1 LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV .00 liD 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 liB 119 120 121 136 
.l LQU LONTRL lOGICAL ARRAY 109 122 123 124 125 137 lRAOlW LCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 00 1, LRAOLWG leNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 "TI:;O i; LRAOSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI{NOWN 124 152 
<tl!ii , LRAOSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 
LTMAX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 Oz LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
. ! lUFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 14B 
Ol:> 
:;OJ"" 
lVFlUX LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 
'''' oO"tI MATIN reNTRl INTEGER IMPLE 45 
" MATSNX IoNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 C:", 
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 ):>10) 
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 208 em 
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER /l.nR,Av 48 ~m MROD rONTRl INTEGER S1MPLE 49 MSM IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
N8 lCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 313 339 
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i 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 I-' NOALT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 54 L NDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 0 
NDHOG reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NOOUT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
NDPHY reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
NORSW reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
NDSHF reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
NOT reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NHMS reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
NHMSO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
NHMSI IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 
NHr..~SE reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
NKRSH reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NLAV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 31. 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 
32. 325 326 327 32B 329 330 331 332 333 
NLAYM1 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
NLAVP1 reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
NLA¥T4P1 IFAX INTEGER SIMPLE 286 
NLAVTSP2 IFAX INTEGER SImPLE 286 
NMLEV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
NSOAV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
NSEQ reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
NSTEP reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
NYMO reNTRl INTEGER SI-MPLE 71 
J NVMOO I eNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 NVM01 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 NVMOE I CtJTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
, \ NZINIT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 7. 
I' OMEGA2 RCNT~l REAL SIMPLE 172 
> P QANDQT REAL ARRAV 261 274 313/W 313 l w 339 PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 266 279 
!r PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAv 25. 267 307 30; 307 335 337 PI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 PI180 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 17. 
I PI2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 
i~ PIMEAN ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177 PKSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 PLEVS RCNTRl REAL ARRAV 191 1\ PRDIAG SUBROUTINE 1 
" 
PRTSH CHAh"'S ARRAY 306/1 333/V1 ,! PRTT CHAR"'S ARRAY 305/1 332/VI 
I' PRTU1 CHAR'"'S ARRAV 287/1 3f4/Vl 
i PRTU2 CHAR""S .tt.RRAV 2S9/I 316/"" 00 PRTua CHAR""S ARRAY 291/1 31S/Vi 
: I PRTU~· CHAR"'S ARRAY 293/t 320/W ."11 ::0 
i, PRTU5 CHAR·S ARRAY 295/1 32~/W ,,-, ' PRTU6 CHAR·S ARRAY 297/1 324/\'1 o~ ~ .. 
ofi PRTU7 CHAR"'S ARRA. 299/1 326/\'1 
PRTue CHAR·S ARRI'''· 301/1 328/W ::0,.. 
PRTUS CHAR·8 ARRA't 303/1 330/W 
.0.., PRTVl CHl\R*8 ARRAY 288/1 315/W 
PRTV2 CHAR+S ARRAY 290/1 311/W C:;b 
PRTV3 CHAR·S ARRAY 29211 319/W l>Q) 
i PRTV4 CHAR"'S ARRAY 294/1 321/W Crou i PRTV5 CHJlR*a ARRAV 296/1 323/W ~G2 PRTV6 CHAR*S ARRAY 2981 I 325/W r PRTV7 CHAR·S ARRAY 300/1 327/W PRTva CHAR*S ARRAY 302ft 329/V1 
I PRTV9 CHAR+8 ARRAV 30411 33t/W , PSMAX RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 
!i PSMIN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 PSTO ReNTRl REAL StMPLE 176 
PTOP ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 180 339 
,( PZERO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 QAL T LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 253 28<> 283 
'I QBEG lCNTRL LOGtCAL SIMPLE 99 127 !' QOAY LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPL.E 100 128 
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D=STMT FN DEF. A=ARGLIST 
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, ' 
_-l-. 
00001 FUNCTION. QSAT (T. P) VQSAT 2 
c vaSAl 3 
00002 REAL E5T(139., e5T1167), E5T2<721 VQSAl 4 
00003 EQUIVALENCE (EST (1 I • EST1( t) • (ESTf68',EST2(1)) VQSAT 5 
C VQSAl 6 
00004 DATA EST1/ VQSAl 7 
0.31195E-02. 0.36135E-02, 0.41800e-02. vaSAT 8 
O.48Z27E-02. 0.55571E-02. 0.63934E-02, 0.73433E-02. VOSAl 9 
0.84286E-02, 0.96407e-02, O.11014E-Ol, 0.12582E-01, vaSAl 10 
0.14353E-01, 0.16341E-01, 0.18574E-01, 0.21095E-Ol, vaSAT 11 
• 0.23926E-01. 0.27096E-01. 0.30652£-01, O.j4629E-Ol. vaSAT 12 
0.39073E-01, 0.44028E-01, 0.49546E-01, 0.55691E-Ol, VaSAT 13 
0.62508E-01, 0.70077E-01, 0.78700E-01, 0.88128E-01, VQSAT 14 
O. 98477E-0 1 • 0.10963E·OO, 0.12233E+00. 0.13608£+00, VaSAT .5 
0.15121E+00, 0.16784£"'00, 0.18615E+00. 0.20621E"'00, VOSAT 16 
0.22831E+00, 0.25263e+oo, 0.27923E+OO, 0.30838E+OO, VOSAT 17 
0.34030E+OO. 0.37520e+oo, 0.41334E+00, 0.45497£ .... 00. VQSAT 18 
0.50037E+00, 0.54984E"'00, 0.6036ge+oo. 0.66225E+OO. VOSAT 19 
0.72589E-00, 0.79497E"'00, 0.86991E"'00, 0.95113E+OO. VQSAT 20 
o . 10391E"'-o1 , 0.11343E .... Ol. 0.12372E+Ol, O. 13484E"'01. VQSAl 21 
O. 14684E"'01. 0.15979E+01. 0.17375E+01. 0.18879E"'01. VOSAT 22 
0.20499E+Ol. 0.22241E"'01. 0.24113E"01. 0.26126E"'01, VOSAT 23 
o .2.8286E+Ol. 0.30604E+01. 0.33091E+01. 0.35755E+Ol/ VQSAT 24 
e VOSAT 25 
00005 OATll. eST2/ VOSAT 26 
0.38608E+01. 0.41663E .... 01. 0.44930E+01. 0.48423E+Ol. VOSAT 27 
0.52155E+Ol, 0.56140E""01. 0.60394E+Ol. 0.64930c"01. VOSAT 28 
o .,69767c"'0 1 • 0.74919£+01. 0.80406E"'01. 0.86246£"'01. VQSAT 29 
·A· • 0.92457E+Ol. 0.99061E"'01. 0.1050ge+02. 0.11353E-02. VOSAT 30 0.12144c .... 02 • 0.12983E"'02. 0.13873E+02, 0.14816E .... 02. VOSAT 31 . \ 0.15815E .... 02. 0.16872E+02. 0.17992E+02. 0.19176E+02. vaSAT 32 
, , 0.20428E+02. 0.21750E+02. 0.23148E"'02. 0.24623E+02, VOSAT 33 
:tlt 0.2G180E"'"02. 0.27822E-02. 0.29553E+02. 0.31378E"'02. VQSAT 34 
• 0.33300E .... 02.. 0.35324E"'02. 0.37454E .... Q2. 0.39595E-02. VQSAT 35 , 0.42053E+02. 0.44531E"'02. 0.47134E"'02. 0.49869E"'02. vaSAT 36 
. ~ 0.52741E+02. 0.55754e .... 02. 0.58916E""02 • 0.6~232E"'02. VOSAT 37 0.65708E"'02, 0.69351E+02. 0.73168E"'02. 0.17164E""02. VQSAT 38 
0.81348E+02. 0.85725E"02. 0.90305E+02. 0.95094E""02, VQSAT 39 
0.10010E+03. o. f 0533E"03. 0.11080E .... 03. 0.11650e""03. VOSAT 40 
" 
0.12246E+03, 0.I2868c .... 03. O. t3517c .... 03. 0.14193E""03. VOSIIT 41 
~ O. f4899E+03. O. f5634E .... 03. 0.16400E"'03. O.17199E .... 03. VQSAT 42 0.18030E .... 03. 0.18895E""03. 0.19796E .... 03. 0.20733£'·03. VQSAT 43 0.21708E+03. 0.22722E"03. 0.23716E"'03. 0.24871E""03/ VQSAT 44 
~ c VQ.SAT 45 00006 TMAX AMAH t{ T .200.0 ) VOSAT 46 
\ 00001 TMIN AMIN1{ lMAX.337.9 ) VOSAT 47 
00008 TSTAR TMIN - 198.99999 VQSAT 48 
00009 Ie TSTAR VaSAT 49 
00010 TEMP EST(IC) • (EST fIC""" - EST{]C))·(TSTAR - Ie) VQSAT 50 
00011 aSAT AM!N1 (TEMP. P/1 .622' VQSAT 5. 
00012 QSAT .622+QSAT/(P - QSAT) vaSAT 52 
e VQSAT 53 
00013 RETURN VaSAT 54 
00014 END VaSAT 55 
VARIABLE MAP 
--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGlIST. C=CTRL OF 00. I=DATA INtT. R==READ. S=5TORE. IJI=WRtTE 
, , EST REAL ARRAY 2 3 3 10 10 10 
i EST! REAL ARRAY 2 3 4/1 
, 
£5T2 REAL ARRAY 2 3 5/1 Ie INTEGER SIMPLE 9/S 10 10 10 '0 
P REAL SIMPLE 1 11 12 QSAT REAL FUNCTION 1 11/5 12/5 12 12 
I T REAL SIMPLE 1 6 TEMP REAL SIMPLE 1015 
" 
" 
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C VRADIO 3 
C SUBROUTINE RADtO VRADIO 4 
C VRAOIO 5 
C PURPOSE VRADIO 6 
C DRIVER FOR THE RADIATION ROUTINES VRADIO 7 
C VRADIO B 
C USAGE VRADIO 9 
C CALLED FROM COMP3 VRADIO 10 
C VRADIO 11 
C INPUT/OUTPUT FILES USED VRA(110 12 
C NONE VRAOIO 13 
C VRAOIa 14 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS VRAOIO 15 
C oj - INDEX FOR LATITUDE BAND VRAOIO 16 
C VRADIO 17 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VRADIO 18 
C SOLAR1 VRADIO 19 
C ZE I T VRADIO 20 
C LINKHO URADIO 21 
C VLINKHO VRADIO 22 
C VRADIO 23 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS VRADIO 24 
C ?OATE? ?PROGRAMMER? ?DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATIONS? VRADIO 25 
C 22.JUL83 JIM.PF ADDED DOCUMENTATION. CHOICE FOR OIAGNOSTICSVRADIO 26 
C VRADIO 27 
C REMARKS: VRADIO 28 
C (1) LARRY TAKECS IS THE EXPERT FOR THIS ROUTINE VRADIO 29 
C VRADIa 30 
C··.······· •• ~··**·*··*··*.* •• ••••••• ••• ··*···.·.···.···*··········~····VRAOIa 31 
C. M / A - caM S I G MAO A T A INC N A SAG S F C -VRAOIa 32 
c··.·-········ •• ••••••••••••••••••••• •• ···············*·*···~~-········pvPAOIa 33 
C VRADIa 34 
SUBROUTINE RADIO (.Jt VRADIO 35 
C vRADIa 36 
C··P •• * •••••••• * •••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• * ••• ············p····VR~DIO 37 
C VRADIO 38 
C VCNTRL 2 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEO ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRL 3 
C ================================================== VCNTRL 4 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ ceo VCNTRL 5 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ ADATE '/eNTRl 6 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME VCNTRL 7 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ .lIe VCNTRL 8 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ JOB VCNTRl 9 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 VCNTRL 10 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 VCNTRl 11 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ CCSP08 veNTRL 12 
COMMON /CCNTRLI VER VCNTRl 13 
COMMON ICCNTRL/ XLA8EL (10) VCNTRL 14-
COMMON /CCNTRl/ CQS (30) VCNTRL 15 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQU (10, VCNTRl 16 
C VCNTRL 17 
EQUIVALENCE (CCO,Cce 1) VCNTRL 18 
CHARACTER.S ceo, Ce(200) veNTRL 19 
CIMRACTER.S ADATE VCNTRl 20 
CHARACTER"S ATiME VCNTRL 21 
CHARACTER*8 JIC VCNTRL 22 
CHARACTERII>B .JOB VCNTRL 23 
CHARACTER*S CCSP06 VCNTRL 24 
CHAR.'\CTER·S CCSP07 VCNTRl 25 
CHARACTER"'S CCSPOS VCNTRL 26 
CHARACTER"S VER VCNTRl 27 
CHARACTER*S XLABEL VCNTRL 28 
CHARACTER*a CQS VCNTRL 29 
CHARACTER·S CQU VCNTRL 30 
C VCNTRl 31 
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRL 32 
C :===========:=======:================:========== VCNTRl 33 
COMMON /IONTRLI ICD VCNTRl 34 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ 1M VCNTRL 35 
I ~. '- ... ~~;,. • 
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LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETER'S SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 













































fLTMAX (LPREACC (LPRECON (LHFL-UX ( LEFLUX 
fLFUSION 
fLRADSWG 
ILRADLWG (LIeL-OUD (LUFLUX {LVFLUX 
{LoMEGA (LDIABAT (LRAOSW (LRAOlW 
QALT 
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REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD ===~========================================= 
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~ "~'-'"\l~lll ,I \. '. \ , • l--J ~ 1 '- ,. - ;:j' ! .- ...... ~ 
~ 
H 
I i 0 
00156 COMMON IRONTRl/ RCO VCNTRL 17B -I'-
00157 COMMON fRONTRl! APHEL VCNTRL 179 
00158 COMMON fRONTRl/ SETA VCNTRl IBO 
00159 COMMON IRCNTRll COSO VQNTRl 181 
00160 COMMON IRCNTRll CP veNTRl 182 
0016f COMMON fRCNTRll QAYSPV VCNTRL 183 
00162 COMMON !RONTRtl DEC VeNT'lL IB4 
00163 COMMON !RONTRll DEeMAX veNTRl 185 
! 00164 COMMON !ReNTRll OIST VCt·JTRL 186 00165 COMMON fRONTRll OLAT veNTAl IB7 
! 00166 COMMON fRONTRll OLDN veNTRl lBB 
I 00167 COMMON fReNTRll OT VeNTRl IB9 
l 00168 COMMON IRONTRll ECCf'l VCNTRL 190 00169 COMMON IRONTAll GNUt VCNTQl 191 , 
00170 COMMON !RONTRl! GNU2 veNTAl 192 i , 00171 COMMON /RCNTRll GRAV VCTIITRL 193 
, 00112- COMMON fRONTRll OMEGA2 VeNTRL 194 
! 00173 COMI'o1ON IRONTRl I PI veNTRL 195 , 00174 COMMON !RCNTRl! PI180 VCNTRl 196 
! 00175 COMMON !RCNTRll PI2 VCNTAl 197 
00176 COMMON !ACNTRll PSTD VCNTRl 19B 
00177 COMMON IReNTRLI PIMEAN VCNTRL 199 
00118 COMMQN IRONTRll PSf.1Al< VONTAL 200 
00179 COMMON IRONTRll PSMIN Vcr.JTAL 201 
001BO COMMON IAeNTRll PTOP VONTRl 202 
00181 COMMON !RONTAl! RADE VCNTAL 203 00 00,82 COMMON fRCNTAlf RGAS VCNTRL 204 
00183 COMMON fRONTnLf ROCP VONTAI.. 205 ."11 cg 
00184 COMMON !RCNTRLf RSDIST veNTRL 206 
.J 00185 COMMON !RONTRLI SOAY \lCNTRl 207 
-am 
001'BG COMMON fRCNTRLI SEASON VCNTRL 208 0:;: 
Ola187 COMMON !RCNTRLf SIGE C251 VCNTRL 209 O~ 
0'1,)188 COMMON IRCNTRLI SINO VCNTRL 210 ::til" 
'; Vt0189 cownaN fRONTRl I SOLS VONTRl 211 I, Ot.l190 COMMON IRCNTRLI TSTO VeNTRl 212 .o"\'J 
> 00191 COMrJlON !RCNTRL/ PlEVS , 251 VONTRl 213 C:::;, 
00f92 COMMON fReNTRl/ HEATW VCNTRL 214 l:> €!~ 
.r 00193 COMMON fRCNTRll HEATI VeNTRl 215 00194 COMMON !RCNTRL! EPS VCNTRl 216 r- f:':i 00195 COMMON fRCNTRl.f EPSFAC VCNTRL 211 ~ "-.~ i 00196 COMMON IRONTRLI CAlTOJ vcrnRL 2tB "--;/ ':'.,;1 
'.' 00t97 COMr~ON !RCNTRll PZERO 
VCNTRl 219 
i ~ C veNTRL 220 00198 EQUIVALENCE (RCO.RC(111 VCNTRL 221 
it. Ouf99 REAL RCO, RC{2001 veNTRl 222 C VCNTRl 223 
1.1 i C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VONTRl 224 C ======================= VCNTRl 225 
! I 00200 COMMON IIDPARMI IJUMP (4S) veNTRl 226 00201 COMMON IIOPhRMI IOSP02 VONTRL 227 , ' 00202 COMMON /IOPAAMf INDEX {72l VCNTRl 228 
i 00203 COMMON /IOPAAMI IROD veNTRl 229 ! i 00204 COMMON IIDPARM/ JC (46) VCNTAl 230 
, 00205 COMMON IIOPAAMf uE ( 21 VCNTRl 23t 
i 
00206 COMMON ftOPARMI UP (2.21 VCNTRl 232 
OOZ07 COMMON /tOPARMI KSTEP VCNTRl 233 
; r 00208 COMMON !IOPARMI MJ (4S) VCNTRl 234 
00209 COMMON /IOPARflil NHMS1 VCNTRl 235 
00210 COMMON ItOPARMf NYMDt VCNTRL 236 
C veNTRl 237 
! 
C lOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 238 
C ============~========== VONTRl 239 
002t' COMMON ILOPARM! FILTER f4G) VCNTRL 240 
00212 COMMON /lOPARMf I TAPe: VeNTRl 241 
00213 COMMON IlOPARMf START VCNTRl 242 
C VCNTRl 243 I 00214 LOGICAL FILTER VCNTRl 244 
i 00215 LOGICAL ITAPE VCNTRl 245 
1 
002.t6 LOGICAL START VCNTRl 246 
C VeNTRl 247 
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VeNTRL 248 
t , 
:l I .,', ;...<",,_.--,,- - -'" .,-_.-., ~ 
.::.. ~~':';f .~ -c ,~ ~-.~.::~~~~~~.,- ~:.:.:...:....~-~---',,::,~ .. ... 
--
~2:'':'= _ --:, ..... _-..,t:", 
• -,--,-" - --,<. ~ ..... ___ "~JOL...lII 
1 'q , , 
i 
c ==================== vernRL 249 
",0217 COMMON /ROPARM/ ACLOP VCNTRL 250 
00218 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON1 VCNTRl 251 
00219 ~OMMON IROPARMI CON10T VCNTRl 252 
00220 COMMON IROPARMI CON2 VCNTRl 253 
00221 COMMON IRDPARM/ CON20T VCNTRl 254 
00222 COMMON /ROPARM/ CON3 VCNTRL 255 
00223 COMMON IRDPARM/ CON3DT veNTRL _2.56 
00224 COMMON /RDPARMI CON4 vcrnRL 257 
00225 COMMON IROPARMI CON4DT VCNTRL 258 
00226 COMMON IRDPARMI CONS VCNTRL 259 
00227 COMMON IRDPAAMI COSL (46) VCNTRl 260 
00228 COMMON /RDPARMI COS LON (721 VCNTlll 26' 
00229 COMMON IROPARM! CPO'2 VCNT;1l 262 
00230 COMMON IROPARMI oxp (46) VcrJTRl 263 
00231 COMMON /ROPARM/ OXVP (461 VONTRl 264 
00232 COMMON /RDPARMI OVP (46. veNTAl 265 
00233 COMMON /ROPARMI FCORlS (461 VCUTRl 265 
00234 COMMON /RDPARM/ FfDT VCNTRL 267 
00235 COMMON IRDPARPM F2DT VCNTRL 268 
00236 COMMON /ROPAR",! HtDT VCUTRl 269 
00237 COMMON /RDPMlM! H2DT VCNTRL 270 
00238 COfJlMON IRDPARMI pJ(srD VCNTRl 271 
00239 COMMON /RDPARMI PKTOP veNTRl 272 
00240 COMMON /RDPARM/ RlAT (46) VCNTRf_ 273 
00241 COMMON IRDPARMI RLATD (46. veNTRl 274 
00242 COMMON /RDPARMI AOCPDT VCNTRL 275 00 00243 COMMON /RDPAR"'I ROCPPI VCNTRl 276 
.'TJ :lI 00244 COUlMaN IRDPARMI SGNP (2) VC'HRL 277 (g~ 00245 COMMON IRDPARMI SJNl (46) VCNTRL 278 J 00246 COMMON /RDPARMi SINlON (72) VCNTRl 279 00247 COMMoN /RDPARM/ THSTD VCNTRL 280 O~ 00248 COMMoN /ROPARM! THST02 VCNTRL 281 00249 COMMON /ROPAhMI WSAVE (159l VCNTRL 282 :z.; If..l 
:'1 00250 COMMON IROPARM/ DSIG 191 VCNTRL 283 
,0 "(J 
" 
00251 COMMON /RDPARMI SIG (9) vernRl 284 
00252 COMMON /RDPARrJI/ OSIGINV '91 VCNTRl 285 C:~ 
C VCNTRL 286 b·" r;-J 
J c VQANDQT 2 !: ""J C COMDECK VQANOQT RESO~U~ION VALUES VQANDQT 3 =:1 c...1 C ================;================ vaANDQT 4 c.:!-"'4. j c 1M =72 VOANDQT 5 11 C NLAV =9 VQANDQT 6 C JM"'"f =46 VQANDQT 7 r! c NLAV·l1 =99 VQANDaT 8 
if c U,.,·NlAy·t t =7129 VOANDQT 9 C JM/2"'1 =23 VQArJDQT 10 
" C VQANDQT 11 I C GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS (NEEDED IN COMPO) VOANDQT 12 C ================================================ VQANDQT 13 
I C VQANDQT 14 
" 
00253 COMMON /OANDQTI QPROG(12.9.11.4SJ VOANDaT 15 
i
I 
C VOANDQT 16 
) j 00254 DI1J1ENSION PHIS (7128,1) VOANDQT 17 
002.55 DIMENSION SMTH (7128,23) VQANDQT 1S 
00256 DIMENSION ALBEDO (7128,11 VOANDQT 19 
"I 
00257 OIMHiSION GT (7128,1) VQANDQT 20 
00258 O!iiiENSION GW (7128.1) VQANDQT 21 
00259 DIMENSION TS (7128,1) VOAf~DQT 22 
00260 DIMENSION SHS (7128,1 ) VOANDQT 23 il 00261 DIMENSION P (72,99,1 ) VQANDQT 24 C VOANDOT 25 00262 OIMENSION U (72.9,11.11 VQANDQT 26 
II 00263 DIMENSION V (72,9.1t. fJ VQt.NOQT 27 00264 DIMENSION T f 72 .9. 11 • 1 ) vQAf./OOT 28 00265 DIMENSION SH (72,9.11." VuANcQT 29 00266 DIMENSION PHI 172,9,11," VQANDQT 30 
I I C VQr.tJOQT 31 
1 I 00267 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1, 1.f.f).PHIS (1. f I ) VOANOQT 32 
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00270 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGf 1 • 4, I, 1) .GT (1.") 00271 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( I, S. 1.1) .GW CI,,,) 00272 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGf1. 6.1.1).T5 (I, t H 00273 EQUIVALENCE (QPROQ(I. 7.f.1J.SHS (f,". 00274 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGfl, a,l.n.p fl. 1 • f I ) C 
00275 EQUIVALENCE (OPROGf1.f, 2,1) .U It.f.l,O) OD276 EQUIVALEtJCE (QPROG( t • 1. 4. 11 • V It,f.t.I}) 00277 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I.1. 6, t J. T fl.t.1.1) 00278 EQUIVALENCE f QPROG ( 1 • 1. e. 1 I • SH (1. 1 • 1 • t J I 00279 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGf 1.1,10.' J ,PHI( 1,1.1.111 C 
C SP-tJ,,-CE FOR GL08AL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC F lELOS (NOT NEEDED IN COMPO) C =~===============================~===============~============ C 
00280 ·r,:OMMON IQANDQTI QSOIAG(72 .15,46) 00281 fJlMENSION IQSDtAG(72 .15.46) 00282: !:'OUIVAlENCE (QSD[AG.IOSDIAG) C 00283 COMl'.tON IQANOQTI OUOIAG(72.9. 5,46) C 
C 
C PHYSICS PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS 00284 COMMOt-J '/CNTRlPI COFR 00285 COMMON ICNTRlPI COXl 00286 COMMON leNTRlPI COXO 00287 COMMON /eNTRlP/ ClH 00268 COMMON ICNTRlPI CaE 19' 00289 COMMON leNTRlPI COEF 
i 00290 COMMON ICNTRlPI CC:r;:; 00291 COMMON ICNTRLP/ COSAor J: 00292 COMMON ICNTRlP/ CPP 00293 COMMON ICNTRLPI CTID 00294 COMMON /eNTRlP/ CUMDAY , l\ 00295 COMMoN leNTRlP / eUMRAT II 00296 COMMON /eNTRlPI C10 00297 COUMON /eNTRlPI C1UO 00298 COMMON ICNTRlPI C40 00299 COMMON IcNTRlPI DELTA 
'j 00300 COfJlMON leNTRlP/ 01C3 00301 COMMON JCNTRlPI CTOUT 00302 COMMON /CNTRlPI ED i \ 00303 COMMON /eNTRlP/ EONM [ ~ 0030": COr,'MDN ICNTRlP/ FCOEF 00305 COMMON /CNTRLP/ FMU , 00306 COMMON /CNTRLPI FWET 00307 COMMON /CNTRlP/ GAMFAC Ii 00308 COMMON /CNTRlPI GTOPO 00309 COM~"ON /CNTRlP/ HICE 00310 COMMON /cNTRlPI NOTca , 00311 COMMON /CNTRlPI NFlW I. l' 00312 COMMON /CNTRlP/ PIM II 00313 COMMON /CNTRLP/ QHOG 00314 COMMON /CNTRLP/ SIiLTOP 00315 COMMON leNTRlPI SINROT 00316 COMMON ICNTRLP/ SNOWN 00317 COMMON leNTRlP/ sNOWS 00318 CoMMON leNTRlP/ S7BO (I 00319 COMMON /CNTRlP/ STERP1 00320 COMMON /CNTRlPI STERP2 00321 COMMON JCNTRlPI TICE 
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COMMON IRADCOMI TU72,9), TlE(72. to) VRAOCOM 7 
COMMON IRADCOMI TG(72) ,TH(72.9) VRAOCOM B 
COMMON !RADCOM/ SHLC72.9), SHLE(72,10) VRAOCOM 9 
COMMON !RADCOM! SHG(72). CLOUO(12.12) VRADCOM 10 
COMMON IRADeOM/ SHSATf72,91, GAMf72,9J VRADCOM 11 
COMMON /RADCOM/ RH(72.9) vRADcaM 12 
COMMON IRAnCOMI S55(72,9), SSSE(72.10) VRADeO,",13 
COMMON /RADCOM/ HH{72.9J. HHEI72.10) VRAoeOM 14 
COMMON /RADCOM! HHS(72.S) VRADCOM 15 
COMMON /RADCOMI CVT{72.9'. CVO(72,S} VRAOCOM 16 
eOMrJlON IRADeOMI cxDE (9 I . VRADcaM 11 
COMMON !RADCOMI 5WALE(12.10l. SWIl(72.SJ VRADCOM 18 
COMMON IRADCOMI Al(12.10) VRAOCCM 19 
COMMON fRADCOM! TAUL(72.10'. OZALE(72, to, vRAOCorJl 20 
COMMON IRADCOM/ TOPABS(72) VRADCOM 21 
COMMON !RADCOMI RN(9'. TN(9). SRS{S). STNf9) VRADCOM 22 
COMM.DN !RADCOM/ TCOND(9). TPENE(9) vRADCOM 23 
COMMON /RADCOM! TLOWl,TMIOl. NLAVOZ VRADCOM 24 
COMMON /RADCOMI FK(S), ItKfS), NFK vRADCOM 25 
COMMON !RADCOMI OLJAN{19). OLAPR(19}~ OLJUL(19., OlOCT(19) VRtlOCOM 26 
COMMON fRAOCOMI OcM22(23). OCM30(23). OCM3B(23). OCM46(23' VRAOCOM 27 
COMMON /RAOCOMI PROCloH23) , OCMXX(23). NOZ, TOTOZ(4), CDATE(6) VRAOCOtJI 28 
COMMON fRADCoMI CZtl (72', WeT (12), EVAP. PREP (72', WI f 72) VRADCOM 29 
COMMON fRAOCOM/ C05Z(12}. SO, RADTRM(72) , CXl VRAOCOM 30 
COMMON fRADCOMf SGf·T2}. SP(72) VRADcaM 31 
COMMON IRADCOMf RSURF(72), RCLOUO(12). ~AL8 vnADCOM 32 
COMMON fRADCOMI LAND{72'. OCEAN(72). ICE(72} VRADCOM 33 
COMMON /RADCOM/ SNOWI12'. MIXWI (72). FROST(12) VRADCOM 34 
lOGICAL LAND. OCEAN, ICE. SNOW. MIXWI, FROST VRADCOM 35 
C VRADCOM 36 
C VRADIO 43 
C •••••••••••• ~n •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c····.·····VRADIO 44 
C VRADIO 45 
C DEBUG VSEBDES 2 
10000 CONTINUE V8EGDEB 3 C···· CVSER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT IOQ vaEGOES 4 
· ••• CYBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGOEB 5 
CSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$$SS$S$SS$SS$SSSSSSSSSVBEGDEB 6 
C VRADIO 47 
IMNLAV elM· NLAV VRADIO 48 
IMNlAVP1 :: IM·{NLAV+t) VRAOIO 49 
C VRADIO 50 
C •••••••••• ft.............................. VRAOIO 51 
C···· •••• VRAOIO 52 
C.··· RADIATION SUBROUTINES ••• - URADIO 53 
C· •• • •••• VRAOIa 54 
c ••• * ••••• ~............................... VRAOIO 55 
C VRADIO 56 
ASCt,t;IMNLAV) eO. VRADIO 57 
RE(1.t;tMNlAVPt) = O. VRADIO 58 
SGC 1; 1M) o. vnADIO 59 
C VRADIO 60 
IF (NFLW.EQ.O) GO TO 440 VRADIO 61 
C VRADIO 62 
RSURF(l;IM, = ALBEOO{t,J:IM'·O.ot VRADIO 63 
XLAT = RLATO(J) VRADIO 64 
CALL SOLAR1 (d.KLAT) VRAOIO 65 
C VRAOIO 66 C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• VR~DIO 67 
C.··· VRAOIO 68 
C···· SAVE SOLAR RADIATIO~ ABSORBED 8V ATMOSPHERE {lV!DAV} VRADIO 69 
C VRADIO 70 C ••••••••••••••••••••••• -........................................ VRADIa 71 
C VRADIO 12 
IF{lRADSW) QUDIAG(1,I.IRADSW.~;lMNLAV):: VRAOIO 73 
1 QUDIAG(1.1.IRADSW.J;IMNLAV) ~ CUMRAT.AS{1,1;IMNlAV) VRADIO 74 
IFflRADSWG} QSDIAG'1.IRADSWG.J;IM) VRADIO 75 
1 QSDIAG( 1. IRADSWG, J; 1M) + CUMRAT.SGf 1; 1M) VRADIO 76 
C VRADIO 17 
IF f.NOT.QHOG) GO TO 420 VRADIO 78 
C VRAOIO 79 
,"~-,---------------------
' ..•. '+0 I:~ 
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IFfJ.NE.1 .AND. "'.NE.JNP} GOTO 442 CALL ZEITBEG(SHtINKHO , CAll ltNKHO (NlAV.NFLW.NDAV.IFI~(XLAT·.51.JNP.fl CALL ZEITENO 
DO 414 L=I,NLAV 
RE{2.l;tM-I) = REfl.l) SHLC2.l;IM-ll = 5HLC1,LI CornlNUE 
RE(2,NLA\'Pl:IM-tl RE",NLAVP1) SHG (2; IM- l' = SHG1 1 , GO TO 443 
CONTINUE 
CALL ZEIT8EG(SHVLINKHO J CALL VLINKHO (NlAV,NFLW,NOAV,IFIX{XLAT4.5),rMI CALL ZEITEND 
443 CONTINUE 
QUDIAG(l.f,tRADlW.J;IMNLAV) = RE(I.1;IMNLAV, QSDIAG(I.IRADLWG,J:tMI = RE(f,NLAYP1;IMI 
GO TO 440 
C······································· C 
420 CONTINUE 
c C······································· C 
c 
REfl,I:IMNLAV) = QUDIAG(I,I,IRADLW,J;IMNlAV) RE(I,NLAVPt;IMI = QSDIAG(I.tRADLWG.d;IM) C······································· C 
440 CONTINUE 
c c •••• * •••••••• ~ ••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• * 
c 
RADTRMfl;IM) SGf1;IM) - REfl,NLAVP1;IM) C 
RETURN 
END 
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VARIABl'E MAP 
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;,: 
,I.·.·· 
".iT: {.~ ~--:"o-".~,.'>:---... ,-
AOATE CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE ADLOP RDPAAM REAL SIMPLE Al RADCOM REAL ARRAY ALBEDO OANOQT REAL ARRAV APHEL ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE AS flADCOM REAL ARRAV ATIME ceNTRl CHAR*S SIMPLE BETA ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE C,o CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE Cl00 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE C40 CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE CALTOd ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
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',',j '. 'JI'","",_"""", J ,i "f\J"'. ,. - "'- - ~. i. I" i:' • JL 
! 
. , 
, CC CCfJTRL CHAR .. a ARRAY ,. 15 
, cco CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 2 ,. 15 , CCNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 • 5 6 7 B 9 '0 11 12 j 13 
i CCSP06 ceNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 7 20 
• CCSP07 CCtJTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE B 21 ,, ccspoe CCNTRL CHAR"'S SIMPLE 9 22 1 CDATE RAOCDM REAL ARRAY 350 
! CDFR eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B. ceXL eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 285 
! CDXa eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B6 , CLH eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2 '7 
CLOUD RADcor", REAL ARRAY 332 
, eNTRlP REAL UNKNOWN 2B. 2B5 286 2B7 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 
1 295 296 297 29B '295 300 301 302 303 30. 305 ; 306 307 30B 309 310 311 312 313 31. 315 316 
! 317 31B 319 320 321 322 323 32. COE eNTRLP REAL ARRAY 2BB 
r\\ 
caEF eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B' 
caEFS eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 290 
CON1 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 
CQN10T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 
CON2 RDPARfJI REAL SIMPLE 220 
caNZDT ROPAR", REAL SIMPLE 221 
CON3 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 
CON30T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 
CON4 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 224 
J CON4DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 00 CONS ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 ~::::1 COSO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 -a~ '~ COSl ROPARM REAL ARRAV 227 COSlON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 228 o:=; COSROT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 291 o "'-:\- :;:, j CDSZ RADCOM REAL ARRAY 352 :v r" CP RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 160 rO"JJ CP02 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 C"" 1 CPP eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2.2 ~ '" i1 CQS CCNTRL CHAR"'S ARRAV 12 25 MJ CQU CCNTRl CHAR"'S ARRAV 13 26 I r:~j ! I CTID CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 293 :3' , 
t CUMOAV CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 294 ~';:". ii, CUMRAT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 295 36B 369 
" 
CVQ RADCOM REAL ARRAV 33B !, CVT RADeOM REAL ARRAV 33B 
j' eXDE RADCOM REAL ARRAV 339 CXL RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 352 CZH RADOor", REAL ARRAV 351 
" 
OAVSPY RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 ; 
i' DEC RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 162 DEOMAX RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 , ~ DELTA ONTRlP REAL SIMPLE 299 
DIST RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 16. 
OLAT RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 
OlON RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 
DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAV 250 
• 
DSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAV 252 
i DT RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 
!, 
OTC3 CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 300 
DTOUT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 301 
DXP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 230 
O)l:VP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 231 
DVP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 232 
I ECCN RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 16B ED eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 302 ;; EONM CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 303 I, EPS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 194 , . EPSFAC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 195 , 
",. EVAP RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 351 
'i :'1 
Fl0T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23. ~ F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 
H 
0 
il~_ '" -.'.C """,~-<-=, __ ' ......... 
, i :' 
__ . ---__ .. _..-.. ____ .. ~_=- .~_,""",c-=~'_'=_.oe_ .• _,-· 
-
... ~ ~;: .. ~ .. ~ ".~.-
-j 
. ..............: 
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. , 
:J I JIC CCNTRL CHAn .. S SIMPLE 5 18 
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32 
I.IM02 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
JMT2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 
JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 372 374 
J04 ICNTRL INT~GER SIMPLE 36 
JOB ICNTRL INJEGE~ SIMPLE 37 
J08 ceNTRl CHArI"'a SIMPLE 6 19 
JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 206 
JSP IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41 
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 
KSTEP ItlPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 
KU leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
L INTEGER SIMPLE 376/0 377 377 378 378 
LAND RADcm~ LOGICAL ARRAV 355 357 
LC LCNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 154 155 
LCO lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 
108 109 
LDIABAT LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 
LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 143 
LFUSION lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 
LHFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 142 
LICLQUD LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 
LOGSR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44 
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 150 
t LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 140 lPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 
,I LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 108 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 
'I 120 121 136 
I' LOU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 109 122 123 124 125 137 
" 
LRAOLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
, LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 
;t 
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 124 152 368 
LRADswG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 117 145 369 
LTMAK LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 00 j LTMIN lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
!~ LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL U~KNOWN 120 148 "TI~ LVFLur LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 149 "l:li5 MAlIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 1 MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 O~ i} MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 0.", MIXWI RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 356 357 Alr I ! MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 208 MLF ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 48 
.o<iJ 
1 MROD rCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 C >" MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 :J:>~ , . N8 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
1.' NO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 rM NDAl '" ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 ;lro ! , NDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 374 385 
! f NDHOG ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 NOOUT ~CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 , NOPHV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
! NORSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 , NDSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
, NOT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
i NDTC3 CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 310 
t 
NFK RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 347 
NFlw CNTRLP INTEGER SIMPLE 311 364 374 385 
NHMS rCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE GO 
NHMSO ICNTRl INT£:GER SIMPLE 62 
I NHn.'S1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 NHMSE ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
.' NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 !I NlAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63 359 360 374 378 385 ~ ;,r i H 
I 0 
" 
.. 'I .... ,"~ .... 
i 
I, 
IIr,@r '~----'-. .~.~ - ,- .. , .. --,------- ~ ~>-.~~~ l~_ ... ~j~.;,..~ 
,,-:----.< ' ~_=_'~~~~"-~_:.:..c.~~:"":::......:..:::'~:_~":':___'__:_';"'~'" ' .• , .- ~ ,~~ - . 
--
~!:::";:'= ~..:::~- ~ -.'::''' . 
j _ ~~J!L':\ ' \ '\ \ ' 'J. - . ,~ Tool , 
'>-..: 
'1 ~ ., 
H 
:! 0 
'I NLAYMt IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 f-' 
" N 
NLAYOZ RAOCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 346 ,. NLAVPl IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 380 380 389 393 395 i: NMLEV IeNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
" NOZ RADeOM INTEGER SIMPLE 350 ~; NSDAY IeNTRl INTEGER SIfo'PLE 66 
: NSEQ leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
1: NSTEP IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
I NYMO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 71 
l' 
NVMDO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
NYMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 
NVMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
t! NZINIT reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 
il OCEAN RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 355 357 OOM22 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 349 
., OCM30 RADCDM REAL ARRAY 349 
II 
00"'38 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 349 
OCM46 RAOCmJl REAL ARRAY 349 
OCMXX RADCOM REAL ARRAY 350 
OLAPR RADeOM REAL ARRAY 348 
OlJAN RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 348 
aLJUt AAOCOM REAL ARRAY 348 
OlOCT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 348 
OMEGI\2. RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 
OZALE RADCDM REAL ARRAV 342 00 P QANDQT REAL ARRAY 261 27. 
PHI QILNDQT REAL ARRAV 266 279 ."11 ;?l 
PHIS I)ANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 267 
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173 "D~ 
PI180 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 174 g~ Pl2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175 
PIM CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 312 :Of'" PIMEAN ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 177 
PKSTO RDrARM REAL SIMPLE 238 g;g PKTOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
PL RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 327 
PLE RADCOM REAL ARRAV 327 ):oG;! 
PLEVS RcrHRl REAL ARRAV 191 1""1'iI 
PL" RADCor., REAL ARRAV 32B ~~ PLKE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 328 
PREP RADCOM AEAL ARRAY 351 
., PROOM RAOCOM REAL ARRAV 350 ~ PSMAX ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 178 
II PSfUN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 PSTD RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 j ~ PTOP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 
! PZERO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 QAlT LCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 QANDOT REAL UNKNOWN 253 280 ~cl3 , OBEG lCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 
QDAV LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 QENO LCNTRL LOGlCAL SIMPLE 101 129 QHOG CNTAlP lOGICAL SIMPLE 313 325 370 QOUT LCNTAL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPHY lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 QPROG OMJDQT REAL ARRAV 253 2,,7 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 215 216 
277 278 279 
QRSH LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 13. 
QSDIAG OANDQT REAL ARRAY 2BO 282 369/S 369 389/S 393 QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 132 
gUDIAG OhNDQT REAL ARRAV 283 368/5 368 38S/S 392 
RADeOM REAL UNKNOWN 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 
337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 3·6 347 
348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 
RADE ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 181 
RADIO SUBROUTINE 1 
RAOTRM RADCOM REAL ARRAV 352 3S5/S 
RC ReNTRL REAL ARRAV 198 199 
1~~~C"""'--' 
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RCO RONTAl REAL SIMPLE 
RCLDue RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
ReNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 
ROPARM REAL UNKNOWN 
R. RAoeOM REAL ARRAY 
RGAS RCN rAL REAL SIMPLE 
RH RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
RLAT ROPARM REAL ARRAY 
RLATo RDPARM REAL ARRAY 
RN RADeOM REAL ARRAV 
ROOP ReNTRl REAL SlMPLE 
ROCPOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
ROCPP1 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
A50IST RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 
RSURF RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
SO RADCDM REAL SIMPLE 
SOAV ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 
SEASON ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
SG RAOCQrI! REAL ARRAY 
SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 
SH QJl.NOQT REAL ARRAY 
SflG RADCor,., REAL ARRAY 
SHL RADeOM REAL ARRAV 
; - SHLE RAOCOM REAL ARRAY SHLTOP CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
I S!-IS QANDOT REAL ARRAV SHSAT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
;i\ SIG RDPARM REAL ARRA\, 
SIGE RONTAl REAL ARRAY 
,~ SINO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE t.' SlNL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 
" 
SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAY 
SINnOT CNTnLP REAL SIMPLE j' SMTH Qt.rljDQT REAL ARRAV SN2FLG LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE SNOW AADeOM lOGICAL ARRAV 1 SNOWN CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 
i~' SNOWS CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE SOLS RCfHR!,. REAL SIMPLE SP RADCOM REM. ARRAY 
'} SRS RAocm~ REAL ARRAY 555 RADCOM REAL ARRAV i \ SSSE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
I ' START lDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 
1 ST80 eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE , . STERP' eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE L, STERP:2 eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE STN RADCOM REAL ARRAV 
SWALE RADcmJl REAL ARRAV I SWIl RAocmJl REAL ARRAY T QANOQT REAL ARRAY 
;. ~ TAUL RADCorJl REAL ARRAY I TCONO RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
t TG RADeOM REAL ARRAY , TH RADeOM REAL ARRAV , THSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
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161 162 163 164 
172 173 174 175 
183 184 185 185 
194 195 196 197 
222 223 224 225 
233 234 235 23. 
244 245 246 247 
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ARRAY 263 SIMPLE 10 
ARRAY 351 
ARRAY 351 
ARRAY 249 SIMPLE 323 
ARRAY 347 
































367 374 385 
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SUBROUTINE RESTQM IN, ~) 




TIME STEP POINTER (1 OR 2) 
LATITUDE GRID BAND 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEe ON HISTORV RECORD 
===;==========;=================================== COMMON /eeNTRl/ ceo 
COMMON /eeNTRl/ AOATE 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ ATIME 
COMMON ICCNTRLI diC 
cor~MON ICCNTRLI JOB 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSPOG 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSP07 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ ccspoe 
COMPJlON ICCNTRLi VER 
COMMON /CCNTRLI XLABEL (10) 
COMMON ICCNTRL/ CQS (30) 



























INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
==========================================~===== CorJlMON /lCNTRll 100 
COMMON IICNTRl.1 1M 
COMMON /ICNTRLI IMD2 
COMMON IlCNTRll tMD2P1 
CO~JlMON IlCfHRl! NDRSW 
COMMON IIeNTRll JM 
coMMON IICNTRll ~MD2 
COMMON IICNTRll JMT2. 
COMMON IICNTRLI JNP 
COMMON IICNTRll J04 
comMON /IeNTRL/ JOS 
COMMON IICNTRll ~SP 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ HlIAlB 
COMMON /ICNTRl! HlIGW 
COMMON IICNTRLI KLISST 
COMMON IICNTRll KS 
COMMON IlCNTRL/ I<U 
COMMON /IeNTRl/ lOGBR 
COMMON /ICNTRl./ MATIN 
COMMON /lCNTRll MATSNX 
COMMON IICNTRl/ MATSUN 
COMMON IICNTRl./ MlF ( 12) 
COMMON ItcNTnL/ MROD 
COMMON ItCNTRll NKRSH 
COMMON /rCNTRll MSM 
COMMON IICNTRl/ N8 
COMMON IICNTRLI NO 
COMMON IICNTRl.1 NOAl.T 
COMMON /ICNTRll NOAV 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NOOUT 
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: f I 
00068 COMPIION IliCNTRl/ NDSHF 
00059 cmMJlON IICNTRLJ NOT 
00060 ccw.mN iICNTR:L/ NHMS 
00061 COMMON !rONTRl! NHMSE 
00062 COMMON IICNTRLI NHMSO 
00063 COMMON freNTRLI NLAY 
I 00064 COMr}lON flONTRLI NLAYMI , 00065 COMMON /IONTRLI NLAYP1 I 
I 
00066 COMMON frONTRl! NSDAV 
i 00067 COMIV'ON /reNTRll NSEO 00068 COMMON IIONTRLI [CSP53 00069 COMMON /tCNTRLJ NSTEP , 
00070 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IBLKSIZ f 00011 COMMON /ICNTRLJ NVMD , 00072 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NYMDE i 00073 COMMON frONTRl! NYMOO , 
, 00074 COMMON !IONTRLI NZINIT 
I 00075 COM~JlON I [CNTRL/ NMLEV 
" 00076 COMMON IICNTRL/ NDHOG • ! 00077 COMMON /ICNTRL/ IQS C30} 
00078 COMMON IICNTRLI IOU ( f O) 
C 
00079 EQUIVALENCE (ITMIN ,lQSe 111 
00080 EQUIVALENCE 4lTMAX ,IOS4 2) ) 
00081 EQUIVALENCE (I PREAOC ,IQS( 3) ) 
00082 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON ,lQSe 4)) 
00083 EQUIVALENCE ( IHFLUK ,IQSI 5)) 
00084 EQUIVALENCE (IEFLUJI .IQSI G)) 
(lOOSS EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IQSI 1) ) (J0086 EQUIVALENCE IIRAOSWG .IQse 8)) 
1 00087 EouIVALENCE tIRADLWG ,lOSe 9) ) 00089 EQUIVALENCE (IICLOUD ,IQS(10» ,\ ' 00089 EQUIVALENCE ( IUFLUX · IQS{11}) 
• 4 00090 EQUIVALENCE ( IVFlUK • lQst 12» \\ I C 
: ,I 00091 EQUIVALENCE C IOMEGA .Ioue 1)) 
: = I 01)092 EQUIVALENCE ( IOIA9AT · laue 2) ) l 00093 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSW ,IQU( 3)) 00094 EOUIVALENCE IIRAOlW .Ioue 4) C i 00095 EQUIVALENCE (ICO.ICCO) 
I~ 00096 fNTEGER lCD, ICt200} C h! C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
i : C =======================e=======e======~=:======= 
j t 00097 COMMON IlCNTRLI LCO , ' 00098 COMMON ILCNTRLI QALT ! ! 00099 COMMON /lCNTRll Q8EG 00100 COMMON ILCNTRLI QOAV 
! 00101 COMMON ILCNTRLI QENO 
" 
00102 COMMON ILCNTRll QOUT ! i 00103 COMMON ILCNTRLI OPHV OOfOd COMMON iLCNTRLI QSHF 
, I 00f05 COMMON !LCNTRLI SN2FlG 1 f I 00106 COMMON ILCNTRL/ QRSW 
00107 COMMON ILCNTRLI ORSH 
00108 COMMON ILCNTRLI LQSI30) 
00109 COMMON /LCNTRLI LQU(10l 
C 
001fO EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQS( 1)) 
00111 EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX .LQS( 2») 
00112 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQSf 3) ) 
00 f 13 EQUIVALENCE (LPREOON ,LQS( 4) 
00 f 14 EQUIVALENCE tLHFLUX .LQSt 5)) 
00115 EQUIVALENCE {LEFLUX ,LQS( 6») 
00116 EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,Last 1)) 
00117 EOUIVALENCE (LRAOSWG .LQS( 8») 
0011S EQUIVALENCE (LRADLwG .LQS( 9») 
00119 EOUIVALENCE (LICLOUO ,lQS(fO) ) 
00120 EQUIVALENCE (LUFLUX .LOS( 11)) 
00121 EQUIVALENCE (LVFLUX .LQSfI2» 
i /1 
n i.'~'" ~~,, __ ~_1':t. ~::..~ . I ~,~- :,,> ~""--::::-~--
'--'-'--, --- .. -. "-~'.-'-."'--~~'--'>' ,"<- ---"'-"" 
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VCNTRL 94 go VCNTRL 95 
VCNTRL 96 ''':2 VCNTRL 91 
"tJ ~ VCNTRL 98 
VCNTRl 99 °2 
VCNTRl 100 OJ:> 
VCNTRL 101 ::Or-
VCNTRl 102 .g~ VCNTRL 103 VCNTRL 104 
VCNTRL 105 J:>~ VCNTRL 106 em VCNTRl. 107 
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EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA .LQUt 1)1 
EQUIVALENCE (LOIABAT .LQUI 211 
EQUIVALENCE ILRAOSW ,LOU( 311 





























EQUIVALENCE (lCO.LC{ 1)) 
LOGICAL LCO. LCf200, 
REAL lI.mOEl PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
============================================= 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ Reo 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ APHEl 
COMMON fRCNTRll BETA 
COMMON /ReNTRl/ coso 
COMMON /ReNTRl/ CP 
COMMON /ReNTRl/ DAVSPV 
COMMON /ReNTRL/ DEC 
CQMMor~ /RCNTRL/ DECMAX 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ OI5T 
COMMON /RCNTRll OlAT 
COMMON /RCNTRL/ OLON 
COMMON fRCNTRl/ DT 
coMMON /ReNTRl/ EeCN 
conM.mN /RCNTRl/ GNU1 
COMMON /RCNTRL/ GNU2 
COMMON IReNTRL/ GRAV 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ OMEGA2 
COMMON /RCNTRl! PI 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ PI180 
COMMON IRCNTRl/ PI. 
COMMON /RONTRl/ PSTD 
COMMON IRCNTRl/ PIMEAN 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ PSMAX 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ PSMIN 
COMfJlON IRCNTRl! prop 
COMMON IReNTRll RADE 
COMrJlON /ilCNTRL! RGAS 
COMMON /RCNTRL/ ROCP 
COMMON /RONTRL/ RSDIST 
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, , 
, 'I E;J en S 
00185 COMMON fRCNTRll SDAV veNTRL 207 :3: ~ OG186 COMMON /ReNTRL! SEASON veNTRl 20B ..,. 
i 00t87 COMMON IRONTRll SIGE {25' veNTRl 209 00188 COMMON fRONTRll SINO veNTRl 210 
" 
00189 COMMON fReNTRLI SOLS veNTRl 21t 
00190 COMMON fRONTRll 15TO veNTRl 212 
00191 COMMON /RONTRll PLEVS 125. veNTRL 213 
00192 COMMON /ReNTRll HEATW veNTRl 214 
00193 COMMON fRONTRL! HEATI veNTRl 215 
00194 COMMON fRCNTRl! EPS veNTRl 216 
00195 COMMON fRONTRl! EPSFAC veNTRl 217 
00196 COMMON /RONTRll CALTOJ veNTRl 218 
00197 COMMON IPeNTRll r-LERO veNiRl 219 
c veNTRl 220 
OOtB8 EQUIVALENCE (RCO.Rcr 1 J) VeNTRl 221 
00199 REAL RCa. RC(200} veNTRl 222 
c veNiRl 223 
c INTEGER MODEL CONSTAfIlTS veNTRL 224 
c ==============~======== VCNTRL 225 00200 COMMON /IDPARMI IJUMP {46J VCNtRL 226 
00201 CoMMON /IOPARMI IOSP02 VCNTRL 227 
00202 COMMON /IOPARMI INDEX '72} veNTRL 228 
00203 COMMON IIDPARMI IROO VCNTRl 229 
00204 COMMON /IOPARMI dC (46' VCNTRL 230 
002.05 COMMON IIDPARMI dE '21 VCNTRl 231 
00206 COMMON IIOPARM/ t.lP (2.2) veNTRl 232 
00207 COMMON IIOPARMI KSTEP vernRl 233 
00208 COMMON /IOPARMI MrJ (46) VernRL 234 
00209 COMMON /tOPARM/ NHPIIS~ veNTRl 235 
00210 COMMON /tDPARMI NYMOT VCNTRl 236 00 C veNTRl 237 
:~ c lOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 238 "':0 C ======================= VCNTRl 239 -o§ 00211 COMMON /LOPARMI FILTER (46' veNTRL 240 
: ! 00212 COMMON ILOPARMI ITAPE veNTRl 241 °2 
\\ 00213 COMMON IlDPARMI START veNTRl 242 §Jf: C veNTRl 242 
• 00214 lOGICAL FILTER veNTRl 244 j 00215 lOGICAL ITAPE VCNTRL 245 .0-0 00216 lOGICAL START VCNTRl 246 §;~ C veNTRl 247 
i C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCtJTRL 248 em 11 c ==================== VCNTRL 249 00217 COMMON IRDPARMI AOLOP VCNTRL 250 :c!m i. 00218 COMMON IRDPARMI cONt VCNTRl 251 
: } 00219 cor.,MON IROPARMI CONfOT VCNTRl 252 00220 coMMON IRCPARMI CON2 VCNTRl 253 , 00221 COMMON IRCPARMI CON20T VCNTRl 254 Ii 00222 COMMON IROPARM/ CON3 VCNTRL 255 00223 COMMON IRDPARMI CON3DT VCNTRL 256 
1 00224 COMMON IROPARMI CON4 VCNTRL 257 00225 COMMON IRDPARMI COU4DT VCNTRl 25B 
" 
00226 caMMON IROPARMI CONS VCNTRl 259 ; 
i' 00227 coMMON IROPARM/ COSL (46) VCNTRl 260 00228 COMMON IROPARMI COSlON (72) VCNTRl 261 i' 00229 COMMON IRDPA~MI CP02 VCNTRL 262 ! 00230 COMMON IRDPARMI oXP (46) VCNTRL 263 : , 00231 COMMON IROPAR'M CXVP (461 VCNTRL 264 
! 00232 COMMON IRDPARMI DVP (46) VCNTRL 265 00233 COMMON IAOPARM/ FCORLS (46) VCNTRl 266 00234 cnMMON /RDPARMI F1DT VCNTRl 267 ; 00235 COMMON IROPARMI F20T VcNTRL 268 
I, 
00236 COMMON IRDPARMI H1DT VCNTRL 269 
00237 coMMON IROPARMI .H2DT VCNTRl 270 
00238 COMMON IRDPARMI PKSTO VCNTRL 271 
00239 COMMON IRDPARMI PUTOP VCNTRL 272 
002.40 COMMON IRDPARMI RLAT (46) VCNTRl 273 
I 00241 COMMON IRDPARMI RLATD (46) VCNTRl 274 00242 COMMON IROPARMI RoepOT VCNTRL 275 
ii· 00243 COMMON IRDPARMI ROCPP1 VCNTRL 276 00244 COMMON IRDPARMI SGNP (21 VCNTRL 277 ~ ; 
". 
; ,:J •. 
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COMMON IROPARMI SINL (46) 
COMMON IROPARMI SINtON (12) 
COMMON IRCPARM/ THSTD 
COMMON !ROPARMI THST02 
COMMON IRDPARMI WSAVE ( 159) 
COMMON IRDPARrJII OSIG (9) 
COMMON IRDPARMI SIG 19) 
COMMON IRDPARMI DSIGINV (9) 
































































(72, 9. 11 , 1 ) (72,9.11,1) 
(72.9. 11 , 1 ) (72.9,11.1 ) 
{72.9.".n 
{QPROG(t. t.l.l),PHIS (1.1» (OPROG ( 1. 2. 1 • 1 ) ,SMTH ( 1 . 1 ) ) 
(QPROG(l. 3,l,l),ALBEDO(1.1" (QPROG ( 1. 4. 1 • 1 , • GT « 1 • 1 ) ) 
f QPROG ( 1. 5, 1 . 1 , • GW ( 1 , 1) ) 
(QPROG ( 1. 6.', 1 ) • TS ( 1 • , ) ) 
(QPROG( 1. 7. 1 • t) • SHS ( 1 • 1 ) I 
(QPROG(1. B,t.ll.P n,1.1l) 
(QPROG(l,l.2.1).U (1.1.1,1) 
(QPROG ( 1 , " 4. 1 , • V ( t • I • 1 , 1 ) ) (QPROG ( 1 • 1. 6. t , • T ( 1 , 1 • 1 • 1 ) ) 
(QPROG{ 1 • 1, B. 1) • SH (1.'. 1 • 1)) (QPROG{ t • 1 • lQ. 1) ,PHI { 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 , , 






IQANDQT/ QSDIAG(72 .15.46) 
IQ5DIAG(72 .15.46} (Q5DIAG,IQSDIAG) 
IQANDQT! QUOIAG(72,9. 5.46) 
POLAR MODeL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
COMMON IQPOtESI PP(2.2) 
-COMMON IQPOLES/ UP(9.2.2) 
COMMON /QPOLES/ VP(9.2.2) 
COMMON /QPOLES/ TP(9.2.2) 
COMMON /QPOLESI SHPf9.2.2' 
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GLOBAL BAND MODULO COMMON l!)MSAVEI COMMON IQMSAVEI COMMON IOMSAVEI COMMON ICI",SAvel COMMON IOMSAVEI 
cor.1MON IQMSAVEI COMMON /QMSAVEI 












CQNV(72,9.5'. SO(72.9.5) TERMWf 72.9.5). TERMTf 72.9.5' 
COMMON IIM']M! JMfoU. IMM2. IMr.'3. IMM4, JMM5, VJMolM $ IMT2. IMT4. VIMI.u~ S IMNlAV. IMNLAVf. IMNlAV2:. UJINLAV3. IMNlAV4. tMNLJ\V5. VnnJM S IMD2M1 • VIM",,,,, S NLAYT2. NLAYT3. NlAYT4. NtAVT5, NLAYT6. NLAVT7 VIM,JM C • 
























M '= MJ(tJ) 
VRESTOM K = ole(oJ) VRESTOM IF (M.EQ.O) GO TO 50 VRESTQM 
POLE POINT 
10 
PPfN.M) ~ PM(1.KI 
00 to l=1,NlAV UP(l.N,M) = UMfl.L.KI VPtl.N,MI = VM(t.L,KJ TPfL.N.M) = TMC1,L.f<t SHPIL.N.M) = SHM(t.L.K) CONTINUE 
RETURN 
'NON-POLE POIN, 
50 CONTINUE Pll.N,JiIM) t: PM(1.KiIM) 
U(t.I.N.d IMNLAV, V{I.l.N.d IMNLAV, = Tff.I.N,d IMNlAV) SHtt.l,N.d IMNLAV) 




































































































CCNTRl CHAR-S ROPARM REAL QANOQT REAL 
RCNTRL REAL CCNTRL CHAR"S RCNTRL REAL ReNTAL REAL CCNTRl CHAR*a 
ccrnRl CHAR"'S 
nEAL 
SIMPLE 3 16 SIMPLE 217 ARRAV 256 269 SI ..... PLE 157 SIMPLE 4 17 SIMPLE 158 SIMPLE '96 ARRAY ,. 15 SIMPLE 2 14 15 UNKIIOWN 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 13 
i~~' ~'<--~~~ ~ __ -~~~'.--~ . "~-.------~-'-'~- '-"'-'---'-~,.~-~;~ .~.~~-"-~.~.~-.-. __ .~~._....:o.._ 
.0 TT 12 
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96 
29 30 31 
40 41 42 51 52 53 
62 63 64 
73 7. 75 
202 203 20. 
314 
.-~ ... - .. ~~~., .. 
- :::!~- .•• 
32 33 34 35 36 43 44 45 '6 47 54 55 56 57 58 G5 66 67 68 69 
,6 77 78 
205 206 207 208 209 
'!; 
.-:: 
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," '-i.! 
3'B 318 
B5 B6 B7 
31B 
315 316 317 
310 310 
104 105 106 
116 117 118 
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• -------. ....l! ~f.\ 
I i' . ~.t'::::"'L" L, 
, 
. . ~_ .. :~~_\ .:. ...... t_L~'i.Lc 
LRADLWG LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN lla 
LRADSW lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 
LRADSWG lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 
LTMIN LCNTRl. LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 
LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 
LVFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 
M INTEGER SIMPLE 302./5 
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE .5 
MATSNX lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE '7 
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 20a 
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV .a 
MRoe IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
MSM tCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
N INTEGER SIMPLE 1 
NB teNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
I 
NO IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
NDAlT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 5' NDAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NDHOG reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
I NOOUT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 , 
NDPf-IV lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
I 
NDRSW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
NOSHF lCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 5a 
NOT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NHMS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SiMPLE 62 
NHMS1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 j NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NLAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63 
, ~ NLAVM1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
0\\ NlAVP 1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
" 
NLAVT2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
• NLAYT3 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
:r! NLAYT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 NLAVT5 IMtJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
! . ! NLAYT6 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
I NL,AYT7 IMtJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
f~ NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 75 NSDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
r ~ NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
I NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 
,} NYMD lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 7. 
I ! , NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 NYMD1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 NYMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
1 NZINIT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 74 , OMEGA2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE .72 , ' 
1'1 
P QANOQT REAL ARRAY 261 
PHI QANOQT REAL ARRA" 266 
PHIM OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 295 
f' 
PHIP QPOlES REAL ARRAY 2a9 
PI;IS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 
PI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 173 
PllBO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 17. 
PI2 ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175 
, PIMEAN RCNTFll REAL SIMPLE 177 , PIT QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 297 
t 
PKSTO RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 
PKTOP ROPARM REAL. SIMPLE 239 
PLEVS ReNTRL REAL ARRAY 191 
PM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 290 
PP QPOlES REAL ARRAY 2a4 
! ' PSMAli. ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 
"I P5MIN RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179 1" PSTO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 ~ ! ! PTOP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 PV OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 296 
· i , 
· ~ . 
t;. 
! j 
,~ . I 
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30. 305 307 30B 30. 310 
302 
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ROPARM QMSAVE QPOlES QANDQT 
RONTRl QANOQT 
QMSAVE QPOlES QANOQT 
CCNTRL. QMSAVE QPOlES 
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VI0Q 161 C TO OVERCOME THE COMPILER PROBLEM IJIHEN READING THIS PART WITH 10Q. VIOQ 162 C USAGE 
VIOQ 163 C CALLED FROM 10Q VIOQ 164 C INPUT/OUTPUT rILES useD VIOQ IG5 C UNIT12 I/O READS INITIAL CONDITIONS IN INPUT VIOQ 166 C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS VIOQ 167 o lU LOGICAL UNIT ON WHICH TO DO INPUTiOUTPUT VJOQ 168 C J LATITUDE BAND NUMBER VIOQ 169 c.... EOF RETURN VIOQ 170 C" ERROR RETURN VIOQ '171 C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VIOQ 172 C NONE 
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VIOQ 183 C HALF/FUll PRECISION VREAl 2 C =================== VREAl :3 00002 IMPLICIT HALF PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) VREAl 4 C 
VREAl 5 C 
VRSlV 2. 
& 
C PARAMETER STATEMENTS FOR DIMENSIONING RESOLUTION VRSlV 3 C ================================================ VRSLV 4 C 
VRSlV 5 C 
VRSLV 6 ~ C CHARAOTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRl 2 C ================================================== VCNTRl 3 
., I 00003 00004 
:» 00005 00006 
.' 00007 i , 00008 !~I 00009 00010 , . 00011 it, 00012 00013 
I I 00014 00015 1': 00016 00017 
, ' 00018 j 00019 
! .' 00020 i' 00021 
1 00022 00023 ! 00024 , 






00032 ; 00033 
1[ 00034 It 
COMMON /CONTRl/ coo 
veNTRl 4 COMMON /CCNTRl! ADATE VeNTRl S COMMON /CCNTRl! ATIME VCNTRl 6 COMMON !OONTRl! JIe VcNTRl 7 COMMON /CONTRl/ JOB VCNTRl a COMMON /CCNTRll CCSP06 VCNTRl 9 COMMON /CCNTRll CCSP07 VCNTRl 10 COMMON !CCNTRl/ ccspoa VCNTRl 11 COMMON /CONTRl! VER VCNTRl 12 COMMON /CCNTRl! Xl ABEL (IO) VCNTRl 13 COMMON /OONTRL/ CQS (30) VCNTRl 14 COMMON /CONTRl/ CQU (10) VcNTAI. f5 COMMON !CCNTRl/ D5TOP(4) VCNTRl 16 COMMON IceNTRl/ DSlWI (4) VCNTRl 17 COMMON /CCNTRl! D$S5T(4) 
veNTRl f8 COMMON !CONTRl! OSAlB(4) VCNTRl f9 COMMON !CCNTRl/ DSGWT(4) 
veNTRl 20 C 
VCNTRl 21 EQUIVALENCE (ceO,CC(f) VCNTRl 22 CHARACT.ER""B ceo, ce (200) VONTRl 23 OHARACTER+B AOATE 
veNTRl 24 CHhRACTER .... 8 ATIME 
vaNTRL 25 CHARAOTER+S JIO VCNTRl 26 CHARACTER"'a JOB 
veNTRl 27 CHARACTER~8 CCSPQ6 
veNTRl 28 CHARACTER·S ecspo? VCNTRl 29 CHARACTER+8 CCSPOS 
veNTRL 30 CHARACTER"S VER VONTRl 31 CHARACTER·S Xl ABEL 
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00035 CHARACTER"e DSSST VeNTRl 31 
00036 CHARACTERotS OSAtB VeNTRl 38 
00037 CHARACTE-R"'B OSGWT VeNTRL 39 
C VeNTRl 40 
C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VeNTRl 41 
C ================================================ VeNTRl 42 
00038 COMMON frONTRl/ ICO VeNTRL 43 
00029 COMMON {IONTRL/ 1M VeNTRl 44 
00040 COMMON IICNTRLI IMD2 VeNTRl 45 
00041 COMMON flONTRLI IMD2P1 VeNTRL 46 
00042 COMMON IICNTRL/ NDRSW VeNTRl 41 
00043 COMMON IICNTRL/ JM veNTRl 48 
00044 COMMON IIONTRL! JMD2 VeNTRl 49 
00046 COMMON IIeNTRll JMT2 VetHRl 50 
00046 COMMON /]CNTRLI JNP veNTRl 51 
00041 COMMON 11CNTRL/ J04 VeNTRL 52 
00048 COMMON fIONTRl/ JOB VeNTRl 53 
00049 COMMON IreNTRll JSP VeNTRL s. 
00050 COMMON fIONTRll KLIALB VeNTRL 55 
00051 COMMON /ICNTRLJ KLIGW VeNTRl 56 
00052 COMMON /ICNTRLJ KllSST VCNTRl 51 
00053 COMMON /ICNTRLJ KS VCNTRl 58 
00064 COMMON JICNTRlJ KU VCNTRl 59 
00055 COMMON /ICNTRll LOGSR VCNTRl GO 
00056 COMMON IICNTRll MATIN VCNTRL 6\ 
00067 COMMON IICNTRLI MhTSNK VCNiRl G2 
00058 COMMON IICNTRlf MATSUN VeNTRL G3 
00059 COMMON IICNTRLI MLF ( 12) VeNTRL 6. 00 
OOOBO COMMON IICNTRlJ MROD VCNTRL 65 "11::0 00061 COMMON fICNTRlJ NKRSH VeNTRL 66 
"tiC; 00062 COMMON fICNTRLI MSM VeNTRL 61 
00063 COMMON /ICNTRll NB VCNTRL 68 0;;: 00064 COMMON IICNTRLI NO VCNTRl 69 0:;" 00065 CO~MON IICNTRLI NDALT VCNTRl 70 ;;OF' 00066 COMMON IICNTRLI NDAV VCNTRL 11 
00067 COMMON /ICNTRLI NOOUT VCNTRL 72 g~ OOOSB COMMON IICNTRl/ NDPHY VCNTRL 13 00069 COMMON flCNTRll NDSHF VCNTRl 
" 00070 COMMON fICNTRll NbT VCNTRl 15 l:o@ 00011 COMMON fICNTRLI NHMS VeNTRl 16 FUOj] 
00072 COMMON /ICNTRLf NHMSE VeNTRL 11 ~= 00073 COMMON IICNTRLf NHMSO VCNTRL 18 











00075 COMMON IICNTRLI NlAVMt VeNTRL 80 
00076 COMMON IICNTRll NlAYP1 VCNTRl 8\ 
00077 COMMON IICNTRlf NSDAV VeNTRL 82 
00078 COMMON /ICNTRlf NSEQ veNTRl 83 
00079 COMMON IICNTRll ICSP53 VCNTRl 84 
00080 COMMON IICNTRll NSTEP VeNTRl 85 
00081 COMMON IICNTRLf IBlKSIZ VCNTRl BG 
00082 COMMON frONTRll NVMo VCNTRl 81 
00083 COMMON !ICNTRll NYMOE VCNTRl 88 
00094 COMMON fIONTRl! NYMDO VCNTRL 89 
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OOOBS COMMON IICNTRll NZINIT vcNTRl 90 
00086 COMMON fICNTRl! NMlEV VeNTRl 91 ! , , 00087 COMMON !ICNTRll NDHOG VeNTRL 92 
00088 COMMON fICNTRL! IQS (30) VCNTRL 93 
00089 CoMMON IICNTRLJ IQU (10) VCNTRl 94 
00090 COMMON fICNTRLI KLITOP VCNTRl 95 
00091 COMMON fIONTRll KlIL!JJI VCNTRl 9G 
C VCNTRl 91 
00092 EQUIVALENCE (I TM! N ,IQS{ III VCNTRL 98 
00093 EQUIVALENCE (ITMAX .IQS( 2ll VCNTRl 99 
00094 EQUIVALENCE (I PREACC .IQS( 3ll VCNiRl \00 
00095 EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON .IQS( 4ll veNTRl 101 
00096 EQUIVALENCE (IHFlUX ,IQS( 5» veNTRl 102 " 
! 
.. I; 
 , , 
00097 EQUIVALENCE (I EFlUX ,lQSe Gll VCNTRl 103 
0009B EQUIVALENCE {IFUSION .IQS( 1ll VCNTRl 104 
~. 
~.' I 
00099 EQUIVALENCE (IRADSWG .IQSt B» VCNTRl 105 
00100 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOLWG ,last 9ll VCNTRL 106 
00101 EQUIVALENCE (I I CLOUD ,IQS(tO}) VCNTRl 101 
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00102 EQUIVALENCE ( IUFlUX • I QS ( 11 ) ) veNTRl '08 
00103 EQUIVALENCE ( IVFLVX • lOse 12» veNTRl '09 
c VeNTRL ItO 
00104 EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA .IOU( ') ) VeNTRl lit 
, 00105 EQUIVALENCE ( IOIABAT • IQU ( 2)) veNTRl 112 
" 
00106 EQUIVALENCE ( I RAOSW • IOU ( 3)) veNTRl 1t3 
" 00107 EQUIVALENCE ( I RJ\OlW .IQUe 4)) veNTRl 114 
,i c veNTRl 1t5 ~ 00108 EQUIVALENCE (ICa,ICC I)) veNTRL f 16 
f 00109 rNTEGER lCD, 10(2001 veNTRl 117 
i c veNTRl 118 c LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VeNTRl 119 ! C ================================================ VCNTRL 120 00110 COMMON /LCNTRLi LCO veNTRl 121 i 00111 COMMON ILCNTRLI QALT veNTRl 122 , 001' 2 COMMON ILCNTRL/ Q8EG veNTRl 123 
00113 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QDhV veNTRl 124 
I 00114 COMMON /LCNTRL/ QENO VCNTRL 125 , 00115 COII.'MDN /LCNTRL/ QDUT veNTRL 126 
l 00116 COMMON ILCNTRLI QPHV VCNTRL '27 , 00117 COMMON /LCNTRLI QSHF veNTRL 128 
00118 COMMON ILCNTRll SN2FLG veNTRL 129 
00119 COMMON ILCNTRll QRSW veNTRl 130 
00120 COMMON IlONTRl/ QRSH VCNTRL 131 
00121 COMMON ILCNTRll tQS(30) VCNTRL 132 
00122 COMMON /LCNTRLI tQU(10) veNTRl 133 
c VCNTRl 134 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN .lQSI 1) VCNTRL 135 
00124 EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX ,LQS( 2» VCNTRl 136 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LQS( 3) ) veNTRl 137 
00126 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON ,LQS( 4) ) VCNTRL 138 
J 00127 EQUIVALENCE (lHFlUX ,LQS( 5» VCNTRl 139 00128 EQUIVALENCE (lEFtUX ,lQS( 6) ) VCNTRL 140 00129 EQUIVALENCE (lFUSION ,lQS{ 7) ) VCNTRl 141 
;~ ! 00130 EQUIVALENCE (lRADSWG ,lQSI 8)) VCNTRl 142 00131 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLWG ,lQSe 9) ) VCNTRl 143 
00132 EQUIVALENCE (lIClOUO ,LQs(101) VCNTRL 144 00 
: \1 
00133 EQUIVALENCE (lUFlUX ,LQSe 1 1) ) VCNTRl 146 -n::o 
00134 EQUIVALENCE (lVFlUX ,LQS(12» VCNTRl 146 
"ti§ c veNTRl 147 
i 00'35 EQUIVALENCE (lOMEGA ,lQue 1) veNTRl 148 0;:::: 00136 EQUIVALENCE (lOIABAT .LQU( 2» VCNTRl 149 ~~ 1~ 00137 EQUIVALENCE ( lRAOSW .LQU( 3) VCNTnl 160 00138 EQUIVALENCE (lRAOlW .LQU( 4)) veNTRL 161 ~ '~ C VCNTRl 152 
.0'" 
it 00139 lOGICAL QAlT VCNTRL 163 c~ 00140 LOGICAL QBEG VCNTRl '54 I, 00141 LOGICAL QDAV VCNTRL 165 ~ffl 00142 LOGICAL QEND VCNTRl 156 
I' 00143 LOGICAL QOUT VCNTRl 167 ~m 00144 LOGICAL QPHV VCNTRl 15B 00145 lOGICAL QSHF VCNTRl 159 I : : 00146 lOGICAL SN2FlG VCNTRl 160 00147 LOGICAL QRSW VCNTRl 161 00148 lOGICAL QRSH VCNTRl 162 
0 VCNTRl 163 i 00149 LOGICAL lQS VCNTRL 164 
i: I- • 00150 LOGICAL lQU VCNTRL 166 
I 00151 lOGICAL LTMIN VCNTRl 166 
t 00'52 LOGICAL LTMAX VCNTRl 167 
; 00153 lOGICAL LPREACC VCNTRl 168 
; 00154 LOGICAL lPREeON VCNTRL 169 
I 00155 LOGICAL LHFLUX veNTRL 170 
" 
00'56 lOGICAL lEFLUX VCNTRl 171 
00157 LOGICAL LFUS!ON VCNTRl 112 
00158 lOGICAL LRADSWG VCNTRL 173 
00159 lOGICAL lRAOLWG veNTRL 174 
! 00160 LOGICAL lICLOUO VCNTRl 175 0016' LOGICAL lUFlUX VCNTRL 176 i:l 
" 00162 lOGICAL LVFLUX VCNTRl 177 I: c VCNTRl 17B 0 J::l 
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LOGICAL lOMEGA veNTRl 179 
LOGICAL LDIABAT veNTRl 180 
LOGICAL LRADSW veNTRl 181 
LOGICAL LRADLW veNTRL 182 
" 
veNTRl 183 
E-QUIVALENCE fLC"l,LC( 1) veNTRl 184 
LOGICAL lOO, lC(200) veNTRl IB5 
C veNTRl 186 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD veNTRL 1B7 
C =~=========================================== veNTRL 188 COMMON !RONTRl! ReO veNTRl 189 
COMMON IRONTRll APHEL veNTRl 190 
COMMON fRONTRll BETA veNTRl 191 
COMMON fRONTRLI COSO VeNTRl 192 
COMMON IRONTRll CP veNTRl 193 
COMMON fRONTRl! DAVSPY VCNTRL 194 
COMMON !RONTRl/ DEC VCNTRl 195 
COMMON /ReNTRl! DECMAX VCNTRl 196 
COMMON !RONTRl! OIST veNTRl 197 
COMMON /RONTAl! OlAT vcNTRl 198 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ OlaN veNTRL 199 
COMMON !ReNTRL/ DT veNTRL 200 
COMMON /RCNTRL! EceN veNTRl 201 
COMMON /ReNTRl/ GNUt vcNTRl 202 
COMMON !RONTRl! GNU2 VCNTRl 203 
COMMON /ReNTRL! GRAV veNTRl 204 
COMMON /RONTRl! OM~GA2 veNTRl 205 
COMMON !RONTRl/ PI veNTRl 206 
COMMON /RONTRl/ Plleo veNTRL 207 
COMMON !RCNTRL/ PI2 veNTRl 208 
COMMON !RCNTRL.! P-STO veNTRL 209 
COMMON !RONTRl/ PIMEAN veNTRl 210 
COMMON !RONTRl/ PSMAX veNTRl211 
COMMON /RCNTRl! PSMIN VCNTRl 212 
COMMON ! RCNTR'j P TOP VCNTRl 213 
COMMON /ReNTRl! RADE VcNTRl 214 
COMMON !RCNTql! RGAS veNTRl 215 
COMMON /RONTRl/ ROOP VCNTRl 216 
COMMON !RONTRl! RSOIST VCNTRl 217 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ SDAV VCNTRl 2iB 
COMMON IRCNTRll SEASON veNTRl 219 
COMMON IRCNTRl! SIGE (26) veNTRl 220 
COMMON IRCNTRLI SIND VCNTRL 221 
COMMO~ /RONTRl/ SOLS VCNTRl 222 
COMMON InCNTRl/ TSTO VcNTRl 223 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ PlEVS 125) VcNTRl 224 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ HEATW VCNTRL 225 
COMMON !RCNTRl! HEATt VCNTRl 226 
COMMON !RCNTRl! EPS vcNTRl 227 
COMMON !RCNTRl/ EPSFAC VCNTRl 228 
COMMON !RONTRl/ CAlTOd VCNTRl 229 
COMMON /RCNTRl/ PZERO veNTRl 230 
C VCNTRl 231 
EQUIVALENCE (Reo.RCC 1» VcNTRl 232 
HALF PRECISION nco, RC(dOO} veNTRl 233 
C VCNTRl 234 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTAfIOTS veNTRl 235 
C ======================= veNTRl 236 COMMON /IOPARM! IJUMP (46) 1JCNTRl 237 
COMMON /IDPARM! IOSP02 VCNTRl 238 
COMMON /IDPARM! INDex (72) VcNTRl 239 
COMMON /IOPARM! IROO VCNTRl 240 
COMMON fIOPARM! tiC (46) veNTRl 241 
COMMON IIDPARMI dE (2) veNTRl 242 
COMMON !IDPARM! tiP (2.21 veNTRl 243 
COMMON !IDPARM! KSTEP veNTRl 244 
COMMON /IDPARM! MJ (46) veNTRl 245 
COMMON /rOPARM! NHMS1 VCNTRl 246 
COMMON /IDPARM/ NVMOI veNTRl 247 
C veNTRl 248 
C LOGICAL MonEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 249 
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COMMON ILOPARMI FILTER (46) 
COMMON /LOPARfdl ITAPE 




REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
====:=============== COMMON /RDPARMI AOLOP 
COMMON IRDPARM/ CaN1 
COMMON IROPARMI caNfOT 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON2 
COMMON /RDPARMI CON20T 
COMMON /RDPARM/ coN3 
COMMON /ROPARM/ coN30T 
COMMON /ROPARM/ CoN4 
COMMON /RDPARMI CoN4DT 
COMMON /RDPARM/ CON5 
COMMON /ROPARM/ COSl (46) 
COMMON /RDPARM/ COSLON (72) 
COMMON /RDPARM/ CPD2 
COMMON /RDPARMI OXP (46) 
COMMON /ROPARM/ DXVP (46) 
COMMON /RDPARM/ DVP (46) 
COMMON IRDPARM/ fCORLS (46l 
COMMON /ROPARMI FIOT 
COMMON /ROPARM/ F2DT 
COMMON IROPARM/ HIDT 
COMMON /RDPARM/ H20T 
COMMON IROPARMI PKSTO 
COMMON /RDPARMI PlODP 
COMMON /RDPARM/ RlAT {46) 
COMMON IROPARM/ RLATD (46) 
COMMON IROPARM/ RoePDT 
COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPPf 
COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP ~2) 
COMMON IRDPARM/ SINl (46) 
COMMON /RDPARM/ SINLON (72) 
COMMON /RDPARM/ THSTD 
COMMON /RDPARMI THSTD2 
COMMON /RDPARM/ \'lSAVE ( 159) 
COMMON /ROPARM/ OSIG (9) 
COMMON /RDPARMI SIG (9) 
COMMON /ROPARM/ DSIGINV (9) 
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(72 , 9, 1 1 • 1 ) (72,9.11,n (72.9,11.n (72,9,11,1) (72,9,11.11 
IQPROGI' , (QPROG( 1, 
IQPROG(I. 
IQPROGll. 
C QPROG{ t • 
{QPROG{I, 
(QPROGCI. (QPROG{ I, 
t,t.n.PHIS (1.1)) 
2, t , f ) • SMTH ( 1 • 1 ) ) 
3.1,1) .ALBEDO( 1,1» 
4. 1 , f) • GT I L 111 
5.1,1).GW 11,1» 
6. 1 . It. TS ( 1 • I ) ) 
7.f.l).SHS (1.1» 
B,I,O,P (1,1.1) 
(QPROGII.1.2,ll,U (1,1,1,1» (QPROG(1.1.4,1),V (f.t,t,f)) 
(QPROG('.1.6,1),T (1.1,I,1)) (QPROG( 1 , 1. 8, t) ,SH (1. 1 , ; , 1 ) ) (OPROG( 1,1,10,1) ,PHI (1.1.1, t,) 





































coMMON IQANOQT/ QUDIAG{72,9, 5,46) VQANDQT 54 
C VQANDQT 55 
C VIOQ 188 
C+**~·+.~** •• **+~++++.~.*+.+.++.++ •• ++.~++++++~+~+·+++++++++++++++++.·+·VIOQ 189 
C VICQ 190 
C DEBUG VBEGDEB 2 
10000 coNTINUE VBEGDEB 3 
C *+++ CVBER VECTOR VERSiON OO.oot INPUT IOQ VBEGDEB 4 
C ........ CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGOEB 5 
C$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$VBEGDEB 6 








IFIIK$.GT.9).AND.IKU.GT.10)) VIOQ 193 
$REAO {LU.END=8fO.ERR=9101 ( QPROG(I,K.l,J),! I.IM),n=f,9), VIDQ 194 
$ « QSDIAG(I,K-9 • .J),I I,IM),K=10.KS). VIDQ 195 
$ ((( QPRDOtl.L.K .... '.I I,IMI,L=I,NLAVI VIDQ 19S 
$ .K 2,111. VICQ 197 
S «(QUDIAG'J.L.K~IO,J ,I=I.JMI,L=I.NLAV)VIDQ 198 
$ .1< 1',I<U) VIDQ 199 
IF«KS.GT.9).AND.(KU.EQ.tOl) 
$READ CLU,END=810,ERR=910) I( QPROG{I,K.t • .Jl,I I.IM),K=1.9'. 
$ (I QSDIAG{I.K-9 • .J),I I.IM),K=TO,I(S), 
$ «C QPROG(I.L.K,JI,I 1,IM),L=I.N!-flV) 









SREAD (LU,END=810.ERR=910) ( 
$ III 
VIDQ 207 
QPROGIl.K.l • .JI,II.IM),I<=1.9), VICQ 208 




.K 2,111. VIDQ 210 
«(QUDIAGfl.L,K-fO,J ,1=1.IMI.L=I.NLAV'VIOQ 211 
,K 1',KUI VIDQ 212 
IF{(KS.EQ.9).ANO.(I<U.EQ.l0)' 
$READ ILU,ENO=810,ERR=910) {( 
$ ({ I 
$ 
RETURN 
QPROG{ 1,1<,1. J). 1= t. 1M) ,1(=1.9). 
QPROG(I,L,K,.J).I=f.IM).L=1,NLAV) 
,K=2, II ) 
+~·.·.+~+ ••• ·.+ .... t.~ ••••••• ~ •• ~ •• ~ •• ·~·~. 
••• + END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED .~.+ 
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END 
.................... +1' ....................... **. 
"1' ... READ ERROR ENCOUNTERED ..... 
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(XI FfOT ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 247 F2DT RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 248 FcoRlS ROPARM HALF ARRAY 246 FILTER lOPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 224 227 GNUI RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 182 GNU2 RCNTRL HALF SIMPLE 183 GRAV QCNTRL HALF SIMPLE 184 GT QANDQT HALF ARRAY 270 283 GW QANOQT HALF ARRAY 271 284 HfOT ROPARM HALF SIMPLE 249 H2DT RDPARM HALF SIMPLE 250 HEATI nCNTRl HALF SIMPLE 206 HEATW ReNTRl HALF SIMPLE 205 I JNTEGEP SIMPLE 298 298 298 29S/C 299 299 299/C 300 300 300/e 301 30t/C ISLKSIZ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 81 Ie IeNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 108 109 leo reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 38 108 109 rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 38 39 40 41 4, 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 ICSP53 IeNTRl rNTEGER SIMPLE 79 IDIA8AT ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 105 IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 IOS?02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 214 I IEFLUX leNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 
'II IFUSION rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 98 IHFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 96 
'. 
I !ClOUD IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 101 
'" 
IJUMP to?ARM INTEGER ARRAY 213 , 1M IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
00 
, IM02 rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 J IM02Pf ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41 .'TJ :J INDEX ID?ARM INTEGER ARRAY 21S 
"<15 
IOMEGA IeNTRl INTEG!?R UNKNOWN 104 ; IPREACC ICNTRL INTEG'ER UNKNOWN 94 0= l~ IPRECON IeNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 9S O~ , I IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 88 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 10 • .' ~ h 102 f03 ..-:; F I IQU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 89 104 105 106 107. 
.0 °iJ 
, t IRAOLW ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 107 
C:~ 
, 
IRAOlWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNI<NOWN 100 I' IRADSW ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 106 ";. ... :-;') r;- r-J IRAOSWG rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 99 
""'" 
!: I IROO IOPARM INTEGER SfMPlE 216 :;z c, ITAPE LOPARrd lOGICAL SIMPLE 226 228 e·] ITMAX ICNTRl INTEGER UNI<NOWN 93 j ~ ITMIN ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 IUFlUX IeNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 102 I IVFlUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN f03 d INTEGER SIMPLE I 298 298 298 298 299 299 299 300 300 300 I' ~ 301 301 I de IOPAR~ INTEGER ARRAY 217 ! 
dE IOpARM INTEGER ARRAY 218 • ; dIG CCNTRL CHA'R~8 SiMPLE 6 24 I dM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 43 t.lJl.mz IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 44 t.lMT2 IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 dNP lCNTRl INTEGER SiMPLE 46 d04 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 47 I i d08 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 48 
[ :'1 dOB CCNTRl CHAR'+"8 SIMPLE 7 25 dP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 219 dSP lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 K INTEGER SIMPLE 298 298 298 298/C 298/c 29!? 299 299/C 299/e 300 300 300/e 300/C 301 301/C 301/e I KLIALB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 KlIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
, ! 
! I 
,.. . """.,,,-,,-.-~,,,-.......... 
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KLILWI lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 91 
KLISST IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
KLITOP IONTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 90 
KS IcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLe 53 29B 
KSTEP IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 220 
ttU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 298 
l INTEGER SIMPLE 298 298/0 
LO LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 167 16B 
LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 110 167 
LCNTRL INTEIJER UNKNOWN 110 111 
121 122 
LDIABAT lONTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 136 164 
LOP ARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 224 225 
L.EFL.UX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 128 156 
1.FUSION LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 129 157 
LHFLUX LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 127 155 
LlctOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 132 160 
LOGSR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
LOMEGA lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 135 163 
LPREACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
lPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 126 164 lQS lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 121 123 
133 134 
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 122 135 
LRAOLYI LCNTRL LOGICAL UlIIKNOWN 138 166 
lRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UN!<NOWN 131 159 
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI<NOWN 137 ,00 
LRAOSWG LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 130 158 
lTMAK LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 
LTMIN lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 161 
LU INTEGER SIMPLE , 298 
I LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 133 161 
;(\ LVFlUK LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 134 162 MATIN leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
" 
MATSNK ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
.. MATSUN tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 MJ IDPARM lNTEGER ARRAY 221 , MLF IeNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 59 
:r 
MRDD [CNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
N8 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 
i NO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 Ii NDALT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 NDAY IGNTRt INTEGER SIMPLE 66 i ~ NOHOG ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 87 it NDOUT IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 NOPHV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 68 ! ! NORSW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE .2 rmSHF [CNTRl INTEt;ER SIMPLE 69 NOT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
l NHMS ICNTRL [NTEGEP SIMPLE 71 ~ . NHMSO ICNTRL IN'rEGE:~ SIMPLE 73 f; NHMSt IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 222 NHMSE ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
NKRSH lerHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 ! : NLAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 NLAVMt ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 75 NLAVP1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 76 I NMLEV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 86 
I NSDAY IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 77 , NSEQ ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 78 
! 
NSTEP IctnRL INTEGER SIMPLE 80 
NYMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 82 
NVMOO IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 84 
NVMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 223 
NVMOE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 83 
! NZINIT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE B5 OMEGA2 RCNTRl HALF SIMPLE lB5 
" 
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SUBROUTINE SAVEQM (N, 
'" C C UTILITV SUBROUTINE TO SAVE 4TH-ORDER MODEL VALUES BY BAND C 
c ARGUMeNTS DESCRIPTION c N TIME STEP POINTER (1 OR 2) 0 J LATITUDE GRID BAND 0 
0 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 0 ===~============================================== COMMON ICCNTRt/ ceo COMMON /CCNTRLI ADATE COMMON /CCNTRt/ ATIME COMMON /CCNTRL/ o..I[C 
COM""ON /CCNTRL I JOB COMMON /CONTRtl CCSP06 COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSP07 COMMON ICONTRl/ ccspoe COMMON ICCNTRLI VER COMMON IceNTRLI XLABEL (10) COMMON ICCNTRll CQS (3D' COMMON leCNTRLI CQU ( f 0) 
c 
EQUIVALENCE (CCO,CC(1) ) CH,AR,ACTER",a cco, co (200) CHAR,ACTER"'S AOATE CHARACTER"'S ATIME CHARACTER"'S 
"'0 CHARACTER·S J08 CHARACTER·S ccspoe CHARACTER"'8 CCSP07 CHARACTER"'S CeSP08 CHARACTER·S VcR 
eHARACTER·S XlABEL CHAR,ACTER"B OQS CHARACTER ... a CQU 0 
0 INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD C ================================================ COMMON IICNTRLI 100 COMMON IICNTRll 1M COMMON IICNTRll IMD2 COMMON IIeNTRll IMD2Pf COMMON IICNTRll NDRSW COMMON IICNTRLI ,JM COMMON IICNTRLI ,JM02 COMMON IICNTRll ,JMT2 COMMON !rCNTRll JNP COMMON IICNTRll ,J04 COMMON IICNTRll ..r08 COMMON IIeNTRll ,JSP COMMON IICNTRll KLIAlB COMMON /ICNTRLI KL1GW COMMON IICNTFILI KlISST COMMON IICNTRLI KS COMMON IICNTRll ICU COMMON IICNTRLI lOG8R COMMON IIONTRll MATiN COMMON IrCNTRLI MATSNX CO'l~MON I rCNTRll MATSUN C!:)I~MON IICNTRll MlF ( 12) CO'MMON IICNTRll MRDO OOMMON IICNTRLI NKRSH COMMON IICNTRll MSM COMMON IIONTRll NB COMMON IIONTRll NO COMMON /lONTRll NDAl T COMMON IICNTRLI NDAV COMMON /lCNTRll NDOUT COMMON fIONTRll NDPHV 
'. -; ,- -';-<\" ~~ ,--:- ~ 7: . -.,-~~, .. - '-::::-'-•.• -. 
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00 VCNTRL 26 VCNTRl 27 
"ll:1] VCNTRl 28 
,,5 VCNTRl 29 
veNTRl 30 0-VeNTRl 31 OZ 
veNTRl 32 ;;o~ vernRl 33 
veNTRL 34 
.g:g VeNTRl 35 
veNTRl 36 
:toG) veNTRl 37 r-rn veNTRl 38 
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'" .0 s: 
00058 COMMON /ICNTRLI NDSHF veNTRl 55 
'" 00059 COMMON /lCNTRLI NOT vernRl 56 
00060 COMMON IICNTRLI NHMS veNTRl 67 
00061 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMSE veNTRl 68 
00062 COMMON IIeNTRll NHMSO veNTRl 69 
00063 COMMON IICNTRLI NLAV veNTRl 70 
00064 COMMON fIeNTRll NLAVMI veNTRl 71 
OOOG5 COMMON IICNTRL/ r"LAVPl veNTRl 72 
00086 CQMrJlON IIONTRll NSDAY veNTRl 73 
00067 coMMON fIONTRl! NSEQ veNTRl 74 
00068 COMMON IICNTRLI ICsP53 VCNTRL 75 
00069 COMMON /ICNTRLI NSTEP VCNTRL 76 
00070 COMMON /IcNTRLI IBLHSI2 veNTRl 77 
00071 COMMON IIeNTRll NVr./ID VCNTRL 78 
00072 COMMON fICNTRll NYMDE veNTRl 79 
00073 COMMON IICNTRll NYMDO VCNTRl 80 
00014 COMMON froNTRLI NZINIT VCNTRL 81 
00075 COMMON IICNTRLI NMLEV VCNTRL 82 
00016 COMMON frONTRLI NDHOG VCNTRl 83 
00017 COMMON IrCNTRll IQS (30) VCfHRl 84 
00078 COMMON frCNTRll IQU (10) VCNTRL 85 
e VCNTRL 86 
00079 EQUIVALENCE ( ITMIN ,IQS( I)) VCNTRL 87 
:.\1 
00080 EQUIVALENCE (I TMAX .Iose 2)) VCNTRL 88 
00081 EQUIVALENCE {IPREACC • I QS ( 3)) VCNTRL 89 
00082 EQUIVALENCE ( IPRECON 
.IQS( '" VCNTRl 90 
'~ 00083 EQUIVALENCE ( IHFluX .IQSe 5) t VCNTRl 91 00084 EQUIVALENCE (IEFlUX · lOSe 6)) veNTRL 92 00 00085 EQUIVALENCE (IFUSJON .IQS( 7)) VCNTRL 93 "1'1::0 00086 EQUIVALENce (I RAOSWG ,lose al) VCNTRl 94 "tl~ oooa7 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOLWG .IQS( 9» VCNTRL 95 
oooaa EQUIVALENCE (IIClOUD .105(1011 VCNTRL 96 8s 00089 EQUIVALENCE (IUFLUX .I05(lt») VCNTRl 97 00090 EQUIVALENCE (IVFLUX ,IOS( 12) 1 VCNTRL 98 
e VCNTRL 99 ;Or 
00091 EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA ,lQUe III VCNTRL 100 
.0"0 
\j 
00092 EQUIVALENCE ( IDIABAT ,Ioue 2)) VCNTRL 101 
00093 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSW ,IQUe 3)) VCNTRL 102 C~ 
00094 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOLW .IQUe 4)) VCNTRl 103 l:>~ 
e VCNTRl 10. rM! ! i 00095 EQUIVALENCE (leo .Ief I) I veNTRl 105 =lc@ 00096 INTEGER leo, IC{2001 VCNrRl 106 e veNTRl 107 c LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRL f08 
, ' C ==============:==============================:== VCNTRl 109 
. , 
00097 coMMON IlCNTRLI LCO VCNTRL 110 
00098 COMMON /LCNTRll QALT VCNTRl 111 
00099 COMMON IlCNTRLf QaEG VCNTRl 112 
00100 COMMON fLCNTRLf QOAV VCNTRL 113 
00101 COMMON IlCNTRLf QEND VCNTRl 114 
00102 COMMON ILCNTRLf Qour VCNTRL 115 
00103 COMMON ILCNTRL/ QPHV VCNTRL 't6 
00104 'COMMON /lCNTRLI QSHF VCNTRl 117 
00t05 COMPJlON /LCNTRLI SN2FlG VCNTRl 118 
00106 coMMON ILCNTRlf QRSW VeNTRl 119 
00107 COMMON ILCNTRL/ QRSH VCNTRL 120 
00108 COMMON ILCNTRll lQS130) vCNTRl 121 
00109 COMMON ILCNTRll LQuttOI VCNTRL 122 
C VCNTRl 123 
001 ,0 EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,Lost 1)1 VCNTRL 124 
00111 EQUIVALENce (LTMAX · LOS( 2), VCNTRL 125 
00112 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC .LOS{ 3) VCNTRL 125 
00113 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON .LOS( 4)' VCNTRL 127 
00114 EQUIVALENCE eLHFLUX ,Lose 51' VCNTRl 128 
00115 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX ,LQS( 6)) VC~TRL 129 
00116 EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LOS{ 7)) VCNTRL 130 
00 f 17 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSWC; ,LQS( e») VCl'lTRL t;jl 
00118 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLWG ,LQS( 9)) VCNTRL 132 
00119 EQUIVALENCE (lICLOUD ,LQS( 10)) VCNTRL 133 
00120 EQUIVALENCE (LUFlUX .LQS(11») VCNTRL 134 
00121 EQUIVALENCE (LVFLUX ,lOS(12)1 VCtHRL 135 ,.., 
L ~~:.;~ ',;...;.0. .,_ ~ ,~c·= .... ~",,"'''''~ 
"* \ ..... ~ 
_._, . 
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I C 00122 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LQut 111 
\ 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LDIABAT ,LOU( 211 
00124 EQUIVAL,ENCE (LRADSW ,LQU( 311 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLW ,LQU( 411 
I C 00126 LOGICAL QAlT 
'I 00127 LOGICAL Q8EG 
I 00128 LOGICAL QOAy 00129 LOGICAL QENO 
00130 LOGICAL QaUT 
00131 LOGICAL QPHY 
00132 LOGICAL QSHF 
00133 lOGICAL SN2FLG 
00134 LOGICAL QRSW 
00135 LOGICAL QRSH 
C 
00136 LOGICAL lQS 
00137 LOGICAL lQU 
00138 LOGICAL LTMIN 
00139 lOGICAL LTMAX 
00140 LOGICAL LPReACC 
00141 LOGICAL LPRECON 
00142 LOGICAL LHFlUX 
00143 lOGICAL LEFlUX 
00144 lOGICAL LFUSION 
00145 lOGICAL lRADSWG 
00146 lOGICAL lRADLWG 
00147 LOGICAL LlelOUO 
I 
00148 LOGICAL lUFlUX 
00149 LOGICAL LVFlUX 
c 
00150 LOGICAL LOMEGA I 00151 LOGICAL LOIAB"T 
J 00152 LOGICAL lRADSW 00153 lOGICAL lRADLW 0 00154 EQUIVALENCE (LOO.LO( 111 
, ! 00155 LOGICAL LCD. lC(200) \\ 0 
0 REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
C ~===========~=~============================== 
:r 00156 COMMOtJ fRCNTRlf RCO 00157 COMf"ON fRONTRlf APHEL 
i 00158 COMMON fRCNTRlf BETA 00159 COMMON fRCNTRll COSO ,~ 00160 COMMON fReNTRll CP 00161 COMMON !RoNTRl! DAVSPV II 00162 COMMON fRONTRL! CEe 
if 00163 COMMON fRONTRl/ OECMAX 00164 COMMON !RCNTRl/ DIST 
! 1 00165 COMMON IRONTRll OlAT 00166 COMMON fRCNTRlf ClON !' 00167 COMMON fRCNTRl! DT 
i 00168 OOMMON /RCNTRl! ECCN 
I' 00169 COMMON /RCNTRl! GNUt 
: 00170 COMMON !RCNTRl! GNU2 
I' 00171 COMMON !RCNTRlf GRAV 
\ 00172 COMMON fRCNTRlf OMEGA2 
i 00173 Cm,'rJlON !RCNTRl! PI 
: 1 
00174 COMMON fRCNTRlf PI180 
00175 COMMON !RONTRl! PI2 ; 00176 COMMON fRCNTRl! PSTD 
, 00177 COMMON fRONTRlf PIMEAN , 00179 CorM~ON fRCNTRll' PSMAX 
I, 
00179 COMMON fRCNTRl! PSMIN 
00180 COMMON fRCNTRl/ PTOP 
001S1 CorJlMON fRONTRl! RADE 
00182 COMMON fRCNTRLf RGAS 
00183 COMMON fRCNTRlf ROCP 
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COMMON fRONTRl! SDAV 
COMMON !RONTRll SEASON 
COMMON !ReNTRl! SIGE (25) 
COMMON fRCNTRl! SIND 
COMMON fReNTRll SOLS 
COMMON !RONTRll TSTO 
COMMON !RCNTRll PLEVS (25) 
CDrJlMON fRONTRll HEAHI 
COMMON fRONTRll HEATI 
COMMON fRCNTRll EPS 
COMMON fRONTRll EPSFAC 
COMMON fRONTRll CALTOd 
COMMON />;cNTRL/ PZERQ 
EQUIVALENCE (RCO. RCf ") 
REAL RCa, RO(2.00) 
INTEGER MOOEl CONSTANTS 
===:=================== COMMON IIDPARr.'Il IJUMP 
COMMON IIDPARMI IOSP02 
COMMON IIDPARMI INDEX 
COMMON IIDPARM/ IROO 
COMMON IIDPARMI ,",0 
COMMON IIDPARMI JE 
COMMON /IDPARMI UP 
COMMON IIDPARMI I(STEP 
COMMON I[OPARMI MJ 
COM~ftON I[OPARMI NHMS1 
COMMON IIDPARMI NVMOt 
LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
======================= COMMON IlOPARM/ FILTER 
COMMON IlOPARM/ ITAPE 




REAL rnOOEl CONSTANTS 
==================== COMMON IROPARMI AOLOP 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON1 
COMMON /ROPARMI CON tOT 
COMMON IROPARM! CON2 
COMMON IROPARMI CON20T 
COMMON IROPARMI CON3 
COMMON IROPARMI CON30T 
COMMON /ROPARMI CON4 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON40T 
COMMON !ROPARMI CONS 
COMMON IROFARMI COSl 
COMMON !RDPARMI COSLON 
COMMON IROPARMI CPD2 
COMMON !RDPARMI OXV 
COMMON IRDPARMI OXVP 
COMMON IROPARMI OVP 
COMMON IRDPARM/ FCORlS 
COMMON IRDPARM/ Fl0T 
COMMON IROPARM/ F20T 
COMMON !ROPARM/ H1DT 
COMMON !ROPAR"..,/ H2DT 
COMMON IROPARMI PKSTO 
COMMON IROPARMI PKTOP 
COMMON IRDPARMI RLAT 
COMMON IROPARMI RLATO 
COMMON IROPARMI RoepOT 
COMMON IRDPARM/ ROCPPl 

















VCNTRl 201 ;;:: 
veNTRl 208 ..,. 
veNTRL 209 




















VCNTRl 231 .~§5 veNTRL 232 veNTRl 233 
veNTRl 234 "rI-VeNTRl 235 o!i2 veNTRl 236 
VeNTRl 237 O~ VCNTRl 238 ::Or-VCNTRl 239 
VeNTRL 240 g;g VeNTRl 241 
VeNTRl 242 l:>Q VCNTRl 243 
VCNTRl 244 eM 
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00245 COMMON IROPARMI SINl (46) VCNTRL 278 
00246 COMMON /ROPARM/ SINLON (72) VCNTRL 279 
00247 COMMON /ROPARMI THSTD veNTRl 280 
00248 COMMON InDPARMI THSTD2 veNTRL 281 
00249 COMMON IRCPARMI WSAVE (159) VCNTRL 282 
00250 COMMON IRDPARM! DSIG /91 veNTRL 283 
00251 COMMON /RDPARMi SIG 191 veNTRl 284 
00252 COMMON IRDPARMI OSIGJNV 19} veNTRl 285 
e VCNTRL 286 
e VQANOQT 2 
e COMDECK VOANDQT RESOLUTION VALUES VQANDQT 3 
e ================================= VQANDQT 4 
e 1M =72 VQANDQT 5 
e NLAV =9 VQANDQT 6 
e JM"'1 =46 VQANDQT 7 
e NLAY·'1 =99 VOANDQT 8 
C IM+NlAV·'f =7128 VQ/INOOT 9 
e JM/2'" , =23 VQANDQT 10 
e VOANDQT 11 
e GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS (N~EDEO IN COMPO) VQANDQT 12 
e ================================================ VOIINDOT /3 
e VQANOQT I. 
00253 COMMON IOANDQTI QPROG(72,9,",461 VQANOQT I. 
e VQANDQT 16 
00254 DIMENSION PHIS 17128,1) VOANDOT 17 
I 00255 DIMENSION SMTH (7128,23) VOANDQT 18 
I 00256 DIMENSION ALBEDO (7128.1 J 
VQANDgT 19 
00257 DIMENSION GT (7128,1 J VQANDQT 20 
I 00258 DIMENSION GW 
(7128, 1) VQf;NDQT 21 
00259 DIMENSION TS (1128. t J VOArJDQT 22 
00260 DIMENSION SHS (7128,tl VQANDOT 23 
00261 DIMENSION P [72.99,1) VQANOQT 24 
:\ 1 e VQMmOT 25 
" 
00262 DIMENSION U (72.9,1 f. 1) VQILNDQT 26 
I 00263 DIMENSION V (72.9,11,0 VQIlNOOT 27 
:i\ 00264 DIMENSION T (72.9,11.11 
VQANDQT 28 
002.65 DIMENSION SH (72,9.11,1) VOANDQT 29 
00266 DIMENSION PHi (72.9.".1 ) VQf;NOQT 30 
" 
e VQANDQT 31 
I' 00267 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( I, 1 • 1 , 1 ) , PH I S ( 1 • 1) ) VQANDOT 32 
,\! 00268 EQUIVALENCE (.QPROG( " 2..1. 1 J ,SMTH (1. t» VOANDQT ~3 
1·1 00269 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( " 3.1,IJ.ALSEDO(I.t') VQANDQT 34 
;~ 00270 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG{I, 4,1,1) .GT ( 1 , 1) ) VQANOOT 35 00271 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I. 5.1,11.GW C1. 1 )) VQANOOT 36 00272 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGfl. 6,1,1).T5 (1." ) VQANOQT 37 !~ 00273 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( 1 , 7.l,".SHS ft.") VQANDQT 38 00274 EoutVALENCE (QPROGf '. 8.t,n,p f1.1.1)1 VOANDQT 39 e VQANDQT 40 00275 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( " " 2.1) ,U (1.1.1.1) VQANDOT 41 , 00276 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( " " 4, f). V f 1 , 1 • , • 1) ) VQANOQT 42 i~ 00277 EQUIVALENCE (OPROGf t. f. 6, f), T ( 1 , 1.1.1) I VQANDQT 43 00278 EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( t. f. 8, I) , SH ( 1 • , • 1 , 1) I VQANDQT 44 
, J 00279 EQUIVALENCE (QPROGC1. 1 ,to.l),PHI( 1,1,'.1» VQANDQT 45 
I'! e VQANDQT 46 e SPA.CE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELOS (NOT NEEOED IN COMPO) VOANDQT 47 
! e ==~=====~~~=======~=======~===~=============~================= "'OANDQT 48 i \ e VQANDQT 49 
i 00280 COMMON IQANDQTI OSDIAG(72 .15,46) VQANDQT 50 00281 DIMENSION IOSDIAG(72 .15.46) vQANDQT 51 
! 00282 EQUIVALENCE IQSDIAG,JOSDIAG) VQANDQT 52 
1 
e VOANDQT 53 
• 
00283 COMMON IQANDOTI QUDIAG(72.9. 5,46) VQANDQT 54 
I e vQANDQT 55 
! e VQPOLES 2 
, e POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS VQPOLES 3 
;' 00284 COMMON IQPOLESI PP(2.21 VQPQLES 4 
I, 
00285 COMMON /QPOLESI UP(9,2,21 VQPOLES 5 
00286 COMMON IQPOLESI VP(9,2,2J VQPOLES 6 
00287 COMMON IQPOLESI TP(9,2,2) VQPQLES 7 
00288 COMMON IQPOLESI SHPC9,2.2) VQPOLES 8 
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COMMON !IM",MI IMM1. IMM2. HJlM3. IMM4. IMMS, VIMJfJ! 
S IMT2, IMT4, VIMJr., 
S IMNLAV, IMNLAVt. IMNLAV2. IMNLAV3, IMNLAV4 IMNlAV5. VIMJM 
S IM02Ml, VIMJM 
S NLAYT2, NLAVT3. NLAVT4, NLAVT5, NLAVT6, NUI.VT7 V IrJl.JrJl 
C ,.. • * VSAVEQM 
C DEBUG VBEGDEB 
10000 CONTINUE V8EGDEB 
C···· CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT IOQ VBEGDEB 
C •• t .. CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00 'JBEGDEB 
CSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$$$$S$$SS$$SS$SSSSSSS$SSSSSSS$$$$SSS$$$S$SSSSSSSSSSS$$SVBEGDEB 
M MJ (J) V$AVEQM 
K = JCCJ) VSAVE~M 
IF (M.EO.O) GO TO 50 VSAVEOM 
























PM(1,K) = PPCN.MI 
00 10 l=f,NLAV 
UMC1.L,K) = UPCl,N,M) 
VMC t .L,K) = VPIL.N,MI 
TMII,L,K) = TPIL,N,M) 





PMlt,K,IM) = PCI.N diIM) 
UM Cl,l,K;IMNLAV} Ull,f,N,d 
VM 11. t,K;IMNLAV} VCt,t,N,J 
1M (1.'. K ; I MNLA V) T ( 1 , 1 • N , J 


































































--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF DO, I=OATA INtT. R=REAO. S=STORE, W=V1RITE 
AOATE CCNTRL ·CHAR"'8 SIMPLE 3 16 
AOLOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 
ALBEDO GANDOT REAL ARRAY 256 269 
APHEL RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 4 17 
BETA ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 158 
CALTOJ ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 196 
7 8 
ee CCNTRL CHAR·S ARRAV 14 15 
ceo CCNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 2 14 15 
CCNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 
13 
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 7 20 
.. ,:::- =-_'-- '--;-;7.::':_- _"'::_ • k" __ ~"' 
'-;"''< 
< .--~~ .. ;.,. 
















;;»t:iJ !: if<:l 
-J = ~f9 
12 
......... c... . 
G 
-, .. ". 
.• .~ . . l \.. ,\ I " 
. , 
. ~ " 'I -:'.: . 
" I • \ 
• ~)., > 
I 'fD'W·J" .. ----'--.... -
Ii I 
1\ CCSP07 CCNTRL CH,'lA.S SIMPLE B 21 ccspoa CCNTRl CHAR-S SIMPLE 9 22 CONt ROPARM REAl. SIMPLE 218 CONtOr RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 '. I CONZOr RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 221 CON3 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 CON30T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 CON4 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 224 CON40T RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 CONS RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 CDNV QMSAVE REAL ARRAV 298 COSO "eNTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 COSt RDPtlArA REAL ARRAV 227 cos LON RDPARM REAL ARRAV 228 CP RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 160 OPD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 CQS CCNTRL CHAR·S ARRAY 12 25 CQU CCNTRL CHAR'*S ARRA Y 13 26 DAVSPY RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 00 DEC RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE t62 
-n :0 OECMAX RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 
__ r.:l. OIST RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 164 
I,.f ::. 
OlAT RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 0 :2 OLON RCNTRl REAL SiMPLE 166 
a :t: DSIG ROPARM REAL ARF;AV 250 
:0 ... OSIGINV ROPARM REAL ARRAV 252 oT ReNTR/... REAL SIMPLE 167 0 -g DXP RDPAR~JI REAL ARRAV 2:30 c: ~ oxvp RDPARM REAL ARRAY 231 
:t:a G) DVP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 232 
r- ffl ECeN RONTRl' REAL SIMPLE 168 
_ 
EPS RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 194 
-1-EPSFAO RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 195 
-< W FtoT RoPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 F20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 
)_. FCORlS RCPARM REAL ARRAY 233 ~\\., Fll TER lDPARM LOGICAL ARRAY 211 214 '; I GNU 1 ReNTRl REAL sIrIlPlE 169 1/:1; GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 170 GRAV ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171 ,,. GT QANOQT REAL ARRAV 257 270 :'~ GW QANDQT REAL ARRA Y 258 271 • HIDT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 I' H20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 1 ' HEATI ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 193 • \ HEATW ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 192 t\ IBLKSIZ IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 !~ Ie IONTRl INTEGER ARRAV 95 96 1 ICO IONTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 al leNTRl I NTEGER UNKNOVlN~ 27 2B 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 '\ 'i 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 , 49 50 5 r 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 ~ 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 59 69 70 I 71 7'2 73 74 75 76 77 78 .' ICSP53 leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 I '1 IDIABAT IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 ','j IOPARM INTEGER uNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 2tO . IOSP02 IoPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 !., IEFLUX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 IFUSION ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 IHFl.Uli IONTAL INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 IIClOUD I eNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN B8 I.JUMP IDpARM INTEGER ARRA V 200 
., 1M ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28 314 314 
I, 
~ IMO'2 ICNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 29 i IMD2Mt IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 • IMD2Pl ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 I IMJM INTEGER UNI~NOWN 300 en . IMM1 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 !!; ,
~ 
I 






'* t~ •.. _ .~"".---:-~.-" ...... ~~'.~.c. .. ~~: "~-:~'-"'~::'~:~~=='-'::'.:,'~ '.=-=~~='~~:~~---"" .~=.:;'.:::~,?- ~,~, . .....,. 
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, I en ~ 
to 
~ 
IMM2 1MJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
'" 
1MM3 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
1MM4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
IMMS IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 " 
IMNLAV IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 315 315 316 316 317 317 318 318 
,
IMNLAVI IMIlM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
IMNLAV2 tMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
tMNLAV3 IMdM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
IMNLA"l4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
IMNLAV5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
IMT2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
IMT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 300 
INDEX rOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 202 
! IOMEGA tCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 IPREACC reNTRl INTEGER UNKNO\,IN 81 ~;.- IPRECON teNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
IQS reNTRl INTEGEIl ARRAV 77 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 80 87 88 
89 90 
IQSOIAG QANOQT INTEGER ARRAY 281 282 
IQU ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 78 91 92 93 94 
IRADlW reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
tRAOlWG reNTRl INTEGER UNKNO\'lN 87 
IRADSW reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
IRADSWG IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
IROD IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 
:,t tTAPE lDPARM lOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
00 
"ilAj ITMAX IeNTRl INTEG::R UNKNOWN 80 'U~ ITMIN ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 
" 
IUFlUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 8S O:::,! 
. II IVFlUX IeNTRl I'HEGER UNKNOWN 90 0:5 J INTEGER SIMPLE I 302 303 314 315 316 317 318 , JC lDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 204 303 AlF' 
;~ JE IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 205 .0 -;, JIC CCNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 5 18 JM rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 C 7) 
i JMD2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 l» 1') 
f~' JMT2 lCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 34 r: 1f.1l JNP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 35 :;!= J04 tCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 (Q 
il J08 rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 JOB CCNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 6 19 JP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 206 
, 1 JSP ICNTRl lNTEGER SIMPLE 38 !, K INTEGER SIMPLE 303/5 305 307 308 309 310 314 315 316 317 318 
1 IH.IALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 t' I~LISST !CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41 1,. 1(S ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 KSTEP IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 , . KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 43 
L INTEGER SIMPLE 306/e 307 307 308 308 309 309 310 310 
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 154 155 
LCO lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 
leNTRl. INTEGER UNl<NOWN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 
, 108 109 
; LDIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI<NOWN 123 151 
i LOPARM INTEGER UN~NOWN 211 212 213 [ LEFlUX lCNTRL lOGICAL UN~NOWN 115 '.3 LFUSION LCNTRL LOtl.!CAL UNKNOWN 116 144 lHFlUX lCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 
"" 
142 
~ LIClOUO lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 
! lOGSR ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 44 lOMEGA LCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 150 
" 
lPREACC LCNTAL LOGICAL UN~NOWN 112 140 II LPRECON lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 
: ! LQS lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 108 110 11 1 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 
120 121 136 
LQU LCNTRl LOGICAL ARRAY 109 122 123 124 125 137 
, ~ LRAOLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 1 i LRAOLWG lmnRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 
, I r ., 
J~ , ~, :. "-""':'~=~':=~--.-----" - --~-------~- --'-""<-"""'<---'~~-'-~""""'-~'---~-.--"" "~, ~t! 
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307 • 308 
3f4 
3f4/5 
," ~ . 
308 309 3fO 
309 310 31. 
,~-----~- "'~'- ----.~-.~-
- ~" . '.~_.:..~C'"~ -~,~_~,~~ 
.. --'-- . 
315 316 
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SUBROUTINE SCALEO (N. u, KSC) 




TIME STEP POINTE~r (1 OR 2) 
lATITUDE GRrD BMID 
KSC SCALING EXPONENT '1 TO SCALE. -1 TO UNSCAlE' 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================== COMMON leCNTRll eco 
COMMON /CCNTRll ADATE 
COMMor" /CCNTRll ATIME 
COMMON ICCNTRLI .JIC 
COMMON IceNTRLI ,",OB 
COMMON ICCNTRl! ccspoe 
con.1MON ICCNTRl/ CCSP07 
COMMON !CCNTRl! ceEPoe 
COMMON ICCNTRll VER 
COMMON /CCNTRL! XLABEL (10) 
COMMON /CONTRl! CQS (3D) 


























INTEGER MODEL PARAMET'£RS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================ COMMON IICNTRl! 100 
COMMON !ICNTRll 1M 
COMMON II'eNTRll IMD2 
COMMON IICNTRll IM02Pt 
COMMON IICNTRl! NDRSW 
COMMON II'eNTRL.! ,",M 
COMMON IICNTRll JM02 
COMMON IICNTRl! ,",MT2 
COMMON IICNTRll ,",NP 
COMMON IICNTRl! '"'04 
COMMON /ICNTRLI '"'08 
COMMON frCNTRll '"'SF 
COMMON IICNTRll KLIAlB 
COMMON IleNTRll KllGW 
COMMON IICNTRll KlISST 
COMMON !ICNTRLI KS 
COMMON /ICNTRLI KU 
COMMON IICNTRll lOGSR 
COMMON IICNTRl! MATIN 
COMMON IrCNTRll MATSN;K 
COMMON /ICNTRll MATSUN 
COMMON flcrHRl! MLF ( 12) 
COMMON IICNTRl! MRon 
COMMON !ICNTRll NKRSH 
COr~M01'J !rCNTRll MSM 
COMMON frCNTRl/ NB 
COMMON /rCNTRll NO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NOAlT 
COMMON IICNTRll NDAV 
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r I PREACC 
(I PREeO:·l 
e IHFLUX 
i I EFLUX 
















• loSt 1 I I ) 
,I~SI'211 








lOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
~~~~~~==~======~==================~============= 
COMMON ILCNTRl/ LCD 
COMMON ILCfI!TRLI QALT 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QBEG 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QOAY 
COMMON ILCNTRL! OEND 
COMMON .IleNTRll OOUT 
COMMON !LCNTRl! QPHV 
COMMON /LCNTRLI QSHF 
CQ1.11J10N IlCNTRll SN2FlG 
COMMON IlCNTRLI QRSI'I 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QRSH 
COMMON IlCNTRl! lOS(30) 
COMMON IleNTRl! LOUtlO, 
EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN .LQS( II) 
EQUIVALENCE (LIMAX ,Lost 2) ) 
EOUIVALENCE ( LPR.EACC .LQS{ 3» 
EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON .LQS( 4» 
EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX ,lQS( 51) 
EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX .LOS( 6)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION .lOS( 7)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LRADSWG ,LQSe B»~ 
EQUIVALENCE (LRACLVlG .1-Qst 9) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUD .LQS(10l) 
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EQUIVALENCE ( LCO • LC ( 1 J J 
lOGICAL lCD, LC(200) 
REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED orol HISTORV RECORD 
=========~=================================== COMMON fReNTRl! RCa 
coMMON f~CNTRLf APHEL 
COMMON !RCNTRl! BETA 
CoMMON fRCNTRl! COSO 
COMMON IRCNTRLI CP 
COMMON /RCNTRl! DAVSPV 
COMMON fRCNTRl! DEC 
COMMON fRCNTRlf OECMAK 
COMMON /RCNTRlf OIST 
COMMON /RCNTRlf OlAT 
CoMMON fRCNTRl/ OlON 
coMMON !RCNTRl/ OT 
COMMON !RCNTRl! ECCN 
COMMON !RCNTRll GNU1 
COMMON !RCNTRl! GNU2 
COMMON !RCNTRl! GRAV 
COMMON !RCNTRl! OMEGA2 
COMMON !RCNTRl! PI 
COMMON fRCNTRl/ PIISO 
COMMON fRCNTRL! PI2 
COMMON fRONTRL! PSTO 
COMMON /RCNTRL! PIMEAN 
COMMON !RONTRl! PSMAK 
COMrJlON /RCNTRl! PSMIN 
COMMON /RCNTRlf PTOP 
COMMON !RCNTRl! RADE 
COMMON /RCNTRll RGAS 
coMMON /RCNTRL/ ROCP 
'-,,:,:;::-';";-::;-:~~ "'::',- .~.~-
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00184 COMMON fRCNTRLf nSDlST 
(10185 COMMON fRONTRL/ SOAY 
001B6 COMMON IRCNTRll SEASON 
00187 COMMON fRONTRLI SIGE (25) 
00188 COMMON fRONTRll SIND 
00189 COMMON i'RONTRLI SOLS 
00190 COMMON IRCNTRll 1STO 
00191 COMMON IRONTRLI PLEVS <25' 
00192 CO~JlMON IRONTRLI HEATW 
00193 COMMON fRONTRLI HEATI 
00194 COMMON IRONTRLI EPS 
00195 COMMON IReNTRl! EPSFAC 
00196 COMMON fRONTRll CALTOd 
00197 COMMON fRCNTRll PZERO 
C 
0019B EQUIVALENCE (ReO, RC ( I ) ) 
00199 REAL RCD, R0(200) 
e 
c INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
C ======================= 00200 COMMON !IOPARMI I.JUMP (46) 
00201 COMMON ItOPARMI IOSP02 
00202 COMMON IIDPARMI INDEX (72) 
00203 COMMON IIOPARMI IROO 
00204 COMMON /lOPARMI JC (46) 
00205 COMMON /lOPARMI JE (2) 
00206 COMMON IICPARMI JP 12,2) 
00207 COMMON IIDPARMI KSTEP 
00208 COMMON /tOPARM/ MJ (46) 
00209 COMMON IICPARMI NHMS1 
00210 COMMON /tOPAnM/ NVMD1 
C 
C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS l· ,I 
c ======================= 
002'1 COMMON IlOPARMI FILTER (46) 
00212 COMMON /lOPARM/ ITAPE 
, ~ 
:1" 
, 00213 COMMON /lOPARMI START 
c 
00214 lOGICAL FILTER 
00215 lOGICAL tTAPE 
00216 lOGICAL START 
C 
C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
C ==================== 
00217 COMMON /ROPARM/ ACLOP 
00218 COMMON /ROPARM/ cor~ 1 
00219 COMMON IROPARM/ CON10T 
00220 COMMON /ROPARM/ CON2 
00221 COMMON /ROPARM/ CON2DT 
00222 COMMON /ROPARMI CON3 








00224 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON4 
00225 COMMON /RDPARM/ CON40T 
00226 COMMON /ROPARMI CONS 




00228 COMMON /ROPARrJI/ COSlON (72) 
00229 COMMON' IRDPAR~" CPD2 
00230 COMMON /RDPARM/ OXP (46) 
00231 COMMON /ROPARM/ DKVP (46) 
00232 COMMON /ROPARMf DVP (46) 
00233 COMMON IROPARMI FCORlS (46} 
00234 COMMON tRCPARM/ Fl0T 
00235 COMMON IROPARMt F20T 
00236 COMMON IROPA-RM/ H10T 
00237 COMMON /ROPARM/ H2DT 
00238 COMMON InOPARM/ PltSTO 
00239 COMMON /ROPARM/ PUTOP 
00240 COMMON /ROPARMI RlAT (46) 
00241 COMMON /ROPA~MI RLATO (46) 
00242 COMMON IROPARM/ ROOPOT 
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COMMoN IROPAAMI SGNP 121 
COMMON IRDPARMI SINL (46) 
COMMON IRDPARMI SINLON (721 
COMMON IRDPARMI THSTO 
COMMON /RDPARMI THST02 
COMMON IRDPARMI VJSAVE (159) 
COMMoN /ROPARMI DSIG 191 
COMMON IROPARMI SIG (9) 
COMMON /RDPARMI DstGINV (91 



































































{QPROG(t, t,t.t}.PHIS (f,1») (QPROG{ t. 2..1.1), 5MTH {1. 1 ) ) 
(QPROG(1. 3.1.1J.ALBEOO(t.l)} 
tQPROG(t,4,f,tl.GT (t.t}) {QPROG(1,5,l.n.GW (f,f)} 
IOPROGlt, 5.1,1),T5 (l,f}) 
(QPROG ( " 7. 1 • f ) ,SHS ( 1 , 1) ) (QPROG ( 1, B, f • f ) • pel. 1 • 1 ) ) 
{QPROG(f,1.2,t).U (1,1.1,111 
(QPROG( f , 1. 4.1), V ( t • 1 • 1 • 1 ) ) 
(QPROG(1.!. S.O,T (t,t.t.n) 
(QPROG(1.t. 8.1J,SH (t.t,f.n) 
(QPRDG ( f • 1 • 10. 1 , • PHI ( 1 • 1 • 1 , 1 ) ) 






/QANOQT/ QSOIAG(72 .15.461 
IQSOIAG(72 .15.46) (QSDIAG,IQSOIAG) 
/OANDQTI QUDIAG(72.9. 5,46) 
POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
COMMON /QPOLES/ PP(2.2} 
COMMON /QPOLE5/ UP(S,2,2) 
COMMON /QPOlES/ VP{9,2.2) 
COMMON /QPOLES/ TP(9.2,2J 
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COMMON IQPOLESI PHIPfS.2.21 VQPQlES 
VQPOLES COMMON SCALEV (72,9) VWKSCAL COMMON /lMJMI IMM1, IMM2. IMM3, IMM4. IMM5, VIMJM $ IMT2. IMT4, VIM.JM S IMNLAY, tMl-JLAY1, IMNLAV2, IMNLAV3, IMNLAV4, IMNLAVS. VIMdM S IMD2Mf. VIMJM S NlAVT2. NlAVT3, NLAVT4. NLAVT5. NlAVT6. NlAVT7 VIMJM C ... VSCALEQ C DEBUG 
V8EGCES 10000' CONTINUE VSEGDeS C ..... * CVSER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT IOQ VSEGOEB · ... •• CV8ER VECTOR VERSION 00 V8EGDEB C$SSSSSSSSSSSSSS$SS$$SSSS$$$SSSS$$$SSS$SS$$$SSSSSS$$$$$S$SSSSSSS$SSSSSSSV8EGOEB M = MJIJ) VSCALEQ IF CM.EQ.O) GO TO 50 VSCALEQ C •• 
C POLE POINT 
10 
SCALE = PP(N.M) IF tKSC.lT.O) SCALE = I./SCALE DO 10 L=I.NLAV UP(l.N.M) ~ UPCL,N.M)-SCALE VPfl.N.M) ~ VPfL.N.M)*SCALE TP(L.N.M) = TPfL,N.M)·SCALE SHPtl,N,MJ = SHP{l.N.M)·SCALE CONTINUE 
RETURN C * • 













IF (KSC.LT.OI SCAlEV{t.t;IMI = P(l,N.J;IM)*OKVP(d) SCALEV( 1,1: un = 1 ./SCALEve 1.1; 1M) 
SCAlEV(t.2 1M' SCALEV(l.:3 IMT2) SCAlEV{l.5 IMT4} SCALEVel,9 1M) 
= SCALEV(1.1 1M' SCAlEV(I. I IMT2) 
= SCAlEV{I,1 I",T4) SCAlEV{ 1,1 1M) 
THE ABOVE SCHEME IS FASTER FOR 9 LAYERS THEN THE FOLLOWING 00 LOOP. 
DO 60 L=2.NLAY GOSCALEV(I.L: IMI= SCALEV{ 1,1; 1M) 
UCI.t.N,J IMNLAVI V(I.1,N.d IMNLAV) 
T( t. I.N.I.! IMNLAV) = SH(1.1.N,J IMNLAVI = 
R TURN ENO 
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'" IMD2Pf reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 30 .0 
I i IMJM INTEGER UNKNOWN 291 co IMM1 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
IMM2 IM,JM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
IMM3 IMJM INTEGER SIMP~E 291 
IMM4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
IMM5 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
IMNLAV IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 309 309 309 310 310 310 311 311 311 31. 
312 312 
IMNLAV1 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
IMNLAV2 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
tMNLAV3 1M ... M INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
tl'JlNLAY4 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
IMNLAV5 IMJM JNTEGER SIMPLE 291 
IMT2 JMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
IMT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
INDex tDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 202 
IOMEGA reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
IPREACC ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 
IPREcaN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
IQS ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 ss 
89 90 
IQSDIAG QANDQT INTEGER ARRAY 281 282 
IQU ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 78 91 92 93 94 
IRADLW IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
IRADLWG reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 
IRAOSW· ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
IR.hDSWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
IROD lOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 
ITAPE LOPARM LOGICAL SIMPL€ 212 215 
ITMAX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
1 ITMIN ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 IUFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 ,.\ IVFlUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
: ~ ! d INTEGER SIMPLE 1 293 305 305 309 309 310 310 311 311 312 312 
"" 
dO IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 204 
, I dE IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 205 
:ll I dIO CCNTAL CHAR·S SIMPLE 5 18 JM rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 32 ..JNlO2 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
ill ..JMT2 rCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 34 JNP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 35 d04 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 36 d08 tCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
i ~ : JOB CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 6 19 dP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 206 
II.! : JSP IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
I, KLIALB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 KLIGW ]CNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 I' , KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41 I I KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 f. i 
i'l KSO INTEGER SIMPLE I 296 306 KSTEP IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 I. KU IeNTRl INTEGER SIMP(..E 43 I ~ L INTEGER SIMPLE 297/C 298 29B 299 299 300 300 301 301 307/0 30S LO LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 154 155 
LOO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 
lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 
108 109 
lOIABAT LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 
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'-oS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY lOB 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 
120 121 136 
'-QU LCNTRL LOG1CAL ARRAY 109 122 123 124 125 137 
'-RAO,-W '-CNTnL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
'-RADLWG '-CNTRL LOGICA'- UNI(NOWN lIB 146 
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 
LRADSWG LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 07 145 
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 
LTMIN lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 13B c LUFLUK LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 14B ,', 
LVFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 12 I 149 
M INTEGER SIMPLE 293/5 294 295 298 29B 299 299 300 300 301 301 
MATIN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
MATSUN reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 47 
Mu IDPARM HHEGER ARRAY 208 293 
MLF ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 4B 
MROD lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
MSM reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
N INTEGER SIMPLE 1 295 29B 29B 299 299 300 300 301 301 305 
309 309 310 310 311 311 312 312 
N8 reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 
NO reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
NDALT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NDAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
" ! 
NO HOG ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NDOUT ICNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
NDPHV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
NDRSW IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
-! NDSHF ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 5e J NOT ICNi'Rl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 NHMS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 60 NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
1 ~ i NHMS1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 
:\"1: NHMSE IeNTRl HlTEGER SIMPLE 61 NKRSH ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
,,,I NLAV rCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63 297 307 
;~I NLAVM1 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 NLAVP1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 NLAVT2 IMdM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 00 NLAYT3 IMdM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 
""::>ll !~I NU1YT4 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 "td5 NLAVT5 HJlJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 HI NlAVT6 IM.JM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 0-NLAYT1 IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 291 oZ if NMLEV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 ~~ NSDAV leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
I" NSEQ ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 67 cOc:a NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 NVMD ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 71 C:2D !, I NVMOO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 ~r,';) 
; NVMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 Cffl 
L' NVMDE IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 72 ;!= NZINIT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 lr"il i t OMEGA2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 172 
I p QANDQT REAL ARRAY 261 274 30S ;. PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 265 279 
i PHIP QPOlES REAL ARRAY 289 
! PHIS OANDOT REAL ARRAY 254 267 
! PI RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 , PI180 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 
i PI2 ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 175 [ PIMEAN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 PLEVS RCNTRl REAl. ARRAY 191 
! PP QPolES REAL ARRAV 284 295 PSMAX RCNTRL flEAl. SIMPLE 178 
" 
PSMIN ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 179 i,I, PSTD Am-HRL REAL SIMPLE 176 CIl 
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PTOP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 
PZERO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 I-' QALT LCNTRL LOGICI\L SIMPLE 98 126 0 QANOQT REAL UNKNOWN 253 280 283 
Q8EG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 
QDAV LCNTRL LOG! cr",L. SIMPLE 100 128 
QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 
QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPHV lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 
gPOLES REAL UNKNOWN 28' 285 286 287 288 289 
QPROG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 253 267 26B 269 270 271 272 273 27' 275 276 
277 278 279 
ORSH lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 
QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 13' QSDIAG QANOQT REAL ARRAY 280 282 
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 10' 132 
QUOIAG OMlOQT REAL ARRAV 283 
RADE RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 
RC ReNTAL REAL ARRAV 198 199 
RCO RONTAl REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
ReNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 
167 168 169 170 171 172 173 17. 175 176 177 
118 179 180 181 182 183 18. 185 186 187 188 
189 190 191 192 193 19' 195 196 197 
ADPARM REAL UNKNOWN 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 22' 225 226 227 
228 229 230 231 23. 233 23. 235 2:!S 237 238 
239 240 2" 2'2 243 244 2'5 246 247 2'8 2.9 
250 251 252 
RGAS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 182 
RLAT ROPARM REAL ARRAY 240 
J RLATO ROPARM REAL ARRAY 2., RCCP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 183 ROCPOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 2'2 
'* 
ROCPPI RDPARM' REAL SIMPLE 243 
RSDIST ROf'HRL REAL SIMPLE lB' \> SCALE REAL SIMPLE 295/S 296/S 296 298 299 300 301 
, SOAlEQ SUBROUTINE 1 
., SCAlEV /I REAL ARRAY 290 305/S 306/5 306 308/S 308 309 310 '31 1 312 
:r SDAV RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 185 SEASON RCNTRl REAL SIMrl..E 186 
i~ SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 2.4 SH QANOQT REAL ARRAY 265 278 312/5 312 SHP QPOlES REAL ARRAY 2BB 30l/S 301 ft SHS QANOQT REAL ARRAY 260 273 SIG RO"ARM REAL ARRAY 251 00 i} SIGE ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 187 SIND ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 188 '7IE! 
I.' 
SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 245 "O~ SINLON RDPARM REAL ARRAV 246 
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 268 g~ SN2FLG LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 133 t· SOLS RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 i _' START LOP ARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 216 
I' T QAI'.JDQT REAL ARRAV 26' 277 31' /S 311 .o"U 
t • THSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 2.7 C;;:. 
I TPST02 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 248 ?:iil TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 2B7 300/5 300 
r 
TS QANOQT REAL ARRAY 259 272 
TSTO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 ~m U QANOQT REAL ARRAV 262 275 309/5 309 
: UP QPOLES REAL ARRAV 285 298/5 298 
i ! V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 263 276 310/5 310 
I, ! 
VER CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 10 23 
VP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 286 299/5 299 
WSAVE RDPARr.1 REAL ARRAV 249 
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SUBROUTINE SHAP fQ,IM.JM,M) 
.........•...••••..•.•...••....•...........•.....••............ 
. ~ ... 
NOTE JM IS ACTUALLY JNP VALUE (WHEN CALLED 
-------- FROM THE MODEL) 
FOR SHAPIRO FILTERING Q(tM,JM) 
NOTE IT AVERAGES OVER THE POLE 
..... SET M=I TO FILTER OVER THE POLE (LATITUDE) . .... 
AND (LONGITUDINAL I 
M=2 TO FILTER JUST LONGITUDINAL 
. .... .. NOTE JM IS ACTUALLY JNP VALUE ..... 
.. ~ .................................................................. -.~. 
COMMON PQ(72,9,. SUP(72'. SVP(72) 
COM~ON 01(33121. D2{3312'. DVI(72), DY2(72} 
COrJlMON FLDC72.46,12) 
COMMON UVF(72,46.1B) 
CO~f,1I.'ON CARO(10), DATA(144I, CATA1144J 




IM~M = IM·JM 
IM~Ml = IMJM - 1M 










laRDER = 8 I~PLIES 16TH ORDER SHAPIRO 
FIRST 00 LONGITUDE DIRECTION 
FOLLOWED BY LATITUDE 
.~ ..................................................... * ............. . 
IOROER=B 
II. = 1./4.0··IORDER 
Dffl;IMdM2, = Q(I.2;IMJM21 
CV1 r f; JM-2) = 08VGATHP(OI (1M; IMllM2) ,1M. JM-2 ;DV1 (1; JM-2) I 
00 100 N='.lORDER 
WHERE(DITi; 
DY2If;tJM-2) 
DY1 (1 ;JM-2) 
D2( 1; IMJM2.) 
D2(2;tMJM2) = Dl(2:IMJM2) - Dl(I;IMdM2' QBVGATHPIOt(1:IMJM2),IM,JM-2;DY2(1;JM-2)J 
DY2(1;JM-2) - OV1(I:JM-2) 
= Q8VSCATPIOY1(1;JM-2}.IM.llM-2:D2(1;IMJM21) 
WHERE DITI) Dl{f;IMJM2) = D2(2:1MJM2) - 02{f;IMJM21 
DY2(1 JM-21 = QBVGATHPCD2{JM:IMJM2'.IM.dM-2;DY2(1;JM-2') QY1(1 JM-2) = DY1{I;uM-2) - DY2(1;uM-21 
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Qll.2;IMJM2) ~ O(1.2:IMJM21 - 01(1;IMJM21+A 
lFIM.EQ.21 RETURN 
IMD2 = IM/2 
J""M1 = JM-l 
JMM1T2 = dMM1·2 
01Cl;IMdM) = Q(1.1;IMdM} 
00200 N=l.IOROER 
02{1;tMJM1) = D1{IM""1;tMJM11 - 01(1;IMdMtl 
Dl(IM""1;IMJM2) ~ D2(IM""1;IMJM2) - 02(1;JMJM2) 
01{1:1M02) ~ D2(lMD2"'1 IM02) of. 02(1;IMD2J 
D1fIMD2""1;IMD2) ~ 01(1 IM02) 







Qlt,l;IMJM) - Dl(l;IMJMl.A 
Q8SSUMIQ(1,1;IMII/FLOA1IIMJ 
OBSSUMIQ(1,dM;IMII/FLOATIIMI 
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'" ~ 











VSMSHAP301 00 VSMSHAP302 
VSMSH.aP303 -n:;o 
VSMSHAP304 









--NAME-------BLOCK------TVDE------CL~SS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF 00. I=DATA INIT, R=READ. S=STORE. VI=WRITE 











































REAL SIMPLE 21/5 34 
BIT ArmAV 7 14 
CHAR""S /l RRA V 6 9 
REAL ~RRAV 6 
REAL ARRAV 3 22/S 
41 41 
REAL ARRAY 3 25/S 
43 45 
~EAL ARRAV 6 
BIT OESCRIPTOR 7 8 
REAL ARRAY 3 23/S 
REAL ARRAY 3 26/5 
REAL ARRAY 4 
INTEGER SJ1"PLE 1 10 
30 30 
49 50 
INTEGER SIMPLE 36/5 43 
45 46 
INTEGER SIMPLE 11/5 12 
INTEGER SIMPLE 12/5 13 
INTEGER SIMPLE 13/S 14 
29 29 
42 45 
INTEGER SIMPL'E 20/5 :21 
INTEGER SIMPLE 17/5 18 
INTEGER SIMPLE 18/5 
INTEGER SIMPLE 1 10 
27 27 
32 32 
INTEGER SIMPLE 19/5 37/5 
INTEGeR SIMPLE 38/5 
INTEGER SIMPLE 16/5 
INTEGER SIMPLE 1 35 
li~. _____ "__ ~.~ .. e_· ________ .,, ___ " _ ~~~\~~.;.:':,f:~~,.~~ "-... i:.: "-_ ~ -._:=:;,~.-_ -,-~~.::'~_..:.:._:_::_~:.._.: 
48 
23 25 25 26 
42/5 43/5 44/5 44 
28/S 28 29 29 
45 
14 15/S 15 25 
~3 27/S 27 28 
26 27 30/5 30 
11 12 13 15 
32 32 32 36 
50 50 
43 43 43 44 
46 46 
39 39 48 4B 
41 41 41 45 
22 22 23 25 
29 30 32 32 
45 
24 40 
11 16 19 23 
27 29 28 30 
37 50 50 
38 
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SUBROUTINE SHeaRN I~) 
CORRECT ADVECTED NEGATIVE SPECIFIC HUMIDITIES 




LATITUDE BAND NUM6ER 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
==~=============================================== COMMON /CCNTRt! cco 
COMMON /CCNTRt/ ADATE 
COMMON ICCNTRl/ ATIME 
COMMON /CONTRl/ JIC 
COMMON /CCNTRtl JOB 
COMMON IOCNTRLI CCSP06 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSP01 
COMMON ICCNTRL/ CCSPOB 
COMMON /CCNTRL! VER 
CQrJlMON ICCNTRll XLABEL (10) 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQS (30) 



























INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
================================================ COMMON /rCNTRl/ ICO 
COMMON IICNTRll 1M 
COMMON IICNTRll IMD2 
COMMON IICNTRLI IMD2PT 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NDRSW 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ ..1M 
COMMON /ICNTAl/ JMD2 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ JMT2 
COMMON /ICNTRll JNP 
COMMON /ICNTRll J04 
COMMON /ICNTRll JOS 
COMMON IICNTRLI JSP 
COMMON IICNTRt/ KlIAL8 
COMMON IICNTRL/ KLIGW 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLISST 
COMMON /ICNTRll KS 
COMMON /ICNTRLI KU 
COMrJlON / I CNTRll LOGBR 
COMMON /ICNTRLI MATIN 
COMMON /lCNTRt! MATSNX 
COMMON /lCNTRL/ MATSUN 
cm.'MoN IICNTRl/ rJlLF ( ~ 2) 
COMMON /ICNTRLI MROD 
COMMON IrCNTRl/ NKRSH 
COMMON /ICNTRll MSM 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NB 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NO 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NDALT 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDAY 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NDOUT 
COMMON !ICNTRL/ "NDPHV 
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COMMON /ICNTRL/ NOSHF 
CaMMDrJ IICNTRLI NOT 
COMMON !reNTRl! NHMS 
comMoN IICNTRLJ NHMSE 
COMMON IICNTRLI NHMSO 
coMMON freNTRl! NLAV 
COMMON IICNTRLI NLAVM1 
COMMON IIeNTRll NLAVPI 
COMMON fIeNTRl! fJSOAV 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSEQ 
COMMON IIeNTRl/ ICSP53 
coMMm.J IICNTRLI NSTEP 
COMMON /reNTRll IBLKSIZ 
COMMON IICNTRll NVMD 
COMMON /ICNTRL! NVMDE 
COMMON !rCNTRll NVMDO 
COMMON !tCNTR1.! NztNIT 
COMMON IICNTRl! NrdLEV 
COMMON ItCNTRl/ NOHOG 
cor.1TJlON /ICNTRl/ lOS (30) 
























( IRAOSWG {IRAOLWG (IICLOUD (IUFlUX 
r IVFlUX 
( IOMF.GA (JOIABAT 
( rRADSw 
(IRADLW 
• lOS I I)} 
• lOS' 2" 


















LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
:========================~~===================== COMMON /LCNTRLJ lCO 
COMMON /LCNTRl/ QAlT 
COMMON /lCNTRLI QBE.G 
COMMON /LCNTRl/ QOAV 
COMMON /lCNTRLf OENO 
COMMON /LCNTRL/ QOUT 
COMMON /lCNTRL/ 'QPHV 
COMMON fLC~TRLf QSHF 
COMMON /lCNTRLI SN2FlG 
COMMON /LCNTqLI QRSW 
COMMON ILCNTRL/ QRSH 
COMMON IlCNTRll LQS(30) 
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e VCNTRL 136 ,., 
00122 EQUIVALENCE {LOMEGA .LOU( 1) VCNTRL 137 
00123 EQUIVALENCE (LDIABAT ,LQU( 2,) VCNTRL 138 
00124 EQUIVALENCE (lRAOSW ,LOU" 3)) veNTRl t3g 
~ , 00125 EQUIVALENCE (LRADLW .LQUt 4)) veNTRl 140 e VeNTRL 141 
00126 LOGICAL QALT VeNTRl 142 
00127 LOGICAL QBEG VeNTRL 143 
00128 LOGICAL QDAV VCNTRt.. 144 
00129 LOGICAL QEND vernRl 14S 
00130 LOGICAL gDUT VeNTRl 140 
00131 LOGICAL QPHV VeNTRl 147 
00132 LOGICAL QSHF VeNTRl 148 
00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG veNTRL 149 
00134 LOGICAL QRSW VeNTRl ISO 
00135 LOGICAL gRSH VeNTRl lSI 
e VeNTRl. 152 
00136 LOGICAL LQS VernRL 153 
00137 LOGICAL LQU VCfHRl 154 
00138 LOGICAL. LTMIN vcrnRl 155 
00139 LOGICAL LTPJlAX VCNTRL 156 
00140 LOGICAL LPREACC VCNTRL 157 
00141 LOGICAL LPRECOfJ VCNTRL 15B 
00142 LOGICAL LHFLUK VCNTRl ISS 
00143 LOGICAL LEFLUK VCNTRL 160 
00144 LOGICAL LFUSION VCNTRL 161 
00145 LOGICAL lRADSWG VeNTRL 162 
00146 LOGICAL LRADLWG VCNTRL 163 
00147 LOGICAL lICLOUD VCNTRl 164 
00148 LOGICAL LUFLUX VCNTRL 165 
00149 LOGICAL LVFLUX VCNTRL 166 
C VeNTRL 167 
00150 LOGICAL LOMEGA VCNTRL 168 
00151 LOGICAL LDIABAT VCNTRl 169 
00152 LOGICAL LRAOSW VeNTRL 170 00 00153 LOGICAL LRADlW VCNTRl 171 
J C VONTRL 172 "11;0 00154 EQUIVALENCE ILCO.LC( 1)) VONTRL 173 "Om 00155 LOGICAL lCO, LC(200) VCNTRl 174 
'q . C VCNTRL 1'75 0;2 
: ~-.. e REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRL 176 O;p 
• e =======~~======::===:=======::=============== VCNTRL 177 :01"" 00756 COMMON fRONTRL! RCO VCNTRl 178 ) 00157 COMMON IRCNTRl! APHEl VCNTAL 179 ,o"U 00158 COMMON !RCNTRl! BETA VeNTRl lBO ~if; 00159 COMMON /RCNTRl! coso VCNTRL 181 
11 
00160 COMMON !RONTAl/ OP VONTRl 182 
00161 COMMON !ReNTRL! DAYSPY VeNTRl 183 1""l"1 
00162 COMMON /RCNTRL/ DEC VCNTRl 184 ~Ci i ~ 00163 COMMON !RCNTRl! DEOMAK VeNTRl 185 i} 00164 cmmON IRCNTRl} OIST VeNTRl 186 00165 COMMON !RCNTRl! OLAT VCNTRL 187 
, I 00166 COMMON IRONTRl/ OlDN VONTRL 188 00167 COMMON !RCNTRl! DT VCNTAl 189 
I' 00168 COrMJlON !RCNTRL! ECCN VeNTRl 190 00169 COMMON !RCNTRl! GNU1 VON TAL 191 , 00170 COMMON !RONTRl! GNU2 VCrJTRl 192 i' II 00171 COMMON !RCNTRL,' GRAV VCrJTRL 193 00172 COMMON fReNTRll OMEGA2 VCNTRl 194 00173 COMMON !RCNTRl! PI VCNTRt. 195 I, 00174 COMMON !RONTRl! PI180 VCNTRl 196 
r, 00175 COMMON !RONTRl! PI2 VeNTRl 197 00176 COMMON !RONTRl! PSTO VCNTA!. 199 
! 00177 COMrJlON !RCNTRl! PIMEAN VCNTRl 199 00178 COMMON /RCNTRl/ PSM'AX VeNTRl 2.00 , 00179 COMMON !RONTRll PSMIN VCNTAl 201 
f 
001ao COMMON !RCNTRll PTOP VCNTRl 202 
001S1 COMMON !RCNTR1../ Rio. DE VCNTRL 203 
00182 COMMON /RCNTRl! RGAS VCNTRL 204 
00183 eOMr.mN /RCNTRl! ROOP VCNTRl 205 
00184 COMMON !RCNTRl! RSDIST VCNTRL 206 en ::r: 
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O'lfBS COMMON fRONTRL/ SDAV 




(lO~B7 COMMON fRCNTRL! SIGE (25) 
OOfBB COMMON fRONTRl! SIND 
veNTRl 209 
VCt.fTRL 210 ;-:. 
00189 comMON fReNTRl! SOLS veNTRl 21t 
00190 COMMON fReNTRll T5TO VCNTRl 212 
00191 COMMON fReNTRll PLEVS (25) VCNTRl 213 
00192 COMMON fReNTRll HEATW veNTRl 214 
00193 COMMON IRCNTRll HEATI VCNTRL 215 
00194 COMMON fRCNTRLi EPS veNTRl 216 
00195 COMMON !RONTRt! EPSFAC veNTRl 217 
00196 COMMON fRONTRll CAtTOJ veNTRl 218 
00197 COMMON fRCNTRLf PZERD VCNTRl 219 
C veNTRl 220 
00198 EQUIVALENCE (RCO,Ref 1») veNTRl 221 
00199 REAL RCD, RC(200' vernRl 222 
C VCNTAl 223 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VeNTRl 224 
C ======================= veNTRl 225 
00200 COMMON IIDPARMI IuUMP (46) VCNTAl 226 
00201 coMrllON /IDPARMI IDSP02 VerJTRl 227 
00202 coMMON IIDPARMI INDEX ( 72) VCNTRl 228 
00203 COMMON IIDPARMI IROD veNTRl 229 
00204 COMMON /IOPARMI de (46) VCNTRl 230 
00205 caMrllON tIDPARM! JE ( 21 VCNTRl 231 
00206 COMMON IIOPARMI JP {2,21 veNTRl 232 
\\ 
00207 COMMON !tOPARMI KSTEP 
00208 COMMON /IOPARMI Mil (461 
00209 COMMON ItOPARM/ NHMSI 
00210 CO(UlMON 110PARM/ NVMO 1 
'1 : c ~ , C LOGICAL MaDEL CONSTANTS 
· I c ===::====:==========:== 00211 corllMor,J /LDPARM/ FIL T1::R (46) 
r' 00212 COMMON /LDPARMI ITAPE 002.13 COMMON ILOPARM/ START 
I C 00214 LOGICAL FILTER ~' 00215 LOGICAL ITAPE 00216 LoGICAL START I . c 
~ C REAL MODEL CONSTANTS C ========::========== 
00217 COMMON /ROPARMI AOLOP 
1. 002.18 COMMON IROPhRMI CONI 





vCNTRL 237 0 0 veNTRl 238 "11:0 VCNTRl 239 
veNTRl 240 -015 
VCNTRl 241 0-
VCNTRl 242 O~ VCr.rTRl 243 
VCNTRl 244 :Or-
VCNTRl 245 og~ VCf'JTRl 246 VCNTRl 247 
veNTRl 248 :t>1f') 
VCNTRI. 249 r-I>II 
VCNTRI. 250 
:JiG veNTRl 251 veNTRl 252 




00223 caMMer,t IRDPARM/ CON3DT veNTRl 256 
00224 COMMON {ROPhRMI CON4 veNTRl 251 
00225 COMMON IROPARMI CON4DT veNTRl 25B 
· ~ I 00226 COMMON IROPARMI CONS 00227 COMMON IROPARM/ COSL (46) VCNTRl 259 VCNTRl 260 
00228 COMMON /RDPARMI COSLON f 72) VCNTRl 2Gl 
00229 COMMON /RDPARMI CPD2 VCNTRl 262 
00230 COMMON /RDPARM/ OKP (46. VCNTRl 263 
00231 COMMON /ROPARM/ OXVP (46) VCNTRl 264 
00232 COrJiMON /ROPARM/ OVP (46) VCNTRl 265 
00233 coMMON /RCPARM/ FCORLS (46) vcrnAl 266 
00234 COMMON /RCPARM/ Fl0T VCNTRl 267 
00235 cornMaN /ROPARM/ F2CT VCNTRl 268 
00236 COMMON /RCPARM/ H10T veNTRl 269 
00237 cor.~MON IRDPARMI H2DT VCNTRl 270 
to 00238 CoMMON IROPARM/ PKSTD 
r, 
00239 CfJMMON IRDPARMI PKTOP 
00240 COMMON /RDPARMI RLAT (46 ) I 00241 COMMON /RDPARMI RLATD (46) 00242 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPOT 
· II 00243 COMMON /RDPARM/ ROCPP1 00244 COMMOr.s /RDPARM/ SGNP (2) 
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COMMON IRDPARMI SlNL (46) 
COMMON IRDPARMI SINLON (72) 
COMMON IRDPARMI THSTO 
COMMON IRDPARMI THST02 
COMMON /RDPARMI WSJI,VE f 1591 
COMrJlON iRDPA"tMI DSIG 19, 
COMMON IRDP· ... RMI SIG 19' 
COMMON /ROPARMI oStGINV 19' 
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(QPROG(I, ',',",PHIS (1.1)1 
I QPROG ( 1, 2. 1 , 1 ) ,SMTH (1.1») 
IQPROG(t,3,t,t',ALBEDO(1 .• )) (QPROG ( I. 4. 1 • 1 , ,GT ( I ,1) ) 
I QpROG C1, 5. 1 . 11. GW 1 1. f) ) (QPROG ( " 6, 1 • 1 ) • TS ( 1 , 1 J ) (QPROG(I, 7.1,".SHS 11,111 (OFROG ( 1. 8, 1 • 1 ) • P ( , , 1 • 1 I ) 
(QPROG ( 1 , 1. 2. 1 1 • U ( t • 1 • 1 • 1 ) ) 
(QPROG [ 1 , f. 4. f ) • V I 1 • I • 1 , 1 I ) (OPROG ( 1 , " 6, 1 ) • T ( 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 ) ) 
(QPnOG ( 1 , 1, S, 1 J • SH (1. 1 ~ 1 , 1 » ) 
CQPROGC 1,1.10,1) ,PHI (1,1.1,11) 
____ ,. _____ • ___ ." _. __ ._~,;._t':.;: .. ,2: •. ~ 












































































IQANDQTI QSOIAG(72 .15,46) 
IOSDIAGf72 .75,46) 
rOSDlhG.IQSDIAG) 
COMMON IQANDQT! QUDJhGf72.9, 5,46) 
POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
coMMON IQPOLESI Ppc2.2) 
COMMON IQPOLESI UPf9.2.2) 
COMf,10N IQPOLESI VP(9,2,2) 
CoMMON IOPOLES/ TP{9,2.2) 
CoMMON /QPOLESI SHP(9.2,2) 
CoMMON IOPOLESI PHIPf9,2,2l 
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C VQPOLES 10 
atT 8ITTEMP(2980B) VBIT 2 
C VSHCORN 14 
C DeBUG VBEGDES 2 
10000 CONTINUE VBEGDEB 3 
C ••• - eVBER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT IOQ VBEGDEB 4 
C -~-. eYBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VSEGoeS 5 
CSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$S$SSSS$SSSSSsssS$SSSSSS~SS$$SSSSSSS$S$$SSS$$$SSSSSSSSSSVBEGOEB 6 
M = MJ(J) VSHCORN 16 
IF fM.EQ.O} GO TO 20 VSHCORN 17 
C VSHCORN 18 
C CORRECT SPECIFIC HUMIDITY AT POLES VSHCORN 19 
DO 10 L=2.NLAY VSHCORN 20 
LMl = L - 1 VSHCORN 21 
IF (SHPfLM1,N8.Ml.GE.0.1 GO TO 10 VSHCORN 22 
SHP(L.NB,MI = SHP(L,NB.M) ~ SHPfLMI.NB.M)·OSIGflM1)-OSIGINVILI VSHCORN 23 
SHPClMl,NB,M) = o. VSHCORN 24 
10 CONTINUE VSHCORN 25 
SHPCNLAV,NB.MJ = AMAXI{SHPfNlAV,N8,M),O.) VSHCORN 26 
RETURN VSHCQRN 27 
C VSHCORN 28 
C CORRECT SPECIFIC HUMIDITY ELSEWHERE VSHCORN 29 
20 CONTINUE VSHCORN 30 
DO 30 l~2.NLAY VSHCORN 31 
lMI = L - 1 VSHCORN 32 
BITTEMP(1:IM) SH(1.LM1.NB.J;IM).LT.O. VSHCORN 33 
IF !OSSCNTfBITTEMPCI;IM»).EQ.O) GOTO 30 VSHCORN 34 
TEMPNOW ~ DSIGClMl) ~DSIGINV(lI VSHeQRN 35 
C VSHCORN 36 
WHERE(BITTEMP(1;IM)' VSHCORN 37 
S SH{f.l,N8.J:IM) = SH(1.l.NB.J;IM) ~ TEMPNOW*SH{1.LM1,N8.J:IM) VSHCORN 3S 
WHERE(BITTEMP{1;IM)) SHC1.LM1.NB.J;IM) = O. VSHCORN 39 
30 CONTINUE VSHCORN 40 
e VSHCORN 41 
SHC1,NLAV,NB.J;IM) = .S·CSH(I.NLAY.NB,J;IMI .. VSHCORN 42 
S VABsrSHrl.NLAV,NB.J:IMI;IM)) VSHCORN 43 
RETURN VSHCORN 44 
END VSHCORN 45 
















--NAME-------BLOCK-·----TVPE------ClASS-------REFERENCES A~ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF DO, I=OATA INIT, R=READ, S=STORE. W::WRITE 
AOIITE CCNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 3 16 
AOLDP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 
ALaEDO QANDQT REAL ARRAV 256 269 
APHEL RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 157 
ATIME CCNTRL CHAR-S SIMPLE 4 17 
BETA ReNTRl REAL sIMPLE 158 
BITTEMP BIT ARRAV 290 305/S 30S 308 309 
CALTOJ RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 196 
cc CCNTRL CHAR.G-8 ARRAV 14 15 
ceo ceNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 2 14 15 
CCNTRl REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 
13 
CCSP06 CCNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 7 20 
CCSPO? CCNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE B 21 
ccsPOS CCNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 9 22 
CON1 ROPARM REAL SIr.~PlE 218 
CON1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 219 
CON2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 
eON20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 221 
CON3 RCPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 
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CON4 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 224 
CON40T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
CONS ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
COSO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 
COSt. ROPARM REAl. ,ARRAY 227 
COSLON RDFARM REAL ARRAV 228 
CP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 160 
CPD2 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 
CQS CCNTRL CHAR"S ARRAY 12 25 \ CQU CCNTRL CHAR"S ARRAV 13 26 
DAVSPV ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 161 
, . DEC ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 162 
, DECMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMpLE 163 , 015T ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 164 
OlAT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 
OLON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 00 DSIG ROPARM 'REAL ARRAY 250 297 307 
OSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAV 252 297 307 '"I1;;i3 
DT ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 
"1315 DKP ROPARM REAL ARRAV 230 Oz O)(VP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 231 
DVP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 232 g~ ECCN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 168 
EPS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 194 
EPSFAC RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 195 .o"U 
F10T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23. Cl>' 
F2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 235 i'i!~ FCORlS ROPARM REAL ARRAV 233 ~m FILTER lDPARM LOGICAL ARRAV 2ft 214 GNU1 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 169 
GNU2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 170 
GRAV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 171 
GT QANOQT REAL ARRAV 257 270 
GW QANOQT REAL ARRAV 258 271 
H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
J H20T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 HEATI RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 193 HEATW RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 192 
I IBLKSIZ leNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 70 1\ IC ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 95 96 
lCO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 
reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 ~s 29 30 3f 32 33 34 35 36 37 
r 
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 52 53 SA 55 56 57 58 59 
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 62 69 70 i' 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
'~ tCSP53 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 IOIASAT ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
'1 IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 
} IOSPD2 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 201 I EFLUX rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 
11 IFUSION ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNowrll 85 IHFlUX reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 i; IICLOUD ICNTRL INTEGER UNRNOWN 88 
IJUMP IDPARM HHEGER ARRAV 200 
, 
, 1M ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 305 305 306 308 308 308 308 309 309 311 
3ft 3ft 3ft 
IM02 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
IMD2P1 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
INDEX lOP ARM INTEGER ARRAV 202 
IOMEGA ICNTRl INTEGER UNRNOWN 91 
"f IPREACC ICNTRl INTEGER UNkNOWN 81 
IPRECON ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
lOS lCNTRl. INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 SS 
B9 90 
IQSDIAG OANOQT INTEGER ARRAY 2Bl 2B2 
IOU ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAV 78 91 92 93 94 
IRADLW ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 
IRADlWG ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 87 
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'r" i.'· " , . 1\: 
I 
'" ::I: n 
0 
I RADSVJG lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOW~ B6 ~ 
IROD IOPAn". INTEGER SIMPLE 203 CO 
ITAPE LOP~RM LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
ITMAl< ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
ITMIN ICN~qL INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 
IUFLUX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
IVFLUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
J INTEGER SIMPLE I 2.92 305 308 308 308 309 311 311 311 
JC IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 2O. 
JE IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 205 
JIC CCNTRL CHAR-S SIMPLE 5 18 
JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32 
JMD2 IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
JMT2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3. 
~NP ICNTRl INTEGER SJMP-LE 3. 
~O' ICNTRL INTEGER SlMPLE 36 
~oa ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
JOB CCNTRL CHAR"'S SIMPLE 6 19 
JP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 206 
JSP ICNTRL INTEGER . SIMPLE 38 
KLIALB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
KLIGW leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 
KllSST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41 
I KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE .2 "STEP JOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 \1 KU ICNTRL INTEGER S1.MPlE '3 L INTEGER SIMPLE 294/C 295 297 297 297 ,303/C 30' 307 30a 308 ~ i LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 15. 155 , LCD lCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 
~I LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 LDIA8AT lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 LOPARM fNTEGER UNI<NOWN '" 212 213 LEFl.UX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 ,43 , lFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 .~ I L.HFLUX. LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 11. 142 LICLOUc LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 ,.7 I I LMI INTEGER SIMPLE 295/5 296 297 297 298 304/5 305 307 308 309 I 
r LOGSn ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44 LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 12. 15O 
LPREACC LCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 ,40 
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNI<NOWN 113 141 
LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV '08 11O 
"' 
112 113 11. II. 116 117 118 119 00 
'20 121 136 "I1:U LQU lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 109 122 123 124 125 137 
"llG; LRADlW LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 1I;i3 
LRAOLWG lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 ,.6 0-
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 12. 152 0 2 LRA05WG LCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 :<J~ LTMAX lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 
lTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
.0"0 !.-UFLUX. lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 148 
L\,'FLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN '2 , '49 C:;:. 
M INTEGER SIMPLE 292/5 293 296 297 297 297 298 300 300 :toG) 
MATIN ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 1""r<1 
MAT5NX ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
=la MATSUN ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 47 MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 208 292 
MLF ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 48 
MRDD rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE '9 
MSM ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
NB rCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 296 297 297 297 29B 300 300 305 308 30B 
l 1 
308 309 311 311 311 
; ! ND ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 53 NDAlT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 5. ! , NDAV lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 55 ! NOHOG ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
. " NDOUT IeNTRl INTEGER SiMPLE 56 
I NDPHV XCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 NDRSW rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
...... I 
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'I NOSHF reNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
~ 
NOT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
I I NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 NHMS1 IOPARM INTEGER SHnPLE 209 NHMSE lCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
NKRSH I crHRt. INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NLAY ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 63 294 300 300 303 311 311 3" 
NLAVM1 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
NLAVP1 lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 
NMLEV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 75 
NSDAV lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 
NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGE-R SIMPLE 69 
NVMD ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71 
NYMDO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
NVMDl IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 
NVMDE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 
NZINIT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 74 00 OMEGA2 ReNTRL. REAL SIMPLE 172 
P QANOQT REAL ARRAY 261 274 "Tl:.tJ 
-PHI QANOQT REAL ARRAV 266 279 "O~ PHI!=! QPOLES REAL ARRAY 289 
PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 267 02 
PI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 g?a Pt 180 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 
PI2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 
.o"t! PIMEAN RCNTRl. REAL SIMPLE 177 
PKSTO RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 23B C:;;. 
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 J:>~ 
PLEVS ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 191 r""m 
PP QPOLES AEAL ARRAV 2B4 :!w PSMAX RCNTAL REAL SIMPLE 17B PSMIN RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 179 
PSTD RONTRL REAL SIMPLE 176 
I PTOP RONTAl REAL SIMPLE lBO rl PZERO ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 197 QALT LONTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 9B 126 
~ QANOQT REAL UNKNOWN 253 2BO 283 QeEG lCNTRt.. LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 
, ODAV lCNTRL L'OGICAL SIMPLE 100 12B QEND LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 
r 
QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPHV LCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 QPOLES REAL UNKNOWN 2B4 2B5 286 287 288 289 QPROG OANDor REAL ARRAY 253 267 268 269 270 271 ~72 273 27. 275 27G 
.~ 277 278 279 QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 QSDIAG QANDQT REAL ARRA'f 280 282 
} QSHF lCNTRl 1.0GICAL SIMPLI:: 104 132 QUDIAG QANDOT REAL ARRAY 283 
RACE RCNTf:1l REAL SIMPLE 18 I 
RC ReNTRL REAL ARRAV 19B 199 
RCO ReNTRl REAL SIMPL£ 156 198 199 
RONTRL REAL UNKNOWN 156 157 15B 159 160 161 162 163 '64 IG5 16G 
167 16B 169 170 17 , 172 173 174 175 176 177 
17B 179 lBO 181 lB2 IB3 lB4 lB5 186 187 188 
189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 
ROPARM REAL UNKNOWN 217 21B 219 220 22' 222 223 224 225 226 227 
22B 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 
239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 2.7 248 249 
250 251 252 
RGAS RCNTAl REAL SIMPLE lB2 
RLAT RDPARM RE,.'L ARRAV 240 
RlATD ROPARM REAL ARRAY 241 
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RSDIST RONTRl REAL SDAV RCfHRL REAL SEASON RONTAl REAL SGNP RDPARM REAL SH QANDOT REAL SHeORN 
SHP oPOLES REAL SHS QANDOr REAL SIG RDPJ\RM REAL SIGE RONTAl. REAL SIND RONTRl REAL SINL ROPARM REAL SINtON RCPARM REAL SMTH QANDaT REAL SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SOLS RONTAL REAL START LDPARM LOGICAL T QANDOT REAL TEMPNOW REAL THSTO ROPARM REAL THSTD2 ROPAR'" REAL TP OPOLES REAL TS QANDQT REAL TSTD ReNTRl REAL U CANDOr REAL UP QPOLeS REAL V QANDQT REAL VER CCNTRL CHAR"S VP QPOLES REAL WSAVE RDPARM REAL XLA8EL eeNTRL CHAR .... S 
PROCEDURE MAP 
SIMPLE lB4 SIMPLE 185 SIMPLE lB6 ARRAV 244 
ARRAY 265 SUBROUTINE \ ARRAV 288 ARRAY 260 ARRAY 251 ARRAY 187 SIMPLE lB8 
ARRAY 245 ARRAY 246 
ARRAY 255 SIMPLE 105 SIMPLE 189 SIMPLE 213 ARRAY 264 SIMPLE 307/5 SIMPLE 247 SIMPLE 248 ARRAY 287 


















--NAME-------TVPE-------ClASS-------------REFERENCES D=STMT FN DEF A=ARGlIST 
AMAXI REAL HITRINSIC 300 QBSeNT INTEGER INTRINSIC 306 VABS REIIL INTRINSIC 311 
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00001 SUBROUTINE SMSHAP 
C 
C APPLY TWO-WAY SHAPIRO FILTER TO MODEL GLOBAL FIELDS C SEA LEVEL PRESSURE. SEA LEVEL TEMPERATURE, POTENTIAL TEMPERATURES, C AND U AND V WINO COMPONENTS 
VSMSHAP 2 VSMSHAP 3 













































































































































C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD C ~================================================= 
C 
C 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ ceo COMMON /CCNTRLI ADATE COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME COMMON /CCNTRL/ ~IC COMMON ICCNTRL/ ~OB COMMON /CCNTRLI CCSP06 COMMON /CCNTRl/ eCSP07 COMMON /CCNTRl/ eCSPOB COMMON /CCNTRl/ VER COMMON /ceNTRl/ XLA8El (101 COMMON /CCNTRl/ CQS (3D) COMMON /CCNTRl/ COU (10) 
EQUIVALENCE 
CHARACTER"S 
















C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD C ================================================ COMMON /ICNTRll ICO COMMON /ICNTRLI rM COMMON !ICNTRll rMD2 
';lOMMON /lCNTRl/ IM02P1 I:OMMON IICNTRll NoRSW 
':OMMON !ICNTRll ~M COMMON IICNTRll ~M02 COMMON /lCNTRl/ JMT2 
CDrJlMON IICNTRlf tlNP COMMON /ICNTRLI tl04 COPIIMON IICNTRl/ tlOB COMMON IICNTRll JSP COMMON IICNTRLI KUALB COMMON IrCNTRLI KlIGW COMMON flCNTRll KlISST COMMON IICNTRll KS COMMON IICNTRll KU COMMON IICNTRll lOGBR COMMON IICNTRl/ MATIN COMMON frCNTRll MATSNX COMMON IrCNTRll MATSUN COMMoN /ICNTRll MlF (12. COMr",ON IICNTRll MROD COMMON IICNTRL/ NKRSH COMMON IrCNTRl! fJlSM COMMON ItCNTRlf NB COMMON ItCNTRlf NO COMMON /rCNTRll NOAlT COMr.,-oN IICNTRll NoAY COMMON frCNTRl/ NDOUT COMMON IICNTRll NDPHV CQrJlMON I I eNTRl / NDSHF COMMON fICNTRll NOT 
I ,~l-·~"---' 
____ , .:::~~~',_._ ," __ ~,~ -~~ :::>,.'-.~;~ 
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COUlMON 11eNTRli NHMS 
COMMON IICNTRll NHMSE 
COMMON IICNTRLI NHMSO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NlAV 
COMMON IICNTRLI NLAVMl 
COMMON IICNTRLI NlAYP1 
COMMON IICNTRLI NSOAY 
COMMON IICNTRll NSEQ 
COMMON IICNTRLI ICSP53 
COMMON IICNTRll NSTEP 
COMMON IICNTRLI I8lKSIZ 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NVMD 
COMMON IICNTRll NVMDE 
COMMON IICNTRLI NVMDO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NZINIT 
COMMON IICNTRLI NMlEV 
COMMON IICNTRLI NDHOG 
COMMON IICNTRLI lOS (30) 
COMMON IICNTRLI IQU (10) 
C 
EQUIVALENCE (ITMIN ,IQS( 1)) 
EQUIVALENCE { I nJiA x ,IQSt 2)1 
EQUIVALENCE ( IPREACC .IQS( 3) ) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IPRECON ,IQS( 4) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IHFlUX ,IQS( 51) 
EQUIVALENCE (IEFLUX ,IQS( S) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IOS( 7)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IRAOSWG ,IQS( S)} 
EOUIVAlENCE (IRADLYlG ,IQS( 9}) 
EQUIVALENCE (IIeLaUD ,105(10)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IUFLux . IQS( 11) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IVFlUX ,105(12') 
C 
EQUIVALENCE ( IOMEGA ,IQUe 1)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IDIA8AT .IQU( 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IRAOS\'l ,IOU( 3)) 
eOUIVALENCE (I RADL\'I .IOUI 4) ) 
C 
EQUIVALENCE (tCO, ICI 11) 
INTEGER ICO. IC(200) 
C 
C lOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
C ====~=~==~=====~====~==~======================== 
COMMON IlCNTRll LCO 
COMMON IlCNTRLI OALT 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QBEG 
COMMON IlCNTRLI QDAY 
COMMON ILCNTRll QEND 
COMMON ILCNTRLI OOUT 
COMMON ILCNTRl/ QPHY 
COMMON ILCNTRll QSHF 
COMMON ILeNTRll SN2FLG 
COMMON ILCNTRll QRSW 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QRSH 
COMMON IlCNTRll lQS(30) 
CO"MrJlON ILCNTRll LOU( 10l 
C 
EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN ,LQS( 1) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (lTMAX ,LOSI 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (lPREACC , lQse 3)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON .lQS( 4), 
EQUIVALENCE (LHFlUX ,lQS( 5', 
EQUIVALENCE (LEFlUX .lQSe 6)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LFUSION ,LQS( 7) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (lRAOSWG .LQS( a)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LRADLWG ,LQSt 9) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LIeLOUD .LQS{10)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LUFLUX .lQStll)) 
EOUIVALENCE (lVFLUX ,lQS(12)) 
C 
EQUIVALENCE (lOMEGA ,lQU( 11) 
, ~,-----,--.--.---.. --.-- .-.- ._----~ ---'-~-'-

































VCNTRl 94 00 
veNTRl 95 'TI;o 
veNTRl 96 
veNTRl 97 "OS 
VCNTRl 9B 0-
VCNTRl 99 0:;;;: 
VCNTRl 100 ;oF: 
veNTRl 101 
vcrnRl 102 g~ veNTRl 103 veNTRl 104 
VCNTRl 105 ::>~ 
VCNTAl 106 ern 
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00124 EQUIVALENCE (LRADS\'I .LQU( 311 00125 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOLW 
.LQU( 4" c 
00126 LOGICAL QALT 00127 LOGICA.L OSEG 0012E1 LOGIC~l. QDAV 00129 LOGICAL QENO 00130 lOGICAL QOUT 00131 LOGICAL QPHV 00132 LOGICAL QSHF 00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG 00134 LOGICAL gRSW 00135 LOGICAL gRSH 
c 
00136 LOGICAL LQS 00137 LOGICAL LQU 00138 lOGICAL LTMIN 00139 LOGICAL LTMAX 00140 LOGICAL LPReACC 00141 lOGICAL lPRECON 00142 LOGICAL lHFlUX 00143 LOGICAL LEFLUX 00144 lOGICAL lFUSION 00145 lOGICAL LRADSWG 00146 lOGICAL lRADLWG 00141 lOGICAL LICLOUD 00148 LOGICAL lUFLUX 00149 LOGICAL LVFLUX C 00150 LOGICAL LOMEGA 00151 LOGICAL LOIABAT 00152 lOGICAL LRADSW 00153 LOGICAL LRAOLW 
C 
00154 EQUIVALENCE (LCO~lC{ I» 00155 LOGICAL LCD, LCf200 , C 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAveo ON HISTORY RECORD C ============================================= 00156 COMMON fRCNTRl! RCa 00157 COMMON fRCNTRl! APHEL 00158 COMMON fRCIHRl! BETA 00159 COMMON fRCNTRl! coso 00160 COMMON !RCNTRl! CP 00161 COMMON !RCNTRl! OAVSPV 
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00187 COMMON fReNTRl} SIGE ( 251 veNTAl 209 
..,. 00188 COMMON /RCNTRll SINO veNTRl 210 
00189 COMMON IRONTRl! SOLS veNTRl 211 L 00190 COMMON !RONTRll T510 veNTRl 212 
00191 COMMON IReNTRll PLEVS (25) VCNTRL 213 
00192 COMMON /RcrHRLI HEATW VCNTRL 214 
00193 COMMON /RONTRl! HEATI verHRl 215 
00194 COMMON fRONTRL! EPS VCNTQL 216 
00195 COMMON fRONTRl! EPSFAC VCNTI-tL 217 
00196 COMMON !RONTRll CAL TO,", VCNTRL ~:a 
00197 COMMON /RCNTRl! PZERa VCNTRL 219 
C veNTRl 220 
00198 EQUIVALENCE t ReO. RO ( 1 ) ) Vel'nRl 221 
00199 REAL Reo. Re(2001 veNTRl 222 
C veNTRL 223 
C INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 224 
C ===~==================e VCNTRl 225 00200 COMMON IIDPARMI I.JUMP (.d6) VCNTRl 226 
00201 COMMON ItDPARMI IDSP02 VCNTRl 227 
00202 COMMor>! IIOPARMI INDEX (72) VCNTRL 228 
00203 caMMON IIDPARMI IROD VCNTRL 229 
00204 COMMON /tOPARMI "C (46) VCNTR1. 230 
00205 COMPJlON /lOPARMf dE (. ) VCNTRl 231 
00206 COW.1ON /IOPARMI .lP c 2.2) veNTRl 232 
00207 coMMON /tOPARMI KSTEP veNTRL 233 
00208 COMMON IIDPARM/ MJ (46' veNTRl 234 00 ~. 00209 COMMON /IOPARMI NHMSl VCNTRL 235 00210 COMMON /IOPARMI NVMOl VCNTRL 236 "11~ 
C VCNTRl 237 "</0 ~ C LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 238 10 2 C ======================= VCNTRl 239 00211 CoMMON ILDPARM! FILTER (461 VCNTAl 240 10:;:. 
00212 COMMON ILOPARM/ ITAPE VCNTR1. 241 ::0 C-""~ 
r 
00213 CoMMON ILOPARMI START veNTR1. 242 
C VCNTRL 243 .o"© 00214 lOGICAL FILTER veNTRL 244 C ::-~ 00215 lOGICAL ITAPE VONTRL 245 » C') ~ 00216 LOGICAL START veNTRL 246 r ", C VCNTAL 247 :l ~. I C R[Al MODEL CONSTANTS VeNTRl 248 
~ C ==================== vcrnRl 249 W 00217 COMMON IRDPARMI AOlOP VCNTRL 250 00218 COMMON /ROPARM/ CONt VCNTRl 251 
.' 
00219 coMMON /ROPARM/ CON10T VCNTRL 252 
00220 COMMON IRDPARMI CON' VCNTRl 253 
00221 COMMON /RDPARM! CON20T VCNTRL 254 
00222 COMMOU /ROPARM! CON3 veNTRL 255 
00223 eOMfJlON /RDPARM! CON30T VCNTRL 256 
002:24 COM~JlON /RDPARM! CON4 VCNTRL 257 
00225 COMMON !RDPARMI eON4DT veNTRl 258 
00226 COMMON IRDPARM/ CON5 VCNTRl 259 
00227 COMMON !RDFARM! COSL (4S) VCNTRl 260 
00228 COMMON /ROPARMI eOSLON (72 ) VCNTRL 261 
00229 coMMON IROPARMI CPD2 VCNTRl 262 
00230 COMMON /RDPARMI OXP (46) VCNTRl 263 
00231 COMMON /RDPARMI OXyp (46) VCNTRl 264 
00232 COMMON /ROPARMI CYP (46) veNTAl 265 
00233 CoMMON /RDPARMI FCORlS (46) VCNTRl 266 
00234 coMMON /RDPARMI FlOT veNTRl 267 
II 
00235 COMMON !RDPARMI F20T veNTAl 268 
00236 COMMON /RCPARMI H10T VCNTRL 269 
00237 coMMON !RCPARMI H2DT VCNTRL 270 
;1 
00238 COMMON /ROPARM! PKSTD VCNiRl 271 
00239 COrJlMON !RCPARM/ PKTOP veNTRl 272 
J 
00240 COMMON !RDPARMI RLAT (46) veNTRL 273 
00241 CoMMON !ROPARM! RLATD (46) VCNTRL 274 
00242 coMMON IROPARMI ROCPOT VCNTRL 275 
00243 COMMON IROPARM/ ROCPP1 VCNTRL 276 
00244 COMMON /ROPARMI SGNP (2) VONTRL 277 
j 00245 COMMON IROPARM! SINl C46} veNTRl 278 00246 COMMON /ROPARMI SINLON (72) VCNTRl 279 
I 
:(t) .";:: .. '.:. ~ ______ ~ ___ ., .. __ ... c_"" -c£ . .--..::::::~ ... +.. 
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COMMON tRePARM/ THSTD 
COMrJ!aN /RDPARrII! THST02 
COMMON tROPAR"" VlSAVE (159) 
COMMON IROPARM/ DSIG (9) 
COMMON IRDPARMI SIG (9) 
COMMON /RDPARM/ DSIGINV (9) 









































































( QPROG 1 1. 6, 1 , 1 ) , T5 ( t , 1 ) ) 
{QPROG ( '. 7. 1 , 1 ) ,SHS ( 1 , , ) } (QPROGI1, a,l,1) ,P r 1.1.11' 
(QPROG ( T , " 2,1). U « 1 , 1 , 1 , 1) ) (QPROG( t ,1, 4, f) ,V (1,l,I,t H 
(QPROGll,f.6.l),T (1.1,1,1» 
IQPROGC1,I, 8.".SH 11.t.I.IH 
(QPROG' T ,1,10, " .PHI (t. t ,1 ,I)) 
" .,' 





/OANDQT/ QSDIAG(12 .'5,46) 
IQSOIAG(12 ,15,46} 
IIlSDIAG.IQSOIAGI 
COMMON /QANOQT/ QUOIAGf12.9. 6.461 
POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
COMMON /QPOLESI PP(2.21 
COMMON /QPOL~S/ UP(9.2.2) 
COMMON /QPOLESI VPf9.2.2) 
COMMON /OPOLES/ TP{S,2.2) 
COMMON /QPOLES/ SHP(9,2,2) 
CmJir,1ON /QPOLES/ PHI P (9.2.21 
81T 8ITTEMP(29BOB) 
. -----,--~-.- .'._-- ----- -~,-., 
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COMr.mN PQ(72.9). 5UP(12'. SVP{72. VSMSHCM 
COMMON 01f33121. 02(3312.1, DVt(72). DV2(72) VSMSHCM 
COM~JlON FLO(72.46.12) VSr.lSHCr .. 
COMMON UVF(72.46.1S) VSMSHCM 
COMMON CARD(101. DATAC144l, CATA(144) VSMSHCM 
BIT 81TI(3312', DITl VSMSHCM 
DESCRIPTOR DITl VSMSHCM 
CHARM} TER""8 CARD VSMSHCM 
COMMON IIMtlMI IMM1, IMM2. JMM3. IM~'4. 1MMS. VIM.JM 
$ tMT2. tMT4. V!MIl'" 
S IM' •• :.AV. IrJlNLAV •• JMNLAV2. IMNLAV3. IMNLA,V4. IMNLIIVS. VI",dM 
S IMD~M1. VIMdM 
$ NLAVT2. NLAVT3, NLAVT4, NLAYTS. NLAVTS, Nl.AVT7 VlrJIdM 
C ~. VSLEl'.P 
C SURFACE TO SEA LEVEL PRESSURE EXPONENT FUNCTION VSLEXP 
SLEXPCTS.PHtS) = EXPCPHIS/fRGAS·{TS~.5·BETA*PHIS/GRAV')l VSLEKP 
C VSLEXP 
C VSMSHAP 
C DEBUG VBEGDEB 
10000 CONTINUE VSEGDEB 
C·· .... CVSER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 100 VBEGDEB C···· CYBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGDEB 
CSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSSSS$$$SSSS$SSS$SSSSSS$$SSSSSSSSSS$$SSS$SSSSSSSSSssSSSveEGDES 
SETAG = BETA/GRAV V$MSHI\.P 
BETAG5 :: .S.SETAG VSMSHAP 

























































SEA· LEVEL PRESSURE, SEA LEVEL TEMPERATURE. 




lM :: 2 ~ NLAY ~ 
lMF= 2*NLAY 
M = 1 
00240 d""I,JNP 
IF 'd.NE., .ANO. d.NE.dNP' GO TO 120 
FlO{1.J.1) = (PPCNB,M, • PTOP)·SlEXPITS(1.d',PHIS't.d 
FlO{2,J,I;IMMtJ = FLOtt.d.1) 
FLOt I,J,2) = iSft .J} • BETAG·PHISt I,d' 
FlO(2,J,2;IMM1) :: FlOtl.d,2) 
FLD(1,d,2~NLAY·') = GTft,J) + BETAG·PHIS(I,d) 
FlO(2.d.2+NLAY·l:IMM1' = FLO{I.d.2+NLAY+t) 
DO 105 L=l,NLAV 
FlDlt,d.2+l.) = TP(l,NB,MJ/EXPBVK(PPfNB,M)·SJGCL}·PTOP) 
FLD(2.d,2"L;IMMn = FLDC1.d.2"LI 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 140 
CONTINUE 










5LEXPITS,PHIS) = EXP(PH!S/fRGAS~(TS+.5·BETA·PHIS/GRAV~11 
GIVEN BV NEXT 4 LINES 
....... 
......................................................................... 
CATA( 1 IMI = 
CATA(1 1M) = 
CATA( 11M) = 
PQC1,1 1M) 
TS(I.d:IMI + BETAGS·PHISll,J;JMI 
RGAS"'CATA{ 1; 1M) 
PHISCI.d;IM)/CATACt;IM) 
VEXP(CATA(1;IM);PQ(t.1;tM» 
FLOCI,d.I;IM} = (P{l.NB.d;lM)· PTOP)·PQ{I.1;IMJ 
FLD{t,d.2;IM) = TSC1.d:lM' + BETAG*PHIS(I.d;IM' 
FLD(t.J.2+NLAV+l;tM} = GT(I.J:IMJ + BETAG·PHIS(t.d:IMI 
00 130 L'!:I,NLAY 
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130 CONTINUE 
PQ(f,f;IMNLAY) = 
S VEXPBVKCPQ('.1 ;lMNLAV) ~ It,nNlAV;PQ·( I, 1: UJiNLAVI) 
CALL ZEITBE~'BHSHF T2F ) 
DO 135 L=l.NLAV 




.~.~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• + ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
........ 
U AND V WINO COMPONENTS 
............................................. ~ .......••.... ~ .... 
200 CONTINUE 
IF (..I.NE.' .AND. ..I.NE.JNP} GO TO 220 
DO 210 L=I.NLAY 
lL L'" NLAV 










M = 2 
GO TO 240 
220 caNTI NUE 
CALL ZEITBEGfBHSHF UV2Fl 
DO 230 L=1,NLAV 
UVFCt.J.L;IMJ = Ulf.L.NB ..... ;IMJ 













DO 1180 L=:1 .lM 




DO 1190 L=1.lMF 






C SEA LEVEL PREssunE, SEA LEVEL TEMPERATURE. 
C .*.. AND POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE ..... 
e C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *.***** ••• \ ••••• 
C 
1200 coNTINUE 
M = , 
00 13BO J= 1. JNP 
IF (J.NE. f .AND. J.NE.JNPJ GO TO 1240 
TSURF = FLO(1,J.2J - BETAG·PHIS{t.JI 









































VS'JlSHAP 1 05 
VSMSHAP10G 
vsr.,SHAP 1 07 
VSMSHAP108 
VSMSHAP109 
VsrJlSHAP f f 0 
VSfJlSHAP 1 1 , 
VSMSHAP112 
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c 
C 
pprNB,M) '= F'LDll,u.1)/SlEXPfTSURF,PHISft.J)) - PTOP P( I.N8.J;IM) '= PP(NB,MJ 
DO 1230 L=f.NlAV TP f l,NB .M' =- FLO (1. oJ, 2'l' "EXPi,1VJ( IPPfN8 ,M I ·SICI l' "'"PTOP I Tr I.L,NB,J;IMI '= TP(l •• \lB,M) 1230 CONTINUE 
IF (PHIS(t.J}.EQ.O.' GO TO 1235 GT{I,JJ = FLOft.J.2·NlAV·" - BETAG·PHISft,J) GT(2.J;IMM1) '= GTlt,JI 1235 CONTINUE GO TO 1280 C 
1240 CONTINUE PQtl.1;IMJ '= FlO{f,J,2:IM' - BETAG"PHISII,J:IMJ C C ................................................................... . c C SlEXP(TS.PHIS' =- EXp(PHrS/fRGAS·{TS~.5·8ETA·PHIS/LRAVJJ' C GIVEN 8V NEXT 4 lINES C C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ....... . c 
c 
c 
CATAt· 1M) CATA(1 1M) CATA(t 1M) 
PO'1. 11M' 
PQII.I;IM) • BETAG5.PHIS(l,J;IMI RGAS·CATAlt;IMI 
= PHIS(1,d;IM./CATAfl;IM) VEXPfCATAII:JMI:PQfl.1;IM\) 
P(,.NB.J:JMI FLD/l.J.l;IMI/PQ(l,I;JMI 
00 1130 l=l.NLAV 
- prop 




CALL ZEITEND BITTEMP(I;IM) = PHISfl,J:IM).NE.O. WHEREIBITTEMP(I;IM» S GTll.J:IMJ = FlDC1,J.2"'"NlAV"'"t;IMJ - B£TAQ·PHIS(l.J:IMI CONTINUE 
C •••••••••••• ~.* ••• ~ •• * ........................... ~~ •••• ~ ••••••••••• c c 





CONTINUE IF (J.NE.l .ANO. 00 1320 l=I.NlAV J.NE.JNPJ GO TO' 1340 Ll = l .... NlAY 
- SINlON(1 IMI"'UVFft.J.L 1M) 
SUP{I;IM) = $ 
- SGNP{M)·COSLQNlf IM'·UVFll.J.ll 1M} SVP(l:IMJ $ SGNP(M)·CQSlON{l IMI·UVF(I,J.l 1M) 
- SINlON!, IM)·UVFfl,d,ll 1M) UP(l..N8.M' = Q8SSUMISUPff;II\H)/F'lOAT(!M) VPfl,NB,MI Q8SSUM(SVP(1;IM)'/FLOAT(IMI 
VI t ,l..NS.J:IMI S 
Vlf,l.NB,.J;IMJ S 
",--'.;;c. 
-S7NlON(f IMI·UP(L.NB.MJ "'" SGNP(M' "COSlO'Nf 1 IMl*VP!L.NB.M) = -SGNP{MJ·COSLON( 1 IM)·UPIL.NB,M' 
-STNLONfl IM'·VPfL,NB,MJ 
'"" '~-,--~--=-"-"~-----.~~-...--..---",,,,, ..... = -~"""""""","",,..,~-... ,,~,,, -"---~-,,~.,"-',,, 
VSMSHAP13G VSMSHAPt37' VSMSHAP138 VSMSHAP139 VSMSHAP14Q VSMSHtoP14f VSMSHAPt42 VSMSHAPI43 VSMSHAPt44 VSMSHAP,45 VSM'SHA P 146 VSMSHAP147 VSMSHAP148 VSMSHAP149 VSMSHAP150 VSMSHAP151 VSMSHAP152 VSMSHAP153 VSMSHAPr54 VSMSHAP155 VsrJlSHAP 156 Vsr"SHAP 157 VSMSHAP1S8 VSrJlSHAP 159 VSMSHAPtGO VSMSHAP16t 
VSMSHAPt62 VSMSHAP163 VSMSHAP164 VSMSHAP1BS 
vsr!ISHAP 166 VSMSHAP167 VSMSHAP168 VSMSHAP1G9 VStJISJiAP170 VSMSHAP171 VSr.1SHAP172 
VS~"'SHAP 173 VSMSHAPt74 












"" t;J r- ~:i 
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M I ;: 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 1380 
CONTINUE 
CALL ZEITBEG(BHSHF F2UV) 
CO 1360 L=1_.NLAV 
U(I,L,NB.u:1M) = UVF(I.J~L;lMI 








6000 FORMAT ('05HAPIRO SMOOTHER APPLIED" 
ENO 




















































































































--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGLIST. C=CTRL OF DO, t=DATA INtT, R=READ. S::STORE. \'J~\'IRITE 
ADATE ceNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 3 I. 
ADLDP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 217 
ALBEDO QANOQT REAL ARRAV 256 269 
APHEL ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 157 
ATIME ceNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 4 17 
BETA RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 15B 300 302 
BETAG REAL SIMPLE 302/5 303 311 313 32. 327 370 378 3B3 399 
BETAG5 REAL SIMPLE 303/S 321 3B4 
BITl BIT ARRAY 29. 
BITTEMP BIT ARRAY 290 39B/S 399 
CALTOJ RON TAL REAL SIMPLE 19. 
CARD 1/ CHAR"'S ARRAY 295 298 
CATA 1/ REAL ARRAY 295 321/5 322/5 322 323/5 323 324 384/5 385/5 385 38S 
3B6 3B7 
cc ceNTRl CHAR"'B ARRAY 14 15 




).. 'C.1:'i',1;--~ '"--::. ----·"-~·- ..... -,..·----~~·-~~---~-·-J~~"":-'~~9;:-- ..... .;c" '~~~~"-~'"_~~:~_ _.c-~,~~~ - r.""""" ----~-,-~~-.---._ .... ___ • __ "'" 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.. L .\1 '\J': .. 
INTEGER SIMPLE 20' INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 88 
INTEGER ARRAV 200 









INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 30 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 310 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 331 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER SIMPLE 299 
INTEGER ARRAY 202 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 8' 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 82 
INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 
B9 90 
INTEGER ARRAV 2Bl 2B2 
INTEGER ARRAV 7B 91 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 9' 
INTEGER UNKNOWN B7 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 93 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 86 
INTEGER SIMPLE 203 
LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 89 
INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 








INTEGER ARRAY 20' 
INTEGER ARRAV 205 
CHAR·S SIMPLE 5 'B 
INTEGER SIMPLE 32 
INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
INTEGER SIMPLE 3' 
INTEGER SIMPLE 35 307 
INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
CHAR+S SIMPLE 6 .9 
INTEGER ARRAY 2L'6 
INTEGER SIMPLE 3.9 










32. 32. 322 322 323 323 323 324 324 
325 325 326 326 326 327 327 327 329 
334 334 342 342 342 343 343 343 350 
35' 358 363 372 375 383 383 383 384 
385 385 386 386 386 387 387 387 388 
390 390 395 395 395 398 39S 399 399 
405 405 405 405 405 406 406 406 406 




312 3.4 317 379 "{l~ 0' 2 O~ 
33. 331 33' 392 392 392 392 ::ll r~ 
.o"I:J 
e'" J;>t;;l 
r- ~'" :1~ 
80' 8. 82 83 B4 B5 86 B7 BB 
92 93 9' 
30B 309 309 309 310 310 311 311 311 
313 313 313 314 3 •• 3.6 317 3.7 321 
325 325 326 326 326 327 327 327 329 
339 339 342 3.3 350 350 35 • 35 • 36B 
370 370 37' 37' 372 374 375 377 37B 
379 379 383 3B3 3B' 3B6 3BB 388 390 
39B 399 399 399 '02 402 405 405 '06 
"0 4.7 417 4'B 4.B 

















KLiALB leNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 :I: 
KLIGW ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 40 ~ KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE ., 
KS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 ,... ?.:. I{STEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 
'" KU ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE .3 
L INTEGER SIMPLE 315/0 316 316 316 317 317 328/0 329 329 333/C 33. 
334 33. 340/0 341 342 342 342 343 343 349/0 350 
350 351 351 3SS!C 358 361/e 363 373/C 374 37. 374 
375 375 389/C 390 390 394/C 395 395 395 403/0 404 
.05 406 407 40B 40g 409 .09 •• 0 "0 "0 416 
417 417 418 418 
LO LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 154 155 
LCD LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 .54 '55 
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 9B gg .00 .0. '02 .03 104 '05 106 107 
.08 109 
LDIA8AT LcNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN ,23 '51 
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 2'3 
LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 '43 
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 '44 
tHFLUX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 142 
LICLOUD LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 
LL INTEGER SIMPLE 341/5 343 404/S 405 40S 00 
-\ LM INTEGER SIMPLE 304/5 356 
LMF INTEGER SIMPLE 305/5 361 "TI::tI 
LOGaR lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44 
-LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 150 "tI~ 
\ 
LPftEACC LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 140 0;;;: 
LPRECON LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 0", LQS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY lOB 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 11B 119 ::til"" 120 121 136 
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 109 122 123 124 125 137 .o~ l'RADlW LcNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 '53 C~ LRADLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 '.6 >~ LRADSW lcNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 
t I LRADSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 Y-ffl LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 ~®3 lTMIN lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 ~I LUFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 148 LVFLUX LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 149 M INTEGER SIMPLE 306/5 309 316 316 342 342 342 343 3'3 343 345 367/5 371 372 374 374 375 405 406 407 408 409 fl 409 409 4110 410 '.0 412/5 MATIN reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
,I, MATSNX ICNT~L INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 
MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 208 
MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY .8 
'. i 
MROO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
M5M ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 ; I NB IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 309 316 316 325 329 334 342 342 343 343 350 351 371 372 372 374 374 375 375 38e 390 
395 407 408 .09 40g 409 410 410 410 417 4-18 
NO [eNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
NDAlT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 
NOAV IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
NDHOG IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NOCUT IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
NOPHY ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 57 
NORSW IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 31 
NOSHF rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
NOT ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 59 
NHMS rcNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 
ij NHMSO IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 NHMS1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 !; NHMSE IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 
! NKRSH lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
:1 
NLAV IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 3D, 305 313 314 314 315 327 32a 333 340 ~. 
341 349 35' 373 378 3B9 394 399 403 404 416 
418 
i 
~~ ._-._-.. .,. -,,--.~. 
--\£ :~r ,c.", ··'.C'"'-" _;"~,:;;; _____ , .. ~,:"C=""",M.,....,.. :~ ', .... .S-~~~.,. , . 
,,_t--!:-t :-;.:", ~-;c· ~""''''.'_' .. -; .. ':"::" , --=":.-~"'-
'" 








































PZERO QALT QANDQT QeEG 
QDAV 

















ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL lNTEGER SIMPLE 
1M"'''' INTEGER SIMPLE IM",M INTEGER SIMPLE 
IM,JM INTEGER SIMP.LE 
:f-M,JM INTEGER SIMPLE 
IMtlM INTEGER SIMPLE 
IMJM INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 
JDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 
RONTRl REAL SIMPLE QANDQT REAL ARRAY 
QANDQT REAL ARRAY 
QPOLES REAL ARRAV QANDQT REAL ARRAY 
RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
RDPARII!! REAL SIMPLE 
RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 
ReNTRl REAL ARRAV 
QPOLES REAL ARRAY 
/I REAL ARRAY 
RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 
RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 
RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 
RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 
RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 
LONTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
REAL UNKNOWN 
lONTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LONTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LeNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LeNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 
LONTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
REAL UNKNOWN QANDQT REAL ARRAY 
LONTRL LOGICAL SIMPlE 
LeNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE QANDQT REAL ARRAY 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE QANOQT REAL ARRAY 
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
ReNTRL REAL ARRAY 
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
REAL UNKNOWN 
REAL UNKNOWN 
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL ARRAY 
ROPARM REAL ARRAY 
RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
,'_.--
________ >i:. ________ ~ ___ ..... _~ __ ~*~ ~ 64 0-. ~1_~, 
65 
299 
299 00 299 
-n:;o 299 
-299 "'OG) 
299 0-75 0 2 66 ::o~ 67 
69 
@'i 71 73 
210 ):of!) :':' 
72 rl'1 
74 
=!m 172 261 274 32S 329 372/5 388/5 390 
266 279 
289 
2S4 267 300 300 300 309 311 313 321 323 326 








284 309 316 371/5 372 374 
291 324/5 324 32S 329/S 331/5 331 331 334 383/5 384 




180 309 316 325 329 371 374 388 390 
197 
98 126 






284 285 286 287 288 289 
2S3 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 2';4 275 276 








156 198 199 
lS6 lS7 lS8 1S9 160 161 162 163 164 16S 166 
167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 
178 179 180 181 182 183 184 18S lE6 187 188 
189 190 191 192 193 194 19S 196 197 
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 22S 226 227 
228 229 230 231 232 233 234 23S 236 237 238 
239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 
2S0 251 252 
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ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL ARRAY QANDQT REAL ARRAY 
QPOLES REAL ARRAY QANDQT REAL ARRAY 
RDPARM REAt. ARRAY 
ReNTRl REAL ARRAV 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
RDPARM REAL ARRAY 
RDPARM" REAL ARRAV SUBROUTINE 
QANDQT REAL ARRAV 
LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
LOPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 
Ii REAL ARRAV 
1/ REAL ARRAV QANDQT REAL ARRAY 
RDPAR'" REAL SIMPLE 
RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 
QPOlES REAL ARRAV QANDQT REAL ARRAV 


































U QANDQT REAL ARRAV 262 
UP QPOLES REAL ARRAV 285 
UVF 1/ REAL ARRAV 294 418 
V QANDQT REAL ARRAV 263 
VER CCNTRL Cf4AR*S SIMPLE 10 
VP QPOLt:.S REAL ARRAV 286 
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAV 249 
XLABEL CCNTRL CHAR·S ARRAV 11 
PROCEDURE MAP 
--NAME-------TVPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCE5 
EX? REAL INTRINSIC 300 
EKP8VK REAL FuNCTION 316 374 
FLOAT REAL INTRINSIC 407 40B 
Q8SSUM REAL INTRINSIC 407 408 
SHAP SUBROUTINE 358 363 
SLEXP REAL STAT FUNC 300/S 309 
VEXP REAL INTRINSIC 32. 387 
VExpeV~t REAL FUNCTION 331 392 
ZEITBEG SUBROUTINE 332 348 
ZEITENO SUBROUTINE 336 353 
.-------..
 --.... -.~--,--
....... -'- . 







































405 406 409 410 
374 390 
405 406 409 410 
375/S 395/5 
375 
300 309 311 321 
409/S 417/5 
407;5 409 4'0 
350/5 351/5 363 405 
410/5 d1S!S 
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SUBROUTINE SOLARI (~.KLAT' 
















... ~. ....... 








NUMBER OF SIGMA lAVERS 
SOLAR DAY OF THE VEAR 
LATITUDE IN DEGREeS 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVEO ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================== 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ ceo 
COMMON /ceNTRl/ AOATE 
COMMON /CCNTRLI ATIME 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ JIC 
COMMON ICCNTRl/ JOB 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CCSP06 
COMMON /CCNTRll CCSPO? 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ ccspoe 
coMMON ICCNTRll VER 
coMMON IccrHRll XlASEl (10) 
COMMON ICCNTRLI CQS (30) 



























C INTEGER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY AECORD 
C ======= •••• = ••••• = ••••••••••• =.= ••••••••• = ••• === 
COMMON IIeNTAll leo 
COMMON fleNTRll 1M 
COMMON /IeNTRLI IM02 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2P1 
COMMON fIONTRll NORSW 
COMMON /ICNTRLI JrJI 
COMMON /lCNTRl { JMD2 
COMMON IrCNTRll ~MT2 
COMMON nONTRl I uNP 
COMMON nCNTRll J04 
CmNJlON IICNTRLI JOS 
COMMON IICNTRll JSP 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ KLIAlB 
COMMON IICNTRll KlIGW 
COMMON IICNTRl/ KlISST 
COMMON IICNTRL/ KS 
COMMON /IeNTRl/ KU 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ LOGSR 
COMMON {ICNTRl{ MATIN 
COMMON IICNTRll MATSNX 
COMMON /IeNTRll MATSUN 
COMMON /IeNTRL/ MLF (12) 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ MROD 
COMMON /ICNTRt./ NKRSH 
COM~JlON /ICNTRL/ MSM 






VSOLAR 1 7 
VSOLARI a 
vsa:.AR 1 9 
VSO(.ARI 10 
V5DLAR 1 11 
VSOLAR 1 12 
VSOLARI 13 
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00053 COMMON /ICNTRl/ NO VCNTRL GO 00054 COMMON nONTRtl NDAl T VCNTRL G1 
'" 
Ie. 
00055 COMMON /!CNTRL/ NDAV \fCNTRL G2 00056 COMMON /ICNTRLI NDOUT VCNTrtL 63 00057 cor"MDN I I eNTRl I NDPHY VCNTRL 64 00058 COr.'MON I reNTRl! NCSHF VCNTRL 65 00059 COMMON ItCNTRLI NOT VCNTRL 66 00050 COMMON nONTRLI NHMS VCNTRL 67 00061 COMMON /IONTRLI NHMSE VCNTRL 68 00062 CorMJlON IICNTRLI NHMSO vCNTRL 69 00063 COMMON /lONTRLI NLAV vCNT~L 70 00064 COMMON nONTRl/ NLAVMl VCNTRL 11 00065 COMMON IICNTRl! NLAYP1 VCNTRL 72 00066 COMMON /ICNTRll NSOAV 
veNTRl 73 00067 COMMON frCNTRl! NSEQ VCNTRL 74 aOOS8 COMMON IICNTRLI lCSP53 VCNTRL 75 00069 COMMON nONTRL! NSTEP VCNTRL 16 00070 COMMON IICNTRl! IBLKSIZ VCNTAL 77 00071 COMMON IICNTRL! NVMD VCNTAL 78 00072 COMMON nCNTAL! NVMOE VCNTRL 79 00073 COMMON !rONTRl! NYMOO VCNTRL 80 00074 COMMON !JCNTRL! NzrNIT vCNTRl 81 00015 COMMON !rCNTRl! NMLEV vCr-JTRL 82 00076 COMMON IICNTRLI NDHOG V(,,;NTRL 83 00077 COMMON IICNTRLI lOS (30) VCNTRL 84 00078 COMMON IICNTRLI IOU no) 
vcNTRL 85 It C \.'CNTRL 86 00079 EQUIVALENCE (ITMIN .lost II' VCNTRL B1 00080 EQUIVALENCE (ITMA)! ,IQSI 2' , VCNTRL 88 ~ 00081 EQUIVALENCE {lPREACC ,IQS( 3" VefHRL 89 00082 EQUIVALENCE ( I PRECON ,loSt 4)) vcNTRL 90 00083 EOUIVALENCE (IHFLUX ,IQS{ 51) VCNTRL 91 . 00084 EQUIVALENCE (IEFLUJ( ,IOS( 6)) VCNTRL 92 ~ 00085 EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,lOse 7)) VCNTRL 93 00 00086 EQUIVALENCE ( I RADSWG • IoSC 8)) VCNTRL 94 
">1::0 00087 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOLWG ,IOS,( 9" VCNTRL 95 
-
00088 EOUIVALENCE "( 1 ICLOUO ,IQ5(10) VCNTRL 96 
"DG) ~! 000B9 EQUIVALENCE (IUFLUX ,IQS{ 1 f}) VCNTRl 97 0-00090 EOUIVALENCE ( IVFLUX ,IQsr 12) ) VCNTRl 98 O~ C VCNTRL 99 
::0.-
00091 EQUIVALENCE r IOMEGA ,IOUf I)' VCNTRl 100 ~ 00092 EQUIVALENCE (IDIABAT , IOU ( 2' , VCNTRL 101 .g.~ 
00093 EQUtVALENCE (I RADSW ,IQU( 3)) VCNTRl 
'''2 
, 00094 EQUIVALENCE (IRADLW ,IOU( 4)) VCNTRl 103 C 
VCNTRL 104 l:>Q 0009S EQUIVALENCE (ICO,IC(I') VCNTRL 105 em 00096 INTEGER ICO. IC(200) VCNTRl 106 :c!~ C VCNTRL 107 C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED oN HISTORY RECORD VCNTRL 108 C ================================================ VCNTRL 109 00097 COMMON ILCNTRL! LCD VCNTRL 110 00098 COMMON ILCNTRL! QALi VCNTRL 111 .q 00099 COMr"oN ILeNTRLI QBEG VCNTRl 112 00100 COMMON ILCNTRLI QDAY VCNTRL 113 00101 cOMMON ILCNTRll OEND VcNTRL 114 00102 COMMON !LeNTRLI QOUT VCNTRL 115 00103 COMMoN ILCNTRll QPHV 
vCNTRL 116 00104 COMMON l1-eNTRll Q5HF VCNTRL 111 00105 COMMON ILCNTRl! SN2FLG VCNTRl liB 00106 CoMMON !lCNTRLI QRSW VCNTRL 119 00107 COMMON ILCNTRl! DRSH VCNTRL 120 00108 COMMON !LCNTRLI LQ5(30) VCNTRL 121 
,II 00109 COMMON ILCNTRLI LOUll0} VCNTRl 122 e VCNTRL 123 00110 EQUIVALENCE (lTMIN ,LQSt I)' VCNTRL 124 !: 00111 EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX ,Lost 2" VCNTRL 125 00112 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC ,LOS( 3)) VCNTRL 126 00113 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON .LQSt 4) , VCNTRL 121 00114 EQUIVAl.ENCE (LHFLUX .LQS( 5" VCNTRL 128 00115 EQUIVALENCE (LEFLUX .LOS( 6)) VCNTRl 129 00116 EQUIVALENCE {lFUSION ,LQS( 7" VCNTRL 130 
"'" .,(!) . "~ . --.-~ . --.---".-.... ~.-~ .. ----.\!.,-:.. 
. -, .... ~.;., .. 
. . ~~.-"-!':{-.'-.... :; 7:..~-.c:---......-- . -----r.----.--~---- ......... , : ... ' .::...'---2.:~~~ .. ~.~::.:~o_' -.C.~...;""._ .. _._~~~..:. ___ ~ ___ ,_~-"'c_~~_-.=~_._~_~~_~_:~_ -~~ 
, , .~"'!'e ~,: \' . - \ \ '\ \ ' • !,' ,~ - .~ 
- - .----.--.-.-'-.-'--.--~~-,---- \ 
I ~ 
DOlt 7 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOSWG ,LQS( B) } veNTRL 131 
oat 1a EQUIVALENCE {LRAOLWG ,LQS{ 9)1 VCNTRL 132 
00119 EQUIVALENCE (LICLOUD ,LQS{ 10)) veNTRl 133 
00120 EQUIVALENCE (LUFLUX .LQS(ll), VCNTRL 134 
00121 EQUIVALENCE (LVFLU,X ,LQS(12)' veNTRL 135 
C VCNTRL 136 
00122 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA ,LOU( 1 ) ) veNTRL 137 
0012.3 EQUIVALENCE (LOlA-BAT ,LQU( 2)) veNTRL 138 
00124 EQUIVALENCE (lRADSW ,lOU( 3)) veNTRl 139 
00125 EOUIVALENCE (LRADLW .Lour 4) ) vCNTRL 140 
C veNTRl 141 
00126 LOGICAL QALT veNTRl 142 
00127 LOGICAL Q8EG veNTRl 143 ;-:: 
00128 LOGICAL QOAV VCNTRL 144 
0012.9 LOGICAL QEND veNTRl 145 
00130 LOGICAL QOUT veNTRl 146 
00131 LOGICAL QPHV veNTRl 147 
00132 LOGICAL QSHF veNTRl 148 
00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG veNTRl 149 
00134 LOGICAL QRSW VCNTRL 150 
00135 LOGICAL QRSH VCNTRL 151 
C VCNTRL 152 
00136 LOGICAL LQS VCNTRL 153 
00137 LOGtCAl LQU VCNTRl 154 
00138 LOGICAL LTMIN VCNTRL 155 
00139 LOGICAL LTMA)( VCNTRl 156 
00140 LOGICAL lPREACC VCNTRL 157 
00141 LOGICAL LPRECON VCNTRl 158 
00142 lOGICAL lHFLUX VCNTRL 159 
00143 LOGICAL lEFlUX VCtHRL 160 
00144 LOGICAL lFUSION vcrHRL 161 
00145 lOGICAL lRADSWG VCNTRl 162 00 00146 LOGICAL lRADlWG VCNTRl 163 
.... :;0 00147 lOGICAL lIClOUO VCNTRl 164 
00148 lOGICAL lUFlUX vcrnRL 165 "tI~ 
J 00149 LOGICAL lVFLUX veNTRL 166 02 c VCNTRL 167 00150 LOGICAL LOMEGA VCNTRL 168 gf! ~ 00f51 LOGICAL LDIABAT VCNTRl 169 00152 lOGICAL LRADSW veNTRl 170 ~~ 00153 LOGICAL LRADlW veNTRl 171 c veNTRl 172 00154 EQUIVALENCE (lCO,lO( 1)) VCNTRl 173 ~ 00155 lOGICAL lCo, lC(200) VCNTRl 17. y:rn c VCNTRL 175 ~m c REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRL 176 ~ C ============================================= VCNTRl 177 00156 COMMON IRCNTRll Reo VCNTRL 178 00157 OQtJlMON !RCNTRl! APHEl VCN'TRl 179 I 00158 COMMON !RCNTRl! BETA veNTRL 180 
t 00159 COMMON !ReNTRL! coso VCf.JTRl 181 00160 COMMON !RCNTRl! CP VCNTRl. 182 
00161 COMMON !ReNTRL! DAVSPV veNTRL 183 
00tG2 COMMON !RONTRl! DEC VCNTRL 184 
00163 COMMON !RONTRl! DEOMAX VCNTRl 185 
00164 COMMON !RCNTRLI DIST VCNTRl 186 
00165 COMMON !RCNTRl! OLAT VCNTRl 187 
00166 COMMON I"RCNTRl/ DlON VCNTRL 188 
00167 CDrJlMON !RCNTRl! DT VCNTRl lS9 00168 COMMON !RONTRl! ECCN VCNTRl 190 00169 COMMON !RONTRL! GNU1 VCNTRl 191 
00170 COMMON !RCNTRL/ GNU2 VCNTRL 192 
00t71 COMMON !RCNTRL/ GRAV veNTRl 193 
00172 COMMON !ReNTRl! OMEGA2 VCNTRl 194 
00173 COM~JlON !RONTRL! PI VCNTRl 195 
00174 COMMON !RCNTRl! PI180 VCNTRl 196 00175 COMMON !RCNTRl! PI2 VCNTRl 197 
00176 COM~~ON !ReNTRl/ PSTD vCrllTRl 198 
00177 COMMON !RCNTRl! PtMEAN VCNTRL 199 
00178 COMMON !RCNTRL! PSMAX vcrnRL 2")0 
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COMMON !RCNTRl! PTOP 
COMMON !RCNTRl! RAOE 
COMMON /RCNTRl! RGAS 
COMMON /ReNTRll ROCP 
COMMON !RCNTRl! RSDIsr 
COMMON !RONTAl! SDAV 
COMMON !RCNTAL! SEASON 
COMrJlON !RCNTRL! SlGE (25) 
COMMON IRONTRl! SINO 
COMMOf.l IRONTRll SOLS 
COMMON IRCNTRll TSTO 
COMMON IneNTRl! PLEVS (251 
COMMON !ReNTRl! HEATW 
COMMON !RONTAl! HEATI 
COMMON fROtHRLI EPS 
COMMON IRONTRl! EPSFAC 
COMMON IRCNTRl! CALTOoJ 
COMMON IRCNTRl! PZERO 
EQUIVALENCE (RCO, RCC 1) 1 
REAL ACO, RC{2001 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
======================= COMMON !lOPARM! IdUMP 1461 
COMMON -,IoPARM! IOSP02 
COMMON !IOPAAM! INDEX (72) 
COMMON !IOPARM! IROo 
COMMON IIOPARM! dC {46. 
COMMON IIOp·ARM! dE (2 ) 
COMMON IIOPARMI dP (2.2) 
COMMON ! IOPARfJII KSTEP 
COMMON !IOPARM! MoJ (45) 
COMMON !IDPARM! NHMSI 
COMMON !IDPARM/ NYMo1 
LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
======================= COMMON IlDPARMI FILTER f46) 
COMMON ILOPARMI ITAPE 




REAL MODEL CONSTANTS 
==================== COMMON !RoPARM! Aolop 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON1 
COMMO~ !RDPARM/ CON10T 
COMMON !RoPARM/ CON2 
COMMON !RoPARMI CON20r 
COMMON !RoPARM! CON3 
COMMON !RDPARMI CON3OT 
COMMON !ROPARMI CON4 
COMMON IRDPARMI CON40T 
COMMON !RDPARM! CON5 
COMMON !ROPARM! COSL (46) 
CSMMON IROPARM! cosLON (721 
COMMON !ROPARM/ CP02 
COlllMON !ROPARMI OXP (461 
COMMON !RoPARM! OXVP {461 
COMMON !RDPARM/ OYP (461 
COMMON !ROPARM! FCORlS (46) 
COMMON IROPARM/ Fl0T 
COMMON /ROPARii11 F20T 
COMMON IROPARM! Hl0T 
COMMON IRDPARM! H20T 
COMMON IRDPARMI PKSTD 
COMMON !RoPARMI PKTOP 
-, - .. ,~--,">,.,.~.= .... --------_. ,-.--."...-~~~--.-.-.-.-~~-
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00240 COMMON IRDPARMI RLAT (46) 
00241 COMMON IRDpARMI RLATD 146) 
00242 COMMON IRDPARMI ROOPOT 
00243 COMMON IRDPARMI ROCPP1 
00244 COMMON /RDPARMI SGNP 121 
00245 COMMON /ROPARM/ SINL (4S) 
00246 COMMON IROPI\RM/ SINLON f 721 
00247 COMMON IROPARfJll THSTD 
00248 COMMON IRDPARMI THST02 
00249 COMMON IROPARMI WSAVE (159. 
00250 COMMON /ROPAR",! DSIG 191 
00251 COMMON IRDPARM! SIG 191 
OO,l:i2 COMMON /RDPARMI CSIGINV 191 
C 
C 
C PHYSICS pARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS 
00253 COMMON ICNTRlP/ COFR 
002.54 COMMON ICNTRl?1 COKl 
00255 COMMON leNTRlP! COXO 
00256 COMMON !CNTRlP,' ClH 
00257 COMMON ICNTRlPI COE 191 
00258 COMMON /CNTRlP/ COEF 
00259 COMMON /CNTRlP/ COEF'S 
00260 COMMON /CNTRlP/ COSReT 
00261 COMMON /CNrRlP/ CPP 
00262 ceru.nON /CNTRLP/ CTIO 
00263 COMMON !CNTRlP! CUMDAV 
00264 COMMON /eNTRlPI CUMRAT 
00265 COMMON !CNTRlP! Cl0 
00266 corJlMON /CNTRlP/ ClO~ 
00267 COMMOr.r ICNTRlP/ C40 
00268 COMr.mN /CNTRlP I DELTA 
00269 COMMON /eNTRlPI OTC3 
00270 COMMON !eNTRlP! DTOUT 
I 
00271 COMMON !CNTRlP/ ED 
00272 COl'M.nON /CNTRlP/ EDNfJl 
0027:3 COMf.nON /CNTRlP / FCOEF 
\ 00274 COMMON /CNTRlPI FMU 00275 COMMON leNTRlPI FWET 
I 00276 COMMON /CNTRLPl GAMFAC 00277 COMMON /CNTRLP/ GTOPO 
'" 00278 COMMON !CNTRLPI HICE 
00279 COMMON /CNTRLPI NOTC3 
00280 COMMON /-CNTRLP! NFlW 
r 0028' COMMON /CNTALP/ PIM 00282 COMMON /CtHRlP I QHOG 00283 COMMON ICNTAlP/ SHLTOP 
~ 00284 COMMON ICNTRLP! SINROT 00285 COMr.nON /CNTRlP I SNOWN 00286 COMMON ICNTRlP! SNOWS 00287 COMMON ICNTRlP/ STBO 
~ 00288 COMMON /CNTRLPI STERPl 00289 COMMON /CNTRLPI STERP2 
.1 00290 COMMON ICNTRlP/ TICE 00291 COMMON /CNTRLPI TLTap 
i 00292 
cOMr,1ON ICNTRLP I XOAV 
00293 COMMON /CNTRLPI ZLNCO 
" I 00294 lOGICAL QHOG 
,! C C 
C RADIATION AND SOURCE TERM FIELDS 
00295 COMMON IRADCOM! AS(72,9). RE{72.10. 
00296 COMMON IRADCOM! Pl (72.9) • PLE (72,10) 
00297 COMMON !RADCOM/ PlKt72.91, PlKE(fO) 
00298 COMMON /RADCOM/ TLC72.9). TLE(72,tO) 
00299 COMMON IRADCOMI Ti'721 .THC72.91 00300 COMMON !RADCOMI 5 l(72,9), SHlE(72,10) 
00301 COMMON IRADCmM S G(72J, CLOUO(72.12) 
00302 COMMON IRADCOM/ S SAT(72.9', GAM(72.9) 
00303 COMMON /RADeOM/ R (72,9' 
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-- -----,- -,~~-.......-..,~,-, ............ -----, --:,---"-,--, "=:::c:.._" .C", 
COMMON /RAOCOM/ HHr72.9). HHE(72.10) VRADCOM 14 COMMON !RADCOM! HHSf72,91 VRJ\DCor .. 15 caMMON IRADeOMI CVTC72,91. CVQ(72,9} VRAOCOM 16 COMMON fRADCOMI CXOE (9) VRAocor .. ,7 COMMON !RADeOM! SWALE(72, 101. SWrl(72.91 VAADCOM 18 COMMON fRADCOM! AL (72. '0' VRI\DCOM 19 COMMON !RADeOMI TAUl(72.1Ql, OZALEf72,IOI VRADCOM 20 COMMON /RAoeOMI TOPABSf12) VR .... OCOM 21 COMMON IRAOCOMI RN(9). TNf9), SRSf91, STN(91 VRADCOM 22 COMMON /RADeOMI ICOND(SI. TPENE(S) VRADCDM 23 caMMON /RADeOMI TLOWL.TMIOL. NLAVOZ VRADCO"., 24 COMMON /RADeOMI FK(S). XK(SJ. NFK VRAOCOM 25 COMMON IRADCOMI OL,JAN( IS). OLAPR( 19), DLJUl( 19}. OLOCTI '9) VRADCOM 26 COMMON /RAOCOMI OCM22 (23). OCM30 (23). oeM38 (23). OCM46 I 23 ) VRADCOM 27 COMr"ON IRADCOM/ PROCM(23J. OCMKX{231. NOZ. TOTOZ(4). COATEfS) VRADCOM 28 COMMON IRADCDM/ CZH{72,. WETC72J. EVAP. PREP(72), Wlf72' VRADCOM 29 COMMON IRAoCOM! COSZ f 72). SO. nAQTt:lM( 72 I. CXL VRADCOM 30 COMMON /RADCOMI SGf72'. SP(72) VRI'oOCOM 3' COMMON IRADCOMI RSURF(72J. RCLOUD(721. JALE VRADCOM 32 COMMON IRAOCOMI LAND(72J. OCEAN(72). ICE(72) VRADCOM 33 COMMON /RAOCOMI SNOW(72J. MIXWI(72), FROST(721 V'MOCOM34 LOGICAL LAND. OCEAN, ICE, SNOW, MIXWI. FROST VRAOCOM 35 C 
VRAOCOM 36 C 
VOSOLAR 2 C DVNAMIC SPACE VARIA8LES FOR SOLAR' SUBROUTINE VOSOLAR 3 COMr~ON /DSOLAR/ RMEAN{72) VDSOLAR 4 COMMON 10SCLARI TOTABSf72. VDSOLAR 5 COMMON IOSOlAR/ COSMAG(72J VOSOlAR 6 COMMON IOSOlARI SCOSZ(72J VOSOLAR 7 COMMON IOSOLARI FSCAT(72) VDSDLAR a COMMON IOSOlARI RCLEAR{721 VDSOLAR 9 COMMON /OSDLAR/ TEMP1(12,9) vDSDLAR 10 COMMON IOSOLAR/ FCLOUO(72J vOSOLAR 11 CCMMON IOSOLARI FCLEAR(72} VOSOLAR 12 COMMON IOSOLARI W(72) VDSOLAR 13 COMMON IOSOLARI AClEAR(721 VOSOLAR 14 COMMON IOSOLARI ACLOUO(72) VOSOLAR IS COMMON IOSOLARI WW(72) VOSOLAR 16 COMMON /OSOtAR/ NTOPT(72) VOSOLAR 17 COMMm-l IOSOLAR/ NTOPF (72' VOSOLAR 18 COMMON IOSOLARI NTOP(721 VDSDLAR 19 COMMON /OSOLARI OARK(72) VOSOlAR 20 COMMON IDSOLARI CLEAR{721 VOSOlAR 21 COMMON /OSQlAR/ ClOUOV(72) vOSOlAR 22 COMMON /OSQLARI FCLD(72' VDSOLAR 23 COMMON IDSOlARI TEMP(72) VCSOLAR 24 COMMON IOSOtARI RF(72) VOSOLAR 25 LOGICAL DARK, CLEAR, CLOUDY, FCLD VDSOLAR 26 C VOSOLAR 27 C • • 
VBSOlAR 2 C 81T VARIABLES FOR SOLAR 1 SUBROUTINE v8S0LAR 3 81T LIGHT(72}. SUNNV(72). HAZV!72'. 81T72(721 V8SQLAR 4 8rT SCUD(72) VeSOLAR 5 C 
VeSOLAR 6 C 
VSOLARf 20 AWATER(X) :: 2.S-X/( It. ... f41.5,·X)··.635 ... 5.92S.X} VSOLARI 21 hQZONE(X} .0211BO·~/(f.0 ~ X*(0.042 ~ x-O.OQ0323» VSOlARf 22 S + t.09173·X/{1.0 ~ X·'38.57'··0.aos VSOtAR1 23 $ ~ 0.065S0·X/(1.00 ... (103.S3*X'··3) VSOLAR1 24 C 
VSOLARl 25 C DEBUG 
VBEGDEB 2 10000 CONTINUE VBEGDEB 3 C.··· CV8ER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT IOQ VBEGDEB 4 C···· CY8ER VECTOR VER~ION 00 VBEGDEB 5 C$$SSSS$$S$SSSSS$SSSS$S$$SSSSSS$SSSS$SS$SSSSSSSSSSSSSS$$$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSV8EGDEB 6 C 
VSOLAR 1 27 C 
VSOLARl 28 NLAVPf NLAV"" VSOLAR, 29 NLAYP2 :: NLAV+2 VSOLARt 30 NLAVP3 NLAV+3 VSOLARt 3t C 
V$OLAR, 32 
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••••••••••••• r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.. 
..... 
......... NIGHT TIME SOL.AR RADIATION . ...... 
......................................... , .............. ... 
W(1:IM) = 1.0 
WW(1;IM) = 0.0 
SG(1:IM) = 0.0 
AS(1,1:IMNLAY) = 0.0 
TEMP1(1.1:IMNLAV) = 0.0 
........................................................ 
..... 






COMPUTE COSINE OF SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE 
DARK: 
LIGHT: 
lOGICAL ARRAV WHiCH IS .TRUE. 
FoR GRID-POINTS WHICH 00 NOT 
RECIEVE ANY SOL~R RADIATION. 
BIT ARRAV WHICH IS 1 
FOR GRID-POINTS WHICH DO 











TEMP', 1M} = 
TEMP', 1M} 
COSZf1 1M} 
NDARK = 0 





SINRor"SINLONf1;lMl - COSROT*COSLONf1:IM) 
coso· TEMPfl;JMJ 
SlNlO ... COSl{Jl"TEMP(I;IM) 
COSZ (I) . l T. 0.0 I 
NOARK = NOARK ... 
IFf NOARK.EQ.IM } RETURN 
CAll lOGTOB (OARK,LIGHT.IM,-1) 
............................................................................ 
........ 
PARTITION OF INCIDENT FLUX SUBJECT TO SCATTERING 
.. ....... 
..... 
..................................................................... * ........... . 
GSTAR = SHlTOP/fSQRTfTlTOP}·GTOPO} 
WHERE( L GHT( ;IM) 
RMEAN!l 1M) 0.0 
TOTABS{1 1M) 0.0 
TEMP{) 1M' 1224.0.COSZf1;IM)·COSZft.n.U'" 1.0 
TEMPt I IMI VSQRT( TEMP(I;lM);TEMP(1;lM' 
COSMAG(l 1M) 35.0/TEMPf1;IM} 
SCOSZ(1 1M} 50* COSZ(1;lM) 
FSCAT(1 1M) O.647·SCOSZ(1:tM) 




SCALED WATER VAPOR CONTENT ABOVE EACH lAVER EDGE 
..... 
..... 




lM1 = NLAV 
= PlE(t.1;tMl·PlE(1.1;JMJ 
TEMP1(1.NlAY;tM)·GSTAR 
















































































c:~ l>' , .. ,. 



































































DO 120 L=l,NLAV 
LPt = LH 
WHERE! LIGHT(l;IM) ) 
TEMP1(l,L;IM) = PLE(1,LP1;IM)·PLE(1.lPI:IM) 
TEMPfl;IM) = VSQRTf TLCt.LiIM);TEMP(I;tMI 
TEMPCI;IM) = 1.0 I ( TEMP(I;IM)·GTOPO ) 
W{I;IMI = (TEMPlfl.L;IM) - TEMP1(t,LM1;iM}) 
S .. TEMpt 1 ;IM) 
SWIL(I,L:IM) W(I;IM) 
SWALE(l,LPt;IM) = SWALE(f,L:IM) + W(I;IM) 
ENDWHERE 
LMI = L 
120 CONTH~UE 
• SHL ( 1 ,L; 1M I 
VSOLJI.R f 104 
VSOLAR t lOS 
VSOLAR1106 
VSOLAR I to? 












c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ················VSOlARf120 c..... ·····VSOLARI121 c..... CALCULATE CLOUD-TOP LEVEL : NTOPT ·····VSOLARt122 
C FRACTIONAL AREA OF CLOUDY SKY; FCLOUD •• .. ··VSOLARI123 c.···· FRACTIONAL AREA OF CLEAR SKY: FCLEAR ·····VSOLARt124 c..... ·····VSOLAR1125 
c.···· NOTE: IN CURRENT VERSION, IF CLOUDS EXISTS THEV ARE ·····VSOLAR1126 
C.···· ASSUMED TO OCCUpy THE ENTIRE GRID ELEMENT. ·····VSOlAR1127 
C····· T-HUS. FOR A GRID ELEMENT CONTAINING CLOUDS, ••• .. ·VSOlAR112B 
c····· WE HAVE: CLOUDfI,L) t.o ·····VSOLAR1129 
C ~.... FCLOUDfI.l) = 1.0 ·····VSOLAR1130 
C FCLEARfI,L) = 0.0 ~····VSOLARt131 
C..... ·····VSOLAR1t32 
C·.·.· DEFINE LOGICAlS: ·····VSOlARI133 
C.·.... CLEAR: .TRUE. FOR GRID-POINTS cm"TAI'~f,.-NG NO CLOUDS ••• ... VSOLARtf34 
C CLOUDY: .TRUE. FOR GRID-POINTS CONTAINING ANV CLOUDS • ........ VSOLAR1135 
C """." ·····VSOLAR1136 
C DEFINE BITS: • .... ··VSOLARlt37 
C HAZY: FOR GRID-POINTS CONTAINING ANY CLOUDS •• .. ··VSOLAR113B 
C SUNNY: FOR GRID-POINTS CONTAINING NO CLOUDS ·····VSOLAR1139 C...... · .... ··VSOLAR1140 
C ••••• ** .............. * ••••••••• * ••••••• ~ ••••••• ** .......... ················VSOLAR1141 
C VSOLAR 1142 
c 
WHERE( L GHTC ;IM) ) 
FCLOUD(l n1J 0.0 
FCLEAti(1 1M) 1.0 
NTOPT(l 1M) NLAVPl 
NTOPF(f 1M) NLAVPf 
ENDWHERE 
DO t06c~ I=I,IM 
IFf DARK(l) ) GO TO 1060 
DO 140 L=2.NLAV 
x.x. = CLOUDfJ.L) 
IF (XJLLT.o.ot) 
IF (XX.GT.D.99) 
FC = AMAX1(XX,FCLDUDfII) 
FCLOUD(I) = FC 
FCLEARfl1 = 1.0 - FCLOUO(II 
IF fNTOPFfl'.LT.NLAY} 








NTOPT( I} L 
FCLEARfIl = 0.0 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
00 la69 I = 1 , 1M 
CLEAR(Z) = FCLEAR{I) 
CLOUDY'I) = FCLEAR(I) 
CONTINUE 
.GT. 0.99 
.-1- T. 0.01 
CALL LOG Toe ( CLEAR.HAZV ,IM,-IJ 
GO TO 140 
GO TO 130 
GO TO 140 
GO TO 140 














































































































CALL LOGTOe fCLOUDV.5UNNV,IM.-1) 
•• ~.~ •• ~ ••••• ; •••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••• 
DETERMINING FCLOUD 
•••••• + ••••••••• + ••• ~ •• ~ ••••••• ~ •••••••••• + •••••••••••• 
8IT72(I;lMl = FCLOUOll;IMI .LT. 0.01 
WHE~E( LIGHT{I;IMI .AND. HAZV{I;lM) .AND. BIT72(t;IM) 
S FCLOUDll;IM) = 1.00 
~ •• w ••• ~ ••••••• * ••••••••• * •• ~.*+.~· ••••• ~ •• • •• • ••••••• •••.•.•.••.•.•• 
LARGE SCALE CONDENSATION (STRATQFORM) CLOUD PARAMETERS 
.~ .•..•.....•...•••.•..••.•.....•..•••..••.•••......•................ 
00 150 L-=1.NLA 
WHERE' LIGHT" 1M) 
S TAUL( 1,L 1M) 
BIT72{ 1 JM) 
WHERE fLIGHT 111M) 




= CLOUD ( 1 • L : 1M) . GT. O. 99 
.AND. HAZVlt;IM) .AND. 8IT72f1;IM) 
= TCONDIL) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LOW LEVEL CONveCTION CLOUD PARAMETERS 
IFfNAB.EQ.1) CLOUD IS IN LAVER 7 














DO 1090 I=1.IM 
IFf DARKcn .OR. CLEAR{J) ) GO TO t090 
NAB = CLOUDfI,NLAVP1) 
1 F (NAB. LT. I ) 
L = NAB of. 6 
TAUL(I.LI = TLOWL 
CONTINUE 
'" DELTA 
GO TO 1095 





MID LEVEL CONVECTION CLOUD PARAMETERS 
IFINBC.EQ.tJ CLOUD IS IN LAVER 5 






NBC = CLOUD(I.NLAVP2) of. DELTA 
I po (NBC. LT. 1 I GO To 1 tOO 
L = NBC .. 4 
Tt.'JLn,L) = TMIDL 
1 100 CONTI NUE 
C C •••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••• ~. 
c 
C PENETRATING CONVECTION CLOUD PARAMETERS C ••••• 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••• * •••••••••••• 
c 
NAC ~ CLOUD(I,NLAVP31 ~ DELTA 
IF (NAC.LT.t) GOTO 1090 
L = NAC of. 3 
DO 180 N=1.-4 
TAULtI,L) = TPENE(LI 
L = Lof., 
180 CONTINUE 
1090 CONTINUE 













VSOLAR t 1S3 
V::;OLAR 1184 
VSOLAR 1185 
VSOL,II.R 1 18S 
VSOLAR 1187 
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c c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 





WHERE! lIGHTCt;IM) .AND. SUNNVCI:IMI 
TEMP(I;IM) = 1.0 ~ 6.43*COSZ(I;IM) 
TEMP(I;IMI = 0.433 I TEMPC1;IMJ 
RCLEARC1:IMI = TEMPC1:IM) ~ (1.0 - TEMPlt;IM')*.907*RSURFfl:IM) 
S I (1.0 - .093"RSURF{ 1; trJl) 
C .............................................................................................. . 
C ..... .. 
C ABSORPTION BY WATER VAPOR IN CLEAR ATMOSPHERE 










Wfl.1M) = SWALEt1.1:IM)·COSMAG(1;IM) 
ENDWHERE 
TEMP 1(I,NLAY;IM) = VWATER( W{t;IM).IM:TEMP1(I,NLAY;IMI 
WHERE! LIGHT(I;U'1) .AND. SUNNY(l:IM' ) 
TOP.6.BS(l;IM) = TEMPHt.NLAY;IMI 
ENDVJHERE 
LMf = NLAY 
DO 210 L=l.NLAV 
LPI = L401 
WHEREI LIGHT(I;IM) .AN_D. SUNNVfl;IMI ) 
S W(f;IMJ = SWALE(t.Ll"f:lM)·COSMAG{I;IMI 
TEMP1(1.L;IMI = VWATERf Wlt;IMI,IM;TEMPlfl.L;IMI 
WHERE! LIGHT(l;IM, .AND. SUNNV!I;IM) ) 
ALCf,L;IMJ = TEMPfff.L:IM, - TEr.1P1ff.LM1:IM) 
ENOWKERE 
LMI = L 
210 CONTI NUE 
WHERE( LIGHTtl:IM} .AND. SUNNY(1;IMl ) 
TEMPI1;IM) = 1.0 - TEMPt(1,·" .V:1IM 
RF(I;IM) = TEMP(I;IM)*RSLJul·(t:IM) 
AL(I.NLAYPI:1MI = ITEMP(l;IMt • 0.641'·(1.0 - RSURF(I:IMII 
ENDVJHERE 
BIT72(f;IM) = RFlt;IM) .GE. 0.001 
WHEREI LIGHT(I:IM' .AND. SUNNY(I;IMI .AND. BIT72(1;IMJ 
S WW!l;IM) = Wfl;IM'''(1.0 ... I.S6/COSI'MG(I:IMJ} 
LMf = NlAY 
DO 220: l=I,NLAY 
M = NLAVP 1 - L 
WHERE! LIGHTll;IM) .AND. SUNNVll;IM) .AND. BIT72Cl:IM) 
S Wll;IMI = WWII;IMI - t.6S"'SWALEfl.M:IM) 
TEMPf(l.l;IM) ~ VWATERf Wfl:IM),IM;TEMP1ft.L;IM) ) 
WHERE{ LtGHT(I;!M, .AND. SUNNVfl;HIII .AND. BIT72(1:IM) 
$ ALfl,M;IM) = AL(t.M;IMI ... (TEMPf(f.l :IM) 
S TEMPlll.LM1:IM}'*RF'I:IMJ 
LMI = L 
220 CONTINUE 
WHERE{ LIGHT' 1 ;IM} .ANiI 
ACLEAR(1;IM) FCLEAnrt 
SGC1:IMI FCLEAR(t 
S scoszr 1 
RMEAN( 1 :IM) FelEAR! 1 
TOTABS{I:IMI TOTABS!! 
ENDWHERE 
DO 240 L=I.NLAV 
1: 1M) ) 
...,..;USZ( 1; 1M) 
H.H • {FSCAT-II;IM)"CI.0 - RCLEAR~t;HJIII 
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WI-fEREl LIGHTt1;IM) .AND. SUNNV(liIM1 ) 
S AS(t,L;IMI = ACLEAR(l~lMt·AL(l.L:IMI 
240 CONTINUE 
c C ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! •••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••• 
C 
C ABSORPTION BV WATER VAPOR IN CLOUDY ATMOSPHERE ~ •••• 
C ••• *. 












WHERE{ LIGHTC1;J'M) .AND. HAZVll:]M) } 
S NTOP(l;IM) = NTOPT(l;IM) 
BIT7211:UU. = NTOPFf1:IMI .LT. NTOPTfI:IMI 
WHERE{ LIGHTlf;IM) .AND. HAZV(1:IMI .AND. 8IT721':IMI , 
S NTOPfl:IfJl) = NTOPFfl:IMI 
CALI ZEITBEGf8HCLOUDS ) 
CALL CLOUDS fIM,NlAV,l) 
CALL ZEITENO 
WHERE( LlGHT(I:IM) .ANO. HAZY{f;lM) ) 
ACLOUO(f;IMI = FCLOUD":IM)~SC05Z(I;IM) 
5Gll;IMl = 5G(I:1M) ... FCLOUO(I;IM) 
S fFSCAT{I;lM'''(I.O - RCLOUOC1;IMI' 
S SCOSZ(I;HIII'" AL(l,NLAVP1;IM) 
RMEANfl:IM) RMEAN(I:IM' FClOUD(I;IMI~RCLOUD(f;IM) 
TOTAeS{ 1; 1M) TOTABSi l ; IfJU .a. ACLOUO! t; 1M) ·TOPABS( 1; 1M) 
ENOWHERE 
DO 260 L=I,NlAV 
WHERE! llGHTll:IM) .AND. HAZV!1;IM) ) 
5 AS(I,l;IMI = AS(I,l;IM) + ACLOUD(I:IM'''ALll,L;tM, 
260 CONTINUE 
DO 1225 1=1,IM 
IF ( DARI( (I) • OR. CLEAR (I) ) GOTO 1225 
FClD ( I) = FalOUD (I) • GT. 0.99 
1225 CONTINUE 
CALL LOGTOe fFCLD,SCUO,IM,-I) 
WHERE( LIGHT(I:IM) 
NTOP(,; IM} 
FClOUO(I;IMI = 1.0 
ENOWHERE 
00 270 L=I,NLAY 
• AND. HAZV ( 1 ; 1M) 
NTOPTf 1: 1M) 
- FCI..OUOf1:IM) 
.AND. SCUOfl:U'I1 I 
BIT72fl;IM) = ClOUO(1,l:IM) .LT. 0.99 
WHERE{ lIGHTI';IM) .ANO. HAZVfl;IM) 
5 .AND. SCUD( t; 1M) .AND. e1T72( 1: 1M) ) 
$ lAULfl,l:IM) = 0.0 
270 CONTINUE 
CALL ZEITBEG(SHC/"OUDS ) 
CALL CLOUDS (IM,NlAV.21 
CALL ZEITEND 
WHERE! lIGHTfl;IM) .AND. HAZVfl;IMI .AND. SCUDf1;IM) 
ACLOUO(I:IMI FClOUDI1 1M)· SCOSZII;IMI 
5G(I:IM) = SG(1 1M} + FClOUOI1;IM. 
5 ( FSCAT', IM)"(1.0 - RClOUDI';IMI) 
S SCOSZ(. IM)·AL(I.NlAVP1:IM. I 
AMEAN/t;IM) AMEANlt; MI .j,. FCLOUOtl;IM}*ACLOUD(I:IMI 
TOTABSll;IM) = rOTABS!1: MI + AClOUDfl;IM)·TOPAeS{I:IMI 
END!UHERE 
00 280 L=I.NLAV 
WHEREf LIGHTfl:IM) .AND. HAZVll;IM) .AND. SCUOll;IMI ) 
.... -.-. 
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••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••• *.* •• ················VSOLARt38B 
EFFECTIVE CLEAR SKY RAVLEIGH ALBEDO FOR OZONE ABSORPTION 
.. •• .. ·VSOlARI389 
·····VSOLARI390 
• .. • .. ·VSOLARI391 
.................................. 0 ...................................... VSOLARI392 
WHERE( LIGHTlt;IM) .AND .. NOT.HAZV(l;IM) ) 
TEMP(I;IMI 0.2186 I IT.O .. 0.816·COSZ(1;IM») 
RMEhNfl;IM' TEMP(1;IM!" (1.0 - TEMP(I;HJI)I ·0.B55·RSURFfl;IM' 
S I (1.0 - O.144·RSURF";IM) 
ENDIJIHERE 
••••••••••••••• 6 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ROUTINE PROVIDES OZONE eM ABOVE E~CH LAVER EDGE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 •••• 
r~LAV01 = NLAVOZ ~ 1 
CALL ZEITBEG(8HOZONE2 ) 




















...................... *.* •• ***.~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• ····*··~*·······VSOLAR1411 
···VSOLAR1412 




WHERE{ LIGHT{I;IM) ) W{l;IM) 
TEMP1(I,NLAVOZ;IM) = VOZONf 
WHERE( LIGHT(l;I.M) ) 
= OZALEH 1,1; 1M) ·COSMAGC t; 1M! 
W( 1 ;IM, ,IM;TEMPI (l.NLAVOZ; 1M! 
TOTABS(I;IMl TOTABS(I;IM) ~ TEMP1(I,NLAVOZ;IM) 
S SCOSZC1:IM) .... SGll;IMI 
ENDWHERE 
lMl = NLAVOZ 
00 310 L~I,NLAVOZ 
LPI = L"'1 
VJI-IERE ( LIGHTlI IMI 
S Wll1M)= 
TEMP' (',L 1M) 
WHEREt LIGHT(' 1M) 
AS! I.L 1M) 
S 
ENOWHERE 
LMI = l 
CONTINUE 





ASC1,L:IM) + (JEMPtCl.L ;IM) 
TEMPlfT,LM1;IM"·SCOSZfl;IMI 
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••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; •• ················VSOLARI445 
s 
LMj = NlAVOZ 
00320 L=t,NLILVOZ 
M = NLAVOl - L 
WHERE( LIGHT( 1; 1M) 
RF (1: 1M! = SCOSZ{ 1 i 1M) ·RMEANI t; UU 
Wfl:IM) = \'IW";IM) - T.90·0ZALEI1.M;IM' 
ENOWHERE 
TEMP1(I,L;IMl = VOZON( W(1;IM),IM;TEMP1(I.L:tMI 
WHEREf LIGHTCt;IM) ) 
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, ' 00576 ENOWHERE 
C 




STATEMENT LABEL MAP 
--LAeEL---OE~IN~D---REFERENCES 
10000 354 
10S0 423 406 407 
1069 427 424 
1090 456 437 438 
1095 443 440 
f 100 448 445 
f20 399 388 
1225 5f9 5f6 5f7 
f30 418 41f 
140 422 408 4fO 
150 436 432 
180 455 452 
210 476 468 
220 491 485 
Z40 500 498 
260 5f5 5f3 
270 528 525 
280 540 538 
3fO 563 555 
320 578 567 
999 372 369 
VARIA8LE MAP 
450 
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OSQLAR REAL ARRAY 
OSQlAR REAL ARRAY 
CGNTRL CHAR·S SIMPLE 
ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 
RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
CCNTRl CHAR"8 SIMPLE 
RCNTJlL REAL SIMPLE 
SIT ARRAY 
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 
CNTRlP REAl. SIMPLE 
ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 
CCNTRL CHAR"S ARRAY 
CCNTRL CHAR"S SIMPLE 
RE.AL UNKNOWN 
CCNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 
CCNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 
CeNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE 
RADCOM REAL ARRAY 
CNTRlP ReAL SIMPLE 
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
050lAR LOGICAL ARRAY 
CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 
Rf40CQM REAL ARRAY 
050LAR l.OGICAl ARRAY 
REAL UNKNOWN 
""'.'''"''.",-
337 493/5 496 499 
338 508/S 51f 5f4 533/5 536 539 
3 f6 
2f7 
310 473/5 480i5 489;S 489 494 499 509 Sf4 
f51 
295 352./5 499/S 514/5 Sf4 539/5 539 saols 560 
4 f1 
158 







2 f4 f5 









344 349 425/5 428 438 511 
256 
301 409 434 439 444 449 526 
345 349 426/s 429 
253 254 255 256 251 258 259 260 26f 
264 265 266 267 268 269 210 21f 212 
215 216 211 278 219 280 281 28. 283 
286 281 288 289 290 29f 292 293 
,,~,-.-- -",----_ .. _- .. _-. '---''',<,. 
~.:.~~:., .. 



























i I ( 
• , .. , ' , 1" 
:i j! CD 
. I ,{ 0 I:"' 
~ 
.... 
COf,: CNTRLP RE.AL ARRAV 257 .... 
COcF eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 258 ..,. 
Cc-'EFS eNTAlP REAL SIMPLE 259 
C~N1 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 2.8 
t:ON1DT ROPfI,RM REAL SIMPLE 2.9 
CON2 RDPhRM REAL S!MPLE 220 
CONZDr RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 22' 
CON3 RDPhRM REAL SIMPLE 222 
CON3DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 223 
CON4 ROPhRM REAL SIMPLE 224 
CON4DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
CONS ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 
COSO ReNTRl RE,AL SIMPLE .59 366 
COSt.. ROPhRM REAL ARRAY 227 367 
COStON ROPARM REAL ARRAV 228 365 00 COSMAG DSOLAR REAL ARRAY 329 381/5 46. 470 483 549 557 565 
"":a COSRor eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 260 365 
cosz RADeOM REAL ARRAY 32' 367/5 370 379 379 382 458 542 ~G5 
CP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE .60 Oz CP02 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 229 
CPP eNTAlP REAL SIMPLE 2G' 0;;" 
CQS CCNTRL CHAR·S ARRAY .2 25 ;OF 
CQu CCNH!L CHAR·S ARRAY '3 26 <O"'0l CTIo eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2G2 
CUMOI\.Y eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 263 C ~l 
CUMRAT CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2G4 "" ,,;, 
I CVQ RAOCmJl REAL ARRAV 307 r.: ij':-~ CVT RAOCOM REAL ARRAV 307 (\ CXDE RADCOM REAL ARRAV 308 ~ =. 
CKe RADCQM REAL SIMPLE 32' 0) 
'; CZH RADCQM REAL ARRAY 320 I"~ DARK OSOLAn LOGICAL ARRAY 343 349 370/5 37. 374 407 438 5.7 
, OAYSPY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE • G' 
DEC 'RCNtRl AEAL SIMPLE ,62 
J OECrJlAX RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE .63 DELTA eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2GB 439 444 449 
i OIST ReNTRL REAL S]MPLE '64 Ol.AT ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE .65 i~ OLON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE .6G 
t ~ OSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 250 OSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAY 252 
: r OSOLAR REAL UNKNOWN 327 328 329 330 33' 332 333 334 335 33G 337 , 338 339 340 34' 342 343 344 345 34G 347 348 
, .' DT RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE '67 OT03 CNTR:.p REAL SIMPLE 269 I' OTOUT ONTRlP i1EAl SIMPLE 270 I DXP ROPMtrJj REAL ARRAV 230 I 
" 
DXVP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 23' ; DVP ROPhRM REAL ARRAY 232 i j ECON RcNTRl :!E~!.. SHJlPLE .G8 
ED eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 27. 
eONM eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 272 
i i I EPS RONTRl REAL SIMPLE '94 EPSFAC RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE .95 
EVAP RADcaM REAL SIMPLE 320 
F1DT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 
i F20T ROPhRM REAL SIMPLE 235 FC REAL SIMPLE 412/S 4.3 i FCLD DSOLAR LOGICAL ARRAY 346 349 518/5 520 FCt-EAR oSOLAR REAL ARRAV 335 40'2/S 414/S 421/5 425 426 493 494 495 
I. FCLOUo oSOLAR REAL ARRAY 33' 401/S 4.2 413/S 4.4 430 431/5 508 509 5'0 518 523/S 52:> 533 534 535 ! FCOEF eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 273 , FCORLS ROPARM REAL ARRAY 233 
" 
FILTER LOPARM LOGICAL ARRAV 211 2 •• 
F" RAOCOM RE'Al ARRAY 3'6 FMU eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 274 
fROST RADCOM lOGICAL ARFIAV 325 326 
q FSCAT oSOLAR REAL ARRAV 33. 383/S 494 509 534 
'I HIE T CNTRLP 
REAL SIMPLE 275 
r . i
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1 'I ... 
GAM RADCOM REAL ARRAY 30' 
GAMFAC CNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 276 
GNUl ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 169 
.' " 
GNU2 RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 170 
: 11 
GRAV RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 171 
GSTAR REAL SIMPLE 375/5 385 
GTOPO CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 277 375 393 
Hl0T RDPARrJI REAL SIMPLE 236 
H20T ROPM~M REAL SIMPLE 237 
HAZY 81T ARRAV 350 428 431 433 435 501 503 507 514 521 527 
532 539 541 
HEATI ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 193 
HEATN RCtHRL REAL SIMPLE 192 
HH RADeeM REAL ARRAY 305 
HHE RADeOM REAL ~RRAV 305 
HHS RADeOM REAL ARRAV 306 
HleE CNTALP REAL SIMPLE 278 
I INTEGER SIMPLE 369/0 370 370 371 406:0 407 409 412 4'3 414 414 
415 416 419 420 421 424/0 425 425 426 426 437 
438 438 439 442 444 447 449 453 516 / 0 517 517 
518 518 
IBLKSIZ IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 70 
IC reNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 95 96 
ICO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 27 95 96 
ICE RAocm.~ LOGICAL ARRAY 324 326 
IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 
60 ~1 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
ICSP53 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 68 
IOIABAT ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 92 
I IDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 2.0 IDSP02 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 20. 
I IEFlUX ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 84 
I IFUSION ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 IHFlUX ICtHRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 83 ,~ IICLOUO lCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 88 ILIUMP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 200 1M leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 28 358 359 360 361 365 365 365 366 366 367 ] 367 369 373 374 376 377 378 379 379 379 380 380 380 38. 381 382 382 383 383 384 384 384 385 385 390 39' 391 39. 392 392 392 393 393 394 394 394 394 394 395 395 396 396 396 400 
40. 402 403 404 406 424 428 429 430 430 431 
,j 43. 43' 43. 433 433 433 434 434 435 435 435 435 437 457 457 458 458 459 459 460 460 460 
00 
460 460 461 401 461 463 463 463 463 464 4G" 
465 465 470 470 470 470 470 471 4;1 47. 47' 
"':;0 472 472 473 473 473 477 477 478 478 479 479 
-
479 480 480 480 482 482 483 483 483 483 483 "tl~ 483 487 487 487 487 487 487 488 488 488 488 
0;::: 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 489 492 492 493 
0l» 493 493 494 494 494 494 494 494 495 495 495 
;0.- 496 496 496 496 499 499 499 499 499 SOl SOl 501 50. 502 502 502 503 503 503 503 503 505 g:g 507 507 508 508 508 509 509 509 509 509 509 509 510 5'0 5.0 510 511 511 511 511 514 514 
):>oil') 514 5'4 514 5'4 516 520 521 521 52. 522 522 523 523 526 526 527 527 527 527 527 530 532 
r'ffl 532 532 533 533 533 534 534 534 534 534 534 
:;tw 534 535 535 535 535 536 536 536 536 539 539 539 539 539 539 539 541 541 542 542 543 543 
543 543 543 ~47 549 549 549 549 550 550 550 
550 551 552 c'12 552 552 552 557 557 557 557 
ii 558 558 558 ~158 559 560 560' 560 560 560 565 565 565 565 569 570 570 570 571 5;1 571 573 
i I 573 573 573 574 575 575 575 575 575 
I,: 
IMD2 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 
IMD2P1 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 30 til 
0 
1'1 t"' 
i'l ~ 1:1 .... 
.... 
Vl 
; I , 
:1 ,...., 
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'" 0 I:"' 
~ 1-IMNLAY INTEGER SIMPLE 35B/S 362 363 INDEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 202 
.... 
IOMEGA ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
'" 
IPREACC IeNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 81 IPRECON ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN a2 IQS ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAV 77 79 80 81 a2 a3 84 as a6 87 8B 89 90 IQU ICNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 7a 91 92 93 94 IRAOlI'I ICNTAl INTEGER UNKNOWN 94 IRAOlWG ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN a7 IRAOSW ICNTAl HHEGER UNKNOWN 93 IRAOSWG ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN as IROD IOPAAM INTEGER SIMPLE 203 ITAPE lOPARM lOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 
-:TrMX ICNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN aD 
00 
ITMIN IeNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 79 [UFlUX rCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN a9 
"11::ll IVFlUx ICNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 90 
"tim " INTEGER SIMPLE 1 364 367 0-, JAlB RADcoM INTEGER SIMPLE 323 ::;: I "C IDPAFlM INTEGER ARRAY 204 0", JE IDPAFlM INTEGER ARRAY 205 
;QF 
, 
"IC CCNTRl CHAR+B SIMPLE 5 la 
"M ICNTRl INTEGER SIMP!. E 32 
.o";jjJ ..rM02 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 CD> JMT2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 34 
'" ~, \\ 
"NP ICNTAl INTEGER SIMPLE 35 
1: rfJ"-J 
"04 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 
"oa ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 37 
::<1:l.1 
4 JOB CCNTRl CHAR;"S SIMPLE 6 19 ~ "P IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 206 
.. "SP IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 3a KLIAlB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
'f KLIGW ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 40 , KLISST ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 41 i . KS ICrl/TRL INTEGER SIMPLE 42 I~ KSTEP IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 207 KU ICNTRL IN7EGER SiMPLE 43 , . L INTEGER SIMPLE 3a8/C 389 391 39Z 394 394 395 396 398 408/C 409 ~ l I 416 .20 432/C 433 434 435 435 441/5 442 446/5 447 i ~ 451/5 453 453 454/5 454 4GB/C 469 471 471 473 .73 475 485/C 4B6 4BS 48a 4a9 490 49BIC 499 499 513 
" 
51. 514 514 525/C 526 527 538/C 539 539 539 555 I 556 558 55a 560 560 560 562 567/C 568 573 573 575 577 II lAND RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 32. 326 LC lCNTRl LOGiCAL ARRAY 154 155 LCO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 I.' lCNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 9B 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 . , 108 109 i LDIABAT lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 1 I LDPARM iNTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 2.3 i LEFLUX lCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 143 lFUSION LCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 i lHFlUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 11. 142 , • lICLOUD lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 
\ 
LIGHT BIT ARRAY 350 374 376 390 400 431 433 435 457 464 470 472 477 483 487 489 492 499 501 503 507 514 521 527 532 539 541 549 551 557 559 565 569 574 LMI INTEGER SIMPLE 3B7/S 394 398/5 467/5 473 475/S 484/S 4B9 490!5 554/5 560 I 562/5 666/S 575 577/S I LOGBR ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 44 I, LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGIC,.,L UNKNOWN 122 150 LPI INTEGER SIMPLE 389/5 391 391 396 469/S 470 556/S 557 564/S 565 " LPREACC lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 140 I LPRECON lCNTRL lOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 LOS lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV lOB 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 
II 
120 121 136 LOU lCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 109 122 123 12. 125 137 
~ 4< \~y - " .. ,--:-'~.", ,-.:""---~ .~-~~ -""'~" .. -----~ ... ~.,="""". ..... ""'''''' -.,.". ,-,,,,-.=-.',", -~,~ .-
.... ~~-~ '-:,:,,-~,:~.'---~'''''::::'''''';-".'. -""'~--~~~ -"'~-.--~.=~---=.::.~-~?:-~ l",';,"- . . ", .. ~"'-" ~.-- ,- .. ",." "'-'-~-~- ----
.~"ft (: \ \ '\ ~ , " ~" • ,,"~ ._~ ___ 1-__ '. ~ 
LRAOLW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
LRAOLWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 ,.6 
LRADSW LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 12. 152 
LRAOSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 
LTMAX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 
LnnIN LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
LUFLUX LeNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 120 148 
LVFLUX LeNTR!.. LOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 149 
M INTEGER SIMPLE 486/5 487 489 489 568/5 57, 575 575 
MATIN reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
MATSNX reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
MATSUN lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 
MI XVII RAOCOM LOGIcAL ARRAV 325 326 00 MJ IDPARM INTEGER ARRAY 208 
MLF IeNTRl INTEGER ARRAY 48 "'11;11 
MRCD reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 49 "tl@ 
MSM IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 02: N INTEGER SIMPLE 452/C 
NAB INTEGER SIMPLE 439/5 440 441 O:p 
NAC INTEGER SIMPLE 449/5 450 451 ;11~ 
N8 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 52 ~J NBC INTEGER SIMPLE 444/5 445 446 
NO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 :PQ 
NDAlT reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 54 rm 
NOARK INTEGER SIMPLE 26B/S 371/5 371 313 ~Ui NOAV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 NDHOG reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
NDQUT reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 
NDPHV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
NORSW reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE Sf 
NOSHF reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
NOT reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 
NOTC3 eNTRlP INTEGER SIMPLE 279 
NFK RADOOM INTEGER SIMPLE 316 
J NFLW eNTRlP INTEGER SlMPLE 280 NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 NHMSO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
" I NHMS1 IDPARM INTEGE.R SIMPLE 209 NHMSE reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 61 :l~ NKRSH reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
NlAV reNTRl If-HEGER SIMPLE 63 355 356 357 358 384 385 387 388 408 415 
, i 419 432 463 463 465 467 466 478 484 485 498 
,rl 50S 513 525 530 538 NLAVMt reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 
j NLAVOf INTEGER SIMPLE 545/5 541 568 NLAVOZ RADeOM INTEGER SIMPLE 315 545 550 550 552 554 555 564 566 567 f~ NlAVP 1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 65 355/5 403 404 439 480 486 494 SO. 534 i ~ rlLAvP2 INTEGER SIMPLE 356/5 444 , NLAVP3. INTEGER SIMPLE 357/5 449 
I t:1 NMlEV I'CNT~l INTEGER SIMPLE 75 NOZ RAocaM INTEGER SIMPLE 319 j' NSOAV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 66 
,- NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 NSTEP reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 69 1 . Nrap DSOlAR INTEGER ARRAY 342 501/5 503/S 522/S , ' NTOPF DSQlAR INTEGER ARRAY 341 404/$ 415 416/S 502 503 
• NTOPT osaLAR INTEGER ARRAY 340 403/5 419 420/5 501 502 522 i ': NYMO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71 
: :1 NYMOO ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
NYMD1 IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 
NYMOE IeNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE ,. 
NZINIT IeNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE to{ 
OCEAN RADCOM LOGICAL ARRAY :tIt.;1 326 
OCM22 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3id 
, OCM30 RADeOM REAL ARRAY 318 
, ,
OOM38 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 318 
DCM46 RADcm,., REAL ARRAY 318 
OCM)(X RAOCOM REAL ARRAY 31. 
OlAPR RADCOM REAL ARRAY 317 
'" aldAN RADCOM REAL ARRAV 317 0 
r I:"' 
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. I r SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 244 j SHG RADeOM REAL ARRAV 301 SHL RADeOM REAL ARRAY 300 394 
! ~ SHLE RADeOM REAL ARRAY. 300 SHLTOP eNTRlP REAL SlMPLE 2a3 375 00 SHSAT RAoeOM REAL ARRAY 302 , 
SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAY 25f 'TI:<:I I 
I SIGE ReNTRL REAL ARRAV f97 "O~ SIND ReNTRL REAL SlflPLE f9a 364 I SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 245 364 02 
SINLD REAL SIMPLE 364/5 367 O;c. 
SINLON ROPARM REAL ARRAV 246 365 ;Or SINROT eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 294 365 
SN2FlG lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE f05 133 .0"0 SNOW RADeOM LOGICAL ARRAY 325 326 C;c:. 
SNDvm eNTRlP ReAL SIMPLE 2a5 ~~ SNOWS eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2a6 SOL.AR1 SUBROUTINE 1 ~w SOLS ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE fa9 SP RADeOM REAL ARRAY 322 
SRS RADeOM REAL ARRAY 3f3 
SSS RADOOM REAL ARRAY 304 
SSSE RADeOM REAL ARRAV 304 
START LDPhRM LOGICAL SIMPLE 2f3 216 
ST80 eNTRLP REAL SIMPLE 2B7 
STERP1 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2BB 
STERP2 eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 2B9 
STN RADeOM REAL ARRAY 3f3 
SUNNY BIT ARRAY 350 429 457 464 470 472 477 493 4E7 4B9 492 
499 
SWALE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 309 3B5/S 396/5 396 461 470 487 
SW1L RADCOM REAL ARRAY :3;09 395/5 
TAUl RADceM REAL ARRAY 311 433/5 435/5 442/5 447/5 453/5 527/5 
TCONO RADceM REAL ARRAY 314 435 
TEMP oseLAR REAL ARRAY 347 365/5 366/5 366 367 379/5 380/5 380 390 3Bf 392 
I 392 393/5 393 394 458/5 459/5 459 460 460 479/5 479 
'1\ 480 542/S 543 543 TEMP1 OSOlAR REAL ARRAY 333 363/5 384/'S 395 391/5 394 394 463/S 463 465 47f 
, , 471 473 473 47B 488;S 4B8 4B9 4B9 550/S 550 552 
: \' 558/5 558 560 560 573/5 573 575 575 TG RADCOM REAL ARRAY 299 
TH RADcem REAL ARRAY 299 
J THSTO ROPAmli REAL SIMPLE 247 THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 249 TrCE eNTRlP REAL SIMPlE 290 
i TL RAOCDrJ1 REAL ARRAY 299 392 
~~ TLE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 29B T1.0WL RADCOM REAL SIMPLE 315 442 TLTOP CNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 291 375 TMIDL RAOcmJ1 REAL SIMPLE 3f5 447 hi TN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3f3 TOP ASS RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3f2 465/5 496 5ft 536 I' TOTA85 OSOLAR REAL ARRAV 328 37S/5 496/5 496 511 /S 511 536/5 536 552/5 552 TOTOZ RADCOM REAL ARRAY 319 TPENE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3f4 453 I TSTO RONTRl REAL SIflPLE f90 , . VER CCNTRl CHAR"S SIMPLE fO 23 ; W osalAR REAL ARRAY 336 359/5 394/5 395 396 461/5 463 470/5 471 4B3 487 i i 48B 549/5 550 557/5 55B 571/5 573 
WET RAOCOM HEAL ARRAY 320 
! I' WI RADeOM REAL ARRAY 320 , WSAVE ROPARM REAL ARRAY 249 
, ww DSOL:'i1 REAL ARRAY 339 360/5 483/5 4B7 565/5 571 
, K REAL StMPlE 352 352 352 352 353 353 353 353 363 353 353 
; 353 
" 
XDAV eNTRlP REAL SIMPLE 292 547 
KK RADCOM REAL ARRAY 3f6 
XlABEl CCNTRl CHAR"S ARRAY 
" 
24 
XlAT REAL SIMPLE f 547 ell 
0 
t"' 
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AMAXI REAL INTRINSIC 412 
AOZONE REAL STAT FUNC 353/5 AWATER REAL STAT FUNC 352/5 CLOUDS SUBROUTINE 505 530 LOG roe SUBROUTINE 374 428 OZONE2 SUBROUTINE 547 
SQRT RE.e.L INTRINSIC 375 VOZON REAL FUNCTION 550 558 
VSQRT REAL INTRINSIC 3BO 392 VWATER REAL FUNCTION 463 471 
ZEITBEG SUBROUTINE 504 529 
ZEITEND SUBROUTINE 506 531 
410 411 ·4 t2 
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. " 00001 SUBROUTINE STRATM fT1,T2.IOAVH,lLATH) VSTRATrJI 





















00002 DIMENSION TDAV (37.21 • T.JANf 19.2.' • TAPR ( 19.2 J • T,JUL ( 19.2) • ToeT' t9. 2) VSTRA n! 
0000:3 OA TA IOLD/O/ VSTRATM 









































• 261.00, 260.00, 260.00, 250.00. 250.00. 250.00, 250.00, 250.00, VSTRATM 
• 253.00, 253.00, 253.00, 253.00. 242.50, 242.50, 242.50, 242.50, VS1RATM 
... 242.50, 242.00, 240.50. 238.50, 237.00, 235.00, 232.00. 230.00, VSTRATM 
• 228.00, 226.00, 224.50, 223.00, 222..50, 222.50, 222.50/ VSTRATM 
DATA TAPR/ 270.00. 270.00, 270.00, 270.00. 270.00, 270.00, 270.0D,VSTRATM 
... 270.00, 270.00, 270.00. 267.00, 264.00, 263.00, 262.00, 260.00, VS,RATM 
.. 259.00, 257.00, 256.00. 255.00, 246.00, 246.00, 246.00, 246.00, VSTRATM 
• 246.50, 246.50. 246.50, 246.00. 245.50, 245.00. 245.00. 245.00, VSTRATM 
.. 244.00, 243.50. 243.00. 242.50. 242.00, 242,00. 242.001 VSTRATM 
DATA TJUL/ 267.00. 266.00. 265.00, 265.00. 265.00. 270.00. 272.00.VSTRATM 
• 273.00, 275.00, 277.00, 277.00, 280.00, 280.00. 280.00, 280.00, VSTRATM 
.. 280.00. 280.00. 280.00, 280.00. 242.00, 242.00, 242.00, 242.0'0, VSTRATM 
• 2012.50, 243.00, 244.00, 245.50. 247.50. 249.00, 251.00, 253.00, VSTRATM 
• 255.00, 256.00, 257.50, 258.00, 259.00, 259.50, 260.00/ VSTRATM 
DATA TOCT/ 267.00. 266.00, 265.00. 263.00, 263.00, 262.00. 260.00,VSTRATM 
• 258.00. 255.00, 253.00, 252.00, 247.00, 245.00, 243.00, 240.00. VSTRATM 
.. 236.00. 234.00, 232.00, 231.00, 247.00, 247.00, 247.00, 247.00. VSTRATM 
.. 245.00.243.00,241.00.239.00, 237.00, 235.50. 233.00. 231.00, VSTRATM 
.. 229.00. 227.50, 226.00, 224.00, 223.00. 222.00. 222.00/ VSTRATM 
C ..... INTRODUCE CLIMATOLOGICAL TEMPERATURES IN UPPER STfJlOSPHERE VSTRATM 
C VSTRATM 
C DATA VSTRATM 
C • I. ILAT. JDAVH, TOAV/77"ZOOOOOOOO/ VSTRATM 
C VSTRATM 




















IF (IDAVH.EQ.IOLOJ GO TO 113 
TIME INTERPOLATION NORTHERN HEMISPHERE 
I=19=EQUATOR, I=37=NORTH POLE 
IF fIOAYH.GE.0.AND.IOAYH.LE.1S) GO TO 102 
IF (IOAVH.GE.1S.AND.IDAVH.LE.10GI GO TO 104 
IF (IDAVH.GE.l06.AND.IOAVH.lE.1971 GO TO 106 
IF fIOAYH.GE.197.AND.IOAVH.LE.2B9) GO TO 10B 
IF (IOi\VI4 .GE. 289 .AND. IOAVH .LE. 366' GO TO 110 
DO 103 !~ 19.37 . 
11=1-18 
DO 103 .J = 1.2 
TOAYfI,v)=TOCT(Il,v)+(IDAVH+77)·CTJAN(11 • .JJ-TOCTfI1 . .1l '/92 
GO TO 112 
DO 105 1=19.37 
11=1-18 
DO 105 J = 1.2 
TDAV(I,JI=TJANfll,v)·CIDAYH-IS'-(TAPRfll.Jl-TJANflt.JI 1/91 
GO TO 112 
DO 107 1=19,37 
11=1-18 
00 107 .1=-1.2 
TDAV(I,J}=TAPRtI1 • .1)+fIDAVH-l06,*{TJULfI1.JI-TAPRflf,J1)/91 
GO TO 112 
00 109 1=19.37 
11=1-18 
00 t09 .1= I ,2 
TOAVfl • .JI=TJULfll.J)+(IDAVH-197,·(TOCTflf,d,-TJULfI1.v))/92 
GO TO 112 
DO 111 1=19,37 
11=1-18 
DO 111 v=t.2 
TDAV(I.J)~TOCTlll.J)+(IDAVH-289'.(TJAN(I1.JJ-TOCTfll,d ,)/92 
CONTINue 
TIME INTERPOLATION SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 
I=I=SOUTH POLE. 1=18=5 DEGREE SOUTH 
IF fIDAVH.LE.1831 GO TO 115 
vDAVH=IDAVH-18~ 
GO TO 116 
JDAVH=IOAVH+183 
CONTINUE 
IF {,jOAVH.GE.0.AI-JD.JDAVH.LE.15) GO TO 202 
. ~' 
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IF IJDAVH.GE.1S.AND.JDAYH.LE.l0S) GO TO 204 
IF (JOAVH.GE.l0S.AND.JOAVH.LE.191) GO TO 206 
IF (JOAVH,GE.t97.AND.JOAYH.lE.2S9) GO TO 208 
IF (JDAVH.GE.289.ANO.JOAYH.LE.3S6) GO TO 210 








TDhVI J ,J)=TJANr 11. JI "'IJOhVH-151· (TAPIU I " J)-TJANf 1 t ,.11) 191 
GO TO 212 
00207 1=1,18 
11=20-1 







00064 208 '..J 
TDAve I, oJ) =TAPRf I I,J)" (JOAVH- 106) +(TJUL( I 1 ,.1'-TAPR( 11 .J) 1/91 
GO TO 212 
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DO 209 J=I,2 
lDAye I ,oJ) =T.';ULC I I.';'''' rJOAvH-1971- (TOCT( I 1, JI-TJUL( I t ,.111/92 
GO TO 212 
00 2 I 1 1= 1 • 18 
11=20-1 


















































































































--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFEAENCES A=AAGLIST, C=CTRL OF no, I=OATA INIT. R=REAO. S=STORE. W=VlAITE 
I INTEGER SIMPLE 14 15 17 19 20 22 24 25 27 29 
.~~"'.~~~~-.------ ,,,,-,,,. __ .. _~.,=t",,. .. ,"", . 
30 
___ .c"_"-. "~==== ..... ~ .... / ·~-~~;~~#t~~s~-,,- .. ," .. ,":. "-C;.- .-~.~ •. ,. ...:.:::~-=~="'~~ __ ~-_~~",-""_",,, __ . ~_ ~,~ "~'" ; ~ 
I' r-- E~c.L_,, ___ 
~ l' , 
, ' 
J, 
'14 \ \\i 
: ,,",_I 
,,' 






























\- '\~ , 
32 
60 INTEGER SIMPLE 1S/S 
27 
52 
67 INTEGER SIMPLE 
• 
'3 INTEGER SIMPLE 76/5 INTEGER SIMPLE 





67 INTEGER SIMpLE 40/5 
48 SUBROUTINE • REAL SIMPLE • REAL SIMPLE 
• REAL ARRAY 2 REAL ARRAY 2 
77 
REAL ARRAY 2 REAL ARRAV 2 REAL ARRAY 2 
72 
',/',-' "", 
34 35 37 49 50 52 54 62 64 65 67 69 70 72 t7 17 .7 20/5 22 22 22 30/5 32 32 32 35/5 37 37 52 55/5 57 57 57 60/S 62 67 67 70/5 72 72 72 B 9 9 '0 .0 
" " 






.7 21 22 22 27 21 27 3. 32 32 32 31 31 5. 52 52 52 52 51 6' 62 62 62 62 66 ,. 72 72 72 72 42/5 44 44 45 45 46 46 52 57 62 67 12 
77/5 
78/5 
51I 22 27 27 57 62 62 17/5 22/5 27/5 32/5 37/S 52/S 57'S 78 
4/1 17 22 22 31 52 57 611 27 32 32 62 67 61 7/1 .7 .7 32 31 37 52 
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SUBROUTINE TIMAVG IJ) 
AVERAGES 4TH-ORDER MODEL VALUES OVER THREE TIME STEPS QSINI = QIN) + NU-(QSIN-l)/2 - QINl + Q(N)I)12) 
WHERE O<NU<1. IF Nut = i-NU AND NU2 = NU/2, THEN 




lAT(TUOE GRID BAND 
CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
================================================== 
COMMON ICCNTRLI ceo 
COMMON /CONTRL/ ADATE 
COMMON /CCNTRLI ATiME 
COMMON /CONTRL/ JIC 
COMMON /CONTRL/ JOS 
COMMON /CONTRL/ ccspoe 
COMMON /CONTRLI CCSP07 
COMMON /CONTRL/ ccspoa 
COMMON /CONTRLI VER 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ XLABEl I to) 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ CQS (30) 



























INTEGER MOD~L PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
====:==============:=======:=====~:============= COMMON IICNTRL/ ICO 
COMMON / I CNTRl I 1M 
COMMON /ICNTRLI IMD2 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ IMD2P1 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NORSW 
COMMON IICNTRL/ JM 
COMMON /IGNTRL/ JMD2 
COMMON IIONTRL/ JMT2 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ JNP 
COMMON /ICNTRLI J04 
COMMON /ICNTRLI JOB 
COMrJlON / I CNTRl / JSP 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ KlIALB 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ KLIGW 
OOMMON /ICNTRll KLISST 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ KS 
COMMON /ICNTRll KU 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ LOGBR 
COMMON /ICNTRll MATIN 
COMMON IICNTRL/ MATSNX 
COMMON /ICNTRLI MATSUN 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ MLF (12) 
COMft.mN /ICNTRl/ MRDe 
COMMON /ICNTRl/ NKRSH 
COMMON /IONTRl/ MSM 
COMMON /ICNTRL/ NB 
COWJlON flCNTRll NO 
GOMMON /tGNTRl/ NDAlT 
COMMON /lCNTRl/ NDAY 
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~ 00056 COMfJlON /lCNTRLI NDOUT veNTRl 63 til 00057 COMMON IICNTRLI NOPHV veNTRl 64 
N 
0006B COMMON IrCNTRll NOSHF VCNTRl 65 00059 COMMON IICNTRll NOT vc~nRL 66 , oooso COMMON /ICNTRL/ NHMS VCNTRL 67 
" 
00061 COMMON IICNTRL! NHMSE veNTRL 68 i~ 00062 COMMON IICNTRL/ NHMSO veNTRl 69 00063 COMMON frONTRl/ NtAV VCNTRl 70 00064 CO~.~MON ! IeNTRl! NtAVM1 VCNTRL 71 l 00065 COMMOr..t /ICNTRLI NLAVPf VCNTRL 72 00066 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NSCAY veNTRl 73 1 00067 COMMON IIONTRtl NSEQ VCNTRL 74 I 00068 COMMON 11CNTRLI ICSP53 veNTRl 75 00069 cor,u .. ,oN ,rONTRl! NSTEP veNTRl 76 , 00070 COMMON IICNTRLI IBLKSIZ VCNTRL 77 ; oa071 COMMON /ICNTRL/ NVMO VCNTRL 78 ! 00072 COMMON /ICNTRlf NVMOE VCNTRl 79 • 00073 COMMON fIONTRll NVMOO VCNTRl 80 00074 COMMON fICNTRll NZINIT VCNTRl 81 00075 COMMON IIeNTRll NMlEV VeNTRL 92 00076 COMMON IICNTRLJ NDHOG VCNn.~ 83 00077 COMMON /ICNTRl/ rQs (30) VCNTRL 84 00078 COMf.1QN IICNTRl/ IOU { 10' vcNTRL 85 C 
veNTRl 86 00079 EQUIVALENCE {ITMIN ,lose 1)1 VCNTRl 87 0008·0 EQUIVALENCE (ITMAX ,lose 2)) VCNTRl 88 00081 EQUIVALENCE (I PR(lACC ,IOS{ 311 VCNTRl 89 00082 EQUIVALENCE e I PRECON ,IOS( 411 VCNTJiL 90 OQ083 EQUIVALENCE e IHFlUX .IQS{ 511 vcNTRl 91 00 00084 EQUIVALENCE {I EFlUX .IQS( 611 veNTRl 92 
"1'1:0 
00085 EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IQS( 711 VCNTRl 93 
"O§ \ . 00086 EQUIVALENCE ( IRAOSWG ,IQS( 811 VCNTRL 94 '.1\ I 00087 EOUIVALENCE ( IRADLWG . lQS( 9)) VCNTRl 95 02 00088 EQUIVALENCE CIICLOUO ,IOS{ 10) I VCNTRL 96 gf! " 00089 EQUIVALENCE {IUFLUX .IOSftt" VCNTRl 97 " 00090 EQUIVf.LENCE (lvFLUX ,lose 12») VCNTRl 98 :'!> c 
VCNTRl 99 
.o-C 00091 EQUIV,tl.LENCE ( IOMEGA , IQUf 1)1 VCNiRl 100 J 00092 EQUIVALENCE ( IOIA8AT .Ioue 211 VCNTRL 101 C~ 00093 EQUIVALENCE ( IRADSW .IOUf 311 VCNTRL 102 ):>G:! 00094 EQUIVALENCE (I RADLW , lOUt 411 VCNTRl 103 Cfr..i1 1 C VCNTRl 104 j ~~ • ,I 00095 EQUIVALENCE fICO, let 1) J VeNTRl 105 
, f/.cl \~ 00096 INTEGER lCD, IC(200) VCNTRl 106 C VCNTRL 107 ~ 1 C lOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRl 'OB C ================================================ VCNTRl 109 ! ! 00097 COMMON fLCNTRl/ lCO VCNTRL 110 00098 COMMON fLCNTRLI QAlT VCNTRl 111 I . 00099 CmJlMN: ILCNTRll Q8EG VCNTRl 112 i 00100 COMMON IlCNTRLI QOAV VCNTRl 113 00101 coMMON IlCNTRl/ QENO VCNTRl 114 i· 00102 COMMON IlCNTRl/ QOUT VCNTRl 115 I.' 00103 COMMON /LCNTRLI QPHV VCNTRL 116 00104 COMMON ILcroJTRl/ OSHF VCr'lTRl 117 j 00105 COMMON ILCNTRL/ SN2FlG VCNTRl 118 oe,os COMMON IlCNTRll QRSW VCNTRL 119 ! 00101 COMMON /LCNTRl/ QRSH VCNTRl 120 00108 COMMON /lCNTRL/ LQS(30) VCNTRl. 121 ! 00109 COMMON /lCNTRll LQU(IO) VCNTRl 122 ; C 
VCNTRl 123 ;. 00110 EQUIVAl.ENCE eLTMIN .lQS{ III VCNTRl 124 
/, 
00111 EQUIVALENCE (LTMAX .lQSe 211 VCNTRl 125 Dot 12 EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC .lQS( 311 VeNTRl 126 00'13 EQUIVALENCE fLPRECQN .lQS( 411 veNTRl 127 00 t14 EQUIVALENCE (LHFLUX .Lose 511 VCNTRL 128 00115 EQUIVALENCE (l.EFl.UX ,Lose ·6), VCNTRL 129 I 00116 EQUIVALENCE {LFUSION ,l.OS{ 711 VCNTRl 130 00111 EQUIVALENCE ( lRADSVIG ,lQSe 811 VCNTRl. 131 • 00118 EQUIVALENCE (LRADl.WG ,Lose 911 VCNTRl 132 [, 00119 EQUIVAl.ENCE (LICLOUD ,LQSll0») VCNTRl 133 , 
r~~T'~'~~'~-=~'; ~"'-__ _~~.'- .• '.-_~v'._ .. ··""·~-~~.-~.:;~-'tf,:=~~·-"·~:~~ ~~. -.-~~~_~.~ 1 ': :'~==-~=-~ __ ._-'=~ ~-- ..L: __ -"' ___ ~_ ·~_~~~~._~ __ c_,~;;:---=~~0_ ~ ~ ... 
'r··· .. , . , 
.' ,\ . 
n .. _____ ••• __ -'----'--."'"'-'_::.....+.-. ___ c ~, ____ '.n_ .. ~,._" __ " ____ ' __ .... ,",-----------.------ - ,,-_. 
00120 EOU,VALENCE (LUFlUX 
.LQSI"" VCNTRl 134 
00121 EQUIVAlENC!: (LVFLUX ,LQSff2») veNiRl 135 
C veNTRl 136 
00122 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA .LQUI 
" ) veNTRl 137 00123 EQUIVALENCE fLDIA8AT .LQU( 2)) veNTRl 138 
00124 EQUIVALENCE (lRADSW ,LQU( 0)) veNTRl 139 
00125 EQUIVALENCE (lRADLI'I .Loue 4)1 veNTRl 140 
c veNTRl 141 
00126 LOGICAL QALT veNTRl 142 
00127 LOGICAL OBEG veNTRl 143 
00128 LOGICAL QOhY veNTRl 144 
00129 LOGICAL QEND VeNTRl 145 
00130 LOGICAL OOUT veNTRl 146 
00131 LOGICAL QPHV veNTRL 147 
00132 LOGICAL QSHF veNTRl 148 
00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG veNTRl 149 
0013~ LOGICAL QRSW veNTRl 150 
00135 lOGICAL QRSH veNTRl 15 I 
C veNTRl 152 
00136 LOGICAL LOS veNTRl 153 
00137 LOGICAL LOU VCNTRL 154 
00138 LOGICAL lTMIN VCNTRL ISS 
00139 LOGICAL lTMAX veNTRl 156 
, 00140 LOGICAL lPREACC veNTRL 157 
-I 00141 LOGICAL lPRECON VCNTRL 158 00142 LOGICAL LHFLUX veNTRl 159 
00143 lOGICAL lEFLUX VCNTRl 160 
00144 lOGICAL LFUSION VCNTRl 161 
00145 LOGICAL lRADSVlG veNTRl 162 
00146 LOGICAL LRAOlVlG VCNTRl 163 
.I 
:11 
00147 LOGICAL lICLOUD VCNTRL 164 
00148 lOGiCAL LUFLUX veNTRL 165 
00149 LOGICJ\l lVFLUX veNTRl 166 :, 
. " 
C VCNTRl 167 
00150 LOGICAL lOMEGA veNTRl 16B 
, 00151 LOGICAL LOIA8AT veNTRL 169 00152 LOGICAL LRADSW veNTRl 170 









00155 LOGICAL LCO. lO(200) VCNTRL 174 
c veNTRl 175 
C REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRl 176 
C ============================================= VCNTRl 177 00156 COMMON !RONTRl! RCO VCNTRl 178 
00157 COMMON !RONTRl! APHEl VCNTRL 179 
00158 COMMON fRCNTRl! BETA VCNTJ:ll 180 
00159 COMMON IRCNTRL! COSO VCNTAL 181 
00160 COMMON fRONTRl! CP VCNTRl 182 
00161 COMMON !RONTRL! DAVSPV VCNTAl 183 
00162 COMMON !R'eNTRl! DEC veNTRl lB4 
00163 COMMON !RCNTAL/ OECMAX VCNTRL lB5 
00164 cmllMON /RONTRl/ OIST veNTAl lB6 
00165 COMMON !RONTAl! OLAT VCNTAL lB7 
00166 COMMON /RCNTRL/ OlON VCNTAl 188 
00~67 COMMON IRCNTRll DT VCNTRL lB9 
I 00168 COMMON /ACNTAl! ECCN VCNTAl 190 00169 COMMON IRONTAl! GNU1 veNTRl 191 
00170 COMMON fRCNTAl! GNU2 VCNTAL '92 
00171 COMMON !RC~TRl! GRAV VCNTRl 193 
00172 COMMON !RONTRl! oMEGA2 VCNTAL 194 
00173 COMMON IRCNTRl! PI veNTAl 195 
00114 COMMON !RONTRl/ PI180 VCNTAl 196 
00175 COWJlON !AONTRll PI2 VCNTRl 197 
00176 COMMON !RCNTRll PSTO VCNTAl 198 
00177 COMMON !RONTRl! PIMEAN VONTRl 199 
00178 COMMON !RCNTRl! PSMAX VCNTAl 200 
, 
!' 
00179 cnMMoN !RONTAll PSMIN VCNTRL 201 
00180 COMMON !RCNT'll! prop veNTRL 202 
001S'I COMMON !RCNTAl! RAOE VONTRl 203 
00182 COMMON /RCNTRl! RGAS vcrnRl 204 
,. 
'. 
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J 00210 C C 
C 
'~ 00211 00212 
.. 00213 
C 
,t 00214 00215 
i" 00216 C !~ C h C 00217 
lt 002t8 00219 , 
00220 ! ,. 00221 
00222 ! 00223 
~ , 00224 
00225 i :1 00226 
i' 00227 
i 00228 00229 , 00230 I 00231 ! . 00232 
, 00233 , 00234 I 00235 
i 00236 00237 
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COMMON IRCNT~LI ROCP VCNTRL 205 <il 
COMMON fReNTRll RSDIST veNTRl 206 
"" 
COMMON fReNTRll SOAV veNTRl 207 
COMMON fReNTRll SEASmJ VCNTRL 208 
COMMON IRONTRll SIGE (25) veNTRl 209 
COMMON /ReNTRll SIND VCNTIR 210 
COMMOf,l /RONTRll SOLS veNTRl 211 
COM~JlON fRONTRll TSiO veNTRl 212 
COMMON fRONTRL/ PLEvs f2S} veNTRl 213 
COMMON fRONTRll HEATW veNTRl 214 
COMMON IRCNT~LI HEAT I veNTRl 215 
COMMON fRONTRl/ EPS veNTRl 216 
COMMON /ReNTRll EPSFAC veNTRl 217 
COMMON fRCNTRll CALTOJ veNTRl 218 
COMMON fRONTRll PZERD veNTRl 219 
VCNTRL 220 
EQUIVALENCE (RCO,RC{Il) veNTRl 221 
REAL RCO. RC(200) veNTRl 222 
VCNTRl 223 
INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 224 
=====~================= veNTRl 225 COMMON /IOPARMI IJUMP (461 VCNTRl 226 
COMMON IIDPARMI IDSP02 VCNiRl 227 
COMMON /IOPARMI INDEX (721 VCNiRl 228 
COMMON IIDPARMI lROO VCNTRL 229 
COMMON IIDPARMI JC ( 461 VCNTRL 230 
COMMON IIDPARMI JE {2 , VCNTRL 231 
COMMON IIOPARMI JP (2.2) VCNTRl 232 
COUlMON IIOPARMI I(STEP VCr-JTRL 233 
COMMON IIOPARMI MJ (46. VCNTRL 234 
COMMON tIDPARMt NI-IMSt veNTRL 235 
COMMON tIOPARMI NVMDt VCNiRl 236 
VCNTRl 237 
LOGICAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 23B 
======================= VCNTRl 239 00 COMMON tlOPARfJlt FILTER (46) VCNTRl 240 
-n:;o COMMON /lOPARM/ ITAPE veNiRl 241 
-COMMON /LOPARMI START vctHRL 242 "tI!i! VCNTRl 243 
LOGICAL FILTER VCNTRl 244 O:z 
lOGICAL tTAPE VCNTRL 245 g~ lOGICAL STARi VCNTRl 246 
VCNTRl 247 O'U REAL MODEL CONSTANTS VCNTRL 248 
==================== VCNTRl 249 Cl>' COMrJlON /RDPARM! AOlOP VCNTRl 250 f!~ COMMON /ROPAnM/ caN1 vCNTRl 251 COMMON /ROPARM! CON10T VCNTRL 252 ::i ~, CmnMON IRDPARM! CON2 VCNTRl 253 
COMMON IROPARM! CON20T VCNTRl 254 <\!.z;", 
COMMON /ROPARMI CON3 VCNiRl 255 
COMMON IROPARMI CON3OT VCNTRL 256 
COMMON IRoPARM/ CON4 VCNTRl 257 
COMMON tRDPARMI CON40T VCNTRl 258 
COMMON /RDPARM! CONS VCNTRl 259 
COMMON !ROPARM! COSl (46) veNTRl 260 
COMMON tROPARM/ COS LON (12) VCNTRL 261 
COMMON IRDPARM! CP02 VCNTRL 262 
COMMON /ROPARM/ DXP (46) VCNTRl 263 
COMMON /ROPARM/ OXVP (46) VCNTRL 264 
COMMON /RCPARM! OVP (46) VCNTRl 265 
COMMON /ROPARM! FCORlS (46) VCNTRl 266 
COMMON /ROPARM! FtOT VCNTRl 261 
COMMON IROPARM! f2DT VCNTRl 268 
COMMON IRDPARM/ HtOT veNTRl 269 
COMMON /ROPARM! H2DT veNTRl 270 
COMMON /ROPARMI PKSTC VCNTRl 271 
COMMON /RDPARM! PKiOP VCNTRl 272 
COMMON /RCPARM! RlAT (46) VCNTRl 273 
COMMON /RDPARM! RlATD C46) veNTRl 274 
COMMON !ROPARMI ROOPOT VCNiRl 275 
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COMMON IROPARM/ ROCPP1 
COMMON IRDPARMI SGNP (2) 
COMMON IRDPARMI SINL (46) 
COMMON /ROPARMI SINLON (72) 
COMMON IROPAR",I THsrD 
COMMON /RCPARM! TH5T02 
COMMON tRCPARM! WSAVE (159) 
COMMON IRDPARMI DSIG (9) 
COMMON IROPARM/ SIG (9) 
COMMON IRCPARM! DSIGINV t9} 

























































(1128,1 ) (7128.23} (1128,1 J (7128,1) 
/1129,0 (7128,1 J (7128.1) (72.9£1.1 ) 
(72,9,11.1) (72.9.11,1) (72.9.11.1) (72.9,11,1 ) 
(72.9. 11 • 1 ) 
(QPROG(J, l.t,f).PHIS (1.1» (QPROG(I. 2.1.1).SMTH (1.0) (QPROGf1. 3.f.l).ALBEDO(1.1» 
IQPROG(I.4.f.O,GT (1,1)' (QPROG(I.5.1,I',GVI (1.1)' (QPROG( " 6, f • I) ,T5 C 1 • 1 ) , {QPROG(I.7.1,1).SHS (1.1)) {QPROG(l, B,I,f).P (1.1.1" 
( QPROG ( 1 , 1. 2, 1 ) • U ( I , 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) 
(QPROG ( 1 , 1. 4. t ) • V ( 1 • 1 , 1 , 1 ) J (QPROG{I,1.6.1).T (1,1,1,1» (QPROG{f,1, 8,fJ.SH (1.t,1,t)) 
CQPROG( 1,1,10.1' ,PHI (t ,I, f ,1» 






IQANDQT/ QSDIAG(72 .15.46) 
IQSDIAG(72 .15,46' (QSDIAG.IQSDIAG) 
/QANDQT/ QUDIAG{72,9. 5,46' 
c ••• 
C POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS 
COMMON /QPOLES/ PP(2,2' 
COMMON /QPOLESI UP{9,2.2) 
COMMON /QPOLES/ VP{9.2.2' 
COf,1MON /QPOLES/ TP f 9,2.2) 
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COMMON /QPOlES/ SHP(S.2.2) 
COMMON /QPOLES/ PHIPI9.2.2) 















TM I 72.9,5) 
SHM(72,9,S) 






















COMMON SCALEV (72,9) VWKSCAt. 
COMMON /IMJMI IMMI. IMM2. IMM3. IMM4. IMII.'5, VIMJM 
$ IMT2. IMT4. VIM,JM 
5 IMNLAV. IMNLAV1. tMNLAV2, tMNLAV3. IMNLAV4, IMnLAV5, vtMuM 
S IMD2Ml. VIMJM 
S NLAYT2. NLAYT3. NLAVT4, NLAVT5. NLAVTG. NLAYT7 vIMoJM 
C - • .. VTIMAVG 
C DeBUG VBEGOEB 
10000 CONTINUE V8EGOEB 
C· .. • .. CVBER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 100 veeGoee 















M MJ (J') VTIMAVG 
K = olC (ol) VTIMAVG 
IF (M.EO.O) GO TO 50 VTIMII.VG 
VTIMAVG 








PPCNO.M) = GNU1.PPCND,M' 4 GNU2*(PMCI.K,4PPtNB.M)) 
00 to- l=l,NLAY 
UPCL,ND,M) = GNU1"UP(L.NO,M, 4 
VPCL,NO.M} = GNU1·VPCL.ND,M} • 
TP(L.NO.M) = GNU1·TPtL,ND,M) ~ 











VTfMAVG 50 CONTINUE 
PC I,NO.J:IM) = GNU'''P(1,NO.J;HM • GNU2"(PMfI.K)~P(I.NB.JI' 






Uft,I,ND.JiIMNLAYl GNU1"Ufl,I.NO.J;IMNLAV) .. SCALEVC1.f;IMNLAY) VTtMAVG 
VTIMlI.VG 
SCALEVCt.l:IMNLAV) = GNU2·CVMC1,1,K;IMNLAY) .... Vfl.l.NB,J;IMNLAVI) VTIM'AVG 
Vtl,I.ND,d;IMNLAV) 
VTIMAVG 
GNUt.V(l.I,NO,J;IMNLAV) • SCALEVCt,l;lfJlNLAV) VTIMAVG 
VTlf.'AVG 
SCALEVC t. 1; IMNLAV) = GNU2"(TM( 1 ,1.«; IMNlAV) • T( 1.t.NB ,J: tMNLAY), VTIMAVG 
VTIMAVG 
T(I,I.NO.J;IMNLAV} = GNUt.Y(I,I.NO,J:tMNLAY) • SCALEV{t,I:IMNLAY' VTIMAVG 
VYtMAVG 
SCALEV(t,I;IMNlAV) =GNU2.'SHM(I, t.K;tMNLAY' • SHfl.1.NB.J;tMNLAY"VTIMAVG 
VTIMAVG 
SHe 1.1 ,NO, J: IMNLAV) =GNUI ·SH( 1,1 ,NO, oJ: IMNLAV) • SCAlEV( 1, t: IMNLAV'VTIMAVG 
RETURN VTIMAVG 
END VTIMAVG , 
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L INTEGER SIMPLE 307/0 308 308 308 30B 309 309 309 309 310 310 
310 310 311 311 311 311 316 
LC LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAV 154 155 
LCD lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 97 154 155 
LCNTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 
108 109 
LDIABAT lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 123 151 
LDPARM INTEGER UNKNOWN 211 212 213 
LEFLUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 115 143 
LFUSION LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 116 144 
LHFlUX LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 114 142 
tIetoUO !.CNTFl:l LOGICAL UNKNOWN 119 147 
LOGBR reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 44 
LOMEGA LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 122 150 
lPREACC lCNTAL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 112 140 
LPRECON lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 113 141 
LOS LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 108 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 ,,7 118 119 
120 121 136 
LQU LCNTRL LOGICAL ARRAY 109 122 123 124 125 137 
LRADLW lCNTRl LOGICAL UNKNOWN 125 153 
LRADtWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 118 146 
LRADSW LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 124 152 
I LRAOSWG LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 117 145 LTMAX lCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 111 139 
I 
LTMIN LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 110 138 
tUFLUK LCNTRL LOGICAL UNKNOWN 12' 148 
tVFLUX LCNTRl lOGICAL UNKNOWN 121 149 
M INTEGER SIMPLE 303/S 305 306 306 306 308 308 308 309 309 309 
310 310 310 311 311 311 i MATIN rCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 45 
MATSNX ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 46 
I MATSUN ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 47 
:It- MJ IOPARM INTEGER ARRAY 208 303 MLF ICNTRL INTEGER ARRAY 48 
, l MROO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 49 
I' MSM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 51 
, NB ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 52 306 30B 309 310 311 315 316 318 320 322 
NO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 53 306 306 30a 308 309 309 310 310 311 311 
;~ 315 315 317 317 319 319 321 321 323 323 NOAlT ICNTRL HnEGEn SIMPLE 54 NOAY ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 55 
i NO HOG ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 76 
!~' NOOUT ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 56 NOPHV ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 57 ! ~ NDRSW JCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 31 NoSHF ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 58 
: I NOT lCNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 59 : , NHMS ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 60 , .' NHMSO lCNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 62 
1- NHMS1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 NHMSE ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 00 !. NKRSH ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 
">1:iJ ; NlAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 307 
-i' NLAYM1 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 64 "tIf» NlAYPf ICNTRl INTEGE'R SIMPLE 65 0-i NtAVT2 IM..JM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 ::; 
\, NLAYT3 IMoJM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 O:;c, NLAVT4 IM..JM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 ;>;Jr-, NLAVT5 IMoJM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 
.0-.; ! NLAVT6 IMoJM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 
NLAYT7 IfJloJM INTEGER SIMPLE 301 c:z:, 
I NMLEV ICNTRL INTEGER SI~PLE 75 z" /fj NSOAV ICNTRL HJTEGER SIMPLE 66 !: "iJ : NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 67 ~, 
I. NSTEP ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 <~~ NVMo ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 71 QJ NV!WDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 
1 NVMD1 IePARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 ; NVMDE ICNTRl INTEGEP SIMPLE 72 
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, , 1-1 
~ Q 
r ' OMEGA2. RCNTRl 
REAL SIMPLE 172 
P QANDor REAL ARRAV 261 274 315/5 315 315 ... 
, PHI QANDQT REAL ARRAY 266 279 0 ~ PHIM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 295 00 PHI? QPOLES REAL ARRAV 289 
-n::a PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 267 
PI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 173 "I]~ 
PIfBO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 174 
PI2 RCr-JTRL REAL SIMPLE 175 02 
PIMEAN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 g~ PIT QMSA'VE REAL ARRAY 297 
Pf(STD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 
.0'1> PKTOP RDPAnM REAL SIMPLE 239 
PtEVS RONTRl REAL ARRAY 191 el" 
PM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 290 305 315 J:o!i) 
PP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 284 306/5 306 306 rm , FSMAX RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 ~® ! PS~lIN ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 ! psrD ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 
! PTOP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 180 • ! PV QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 296 
, PZERO ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 197 QALT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 QANDOT REAL UNKNOWN 253 280 283 
OeEG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 QOAY LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 12S 
QENO LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 12f1 QN!SAVE REAL UNKNOWN 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 QOUT LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 QPHY LONTRl LOGICAl. SIMPLE 103 131 QPOlES REAL UNKNOWN 284 285 286 287 288 289 
I QPRCG QANOQT REAL ARRAV 253 267 268 269 210 271 272 273 21. 275 276 
,1\ 271 278 279 QRSH LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 
,~ QRSW lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 134 
" 
QSOIAG OANO~T PEAL ARRAY 280 282 
, QSHF LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 104 132 QUDIAG QANDQT PEAL ARRAY 283 
;r RADE RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 181 RC RONTRl REAL ARRAY 198 199 
I- RCO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
I ReNTRL REAL UNKNOWN 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 
i~ 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 18. 185 IS5 187 ISB 1 ~ 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 
~} ROPARM REAL UNKNOWN 2'-1 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 
! , 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 241 248 249 250 251 252 
I' RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE IS2 
1 RlAT 
RDPARM REAL ARRAY 24U 
RLATO RDPARM REAL ARRAY 241 
i I Roep RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183 ROCPOT ROPAFHJI REAL SIMPLE :42 ROCPP1 ROPAR'" REAL SIMPLE 243 \ - R50IST RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 184 i SCALEV II REAL ARRAY 300 316/S 317 318/5 319 320/5 321 322/5 323 
I SO QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 298 , SOAY RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 185 I 
i SEASON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE IS6 
! SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAY 24. , SH QAND()T REAL ARnAY 265 27S 322 323/5 323 i SHM QMSAVE REAL ARRA\" 294 311 322 
i SHP QPOL.ES REAL ARRAY 288 311/5 311 311 SHS QANOQT REAL ARRAY 260 273 
L SIG RDPAR,.., REAL ARRAY 251 SIGE ReNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 
! SIND ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 188 
• 
SlNL ROPARfJI REAL ARRAY 245 Ii Slf,ll.ON ROPARM ~EAL ARRAY 246 
·1 
.i 'il 
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SM'TH OANDOT REAL ARRAY 2SS 
SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 
lOS 
SOLS IiCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 
lB9 
START LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 
213 
T QANOQT REAL ARRAV 264 
TERMT OMSAVE REAL ARRAY 299 
TERMW QtIISAVE REAL ARRAY 
299 
THSTD RDPIlRM REAL SIMPLE 
247 
THSTD2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 24B 
TIMAVG SUBROUTINE 
1 
TM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 293 
TF OPOLES REAL ARRAY 
2B7 
TS OANDOT REAL ARRAY 
259 
TSTO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 
U CANDQT REAL ARRAY 
262 
UM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 
291 
UP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 
2BS 
V QANOQT REAL ARRAV 263 
VER ceNTRl CHAR .. a SIMPLE 
10 
VM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 
292 
VP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 2B6 
WSA,VE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 
249 
XL ABEL ceNTRl CHAR'"'S ARRAV 11 
>""."~ ~ ~----=--"'.-~ 
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SU8RCUTINE TWRITE (LFLAG. c 
C WRITE MODEL HISTORY RECORD C 
C ARGUMENTS DESCRIPTION C LFLAG RECORD TYPE FLAG 
-, 
C 
-1 FOR BEFORE ANALYSIS RECORD C 
-2 FOR MIO-MATSUNO RECORD C 0 FOR 'NORMAL HISTORV RECORD C 6 FOR SENSE SWITCHED RECORD C END-Of-DISK REACHED C I/O ERROR RETURN C 
C I/O DDNAME DESCRIPTION C 8 HISTORV RECORD OUTPUT C 
C 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD C ==============::=B=:==::=:====::=:==::=:=======::= 
C 
C 
COMMON /CCNTRl/ CCO COMMON /CCNTRL/ ADATE COMMON /CCNTRL/ ATIME COMMON /CCNTRL/ dIC COMMON /CCNTRL/ daB COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP06 COMMON /CCNTRL/ CCSP07 COMMON /CCNTRL/ ccspoe 
cornMaN ICCNTRl/ VER COMMON ICCNTRLI XLABEl (101 COMMON ICCNTRll CQS f30, 






















C HITEGE'R MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD o ================================================ IJOMMON /ICNTRLI ICO COMMON nONTRl/ 1M COMMON /lCNTRll IM02 COMMON /lCNTRl/ IM02Pt COMMON /ICNTRll NDRSW COMMON nCNTRll JM COMMON /ICNTRll JMD2 COMMON II eNTRl / JMT2 
cor.nMoN IICNTRll dNP COMMON ,ICNTRl/ J04 CO"~MON /ICNTRll JOB COMMON /IONTRll JSP COMMoN fICNTRL/ KlIAlB COMMON IICNTRl/ KlIGW COMMON IICNTRll KlISST COMMON IICNTRll KS COMMON IICNTRll KU COMMON IICNTRll lOGSR COMMOt.l IICNTRll MATIN COMMON /ICNTRLI rfiATSNX COMMON /ICNTRLI MATSUN COMMON /ICNTRll MlF (12' COMMON /ICNTRll MROD 
L • .,>".,_~ ... "~~-.-. ---~,,,,,,,,,,,-,,--, "--,,,,~ 













































VCNTRL 29 VCNTRl 30 
veNTRL 31 
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COMMON IIeNTRll NKRSH 
COMMON IICNTRll MSM 
COMMON IICNTRll NB 
COMMON 11CNTRlI NO 
COMMON IICNTRll NDAlT 
COMMON IICNTRl! NDAV 
COMMON 11CNTRlI NDOUT 
COI\'MON IICNTRll NOPHV 
COMMON IICNTRLI NOSHF 
COMMON IICNTRll NOT 
COMMoN IICNTRl! NHMS 
COMMON !ICNTRll NHMSE 
COMMON IICNTRll NHMSO 
COMMON IICNTRLI NLAV 
COMMON IICNTRl! NLAVMl 
COMMON /ICNTRll NLAVP1 
COMMON IIeNTRll NSDAV 
COMMON IIeNTRll NS~Q 
COMMON IICNTRll ICSP53 
COMMON IICNTRLI NSTEP 
COMMON IICNTRll IBLKSIZ 
COMMON IICNTRll NVMD 
COMMON IICNTRll NVMDE 
COMMON IICNTRll NVMOO 
COMMON IICNTRll NZINIT 
COMMON IICNTRLI NMLEV 
COMMON IICNTRL! NDHOG 
COMMON IIeNTRl! IQS (3D) 
COMMON IICNTRLI IQU t 10) 
EQUIVALENCE ( ITMIN ,IQS( 11) 
EQUIVALENCE (ITMAX ,IQS( 2» 
EQUIVALENCE (IPREAOC ,IOS{ 3)} 
EQUIVALENCE (IPRECON ,IQst 4" 
EQUIVALENCE ( IHFlUX .IQS( 5)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IEFlUX ,IQS( 6)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IFUSION ,IQS( 7)) 
EQUIVALENCE tIRAOSWG ,IQSt a)) 
EQUIVALENCE (IRAOLWG ,lose 9» 
EQUIVALENCE (IIClOUO ,IQS(IO}) 
EQUIVALENCE {IUFLUX .IQS{11}} 
EQUIVALENCE (IVFlUX ,IQS(12» 
EQUIVALENCE « IOMEGA .IOU( f) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (IDIABAT ,IQU( 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IRADSW ,IQU( 3)) 
EQUIVALENCE {IRADlW • IOU ( 4}) 
EQUIVALENCE (ICO.IC(lJ) 
INTEGER ICO. 1C(200) 
LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
================================================ COMMON ILCNTRll lCO 
COMMON IlCNTRL/ QAlT 
COMMON ILCNTRLI OBEG 
COMMON IlCNTRll QDAY 
COMMON IlCNTAll QENO 
COMr.mN ILCNTRl I QOUT 
COMMON ILCNTRll QPHV 
COMMON /LCNTRll QSHF 
COI\'MON ILCNTRll SN2FlG 
COMMON IleNTRll QRSW, 
COMMON ILCNTRLI QRSH 
COMMON ILcNTRll LQS(30) 
COMMON IleNTRll LOU(10) 
EQUIVALENCE (LTMIN .LQS( 1 ) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (lTMAX .LOSI 2) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (LPREACC .lQS( 3)) 
EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON .LQS{ 4)) 
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vc~nRL 152 
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caMt.10N !RCNTAL), APHEI veNTRl 179 
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IcaMMON IReNTRLI ep veNTRl 182 
caMMON /RCNTRt./ DAVSPV veNTRl 183 
COMMON /RCNTFfL/ DEC vCNTRl lS4 
COMMON IR'cNi~LI DECMAX VCNTRl 185 
COMM!lN I RCfJT'RL I D I 5T VCNTRL 186 
COMMON / R:CN'TRl I OlAT VCNTRl 187 
COMMer., /R:ctH"Rll OlON VCNTRl 188 
COMMON IR'CZ'HRlf OT VCNTRL 189 
COMMON IR(}NTRLI ECCN VCNTRl 190 
COMMON IRC'NTP..Lf GNU1 VCNTRl 191 
COMMON IRCNTFiLf GNU2 VCNTRL '92 
COMMON fRONTRLf GRAV VCNTRL 193 
COMMON fRCNTRl/ OMEGA2 VCNTRL 194 
COMMON /RONTRL/ PI VCNTRL 195 
COMMON IRONTRLI PI180 vernRL 19S 
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'" I: COMMON fRONTAL! PIMEAN veNTRl 199 00178 COMMON !RONTRl! PSfMX VCNTRL 200 ..,. 
00179 COMMON !RCNTRll PSMIN VCNTRL 201 
00180 COMMON IRONTRll PlOP VCNTRL 202 
:1 00181 COMMON IRONTRll RADE veNTRL 203 
1 00182 COMMON IRONTRll RGAS veNTRl 204 
• 
00183 COMMON /RONTRl! ROC? veNTRl 205 
I 00184 COMMON IRCNTRll RSOIST VCNTRL 206 00185 COMMON fReNTRL! SDAY VCNTRL 207 
i OOt86 COMMON fRONTRl! SEASON veNT'lL 208 00187 COMMON fRONTRLI SIGE (25) VCNTRl 2.09 i 00f88 COMMON IReNTRll SIND veNTRl 210 , 00189 COMMON fRCNTRL! SOLS veNTRL 211 , 
00190 COMMON IReNTRll TSIO veNTRl 212 
00191 COMMON fRONTRl! PLEVS (25. VCtJTRl 213 
00192 COMMON /RONTRl! HEATW veNTRl 214 
00193 COMMON fRCNTRll HEATl veNTRl 215 
00194 COMMON !RCNTRl! EPS VCNTRl 216 
00195 COMMON !RCNTRl! EPSFAC VCNTRl 217 
00196 COMMON !RCNTRl/ CALTOtJ VCNTRL 218 
-00197 COMMON /RCNTRl/ PZERO VCNTRl 219 
C \n .. rHRl 220 
00198 EQUIVALENCE (RCO ,RCf 1» VCNTRL 221 
00199 REAL RCO. RC(200) VCNTRL 222 
C VCNTRL 223 
C INTEGER MaDEL CONSTANTS VCNTRl 224 
I C =====~================= vCNTRl 225 
;(\ 00200 COMMON /IOPARM! ItlUMP (4S) VCNTRl 226 00201 COMMON /IOPARM/ IDSP02 VCNTRl 227 
'; 00202 COMMON /IDPARM/ INDEX (72) VCNTRL 228 
; )~ 00203 COMMON !IDPARM! IROD vcrnRl 229 
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I 00223 COMMON IROPARM! CON30T VCNTRL 256 00224 COMMON IROPARM! CON4 VCNTRl 257 00225 COMMON !RDPARM! CON40T VCNTRL 258 0022S COMMON /RDPARM! CONS VCNTRL 259 00227 COMMON /RCPARM! COSL (46) VCNTRl 260 
I 00228 COMMON /RDPARM! COSLON (72) VCNTRL 2.61 ;, 00229 COMMON /RDPARM! CP02 VCNTRL 262 
" 
00230 COMMON !RDPARM/ OXP (46) VCNTRl ::l63 
00231 COMMON /ROPARM! OXYP (46) VCNTRL 264 
,; i 00232 COM~JlON /RDPARM/ DVP (46) VCNTRL 265 
00233 'COMMON !ROPARM! FCORLS (46) VCNTRl 266 
00234 COMMON /ROPARM! FtOT VCNTRL 267 
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COMMON /ROPARMI H20T COMMON /ROPARMI P}(STD COMMON IRDPARMI P}(TOP COMMON /RDPARMI RLAT (46) COMMON IROPARMI RLATD . (461 COMMON /RDPARMI ROOPOT COMMON /ROPAR,.,I ROCPPl COMMON IRDPARMI SGNP (2) COMMON fRDPARM( SINl (46) COMMON IROPARMI SINLON (72) COMMON IROPARMI THSTO COMMON /RDPARMI THST02 COMMON IRDPARMI WSAVE ff59) COM~"ON IRDPARMI aSIG (9) COMMON IRDPARMI SIG (9) COMMON IRDPARMI DSIGINV 19} 
IDErHIFYING LABELS OF MODEL RESTART RECORD QUANTITIES ===================================================== COMMOf.l 
CHARACTER"'S 
/eOROERI XOROS(24',XOROU(15' XQROS ,XORDU 
IDENTIFYING lABELS OF MODEL HISTORY RECORD QUANTITIES ===================================================== COMMON 
CHARACTER-8 
ICORDERI XSA (23, • XUA , 10) XSA ,XUA 
CoMDECK VOANDQT RESOLUTION VALUES 
================================= 1M 
NLAY 



















































(7128,1 ) (7128,23, 
C7 128, 1) 
C 7128,1) 
{7128. " (7128, f' (7128,1) (72.99,1) 
(72.9.11, f) {72,9.tt,n (72,9, tt. f} (72.9,11, f) {72.9,l',n 
(QPROG{f, l,l,n,PHIS (1.1) (QPROG ( " 2, 1 , f ) , SMTH ( 1 , f J ) (QPROG(1, 3.t.tl.ALBEDO(t.f) (QPRDG(f.4,l,1),GT (t,t)) tQPROG(1, S,l,n,GW n,1)) (QPROGft, 6,1,1),15 (1,1)) (QPRoG{I,7,1,1),SHS (1.1») (QPROG ( 1. 8, 1 , f ) , P l 1 • 1 , 1 ) ) 
(QPROG( f, 1, (QPROGff.l, (QPROGf f.l, (QPQOGff,I, 
2,1) ,U 
4,1) ,V 
6, 1) ,T 
a,l) ,SH 
f1 f t,I,") (l,l,l,f}) ( 1 , 1 , f , 1) ) (1.1.1,1)) 
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EQUIVALENCE {QPROG ( 1 • 1 , 10. 1 ) • PHI ( 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 , ) 


































C • .... .. VTWRITE 
DATA LUNEXT /14/ VTV/RITE 
C • .. ... VTVIRITE 
C DEBUG V8EGDEB 
10000 CONTINUE V8EGDEB 
C ...... CVSER VECTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 100 VBEGDEB 
C ...... CYBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGOEB 
CSSSSS$SS$S$SS$SS$$$$SSS$$S$SS$$S$$SSSS$SSSSSSsssSSSSSS$SSSSSSSSSS$SSSSSVBEGDEB 
C .. .. ... VTWRITE 
C WRITE NEXT RECORD ON RESTART FILE VTWRITE 
10 CONTINUE VTWRITE 
IFtLFLAG.EQ.6) QRSW = .TRUE. VTWRITE 
IFLNOT,QRS)'I) GO TO 30 VTWRlTE 
LU = LUNEXT VTWRITE 
IFfLU.EQ.12) LUNEXT = 14 VTWRITE 
IF(LU.EQ.14) LUNEXT = 12 VTWRITE 
REWIND LV vTWRITE 
LaGeR = LFLAG VTWRITE 
CALL ZEITBEG(BHlOQ VTWRITE 
CALL 100 (LU.2.0) VTWRITE 
00 20 l.I=1.l.I'NP VTWRITE 
CALL IOQ (LU.2.l.I' VTWRITE 
20 CONTINUE VTWRITE 
CALL ZEITENO VTWRITE 
WRITE (3.6020) LU. NVMD. NHMS. LOGSR, ,Joe VTWRITE 
REWIND LU VTWRITE 
IF(LFLAG.EQ.G) QOUT = .FALSE. VTWRITE 
30 IF( .NOT .QOUT) GO TO 40 VTWRITE 
CALL ZEITBEGf8HCONHTR VTWiUTE 
CALL CONHTR vi\'lRITE 
CALL ZEITEND VTWRITE 
IROD = tROD + 1 VTVIRITE 
WR I TE ( 3,6030) r~VMD, NHMS. LOGSR . .JOB VTWR I T5 
IF(.NOT.QRSH) GO TO 40 VTWRITE 
IROO = IROD + 1 VTWRITE 
LOG8R = LFLAG VTYlRITE 
CALL ZElTBEG(BHIOQ VTWRITE 
CALL 10Q(8.2.0) VTWRITE 
DO 35 ,J = 1, ,JNP VTWRI TE 
CALL 100(8,2,,J) VTV/RITE 
35 CONTINUE VTWRITE 
CALL ZEITENO VTWRITE 
LUU = 8 VTV/R I TE 
WRITE(3.6020) LUU.NVMO.NHMS.LOGBR.l.IOB VTWRITE 
40 IF( .NOT.ORSW) GO TO 45 vTV1RITE 
KRS = (LU - 12) I 2 ... 1 vTWRITE 
REWIND 15 vTWRITE 
WRITEl15.6040) KRS VTWRITE 
REWIND 15 VTWRITE 
45 IFfIROD.GE.MROO) RETURN vTWRITE 
C • ,.. • 
6020 FORMAT 
" 6030 FORMAT 
RETURN VTWRITE 
('ORESTART RECORD WRITE TO UNIT',12.4X. 
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• MODEL TIME ·.I6,2X,IG.2X.!~.~n.· ..lOB '.AS) 
C'PROCCRSPROC.NNNN,RSRUNIT,RSRVOL)', 
'BEGIN(.P~RSRUNIT~RSR.~NNNN~.~RSRVOL~,·.11.·.R)·.) 
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I GW QANDQT REAL ARRAY 262 275 , HtOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
I H20T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 HEATI ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 
• HEATW RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 192 ! IBLKSIZ ICNTRL nnEGER SIMPLE 70 
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·1 , IFUSION reNTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN 85 
,~ , IHFLUX IONTRl INTEGER UNI(NOWN 83 
; -'\i I ICLOUO IONTRl INTEGER UNKNOWN aa 
., I~UMP IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 200 
1M ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 28 
:r IMD2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 29 IMD2P1 ICNTRL tNTEGER 5 Il.'PLE 30 
1 INOEX IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 202 
1 IOMEGA rONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 91 
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! I IROO IDPARM INTEGER SlMPLE 203 313/5 313 3113'5 316 331 ITAPE LDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 212 215 ITMAX IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOWN 80 \ , ITMIN IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOw; 79 i I IUFLUX IONTRL INTEGER UNKNOlU~ 89 00 II IVFLUX IONTRL INTEGER UNKNUWN 90 
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I J INTEGER SIMPLE 302/0 303 320/C 321 ,,-, Je IDPARM INTEGER ARRAV 204 Om 
I, 
JE IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 205 O~ JIC OCNTRl CHAR+S SIMP!..i: 5 18 JM ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 32 ;Of"' 
.JMD2 ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 33 
"'""T2 IONTRL INTEGeR SIMPLE 34 .0" JNP ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 35 302 320 Cl;'i ! J04 leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 36 .:bG) , J08 ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 37 r-m ! JOB ceNTRl CHIIoR"8 SIMPLE 6 19 30G/W 314/W 325/Vl :Ja JP IOPARM INTEGER ARRAV 206 JSP leNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 38 
KLIALB ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 39 
KLIGVI IeNTRl ItnEGeR SIMPLE 40 
ii KLISST reNTRL I rlTEGER SIMPLE 41 KRS INTEGER SIMPLE 327/5 329/\'1 RS ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 42 ~ 
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PilBO RCNTRl RtAl SIMPLE 174 
§ 
'" PI2 RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 t-o--I 
PIf,IIEAN RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 0 
PKSTD RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 
PltTOP ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
PlEVS RONTRl REAL ARRAV 191 
PSMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 178 
PSMIN RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 
PSTD RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 
PTOP RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 1 BO 
PZERO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 
QAl T lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 
QANDQT REAL UNKNOWN 257 284 287 
QBEG lCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 
QOAY lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 
QENO lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE lot 129 
QOUT lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 102 130 308/5 309 
QPHY lmHRl LOGICAL SIUfPlE 103 13t 
QPROG QANDOT REAL ARRAV 257 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 
281 282 283 
QRSH lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 107 135 315 
QRSW lCNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE IDS 134 293/5 294 326 
QSOIAG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 284 286 
QSHF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 104 132 
QUDIAG QANOQT REAL ARRAV 287 
RADE RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE t B' 
RC ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 198 199 
RCO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 
ReNTRl REAl.. UNKNOWN 156 157 1SB 159 ISO 161 162 163 164 165 166 
167 16B 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 
178 179 180 181 182 lS3 184 185 18S 187 lBB 
189 190 19t 192 193 194 195 196 197 
FlOPARM REAL UNKNOWN 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 22-6 227 
228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 
239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 
250 251 252 
RGAS RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 182 
RLAT ROPAR... REAL ARRAY 240 
RLATD RDPARM REAL ARRAV 241 
ROCP ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 183 
ROCPOT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 
ROCPP 1 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 243 
RSDIST ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 184 
SDAY ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 185 
SEASON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 186 
SGNP RDPARM REAL ARRAV 244 00 
SH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 269 282 ..., 
SHS QAND(JT REAL ARRAV 264 277 a'! 
SIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 251 -0 G) 
SIGE RCNTRl REAl. ARRAV 187 0 -
SINO ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 188 0 ~ 
SINL RDPARM REAL ARRAY 245 .... 
SINlON nOPARM REAL ARRAY 24S ;U .-
SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 259 272 ......... 
SN2FLG lCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 1'05 133 nJ'c:' ~ 
SOLS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 ~ 
START lDPARM LOGICAL SIMPLE 213 216 J:» G) 
T QANCQT REAL ARRAY 268 281 r- r:i 
THSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 247 :;! 
1'HSTDz RDPAP.M REAL SIMPLE 248 ~ 
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAV 263 276 .... ~ 
T5TO RCNTRl REAL SI·MPlE 190 
TWRITE SUBROUTINE 1 
U QANOQT REAL ARRAV 266 279 
V QANDQT REAL ARRAY 267 280 
VER CCNTRl CHAR*8 SH'IPLE 10 23 
WSAVE RDPARM REAL ARRAY 249 
XLABEL ceNTRl CHAR*S ARRAY 11 24 
XORDS CORDER CHAR*S ARRAV 253 254 
KORDU CORDER CHAR-S ARRAY 253 254 
,~,"-,~.,-~-,---,--,~", ,~~,;",. ,.-,-,~---." ""~~.-." .. ", ,-"~' '( 
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c············· •• ········•···•············•·•··•······· .•.......... r·····VVERT 2 
C VVERT 3 
C SU8ROUTINE VERT VVERT 4 
C VVERr 5 
C PURPOSE VVERT G 
C COMPUTES OMEGA = VERTICAL VELOCITY VVERT 7 
C VVEAT B 
C USAGE VVERT 9 
C CALLED FROM GWSGCM VVERl 10 
C VVEAT 11 
C INPUT/OUTPUT FILES USED VVERT 12 
C NONE VVERT 13 
C VV_ERT 14 
C OESCklPTION OF PARAMETERS VVEAT 15 
C NONE VVERT 16 
C VVERT 17 
C SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED VVERT 1B 
C NONE VVERT 19 
C VVEAT 20 
C RECORD OF MODIFICATIONS \rVERT 21 
C ?OATE? 1PROGRAMMER? 70ESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATIONS? VVERT 22 
C 22JULS3 uJM.PF ADDED DOCUMENTATION + VARIABLE LOCATION VVERT 23 
C FOR OMEGA VVERT 24 
C VVERT 25 
C REMARKS: VVERT 26 
o (1' RAMESH B. IS THE EXPERT (AUTHOR) FOR THIS ROUTINE VVERT 27 
C WERT ~ 
C ••••• ·········_·· ••• • •• -.··.········ •••• *···.·.···.····················VVERT 29 
C· M I A - COM S I G MAD A T A INC. N A SAG S F C ·VVERl 30 
·C·········.·.··.··.··.··· •• · ••• ··· ••••••• ·•·····•···· ••• ·.··············VVERT 31 
C VVERT 32 
SUBROUTINE VERT VVERT 33 
C VVERT 34 
C ••••• ·.····-.~ ••••• • •• *·*·*·**·*····.* ••• •• •• ····.····.················VVERT 35 
C VVERl 36 
C VVERT 37 C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• VVERl 3B 
C VVERT 39 
C OMEGA CALCULATION VVERT 40 
C FOLLOWING COMPt VVERl 41 
C ANO CQMP2 VVERl 42 
C VVERT 4~ C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• VVERT 44 
C VVERl 4S 
C VVERT 46 
C VCNTRL 2 
C CHARACTER MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD VCNTRL :.1 
C ================================================== VONTRL 4 
COMMON IceNTRLI ceo veNTRL 5 
COMMON leCNTRLI AOATE veNTRL 6 
COMMON /eONTnL/ ATIME veNTRL 7 
COMMON /CCNTRL/ JIC VCNTRL 8 
COMMON /CONTRL/ .... oB VCNTRL 9 
COMMON /CCNTRLI CCSP06 VONTRL 10 
COMMON ICCNTRLI OCSP07 VCNTAL 11 
COMMON /CCNTRLI CCSPOS veNTRL 12 
COMMON ICONTRLI VER veNTRL 13 
COMMON IceNTRL/ XLABEL (10) VCNTRL 14 
COMMON ICCNTRll CQS (30) VCNTRL 15 
COMMON /eCNTRL/ CQU (10) VCNTRL 16 
C veNTRL 17 
EQUIVALENCE (CCO.CCfl') veNTRL 18 
CHARACTER.S oco, CC(200} veNTRL 19 
CHARACTER.S ADATE veNTRL 20 
CHARAOTER"S ATIME veNTRL 21 
CHARACTER·S JIC VONTRL 22 
CHARACTER.S JOB veNTRL 23 
CHARACTER"S CCSP06 VC!-JTRL 24 
CHARACTER.S OCSP07 VCNTRL 25 
CHARACTEn .. g ccspoa '!leNTRL 26 
CHARACTER.S VER VCNTRl 27 
..... '- ~-~"'~' 
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INTEGER 'MODEL PARAMETERS .SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD 
================================================ COMMON IICNTRll ICO 
COMMON /ICNTRll 1M 
COMMON IICNTRll IMD2 
COMMON IICNTRl/ IMD2P1 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NDRSW 
COMMON IICN-"RLI JM 
COMMON IICNTRLI JMD2 
COMMON IICNTRLI dMT2 
COMMON IICNTRl/ dNP 
COMMON IICNTRl/ 1104 
COMMON fICNTRll d08 
COMMON IICNTRll JSP 
COMMON IICNTRl/ KlIALB 
COMMON IICNTRll KLIGW 
COMMON IICNTRLI KllSST 
COMf.nON IICNTRll KS 
COMMON IICNTRl/ KU 
COMMON ItCNTRl/ LOGSR 
COMMON IICNTRll MATIN 
COMMON IICNTRll MATSNX 
COMMON IICNTRll MATSUN 
COMMON IICNTRll MlF (12) 
COMMON IICNTRLI MRon 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NKRSH 
COMMON /[CNTRl/ MsM 
COMMON /lCNTRl/ NB 
COMMON fICNTRll NO 
COMMON IICNTRL/ NOAlT 
COMMON IIo-:'lTRl/ NOAY 
COMMON IICNTRl/ NDOUT 
COMMON IIC.NTRll NDPHV 
COMr.nON IICNTRLI NDSHF 
COMMON IICNTRll NDT 
COMMON IICNTRll NHMS 
COMMON IIONTRll NHMSE 
COMMON IIONTRL/ NHMSO 
COMMON IICNTRll NlAV 
COMMON /ICNTRLI NlAVMl 
COMMON IICNTRLI NLAVPl 
COMMON IICNTRLI NSDAV 
COMMON fICNTRll NSEQ 
COMMON IICNTRLI ICSP53 
COMMON IICNTRll NSTEP 
COMMON ItCNTRl/ IBLKSIZ 
COMMON IICNTRLI NVMD 
Cu~MON IICNTnLI NYMDE 
COMMON"'IGNTRLI NVMDO 
COMMON IfCNTRLI NZINJT 
CCP.nMON IICNTRLI NMLEV 
COr-U;10N IICNTRLI NDHOG 
COMMON /lCNTRLI IQS f30, 
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C 
VCNTRL 99 00091 EQUIVALENCE 1 IOMEGA .IQU( I)) VCNTRL 100 00092 EQUIVALENCE UDIABAT .Ioue 2)) VCNTRL 101 00093 EQUIVALENCE elRADSW .IQUI 31l VeNTRl 102 00094 EQUIVALENCE (lRADLW ,IQU( 4" VCNTRl 1'03 C 
VCNTRl 104 I 00095 EQUUVALENCE tIeo.tC(1') VeNTRl 105 : 00096 INTEGER rca, IC(200' VeNTRL 106 c VeNTRl 107 
, 
C LOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORY RECORD VCNTRl 10B 
, 
1 c ========~==========~==~~======================== VeNTRl 109 , 00097 COMMON IlCNTRll LCO 
vernRL 110 i 00098 COMMON ILCNTRLI QALT VCNTRl III 00099 COI'o'UlON IlCNTRll QBEG VCf.,fTRL 112 i 00100 COMMON ILCNTRLI QDAY \!Cr:TRL t 13 ! 00101 COMMON ILCNTRLI QEND 
veNTRl 114 i 00102 COMMON ILCNTRLI QOUT VCNTRl 115 00103 COMMON ILCNTRLI QPHY VCNTRl 116 1 00104 COMMON IlCNTRLI QSJiF VCNTRL 117 • 00105 COUlMON 11.CNTRLI SN2FLG VCNTRl lIS 00106 COMMON ILONTRll QRSW VCNTRl 119 00107 COMMON IlCNTRll QRSH 
veNTRl 120 00108 COMMON ILCNTRll LQ$(30) VCNTRl 121 00109 COMMON ILCNTRLI lQU(10) VeNTRl 122 C 
VCNTRl 123 00 00110 EQUIVALENCE eL nUN .~ .. Q~r I)) VCNTAl 124 
.... ::oJ 00111 EQUIVALENCE fLTMAX .LOSI 2') VCNTRl 125 'UI~ 
00112 EOUIVALENCE eLPREACC .LOS( 3)' VCNTRL 126 00113 EQUIVALENCE (LPRECON .Lose .)) VeNTRl 127 0-00114 EQUIVALENCE (lHf~lUK .LQSI 5)) vCNTRl 128 05 :J 00115 EQUIVALENC~ eLEFLUX .Lose G)) VCNTRL 129 Alp 00116 EQUIVALENCE (LFustON .lQS( 7.) veNTRl 130 00117 EQUIVALENCE (LRADSWG .lose a" veNTRl 131 
.0",3 , . 00118 EQUIVALENCE (LRAOlWG .lOS{ 9') VCNTRl 132 C:;CS 
00119 EQUIVALENCE (lICLOUD .~QS(10)) VCNTRl 133 ,'" 00120 EQUIVALENCE (LUFlUX .LQS(11)) VCNTRl 134 ~j@ , 00121 EQUIVALENCE ( lVFU'X ,LQSft2') veNTRl 135 t: libU ;t C veNTRl 136 ~~ 00122 EQUIVALENCE (LOMEGA .lQUt 11' VC~oITRl 13? 00123 EQUIVALENCE (lOIABAT .LQue 2)' VCNTRl 13S I 00124 EQUIVALENCE !LRADSW .LQU! 3)) VCNTRI. 139 I 00125 EQUIVALENCE::. flRADlw .LQUl 4») VCNTRl 140 ~~ C veNTRl 141 00126 LOGICAL OAlT VCNTRl .42 ! 00127 lOGICAL OBEG VCNTRl 143 H 00128 LOGICAL QDAV veNTRl 144 00129 LOGICAL OENO VCNTRl 145 L. 00130 LOGICAL QOUT VCNTRl 146 00131 lOGICAL QPHV VCNTRl. 147 ! . 00132 lOGICAL OSHF VCNTRl 148 1 I 00133 LOGICAL SN2FLG VCNTRl 149 ! I 00134 LOGICAL ORSW VCNTRl 150 00135 LOGICAL ORSH VCNTRl 15 • • • C 
VCNTRl 152 : I 00136 lOGICAL LOS VCNTRl 153 00t37 LOGICAL LQU 
veNTRl 154 0013S lOGICAL LTMIN VCNTRL 155 00139 lOGiCAL LTMAX VCNTRl 156 00140 LOGICAL lPREACC 
veNTRl 157 00141 lOGICAL lPRECON 
veN7Rl 158 
! 1 
00142 lOGICAL lHFlUX VCNTRl 159 00143 LOGICAL lEFlUX 
veNTRl 160 00144 lOGICAL Li="USION 
veNTRl 161 ! :fj 
00145 LOGICAL UIAOSWG \leNTRl 162 00146 LOGICAL lRADLWG 
veNTRl 163 00147 lOGICAl. lIClOUD VCNTRl 164 00148 LOGICAL LUFlU1t 
veNTRl IGS 00149 lOGICAL tVFLUX VCNTRl 166 i,f/ C VCNTRL 167 00150 lOGICAL It.rMEGA 
veNTRl lGS 00151 LOGICAL lDIABAT VCNThL 169 iii. I I ~ 
"" ... I@ ~~. ;'{:----:.-"~- ',.;:.:':::-:.:::::-'---::- "'.;:-" '-.----.~ -. -.. ~ .. ~ 
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REAL MODEL PARAMETERS SAVED ON HISTORV RECORD 
============================================= COMMON !RCNTRl! RCO COMMON !ReNTRl/ APHEL COMMON IReNTAl! eETA COMMON !RCNTRl! coso COMMON !RCNTAlf CP COMMON !RCNTRll OAYSPY COMMON IRCNTRLI DEC CoMMON /RCNTAl! OECMAx COMMON fRCNTRll OIST COMMON /RCNTRl/ OlAT COMMON !RCNTRl! OlON COMMON fRCNTRl! DT CoMMON fRCNTAlf. ECCN COMMON fRCr.]TRlf GNU1 COfnr.o10N !ReNTRll GNU2 COMMON fRONTAlf GAAV COMMON fRCNTRt/ OMEGA2 COMMON /RCNTRlf PI 
caMMON fRCNTAlf PI180 COMMON fRCNTRlf PI2 COMMON fRCNTRl/ PSTD COMMON !RCNTRlf PIMEAN COMMON fRCNTRl! PSMAX COMMON fRCNTRl/ PSMIN COMMoN fRONTRL! PTOP COMMON fRCNTRll RADE COMMON !RCNTRl! RGAS COMMON fRCNTRl! ROCP COMMON !RCNTRl/ RseiST COMMON !RCNTAlf SDAY COMMON /RCNTRl! SEASON COMMON fReNTAlf SIGE (251 COMMON fRCNTRlf SIND 
coMMoN fRCNTRlf SOLS COMMON fRCNTRl! TSTO COMMON fRCNTRL! PLEVS (25. COMMm.r !RCNTAll HEATW COMMON fRCNTRLf HEAT I COMMOT<.,! /RCNTRl! EPS 





INTEGER MODEL CONSTANTS 
~====================== COMMON /JDPARMI ILiUMP COMMON ilOPAAMf IOSP02 COMMON IIDPARMI INDEX COMMON IIOPAR"'f IROO 
cOMMON IIOPAAMf eJC COMMI...N IIOPARMI oJE C01JlMON /lOPARM/ JP COMMON /IDPARM/ kSTEP COMMON II CPARM/ MoJ COMMON IIOPARMI NHMS1 COMMON /IDPARM/ NYMDI 








COMMON /lDPARMI FIlTEA (461 
--0.=,-,,,,-
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VCNTAl 193 00 VCNTRl 19" ~:o VCNTRl 195 
VCNTRl 196 "U~ VCNTRl 197 Oz VCNTAl 19B 
VcNTRl 199 ~f:: VCNTRL 200 VCNTRl 201 
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" 00245 ; r 00246 00247 00248 !'" 00249 I 00250 i~ 00251 i. 00252 ;} C C 
; C C 
! C , C 
i C e j C 
I' e 
! C 
i e e , C 
! 00253 e , 
00254 , 
i /' 00255 
. 'I 
00256 
I,' 00257 00258 00259 
00260 





~.,'.~...::'" .'~";. ~'-.. ,-'--
".'" 
COMMON /LDPARMI tTAPE veNTRl 241 
COMMON /LDPARMI START veNTRl 242 
veNTRL 243 
LOGICAL FILTER veNTRl 244 
LOGICAL ITAPE VerHRl 245 
LOGICAL START veNTRl 246 
veNTRl 247 
REAL MODEL CONSTANTS veNTRl 248 
==================== veNTRl 249 COMMON IRDPARMI AOLDP veNTRl 2.50 
COMMON /RDPAflMI CONt veNTRl 251 
COMMON fRDPARMI CON lOT veNTRl 252 
COMMON /RDPARMI 00N2 veNTRl 253 
COMMON IRQPARM! CON20r VeNTRl 254 
COMMON /RDPARM/ OON3 vernRl 255 
COMMON IROPARMI OON30T veNTRl 256 
COMMON IROPARMI 001114 veNTRl 257 
COMMON IROPARMI 00N401 veNTRl 258 
COMMON /ROPARMI CON5 veNTRl 259 
COMMON IRDPARM/ COSL (46) veNTRl 260 
COMMON /ROPARM/ COSlON (72) VCNTRl 261 
COMMON /RDPARM/ CP02 VCNTRl 262 
COMMON /ROPARM! OXP (46) VCNTRL 263 
CQr.'MON /ROPARM/ DXYP (46) VCNTRL 264 
COMMON /RDPARM/ DVP (46) VCNTRl 265 
COFJlMON /RDPARM! FCORLS (46) VCNTRL 266 
COMMON /RDPARM/ Fl0T VCNTRL 267 
COMMON /RDPARM! F2DT VCNTRL 26B 
COMMON /ROPARM/ H1DT vcrnRl 2:69 
COMMON /RDPAnM/ H2DT VCNTRl 270 
COMMON IHOPARM/ PKSTO VCNTRl 271 
COMMON IRDPARNI/ PKTOP VCNTnL 272 
COMMON /RDPARM/ RlAT (461 veNTRl 273 
COMMON IROPARM! RlATD f46} VCNTRL 274 
COMMON IROPARM/ ROCPOT VCtJTRL 275 
cmr.MON /RDPARM/ ROCPP 1 VCNTRl 276 
COMMON /RDPARM/ SGNP (2) veNTRl 277 
COMMON /ROPARM/ SINL (46) "CNTRl 278 
COMMON /ROPARM! SINLON (72 ) VCNTRl 279 
cm.,MoN IROPARM/ THSTO VCNTRl 280 
COMMON /RDPARMI THST02 veNTRl 281 
corMmN /RDPARM/ WSAVE (159) VCNTRL 282 
COMMON JROPARM/ DSIG (9) VCNTRL 283 
COMr.,ON /ROPARM! SIG (9) VCNTRl 284 
COMMON /ROPARM/ OSIGJNV (9) VCfnRL 285 
VCNTRl 286 
VOANDQT 2 
COM£lECK VOANDOT RESOLUTION VALUES VOANDQT 3 
===~============================= VOANDQT 4 
1M =72 VOANDOT. 5 
NLAV =9 VQANOQT 6 
101M" 1 =46 VOANOQT 7 
NLAV·'1 =99 VOANOQT B 
IM·NlAV"ll =7128 VQANDQT 9 
.)M/2"" , =23 VQANDQT 10 
VQANDOT 11 
GLOBAL MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS (NEEDED IN COMPO) VQANDQT 12 
=====~========================================== VQANDQT 13 
VQANOOT 14 
COMMON /QANDOT/ QPROGf72,9,11.46) VQANDQT 15 
VOANOOT 16 
DIMENSION PHIS !7128.1} VOANDOT 17 
DIMENSION SMTH (7128.231 VQANOOT IB 
DIMENSION ALBEDO (7128.1} VOANDQT 19 
DIMENSION GT (7128.1) VQhNDQT 20 
DIMENSION GW (7128.1) VQANDQT 21 
DIMENSION TS (7128.1) VOANDQT 22 
DIMENSION SHS (7128.1) VOANDOT 23 
DIMENSION P (72.99,1) VQANDQT 24 
VQANDQT 25 
DIMENSION U (72.9,1',n VOANDoT 26 
-,.,.-.... -~ .. 
-:~::. ~ ... ~,~ .. 
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DIMENSION V (72.9,11,11 VQANDQT 27 
DIMENSION T {72.S,11.1) VQANDQT 28 
DIMENSION SH (12,9.11,1) VQANOQT 29 
DIMENSION PHI (12.9.11,0 vQANDQT 30 
C vQANDQT 31 
EQUIVALSNCE (QPROG( f. I. I, f) ,PHIS (1,1» VOANDQT 32 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG{ '. 2, I, 1) .SMTH (1.1) vOANDQT 33 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG{ t, 3, t, t, .ALBEDO( 1,1» VQANDQT 34 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( " 4,', t' .GT (t. t') VOANDQT 35 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROGll,5,1.1J,GW (1,lt) VQANDQT 36 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG{ " 6, t. " • TS (t, t') VQANDQT 31 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I,1,!.I',SHS (1,1) VQANOQT 38 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG( " 8,1,1) ,P (1,1. 1)) VQANOQT 39 
C VQANDQT 40 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG{ 1,1. 2, I).U (f ,1,1,1)' VOANOQT 41 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG(I,l.4.1),V (1,1,1,11) VQANOQT 42 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG{ 1 ,I. 6,1). T (f. 1 ,1.111 VQANDaT 43 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG{ 1,1. 8,1 J ,SH (1,1,1,1) I VQANDQT 44 
EQUIVALENCE (QPROG! 1, t .10,1) ,PHI (1,1,1,1) VQANOQT 45 
C VQANOQT 46 
C SPACE FOR GLOBAL MODEL DIAGNOSTIC FIELDS (NOT NEEDED tN COMPO) VQANOQT 41 
C ;=============;===;===;==;==;==;=;===================~~======= VQANDQT 48 
C VQANDQT 49 
COMMON IQANOQTI QSOIAG(72 ,15,46) VQANDQT 50 
DIMENSI-DN tQSDIAGf72 ,15,46) VQANDQT 51 
EQUIVALENCE (QSDtAG.IOSDIAG) VQANDOT 52 
C VQANDQT 53 
COMMON IQANDQT I QUDIAGI72. 9. 5.46) VOANDQT 54 
C VQANOQT 55 
C • VQPOLES 2 
C POLAR MODEL PROGNOSTIC FIELDS VOPOLES 3 
COMMON /QPOLESI PP(2.2) VQPOLES 4 
COMMON /QPOLESI UP(9.2,2) VOPOLES 5 
COMMON IQPOLESI VP(9.2,2) VQPOLES 6 
COMMON /QPOl..ESI TP(9.2.2) VQPOLES 7 
COMMON /QPOLESI SHP(9,2.2) VQPOLES 8 
COMMON IQPOLESI PHIP(9.2,2) VQPOLES 9 
C VQPOLES 10 
C VQMSAVE 2 
C GLOBAL BAND MODULO SAve AREAS DURING HVDRoDVNMncs STEP VQrJlSAVE 3 
COMMON IQMSAVEI PM(72.5) VQMSJl.VE 4 
COMMON IQMSAVE/ UMf72,9,S) VQMSAve 5 
COMMON IQMSAVEI VM(72.9,5) VQMSAVE 6 
COMMON IQMSAVEI TM(12.9,5) VQMSAVE 7 
COMMON IQMSAVEI SHM(72.9,5) VQMSAVE 8 
COMMON IQtJlSAVEI PHIM(72.9,5) VQMSAVE 9 
COMMON IQ1JISAVel PV(72,9,S) VOrJISAVE 10 
COMMON IQMSAVEI PIT(12,S} VQMSAVE 11 
COMMON IQMSAVEI CONV(72.9.S), 50(72,9,51 VQMSAVE 12 
COMMON IQMSAVEI TERMW(12.9,5). TERMT(12.9.5) VQMSAVe 13 
C VQMSAVE 14 
COMMON PU(1S0),PUf(180).PU2f180) VVERT 51 
C VVERT 52 
C············.··.··· ••• ••••• ••• ••••• •••••••• •• •• •• •••• • •• ··········.····VVERT 53 
C VVERT 54 
C DeBUG VBEGDEB 2 
10000 CONTINUE VSEGDES 3 
C· .... • CVBER veCTOR VERSION 00.001 INPUT 100 VBEGDEB 4 c···· OVBER VECTOR VERSION 00 VBEGOEB 5 
CSSS$SSSSSSSSS$SSSSSSS$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$$$$$SSSSS$S$$SSSS$SSSSSSSSSSSSSS$VBEGDEB 6 
NLAVND = NLAV.(ND - 1) VVERT 56 
NLAVNB = NLAV* eNB - 1) VVERT 57 
00 1000 J= 1, JM VVERT 58 
c.1P 1 = J + 1 VVERT 59 
JP2 = J ... 2 VVERT 60 
K = JctJ) VVERT 61 
KPI = JCeJP1) VVERT 62 
KP2 = JC(JP2' vveRT 63 
DO 1090 L=I,NLAV VVERT 64 
lND = 1.. + N1..AVND VVERT 65 
LNB = L + NLAVNB VVERT 66 







































































































''..' - .. J"':'-~,_~_~\""L~L_.~._~ __ ", 
IS2 :: 1M - 3 
1St :: 1M - 2 
I = 1M -
I PI:: 1M 
PU(IS2) = DYP(J)*P(IS2.NB.J)-UfIS2,LNB.t.J} 
pueISt) = DVPfJ}.PCIS1.NB.d}·UfISI,LNB.1.J) 
PUtl) = DVP(J)·P(I.NB,d)·U(I,LNB.l,d) 
PU(IP1} :: DYP(d).P(IPf,N8.d)·UfIPI,LNB.l.J} 
PU2{IS2} = PU(IS2} • puCt} 
PU1(IS1} = puelst) + PUCI} 
PU2fIS1) = PUeIS1) • PUCIPt) 
00 10BO IP2=1.IM 
IF (J.EQ.f) GO TO t020 
PU(IP2) = OYPIJJ.PfIP2.NB.J).UtIP2.LN8.1.J) 
PUff I) = PU{I) • PutIP1) 
PU2{I) = PUCI) + PU(IP2) 
IF (J.EQ.JM) GO TO 1050 
GO TO 1030 
1020 CONTINUE 
CONvel.L.KP1) = o. 
CONV(I,L.K) = O. 
PV(I.L.K) = DKP(J)·PtI,NB.~'·V(I.LNB.1.J) 






PV(I,L.KP2} = DXP(JP2}·PCI,NB.JP2)·V{I.LNB.1.JP2) 
PVf = PVCI.L.K) + PveI.L.KP1) 
PV2 = Pvrl,L.R) + PV(I,L.KP2) 
COfHINUE 
CONVCI,L,KP2) = ~PV2 
CONveI.L,RP1) = CONVCI,L.KP1) 
a + a.·pV1 
CONVII.L.K) CONvel,L,K} 
& - a .• PVt ... PV2 
8 - a."(Pu1(J}-PU1(lst)) + (PU2fI)-PU2(IS2J) 
GO TO 1010 
CoNTINUE 
CONveI.L.K) = CONV(I.L.KI 
B - 8.·PV(I,L.K) 






CONV(I.L.K) = CONVCI,L,K).OSIGCL) 
IS2 = IS1 
lSI = I 
I = IP1 
I P 1 1 P2 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF (J.EQ.1) GO TO 1130 
DO 1120 1=1,11'.1 
PITeI.H) ~ CONV(I.NLAY,K) 
DO 1100 L=1.NLAVM1 




DO 1110 L=1.NlAVMl 
SD2 + CONV(I.L.K) 








....... OMEGA (SIGDor"PI).,.EG 
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VVERT 91 00 VVERT 92 
VVERT 93 ."11 2i! 
VVERl 94 
"I'l*2 VVERT 95 
VVERT 96 Oz VVERl 97 0> VVERl 98 ::Or-VVERl 99 
VVERl 100 






























VVERl 136 <: VVERT 137 t<l 
~ 
" 
• ._-_._._ .....• ~ 
. .;: .. ..::.:.::...;~ .. :~~:::~:.::."...."~.~ __ .._. _. :.:.J.~,,---..........:.:.-....o~~ __ .~ __ """~ __ __ .:..::J._~ __ -= . -----__ ~~f:"I\ 
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~...--L: __ ~." 1\.,[ _'.1-__ • 
c ........ .. 
C ....... POLE CALCULATIONS C ..... .. 
C .............. * ...................................................... . C 
C 
1130 CONTINUE M = 1 IF r~.EO.JM) M = 2 K :: .JCrJ!:(M)} JPt : JP(t,MJ JP2 :: JP(2,M) 
DO f150 L=1 .NLAV LN8 = L • NLAVNB PVt5 = O. PV2S :: O. 
DO 1140 [:1.1M PVt:: P([.NB,JPI)"Vrr.lNB.I.JPI) PVtS = PV,S + pvt PV2:: P{I,NB,JP2J*V(I,lNB.t,JP2J PV2S = PV2S + PV2 11-40 CONTINUE 
CONV(t,L,K) = SGNP(M)*(CON1*PV1S + CON2*PV2S}*OSIGfL) 1150 CONTINUE 5D2 = O. 
00 1160 l=1,NLAYMt 502 = S02 + CONVel.L,K) 
1160 
C 
OUDIl\Gfl,l,IOMEGA.JE{MJ} = 502"I.E6 CONTINUE 
C *.*.* ••• * ••••• ~ ............................ ** ............••••••••• C·"'·· e···· c···· FOLLOWING AS IN COMP2 
...... 
c .................................................................. . C 3000 CONTINUE J52 = J - 2 IF fJ.EQ.2J JS 1 = J - 1 
I..IP' = J + t JP2 = oJ + 2 IF fJ.EQ.JM. K = oJC(oJ) 
JS2 = J 
JP2 = J 
c .... 
a 
00 SO L=1,NLAV lND = l ~ NLAVND LN8 = L ~ NLAYNB LWE = LNB ~ 1 
IF fL.EQ.NlAV. LWE = LNB IF tu.EQ.l) GO TO 20 152 1M - 3 lSI 1M - 2 I = M'-
IPI 1M 
00 10 IP2=I.IM IXP I IF (.EQ.JM) IXP = INDEXer) IXS I IF ( .EQ.2) IXS = INDEX(r) PXf PfIP1,NB,J) - P(IS1,NB.J) PX2 P(IP2,NB,J) - P(IS2,NB,u) PY1 p{r.NB,JP1) - peI,NB,J51. PY2 P{IXP,NB,JP2) - peIXS,NB,JS2) c ............................................................... 0. c C OMEGA (SIG*PJOOT)*f.c6 C·· .. • 
•••• 
e ................................................................ . c 
• ,.~ "t',' ,,, • 
<: 
'" f:§
00 VVERT '38 VVERT '39 VVERT '40 VVEPT 
'4' VVERT .42 VVERT .43 VVERT .44 VVERT '45 VVERT .46 VVERT 147 VVERT '4B VVERT .49 VVERT .50 VVeRT 
.5' VVERT .52 VVe:RT .53 VVeRT .54 VVERT .55 VVERT .56 
vveRT .57 VVERT .58 VVERT .59 VVERT .60 VVERT 
'6' VVERT '62 VVERT 163 VVERT 164 VVERT .65 
00 
VVERT .G6 VVERT 167 
'TIa! VVERT 168 VVERT '69 "tI~ VVERT 170 §~ VV~RT '71 VVERT '72 VVEIH .73 VVERT 174 
.0'1:1 vvERT .75 c:~ VVERT 176 VVERT 177 
?"" VVERT '7B VVERT 179 
:!i1 VVERT 'BO VVERT .B' VVERT 182 VVERT .83 VVERT .B. VVERT .85 VVERT .86 VVERT 'B7 VVERT lBB VVERT lB9 VVERT .90 VVERT .9. 
vveRT 192 VVERT .93 VVERT .94 VVERT 195 VVERT .96 VVERT .97 VVERT 19B VVERT .99 VVERT 200 VVERT 20' VVERT 202 IJVERT 203 VVERT 20. 
vvERT 205 VVERT 206 VVERT 207 VVERT 20B 
ict)--~ -~~-'-:-:==-=_ ~~"--.o .~~. :=:==.' .. -------~~=~""-~==;.:::-.~-_c - _"..:.-'::=-:;:Ok~_:;;;:.:::-:.::--~"-C-:;c;-iF:: ~~~~,~~ -~ ~ 
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8 ( DVP(J)"CU(I.LN9.1.J) ... U(J.lWE,l.J»·CS .• P)<1 - PX2. 8. + DXP(J}.CVCl,LNB.l,J) .,J. V(I,LWE.l.J)'·CB .• PVt - PV2J QUDrAG( 1. L, IOMEGA, J) QUOIAG( t.l, IOMEGA-, J) 1 
.,J. SIGEfL+l).PDOT/DXVPfJ).I.E6 2000 CONTINue 
tS2 :: [51 
[S I = I 
I = IPI 
IPI :: IP2 
10 CONTINUE 
IF (v.LT.JM) GO TO 50 20 CONTINUE 
M = 1 
IF (J.EQ.JM) M 2 JEND :: oJE{M) 





+ UPtLWe,t,M]' .. COSLONeI) & 
& 
+ <SGNPfM'·CUP(LNB.l.MJ {VP(LNB,I,M} 
• (8.·P(I.NB.oJP(I.MJ) -CONTINUE 
+ VPCLWE,I,M)) • SINLON(I) ) ·0.5 P(I,NB,JP(2.M')' 30 
................................. * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
..... OMEGA AT POLES (SIG·PIOOT)·'.E6 
............................................ + •••••••••••••••••••• 
QUQIAG ( 1 ,L, IOMEGA. oJEND) Quor AG( 1 ,L, IOMEGA, JENO) $ 
• SIGe(L+I)·CON5·PVDS~I.E6 
..... + ••••••••••••••• ~ •• ~ .............. * •••••••••••••••• ••••••••• .... 
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30 436 434 0 
3000 392 368 
40 440 438 
50 441 400 427 
VARIABLE MAP 
--NAME-------BLOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A:::ARGLIST, C=CTRl OF DO, I=OATA INIT. R,=REAO, S:::STORE. \'I=IJIRITE 
ADATE CONTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 3 16 
ADLOP ROPARM' REAL SIMPLE 217 
ALBEDO QANDQT REAL ARRAV 256 269 
APHEl RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 157 
ATIME CCNTRt Cf-!AR*S SIMPLE 4 17 
BETA RCNTRL REAL SIMPl.E 158 
CALTOJ ReNTRl REAL SiMPLE 196 
ce CCNTRt. CHAR*S ARRAY 14 15 
eco CCNTRt. CHARot:s SIMPLE 2 14 15 
CCNTRt. REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 \I 12 
13 
CCSP06 CCNTRt. CHAR*S SIMPLE 7 20 
CCSP07 ceNTRl CHAR·S SIMPLE 8 21 
caSP08 ceNTRL CHAR*S SIMPLE 9 22 
CON1 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 218 385 
CON10T ROpARM REAL SIMPLE 219 
CON2 RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 220 385 
CON2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 221 
eDNa RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 222 
CON3DT RCPARM 'REAL SIMPLE 223 
CON4 ROPARM REAL SU.,PLE 224 
CON40T ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 225 
CON5 ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 226 437 
CONV QMSAVE REAL ARRAV 298 332/5 333/S 341/S 342/$ 342 343/5 343 346.'5 346 349 
349 35B 360 364 385/S 389 
COSO RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 159 
COSt RDPARM REAL ARRAV 227 
COSLOr.! ROPARM REAL ARRA',," 228 435 
co ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 160 
CP02 RDP,e .. RM REAL SIMPLE 229 CQS CCNTRl CHAR·S ARRAV 12 25 
eQU CCNTRL CHAR·S ARRAV 13 26 00 OAYSPV RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 161 DEC RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 162 "11;:0 
OECMAX ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 163 "U~ DIST RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 164 OlAT RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 165 0:2 OlON RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 166 0> DSIG RDPARM REAL ARRAY 250 349 385 :0.-OSIGINV RDPARM REAL ARRAY 252 
D' RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 167 
.0.., D'P RDPARM REAL ARRAV 230 334 335 337 419 e> O(VP RCPARM REAL ARRAY 231 365 420 UVP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 232 317 31B 319 320 326 419 :toG) 
ECON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 168 CfJI 
EPS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 194 :<m EPSFAC RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 195 F10T RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 234 
F2DT RDPARM RI;.AL SIMPLE 235 
FCORlS RCPARM R~~AL ARRAY 233 
FILTER lDPARM LO~ICAL ARRAY 211 214 
GNU1 ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 169 
GNU2 RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 170 
GRAV RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 171 
GT QANDQT REAL ARRAV 257 270 
GVI QANDQT REAL ARRAV 258 271 
H1DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 236 
H2DT RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 237 
HEATI RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 193 
HEATW ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 192 
I INTEGER SIMPLE 315/5 319 319 31S 321 322 327 327 32. 328 332 
333 334 334 334 335 335 335 337 337 337 338 
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NOt JCNTRL INTEGER SIMPL~ 59 NHMS letHRl !NTEGER SIMPLE 60 
NHMSO reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 62 NHPJlSt IDPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 209 NHM'SE ICN1RL INTEGER SIMPLE 61 NKRSH reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 50 , NLAV ICNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 63 302 30a 310 3S8 375 400 40. NLAVII.11 reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 64 35S 363 328 I NLAYNB INTEGER SIMPLE 303/5 312 376 '02 NLAVND INTEGER SIMPLE 30215 311 401 i NLAVP1 letHRl INTEGER SIMPLE 65 i NMLEV reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 75 NSOAV reNTRl INTEGER SIMPLE 66 ! NSEQ ICNTRL INTEGER sIMPLE 67 NSTEP reNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 69 ! NV"IO ICNTRl iNTEGER SIMPLE 71 , NYMDO ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 73 ~ NVMD1 IOPARM INTEGER SIMPLE 210 NYr.10E ICNTRL INTEGER SIMPLE 72 • NZINIT [eNTAL INTEGER SIMPLE 7. 1. QMEGA2 ReNTAL REAL SIMPLE 172 P QANDQT Rf:AL ARRAY 261 27. 317 318 319 320 326 33' 335 337 3BO 3B2 "5 415 "6 "6 "7 "7 "8 "8 '35 435 POOT REAL SIMPLE 419/5 '20 PHI QANOQT REAL ARRAY 266 279 PHIM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 295 PHIP QPOLES REAL ARRAV 289 
,I PHIS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 254 267 PI RCN'rRl REAL SIMPLE 173 PItSO RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 17. Pl2 ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 175 PIMEAN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 177 ;\1\ PIT QIVISAVE REAL ARRAY 297 358/S 3S0/S 360 PKSTD ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 238 
00 " 1 
PKTOP RDPARM REAL SIMPLE 239 
"IJ~ 
. ~\ -i PlEVS ReNTRl REAL ARRAY 191 
• PM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 290 
;giJi , , PP QPOlES REAL ARRAY 284 ;r PSMAK ReNTRL REAL SIMPLE 178 O~ PSMIN RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 179 
-"" 
PSTD ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 176 
:cr F 
I PTOP RCNTRL REAL SIMPLE 180 
323ffl ""2j 
ill PU 1/ REAL ARRAY 300 311/5 318/5 319/5 320/5 321 321 322 322 323 r~ 326/5 327 327 328 328 
c..::;'.;:J 
PUI 1/ hEAL ARRAY 300 322/5 327;5 343 343 3'6 346 l!:lm> i} PU2 1/ REAL ARRAY 300 321/5 323/5 328/5 343 343 346 346 
... L'U 
PV QMSAVE REAL ARRAV 296 3:J~/5 335/5 337/5 338 338 339 339 346 i- 1 : _VI nEAL SIMPLE 338/5 342 343 380/S 381 ~= !4ii I' PV1S REAL SIMPLE 377/5 381/S 381 385 ' " , " PV2 REAL SIMPLE 339/5 3" 343 382/5 383 1 , PV25 REAL SIMPLE 378/5 383/5 383 385 ! I PVDS REAL SIMPLE 433/5 435/5 .35 437 PXl REAL SIMPLE 415/5 "9 , I PX2 REAL SIMPLE 416/5 "9 , PVI REAL SIMPLE 417/5 "9 ! ; PY2 REAL SIMPLE 418/5 "9 ; P2ERO RcNTRl REAL SIMPLE 197 I, QALT lCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 98 126 I QANOQT REAL UNI(NOYIN 253 280 283 ! QBEG lcNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE 99 127 QOAY LCNTRl lOGICAL SIMPLE 100 128 i OEND LcNTRl LOGICAL SIMPLE 101 129 
U 
QMSAVE RSAL UNKNOWN 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 Qour LCNTRL lOGICAL SIMPLE '02 130 QPHV lC~JTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 103 131 QPOLES REAL UNKNOWN 284 285 286 287 288 289 I , QPROG QII.NDQT REAL ARRAV 253 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 27. 275 276 i;11 277 278 279 
<: 




I-' JI w 
.... 
I 
~ . .,_~._~ _____ • __ ...,. •• -.-~,~.,.",-",,~ ,,",' ";'_"-'-'''--' ~'-""-=_"-;"'-o-
.. \:!: I.;(t) '\\~ .;....- =:._· .. :,.7_,""_;;;;.-.. '''_=-~'e_ :~.- -.--..... ~,;..-~ ,-~-.--~- ~-.--.,,~ .. ~-.-.--~--~ .. ~-~ .. '--------. ~---- _~"'\.:!.ri __ ;..~ ~ - ~ • ~.~ . .;'1 '.'- -,- --~--=.~.:....:. .. " ....... -.. .-L. OJ' • .--~ :-~-. i:;,;, ~ .. ";:""--:--' '-' --..... '::--
, , "', ,~ ( . ... ' ""-~-~-.~ , ,\ .' '\\ ' 
• I' <: "" I ~ t'l I-' ~ 'j QRSW LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 106 13. .,. QSDIAG QAN[)QT REAL ARRAY 280 282 Q5HF LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 10. 132 QUDIAG QANDQT REAL ARRAY 283 3G5/S 390/S 420/5 420 437/5 437 439/5 439 RADE RONTRl R·EAL SIMPLE 181 RC RONTRl REAL ARRAY 198 199 
\ ! 
RCO RONTAl REAL SIMPLE 156 198 199 RCNT'RL REAL UNKNOWN 156 167 158 159 160 lEI 162 163 164 165 166 t67 168 t69 170 t7t 172 173 174 "5 176 177 178 179 180 18 , 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 IS9 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 RDPARM REAL UNKNOWN 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 235 237 238 239 240 2'1 242 243 244 2.5 246 247 248 2.9 250 251 252 
\1 I 
RGAS ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE lS2 RlAT RDPARM REAL ARRAV 240 RLATD ROPARM REAL ARRAY 24 I ROCP ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 183 \i , RoepOT ROPARM REAL SIMPLE 242 , ' 
1 I ROCPP1 ROPARM nEftL SIMPLE 243 RSOIST RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 184 SO QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 298 
f, i 502 REAL SIMPLE 362/5 364/5 36' 365 387/5 389/S 389 390 SDAY RONTRl REAL SIMPLE 185 SEASON ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 186 
\1 SGNP ROPARM REAL ARRAY 244 385 435 SH QANDQT REAL ARRAV 265 278 SHM QMSAVE. REAL ARRAY 294 o ' SHP QPOlES RE.AL ARRAY 288 00 , SHS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 260 273 
'TI::ll ,:\~ SIG ROPARM REAL ARRAY 251 "ll~ SIGE ReNTRL REAL ARRAY 187 420 437 SIND RcNiRL REAL SIMPLE 188 g~ SINL ROPAR'" REAL ARRAY 245 q SINLON RDPARM REAL 'ARRAV 246 435 :1, SMTH QANDQT REAL ARRAY 255 268 SN2FLG LCNTRL LOGICAL SIMPLE 105 133 
.0"0 SOLS RCNTRl REAL SIMPLE 189 
r:::"" 
START LOPARM LOGICAL Sn.'PlE 213 216 
l:>~ i 1 T QANOQT REAL ARRAY 264 277 r I"i TE-AMT QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 299 ~m 
TERMW QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 299 
" 
'~ THSTD RoPnRM REAL SIMPLE 247 THSTD2 ROPARRf RSAL SIMPLE 248 
'-
TM QMSAVE REAL ARRAY 293 
G TP QPOLES REAL ARRAY 287 
'" 
TS QANDQT REAL ARRAY 259 272 
, ~ TSTe ReNTRl REAL SIMPLE 190 
" 
U QANOQT REAL ARRAY 262 275 317 318 319 320 326 419 419 UM QMSAVE REAL ARHAY 291 
'" 
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VEKPBYK = XO**.2BG 
RETURN 
FUNCTION VEKPBVKIXO.L,.) 
COMMOrU IVORKVE I TMPR I 5000) 
DESCR1PTOR VEXPBVK.TEMP1D,XO 
ASS!GN TEMP1D.TMPR(f:L) 
VEXPBVK = VSQRT(XO;VEXPBVK) 
VEXPBVK • VSQRTIVEXPBV!I,VEXPBVK) 
TEMP1D = VSQRT(VEXPBVK; TEMP10) 
TEMP1D :: VSQRT( TEMP1D; TEUP10) 
TEfJlPl0 • VSQRT( TE~'Pl0, TEMP10) 
VEXPSVK = VEXPBVK*rEMP10 
TEMP10 = VSQRT( TEMP101 TEMP10) 
TEMPlO • VSqRT( TEMPIC, 1EMP10) 
TEMPIO • VSQRTI TEMPIO, TEMPIO) 
VEXPBV« = VEXPBVI<*TEMP10 
T·5MP10 • VSQRT( TEMP10; TEMP10) 
TEMP1D = VSQRT( TEMP10; TEMP1D) 





L INTEGER SIMPLE 1 
TEMPID REAL DESORIPTCR 3 
1115 
15 
TMPR 1'I0RKVE REAL ARRAV 2 
VEXPBVII REAL DESCRIPTOR 1 
14 
WDRKVE REAL UNKNOWN 2 XD nEAL DESCRIPTOR 1 
PROCEDURE MAP 
--NAME-------TVPE-------CLASS-------------REFERENCES 



























A=ARGLIST, C=CTRL OF 00, I=OATA INIT. R=READ. 5=STORE. W=WRITE 
4 
4 7/5 7 B/S B B 9/5 9 9 
11 II 12/5 12 '2 13/5 13 13 14 15 16/5 16 16 17 
4 
3 6/S 5 6/S 6 6 7 lOIS 10 
17/5 17 
3 5 
O=STMT FN DEF. A=ARGLIST 
7 B 9 
" 
12 13 15 16 
---------.-~-.-------.-''".'".-." 
.... ~:---------.. -;;::------,~=== 





-"W~ o~ o~ 
:.:IF. 
t.::} tiD 
C:0 2;-, ~,1 
FIi<j] 
=i<~ ~CJ 
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SUBROUTINE VLINKHQ CLLAV,NFLW.IDAV.LATD.IMBANDl 






COMMON IRADeOM! AS{72.91, "E(72.10) 
COMMON fRADCOMI PL(12.S). PLE(72.10) 
COMMON /RADeeMI PLK(72.9), PLKE(10) 
COMMON /RAOCOM/ TL(72.91. TLE(72,10l 
COMMON /RAOCOMI TG(72) .TH(72,91 
COMMON !RADecMI 5HL(72,9'. SHLE(72.10) 
COMMON !RADeOMI SHG(72), CLOUO(72.121 
COMMON !RADCOM! SHSAT(?2,9). GAMf72.9) 
COMMON IRAOCO",I RH{72.91 
COMMON !RADCOMI S55(72,9), SSSE(72.101 
COMMON IRADCOM! HH(72.9). HHE(72.101 
COMMON IRADCONII HHS(72,S) 
COMMON IRADOOMI CVT(72.9'. CVQ(72,91 
COMMON !RADeOM! CXDE(S) 
COMMON !RADCOMI SWALEI72, 10,. SW1Lt72.91 
COMMON /RADecM! ALI72.10) 
COMMON /RADeOM/ TAUL(72.10'. DZALE(72.10) 
COMMON !RADCOM! TOPABS(72) 
COMMON !RADCOMI RN(9}. TN(9). SRS{S). STN(9) 
COMMON /RADeOMI TCOND{9). TPENE(9) 
COMMON !RADCOM! TLOWL,TMIDL. NLAvOZ 
COMMON !RADeOM/ FK(SI, XK{S). NFl< 
COr.,MON fRADCOM/ OL.J41,.'l( 191. OLAPR( 19). OLolUL( 1"9). OLOCTe 19) 
COMMON !RADeOM! OCb'22:23~. OCM30(231. OCM3BC23'. OCM46(23) 
COMMON IRADCOMI PROCM(23), OCMXXC2.3~. NOZ. TOTOZ(4). COATECG. 
COMMON /RADeOMI CZH(72). WET(721. EVAP. PREP(72'. Wl(72) 
COMMON !RADCOM! 00SZ(72), 50. RADTRM(721. CXL 
COrJlMON /RADCOM! 5G(72). SP(72) 
COMMON !RADCOM! RSURF'(72). RCLOUD(721 • .lALe 
COMMON !RADeOM! LANO(721. OCEAN(72). ICE(72) 
CorJlMON fRAOCOMI SNOW(72). MIXWI(72). FROST(72) 
LOGICAL LAND. OCEAN. ICE. SNOW. MIXWI. FROST 
BIT BITR(72) 







DATA NNVLH 11! 
C DVNAMIC SPACE VARIABLES FOR LINMHO SUBROUTINE 
C CONTAINS (6194 +9l • (72) ELEMENTS 
COMMON /SPACE! KV(721 
COMMON !SPACE! IUP(72,9) 
COMMON ISPACEI DP1{721 
COMMON /SPACE! DP2(?21 
COMMON /SPACE! DP(72,19) 
COMMON ISPACE! PH1(72.37. 
COMMON !SPACE I P (72.37) 
COMMON !SPACE/ TS(72) 
COMMON /SPACE! T(72.37) 
COMMON {SPACE! PDQ(72) 
COMMON /SPACE! PDT(72) 
COMMON !SPACE! PDP(12) 
COMrJlON ISPACEI PO(72) 
COMMON !SPACE! PDG(72) 
COMMON ISPACE! AVC72) 
COMMON !SPAce! Q(72.37' 
COMMON !SPACE! TEMP(72) 
COMMON /SPACE! TT(72) 
COMMON !SPACE! TTT(72) 
IL' U >~ --"-<.-.'~-~-'-~.~ ~~ .........,.~ 
_____ -""-~~c;"--; > ,," . ~ - ''-,~" ~~----.,~ .... ~.c:<;","" .. .. ~.;,.-.. 

























































VSPACE '0 VSPACE 
" VSPACE '2 VSPACE '3 
VSPACE '4 
VSPACE '5 
VSPACE '6 VSPACE '7 VSPACE ,S 
VSPACE 19 
VSPACE 20 
VSPACE 2' VSPACE 22 
VSPACE 23 
.---; . 
~->-,--,.~.-,-~,::,:",,,~ ---....:...~-=--,- ~.:::..:- ---- '- - ~ -
00 
"rim 


























































































































COMMON /SPACE! CONT(72.37) VSPACE 24 ~ COMMON ISPACEI CAP(12.37.10) VSP~CE 25 COMMON ISPACEI CAPPSJf72.37.tO) VSPACE 26 
'" 
COMMON ISPACE/ TRAOC72, 21) VSPACE 27 COMMON ISPACEI TRAD 1 (72' VSPACE 28 COW"ON ISPACEI XK(72,21J VSPACE 29 COMMON /SPACE/ YVC72.2') VSPACE 30 COMMON /SPAlJE/ 8B(7~.21.11) VSPACE 3. COMMON /SPACE;' SS{72.21,lt) vSPAce 32 COMMON ISPAcel aSt (72. 10) VSPACE 33 COMMON ISPACe! 551(72.10) VSPACE 34 COMMON ISPACEI BG{72,10) VSPACE 35 COMMON /SPACEf CI'oU72.19} VSPACE 36 COMP-mN ISPACEI R(72,19.19,11 ,. VSPACE 37 COMMON ISPACEI Ql (72) VSPACE 38 COMMON ISPACEI Q2(72) uSPACE 39 COMMON ISPACEI VAR(72,19' VSPACE 40 COMMON ISPACEI PM( 72 I VSPACE 4. COMMON {SPACE I CG(72) VSPACE 42 COMMON {SPACE I CAPT(72) V$PACE 43 COMMON ISPACEI CAP2(72} VSPACE 44 COMMON ISPACEI TERM(72) vSPl1ce 45 COMr.10N /SPACEI TERM'. (12) VSPACE 46 COMMON /SPACEI TERM2.{72, VSPACE 47 COMMON /SPACE/ CMI(72) VSPACE 48 COMMON /SPACE/ CMI1(72} VSPACE 49 COMMON ISPACEI PHf72} V$PACE 50 COMMON /SPACE/ PHII(72.19) VSPACE 5. COMMON ISPACEI AV1 (72, 19) VSPACE 52 COMr,10N ISPACEI AV2(72.19) VSPACE 53 COMMoroJ ISPACEI TJNFf72.19.10) VSPACE 54 COMMON /SPACEI WTRINF(72.19,tO) VSPACE 55 CQf,.,MON /SPACE/ RCBPM(72.t9) VSPACE 56 
00 
COMMON /SPACEI RCBAV(72.191 VSPACE 57 COMMON ISPACE/ RCBPD{72,19) VSPACE 58 "1J;a COMMON /SPACE/ RCBCG(72,19) VSPACE 59 
'\:it;; COMMON ISPACE/ TEMPZ{72.38) VSPACE 60 COMMON ISPACEI S(72.10.10) VSPfiCE 6' O~ COMMON ISPACEI SUM{72.) VSPACE 62 O~ COMMON ISPACEI SURFl.(72.) VSPl'oCE 63 ~ .. ,. COMMON /SPACEI SURFU{72J VSPACE 64 P IF COMMON /SPACEI AG(72) VSPACE 65 rg :fJ COM'~ON ISPACEI TRB(72) VSPACE 66 COMMON /SPACE/ SSB(72) VSPACE 67 .::>; COM~"ON ISPACE/ TRO (72) VSPACE 68 
"', ~j COMMON /SPACE/ 550(72) VSPACE 69 C ~~ COMMON /SPACE/ JV(72) 
vSPACE 70 ;im VSPACE 7. VVLINKH 7 Cm,U.10N /WUDATA/ TOH19.5),T02(19.5),TR03Ct9.19.S' VVLINKH 8 COMMON IWUDATA/ CTINF1t9.2).CTRANS(IS.1S.2).CTtN{19.2) VVl.INKH 9 VVllNitH 10 DIMENSION T03(19.19,. Tll11S) TI2( 19) VVLINKH 11 
VVlINKH 12 DIMENSION G(2) VVLINKH 13 DIMENSION C ( 10' VVLINKH 14 DIMENSION APRIlS) BPRII5, X(10) VVlIN~H ,5 DIMENSION CNUCUB(10) DEUlUf 10) VVlINKH 16 DIMENSION W(37) VVLINKH 17 
VVLINKH 18 DATA APR I /0 .• 9.08, f5. 1 , 13.469. 21.235/ VVLHlKH 19 Ct.TA BPRI /0 .• -3S.10, -54. f. -120.000. -74.940/ VVLINKH 20 DATA G /27.15 2. f .761 VVLINKH 21 DATA C 11100. , 217.0319. 18.46318. 1.49369. .086965. VVlINKH 22 
.014317, 1.8675, 51.31344, 350.0512. 26.794711 VVLINHH 23 DATA X /201.418, 474.771. 633.028, 834.446. 1050.25. ':VLINKH 24 1438.7. 1834.34, 2014.18. 2301.92. 2733.53/ VVL.1:NKH 25 DATA CNUCUB /102.658, 1344.47. 3186.9.7299.53. VVLINKH 26 14553.900. 37412 .• 77542.8,202658 •• 153240.,256609./ VVLINKH 27 DATA OELNU 1280 •• fOO. , 120 •• 160 .• 140 .• 400 •• f50 .• V\lc..INKH 28 100 .• 300 •• 300./ VVL:INKH 29 
_'.' ___ ;:::_'.,- ~_, _ .. , __ ,,,,,._, ,~= -:--::-'.-".,,-"'.e"'.-.. -'--'-. ~,~,- .. ,'.' --,"; 
-,'::.-:::"'" 
~~_..::... _=~_ ~~:~_~;.~_.~_ .., __ ~."2.::. __ ---=: :~ 
i . . 
' ..... "'._;;,;.;...", '"""-,._.;..... ~~;;. - -' --. :,~~-~--
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1M = l.MBANO I NNVLH TT (1; 1M) = 0.0 
TTT f t ; 1M) :: 0.0 
DO 9999 IB = 1. IMBAND, 1M AGRND~ 1./GRNDP 







































DO 50 L = I,LLAV 
PLfI8.L;IM} = PL(IB,L;IM)+1.E3 PlEfIB.L;IM) = PlE(IB.L:IM)·'.E3 
BiTRet;IM' = SHL(I8.L;IM) .EO. 0.0 WHEREf BITRC1:IM) J SHliIB.L:IMJ = '.E-B 50 CONTINUE 
PLEfIB.LLlAV;IM) = PlE(I8.LLLAV;IM)·'.E3 
8IT1(t;IM) = SHG(IB;IM) .EQ. 0.0 WHERE( BIT1(I;IM. SHGfIB;IM) = 1.E-8 
KVll;lM' = 0 
002555 I=t.lLAV 
BIT1(f;IM) = CLOUOIIB.I;IM} .GT. 0.0 WHERE( BIT1ff;IM} , KV(l;IM) = I 
'UP(I",'M) = KV(I,IM) 2555 CONTINUE 
DP1(1;JM, = P2 - PI DP2(1;IM) = PLE(IB.l.IM) - P2 
~ ....... + ....... * •• * ........... * ••••••••• + ........................... . +~ ........................................................................ . ......... 
. .... CALL ZEITBEG{8HSTRATM ) CALL STRATMrTl.T2.IDAV.lATO) CALL ZEITENO 
....... 
"' ..... . ................ "' ................................................. . •••• * ................................................................... . 
DO 2324 J=l.LLAV J.J=2·J 
1..1=4·'" 
DPfl.JJ-f;lMJ = - 0.5 .. { PlE(IB • .J:IMJ- PL(IB.J;IMJ 
""~~"._"~_'.~".<.,"'_~ .. ,.r.-.. ~<;' _', ,_~::", __ ,,-,=-,=,,,, >,. ~---~---.~"~ ... - ... ""-"'>'~""'''" ."",,;,.,,,, .• i' . 
". __ "., , '-"'=-'>'_''"c ~~::~!:-i-",!~:~ :.- J' .-~,~ 
---........ --,' ~... ------- =,-",--,-'-
, .~ 





































































C:> 0 on :0 
"tim 0-
0 2 :of! 
cgtz 
l=>G) 




-.'-'-~"- --_.. ---;---- -.---~~-~ 


































































OPfl,old il M) = - 0.5 .. PL(I8.J:IM~-PLE(IB.J·l;IM) C 
Pf1,t..J-3 1M} PLE(1a ..... 1M' Pfl,IJ-2IM) PLEetS.'" 1M) -+ DP(I.uJ-l;IM) P(l,IJ-l 1M) PL(IB,J 1M) Pt'.I ... 1M) PLfIB,'" 1M. ... OP ( 1 , .. hi ;IM. C 
PHI{l,hl-l;IM) = P(f,I,J-f:IM'·AGRNDP PHI (1,1"-2; 1M) = P(1,IJ-2:IM)·AGRNDP PHI (1. hl-3; 1M) P(l,IJ-3;IM'*AGRNDP Pf-Ilft.Id ; 1M) = Pll.ttl : 1M} *AGRNDP 2324 CONTINUE 
C 
P( 1 .NLEV;IM) = PLE(IB,LLLAV;IM) PHI (I.NLEV;IfoU P(t,NlEV;IM)·AGRNDP c C •••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••• C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C 
••••• CALL ZEITBEG(SH03INT ) CALL 03INT(T01.T02.TR03.Tll.TI2.T03.~ALB) CALL ZEITEND C····· 












r5ft;IM' = TLECIB,LLLAY;IM) DO 5354 1=1.3 Tfl.1;1M) = TL(IB,l;IM) 5354 CONTINUE 
DO 11 I=1.LAY 
BIT1fI;IMJ = SHL(IB.I"'l;IMI .LE. 1.E-B BIT2{1;IM' = SHL(IB.I ;IM) .LE. I.E-8 WHERE( BIT1(1:1M) .OR. BIT2fl;IMJ } POQfl;IM} 1.0 OTHERWISE 
PDQ(l;IM) = SHLfIB,I;IM) / SHL(IB.I+l;IMJ ENmVHERE 
POTCI 1M) = POP (1 tM) 
POP C 11M) = 
POft 1M} 
TLCIB.I-l;IM)-TL(IB.I ;IM) PLfIB.I ;IM'/PLfIB,I+';IM} VALOG{ PDP{I.IM) : POPfl.IM) PDT(I;IMJ / POPfl:IM) 
L = (2-I)~(LA-I) IF (l .LE. OJ GO TO 12 
M 2 
IF (I • EQ. 1) M = 3 
00 13 K=I.M 
IF (I .EO. 1) 
uu = NLE - K 
GO TO 14 
TEMPZII,1,IMI PII,"" ;IMI I P(f,NLEV;IM) rEMPZ(I.2;IMJ PC1.NLE;IM} / P(l.NLEV;IMJ TEMPZ(t.l;IMT2) VALOGf TEMPZft.1;IMT2) ; TEMPZf1.1;IMT21 POG(':IM' = TEMP C1.1;IM' AV(1;IMJ = TEMP ('.2;IMJ 
TEMPt! 1M) 
POG( 11M) 
TEMP (11M) Tft,uJ 1M) = 
POGCt 1M) I AVII;IM} 
TEMP{l 1M) ( TS(, IM)-TL(IB,LLAY;IMl TS(1 IM~ - TEMP(I;IMJ • TEMP( 1; 1M, 
IFf SHG(IBB).LE.1.E-B ) GOTO 1256 BIT1(1;IM) = SHGCIB:IM) .LE. 1.E-B 






VVLINKf.f112 VVLINKH1,3 VVLINKHf14 
VVLINKH11S VVLINKHt 16 
VVLINI~Hl17 
VVLINKH1'S VVLINKH119 




























VVLtNH:H'62 \/VLINKH1G3 VVLINKH164 
VVLINKHI65 
VVLINKH1G6 
VVLINKH161 VVLINKH16B VVLINKH1G9 VVLINKH170 
VVLINKH17' 







rO~ ~m ~ia 























































































- ,-- '- \ ' 
IBIT = OBSCNT( BIT1(1:IM) ) 
IFf 1BtT .EQ. 1M , GO TO 1256 
TEMP(t:IM) = f SHL(IB.LLJ).V:IM) I SHGtI8.IMI ,·"POG{t.IM) 
WHERE( .NOT. BIT1(1:IMJ ) Q{1.thJ:IM, = SHGfIB:IM} • TEMPf1:IM) 
GO TO 15 
14 JJ=4-K 







PCGCf;tM' = PCG( 1: tM) I 
IF( SHL<IBB,II.LE.1.E-B I GaTo 1256 
BIT1fl:IM) = SHL(lB,t;tMJ .LE. 1.E-8 
18IT = QBSCNT( BITtlf:IM) J 
IF{ IBIT .EO. 1M J GO TO 1256 
TEMP It: 1M) = PDQr 1; 1M) •• PDGe 1. IMI 
WHERE! .NOT. 91T1{1;IM} ) 
$ Q(1.JJ;IM) = SHlfIS.l-'-l au • TEMPt1;IM) 
SIT3(1;IM) = SHl(IB.I~t 1M) .lE. 1.E-8 
WHEREf .NOT. SIT1(1:IM) .AND. IT3t':IM) 
$ Q(1.JJ;IM) = SHLflB.I 1M) 
COfHINUE 
WHERE ( • NOT. 
TTC1 1M) = 
TTT( tIM) = 
TEMP 111M) = 
ENDWHE E 
TEMP( 11M, 
WHERE ( . NOT. 
BIT1(I;lM) ) 
C T(1.JJ:IM)-260.0 ) 8 1.E-3 
TTel;lM) .. TTCt:IM) 
1745.0/T(I.dd;IM) - xv 
VEXP( TEMP(':lMI ; TEMPfl;IMl 
BITlet:IM)) CONTCt.dJ;lMI TEMP( t: 1M) 
IF( O{JdJ .LE .. 000011 GOTO 1256 
BIT2et.IM) = Q(t.ddiIM, .LE .. 00001 
SIT3fl;IM) = SITlff;IM) .OR. BIT2(t;IM) 
WHERE{ .NOT. BIT3(I:IM) 1 
$ CONTtl,JJ;IM) = CONT(1.JJ:IM) Q{f.JJ;IMI 
S PHl(I.JJ;IM) • Q(I.JJ:IM) 
C GO TO 1257 
81T1Cl;IMI = BIT1ft;lMI .OR. 
S SIT2(t;IMJ .AND .. NOT. BITt(I:IM) ) 
C 
1256 COf.JTINUE 
WHERE( eITlff:1M) ) 
CONT(I.t.fJ:IM) = 0.0 




00 1333 N=I.NFLW 
WHEREf BITt'f:1M} 
GO TO 18 







DO 5B19 N=I.NF 
TEMP2ft,N,IM' = APRlfN)-TTfl:IM) ~ BPR1(N)-TTTCI:IMI 
5819 CONTINUE 
TEMPZtl.1:IMNF) = veXp( TEMP2ft.l;IMNF) ; TEMPZfl.f:1MNF) 
DO 19 N=I.NFlW 
WHERE{ .NOT. BITt(I;lM) ) CAPPSIll.t.fd.N;tMI 1.0 
IF(N .GT. NFl GO TO 5S59 
WHERE( .NOT. BIT1(f.IM, ) CAPPSlff.dJ.N.IM) = TEMPZ(I,N;IM) 
5859 CONTINUE 
WHERE( .NOT. BIT1tl;IM} ) 











































VVL I rJKH208 
VVLINKH209 
VVLINKH2fO 
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J 00295 00296 
., 00297 
" 00298 
·tl 00299 00300 il 
t~: 00301 
it: 00302 
\ t 00303 , 00304 
,.\ 00305 
'I 00306 
I ' 00307 t I C030S 
I 00309 ! " 00310 00311 ! 00312 I 00313 I 
" 00314 " 
, 
00315 























00 11 K=1.4 
old :: MJ"'H 
PDG{t;IM) :: PC1.JJ;IMI I PLCIB.l"";lM) POGI 1; 1M) 
11 I ,Ju; IMI :: 
VALOG( POG(1:IMl : PDG(1;IMI I TLfIB.r ... ,;IMI - PDG{t:IM)-POf1;IMI 
IFISHLIIBB,II .lE. t.E-a.AND. IFISHLI1Be,I) .LE.1.e-B.AND. IFISHL(IBB,I+l1.lE.1.E-8.AND. IFISHLIIBB,I·').LE.1.E-B.AND. 
SHL(IBB.I·').LE.l.E-8) K • EQ. I) 
K .GT. 2) 
K .LE. 2) 
81T1f1;IM! = SHL(18.1 ;IM! .LE. 1.0E-S SIT211:IM, ~ SHL{IB.1·,:IMI .LE. 1.0E-S BIT31,:1M' BITlf1;IM' .AND. BIT2(I:IMI 
BIT4 = 8'0' IFIK.EO.1J BIT4 = B'" BIT4(1:IMl ~ BIT4Cl:IM) .AND. BITlfl:IM) 
SITS = S'O' IFfK.GT.2' BIT5 -= 8'1' 8IT5fl;IM} ~ BIT5C1;IM) .AND. BIT2f1;IM) 
BIT6 -= 8'0' IFfK.LE.2) BIT6 ~ a'" 
alTG(1;IM, ~ BIT6fl;IM) .AND. BIT2fl:IMJ 
GO TO 4300 
GO TO 4300 
GO TO 4300 
GO TO 4302 
BIT3(I;IM) =- BIT3(I;IM) .OR. BtT4(f:1M) .OR. 8IT5f1;H.U 18IT ~ Q8SCNTt BIT3(1;IM) ) IF( 18IT .EO. 1M I GO TO 4300 
WHERE( .NOT. 
S PDGfl;IMJ ~ TEMP(l;IM) :-
WHERE' .NOT. 
BIT3(1;IMJ .AND .. NOT. BITSfl:IMJ POGll;IM' I PDP(I;IM} PDQll;IM'.·PDGfl;IM) BIT3(I:IMJ .AND .. NOT. BIT6(T;IM, ) Q{I.JJ;IM' = SHLfI8.I+f;IMt • f.EMPfl;IMl S GO TO 4301 
CONTINUE 
WHERE! 8IT6(I;IMI Qfl.JJ;IMJ Qfl,JJ-1:IM) 
CONTINUE 
BITHt:IM) = 8ITGI1;lM' .OR .. NOT. BIT3f1:IMI WHEREf BITlf1:IMJ I TT(I;tM} -= ( T(I.JJ;IM)-260. ) • I.E-3 TTT(I;IMJ ~ TT(I;IM, • TTfl;IM) TEMP[I;IM) = 1745./T(t,JJ;IM) - xv ENDWHERE 
TEMPel;IM) = VEXP( TEMPfl;IMJ TEMPfl.IM) WHEREI BITI(I:tM) J CONTCI.JJ;IM) TEMP(l;IMI CONTe 1,.JJ; 1M') CONTI I ,JJ: 1M) QI' • .1.1; 1M) S PHlfl,Jt..I;IMI • Qff.JJ;IMJ Er.JOWHERE 
00 5821 N~I.NF TEMPZ{I,N:IM) = APRI{N)~TT(I:IM) ~ 8PRIfN)·TTTfl:IM) 582 t cOr-nlNUE 
TEMPZft,t:IMNF) ~ VEXP( TEMPZ{I,1:IMNF) ; TEMPZ(t.';I~NFI DO 21 N~I.NFlW WHERE( BIT1C1;IM) ) CAPPSICI,Jd,N:IM) = 1.0 IFIN .GT. NF) GO TO 5858 WHERE( BIT1f1;IM) ) CAPPSIC1,JJ,N;IM) TEMPZfl.N;IMI 5a58 CONTINUE 
WHERE{ BITtct;IM) , $ CAP(t.JJ,N:IM) ~ Q{t.JJ:IMl • CAPPSI{f.JJ.N;IM) • PHIft.JJ:IM) 21 CONTINUE 


































































VVL I NI~H307 
VVLIN1<H30a 
VVl I N'~H309 
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WHEREC BIT3{I;IM) ) 
Q(l.~J;IM) = 0.0 
CONT".~uiIM} = 0.0 
ENOWHERE 










DO 30 1=3 NLEV.2 
K={I+l)2+t 
0.0 
30 TRAO(t.K 1M) = TC1,I:IM) 
TRAD( 1 .L3 1M) = T-Se 1; nyU *2.0 - TL(tB.LLAV;IM) 
DO fOO N=1,NFLW 
XX(1.1 IML3) = X(N} / TRAD(',1:IML3) 
VV{t.f IML3) = VEXP( XX(1,1;IML3} ; VV(1,l;IML31 
Y¥ff,1 IML3' = VV(1.1iJML3} - 1.0 
BBC 1. f .N; IfJJL3) = CNUCUB{N' / VV( t ,1; IML3' 
SS(1,1.N;IML3' = eB(1,1,N;lML3} - XX(1,1,IML3) 




00 1001 N=1.NFLW 
TEMPZf1,N;IM) = XCN'/TG(IB;IM) 
CONTINUE 
TEMP2(1.t.IMNFLW) = vEXP( TEMPZ(1.1;IMNF~WI 
DO 1002 =1.N LW 
TEMPZ{ 1.1; IMNFLVn 
BGft.N 1M) CNUCUBCN) I f TEMPZ(t,N;IM) - t.O 
XX(1.1 1M) X(NJ/TRAD1(1;lMJ 
VV(f.1 1M) VEXPf XX('.l;IM} ; yVet,filM) 
VV(1.1 1M) YV(t,1ilM) - 1 0 
BB1(t.N 1M) CNUCUB(N) / VV(1,1 1M, 
SSI(1.N 1M) BB1(1.N;IM) $ XX(1.1 1M) 









CPII(f.1;IM) = O. 
DO 10B J=2.L2 
L=J/2 
JJ=2"'!.l-1 
TEMP C 1 ; 1M) = 
CMC1.u:IM) caNT C1 • d!.l CM{t.!.l-1 ( TEMP(' 
OP{'.!.l-1 
108 CONTINUE 
Qlll;IM) QII.I;IM) Q2(t;IM) Q(1,1;IM) 
DO 301 N= .NFLW 
~ ( " 1 , 1 ,N IML2L2) = 1.0 
301 CONTINUE 
00 100 N=I.NFLW 
NN = N-4 
NK = N-3 
IFf N.EQ.5 .OR. N.EQ.6 ) 
00 101 I=1.L2 
RCBCG( 1. I; 1M) 
101 CONTINue 
DO 200 !.l=2,L2 
L = .1/2 
CGC1;IM) 
1M) + 4.0-CONT(t.!.l!.l-1;IM) 
IMI + 
1M) + CONTf1.d!.l-2;IM) 
1M) .. A39BO 
CGC1;IM} 
CG(1;IM) = 0.0 G(NN} 
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JJ : 2-"'-1 
VARf1.J:IM) 
$ 
= VAR{f.J-1;IM) + ( CAP(1.JJ.N;IMI 
+ 4.-CAPff,JJ-t.N:IMJ + CAP{f.Ju-2.N:IMI S • DP(1,J-1;IM) • A2940 uM1 = J-1 
lCM = 0 
00 300 I=2.JM1 M = ((1/21~2-I).({1/2}.2-I)+(fJI2).2-J).({J/2).2-J) IFf M .EQ. 0) GOTO 300 leM = .ICM+' 
RCBPM{'. ICM; 1M) = VAR{ " d; 1M) - VARe " I: 1M) RCBAV(1.ICM;IMI = CM(l,J;IM) - cr"Ct,I:IM) 300 CONTINUE 
IMICM = IM"'ICM IFf ICM.EQ.O , GOTO 303 
CfN) ~ RCBPM{f.1;IMICM) TEMPZC1.1;IMICM' TEMPZft.1;IMICM) RCBPDCt.l;IMICM) $ 
TEMPZ(I.f:IMICM) TEMPze1.f;IMICM} 
BITZ( 1.1; IM!CM) 
VSORTC TEMPZC1.1;IMICM) : TEMPZ(l.f~IM'ICM) RCBCG{l.t;IMICM}·RCSAVCt.t;IMICM' TEMPZfl.t:IMICM) 
-RCSPOC1,fiIMICM) VEXPf TEMPZ{f.l;IMICM} ; TEMPZ(t,f;[MICM) RcapOf1.f;IMICM) .LE. 9.0 
10M = 0 
DO 302 1=2.1.IM1 M ::: «(1/2)*2-I)*(fI/2)*2-I).«J/2).2-~'*{(JI2)*2-d) IFf M .EO. 0) GOTO 302 lCM = ICM+1 
WHEREf BITZfl.ICM;IM) ) R(f,I.J,NiJMJ ::: TEMPZet.JCM:IM) OTHERWISE 
Rf1,I.J.N~IM) ::: 0.0 ENDWHERE 
IFf N.EQ.4 .OR. N.EO.5 IF( N.EQ.6 ) 
295 OONTINUE 




$ Rft,I.d.N;IM)::: R(t.l.d,N:IM) * CTRANS(I,d.NK) GOTO 299 
296 CONTINUE 
WHEREf BITZ(1.ICM:IM) ) S Rft.I,J,N;IM)::: RCt.I.J.N;IMJ * T03([.J) 
299 Ret,J.I,N;IM) ::: Ref,I.J.N;IM) 302 CONTINUE 
303 CONTINUE 
PM(1;IMJ VAR(t.d:IMJ Ave t :IM) eMI1 ,d' :M) TEMP(1;IM) OW) .. PMf1;IMJ TEMP(1;IM) VSQRTC 'tEMP e '; 1M) POCt;IM) = CG(1;IM)*AV!t;fM) 
eIT1(1:UU = POf1;IMJ .LE. 9.0 TEMP(l;IM) ::: -poe 1 :IMJ TEMPf1;IM) = VEXP! TEMPe 1; 1M) 
WHERE{ BITI(l;IM) ) R(l.t.J.N;IMJ = TEMP(1;IM) OTHERWISE 
R(fof.JoN;!M) = 0.0 
TEMP( 1: 1M) 
.j. TEMP(t;IM) 






VVL I NI<H390 
VVLINKH391 
VVLINKH392 
VVLINKH393 VVL I ... ,. ....... 
VVLI 
VVL ll\lnn~~,", 
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L ,J\ I L __ 
ENOWHERE 










Rfl,l,J,N;IM) • CTRANS(l.J,NK) 


































$ Rfl,I.J,N:IM) R(I,1,J.N:IM) '"' T03fl,J, 
199 Rfl,J.l.N:IMI R(l,1.J.N;IMI 
200 CONTINUE 
'" 
IFI N.GT.NF I GOTO 111 
TT(l;IMI = {Tt-Z60.) .. 1.E-3 
TTTC1;IMI TT{1:]M) .. TT(l:IM) 
TEMP(l;IM) = APRIfN'· TT(l;IM' 
TEMPZ(1.1:IM) = TEMPll:IMI ~ BPRlCN,-TTTI1;IM) 
TT{~;IM) = (T2-260.1 .. l.E-3 
TTTC1;IM) TTI1:IM) '"' TT(T;IM' 
TEMP(1.1M) = APRl(N)" TT(1.IMI 
TEMPZ(l,2:IMt ~ TEMPI1;IM) ~ BPRI(N)"TTTll;IMI 
TEMPZ(f,l:!MT21 VEKPI TEMPZ(t,l;IMT2J ; TEMPZI1.t;IMT21 
CAP1(1:IM) TEMPZCt,1;IM) 
CAP2(t:IM) TEMPZ(l,2;IM) 
GO TO t12 
1.0 VVLINKH488 
1.0 VVLINKH489 
CAP 1 ( 1 : 1M) 
CAP21'; 1M, 
112 TERMIC1;IM) ( CAP2 ( 1 ; HoU "02' t; 1M)" P2 .. AGRNDP VVl I NKH490 
S + CAP(1.1,N:IMI} .. DP2(liU'I) .. A19aO VVLINKH491 
= TERM1(l:IM) +- ( CAP1(I;lM)"'Q1(l;IM)*Pl VVLINKH492 
~ CAP2(1;IM}"Q2{f;IM}"P2J~DP1(';IM)" A1960"AGRNOP VVLINKH493 
TERM( 1; 1M) 
$ ( CONT2'"'Q2( 1: 1M) .P2'"'OP2( 1; 1M) "Q2( 1: 1M, "AGRNDP VVlINKH494 
CONT(l,t:IMJ "OP2{1;IM)) .. A1S60 VVlINKH495 























TERM(l:IM) ~ VAR(1,!:IMl 
ERM1(1;IMI • VAR(1,I;IM) 
CMll(t;IM} • CMC1.I;IM) 
CMI(1;IM) • CM(l~I;IM) 
CfN)" PH(f;IMl 
96 CONTINUE 
TEMPZ{l,L2+1;IML2) = C(N) ~ PHII(l,l:1ML2) VVLINKH509 
TEMPZlt,l:IML2T2) = VSORTI TEMPZ(1.1;IML2T21 : TEMPZfl,l:IML2T21 IVVLINKH510 
VVl INKHe t 1 
RCBCG(t,l;IML2,*AV1(1,1.iML21 ~ TErJlPZll.t:IPJlL21 VVlINKH512 





= -RCSCG(',1 IML2)'"'AV2(I,l;IMl2' 
- TEMPZI1,L2"" IML2) 














TEMPZ( 1 ,1..2+1; IMl2) = -RCBPD!1,1 1ML2) 
TEMPZ(t,t :IML2T2' = VEXP ( TEMPZ ( ,1 ; IML2T2) 
: TEMPZ{ • .1 ; IMl2T21 
WHERE ( BITZ( " f; IML.2) I 
TINFC 1,1 ,N; IML2, = TEMPZ( 1. 1 ; tMl?) 
WTRINF(1,l,N;IML21 = TEMPZ(l,L2+1;IML2} 
OTHERWISE 
TINFll.1.N;IML2) O,Q 
WTRINFfl,1,N;IML2) = 0.0 
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IFf N.EQ.4 .OR. N.EO.S) GOTO 96 IF I N .EO.S } GOTO 97 
GO TO 100 
CONTINUE 
DO 98 I=1,L2 , WHERE I BITZ{1.I;IM) TINF{f,I.N;IM) WTRINF",I,N;IM. ENOWHERE 
TINFC1,I.N;IM) .. CTINF(I.NKJ 

















• SSfl,l,N ;IM21)· OELNU(N) 
= 0.0 
R{1.1,J.NFl;IMl2) Rft.l,J.NFL:IML2) S ... Rfl.',J,N ;IML2) SSCI.2.N;IML21· DELNU(NI SOB CONTINUE 
605 CONTINUE 
DO 50S J=f,l2 
Rf1,l.J.NFL:1ML2) = Rfl.1.J,NFl;IML2) I SS(t,2.NFL;IML2) 50S CONTINUE 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~*.6 ......... .. C •••••••••••• *.~ ..... *.* •••••••••••••••••• c····· 




DO 2000 I:l.LLLAV 111=2·1 
II=II1-
SUM(1 1M) 0.0 SURFL(l 1M) 0.0 
SURFU(l 1M) 0.0 
KV(t 1M) t 
IF( LEO.1 ) 
IFf I.NE.lLLAV 





BIT1{1;IM) = IUP(l.I-l;IM) .NE. LLAV laIT : QaSCNTC atTl{I;IM) ) GOTO 2115 
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WHERE' 8ITHt;IM} .AND. eJT2{1;IM) ) 













KVMtN = QaSMINl KV(1;JMJ,BtTl{1;IM) 
DO 2100 J=KVMIN.llAV . 
BIT211;IMJ = BITtll;IM) .AND. t<V";JfM.LE.J .AND. BIT6(1:1",1 
WHERE( BIT2(1;IM) 
JVfl:IM) = .J 
Sll,I,cJ:IM) = 0.0 
ENDWHERE 
.JJ'" 2'""J 
JJ :: JILlJ-f 
BIT5It.1M) = J.NE.IUP",J:IM) 
BITG(1.IM) :: BtT6(1.~M) .AND. fBITS(1;IM} .OR •• NOT.BIT2'f;IMII 
BIT2(I;IM} :: 81T211;IM) .AND. SITGf1.IM} 
letT:: Q8SCNT( BIT2(f;IM» 
IFI IBIT.EQ.O) GOTO 2115 
IJTEST = (I-J)-C2'""(I-JJ-3l 
IFfIJTEST) 2081. 2082. 2083 
CONTINUE 
DO 2210 N=1.NFLW 
BIT3(I;IM) = R(t.Il-t,II,N;IM) .GE. 0.98 
WHERE( BIT2ff:IMI .AND. BIT3f':IM) ) 
$ AG(l;IM) = ( (88(I,llI-l.N;IMJ-BB{I.III.N;IM)) 
5 - (1.+RCI.lI-f.II.N;IMII+f88(1.11I-2.N;IM) 
S - B8(1.III-t,N;IM) 
5 • (R{1.I1-1.II.N;IMI~R(1.1I-2.1I.N:IMI) .. 0.5 
GO TO 3054 






WHERE( BtT2(1;HM .AND •• NOT.8IT3f1;IM) ) 
TRBf1:IMI = 0.125 ... ( G .... R{I.JJ+l.ILN;IM) 
S + 3.- Rf'.JJ .II.NiIMI - Rf1.ILl"'''"2,II.N;I1J11 
5SB{ 1. 1M) = 0.125 * ( 6."55( f ,lllLl'" .N; 1M) 
S + 3."SSII.JILl"'+~.N;IM) - SS(1.JILlJ"'.N;IM' 
TERM2(1;IM) = (TRADll.JJJ;IM) - TRAD(I.J~J+l;IMJ 
$ .. (S5(I.JJJ.N;UJI)"lHt,JJ .II.N;IM) 
S + 4.·SS8(1;IM'·TRBfl;IM) 
$ + SSf1.JJILl·'.N; H." "Rt ' • .JJ+l .lLN: 1M) • A6 
ENDWHERE 
81T4 11; 11\'1) = Rft.II-lolI.N.IM) .LT. 0.1 
WHERE( BIT211jlrJI) .AND •• NOT.8tT3fl,IM) .AND. 8IT4f1~IMI 
TERMf(l;IM) = ( AS + R(l.II-l.II,N;IM) 
S • ( 88{1.1II-1,N;IMI-8811.I1I.N;IM> 
AG( 1; 1M) = TERM1 (1: 1M) + TERM2( 1: 1M) 
ENOWHERE 
GO TO 3054 
CONTINUE 
WHERE! BIT2(I;IM) .AND .. NOT.BIT3(t;lM) .AND .. NOT.8tT4(1;IM, 
TRO(1iIMI = 0.125'" ( 6." R(1.J.J+1.II.N;IM) 
$ + 3." R(I.uu+2.Il.N;IM)-R(t ••• hJ.I1.N;tM») 
SSOtl;IM) = 0.125 .. ( 6."SS(1.JJu+2.N;IM) 





































































































































































WHERE( BIT2(1;IM, I S(I.I.J;IMI l: 
2210 CONTINUE 









GO TO 2400 
CONTINUE 
00 2220 N=l.NFLW 
BIT3{1;IM) = R(1.iI+t.II.N;IMI .GE. 0.98 
WHEREf BIT2fl:IM) .AND. BIT3f1;IM) ) 
S AG(1;IM) = { (BB(1.[II.N:IM}-BBtl.III~t,N;IMII 
$ • (1.4R(t.rI~1.Il,N;rMI) + (BB(1.1II&1.N;lM) 
S 8a~1.III+2.N;lMI' 
S - (R(1.II+1.lt.N;IMI~R{I.II+2.II,N;IM» , ~ 0.5 





































WHERE< BIT2(1:IM) .AND .• ~lOT.BIT3(1;IM' , 
TRO(I;IM) = 0.125 * f S.* R(1.~J+t.II.N;IM) 
S + 3.* R(1.~~+2.II.N;IM)-R(1.~~.II,N:U'" 
SSO(1;ZM) = 0.125 .. ( G.*SS(1.JJ~·2.N:IM' 
S + 3.·SS(1.JdJ~1.N;JM)-SStl.J\JJ"'3.N;IM» 
TERM2(1:IM) = (TRAO(1.1.J.JJ 4 1;IMI-TRAO(t.JJJ&2;IM» 
$ .. (SS(I.,JJJ~2.N;IM)·R(1.JJ~2.II.N;IMJ 
$ + 4. ·SSDf 'Ii UM*TRO( 1; 1M) 
S + SS{1.JJJ+1.N;IM)·R(t,JJ+l.II,N:IM) • A6 
ENDWHERE 
BIT4(1:I~) = R(t,Il+1,II.N;lM} .LT. 0.7 
WHERE( BIT2(1:IMt .AND •. NOT.BIT3(1;IM) .AND. BIT4f1:IM) 
TERM1(1;IMI. = I AG • R(1.II~1,lr.N;IM)) 
s - ( 88(1.ItI.N;IMI-BS{1.III+1.N:IM) 
AGfliIM, = TERM1'.1:IM' ~ TERM2C1;IM) 
ENOWHERE 
GO TO 3064 
CONTINUE 
WHERE( B'!T2(1:IM) .AND •. NOT.BIT3(1.IM) .AND. ,NOT.BIT4fl:IM' 
TRal!;IM' = 0.125 • f 6.- R(t.JJ+l.II.N;lM) 
S + 3.· R(t.JJ.II.NjIM)-R{1,l.hJ?2.II.N:IM)) 
SSB(1;IM) = 0.125 - '( 6.*SSCt.JJJ.N;tM) 




AGe 1: nu = (TRAD{ 1.JdJ; IMI-TRAD( 1 ,l.h'J+1; 1M» 
• (SS(1.JJJ,N;tM)·R(1.JJ.tl.N;IM) 
+ 4.·SSB(1;IM)*TRB(litM) 
+ SS(1.JJJ+l.N;IM)·R(I.JJ~1.II.N;tM) ) • A6 





















GO TO 2400 
N=NFL 





WHERE{ BtT2f1;tM) , 
TRB{f:tM) = 0.125" (S.* R(1.dd+1.II.N;IM) 
S + 3." R(1.JJ,II.N:IM)-R(t.JJ+2.tI,N;IMI) 
SSB(1;!M' = 0.125 • ( 6.*SS(I.JdJ.N;IMI 
$ • 3.·SS(1.JJd+1.N;IM)-SS(1,ddJ-f.N;trJlI) 
TRO(1;IMI = 0.125 .. ( 6.* RCI,dJ+1.1J.N;tMI 
$ + 3.- R<1.JJ+2.II.N;IMI-Rft.JJ.II.N.IM), 
SSO(l:IM} 0.125" (6.-SSt1.dJ'J+2.N;IM) 
$ 4 3 .... SS(1.JoJJ.I.N;IM'-SSC1.JJJ+3.N;IMII 
TERM2(I;IM) = fTRADI1.oJJJ;IM)-TRAD{1.JJJ+1:IM») 
S .. (SS{t.JJJ.N;IM)·R(t,t1...r.II,N;IMI 
$ ... 4 .... SS9Cl:U"·TRB(I;IM) 
S + SS(I.JJJ+I.N;IMI·'HI • ...r.J+1.II.N;IM) ) .. AS 
$ + (TRAOfl.JJJ~1;U"-TRAD(1.JJJ+2;IMI) 
$ .. (SS(1.d...rJ'+1.N;IMI-R(1.JJ+l.II.N;IM' 
$ ... 4.-SS0ff;IM1*TROCf;JMJ 
$ + SSC1.Jt.l...r+2.N;IM) .. R(t • ...rJ+2.II.N;IMI • A6 
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SUMfl::'~1 SUM(I:IMI ... 5(1.1,.1:1",,1 








S( I, I .lLlAY; IMI 




DO 812 IBB=1.IM 
0.0 
GO TO 8 
lUP{f.I-l;IMI .EQ. 
JV(I;IMl = LLLAV 
KVfISB' = tUP(IBB.dV(IBB)) 
812 CONTINUE 
BIT1(1;IM) ::: dVf1;IM) .EQ. LLLAY 
BIT2(1:IM} = dV(f;IM) .EQ. KVft;IM) 
LLAV 
DO 2500 N=t.NFLW 
WHERE( BIT1(1;IM) .OR .. NOT.81T2(1;IM) ) 
$ SURFL (1; 1M) SURFLC1;IM) + (BG(I.N;IM)-BB(I.LL,N:IMI) 







1 F ( I. EQ . t, GOTD 2556 
BIT,(';IM) tUP(l.I-l;IM) .EO. 0 
181T = aSSCNT( BIT1(1;IM) 
IF' 18IT.EO.O ) GOTO 2510 
2556 CONTINUE 
00 2501 N=l.NFLW 
WHERE( BITtfl;IM) ) 
Sfl.I.LLLAV:IM) = S{I.I,LLLAV;lM) 
S '*" (TINFf1,Jt,N;UU*SS111.N;IM) 
s 4.+WTRINFfl.l1,N;lM)*SS(1,l.N;lM) 
S Rtl,l.II.N:IM)*SS(1.2.N;IM)' 
S (T1-Tf 1. 1: 1M}) * AS * DElNUfN) 




REfJS.I:IM} = SURFl(1;IM) 
$ + SURFU(1;IM) 
S SUMf 1 ; 1M} 
S S(l.I,lLLAY;IM) 
RE(lB.1;1M) = REfIB.I;IM' .... 2064E-2 
2000 CONTINUE 
DO 62 L = t,LLAV 
PL(IB.LiIM) = PL(Ia.L;1M)*~.E-3 
P'LE(I8.L:IM) = PL-EfIB,L;IM)*1.E-3 
62 corHINUE 
PLEfIB.LLLAV;IM) = PLEfIB,LLLAY;IM)*1.E-3 
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H 2081 2082 Z083 21 ~! 2100 2115 
i 2210 2220 
rl 2324 2333 2400 
~ 2500 2501 2510 ~ 2555 
I I 2556 295 

























I 605 62 I· a I 8.2 I 95 1,k 
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96 488 486 
97 487 487 
88 495 480 ,~' . 99 503 49B 
9999 651 129 
VARIABLE MAP 
--NAME-------BlOCK------TVPE------CLASS-------REFERENCES A=ARGtIST. C=CTRL OF DO. I=DATA INIT. R=READ. S=STOne, V1=VlRITE 
A1S60 REAL SIMPLE 133/S 461 462 463 464 
A2940 REAL SIMPLE 132/5 384 
A39ao REAL SIMPLE 131/S 365 
A6 REAL SIMPLE 134/5 560 564 571 5B5 589 596 609 609 63B 
AG SPACE REAL ARRAY 103 555/S 565/5 571 .. 5 574 5S0/S 59D/S 596/S 597/5 597 600 
hGRNDP REAL SiMPLE 130/S 'B3 lB4 185 '86 189 461 462 463 464 
Al RADeOM REAL ARRAY 17 
APRI REAL ARRAY 114 117/1 265 316 449 453 
AS RADeQM REAL ARRAY 2 
AV SPACE REAL ARRAY 57 222/5 223 4'14/5 427 
.Vl SPACE REAL ARRAY 90 4S8/S 474 
AIl2 SPACE REAL ARRAV 91 469/S 476 
BB SPACE REAL ARRAY 69 345/5 346 555 555 555 555 564 564 580 580 
5BO 580 589 5B9 62B 
BBI SPACE REAL ARRAV 71 357/5 :158 639 
BG SPACE REAL ARRAY 73 353/5 628 
BITt 8IT ARRAV 35 161/5 162 t65/S i6G 200/5 202 227/5 228 231 237 
23B 241 243 245 251 253 255/5 255 255 257 262 
268 ~7' 273 28315 285 28B 304/5 305 311 320 322 
324 428/5 431 440 443 526/5 529/5 530 534 536 538 
619/5 620 625/5 628 630/5 632/5 633 537 
BIT2 BIT ARRAY 36 201/5 202 252/5 253 255 284/5 2B5 29. 294 533 
.1 534 538/S 539 546 547/5 547 548 555 557 563 558 57. 5BO 5B2 5BB 583 GOO 604 613 815 626/5 628 
.1 BIT3 BIT ARRAY 37 242/5 243 253/5 254 285/5 295/5 295 296 298 300 
304 327 332 554/5 555 557 563 56B 579,5 5BO 582 
58B 593 
BIT4 BIT A.RRAY 3B 28G/S 287/5 28S!S 28B 295 562,'3 563 56B 5B7/5 588 
593 
BITS BIT ARRAY 38 289/5 290/5 291/5 29. 295 545/5 546 
BITS BIT ARRAY 40 292/5 293/5 294/5 294 2~':l 300 302 304 525/5 538 
546/5 546 547 
BtTR BIT ARRAY 34 157/5 .5B 
BITZ BIT ARRAY 4' 401/S 407 4'6 4'8 475/5 479 49. 499 00 SPRl REAL ARRAY 114 1181 I 265 3'6 450 454 
~ C REAL ARRAY 113 120/1 396 425 470 472 "TI::O CAP SPACE REAL ARRAY 63 262/5 273/5 324/5 332/5 384 3B4 3B4 46. "n@ CAPt SPACE REAL ARRAY Bl 456/S 459/5 M£2 CAP2 SPAce REAL ARRAY B2 457/5 460/S .6' 462 Oz CAPPSl SPACE REAL ARRAY G4 269/5 271/5 273 320/5 322/5 324 0:1:> ![ COATE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 26 ::01"" CG SPACE REAL ARRAY BO 375/5 376/5 379 427 
CLOUD RADCDM REAL ARRAY 8 .65 .0-0 CM SPACE REAL ARRAY 74 360/5 365/S 365 392 392 424 46B 469 ~~ CMI SPACE REAL ARRAY B6 464/5 469 eMIt SPACE REAL ARRAY 87 463/S 464 4GB 1""r.1 CNUCUB REAL ARRAY "5 122/1 345 353 357 364~ iQ CaNT SPACE REAL ARRAY 62 251/5 254/5 254 258/S 312/5 313/S 3.3 329/5 364 365 463 
CONTl REAL SIMPLE 193/S 464 
CONT2 REAL SIMPLE 194/S 463 464 
COSZ RADOOM REAL ARRAV 28 
crIN WUDATA REAL ARRAY 110 493 
CTINF V1UDATA REAL ARRAY 110 482 
CTRANS WUDATA REAL ARRAY 110 4'6 440 
CVQ RADeOM REAL \RRAY 14 
CVT RADeOM REAL ARRAY 14 
cxoe RADCOM REAL A-RRAV 15 
eXL RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 2B 
CZH RADCOPI! REAL IlRRAY 27 
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DP SPACE REAL ARRAV 41 177/3 n8/S 180 182 365 384 ::eO 
OPT SPACE REAL ARRAY 45 169/S 462 464 464 
DP2 SPACE REAL ARRAY 46 I1'O/S 461 463 463 f-I 
EVAP RADeOM REAL SIMPLE 27 0\ 
FK RADeOM REAL ARRAY 23 
FROST RADeOM LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33 
G REAL ARRAY 112 119/1 376 
GAM RADeOM REAL ARRAV 9 
GRNDP REAL SIMPLE 124/1 t30 
HH RADom.. REAL ARRAY 12 
HHE RADCOM REAL ARRAV 12 
HHS RADeOM REAL ARRAV 13 
1 INTEGER SIMPLE 164/C 165 166 167 196/e 197 t99/e 200 201 205 205 
201 207 208 208 211 211 214 216 234 237 241 
242 243 277 280 282 283 284 300 337:0 338 339 
378/C 379 387/C 3ea 38B 388 3BB 391 392 403/e 404 
404 404 404 408 410 416 416 416 419 419 419 
420 420 465/C 466 466 467 46B 46B 469 469 (\70 
490/e 491 492 492 492 493 493 493 498.'0 499 500 
500 500 50 I 501 50 I sIBle 519 527 528 529 533 
533 534 541 550 550 574 574 600 61)0 610 610 
613 617 618 619 631 632 G38 63B 643 643 644 
644 
18 INTEGER SIMPLE 129/C 155 t55 156 t56 1'57 158 t60 t60 16t 162 
165 170 177 177 178 178 179 180 t81 182 tSS 
'l 195 197 200 201 205 205 207 207 208 20e 225 
227 230 230 23' 234 237 241 242 243 2ao 282 
~~ 283 284 300 340 349 643 644 644 647 6~7 648 
, 648 650 G50 
:" ISB INTEGER SIMPLE 622/C 623 623 623 
.1,\ I8tT INTEGER SIMPLE 228/5 229 23815 239 296/S 297 530/5 531 548,5 549 633 
., 
, 634 
"" ICE RAOCOM LOGICAL ARRAY 3t 33 
! 1 ,ICM INTEGER SIMPLE 386/S 390/S 390 391 392 394 395 402/5 406/5 406 407 
r I 408 416 419 
1 I IOAY' INTEGER SIMPLE 1 172 ;1 I I INTEGER SIMPLE 520/5 554 554 555 555 555 555 555 555 sse 558 i.' 558 560 560 562 562 564 564 569 569 569 571 
I ~~I ~~ ~~ ~~; m :g = = = = = j} 596 605 605 605 607 607 607 609 609 Gog 609 
! 6~ ~ ~B 63B 639 " I I I INTEGER SIMPLE 519/S 520 555 555 555 555 564 564 580 580 580 580 589 589 IJ INTEGER SIMPLE 176/5 179 180 181 182 183 183 184 ie4 185 185 
I' 186 186 
I hlrEST INTEGER SIMPLE 550/S 551 I I JM INTEGER SIMPLE 126/5 127 128 129 146 147 150 151 152 153 155 
I 155 156 156 157 157 158 158 160 160 161 161 
i 162 IS2 163 165 165 166 166 167 167 169 170 
I 170 177 177 177 178 178 178 179 179 180 180 
{ 180 f81 lB~ 182 182 182 183 183 184 184 185 
t 185 ,8S fBG ISS 18B lS9 189 195 195 197 197 
200 200 201 201 202 202 203 205 205 205 207 
! ·1' 207 207 208 208 20B 209 209 209 210 210 210 
: I 218 218 218 219 219 219 221 221 222 222 223 ! 'I 223 223 224 224 225 225 225 225 225 226 226 
I . 227 227 228 229 230 230 230 230 231 231 231 . 'I 231 234 234 234 235 235 235 236 235 236 237 : I 237 238 239 240 240 240 241 24 f 241 241 242 
- 242 243 243 243 243 245 246 246 247 247 247 f I I 248 248 250 250 250 251 251 251 252 252 253 ;, I 253 253 254 254 254 254 254 254 255 255 255 f.f I 255 257 258 259 262 262 265 265 265 2139 269 
271 211 271 273 273 273 273 273 280 280 2UO 
~ 281 281 281 282 282 282 282 283 223 284 284 285 285 285 288 288 288 291 291 291 294 294 
, 294 295 295 2.95 295 2.96 297 298 2.98 29B 29B 
i 298 2.99 299 299 300 300 300 300 300 302 302 
'f- 302 304 304 304 305 306 306 307 307 307 308 
;rr+JiII.··\\ ' ---,---.. -----.. '---,.-.-".-,., ' .. -.----.,.-.---,- - - f+ 
:.'~ to,'·' ~ ~: ~~...!;:i o~.. _-.......:.:...~~:.::. _.~. __ ~.___ .• -~::.~<~ ... ..,. ,. ~ .. ,'. _' ~, . _""_ _=-:.... ~;.:.~~_~_~~ __ ~=----'-=' ____ ~.-:!.~~.. ~ 
1 ·fl?iWff ~'i ' \ \ ,~\ ~ , I '" • -~I+ I, '. ;1 . "" _t ___ • 
..... 
: I 30B 310 310 310 311 312 312 313 313 313 31 • 313 316 316 316 320 320 322 322 322 324 32-324 324 32. 327 32B 329 332 332 334 335 33. 336 339 339 340 340 340 349 3.9 353 353 354 
:'1 304 ·355 355 355 356 356 357 357 358 358 358 358 358 358 350 364 36. 3.4 365 355 365 365 
, :1 365 367 367 368 368 375 376 377 379 379 38. 
, J 3B4 384 3'84 38 • 3B4 391 391 391 392 392 392 
. , 39' 407 408 408 410 416 416 416 419 419 .,9 ! ,j 
! :1 
420 420 423 423 424 424 425 425 426 426 426 
427 427 427 427 428 428 429 429 430 430 430 
431 432 432 434 4.0 440 440 443 443 443 444 
444 447 448 448 448 449 449 450 450 450 451 
" 452 452 452 453 453 454 454 454 456 456 457 
'I 
:1 
457 459 460 461 461 461 461 461 462 462 462 
462 462 462 462 463 463 463 463 463 463 464 
464 464 464 464 464 464 464 466 465 4G6 457 
457 467 468 468 46B 469 469 469 470 470 491 
j 00 492 492 493 493 499 500 500 501 501 521 522 
"TI;tI 523 524 529 529 530 533 533 53. 534 53. 53. 
"tJ@ 536 536 53B 538 538 538 529 5'0 541 545 545 
q 8s; 546 546 546 546 547 547 547 548 554 554 555 555 555 555 555 555 555 555 555 555 557 557 , , 558 558 558 558 559 559 559 559 560 560 560 ::0.- 560 560 560 560 560 560 552 562 563 553 563 
.0"0 564 56' 564 56' 565 565 565 568 568 55B 569 
C~ 569 569 569 570 570 570 570 571 571 571 571 571 571 571 571 571 571 574 574 574 574 579 ~~ 579 580 580 S80 5BO 580 5S0 580 580 5S0 580 5B2 582 583 583 583 583 584 584 58' 584 585 
:Jra 585 5B5 585 585 585 585 585 5B5 587 587 S88 5B8 58B 589 589 5B9 589 590 590 590 593 593 593 594 594 594 59' 595 595 595 595 596 596 
596 596 596 596 596 596 596 597 597 597 600 
j 600 600 600 604 505 605 605 605 606 SOS 60S SOS S07 S01 607 507 608 S08 S08 608 609 S09 609 609 609 609 609 S09 609 S09 609 609 S09 
, ~ 609 609 609 609 610 610 S10 613 S13 613 613 ,. 615 615 617 619 619 620 620 622 625 62.5" 626 
, 526 626 628 628 628 628 628 628 628 632 632 
,fJ 
633 637 638 638 638 638 638 638 638 638 63B 
639 639 639 639 6'3 643 643 643 643 644 644 
647 647 648 648 650 650 
IM21 INTEGER SIMPLE 153/5 505 507 507 507 
i. IMBAND INTEGER SIMPLE 1 126 129 
'~ IMICM INTEGER SIMPLE 394fS 396 396 397 397 397 398 398 398 398 399 399 400 '00 400 401 401 
'1 IML2 INTEGER SIMPLE 147/5 148 149 472 472 474 474 474 '7' 475 475 476 476 476 476 417 477 479 4S0 4BO 481 481 
. t 483 484 512 512 512 512 516 516 516 IML2L2 INTEGER SIMPLE ,.,S/5 370 509 
I, IML2.T2 INTEGER SIMPLE 149/5 473 473 473 478 478 478 
! : IML3 INTEGER SIMPLE 146/5 3'2 342 343 343 3'3 344 344 3'5 345 346 346 346 346 346 3'6 
IMNF INTEGER SIMPLE 151/S 267 267 267 318 318 318 
IMNFLW INTEGER SIMPLE 150/5 351 351 351 
IMT2. INTEGER SIMPLE 152/S 220 220 220 455 455 465 
IUP SPACE INTEGER ARRAY 44 167/5 529 533 534 545 619 623 632 
J INTEGER SIMPLE 174/C 175 176 177 177 178 178 179 180 181 182 
,.! 361/0 362 363 365 365 365 381/C 382 3B3 384 384 384 385 388 388 388 388 391 332 404 404 404 
404 408 .,0 "6 416 416 419 419 419 420 420 
423 424 432 43' 440 440 440 4.3 443 443 444 
444 511/C 512 512 512 515/0 516 5.6 537/C 538 540 
541 543 545 545 550 550 574 574 600 600 610 
610 613 615 
JALB RADeon INTEGER SIMPLE 30 191 
JJ INTEGER SIMPLE 175/S 177 178 180 182 217IS 218 226 231 2331S 234 
241 243 246 2'8 251 252 254 254 254 254 254 
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282 300 302 302 306 308 312 313 313 313 313 6 313 320 322 324 32· 324 324 328 329 332 363 
364 364 365 383'-5 384 38. 384 544/5 55ll 558 558 f-l 
560 560 569 569 569 571 511 583 SB3 583 SSSO) 
585 594 594 594 596 596 605 605 ODS 607 607 
607 609 609 609 609 
I JJJ INTEGER SIMPLE 543/5 544 559 559 559 660 560 560 560 510 570 
" 
570 571 571 571 511 584 584 584 585 585 585 
i 585 595 595 595 596 596 596 596 606 606 606 
I 608 608 602 609 609 609 609 609 609 609 609 i JMI INTEGER SIMPLE 385/S 387 403 
1 JV SPACE INTEGER ARRAY 108 540/5 615/5 620/5 623 625 626 K INTEGER SIMPLE 215/C 217 233 278/C 279 281 290 293 338/5 339 
KJ INTEGER SIMPLE 277/5 279 
KURT INTEGER SIMPLE 125/t 
KV SPACE INTEGER ARRAy 43 163/5 166/S 167 524/5 534/5 536 538 '323/5 626 
KVMIN INTEGER SIMPLE 636/S 531 
L INTEGER SIMPLE 154/C 155 155 156 156 157 158 2"'S 212 362/5 382 
646/C 647 647 648 648 
L2 INTEGER SIMPLE 143/5 144 147 148 361 378 381 465 472 476 477 
481 490 498 511 515 628 
L3 INTEGER SIMPLE 145/5 146 340 
LA INTEGER SIMPLE f39/S 211 
J LAND RADeeM LOGICAL ARRAy 31 33 LATD INTEGER SIMPl.E 1 172 LAV INTEGER SIMPLE 135/S 139 199 00 
~. LL INTEGER SIMPLE 144/5 145 628 LLAY INTEGER SIMPLE 1 135 140 141 143 154 164 174 225 230 340 "11;:0 
529 537 619 646 
-015 LLLAV INTEGER SIMPLE 140/5 160 160 188 195 518 528 617 618 620 625 O-
J 638 638 
643 650 650 OZ M INTEGER SlMPLE 213/5 214/5 215 38e/5 389 404/5 405 
MI KYII RADCOM lOGICAL A'RRAV 32 33 ;:oF: 
,. N INTEGER SIMPLE 261/e 262 264/C 265 265 265 269/C 269 270 211 271 
!,I 213 273 315/C 316 316 ~'6 319/C 320 321 322 322 g;g ~ 32' 324 331/e 332 341/C 3'2 345 345 346 346 34B 349 349' 352/C 353 353 353 354 357 ~51 35B 35B :toG) 369/C 370 372/C 373 374 376 376 384 384 384 396 ern L 408 410 412 412 413 416 416 419 419 420 420 
f 425 432 434 436 436 431 440 440 443 443 ~44 ~lI:i r ,1 444 446 449 450 453 454 461 470 472 480 4B1 483 48" 486 486 487 492 492 493 493 500 500 
501 501 506/e 501 507 510le 512 512 512 553/e 554 
555 555 555 555 555 555 555 558 558 55S 559 
559 559 560 560 550 560 562 564 564 564 569 
569 569 570 570 570 571 571 571 571 514 578 
579 5S0 580 580 580 580 580 580 583 583 583 
584 584 584 585 5S5 585 585 587 589 589 5B9 
, 'I 
594 594 594 595 595 595 596 596 59S 596 600 
603/S 605 605 605 606 606 606 601 607 607 608 
608 608 609 609 609 609 609 609 609 609 627 
628 628 628 628 636/C 638 638 638 638 638 63B 
'I 
63S 639 639 63. 
NF INTEGER SIMPLE 136/S 151 264 270 315 321 446 
NFF INTEGER SIMPLE 124/1 137 
NFK RADCorl'! INTEGER SIMPLE 23 
I NFL INTEGER SIMPLE t38tS 505 507 507 509 512 512 516 516 516 603 NFLW INTEGER SIMPLE 1 137/5 138 150 261 268 319 331 341 348 352 
I 369 372 506 510 553 578 627 636 NK INTEGER SIMPLE 374/5 416 440 492 493 
" 
NLAYOZ RADCOM INTEGER SIMPLE 22 
. I NLE I-NTEGER SIMPLE 142/5 217 219 , 
NtEV INTEGER SIMPLE '41/5 142 laa 189 189 21a 219 337 j NN INTEGER SIMPLE 373/5 376 NNVLH INTEGER SIMPLE 42/1 126 Noz RADCDM INTEGER SIMPLE 26 
1 
OCEAN RADeor'" LOGICAL ARFIAV 31 33 
0011122 RADeOM REAL ARRAY 25 
COM30 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 25 
_"I 
i~r " ~ :~c: • ~,"<"-" 'C:'"""....o..,..p~~~-, 'J 
-r+ L ,~'" ',-_ - - .. ~.;. .. . I"';'" -:-~ .. 
-
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, f';; 
COM3S RADeOM REAL ARRAY 25 
OCM46 RADCOM REAL ARRAY 25 ! QCMXX RADCOM REAL ARRAY 26 
aI-APR RAOCDM REAL ARRAY 24 
aLJAN RADCOM REAL ARRAY 24 
QL!.lUL RADCOM REAL ARRAY 24 
cLOCT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 24 
oZALE RADom" REAL AhRAY 18 
P SPACE REAL ARRAY 49 179/5 180/5 181/S 182/S 183 1B4 lB5 18G 188.15 189 
218 218 219 219 23' 280 
PI REAL SIMPLE 124/1 169 462 4·':;4 
P2 REAL SIMPLE f 241 I 169 170 461 462 463 464 
' " PO SPACE REAL ARRAV 55 210/5 282 427/5 428 429 , <. POG SPACE REAL ARRAY 56 221/5 223 224/5 230 234/5 235/5 235 235 236/S 236 ,-
240 2eO/S 281/5 281 281 282 298/S 298 299 
POP SPACE REAL ARRAY 54 208/S 209/S 209 209 2tO 236 298 
PDQ SPACE REAL ARRAY 52 203/S 205/5 240 299 
POT SPACE REAL ARRAV 53 207/5 210 
PH SPAce REAL ARRAY 88 467/8 470 
PHI SPACE REAL ARRAY 48 t8a/s 184/5 185/5 186/5 lB9/5 254 273 313 324 
PHIl SPACE REAL ARRAY 89 466/5 472 
PL RACCOM REAL ARRAV 3 155/5 155 171 178 18t 182 208 208 234 280 
641/5 647 
PLE RADCCM REAL ARRAY 3 156/5 156 160/S 160 170 117 178 119 180 188 
649/5 648 650/5 650 
PLK RADCOM REAL ARRAY 4 
PLKE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 4 
PM SPACE REAL ARRAY 79 423/S 425 
PREP RADCOM REAL ARRAV 27 
PROCM RAOCOM REAL ARRAV 26 Q SPACE REAL ARRAV 58 231/5 241/5 243!5 252 254 254 259/5 273 300/S 302 
302 313 313 324 328/5 367 368 Q1 SPACE REAL ARRAY 76 361/5 462 464 464 Q2 SPACE REAL ARRAY 77 369/5 461 462 463 463 464 464 
R SPACE REAL ARRAY 75 370/5 408/5 410/5 416/5 416 419/5 419 420:5 420 432 
434/5 440/5 440 443/5 443 444/5 444 509/5 512 .. 5 512 512 
J 516/5 516 554 555 555 555 558 558 558 560 560 562 564 569 569 569 571 571 579 580 580 5BO 583 583 583 585 585 587 589 594 594 594 596 
596 605 605 605 607 607 607 609 609 609 609 ~. 628 638 00 RADCOM REAL UNKNOWN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
13 14 15 16 17 t8 19 20 21 22 23 'TI;:O 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 '2 
-ui5 r RAOTRM RADcmJl REAL ARRhY 28 RCBAV SPACE REAL ARRAY 95 392/5 398 0-RCBCG SPACE REAL ARRAY 91 379/5 398 474 416 0 2 
. '
RCBPO SPACE REAL ARRAY 96 398/5 399 401 474/S 47 • 411 ::or= RCBPM SPACE REAL ARRAY 94 391/5 396 ~, RCLOUD RADCOM REAL ARRAY 30 rO-u RE RADCOM REAL ARRAY 2 643/S 644/5 644 C;J> RH RADCOM REAL ARRAV 10 
RN RADcm~ REAL ARRAY 20 ;J>G) 
II RSURF RADCOM REAL ARRAY 30 ern 5 SPACE REAL ARRAY 99 541/5 574/5 514 601)/5 600 610/5 610 613 617/5 638 
=!ra 638 643 so RADCor.n REAL SIMPLE 28 
SG AADCOM REAL ARRAY 29 
i 
.< SHG FiADCOM REAL ARRAY 8 161 162/S 227 230 231 
SHL RADCOM REAL ARRAV 7 157 158/5 200 201 20~ 20. 230 237 241 242 
243 283 284 300 
5HLE RADeOM REAL ARRAY 7 
SHSAT RADCOM REAL ARRAY 9 
SNOW RAOCO~JI LOGICAL ARRAY 32 33 
SP RAOCOrJI REAL ARRAY 29 
SPACE REAL UNKNoWN 43 44 45 46 47 4B 49 50 51 52 53 
54 5S 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
76 77 78 79 80 31 82 83 84 85 86 
B7 88 B9 90 91 9Z 93 94 95 9a 97< 
t'"' 
, ~ H < ~ I ! S 
H 
'" , , . 
,', 
....... 
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EXP REAL INTRINSIC 193 
03rNT SUBROUTINE 191 
Q8SCNT INTEGER INTRINSIC 228 
Q8SMIN REAL INTRINSIC 53G 
STRATM SUBROUTINE 172 
VALOG REAL INTRINSIC 209 
VEXP REAL INTRINSIC 250 
VSQRT REAL INTRINSIC 397 
ZEIT(3EG SU9ROUTrNE 171 









193 194 24B 308 
:343/5 343 344/5 344 345 
357 358 358 
D=STMT FN DEF, A=ARGLIST 
29G 530 548 G33 
235 281 
310 318 343 351 
473 
346 346 355/5 355 

































































FUNCTION VQSAT (T,P.N;-' 
DESCRIPTOR VQSAT. T. P 
DIMENSION El(15001, E2(1500) 
DIMENSION TOf,5001, tll,SOO), 12(1500) 
REAL E5T(139). E5Tl(611, EST2(72) 












































































































TQ{I N) T - 19B.99999 
WHERE( T.LT.20D.O ) TOI, N} 1.00001 
WHERE! T.GT.337.9 ) TQ(' N) 13B.90001 
tlff;N) = VINTC TQ(';NJ 11 I:N) ) 




































E1(l;N):: QSVGATHR( EST(I;139),I1(I:N) Ell';N) 
E2(I;N) = QBVGATHR( EST(I:t39',12(t:N) E211:N) 
VQSAT = TQ(1iN) - 11(t;N) 
VQSAT VQSAT • I E2(';N)-El(':N) 
VOSAT = VQSAT. E1ft:N' 
EI(1;N) = P+A1622 
WHERE( E1{l;N).lT.VQSAT ) 
$ VOSAT=El{t;N) 

















































































































































--NAME-------BLOC1(------TYPE------CLASS-------REFERENCE5 A=ARGLIST. C=CTRL OF 00. I=OATA INIT~ R=REAC. S=STORE, W=VJRITE 
1i A1622 REAL SIMPLE 9/S 20 til 
~ 
.... 
.o~.·~.··" .. " ______ ""O· 
---.. - ... ~~. ~r 
. -,.; .. -;' 
...... 
,. 
.: .. ::~r:. ,.' 




___ ~ ___ ~ - '"-_ • .L-"._ ....... -'--'>.-,----'---~~_.~~ ______ ._ ~----.'------------.. ---;---- -'-.~--.'-"-'." .. "----- ~~.,,,,-. -.~-- -- ~"'-';--- '~..I> 
---
E1 REAL ARRAY 3 15/S 15 18 19 
E2 REAL ARRAY 3 16/5 16 18 
EST REAL ARRAY 5 6 6 15 16 
EST. REAL ARRAY 5 6 7II 
EST2 REAL ARRAY 5 6 BII 
11 INTEGER ARRAY 4 13/5 ,3 14 15 
12 INTEGER ARRAY 4 14/5 16 
N INTEGER SIMPLE 1 10 11 12 13 
15 16 16 16 17 
21 
P REAL DESCRIPTOR 1 2 20 22 
T REAL DESCRIPTOR 1 2 10 11 12 
TQ REAL ARRAV 4 10/S 11/S 12/5 13 
VQSAT REAL DESCRIPTOR 1 2 17/5 18/5 18 
22 
PROCEDURE MAP 





.. \!T .•... _ ... 
:' .. . 
'". .' 
~'- <:..;:-1 ,:;:~ 
Q8VGATHR 
VINT 
REAL INTRINSIC 15 16 
REAL INTRINSIC 13 
-,--_._.- ...•. -. ~.-- -------~~--~---- . 
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~~ ~gig~ ~:gg~: ~g:~6~g~323 
VOZON .D21180.XO!VOZON 
TEMPO 1.0 + XO'"'13S.57 
TEMPO TEMPO-·O.805 
TEMPO 1.08173.XD/TEMPD 
VOZON VOZON + TEMPO 
iEMPO 103.63'"'XD 
TEMPO TEMPO-TEMPO-TEMPO 
TEMPO 1.0 + TEMPO 
TEMPO O.ossaD-XO/TEMPO 
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VWATER = 1.0 • 141.51-XD 
VWATER = VWATER··O.635 
VWATEn: = VWATER • 5.92S"XO 
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VARIABLE MAP 
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